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REPOBT TO THE GOVERNOR.

To lilii ExceUenci/, John M. Hamilton, Governor of Hlinois:

I liarc tlic honor herewith to submit the Seventeenth Volume of

the new series of Reports of the Hlinois State Horticultural Society,

containing a stdtement of the receipts and expendituresfor the year.

Yours, very respectfully,

LENNINGTON SMALL, Secretary,

Illinois State Horticultural Society for 1883.

KANKAKEE, ILL., Marches, ISSU,

><





Officers for i884.

President.—John M. Pearson, Godfrey.
Vice President.—H. K. Vickroy, Norm.il.

Secretary.
—A, C. Hammond, Warsaw.

Assistant Secretary.
—H. M. Dunlap, Savoy.

Treasurer.—S. G. Minkler, Oswego.

EXECUTIVE BOARD.

J. M. Pearson l^resident State Society.

A. C. Hammond Secretary State Society.

S. M. Slade. . .President Horticultural Society of Northern Illinois.

A. Bryant. Jr., Vice President Horticultural Society of Northern

Illinois.

H. M. DiNLAP. .President Horticultural Society of Central Illinois.

A. G. Humphrey. Vice President Horticultural Society of Central

Illinois.

E. A. RiEHL. . . President Horticultural Society of Southern Illinois.

G. W. Endicott, Vice President Horticnltiii;il Society of Southern

Illinois.

AD-INTERIM COMMITTEES.

Northern TJlinois.—S. Edwards. Mendota; C. H. Prescott, Marengo.
Centra! Illinois.—0. B. (jialusha, Peoria; T. J. Hurrill. Ciiani])aign.

Sontliern Illinois.—E. A. Kiehl. Alton; Dr. J. H. Sanborn, Anna.

The Annual Meeting for LS.S4 will be held at tlir lii(liistii;il

University, Champaign. Dec IHh. lOtli. and lltli. 1884.



Standing Committees.

Orchard Culture.—^B. F. Johnson, Champaign; Henry Mortimer,
Manteno.

Forestry. —Thomas Gregg, Hamilton; L. C. Francis, Springfield.

Vegetable Gardening.
—A. L. Hays, Jacksonville; H. H. Wal-

lace, Villa Ridge.

Grapes and Grape Culture.—E. J. Ayres, Villa Ridge; M. A.

Baldwin, Jacksonville: D. J. Piper, Foreston.

Straivberries.—0. B. Galusha, Peoria; J. G. Buback, Princeton:

Henry Wallace. Villa Ridge.

Raspjherries. Blackberries, Currants, and Gooseberries.—H. K.

Vickroy. Normal: Wm. Jackson, Godfrey; D. W. Scott, Galena.

Pears.—C. N. Dennis, Hamilton; Parker Earle, Cobden; W. T.

Nelson, Wilmington.
Peaches.—J. B. Spaulding, Riverton; H. C. Foreman, Alto Pass.

Plums and Cherries.—Dr. A. H. Sanborn, Anna; L. C. Francis,

Springfield.

New Fruits, Trees and Plants.—J. F. Johnson, Warsaw; E.

Hollister, Alton.

Gathering and Marketing Fruits and Vegetables.
—R. W. Hunt.

Galesburg; E. Rogers, Upper Alton.

Utilizing Fruits.—G. W. Clayson, Nun da: L. Roberts, Godfrey.
Floriculture.—Thos. Franks, Champaign; Joseph Heine, Jack-

sonville.

Landscape Gardening.
—J. P. Bryant, Princeton; Prof. J. V. N.

Standish, Galesburg.

Vegetable Physiology.
—Prof. J. T. Burrill, Champaign: S. H.

French, Carbondale.

Fntoinology and Ornithology.
—Prof. S. A. Forbes, Normal; Miss

Alice Walton, Muscatine, Iowa; Miss Emily A. Smith, Peoria.

Creology, and, Soils as affecting Plant Life.
—Wm. McAdams.

Alton; Henry M. Bannister, Kankakee; H. M. Shaw, Mt. Carroll.

Hvrticultural Adornment of Home.—Mrs. Lavina S. Humphrey,

Galesburg; Mrs. H. N. Roberts, Alton: Mrs. P. V. Hathaway, Da-

mascus.



CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS.

AS AMENDED AT THE ANNUAL MEETING, 1874, AND FURTHER AMENDED
AT THE ANNUAL MEETING, 1882.

CONSTTTUTTON.

I. Tills Association shall be known as the Illinois State Horti-
cultural Society.

II. Its object shall 1)6 the advancement of the Science of Pomology
and the Art of Horticultnre.

III. Its members shall consist of Annual members, paying an annual
fee of one dollar; of Life memljers, paying a fee of twenty dollars at one
time; and of Honorary members, who shall only be persons of distin-

guished merit in Horticulture or kindred sciences, who may, by vote, be
invited to participate in the i)rivileges of the Society. The wives of mem-
bers shall be members without fee.

IV. Its othcers shall consist of a President, one Vice President, Sec-

retary, and an Assistant Secretary, who shall be elected at the annual

meeting, and serve until their successors are chosen; also an Executive
Hoard, as hereinafter i)rovided.

V. The affairs of the Society sliall be managed by an Executive Board,
to consist of the President and Secretary of the Society, and the President
and Vice President from each of the three District Horticultural Socie-
ties of the State.

VI. The Society shall hold annual meetings, and publish its transac-
tions annually; 'proridcd, there are suHieient funds in the treasury to de-

fray tlie exi)enses of pul)licati()n.
VII. This Constitution may be amended at any regular meeting by a

two-thirds vote of the members present.

BY-LAWS.

I. The President shall jireside at all meetings of the Society, call the

meetings of the Executive Hoard, and. under its direction, have a general
superintendence of the alfairs of the Society, and direction of expenditure
of money; he shall deliver an annual address upon some sul)ject connected
with Horticulture, and shall appoint all special committees unless other-
wise ordered.

II. The Vice President shall preside at the meetings in the absence of

tlie President.
III. The Secretary, or Assistant Secretary, shall. ui)on the direction

of the Executive Board, conduct the correspondence of the Society, have

charge of its books, i)ai)ers. and reports, and prepare its reports for publi-^
cation; and shall receive for ids necessary expenses for postage, station-

ery, i)rinting, expressage, ollice rent and salary, such sura as the Executive
Board may vote therefqr.



viil CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS.

IV. The Treasurer shall receive and keep an accurate account of all

moneys belonging to the Society, and disburse the same upon the written
orders of the I'resident, which he shall retain and tile as vouchers; he
shall make an annual report to the Society of the receipts and disburse-
ments, which, witli the vouchers, shall be referred to a special auditing
committee appointed at the annual meeting. Before entering upon his
duties he shall give bond to the Society in the sum of five thousand dollars
for the faithful performance of his duties: such bond to be approved by
the Executive Board.

V. The Executive Board shall perform all the duties required of
them by section four of the "x\ct reorganizing the State Horticultural So-

ciety," approved March 24, 1874. They may appoint such standing and
other committees as they may deem advisable.

YI. These By-Laws may be altered at any regular meeting by a two-
thirds vote of the members present.

An Act to reorganize the Illinois State Horticultural Society.

Be it enacted by the Peojyle of the State of Illinois, represented in the Gen-
eral Assembly :

Section I. That the organization heretofore chartered and aided by
appropriations under the name of the Illinois State Horticultural Society,
is hereby made and declared a public corporation of the State.

Sec. 2. The Illinois State Horticultural Society shall embrace, as here-
inafter provided, three horticultural societies, to be organized in the three
horticultural districts of the State, which shall be known as the Horticul-
tural Society of Northern Illinois, now operating in the counties of Bu-
reau, Boone, Cook, Carroll, DuPage, DeKalb, Henry, Grundy, JoDaviess,
Kane, Kendall. Kankakee, Lake, Lee, LaSalle. McHenry, Ogle, Putnam,
Rock Island, Steplienson, Whiteside, Winnebago, and Will (23); the Horti-
cultural Society of Central Illinois, operating in the counties of Adams,
Brown, Cass, Champaign, Christian, Coles, DeWitt, Douglas, Edgar, Ful-
ton, Ford, Iroquois, Hancock, Henderson, Knox, Logan, Livingston. Mc-
I>ean, McDonougli, Marshall, Mason, Mercer, Menard, Morgan, Macon,
Moultrie, Peoria, Pike, Piatt, Sangamon, Shelby, Schuyler, Scott, Stark,
Vermilion, Tazewell. Warren, and Woodford (38); and the Horticultural
Society of Southern Illinois, operating in the counties of Alexander, Bond,
Clark, Clay, Crawford, Calhoun. Cumberland, Clinton, Edwards. Effing-
liam, Fayette, Franklin, Green, Gallatin, Hamiltoir, Hardin, Jasper, Jelfer-

son, Jersey, .Jackson, Johnson, Lawrence, Madison, Macoupin, Marion,
Monroe, Montgomery, Massac, Perry, Pope, Pulaski, Richland, Randolph,
St. Clair, Saline, Union, Wayne, White, Washington, Williamson, and
Wabash (41)-

Sec. 3. The affairs of the Illinois State Horticultural Society shall be
managed by an Executive Board, to consist of the President and Secreta-
ries of said Society, and the President and one Vice President from each
of the three District Horticultural Societies; provided, that the eligible
officers now elect of the Illinois State and District Horticultural Societies
shall be the first members of the Executive Board created by this act, and
shall hold their office until their successors are elected, as hereinafter pro-
vided.

Sec. 4. The Executive Board of the Illinois State Horticultural Soci-

ety shall have tiie sole care and disposal of all funds that may be appor-
tioned (appropriated) by the State of Illinois to sustain the Illinois State
Horticultural Society, and shall expend the same in such manner as in
their judgment will best promote the interests of Horticulture and Arbor-
iculture in this State. They shall meet at Springfield, on the second Tues-
day after the first Monday in January, 187.5, and biennially thereafter.



CONSTITUTION AND 1!V-LA"\VS. IX

Tliev shall render to the Governor of the State a detailed statement of all

funds received from the State and allotiier sources, which statement shall

also include all expenditures made by them, and the si)ecHic ()l)jects in de-

tail for which said sums were expended. They shall make no approi)ria-
tions without havintj: funds in hand to meet the same, and if any del)t is

created themembers of the Board shall be held severally and joijitly liable

for the jtavment of the same, and in no event shall the State of Illinois be

held lial)le or responsible for any del)t, ol)lif,Mtion, or contract made by the

Illinois State Horticultural Society or its Hxecutive Board.

Sec. 5, The Illinois State ami the three District Horticultural Socie-

ties shall hold annual meetinj^s, at which their ollic«rs for the ensuing year
shall be elected. Within one month after the annual meeting of the J)is-

trict Societies, they !>hall forward to the Secretary of the Executive Board
a rei)ort of their transactions, including a list of othcera elected at such

meeting. The Executive Board shall i)ublish annually, at the expense of

said Society, a report of its transacticms and such other papers as they

may deem of valne to Horticulture and Arboriculture. Four members of

the'Executive Board shall constitute a (niorum for the transaction of

business.
Sec. 6. Members of the several District Societies shall be entitled to

all the privileges of the members of the State Society, except that of vot-

ing for otlicers.

Sec. 7. Bv-laws and rules that do not conflict with the laws of this

State may be ipassetl and enforced by the several Societies herein men-
tioned.

Approved March 24, 1874.*

'•'' The Society was first incorporated February 1 1 , !8.'>7—two months after its organization.



Names of Members,
As taken from the list of S. G. MINKLER, Treasurer.

Allen, S. A Bloomino:ton
Augustine, H Xormal Nurseryman.
Barnard, O. W Manteno Fruit Grower.
Barnard, Mrs. O. W Manteno
Bailer, F. A Bloomington Florist.

Barnard, Milo Manteno Farmer and Forest Grower.
Barnard, D. E Manteno Dairyman and Farmer.
Bancroft, L. R Pontiae Gr. Small Fruits and Plants.
Baldwin, ^V. M Jacksonville Florist and Fruit Grower.
Bigham, J. R Cliatsworth
Bone, E. D Bloomington
Bloom, H. !S Kankakee Horticulturist and Farmer.
Brink, J. C Kankakee Grocer.
Budd J. L Ames, Iowa Prof. Hor. in State Agr. Col.

Barrill, T. J Champaign Prof. Hor. in Indus'l IJniv'ty.
Bryant, Arthur, J r Princeton Nurseryman.
Brown, R. M Normal
Brown, F. A Bloomington
Buckman, Benj Farendale
Buckman, J. H Saybrook
Clapp, H Morris Fruit and Vegetable Grower.
Cunningham, L. E Kankakee Fruit Grower.
Cunningham, J Normal
Cunningham, Mrs. J Normal
Curt. Bloomington
Curtis, B. O Paris Nurseryman.
Daves. J. VV Osco
Davis, W. O Normal
Dennis, C. N Hamilton Nurseyman.
Dennis, Mrs. C. N Hamilton
Dickinson, T. C Kankakee Horticulturist.

Dunlap. II. M Savoy Orchardist and Mf. of Cider.
Edwards, Samuel Mendota Gr. Small Fruits and Plants.
Earle, Parker Cobden Fruit Grower.
Ellsworth, L Naperville
Ellington. H. A Hyde Park
Emerson, F. M Bloomington
Ennis. ,J. B Normal
Fulkerson, W. H Jersey ville Stock Breeder.
Francis, L. C Springtield Farmer and Fruit Grower.
Fell, K. H Bloomington
Forbes, S. A Normal State Entomologist.
Forbes, Mrs. S. A Normal
Fell, H. C Normal
French, H. G Carbondale Prof, in South'n Nor. Univ'tv.
Grondyke, Samuel Eugene, Ind Orchardist.
Gatchell, A Quincy Fruit Grower.
Gaston. J. R Normal
Gibbs, O. C Downer's Grove. Farmer's Review.



LIST OF MEMBERS. XI

(hegg, T Hamilton Fruit Grower.

Gregg, Mrs. T Hamilton
Graves, E. W Sandwich Nurseynian.
Graves, H. C Saiulwich Xnrseynian.
Galnsha, (). B Peoria Fruit Grower.
(Jjilusha, Mrs. O. li Peoria

Glatleltev, W. A Minier

Hiiliard, G. W Brighton
Hammond, A. C AVarsaw Orchardist, & Cider Vinegar.
Hammond. Mrs. A. C "Warsaw
Humphrey, A. G Galesl)urg Fruit Grower and Physician.
Heinl, J ." Jacksonville

Haebert, .1. E Hloomington ...

Hul)er, Thos Illinois City Vineyardist (New Grapes).
Kriebel, D. 8 Reddick
Kettle, — Bloomington
Kettle, Mrs Bloomington —
Livingston, C. P Kankakee Prop. Kankakee Times.

Lufkin, H. .T Normal
Leatron, J. H Bloomington
Moore. Miss Ada Kankakee
Mortimer, Henry :N[unteno Orchardist & Fruit Grower.
Mortimer, Mrs. Henry Manteno
]Matliews, J. B Marissa Sweet Potatoes and Plrnts.

Minier, G. W Minier Farmer.
McAVhorter, T Aledo Farmer and Orchardist.

Miller, P. E Dwight
Minkler. S. G Oswego Farmer and Nurservman.
Miller, -LB Normal
McCulloch, N Normal
Mussen. C liloomington
McKinstry. B. N Grant Park Nurseryman.
Nelson, W. T Wilmington Nurseryman and Fruit Gr.

Norris, J. H Normal
Orendowen, J. B Bloomington —
Pearson, John M (iodlrey Farmer and Horticulturist.

Pheonix, S. T Bi<tomington Nurseryman.
Phoenix, F. S Bloomington Nurseryman.
Palmer, A. .J liloomington —
Penwell, Frank W Danville Attorney at Law.
Robison, J. W Tremont Farmer and Fruit Grower.
Robison, E. C Tremont
Robison, L Tremont
Riehl E. A Alton Fruit Grower.
Roots, B. G Tainaroa
Roots, Mrs. B. G Tamaroa
Rockwell, C. B Hamilton
Roney, .1. T Bloomington
Rossney, W. E Bloomington Nurseryman.
Small, A. L Kankakee Nurseryman.
Sanborn, J. H Anna Hort. Ed. Farmer tf- Fruit Gr.

Spaulding, J. B Siiringlield Nurseryman.
Small, Jolin Kankakee Attoniev at Law.
Slade. S. M Elgin
Strubler, P Naperville Dealer in Trees and I'lauts.

Small. Len Kankakee Nurseryman.
Small, Mrs. Len Kankakee
Slade. Thos Normal



Xn LIST OF MEMBERS.

Sclira^der, H Blooniinston Silk Cult, and Nurseryman.
Schroeder, F Bloominstoii
Stanbury, E, AV Bloomington
IStapleton, J Bloomington
Scott, D.^V Galena Nurseryman.
Sells, Joshua Bloomington
Sells, Mrs. Joshua Bloomington —
Swain, A Normal
Tuttle. Sidney Bloomington Nurseryman.
Tavlor, A. C ^. Normal
Taylor, Mrs. A. C Normal ;...

Turner. J. B Jacksonville

Yickroy, H. K Normal Small Fruits and Plants.

Vickroy, Mrs. H. K Normal
Winslow, Peleg Kankakee Stock Breeder.
West, S. H Bloomington
Wright, C. C Cobden
Wallace, J.F N ormal
Watson, W. A Normal
Washburn, A . .

, Bloomington
Willson, .J. H Bloomington
Walther. E. W Bloomington ....

Winter, J Bloomington

IIONOKAKY MEMBER.S.

Prof. W. H. Ragan, of Perdue University, Lafayette, Indiana; Prof.
J. L. Budd, of the Iowa State Agricultaral College; and H. J. Ludlow, of
Minnesota.



PREMIUM LIST,

The following premiums are offered l»y tlic Executive Hoanl, on

fruit and other horticultural products, at the annual meeting of the

Society, 1884.

Plates of fruit shall contain five specimens
— neither more or

less. Exhibiters and judges shall he governed by the rules pub-
lished in Vol. XIT of the Transactions of this Society, p|». 2*.)7-8(U).

Every article entered for a premium must have been grown or

luauufactiired by the exhibitor.

('om})etition (Ji)eu to the world.

APPLES.
1st. Id.

Larjiest and l.est dis])lay $25.00 Si."). 00

liesL cuUectiou of show apples
— ten varieties 10.00 5.00

Best five varieties winter apples for Northern Illinois, for

niarivet 10.00 5.00

Best live varieties winter api)les for Central Illinois, for

market in. 00 5.00

Best five varieties winter apples for Southern Illinois, for

market 10.00 5.00

iiest tliree varieties fall apples for Xortliern Illinois, for

martcet 0.00 3.00

Best tliree varieties fall apples for Central Illinois, for

market li.OO 3.00

Best three varieties fall apples for Southern Illinois, for

market o.OO 3.00

Best collection of seedlings, or new apples 10.00 :; .00

Best plate seedling, good enough to be recommended (i.OO 3.00

Be.st i)late winter api)les for Xortliern Illinois, for market. . 4.00 2.00

Best plate winter apples for Central Illinois, for market 4.00 2.00

Best plate winter apples for Southern Illinois, for market. . 4.00 2.00

Best ten varieties of winter ajiples for family use 10.00 5.00

Best five varieties of fall apples for family use G.OO 4.00



XIV PREMIUM LIST.

Best plate winter apples for family use $4.00 $2.00

Best plate fall apples for family use 4 . 00 2 . 00

Best plate Ben Davis 2.00 1.00

Best plate Willow Twig 2.00 1.00

Best plate Rome Beauty 2.00 1.00

Best plate Jonathan 2.00 1 .00

Best plate Grimes' Golden 2.00 1.00

Best plate Rawles' Janet 2.00 1.00

Best plate Winesap 2 . 00 1 . 00

Best plate Yellow Belltlower 2.00 1.00

Best plate Smith's Cider 2.00 1.00

Best plate Winter Sweet Paradise 2.00 1.00

Best plate Wythe 2.00 1.00

Best plate Red Canada 2.00 1.00

Best plate Ryor's Red 2.00 1.00

Best plate Domine 2.00 1.00

PEARS.

Best plate Easter Beurre $ 3.00 $2.00

Best plate Winter Niles 8.00 2.00

Best plate Glout Morceau 3 . 00 2 00

Best plate Vicar of Winkfteld 3.00 2.00

Best plate Lawrence 3 . 00 2 . 00

Best display of evaporated or dried fruit l>y an amateur 5.00 2.00

Best gallon pure cider by maker 4.00 2.00

Best sample cider vinegar by maker 2.00 1.00

By order of the Executive Board.

J. M. PEARSON, Preskln.i.

A. C. Hammond, Secretary.



Twenty-Eighth Annual Session

OK THK

lliuoiH State jlorticultural locictjj

lIKl.l) AT

JiL<)oML\(!T<}.\. ln:<i:.Mii]:n Itirii. LUrii asi> wni. 1883.

The iiniKMiiici'iMciit of this iueetin<i; had Ix^eii timely advertiserl

bv a lihcial distrilmtioii of the printed ]>roii;raiunie. and 1)V the cour-

tesv of tilt' |mltlic jircss throuyhoiit the State in calling" attention to

it.

l)<'(i-iiil)ei- istli. at 10 o'eloek. A.M.. President Hon. O. li. (ialu-

slia ealled to oi-der tin- iii('nil)ers present, in Sehneder's ()]jera Honse.

at Blo(^niin<i;ton. and announced that in accordance with the time-

honored cnstom the nieetin*;; wonld o})en with prayer. In response

to tilt' President's request. Hon. A. i\ Hammoml made a short hut

eloquent and a|)proi)riate pi-ayer. full of thf heauty aiitl power of

many ele<i,ant expressions.

Dr. Schrceder, of Bloomini^ton. was introthiced by the President

ami made a ( haracteristic speech, welcoming the members of the So-

ciety to the city. The Doctors remarks were witty, entertaining^' and

suf(<^estive. and were fj;^reeted with hearty applause.

President (Talnsha replied in an appropriate niaiiin'r. tliaiikin^j,"

the Doctor t'oi' his kiml wonls of weh-onie. and saying' that we all

feel assured that the citizens of Hlooniin;;"ton wduhl th> all in their

power to nnike the meeting jileasant and ])rotitable.

Till' President, who was about to ])r()ceed with his Annual Ad-

dress, was here interrupted by Mr. Karle. who snu'^^fstt'd that tin- reail-



2 TRAXSArTIOXS OF TITE ILLINOIS

ii^o" of the address be deferred until evening, and made a motion to

that c?£&L'eti;Sfiying there were not man}' members present this morn-

ing, and as undoubtedly many would arrive during the day who would

be glad -to hetu* the President's Address, he therefore thought it would

be best to defer it for the present. Motion ]irevailed.

REPORT or SECRETARY.
Len. Small Avas called for. and following is the financial report

as read:

EXPENDITUEES.

Freight and Expressage $29.08

Wrapping Paper and Twine .' 1 . 9.5

Boxes to pack Books in 1 . 80

Postage on Books and Circulars i:] . .56

Letter Postage and Postal Cards 28 . 44

Stationeiy 0.90

R. R. Expenses while Traveling for Society 6 . 50

Telegraphing 1 . 70

Rent for Storage-room 8 . 00

$97 . 93

RECEIPTS.
For Books sold $ 1.00

For Membership 3.00

July 10th on Expense Account 20.75
$24.75

Balance due 173 . 88

REPORT OF TREASURER.
was called for and read as follows:

RECEIPTS.

I n Treasury at last Report I 583 . 95

Received for Memberships 96 . 00

Received State "Warrant 2,000.00

$2,679.95
PER CONTRA.

Paid on Warrants No. 88 to 120, inclusive, except
JSJo. 106, not yet paid ^1,849.76

Postage and Exchange 1 . 56

Commission (2% on.$1,849. 76) 37.00

$1,888.32
/

Balance in Treasury. December 17, 1883 $ 791.63

Respectfullv submitted,

rt. G. MINKLER. Trms.



STATK IIOUTK'ULTl'KAL SOCIETY. 3

The report of the Tresisurer was received and rcicrrcil to a special

aiulitiii^ committee, as ])rovided by Sec. IV <»t' By-Laws.

\\ . T. Nelson. H. K. Vickroy. and S. M. Slade were appointed
such committee, whose re])ort. afterw^ard.s nntde. was. that haviiif^ ex-

amined the books and vouchers of the Treasurer, they found his re-

port correct.

Announcement of Special ( ouiniittees bein^' next on the pro-

f]jrainni('. President (Talusha. in langua<>'e eloquiuit and pathetic, re-

cited the names of the eminent men. memhers of this Society who
have died since our last Annual Meetini<. naniin<< tirst, Arthur

Bryant. Sr.. the veteran horticulturist of the West, and one of the

founders of this Society. Dr. .Tohn A. Warder, the eminent pomol-

o«^ist of Ohio, who has worked with us and has advised us, has also

passed away. Death, too. has claimed for his own that ^J^ood old

man. Prof. Tice. who has instructed us in ineteorolo^cal science.

Isaac Baldwin has also passed into that slee}) that knows no waking.
[ think, gentlemen, that it would be most fitting to have a committee

ap))ointed to draft resolutions and take sudi other action as they
see tit on the death of these old and esteemed members of our

Society: what will you do in regard to the suggestion?

S. (t. Minkler— It is with reverence that I mention the names
of siu h men as Arthur Brvant. Dr. ^Varder. and Prof. Tice. We
all knew and honored them as earnest, efficient workers in the great

field of scientific investigation. 1 move you. sir. that the committee

be a])])ointed. The motion was unanimously concurred in. and Prof.

.). B. Turner. Tyler McWhorter. and Parker Karle. were appointed.

The Secretary suggested that before adjourning the Society

should fix uj)on some hour for its regular sessions to commence, and.

upon mf)tion of Mr. Xelson. the time agreed u]»(Ui for the nu)rning

session to commence was 1) o'clock, a. m.. I ::>(• i". m. Wn- the afterno(ui.

and 7 i'. M. for the evening session.

.\djourne<l to meet at 1 :80 v. M.



TRAN.SACTIONS OF THE ILLINOIS

FIRST DAY. Afternoon.

At 2 o'clock. F. M., the President in the chair caHed for the re-

port of the A(l-Interini Committee for Xorthern Illinois. (). W.
Barnard, of Manteno. being' present with his report. ])roceeded to

read it:—
Mr. Presi(feiif <(ii<l Members <>/' f/ie I///iio/s State llorticiiltiirdi Sorieti/:

In reporting for Northern Illinois as member of the Ad-Interim
Committee I will necessarily have to l>e Inief. but at the same time
will endeavor to be explicit.

To have gathered material for a full report from this part of the
State upon all classes of fruits, would have l)een too heavy a tax upon
my time and unprofitable to the Society, but having visited some re])-

resentative localities, with a view to reporting on apple orchards, my
observations will furnish a basis for the report for the district.

On September 5th. after a long day's ride on the rail, darkness
found me at Princeton, the home of the Bryants. 1 was met at the

ilepot by A. Bryant. Jr.. whose kind hospitality I was glad to acce])t.
Mr. Bryant, like his father., is a nurseryman, and having grown u]i

in the lousiness feels perfectly at home in his calling. His neat and

well-kept grounds, and stock of trees and plants, demonstrates Avhat

the most careful and intelligent treatment is capable of producing.
I have never seen a nursery and grounds kept in more complete or-

der. His nursery, located on the prairie, is laid out in blocks, or

squares, containing two and a half acres each, swarded drives around
each Ijlock. and all thoroughly underdrained. and the entire absence
of weeds evinces the most thorough culture. Mr. Bryant and his

amiable wife laid me undei" lasting obligations for the inaiiy kindly
courtesies shown me the short time I was a guest in their model
rural home, and in showing me through the sjjlendid grounds, stately

groves and extensive orchards of their distinguished relative at

Princeton.

I cannot refrain from saying that the Bryants have done a greai;
work for horticulture in this part of the State.

While here I had the pleasure of calling upon John H. Bryant,
the younger and only surviving lirother of the original Bryant fam-

ily. His beautiful and elegant mansion stands a little south of

Princeton, amidst a groujD of spreading maples, stately cedars, and

magnificent elms, planted with his own hands forty years ago. Mr.
Bryant, like his brother Arthur, is a horticulturist, and has ])lanted
and matured many fruit trees on his extensive grounds, and has un-

selfishly converted his groveland adjoining his residence, at his own
expense, into a public park, which has become a famous resort for

pleasure seekers during the summer uu)nths.
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While hen* I was trcatetl to a dish ^A' hisi-ious pears, grown n]»<)ii

his groiintls. and presented with a volnnie of his poems, for he. like

his l)rotli('r Win. C is also a poet of no mean order.

I also had the pleasnre of inspecting the (H'thards and gi-oiindsof

the senior A. lirvant. whose decease occurred a few nn)nths agw. He
was one of the earliest settlers of the county, and diiriii«^ his resi-

dence hei"e set three orchards of ap])le trees, the first one forty-eight

years ago. some of the trees of which are still standing, hnt in a

(lying condition: his next one was set on ])rairie soil, and the other

on •(•lay harrens,"" neither of which can he'said to be'in a flourish-

ing condition, hut the last one name(l was hearing consideral)le fruit,

of which Ben Davis and Mother seemed to take the lead. The old

homestead stands amid towering magnolias, persimmons, pines, spruce
and cedars, and is skirted on tlie north-west by a splendid hlack-wal-

nnf grove.
On the morjiing oi the Hth. in conipany with Mr. Bryant, 1

visited an apple orchard of one thousand trees on the Mosely estate,

a few^ miles south of Princeton. Tlie trees had been grown and

selected by the s(Miior JNIr. J:{ryant. and the orchard set under his super-
vision, as a commercial orchartl. hnt it had gone into decline, though
some of the trees were apparently healthy, but many were dead and

dving. ami none of them bearing much fruit. The Ben Davis. Wil-

low Twig. Snow and l)omine. seeme(l to l)e suffering the least. The
orchard is eighteen years old.

We then called at the residence of \\ . ('. Trimble, who has eight
acres of Synder blackberries, planted on prairie soil, and which were

a))parently healthy and vigorous and bearing well. Mr. Trimble

being absent we did not learn many jjarticulars.

We next called on J. (t. Bubach. whom we found a])])lying a toj)

dressing to his favorite seedling strawberries, of which he has five

hnmlred and from which we may hear something in the future. Mr.

Bubach has also five acres of strawberries under cultivation, but from
which he harvested only one-fourth of a crop this year

—too much
frost in the early spring. He also grows grapes (piite extensively:
show'ed us some hiu' specimens of the Worilen wjiich he thinks is

going to be a protital)le variety to raise. He is a veteran nurseryman
and fruit grower, and an admirer of Wm. C. Bryant's poems, and

while we rested "neath the shade recited
"
Thanato])sis

"'

and "Death
i)i the Flowers,"" without a mistake.

On the 7th, in conii)any with Mr. Bryant, went to Kewanee, in

Henry County: called u])on M. (x. (^)uinn. who resides in town, but

who kindly took us in his carriage to his farm two miles in the coun-

try. Mr. (2"iii'i i^ ;i lieginner in farming and fruit raising, but has

been quite successful in rejuvenating an old orchard. This orchard

originally com])rised al)oiit forty acres, bnf nine-tenths of the trees

were dead when he bought it. He cut the dead ones down, broke up
the land and raised a good croj) of corn, gave the surviving trees a
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good •'curryiiij^". which removed all the old dead bark, and the con-

seqiienee was a beautiful cro}) of fruit.

We next visited the orchard of E. M. Vail, half a mile west of

Kewanee. situated on very high clay bluffs, many of the trees stand-

ing on a steep hill-side, and no orchard could have better drainage.
In the young orchard the trees are planted close, with rows of ras])-

berries and blackberries l)etAveen. and had the a])pearance of good
cultivation. Ben Davis and Willow Twig predominating, not bearing
much, and many are sickly and dying.

On the 8th we called upon Charles Kent, who lives half a mile

north-east of Kewanee. who took us in his carriage to see his or-

chards, located on farms he has recently bought. Mr. Kent is not a

])ractical horticulturist, but is a successful farmer, and his orchards

presented a reasonably healthy appearance, situated on high rolling

j)rairie. He reports that a few 3^ears ago they were productive, but

the last few years have borne but little fruit. If high rolling land,

with deep ravines, in fact the top of the watershed l)etween the lakes

and the
" Father of W^aters.'" is best adapted to the growth of the

apple, this. Henry County ought to succeed, for it is so situated.

September lOth we called on John Kittemars. an old resident of

Bureau County, whose orchard is located on high clay Ijarrens. and

appears reasonably healthy
—Ben Davis and Jonathan quite prolific.

We next proceeded to the large orchard of five thousand trees,

planted by J. G. Calef for commercial purposes, situated on high

prairie bluifs on the right bank of Bureau Creek, a little west of

Tiskilwa. under lease at present to S. Gr. Sonerhill, the most produc-
tive orchard we have yet found in our peregrinations.

In this orchard are two thousand Ben Davis, seven or eight

years old, bearing all the fruit they ought to at that age. The plat
of ground is quite level, with a small basin or depression near the

middle. In this l)asin the trees have all died. Mr. Sonerhill thinks

from being filled with water a year ago last winter. The older trees

Avere not bearing much, except the Maiden's Blush and Dyer, which
were Avell laden with fine fruit. There is no tile drainage here, l)ut

the blufEs are perhaps one hundred feet above the bed of the stream.

We then called on the Hon. L. D. Whiting, Avho resides a mile or

two west of the orchard last named, who kindly showed us through
his grounds. His orchard, he claims, is located on a peculiar drift

formation, and is underdrained with a gravel bed.
^

His trees look

quite healthy, and are bearing well for their age. being over twenty
years old. Those doing tlie best are the Red Astrachan, Ben Davis

and Wagoner, in the order named, yet several of his trees '4iav&

gone where the woodbine twineth." From here we drove to Tiskil-

wa, and after dining, separated, returning to our respective homes.

Subsequently I called upon H. Mortimer, who resides near Manteno.
in Kankakee County, whose orchard has been considered one of the

most productive in the county, who reports that the Snow has done
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well with iiini tliis year. l)iit the Kin^' of Tonikins (county and

Cooj)er. with other varieties are dead and dyiny. in my (»wn orchard

the Keswiek ('(idliii. Snow. New York Vandevere. Joiiatliaii. AVinesa}).
Doiiiine. and (iolden Iviissett. have heen reasonahlv productive the

]iresent season, especially the Keswick Codlin and Winesap. hnt the

hoinine is sickly and dying. Raniho and Maiden's Hlush about all

dead. The Lowell seems healthy. l)ut did not hear this year. The
Ponnne Gris hore a fair crop, the BellHower a very light (jne. 1

sometimes replace the dead trees -with vigorous growers, and my
method has been successful as far as I have tried it. It is this: Dig
out the old stump the fall I)efore 1 expect to plant the young tree,

leaving a deep, wide hole f»pen during the winter. In the sju-ing,

l)efore planting, fill it with straw and burn it. then u^e rich surface

soil to till u]) with, and ])lant Duchess of Oldenburg. Helltlower. or

(ioldeu Hussett. giving them no cultivation, but thoroughly mulch-

ing for two years, and have never met with a failure yet. On the

grounds of M. Barnard, which are adjoining my own, the varieties

giving the best results this season are the Snow. Roman Stem and
(Tolden Russett. in the order named. In the east part of this dis-

trict the Snow, this year, has been especially productive and vigor-

ous, retaining its leaves till very late in autumn. William Cooper,
residing near Kankakee, has had success with none but the Duchess
of Oldenburg and the Snow, which yieliled a good crop. He has two

large orchards situated on high, rolling prairie, without tile drain-

age, the younger of which is dying badly; Ben Davis nearly all dead.

What 1 have said of these orchards will apply to his brother We.s-

ley's. ailjoining. and in fact to all in the neighborhood and county,
with few exceptions.

On the 2oth. of September. I called on P. A. Bonvallet. the pro-

prietor of the Golden ('resent Vineyard, near Bell Park, in Kanka-
kee County, who has inaugurated a new departure in grape culture.

Having located on a high hill, he conceived the idea that such land

itnisf l)e good for soiiii'tli/u(/. ami being an emigrant from grape-

growing France, decided to try gra])es. and has been abundantly suc-

cessful. He has twenty-five acres planted to this fruit three or

four hundred to the acre. i)rimes very little, trains them on a single
wire, gives them no protection, and no cultivation; in fact there is

not a foot of fence about his premises. He wants no obstruction to

the free circulation of air among iiis vijies. not even a large i)Ost.

His vines don't grow very large, but are smooth and healthy in ap-

pearance, while the fruit is large and fair, ami of an excellent (pial-

ity. For market he grows (.'oncord and Delaware, principally the

former, and sells in Chicago, his receijits for which this yeai" are six

or eight hundreil dollars. For wine he grows the O])orto and Mar-
tha, and some other foreign varieties. The land is a clean, tine yel-
low sand, and in a state of nature su]»i)ortcd a scattering growth of

scrul>by oak sajjlings.
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It will lie observed that tlie outlook for loiim'-lived and fruitful

apple trees in Northern Illinois is not at present very tiatteriny.
With the single exception of the Dnchess of ()ldenl)urg, there seems
to be none that are hardy and productive under all the conditions of

our latitude. It is true that some varieties do well in certain locali-

ties for a few years, when premature decay is sure to overtake them.
And whether the cause of this universal decline can be attriljuted to

unfavoral)le electrical conditions, to extremes of temperature, to ex-

tremes of moisture and drouth, or to Avant of inherent vigor in the

varieties at present propagated, or simply to a want of adaptation to

the rigors of our climate, are questions that none of the experts in

pomological science can at present agree upon. It would seem that

conditions are slightly more favorable on high clay bluffs for grow-
ing apples, even without timber Ijelts for protection, than on ordinary

upland, unless well underdrained, but the difference is hardly percep-
tible. In view of the fact that the apple is the most valuable fruit

of the north temperate zone, I have thought this Society might do

well, in order to stimulate investigation, to offer prizes for the best

treatise, or essay, on the cause and cure of the decline of the apple-tree
in the Northwest. 1 am fully satisfied that a careful, intelligent,
scientitic investigation, and experiment, would lead to results of vast

importance to horticulture: but whether the coming apple is to be an

importation from Eastern Russia, Northern (jermany, or is to be

developed from seedlings, or crosses from some of our native or

present varieties, is a problem the future alone can solve: but it is

coming, and he that is instrumental in bringing it forth will the

divine Pomona gladly conduct to the "^Elysian Fields," when the

angel of death shall have closed his mortal career, and his very name
become a benediction to posterity.

Respectfully submitted.
0. W. BARNARD,

McDthcr of the Ad-Jiifcrini CoDninffcc.

The other member of this committee. Arthur Bryant, Jr., not

being present, the Secretary announced that he had received, since the

opening of the session, a letter from Mr. Bryant enclosing his report,

which could be read if so desired, but Mr. Bryant would be here

soon, pi'obably before 4 o'clock. The reading of the re])ort was de-

ferred until Mr. Bryant should arrive.

FARMER'S HORTICULTURE.

Report upon was called for by the President, but the gentlemen

composing this committee, Hon. Wm. S. Hawker, Kankakee, and H.

M. Dunlap, Savoy, were absent, and no re])ort had been received.
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ORCHARD CULTURE.

Report (ti' tliis connnitttM' \v:is next in order.

President Is Mr. .lohnson. of Warsaw, present?

A. ('. Hiininiond Mr. Johnson expected to be with us, but is

kept at home by ill-health. He will seiul in :i rei>()it lor |)ublication.

Mr. W. T. Nelson, of Wilmington, being then called upon, re-

spondetl:

Mr. Pirmlnit:

It a])])e;irs
from the programme of this meeting that 1 have Ijeen

appointed to prejjare a i)ai)er on Orchard Culture. 1 had forgotten

that I had been appointed until I received from t)iir Secretary, on

the 12th. the ))ublished progranune.
I shall lirietly give you a few thoughts on the subject, with refer-

ence to the culture of the apple. Shall diti'er, ])erhaps, from many,

hoping thereby to bring out the views of others who are more com-

petent to discuss the subject. Almost any orchardisr 'has his own

particular views as to the location of the orchard, soil and the pre-

paration, when ami how to plant, varieties, cultivation, etc. The site

for an orchard should be uixm high dry land, sloping toward any

point of the comi)ass excei)t south. \ ])refer east. If such a loca-

tion cannot be had. and the laml is level, it should be thonnighly tile

drained. Would select the poorest soil 1 could find in our prairie

country. Why 1 said poor soil. \ believe our ])rairie soil, as a general

thing, is too rich, and produces too strong a growth, consequently
(Uir trees are injured during the severe winters, and in a few years,

generally before the tree gets to be old enough to vote, it is eithei-

dead or dying.

I'rrjx/rtifioti of flic CiroiiiKl. Should be ])lowed say eight or ten

inches deej) Ijy back-furrowing, leaving deep dead furrows between

the rows of trees, and if the planting is to done in the spring the

])lowing should be done the previous fall. I ])refer sjtring planting
in the S'orth. The trees should not be planted more than two inches

deeper than they staml in the nursery. 1 believe nH)re trees are lost

by too dee]) than shallow i)lanting. They should be well mulched

with old straw or hay as soon as planted, to prevent injury from sum-

mer drouths.

I)isf(iiirr A/>iirt. -Many opinions are entertained by planters

say from sixteen to forty feet. Clo.se planting, from sixteen to

twenty feet. I think pi-odnces the best results. Owing to the short

life of our orchards. l»y the tinu* the tops interfere with each other,

and they l)ecome too thick, they have ceased to be profital)le. and are
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either dead or dying. In tlie locality wliere 1 reside (Will County)
we must })lant a new orchard every fifteen to twenty years if we want
fruit. Most all varieties (except a few) commence bearing in about
six or eight years after planting, and continue about seven or eight

years. Avhich is aljout as long as they are profitable. A few varieties,

perhaps, hold out a little longer. Many years ago my theory w^as to

plant close, say twelve to sixteen feet apart, and when they became
too thick to produce fruit, cut out every other tree. I find in my
small orchard so planted eighteen or twenty years ago, that when

they were ready to cut out a large portion of them were ready for

the woodpile and brush heap, dead and dying.

Selection of Trees.—The trees should be not more than two to

three years old. taken u]) with ]ilenty of roots, stocky, and tops well

formed. In regard to high or low tops there are many, opinions.
The tops should be formed high or low according to the variety.

Winesap, Yellow Bellflower and many sorts that have large, spread-

ing tops should have their top formed higher than those that natur-

ally form their tops more upright. As a general rtile would say
form tops from three to four or four and a half feet.

What Varieties to Plant.—We have but few varieties that are

adapted to
ijll

sections of our State. My advice to those who are

going to plant, is,
—examine the orchards in your locality and ascer-

tain what varieties do best, then go to your nearest nurserynian and

get your trees. The late Dr. Kennicott used to tell ns, in speaking
of varieties, that what was a truth in New York would be a lie in

Illinois.

Cultivation.— The first year plant your orchard to sweet corn.

It is as good as anything, perhaps the best. It affords shade and pro-
tects the trees from the hot sun during the summer, which frequently

injures them. After that, ])lant some hoed crops, keeping the

ground in good condition and free from weeds by shallow cultiva-

tion. About the fifth year from planting sow to red clover, each

year mowing the clover and letting it lay on the ground for mulch.

Never seed your orchard to timothy or sow small grain. My orchards

so treated have done the best.

Pruning.
— Most everybody has a particular time to prune. I

do but little trimming in my orchard after two or three years from

planting. While the trees are young and branches small form the

top according to the variety and there will be but little necessity of

much trimming afterwards, except to take out limlis that are cross-

ing each other and removing the dead ones, if any. All branches

removed that are an inch or more in diameter, should be painted
over to prevent rotting and injury. Limbs should be cut off close to

the collar, iind l>e made perfectly smooth. As to the time of trim-

ming, ray practice has been to trim any time when needed, except
when the Avood is frozen, and on any day except Sunday.
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1 have l)een experimenting a little upon the ohl theory ( hitely

revived) of cutting out a rin<; of bark from a quarter to an inch

wide. Have siicceedt'd in ucttiu*;- sdme fruit. l)ut injurin*::. in many
instances, the trees IkuIIv. Have hccn (Mpially successful in causing
the tree to bear by severely barking them with the whi])])letree when

plowing: also see trees brought into bearing by the work of the

borer. Whatever tends to weaken the vitality of the tree or endan-

ger its life will cause it to ])nt forth all its energy to produce fruit,

but in time, if persevered in. will cause death.

/'///// iffdrs (i(/(i. 1 rememl)er when a boy that ohl veteran horti-

culturist (now deceased), Keuben luigaii. of Indiana, was visiting

my father and said: H' you woidd strip the l)ark oil the trunk of a

tree the longest day in June, that it would fruit the following year.

My father thought it would surely kill the tree. I thought I would

trv the exi>eriment. and when the time came (in my father's absence )

I selected a hue tree in the orchard, had got one side peeled, saw my
father coming, and (put. He, seeing what I had done, gave me a

thrashing. The next year the tree bore a fair crop of fruit, lived

afterwards three or four years, and died.

[ am aware there are many advocates of this l)arkiiig ojieration
to ])roduce fruit, but I think the time is near at hand when but few
orchardists will practice it.

There are nniny other subjects connected with orchard culture

which I have passed over, knowing that they will be ably discussed

by my friend Johnson, of Warsaw, who has had a large experience
in orcharding, and who T see is on the programme for a paper.

President Galusha— It has been customary to have informal

discussions on the papers read. The subject of ()r( hard Culture is

now before you.

Dr. Schrcjeder— Will it i)ay to plant an orchai-d every few yeui's

for the sake of raising afewap])lesy Will not the raising of hay
and making butter pay nine h bettei-?

W.T.Nelson— Oni- orchards are certainly short-lived. Land

juust be well drained.

I)r. Schrceder— Will it pay to tile-drain for an or( haid. or will

the rools of the trees, as it is generally l)elieved they \\ ill. (log the

drains in a short time?

.]. M. Koldson I tile-draiiK'd in ni\ or(li;ii-d twenty years ago.

and have never found any ti'oulde of this kind. W illow and cotton-

wood roots Avill enter the tile. Apple tree roots will not.
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J. B. k^panldiiig-
— 1 have tile-drained extensively, both for

orchard and nursery; laid tile three and four feet deep and thirty feet

apart. I do not believe in manuring young trees. Too rapid growth
is not wanted. In the State of New York apple trees do not grow
more in two years than they do in one in our orchards, and they raise

more fruit than we do. The most rapid grooving trees are the ten-

derest. I do not force the growth of orchard trees, and am satisfied

that nurseymen have stimulated with manure their young stock too

much.

Milo Barnard— I have experimented in peeling. Some years

ago T peeled a number of trees at different seasdns. Those peeled on

the 15th of September never recovered, while all the others which

were operated upon earlier in the season^ have a new healthy bark,

and have been more productive than those not peeled.

W. T. Nelson— Won't this kill your trees in a few years?

Mr. Barnard— The bark was stripped from the trunk of the

tree^ extending from the roots to the liml)s. and, in fact, some of the

larger limbs were completely barked. Those peeled in June gave the

best results. All are now apparently as healthy as any in the

orchard.

W. T. Nelson— Several years ago one of my neighbors peeled a

number of trees and they are now dead. Our orchard trees have no

surplus strength, and nothing should be done to further weaken

them.

T. McWhorter— I believe this stripping of the tree is [i hum-

bug. Anything that will weaken the vitality of a tree will nuike it

Ijear fruit, but shorten its longevity, and the trouble of the orchards

of this country to-day is, that that they are already too short-lived.

Root-pruning is better, will accomplish the same results and not

injure the tree so much.

Dr. Schroeder— Is not our root-grafting the fault? Would not

top-grafted or budded trees be better and live longer?

0. W. Barnard — In reply to Mr. McWhorter, would it not be

better to bark a tree and get a little fruit than none at all. Many
of our trees have perished before giving us any fruit.
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Henry Mortimer — It is true of most viirieties. trees must be

planted every few years. But Duchess. Snow, and a few other vai'i-

eties, have in my orchard produced t<ood fruit for twenty years:

however, even of these, young trees give the best fruit. We have.

[ think, too much vegetable nuitter in our prairie soil, causing our

trees to nuike a too vigorous growth. I have practiced ringing to

.some extent, but do not look uj)on it with favor, except, it might

he. in a new country, where it is desirable to get fruit early. I

think we practice planting too close: would advise planting thirty-

five to forty feet apart.

Mr. Martin 1 have two varieties of apple trees, one of them

the Duchess, that were planted in 1851). and they are good and

healthy yet. 1 would not recommend the barking of trees.

S. G. Minkler I had the l)arking fever years ago. l)ut have

fully recovered. Last winter has so affected the orchards that juany

of the trees will not need barking or anything else. In fact, if in-

juriug a tree will make it bear, we ought to have a wonderful croit

next year, as we find very few trees that have not been iiioie or

less injured by climatic influences during the last two years, in

reply to Di-. Sclmeder. 1 will say. 1 have had large experience in to])-

grafting and budding trees, and such ti-ees are )io longer-lived than

root-grafted trees.

W. T. Xi'lsou — No trees are hardy in my nursery except

Duchess: all others are more or less injured. I think we will find

]de7itv of firewood in our orcdiards next year.

President (xalusha I have a letter from a friend in Iowa, say-

inc: that two luindi'ed coi-ds lA' dead wood lia<l been rut from his

orchards this year.

.1. M. K'obison The disbarkinii- which has been described is

rather severe. In the ondiard of Mr. Spaulding. near S])ringtitdd.

which has l)eeu often (pioted as proof of the good effects of disbark-

ing. the mode followed is (piite different. He removes a ring of bark

about half an inch in width, which very soon grows over. This

ringing has l)een repeated on some trees three times without injury.

His trees are young and vigorous, ami the plan has doubtless been a

success in this particular instance. Trees were planted sixteen feet

apart in this orchard, with the expectation of losing some in ex])eri-
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menting-. Sixteen feet is uiucli too close: the trees are forced u])

too tall, and cannot bear so well. The Willow Twio^ wants light and
air all around it to produce tine fruit. Ben Davis and Winesap
should be fifteen or twenty feet across in ten years. Thirty-five feet-

apart is near enough to plant. Whether the injured trees which are

to be found in all our orchards will recover or not depends on the

severity of the present winter. If it })roves mild they may come

through all right: but if very cold, it will kill the new Avood layed
over that killed last winter, and the tree perish. Under favorable

circumstances a healthy growth of tree will cover up dead wood. The

peach tree is sometimes killed to the bark, and grows and does well

afterward. As to Dr. Schroeder's question. I think the mode of

grafting or budding has no effect on the fruitfulness or longevity of

a tree.

S. (jr. Minkler— I think we, as a Society, will have to condemn
close planting. When too closely planted the roots meet, interfere

with and rob each other, and for lack of subsistence the trees fail,

and the fruit soon becomes of poor quality.

A. C. Hammond— Is the theory of Mr. Nelson, that the highest
and driest locations are the best orchard sites, correct ? As a Society
we have always advocated and practiced it, but the experience and

observation of this season has shaken my faith in it. In Hancock

County the large commercial orchards are about equally divided

between dry-rolling and flat, moist land. Those on the flat land

passed through last winter with the greatest safety, and have the

past season produced more and liner fruit than the others.

T. McWhorter— I am glad to hear these remarks. Trees do not

attain the size and longevity when grown on the bluff's or high

grounds, where we thought they Avould do much the best, as when

grown on the low lands.

H. K. Vickroy
— My observations corroborate these speakers.

Apple-trees do best on low lands.

J. M. Robison— I am also glad to have these facts come out.

My orchard is on both kinds of land. I have trees twenty-five years

old that are still productive on the low lands, while those on ground
twelve feet higher are not so healthy or productive. On two acres

of land on which water stands nearly a month every spring, to
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within a foot of the surface. I gathered linm two htindrcil \\'iiit'sa])

trees two thousand l)ushels of a])])les.

Dr. Schneder I had an orchard of Janet on high hmd that

yiehled better than tliat. hut \N'ilh)\v Twig wants h)\\ laml.

W. T. Nelson- When I s])oke of dry hmd I did not mean

broken l)hitf land. l)nt tliat whicli is moderately wcil-draiiicd.

President (lalusha — We shall ln' very glad to licai- from Prof,

liudd (in this very im])ortant question.

Prof. Budd — 1 would much prefer listening to talking. I came

down here thinking to advise the good people of Illinois to ])lant

some of those varieties of fruits that grow on the oi)posite side of the

mountain ranges of TCurope: but did not know before hearing your
discu.ssions here this afternoon how much you need these fruits.

(3ur orchards of Towa were not partially, but wholly killed, by
the cold of last winter: in fact, literally cleaned out. W hen the

winter of '70 and '71 killed six hundred Ben Davis trees on the

College Grounds I came to the conclusion that we niust have some-

thing hardier for lowu, and I now think you need something hardier

in Illinois. As to the question now under consideration, it strikes

me that it is one rather of soil, or mechanical condition of soil, than

one of elevation.

S. M. Slade- We hardly ever take uj) the apple witlnmt getting

things badly mixed. There seems to be a variety of opinions on this

question of orchard sites. I know but one orchard in the vicinity

of Elgin that ]>ays as a commercial orchard. It was |»lant('d forty

or fifty years ago on what is called oak openings, the land slo])ing

to the north and west. The trees now look thrifty and healthy,

ami have l)orne great (piantities of IVuit. I agree, however^ with

what has been said, that fruit can l)e jjroperly grown, as a rule, only

on young trees.

Question— Describe the soil this orchard is on?

S. M. Slade— Clay loam. grav(dly subsoil, situated on the bank

of Fox River. Land undulating: the ravines rather deep. 1 have

tried girdling l>y running a saw around the tree several times. The

first time I did not lose a single tree: annllicr time a do/en died.

The Willow Twig was the only variety that seemed to be benefitted

by the operation in the least.
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Dr. Scinborn— In these talks about a})ple trees we have not been

told how the trees were trained. I would like to inquire whether the

orchards which have been so seriously injured or killed by cold were

pruned high. I have been strongly impressed with the fact, that

increased longevity is given to pear trees, when blighting, by cutting
them low and allowing several stems to grow from the ground.
Would not this plan of growing several stems from or near the

;o,round be worth a trial in the apple orchard?

President (jalusha— I am glad that this question has come up.

and that we have a progressive horticultural editor among us. I

have observed that the healthiest trees are those having low heads.

Let us examine this tliinof.

Prof. Budd— We want facts just as they are. Theories and

teachings of the past are nothing if facts are opposed to them. The

danger of injury to the trunk of the tree might be lessened some-

what by adopting the plan practiced in some parts of Europe, of set-

ting trees at an agle of forty-five degrees, pointing south. One

thing I want to call your attention to: the condition of orchard trees

when they went into Avinter quarters a year ago last fall. Those

Avho picked apples that fall found no difficulty in getting them all.

the leaves were so few. Gleaners found no apples where they had

the year before picked one hundred bushels. We could find no per-

fect leaves on Ben Davis^ and the leaves of most other varieties were

nearly as bad. The fact is^ most of our apples and cherries are from

the soft, humid climate of Southern Europe^ and are wholly unsuited

to our climate. As I said before, what we want is varieties suited to

our variable climate, and dry. arid autumns; and we can get them. I

think, if we go to the right place in Europe for them.

Parker Earle— This Cjuestion is certainly a most important one.

T have been greatly surprised at the statements made here: so many
of our members expressing themselves to the effect that orchards

planted on low grounds were the most productive. This is reversing

the old theories and past teachings of the Society, and as future

orchard planters will look to us for reliable information. I hope the

question will be very fully discussed, not only as to apple orchards,

but in relation to orchards of peach and pears as well. My opinion

is, that the high grounds have decidedly the advantage as regards the

attacks of insects, diseases, fungi, etc. Our highest lands have been

considered Avorth manv times as much as the low lands for fruits.
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E. A. Reihl— I think. <i^euer:illy, the hifjjh i^rcjuutls are best. I

iim on the Mississippi River, where the water has more influence on

the low hinds than on the hi<.^h; but in more Southern Illinois, where

the valleys are deep, thev would be more subject to frost and there-

fore not so i^ood.

Prof. Burrill I have always supposed that our hi<^h lands were

the best for orchards: but for tho last three years the orchards on

the flat lands have done better than those on the rid<^es. 1 know

one, planted twenty years a<?o, that has been givinj^: immense crops

of apples soil common black ])rairie land very rich soil. Now,
on some of the hiij^h rid<jjes the apple orchards have been doinjjj ex-

ceedin«,dy poor. The subject seems to me to be a very complicated

one; not one simply of low ground or high ground. Modifications

of soil and subsoil, and so many other conditions must be considered

that T am not ready to decide.

H. M. Dunlap 1 cannot add much to what has already been

said, but think we. as a society, should insist that low or wet lands

be well drained. 1 consider most any land suitable for an orchard

that will produce a good crop of corn, and does not remain saturated

with water long. T have prepared to plant a commercial orchard of

twenty-five acres in the spring, and have considered thorough drain-

age of much more importance than elevation.

J. M. Robison — The terms high and low are only comparative
with us. not so much ilifference as with you, Mr. Earle. The low

lands are the best drained, because the soil i< iiiort' jiorous. made u)i

largely of the soil washed fnun higher ground.

A. C. Hammond— We do not always say just what we mean
when we speak of low laud. Our flat ju-airic land is generally on a

divide between two streams. This is the land that has been referred

to in this discussion.

President (jralusha- Gentlemen. Dr. Schroder is down on the

programme for an essay on Experience in Silk Culture. What is

your pleasure: will you go on with the discussion, or hear the Doc-

tor's ])aper?

The general expression was in favor of having the essay, and

Dr. Schrceder was called forward, and read:
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SILK CULTURE.

Mr. President and Members of the Societij :

This is really a new topic for me to handle, although I have
advocated it both publicly and privately for many years as a coming
American industry. It is also a new branch of our Society, and it

naturally should be a branch for horticulture.

My hopes are that the horticulturists all over the United States

will take hold of this very important matter, and with the help of

the good press, the help of public lecturers, the help of true states-

men, and the help of legislatures, in assisting in an enterprise worth
miUions and mUlions of dollars^ besides the moral effect, in giving
our young and and old people, even our cripples, an easy and profita-
ble employment. With the help of our State Industrial and Agri-
cultural Colleges and State Societies, and last, but not least, with the

help of our true and patriotic women, we iriU and must succeed.

It would be against all history of our lightning-pushing and
advanced American people, not to succeed in an undertaking where
there is not only pleasure and patriotism, but ''millions in it.'' There

can, and should, be no such word for us asfail ; but, before we come
to the practical work, the statistics, the

''
millions in it," let us have

a brief note of the history of silk culture.

Grape culture, and I may say, fruit culture, if we count Ohio
and the never-forgotten Nick Longworth out, is a Bloomington child,
now thirty years old; and if my life is spared, with the help of this

and other mentioned societies, I will devote my coming days to the

enterprise of silk culture. Let me be plain just here, and give the

highest praise to our Mennonite leaders who carried silk culture into

Kansas and Nebraska years ago; to the noble French Count who
started the wonderful Socialistic Colony of Silkville, in Kansas, with

barrels full of French gold, and with the help of one of France's

best and most intelligent silk scientists; Prof. L. S. Crozier and Mr.
Abraham Thiessen, of Fairbarry, Nebraska; and to a few other

patriotic foreign men and American women.
Silk culture, according to history, is old, very old, and began

four thousand years before Christ, in China; but, according to the

unschooled age, we find silk culture mentioned in Chinese history

2,602 years before Christ. A daughter of the Chinese Emperor com-
menced silk culture in the Province of Kotham. 140 years before

Christ_, and another daughter brought silk culture to Tibet.

Aristotle, the Greek, speaks of silk culture; and Alexander

brought the same, during his wars, to Greece.

Silk became a great luxury in Rome, and laws were even made

against the wearing of silk dresses by the poorer classes. The
Thibetans brought silk culture to Italy, and in 220 we find looms to

weave the raw silk in Italy. In 555, Persian monks brought silk-

worm eggs and mulberry seeds from Serinda to Constantinople. From
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this time on silk culture became famous in Greece and neighboring
countries. Venice ruled the silk trade from India, Pha?nicia, and
Persia. The Arabs brought silk culture to Sjjain duriug tlu* eighth

century. In 1180 it was introduced intt» Sicily, Florence. Bologne,
and Milan. In the fifteenth and sixteenth century Venice ruled the
silk trade.

Tlie first inulljerry-trees were ))lanted in France, in 1268, A.I)..

and in 1845 we find silk manui'actoi'ies in Marseilles and Mont-

pellier; and through the aid of Louis XI silk culture became an
established fact. In 1(367 France ruled in silk industries. Through
the fearful night of Bartholomew and the flight of the Huguenots
silk culture spread all over the Furopean continent. By digging
deeper in history we may find that even one or more of these heroes

gave the very first impulse to silk culture in America.
Silk culture seems to have l)een first introduced into Germany

about the tenth century. In 1580, Breslau had over forty manufac-
tories for raw silk. Frederick the Great became the leader of silk

culture, and had it taught in the public schools. Every school-

house had a mulberry orchard. I remember when a boy that our
teachers taught us silk culture. But the vSeven-year war, the Napo-
leonic war, destroyed this great industry in Germany.

In 1874, according to statistics:

Cliina produced 7.360,000 lbs. raw silk.

Italy „ 5,720,000
France 1,402,000

.Japan „ 1,100,000
Calcutta „ .s.jO.OOO

Persia and nei.c;lil)orins: States ])roduced 800,000 „

European Turkey produced 738.000 „ „

Spain „ 280,000
Asiatic Turkey „ 340 000
Greece , 20,000

In all 18,678,000 ll)s. raw silk.

Now we come to the United States. Before my time here, an

attempt was made to introduce silk culture. If we had had proper
teachers, if the inflow of gold from (California, the o])ening of the
Western Territories, now States, had not aroused our i)e()}>le to such

profitable results, silk culture would have been a fact here. So it

went to sleep like Rip Van Winkle, and awoke again through the

emigration of the hunted Mennonites, and the many noble (Quaker
women of Phihidelphia, the founders of Silkville, and the talents of
men like Prof. Crozier, Thiessen and others. We find that attempts
have l)een made all over the country, even at Normal, by noble
women to grow silk.

I prophecy that in the future America will he the leading silk-

producing country. So far, we have liad to rely mostly upon the

osage orange leaves as food for the silk-worm; a very inferior food
and very troublesome to gather. And now conies in the help and
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duty of horticMilture as a branch of silk culture. The best and

only safe food is the nuilhernj-frec lea res. Without the mulberry no
silk culture.

A company called the New York Silk Exchange, located at 27
Broad Street, New York City, have established a paper, under the

editorship of Miss L. Capsadell, called the
''
Silk and Fruit Cultu-

rist.' It is a good monthly paper, at the low price of one dollar a

year, and has a circulation reaching all over the United States. This

company have purchased a large tract of land, near New York City,
in New Jersey, and have laid it out into three and five acre lots,

planted with the best varieties of mulberry and other fruit trees, and
small fruits, and have put up hou.ses. They sell the premises on easy
terms. They have erected a large school to teach practical silk cul-

ture. They also buy cocoons, furnish silk-worm eggs, utensils and
the trees necessary.

Another establishment of the kind is started by Prof. L. S. Cro-

zier, in Corinth, Mississippi. He is one of the best writers and
instructors on silk culture, sells trees and eggs, and buys cocoons,

from which he reels the silk.

And I, your humble servant, try to do the same on a small scale

here.

America has a favorable climate and good lands for the mul-

berry tree, and the never-resting nurseryman, to propagate, improve,
and sell the trees. In New Jersey and Pennsylvania there are silk

schools for boys, with practical teachers who spend their time in

raising silk and in becoming good and rich citizens. This industry
will prove a great blessing to our people, by giving our young men
and women a practical and remunerative employment, better than

that of
'

piano thrashers, clerks, bookkeepers, stage-struck actresses,

songsters and clog-dancers. Our peculiar institutions and habits

exclude millions of young men and women from profitable, honor-

able business. No wonder that our streets are lined Avith them. No
wonder that drunkenness prevails, and the penitentiaries and lunatic

asylums are filled to the top. Who is to blame for this? I often

pity these young people cursed by everyone who does not make the

matter a study. Give them good advice and set the example for

them ; give them work, and the evil will cease.
'' Idleness is the root

of all evil."

I will give a very brief description of the practical work of silk

culture. The first necessity is to have mulberry trees planted to get
food for the silk worms. Before you can get sufficient mulberry
leaves, you may rely upon osage orange, or hedge plant leaves; this,

however, ])roduces an inferior silk, which is consequently cheaper in

the market. The leaves of the Japonica mulberry tree produce the

very finest silk, which demands the highest market price. The next

best variety is the Moras Rosea; next to that is the Moras Moretti, a

black variety of fruit: and next the Moras Alba, or white mulberry.
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The Mennonites l)r()n<^ht with them, and iini)()rte(l the Cancasias
or Kussian mullierrv trees and seeds. Prof. Thiessen says it is aseed-
\m^ of the Moretti. The Mennonites surrounded their farms with
this kind of mull)errv tree hedge for the purpose of getting their
Hre-wood and posts on their jtrairie farms: and many of them used
the fruit, that was left by the l)irds, for preserves.

In Kansas the Mennonites have phmted hundreds of miles of

mul])erry hedges, and use their leaves to feed the silk worms: ])ut I

doubt if this is advisable, for experience and the science of horticul-
ture have taught me that all good fruits and plants need culture or

they will go back into a wild state. I do not advise beginners to use

hedge leaves for food for silk worms, liut do advise them to ])lant the
Moras Moretti. Rosea, and Alba iji districts where they cannot grow
the boss tree, Japonica,

Each female silk-worm moth will lay about three hundred eggs
and then die. The eggs will l)e gathered and preserved in a cool

place to be used when the mullwrry tree is in leaf. A good, airy
room, with a door and two windows well cleaned, and racks put up,
with lattice work, will do to raise the silk-worms in. The eggs will be

spread on a sheet of paper covering the whole shelf: in eighty-live
degrees (summer heat ) they will begin to hatch. Now take a mos-

quito net, spread that over the eggs, and take fine chopped mulberry
leaves and spread them on top of the net. The first batch of worms
will crawl through the net to eat the leaves. Then take the net with
the worms and place them on the upper shelf, which you will have
covered with paper. The next day another batch of worms will

crawl out of the eggs, and you will phice them n\)on the second shelf,
and so on for five days, when it is supposed they are all hatched.
You will feed them with fresh leaves, three times a day, make a

chalk, or i)encil mark for every meal you give them, on each shelf.

The silk worm will change its skin four times, and has five eat-

ing periods. After eating five days it will change its coat: then it

will eat again four days and change its coat one day; eat again four
and one-half days, change his coat one day: then eat six and one-
half days, change its coat one and one-half days, and eat again eight
and one-half days. From the time the worm leaves the egg it will

take only thirty or thirty-five days for it to get its growth : it will

then crawl up the ladders or in branches fixed for it on the sides of
the shelves, and begin to spin its cocoon from one fine thread twelve
hundred to two thousand feet long. Kight days after this we find

the worm in the cocoon, changed into a butterfly (commonly called ),

and eight days later it will eat a hole in the end of the cocoon and

escape to lay eggs as said l)efore.

It would take too much time for me to give a long explanation
of this industry, and I refer you'to the little work on silk culture by
Miss L. Capsadell, and the writings of I'rof. ('rozier.

Respectful Iv submitted
DR.'H. S('HR(K1)KR.
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The Doctor illustrated his treatment of the Silk Worm in its

different stages of development by exhibiting machinery of his own
invention. He also showed samples of raw silk, and with character-

istic generosity distributed a large number of cocoons among the

ladies in the audience.

J. M. Pearson— Mr. President, I would like to have something
done toAvards procuring a room to hold our meetings in, where we
will not freeze to death. It is impossible to continue our sessions

here. I move that the Executive Committee be instructed to secure

a suitable place to meet— more comfortable and better lighted.

Parker Earle— I second the motion, and will state for the in-

formation of the gentlemen that other quarters have already been

secured:— Durley Hall for this evening, and the basement of the

Free Congregational Church for to-morrow and next day.

Motion put to vote and carried.

At the suggestion of Mr. Minkler, Prof. Budd, of Iowa, and

Prof. Ragan, of Indiana, were invited forward and introduced to the

society.

Society then adjourned to meet in Durley Hall at 7 p. m.

FIRST DAY—Evening Session.

Assembled in Durley Hall, Vice President Barnard in the chair,

who announced that the Society would now have the pleasure of

listening to the address of President 0. B. Galusha, which had been

postponed from the morning session:

Gentlemen and Ladies of the Illinois State Horticultural Society:

We meet for our annual reunion under circumstances somewhat
calculated to sadden our hearts and cloud our prospects.

Some of our comrades, veterans in horticulture and science, have

been called from our circle since our last meeting, never more to join
us in these gatherings. The great services which these dear departed
friends have rendered to the State, the Great West, and to this Soci-
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ety in ]t;irticular, I will not recount. This duty will be discharged

by others who have long known the personal worth and the efficient

work of these good men.
Our great loss in their deaths has seriously iiu])ressed me, as it

undoubtedly has all of you, with the fact that it imposes upon us

who remain increased responsibilities in the prosecution of our chosen
art. This consideration has. in part, influenced me in the ^election
of a topic upon Avhich to address you to-day:

THE PROBABLE FUTURE OF ILLINOIS HORTICULTURE.

"Watchmen, what of the Night?" Horticulturists of Illinois,

what is the present status of horticulture, and what are its prospects
for the immediate or more remote future? We are here to-day to

examine and, if possible, give approximately correct answers to these

questions.
Horticultural Societies are organized and conducted, not only to

study present modes and results, but to forecast the future and
achieve success; and the greater and more numerous the obstacles

the greater must be the intellectual effort and the physical energy
pressed into service in achieving success. In perhaps no State in the

Union, south of the great chain of lakes and east of the Rocky
Mountains, are the obstacles to successful horticulture greater or

more numerous than in the State represented by this Society.
At our last annual meeting I enumerated some of the achieve-

ments of the Society during its life of a quarter of a century; and

certainly the results of such retrospection are matters upon which
we are justified in indulging mutual congratulations. Yet, as cer-

tainly as our achievements have been great, so certainly have they
been accomplished, in the main, so far as relates to the cultivation of

fruits, by persevering industry, almost unaided by scientific research.

It is a lamentable fact that those who are engaged in fruit growing
in the West have little time and less money to expend in that close

study and careful experimentation which are needed to insure pro-
gress. But it is a cheering sign of an appreciation of this difficulty.
that horticulturists in the West are now demanding the establish-

ment of experiment stations, at which all the conditions of soil,

climate and various modes of culture, with their effects upon both
tree and fruit, will be carefully studied and recorded by comjtetent
persons whose time and attention will not be diverted from their

special work. In our own State of Illinois we started out well in

this direction when our Industrial University was established. A
very large number of species and varieties of fruit trees and timber
trees were planted, but the attention of those who had these experi-
ments in charge was in a large measure drawn from this work into

other channels, and little ])ractical benefit has resulted. It is quite
evident that the comparative value to the State of thorough work in
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this branch of agriculture has not been fully appreciated by a majority
of the Board of Trustees of this institution. But the time has come
when we should no longer ignore the importance of this work. We
have seen .our trees, reputed hardy, swept from our orchards by the
intense cold of winter or the fierce heat of summei*, and have, as yet.

comparatively little knowledge of the condition of tree, soil or ex-

posure through which such destruction can be avoided. We find

the fruit trees upon our prairies short-lived, and yet are almost

entirely in ignorance as to the means of increasing their longevity.
Our forests, groves and timber belts are prematurely thinned or

entirely destroyed by causes which we have not the time, skill or
scientific knowledge to discover. Must this state of things continue?
While the Great West is astonishing the world by its progress in

agriculture and the arts, shall horticulture keep pace with these, or
be doomed to fall behind—a confessed exception, whose many obsta-

cles and enemies dishearten its friends by l:)affling their efforts and

seeming to defy alike the skill of the cultivator and the discoveries

and appliances of the scientist?

I trust every intelligent horticulturist in the West will respond
an emphatic no to such a proposition. But if our chosen art is to

keep place with its fellows, this progress will be, it niusf be, achieved

through renewed zeal, increasing intelligence and a more patient,

persevering industry than has hitherto been practiced. I write this,

not to dishearten but to nerve ourselves for the battle which is before
us. If there are lions in our path there is strength in the mighty
intellect of nian to vanquish them. We are now learning, through
the patient researches and experiments of our State Entomologist,
and the Professor of Horticulture in our Industrial University, how
to circumvent some of the enemies of horticulture, and how to route
and destroy others.

Let these successes encourage us in our efforts to combat still

other and more formidable foes. I am aware that it is popular to

believe that there is no remedy for adverse climatic conditions: that

we can neither control them nor provide against their frequent and
terrible disasters like that which has overspread so many Western
States during the last year.

I admit that meteorological science has not yet arrived at that

point in its progress where it can direct the means to prevent the

Arctic lilasts of winter from descending with destructive intensity

upon our orchards and vineyards, or to ward off those cold north-east

winds and rains which so often sweep over our orchards at the time
of blooming, chilling the vitality from the germs of our fruits.

Yet, by careful study we may hope to place both soil and tree in

such condition as to render these extremes far less damaging than

they have hitherto been.

Doubtless this meteorological lion is far the most formidable

and ferocious of any which has ever beset the pathway of the horti-
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culturist. But shall we qiuiil before himy Shall we admit that the

limit has been reached in the hun)aii control of the «^reat force which

is the cause of all meteorohi^ical ))henomenay Such an admission

would be at variance with the records of i)ast achievements in science,

and with the universal law of development. We have seen that each

step taken in scientific progress ])repares the way for another; each

fielil exi)lored o])ens the way to other and richer fields beyond.
These considerations should ins})ire us with hope that the limit of

control which man has assumed over tlu' vai-ious forms of force will

not be reached until it is made subservient to his will in enabling him
to secure witli aluiost absolute certainty a remuneration for his lal)or

in the fruits of the earth. Acceleration in the j^rowth and ripening
of fruits and vegetables, by means of currents of electricity artifi-

cially directed through the soil in which they grow, has been many
times achieved: and although this mode has not. as yet, proved an

economical one, yet these experiments are indexes in the direction of

progress, inasmuch as they prove the direct agency of this form of

force in preparing the chemical constituents of the soil for immedi-

ate use in plant growth.
It seemed to me that the key-note of progress in this direction

was struck when, many years since, Prof. J. B. Turner announced in

the hearing of many of us his belief in the unifij o^ force; and this

note was echoed, years afterwards, by eastern scientists in the

announcement of the correlation of forces (or dilferent forms of

force); and still later in that of the conservation of electric energy

by human devices.

In my haste i long since said,
*'

I hope to live to see the day.
when, through the agency of ap]diances suggested by these import-
ant discoveries, our fruits, trees and ])lants may be produced in perfec-
tion with a certainty which will almost set at defiance the meteoro-

logical lions which ever and anon cross our j)ath and defeat our

purposes.""
Hut the hope of pecuniary advantage in this direction has not

been as fiattering as in others, and, consequently, investigation here

has lagged, and experiments have been almost discontinued. But
when our streets and homes are lighted, our Hres kindled, our

vehicles and nuichinery all moved by that which is the canst' or ante-

cedent of light, heat and motion, then nuiv we reasonably hope,
scientists will turn their attention more in the direction of our be-

loved art; or, which will be far better, the nature of force will have

become so generally understood by intelligent peo])le. and devices for

controlling and directing it ljec(nne so simplified and cheapened tiiat

success in horticulture will become the rule and failure the rare

exception.
But the time for this happy consummation of our hopes may

not he in tiie ;*^f/;' future, and we should not idly wait its slow evolu-

tion.
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Means, more immediate and reasonably effective, are within our

reach, and to these we must devote our attention and our best

energies.
There can be little doubt of the efficiency of Horticultural Ex-

periment Stations, provided they are well endowed and placed in the
hands of such persons as I have herein described. We have found
that analyses of soils and of the wood leaf and fruits of trees are

not sufficient indications as to the steps toward results.

We have found that it does not follow that where all the ele-

ments are found in or artificially applied to the soil which are de-
manded by the tree, plant, and fruit, that satisfactory growth and

fruitage are the result. Hence it seems an absolute necessity that

experiments in horticulture embrace not only chemical analysis of

soils, plants and fruits, but the mechanical condition of the elements
of plant food in the soils, and the means which Nature uses, and the
means to assist Nature in liberating these elements from any unfav-
orable combinations and feeding them to the growing plants. It is

obvious that such work— involving the deepest researches into
'' the

hidden mysteries of Nature
"— will not, in fact cannot, be done by even

the most intelligent and and higly educated farmers upon ordinary
farms, and whose attention is necessarily largely devoted to other
matters.

In view of these considerations I urge upon this Society, as

one of the most hopeful directions in which it can exert its influence— the securing through our State Legislature the establishment of

Horticultural Experiment Stations in connection with our Agricul-
tural College, and to suggest, through a competent committee, apian
for the conduct of the experiments. This work cannot be accomplished
by resolutions and petitions; it requires intelligent and persistent

personal effort by a committee whose work shall be indorsed and
sustained by this Society.

The great Commonwealth of Illinois— out of debt and rich— without a rival in its agricultural resources, can well afford the

small expenditure such an enterprise would demand. In fact she can-

not afford to neglect this important work. Her sister State of Iowa
is setting a good example; though what she has already done is

hardly a tithe of what our own State should do.

But what can we, as individual cultivators, do upon our own
farms and in our own gardens toward making fruit growing more

successful, more uniformly profitable, in the future than it has been
in the past? Much, in many ways. I have referred to what we
have accomplished; and surely experience should beget wisdom in

this as well as in other departments of industry. We know now
much better than in former years how to gain the victory over

many species of our insect foes.

Let us apply the remedies and preventives which have been found
efficient. We are yearly learning more concerning the nature of some
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of the diseases which attack tree, plant, and fruit. Let us be unfal-

tering in our efforts to apply and improve upon the knowledge

gained.
We have certainly learned that constant vigilance is the only

reasonable condition for success.

Let us, then, plant no larger orchards than can be kept under

our own strict supervision, bestowing as much thought in systemati-

cally rearing and feeding our trees as we do in raising our fine live

stock: studying the special habits of each species and variety, and

adapting our treatment to suit the needs of each.

Nearlv all the western orchardists have wisely banished the mur-

derous saw from their orchards, calling it into use only when a dead

branch is found. The practice of training orchard trees of all spe-

cies while young to throw out their branches near the ground, is

gaining followers every year, as this is found the only form in which

many varieties can be grown to secure a reasonably healthy con-

dition, and close observers have found such trees of all species gen-

erally more robust and hardy.
The production of new varieties by cross fertilization has often

been urged upon the members of this Society; yet so much skill is

required in the artificial application of pollen grains to prevent the

ingress of pollen dust from without, when. ;is is usually the case at

the time the work must l)e done, the air is filled with them that suc-

cess is doubtful. Certainly any one may be fairly successful in

obtaining desirable varieties by planting the varieties designed as the

parents of a new race of seedlings, in close ])roximity to each other,

and yet far removed from all others of the same sjjccies. Seed from

fruit grown under such circumstances is very likely to produce some

plants which will combine the qualities of the parents.
But I will not farther digress into special modes of ])ropagation

and culture. The reports of our committees will, I trust, cover all

this important ground.
A careful selection of the most promising among hardy and pro-

ductive chance seedling fruits is a work in which we may all engage
with profit. The addition of such varieties as the Salome, the

Wythe, and others to our list of apples, and the Wager to the list of

peaches, should encourage us to persevere in this good work. It is

quite probable that ])y this course alone we may soon boast of a list

of varieties as valualde for the West as are the Baldwin, the Rhode
Island Greening, the Northern Spy, and the Newtown Fip]»in for the

East; the acquisition of the Salome is certainly a long stride in this

direction.

In the cultivation of the small fruits our progress has been as

successful as we could reasonably hope. Nearly all species adapted
to our latitude are now grown in fjuantity and quality to suit the

reasonalde di'inands of l)oth grower and consumer. The hojic of im-

mediate profitable returns to the cultivator, together with the fact
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that the conditions for successful culture are more under his imme-
diate control than are those of orchard fruits, naturally secure to

this class of fruits their full share of attention.

The rapidly increasing demand for these healthful and delicious

articles of diet will be a sufficient incentive to a largely increasing
production.

There is need for greater diligence in planting groves and
belts of timber upon the prairies of Illinois than has hitherto marked
our history. Much has been done in this direction, it is true, but we
need to look over the field every year to keep our minds continually
impressed with the importance of this woi-k, so that by both precept
and example we may aid in its prosecution.

Let us also urge upon our representatives in Congress to use
their influence and cast their votes in favor of the preservation of

American forests, as recommended by the President of the United
States in his recent message.

Upon the whole, the out-look for horticulture in our State is

fairly promising. Although clouds now darken the horizon of the

orchardists, yet we have reason to hope that these will be gradually
but surely dispersed by the light which science will continue to pour,
with ever-increasing brightness, upon our art ; disclosing new fields

and continually revealing improved modes of propagation and culture.

Let it be our purpose to be ever on the alert to catch even the

faintest glimmers of this light, to hear even the softest whispers of

Nature as she reveals to us her eternal laws; and with a will which

yields to no obstacles; with that persistent energy which recognizes
no defeat, to press forward in our chosen work until our beautiful

Prairie State shall be the peer of the most favored of her sisters in

the products of her groves, her orchards, her vineyards, and her

gardens, as she now is in the production of cereals and domestic
aniruals.

In adopting our seal we have avowed our faith in the co-equal

trinity of the beautiful goddesses, Ceres, Pomona and Flora; and
since the realms of Flora and Pomona are both committed to our

special care, let us see to it that each contributes its full share of

happiness to the human race.

At its conclusion the address was heartily applauded, and upon
motion of Mr. Earle, the chair was instructed to appoint a commit-

tee on the President's Address.

Messrs. Parker Earle, Tyler McWhorter, and John M. Pearson,

were so appointed.

President Galusha, upon resuming the chair announced that the

Society would listen to an address by Prof. S. A. Forbes, of Normal

University, of the committee on Entomology and Ornithology.
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ON A CONTAGIOUS DISEASE OF CATERPILLARS.

BY S. A. FORBES.

When a new country of diversified surface and varied character

is first ()])ened nji to settlement,- one containing' prairie and forest,

f^ravellv knoll and treacherous swamp, barren mountain-side and rich

alluvial valley,
—the pioneers of the rej^^ion fix always at first upon

the richest tracts which are easily worked, and will yield them a

])rompt return with as little outlay as possible of capital and labor.

The oi)en prairie, lyin<,' fairly ready for the plow, will be occupied

lon<jj before the wo()dland. the hill before the marsh, the valley before

the rockv hei<,'ht: and the alluvial river bottom. suV)ject to frequent
overflow, will l)e left until the pressure of population, the increased

wealth of the country, and the more generous returns of agriculture
will warrant reclamation by the costly structures of the civil

engineer.
Much of this territory, neglected by the early settlers, may be

waste and naturally almost worthless; but much of it, on the other

hand, will be the most productive and valuable of all. when once

brought uiuler human control.

Further, the processes of (((/ricNifiirc adopted by the pioneer will

be rude and superficial, as compared with those of the generation

following him. He will not need to trouble himself with the sub-

soil plow. l)ecause. where land is to be had almost for the asking, the

same amount of labor which it would take to plow a small area to

the depth of ten or fifteen inches, will reap a greater reward if spent
in turning over a larger area to the de))th of four. He will care

nothing for fertilizers, for no su))cr]»hos])hates or guano can possibly
add enough to the value of the bountiful crops springing freely from

his virgin soil to repay the expense of their purchase, transportation
and application. Even tile draining will be, ndatively speaking, a

waste of money, for he can invest his surj)lus savings to better advan-

tage by Imying more land at two or three dollars ])er acre, and culti-

vating only the ^ryer ])ortions of it. than by making extensive

improvements on the less tractalde ])arts of that which he already
owns. Much that many are accustomed to blame severely as waste

and shiftlessness and indolence is, at this period of a country's devel-

opment, really justifitable on the strict grounds of economic science.

It does not jxn/ the original settler at first to ])low dee]), to sav(> his

barn-yard manure, to glean the last head fr(jm his harvest fields, to

build barns for the protection of his wild ])rairie hay. He can spend
what strength and money he has more ])rofitably in other ways,

—
ways which to his father and grandfather would have looked like

the prelude to speedy ruin, Ijut whi( h he knows to be, in his circum-

stances, the sure conditions of prosperity.
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But, with the gradual
"
growth of the country," as we call it,

there comes a change. The richest soils become exhausted by con-
stant cropping, and must be artiticially enriched; soon it is found
that tracts, naturally too poor to be profitably cultivated when land
and produce were cheap, now that the returns from land and land
itself have materially appreciated, will repay inclosing and bringing
under the plow. Then this appreciation reaches a point where it

pays to reclaim the swamps, and ditches are dug and drains are laid;

and where it pays to protect extensive bottom lands against overflow,
and then levees are built and river channels are straightened and

deepened. In the meantime, costly machinery has come into profit-
able use to replace the simple hand implements of the pioneer; and
care and skill and thoughtfulness and education and ability of no
mean order are finally found necessary to the farmer, if he is to

compete successfully with his neighbors, and with his rivals for a

market in other lands.

I have rapidly reviewed this course of events in the development
of a new country, with which many of you are personally familiar,
because a very similar account might be wrilten of the development
of the science and the art of economic entomology. These, too,

have had their pioneer age,
—a time when the lonely squatter upon a

boundless western plain was not more isolated and lonely than the

scattered students of insects in their I'elation to agriculture
—a time

of the boundless fertility of an undisturbed soil, when the happy
entomologist could hardly take a morning walk in his garden without

having his eyes saluted with some new and important fact respecting
the relations of insects to human industries and interests; a time
when a first-class microscope was as superfluous for him as a hand-

plow for the sod-corn farmer; when a pair of good eyes, a habit of

observation, and a capacity for accurate statement were about all the

qualifications needed to make one a most useful and productive
worker in this department of knowledge.

Then came the period of rapid extension of culture, if I may
so describe it; the time when Harris in Massachusetts, Fitch in New
York, Walsh, LeBaron and Thomas in Illinois, and Riley in Missouri,

were, with indefatigable activity and distinguished success, extending
the boundaries of our knowledge over the larger part of the area of

economic entomology; cultivating this area, I will not say super-

ficially, but in the somewhat rapid and cursory manner which the

very nature of the case and the circumstances of the time rendered
not only inevitable but best and most profitable.

What a long list of insects have been treated, more or less thor-

oughly, by these prolific writers, and, nevertheless, how few of even
the most destructive of them are yet completely known. How little

experimental work of the thorough, intelligent, accurate and exhaus-

tive sort which the subject demands, has yet been done. It is evident,

i^ short, that while this period of the progressive occupation of the
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country is draAving to a close, the entomological low-lands are most

of them undrained, the river hanks are undefended, the less produc-
tive regions lie neglected, and the sub-soil plow, the spade of the

ditcher, and the ehiborate processes of a more highly developed

agriculture, are next in order.

Take the chinch-hug and the army worm, for example. We
have learned to know these at sight, in all their stages; we know the

outlines of their life histories, in average years; we understand

fairly well the terrible effects of the ))erodical inundations of insect

life to which they subject our lands; but how little we know of the

whence, or the how, or the why, of the laws and the limits of these

vast and desolating floods; and how cheap and feeble are the barriers

which we have as yet been taught to erect against them. A simple
furrow, run with a plow or dug with a spade,

— a tarred fence-board

set on edge. -a sprinkler charged with the kerosene emulsion,—
each single individual left toflght the wdiole outburst for himself and

alone, —this is about all that has hitherto been devised. Here and

there a farm may be partly guarded by such means for a little tiime,

but that is about all that we can say.

Perhaps I have now sufficiently illustrated my meaning when I add

that it must be perfectly clear to one who surveys the course of the

progress of knowledge in economic biology, whether we deal with

insects, with birds, with flshes, or with plant parasites, that the next

ten or tifteen years should be characterized less by cursory observa-

tion and record of the surface facts than by thorough investigation
and research, by broad generalization, and by elaborate, critical ex-

periment. The microscope will come into use fully as often as the

insect net, the record-book of the experimenter will be as volumi-

nous as the note-book of the field observer; on the obscure problems
of economic entomology we> shall try the cross-lights of chemistry,
of botany, of microscopy, and of a scientific agriculture. In a word,

the period of mere observation is passing, and that of investigation
is next at hand;— has, indeed, already come, as is shown by the more
elaborate and thorougli-g(jing work of recent times, (notably that

of the United States Department of Agriculture), as compared with

that of former days.
And now, returning for a moment to the figure with which I

began, I pn^pose to suluuit to you a preliminary report of a phu}

for draining an enfoniolof/ical sivamp,
— for opening up to occupa-

tion and use a territory of most fertile ])roiuis<', but so difficult of

access as to have been left hitherto aliuost unexplored, and requiring
for its reclanuition methods and instruments which have but lately

even been discovered.

And yet I think that T sliall be able to give you good rt^asons for

hoping, if not for believing, that this ol)scure region is one of extraor-

dinary value; that, if it can reclaimed, it will be such an addition to

our resources against injurious insects as has not been made for
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many a year, and that the task of subduing it is not one of great
magnitude, or involving extraordinary expense or delay.

There is. perhaps, no subject, unless it be the details of the doc-
trine of evolution, which is to-day receiving more active, acute,
skillful, learned, and thorougli-going scientific investigation than
that of the causes, origin and control of contagious disease. It

is easy to cite illustrious examples of this fact. The brilliant dis-

covery by Koch, of Germany, that consumption is due to a parasitic
bacterium, his Bacillus tiiherculosis, a conclusion now so well estab-
lished that the treatment of that disease in the army hospitals of the
German Empire is based upon it; the equally brilliant, if not equally
important, discoveries of Pasteur, that splenic fever of cattle and
the charbon of sheep are likewise germ diseases, and that their rav-

ages may be almost wholly prevented by inoculation; the triumphant
demonstration by the same savant,— an older discovery, but one more
important to our subject,

— that the pebrine of the silk-worm, and
the scarcely less fatal and destructive flacherie of that insect, are also

contagious germ diseases, unquestionably caused by the noxious
action of bacteria upon otherwise healthy individuals; these are in-

stances more or less familiar to all who read. It is in medical circles

that this ferment is most actively working; and one can hardly pick
up a medical journal in any language, at the present time, without

seeing something on the relations of bacteria to disease. Of course
the end proposed in all these extensive, laborious, and most difficult

researches, is that of prevention or remedy. The problem with
which ire have to deal to-night is. however, the reverse of that. The
task I have set myself is to throw what light I can, in the bri6f

time allowed me, on the contagious diseases of ifisects, and on meth-
ods of spreading, intensifying and accelerating such diseases.

Ill this country, I do not know that* anything of any importance
had been done upon this subject, up to about a year ago, when I made a

careful preliminary study of an apparent destructive germ disease of

the chinch-bug, some account of which is given in my report as

State Entomologist for 1882. In Europe, however, a considerable

mass of observations has been accumulated, and some careful and
conclusive studies and experiments have been made by biologists of

world-wide renown. The studies of the diseases of the silk-worm by
Pasteur have already been mentioned, and the foul-brood of bees,

—
a contagious affection of bee larvas, destroying them while yet im-

prisoned in the cells of the comb, has also been carefully worked out by
several German naturalists. Metschnikoff, an eminent Russian biolo-

gist, and the great botanist, De Bary, have made numerous and

highly successful experiments directed to the point in which I have

sought to interest you; to that of producing disease in healthy in-

sects, although both these scientists were engaged on insect diseases

produced by fungi much higher in organization than the bacteria

with which we have to do this evenin";.
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In studying the diseases of insects I have sought answers to

three questions: First, Is this disease contagious? for, if not, it is

prohably beyond our control for practical purposes. Second, If so,

what is the character of this contagion-' and third, Tan it be used

protitahly for the artificial destruction of our insect enemies?
There is a common affection of our native caterpillars with w hich

all who attempt to rear these insects to the perfect stage are more or

less familiar, liecause it is very likely to break out in their breeding
cages, often with most destructive effect; but it seems hitherto to

have been but rarely noticed among caterpillars living in a state of

freedom, and the literature of economic entomology is almost silent

upon it. I shall endeavor to show you, from studies which T have
made this fall, that this is a true contagious disease, the same in

fact as one of the most destructive diseases of the silk-worm; that

it occurs in a most virulent form among injurious insects in a state

of nature and in the open air; that its germ or virus is a minute
bacterium infesting the alimentary canal; that this can be cultivated

easily in organic infusions; and that when so cultivated it may be
used to set up the disease among healthy insects, and may be easily

]ireserved from season to season and from year to year.
As the disease which I studied proved to be of the same nature

as one of those affecting the silk-worm, differing only as we should

expect it to differ when appearing in insects of other species, T will

})reface my account of my own observations by a brief summary of

the discoveries of Pasteur on this disease,
—called facJierie by the

French, and sc/ilajfsuclit by the Germans.
This is now the most destructive disease of the silk-worm, and

is said by high authority to damage the silk-})roducing countries of

Europe at the rate of hundreds of millions annually. During the

last ten years it has reduced the average income of the silk-worni

])reeder twenty-five per cent.. :tnd was the ]n'ineipal cause of an enor-

mous falling off" in the silk product of 1879, which did not amount
to more than a fourth of an average yield.

The external symptoms of this aifection are not at first especiall}^
noticeable. The caterpillar loses its ai)petite. digests its food imper-

fectly, wanders away from its feeding-jjlace, becomes sluggish and
slow in its movements,' and afterwards shrunken in aspect, and soft

and flabby to the touch. Sometimes it gradually blackens, as if from

decay, but in other cases presents hardly any of the visible ap])ear-
ances of disease until death overtakes it. The dead worms ra])idly

soften, and in a day or two are mere rotten skins, filled with a grey-
ish brown fluid which swarms with bacteria.

If the juices of the alimentary canal of a diseased worm are ex-

amined microscopically, they are invarialtly found to contain innu-

merable myriads of a minute organism, a plant of the simj)lest pos-
sible structure—each a perfectly simple cell, oval in outline usually
connected end to end in pairs. ))ut sometimes in short strings of from

3
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four to eight individuals. They are only sTsm-s of an inch in diame-
ter.—so excessively minute that it would take more than eight
millions of them to cover the head of an ordinary pin, while the ex-

treme tip of an average point of such a pin would give room for more
than eighty thousand of them to lie side by side. These have been
described by Cohn under the name of Micrococcus homhtjcis, and are

the characteristic bacterium of this disease. At first the most care-

ful search will not discover them in the blood; but usually, before

death, they seem to penetrate the intestinal wall and swarm in all

the fluids of the body. That the disease they characterize is conta-

gious was shown by Pasteur by numerous experiments like the fol-

lowing:
On the 20th of May he selected three identical lots of perfectly

healthy worms, twenty-five in each lot, which had nearly got their

growth. One of these he set aside as a check lot, and gave it the
usual treatment of the silk-worm. The food of the second twenty-
five was sprinkled with dry dust from a silk-worm hatchery which
had been occupied the previous year by worms sick with flacherie.

The food of the third lot was treated with the same dust suspended
in water and sprinkled upon it. The check lot went through their

transformations without accident, all in perfect condition. Of the

second lot, the food of which was powdered with infected dust, two
worms died of flacherie on the 21st, two on the 22d, three on the 24th,
one on the 25tli, one on the 28th, one on the 31st, and thirteen of

the worms transformed into chrysalids, one of which was diseased.

From the third lot, three dead worms were removed on the 21st,
three on the 22d, two on the 23d, one on the 24th, three on the 25th,
two on the 26th, and two, evidently seriously diseased, were removed
on the 29th. Another worm died on this day, and only seven chrysa-
lids were finally produced. This experiment showed clearly that dust

from an infected hatchery, which had been unoccupied for a year,
still contained the virus of the disease in an active state. Again, on
the 23d of May, the food of twenty healthy worms was brushed with
the contents of the intestinal canal of a silk-worm at the point of

death with flacherie. Six days after one worm was dead; on the next

day another. On the 1st of June one died, on the 4th two. on the 5th

another, and on the 7th two more. Twelve cocoons, two of them
diseased, resulted from these twenty worms. On the 22d of May
twenty-five perfectly healthy worms were similarly infected with
water in which a fragment of a worm dead from flacherie had been
macerated for a short time. The worms ate, without reluctance, the

leaves upon which this fluid had been brushed. On the evening of

the next day two of them were dead; on the morning of the 24th
two more, and in the afternoon another. Two died on the 25th, one
on the 28th, and four on the 30th. On the 1st of June one died, on
the 3d another, on the 7th still another. Nine finally transformed
into chrysalids: but in five of these nine, bacteria were found, indi-
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eating their unliealthy
eondition. Next, to test the possibility of

infection by exposing healthy wornis to those already suffering from
the disease. Pasteur })hieed twt'uty-tive ]ierf(M'tly sound s])ecimeiis with

twenty-tive others which had inherited the disease from unhealthy
ancestors. He also set aside another lot of twenty-five, identical with
those exposed to the contagion, as a check lot. All the latter trans-

formed without accident, in due season, every specimen coming
through in j)erfect health. Of those exposed to the infection, two
died on the lUth, two nu)re on the 18th, one on the 2()th. nine on the

21st, five on the 22d. and four on the 28d of May. Then, after a

brief interval, another died on the 2i)t]\: five on the 29th, and again
five on the ;]Oth. six on the 81st, tAvo (m the 2d of June, and one on

the 8d, at which time only two remained alive, and these finally
transformed to chrysalids. Of the second twenty-five luingled with

these, the victims (jf the hereditary transmission of flaeherie, not one

transformed, l)ut all ])erished of the disease. It is clear fTom these

experiments that flaeherie is directly contagious, and that it may be

conveyed artificially by the use of material obtained from unhealthy
worms. The fact should also be mentioned, that in every case where
worms died from this disease, Pasteur found the characteristic bac-

terial forms in the intestines, with the exception of two which died

the day following the treatment of their food with dust from the

infected hatchery. In this case it is probable that the mechanical
irritation or poisonous chemical character of the material used had

something to do with the fatal effect. Other experiments of Pasteur

tended to show that flaeherie might be produced by treating the

food of healthy worms with the fermenting infusion of mulberry
leaves alone, in which it is presumed that only the ordinary bacteria

of fermentation and })utrefaction actually occurred. He leaves us in

doubt, however, whether these fluids might not also have become

accidentally infected with the characteristic Micrococcas bomhijch of

the silk-worm disease, and I have myself little doubt that this was
the case, since I have found it very difficult to keep fermentable
fluids free frcmi these bacteria, if exposed where liable to infection.

There is also some grouiul for believing that flaeherie is some-

times spontaneous, arising where the worms are too much crowded,
where the cpiality of the food is inferior, and where the ventilation

of the breeding houses is poor. As it is. however, practically impos-
sible to say that worms suffering from it under such circumstances

have not been exposed to this subtle contagion, which may easily have
been wafted to them on any breeze, it must remain doubtful whether
such unfavoral)le conditions can really originate the disease de novo,

or whether they merely stimulate the development of the offending
bacteria by reducing the vitality of the larvae.

I think that the above must satisfy you that flaeherie or schlaff-

sucht of the silk-irorni is a contagious disease; that the contagion

may be artificially communicated with success to healthy worms;
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and that the bacteria producing it may be preserved without loss of

effectiveness over at least one year,
—

requiring in fact no particular

preparation or care to that end. It would therefore be sufficient for

my present purpose to show that the affection of our native cater-

pillars, which I shall presently describe, is really identical in its

essential characters with that above discussed; since this would justify
us in applying these conclusions to the disease as shown in our cab-

bage-worm and apple-tree caterpillar; but not content with this, I

have made some additional experiments for the purpose of putting
these conclusions on an independent basis.

I can report here only a small part of the studies which I have

made, and shall content myself with a description of the disease as

it appeared in the European cabbage-worm this fall, and of some

experimental results obtained in studying it in this insect and in the

yellow-necked apple caterpillar (Datana ministra).
I suppose that many of you, at least of those living in the

northern and eastern part of State, must have noticed with surprise
the curious fate which overtook a large percentage of the cabbage-
worms of nearly every field this fall. Hundreds of the bodies of

these pests were to be seen rotting on the cabbage leaves, or dried to

a shrunken, blackened remnant, often twenty or thirty to a single
head at once.

Among those with whom I have talked about the matter, all

sorts of hypotheses were prevalent. Some supposed that the season
had been too wet for the worms; others, that the weather had been
too dry. Some explained the difficulty as due to unusual heat, and

others, as clearly a consequence of unusual cold; while still others

looked upon it as conclusive evidence that the lime or salt or ashes
or what-not with which they had sprinkled their cabbages, had taken

effect, and was, after all, the remedy of remedies for cabbage-worms.
' This cabbage-worm plague was quite unevenly distributed; some

small and isolated fields not exhibiting a trace of it, while others but
a little way distant, were fairly reeking with death and decay. It

increased in severity with the advance of the season, until in the
latter part of October and in November it was a rare thing in my
vicinity to see a healthy chrysalis. Nearly every worm perished
before maturity.

It seems also to have progressed from the east westward, not

appearing in Fulton and Stark Counties until some weeks after we
noted it here, and not reaching Iowa at all, as far as I have been
able to learn.

On the other hand it was barely remarked near Washington
three years ago, although no particular attention was paid to it. It

certainly was not abroad here last year, as we were carefully experi-
menting upon the cabl)age worm all the autumn, both in the field

and. the laboratory, and could not possiblv jhf^ve failed to detect it.
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We can conceive sometliing of the signilicance of this disease

if we imagine the terror and dread which would seize mankind if

such a phigue shouhl suddenly assail human life. \\ hole towns w^ould

be de])()i)uluted, and tlie dead would rot in the streets by hundreds.
There would be no escape for any, because the contagion would be

conveyed by the very food and drink by which life was sustained;
the fountain of life itself would be poisoned.

This disease of the cabbage worm first came to my notice on the
11th of September, wdien an assistant, who had been sent into the

field for larvae for experimental use, brought in one which had ap-

parently been dead for some time, and was blackened and somewhat
shrunken. ()u dissection, the intestine was found full of uiuligested
food aiu] swi.rming with bacteria of a species wliich \ afterwards
came to recognize as those characterizing schlaffsucht in the cab-

bage worm and also in a caterpillar (Ddtana anf/Hsij which eats

the leaves of walnut and hickory. These were excessively minute

spheres, ^-^ha^ of an inch in diameter, sometimes single, sometimes
in pairsand occasionally in strings of from four to eight. The
same day two lots each of t^\:enty-five he.dthy worms of various

ages, most of them about to transform to pupa?, were placed in

breeding cages for use in an experiment of which I need say noth-

ing further since the occurrences about to be described made it im-

possible to carry it out. It was noticed that some of these worms
were paler than others, and soon these became torpid and quit their

food. On the loth one died, on the 16th another, on the 17th
seven more, some of these being mere deliquescent masses of rotten-

ness within twenty hours from the time when their health was ap-

parently perfect. And so, all went. Of ninety cal)bage w'ornis

brought to tlie laboratory, fed regularly and carefully attended, only
four or five ever reached the pupa stage, and not one of these

emerged as a butterfly.
In the meantime the same plague was raging scarcely less de-

structively in the open air. Not a field visited anywhere about

Bloomington or Normal was finally free from it. Prof. French wrote
me of its occurrence at Carbondale, Prof. Burrill henrd of it at

Champaign, I found it in cabbage fields near Chicago, and a corre-

spondent in Michigan also found it there. Later, as already men-
tioned, it reached Stark and Fulton Counties to the westward. Dur-

ing this time we made most careful microscopic studies of twenty-
eight specimens in various stages of disease, besides several of

healthy worms, examined for comparison. All these diseased indi-

viduals, whether in field or laboratory, agreed in several particulars;
and differed in these same particulars from the healthy ones.

Among them were the pale color, sometimes followed by a par-
tial blackening of the skin, the torpidity and loss of appetite, the

sluggish digestion, (the intestines of dead larvae being usually full of

green food scarcely altered since it was swallowed ). and the presejice
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oi the. peculiar micrococci already referred to in the alimentary canal.

Invariably, after death, decay was astonishingly rapid, the larvae in a

few hours breaking down to a grayish fluid mass. In all these par-
ticulars it is clear that the affection of the cabbage worm is the close

copy of flacherie of the silk-worm, and fully as rapid and destructive

in the former species as in the latter.

We have now to deal with its roift((f//oi(s character. In my own
vicinity it was evidently impossible to make any experiments with the

cabbage-worm on this point, because all the worms in the region had
been so generally exposed to the contagion, that I could not find

healthy larvae for the purpose. I could not keep my specimens alive

long enough to kill them. I made, however, a few attempts to settle

the question through others. To Prof. Osborne, of the Iowa Agri-
cultural College, I sent some diseased worms with the recjuest that

he would place them in company with healthy worms on cabbage-
heads in the open air, the disease not having yet appeared in his

vicinity. 1 also sent him microscope slides of the blood and intes-

tinal fluids of sick larvae, that he might be able to recognize the dis-

ease if it should appear. A few days after receiving these, he wrote
me that the contagion had apparently taken effect, as a single worm
was already giving unmistakable evidence of the disease. But.

unfortunately, during his absence from home, the cabbages in the

field under observation Avere all gathered by the gardener, and the

experiment was thus abruptly terminated.* I also sent two boxes of

specimens to my friend Dr. Boardman, in Stark County, who had
made careful search there in a large number of fields in his vicinity,
in October, without finding a trace of the disease. These specimens
he received after several days delay, and placed others with them in the

boxes, twenty-five healthy larvae in each box, at the same time placing
as many others in a clean box, as a check lot. All were fed and
cared for alike, but in a few days he wrote me that every one of

those placed with the sick worms was dead, while the others had

completed their transformations in good condition. The only draw-
back to this result was the fact that the disease began to appear

spontaneously at about this time in his region, so that there was
a bare possibility that it was already latent in the two lots of larvie

which perished under experiment, while the others had escaped it.

For further light on the contagious character of the disea:se, and

especially on the possibility of cultivating its virus* artificially, and

using it for the purposes of economic entomology, I must go back a

few weeks to some studies of the same affection made previously on
two other species of caterpillar,

—the yellow-necked caterpillar of

the apple tree (Datana ministra),
—and another species or variety of

== Since the above was written. Prof. Osborne has informed me that he afterwards col-

lected as many worms as he could find in the debris of his cabbage field, and exposed them
to the remains of the diseased larvae which I had sent him, and that a number of them died
of the original disease under conditions such as to render it certain that they derived it by
contagiou irom the source mentioned.
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the same genus (Datana angusi)^—the first eating the foliage of the

apple, and the second that of the wahnit, hickory, etc.

I need not rehearse the symptoms as manifested in these cater-

pillars, and will only say that they differed from those of the cab-

bage-worm scarcely at all except in the })articular that the apple and
walnut caterpillars did not change color—which was doubtless due to

their much thicker skins,
—and in the fact that decay after death

was less rapid and complete.
Here, as in the cabbage-worms, 1 found in every case of disease,

without exception, vast numbers of bacteria belonging to the genus
micrococcus infesting the alimentary canal; in the case of the apple
caterpillar, the same precise species as that of the silk-worm (Micro-
coccus hoitihi/fisJ; anil in the walnut cater])illar a Micrococcus which
I have not yet been able to distinguish from that of the cabbage-
worm, and which I i .Ink to be certainly the same.

Both these micvococci I succeeded in cultivating, again and

again, in beef broth, using, of course, every known precaution
against the invasion of my cultvire fluids by other forms of bacteria

than those with which the sick larvie were affected. The minutest

droplet of fluid from a diseased worm introduced into a flask of beef
broth would, in a day or two, render the whole contents of the flask

milky with the myriads upon myriads of micrococci resulting, and
these were in every case precisely the same as those taken from dis-

eased larvffi. Hundreds of microscope slides of these cultures were

mounted, and have since been carefully studied by Prof. Burrill and

myself, and he has no more doubt than I that these cultures were

genuine.
Next I selected two lots of healthy larvae of the apple cater-

pillar, ten in each, set one aside as a check lot, and devoted the other
to experiment. The leaves fed the latter were brushed from time to

time with the fluid containing the cultivated micrococci, and the food
of the other lot was moistened in the same way wdth distilled water.

On the 3d it was noticed that one of the worms of the infected lot

was stupid and ate but little, and the next day one died, and two
others were evidently sick. The dead larva was carefully studied
and the silk-worm micrococcus, the same species as that with which
its food had been treated, was found in gi-eat abundance in its intes-

tines and blood. On the fifth day another died, and on the sixth

day another, botli alive with bacteria in the blood and alimentary
canal. On the 9th two were very sick, and one of these was killed

for examination. It was found swarming with Micrococcus bonibijcis,
like all the j)receding. On the 11th day one died, and on the 13th
another, lx)th in the same condition. Four davs after, one of the
four now reuiaining. which was seen to be apparently sick,was killed,
and a droplet of fluid from its alimentary canal was used to infect a

test tube of beef broth. In a few days this developed a great quan-
tity of Micrococcua bonibijcis. In the mean time one of the examples
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kept in a separate cage as a check lot, and fed with leaves brushed
with distilled water, had died of schlafEsucht. and the disease also

appeared among other larvae in the laljoratory. showing that it had
either escaped from our control, or else had developed spontaneously
—in either case making further experiment valueless. As a result,

therefore, of this experiment, we can only say that seven of ten

infected larvae were attacked by schlali'sucht, and only one of those

not infected.

Putting now all these facts together,
—the result of the studies

of Pasteur on schlaffsucht of the silk-worm, the evident identity of

this disease with that of the cabbage-worm and of the other cater-

pillars experimented upon, the indications I have given of the con-

tagious character of the cabbage-worm disease as shown by the

experiments of Prof. Osborne and Dr. Boardman, the readiness with
which its germs may be artificially cultivated^ and the reproduction
of the disease in apparently healthy insects by treating their food
with fluids containing these germs,

—I believe that we have fair

grounds for at least a reasonable hope that out of all this we may
bring an important addition to our means of defence against inju-
rious insects.

I have now under way experiments which will show the length
of life of these germs,

—that is, the time for which they may be

kept either alive or in a condition of latent activity. There is every
reason to suppose that they may be preserved from season to season, as

the very similar virus of cow-pox is frequently kept for vaccination;
but we must test this matter exactly. From such preserved material

it will be easy to start new cultures next year, and to experiment
with it on a larger scale. A fruit jar of fresh beef broth, for exam-

ple, may, next summer, be infected with the contents of one of my
sealed tubes, or with a little portion of one of my dried films, and
afterwards sealed as when fruit is canned. If the germs these con-

tain are then living, the beef broth will, in a day or two, become

milky with untold myriads of the rapidly multiplying niicrococc, and
a quart of this fluid poured into a barrel of water would doubtless

furnish a virus of sufficient strength to inoculate effectually a mul-
titude of insects with the disease.

Of course a great deal of difficult work remains to be done
before we can talk with much confidence on this matter. I did not

promise to drain our entomological swamp to-night, but only to out-

line apian for its drainage; and I shall have accomplished the greater

part of my present purpose, if I have given you a clear idea of the

class of subjects, and the kind of work upon them, from which I

believe that we have the most to expect for the future of economic

entomology.
Without forgetting the things which are behind, let us press on

to the things which are before; without neglecting the current sub-

jects and methods of the economic entomologist, I believe that we
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should also apply ourselves to the knotty problems which defy the

skill of the mere ol)S('rver, the ent()in()l()<2:i(al s]iO('ialist. aud hruv^ to

bear on them the experimental methods of praeticui biolo<^y. Call

this paper, if you please, a plea for an advance in the methods of

economic entomology; for original, practical, experimental work of

a biological character to replace in i)art the simi)le observation of

insects and their habits; an attempt to add the methods of the

biological laboratory to the resources of the economic entomology.

The reading of this paper was listened to with intense interest

throughout, and at its conclusion was given the enthusiastic applause

it deserved.

J. M. Pearson— I move that a vote of thanks be tendered Prof.

Forbes and that he be requested to prepare a copy of his learned essay

for publication: which motion was unanimously carried.

Dr. Schroeder— I have read a great deal about the silk-worm

and its diseases. Wine and silk are the great industries of France.

A few years ago the phylloxera and silk-worm disease almost beggared

them, but they sent out Prof. Louis Pasteur, a scientific man like

Prof. Forbes, to investigate. He went to work with the microscope

and found the remedy, and now the disease is stayed. Prof. Forbes

is doing that kind of work for us; do let us hold up the hands of

the Professor.

J. M. Pearson—We common fellows do not understand the sub-

ject very Avell and can't do much discussing it. It seems that we

must fight the little fellows with still smaller ones. The big bugs

we can take care of, but it is the little chaps that bother us most.

Prof. Burrill—When Prof. Pasteur commenced his studies of

of the diseases of the silk-worm but little attention was paid to his

labor or efforts in that direction. But he preserved and wrote out

the whole history of his studies, and it is a work of vast importance

to the silk industry of the world. The French Commissioners of

Agriculture took hold of the work with energy and directed these

scientists to investigate thoroughly; this they did with the best

results. Public attention was attracted to it, and now the people

approve and highly appreciate the work.

President Galusha then announced that the next thing in order

was: Report of Committee on Vegetable Physiology
-- Prof . T. J.

Burrill, Champaign, and Prof. G. H. French. Carbondale. Prof.

Burrill came forward aud read:
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THE GRAPE ROTS.

BY T. J. BURKILL.

Among the host of parasitic fungi affecting our grape vines
there are four species which are specially injurious

— two usually
called mildews, and two rots. The common names are, however, vari-

ously applied for those commonly known as mildews often cause the

decay of the berries when growing upon them, and are then spoken
of as rots, while the terms grey rot, brown rot, and black rot are now
used to designate the effect produced by one of these four species of

parasites, now another, again another. Practical cultivators do not

ordinarily care much what particular species of fungus injures their

crops, or whether it is a fungus or insect or anything else so long as

some one method may be used to prevent or cure the difficulty, yet
our success would be much more certain, and our accounts of experi-
ments far more valuable if such distinctions were carefully made.
In the case of these great pests, it is important to know which
one of the two mildews is the destructive agent in order to know
whether the application of sulphur will be of service or not. In

Europe long experience has taught the grape growers the value of

flowers of sulphur in destroying mildew, and he who would omit to

use the remedy would not be pitied if he lost the season's produce of

fruit. So, when men from the old world engage in horticulture
work with us, this sulphuring of the vine is one of the established and

necessary elements of culture in their opinion. In the same way
those who have never crossed the water gain in one way or another
the idea that sulphur destroys mildew, and so apply it as an orthodox
and essential procedure. Then some one with an observing turn of

mind finds that sulphuring does no good, and so reports the hetero-

dox opinion to a society where the subject gets variously discussed.

A knows that sulphur kills mildew; B knows it does not, andC, a be-

ginner in the art that doth mend nature, gets sadly mixed in his un-

derstanding. In Europe there has been until recently but one species
of fungus which showed itself as jnildew on the leaves, etc., of the

grape. In America, besides this one, or another very similar, a very
distinct species with widely different habit also occurs as the white
material called mildew. Sulphur is of no avail against the latter,
and as it, in the West at least, is much more prevalent one year with
another than the other species, sulphuring rarely does any good with
us. Yet the process goes on, and the instructions of the books are

too often followed by disappointment and loss, the latter both in

money and confidence. The species fought with sulphur in Europe
has long been known as Oid/nin Tuckeri ; ours of like character as

Uncinula Spiralis. It seems, however, pretty certain that both names

belong to the same species which, with us, reaches a second state of

development not yet observed in the old world. Whether one or
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two, the growth is the same, and always confined to the surface of

the leaves, young shoots and berries; /. e. the growing threads never

penetrate the tissues. This mildew, then, is always accessible to a de-

structive agent finely dusted over the vine; but the case is wholly dif-

ferent with the species known as PrroHosponi rif/i-ohi. the most com-

mon one with us. This grows thiough and through the inner tissues

of the soft i)arts of the vine, and only sends out its fruiting threads

or stems: there is. therefore, no such thing as reaching it with a

something externally applied. Some one proposes to stir the sulphur
into the soil that it may be taken up by the roots and sent up through
the plant

— a bright idea, l)ut unfortunately, evolved without proper

knowledge of vegetal)le ])hilos()phy.
Botii of these fungi affect all the green parts of the vine, stems,

leaves, tendrils, peduncles and fruit. Both show themselves as

minute, white, mealy or cobweljby growths. But they are readily

enough distinguished. On the leaves — -where ])rincipally (dj-

served— the surface grower is almost entirely confined to the upper
side; the inside worker sends its fruit-stems out beneath. The latter

are usuallv clustered in spots, the former are more evenly spread over

the surface. In the case of the fruit the inside grower may l>e best

determined by the purplish-red tint, like a blush^ which appears on

the unripe berries. The color is a suffused tint without definite

border, and when once recognized can afterwards be readily known.

Under the microscope the characteristics of the two species are

very distinct, so that the merest tyro with the instrument should be

able to recognize the form present; but these characteristics need not

be given here. When there is any doul)t a])out the matter everyone

probiilily knows some one who is familiar with microscopic work and

may appeal to him. In fault of other means send specimens to the

President or Secretary of this Society, and if he cannot directly

answer it, it will be good for him to find out how to distinguish the

parasites, after which he can reply.
The two "

rots
"
are different from the mildews in the fact that

thev (the rots) never show anything of the white, mealy, or powdery
or cobwebby material which gains the name of niclil-fliaa,

•" meal-

deAv" or
" mildew." As both of the mildews, however, cause the

fruit to cease growth, and to finally die and decompose, attention to

the berries alone might lead one to incorrect conclusions about the

cause. The rots are especiallv to be distinguished by causing well-

defined areas of the berry to change color, and in other ways to in-

dicate the effects of the parasite in such area, while other parts of

the berrv retains the appearance of health and soundness. The sep-

arating line ])etween the diseased and hcallliy jjarts is very i)ercei)ti-

ble, though the affected spot gradually enlarges and may finally in-

clude the whole fruit. When the death of the berry is caused l>y

the mildew parasites no such plain boundary of the affected parts is

to be seen.
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One of the rot species, and the worst with us, is known by the
name of Plioma uv/eoJa, and the effect is by some called brown rot,

perhaps more often black rot. On the berry this shows itself at first

as a small, brownish, watery speck, which gradually increases in

size, now 'embracing one-fourth, now one-half, now, perhaps, the
whole of the surface. When a quarter of an inch or so acro.ss there
is a central dot of lighter color; after the discoloration of most of

the fruit, careful examination with the unaided eye, or by the help
of a hand magnifier, reveals multitudes of little pointed prominences
pressing up from beneath the skin. As the berry shrivels these be-

come more readly recognized, and it is not hard to make out that
each of the little pustules opens at the apex, and sends out a minute
mass of white mucilage-like substance, either in the shape of a little

tendril or as a rounded globule. This mass consists of spores which
serve to propagate the disease. This same fungus sometimes works on
the leaves and young stems, but is not usually seen except on the
fruit. There is good evidence a second kind of spores is found dur-

ing the "winter on the old^ fallen berries, and that the summer's crop
comes from these.

The other rot has had many names, owing in part to its diversity
of appearance, size, etc., under different circumstances. It is a severe

scourge to the vines in many parts of the old world, but it is not

nearly so common with us as the preceding. Many botanists now
agree in selecting as the proper scientific name, spliaceJoma arnpeU-
num, and the French common name of ''anthracnose" is perhaps
the best for us. Under the effects of the fungus the berry does not

really rot. A circumscribed spot is killed, but the part remains dry,
and the rest of the fruit continues its growth. After a time cracks

usually appear in the dry and hardened rind of the diseased area.

Sometimes the seed or seeds, still living and sound, protrude in part
from such cracks, presenting a curious appearance. The young shoots,
leaf-stalks, tendrils, etc., are often rendered scabby by the growth of

the fungus upon them in the same kind of circumscribed areas. A
vine badly affected in this way is a pitiable object. It is completely
demoralized, as they used to say of the tired boys in the army. Vigor
is displaced by weakness, green by purplish-black in spots often thick

enough to touch each other; smoothness of surface by brands and

scabs, and ultimately, perhaps, life by death.

Now little as these depredators have in common to the eye of

the botanist, there is at least one particular of habit in which all agree,

namely, that the growth commences from without, and never far

from the point where the injury is afterward found. All are propa-
gated by spores borne in the air, none reproduce themselves in the

tissues of the affected plants. In no case are spores or other substi-

tutes for them taken upon by the roots; in no case do these repro-
ductive bodies circulate in the sap or fluids of the vine. If a berry
is directly affected, the spore germinates on the berry; if a leaf be-
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comes penetrated by the "growing parts of any one of these or any
other fiuiii^us, that k'af and tliat inirticnhir part of the k^af first ad-

mitted the penetratin<if point of the merniinatin<^ spore. This beinji^

the case, there is one method of protection Avhich must be good
against any of the depredators. Siili)]iiir will not kill three of them,
but keej)ing the spores off ))revents all four from develo})ment. Or
since spores, like seeds, require luoisture for their germination, keep-
ing all water off is equally serviceable in prevention. Both are

splendidly accomplished, so iar as the fruit is concerned, by putting
the bunches in pa})er bags, as soon as or soon after the fruit is

formed. The result is sometimes satisfactory when the bagging is

done after the berries are half grown, or even later, but perfect re-

liance cannot be gained for the process unless the earlier time is

chosen. Tn practice it is easier to pin the mouth of the bag than to

tie, one or the other must be done. Besides being free froiu disease

the fruit so treated are so much improved in appearance that it might
often be worth while.to put on the bags for this purpose alone.

Still it remains a question as to whether the returns will justify
the expense thus incurred, and this does not admit of one definite

answer. Certainly it will abundantly pay for a few grapes for home
use, and for market when fancy prices for a fancy article can be com-
manded; but it seems to me all but impossible to make bagging pay
at three cents per pound for grapes.

Practical success is likewise attained by sheltering the vine from
rain and dew by any sort of roof-like projection. It is because spores
cannot germinate on dry surfaces that vines trained against a l)uild-

ing, and under the shelter of the eaves, so often bear full crops of

clean fruit, while perhaps parts of the same vine not so sheltered is

severely affected by mildew and rot. In my observation, vines trained

on stakes and kept closely wound suffer less than those on trellises,

and probably because, if the o])servation is true, that the leaves form
a better roof-like protection to the fruit. The worst rot I have no-
ticed has been on straggling vines, not tied u]) at all.

In the case of the last named rot, which is even more injurious
in Europe than with us, good results are reported from carefully
picking ;ind l^irning every affected leaf-stem or berry as soon as

ol)served l)y careful watching. In any case safety will be promoted
by gathering and destroying the old leaves as soon as fallen, or by
by practicing pruning before the leaves fall and burning all parts
cut away.
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PEAR BLIGHT AND PEACH YELLOWS.

BY T. J. BURKILL.

Since the first finnouncement, three years ago, that the so-called

fire-blight of the pear-tree is due to the ferment-action of bacteria,

every fact coining to my knowledge upon the subject has helped to

confirm the truth of the original statements. There seems to have
been no attemjit to disprove the conclusions as published in our
Transactions for 1880, nor has there been any evidence produced
showing that anything besides bacteria does this deadly Avork in the
tissues of our pear-trees. I speak now of what may be accounted

trustworthy observation, well considered experiment or scientific

investigation, not- the mere guesses which so often pass for knoAvl-

edge. Still, there are many who doubt the
"
bacteria theory," as

they choose to call it, and others, some of whom ought to know
better, still openly assert that notliing is known of the cause of this

disease. It is not now my intention to try to convert any one of

either of these classes to my own way of seeing and thinking, neither
do I propose now to record additional proofs of the verity of the
former reports. That a certain and now well-known species of the
minute organisms popvilarly known as bacteria is the real, active and
immediate cause of this blight, is a fixed and positive fact—not a fancy
nor a theory; a demonstrated and demonstrable truth—not a conjec-
ture drawn from data hard to obtain or experiments difficult to

repeat. Any one may convince himself of the communicability of

the disease from affected to healthy trees, and any one who has the

requisite apparatus, and the ability and patience to use it, may as

surely convince himself of the existence and action of the exceed-

ingly small, but not the less efficient agent in this communication.
Not every one can see the mischief working organism, because
human eyes unaided are far from being sharp enough for the pur-
pose; but it is surely too late in the day to disbelieve things exist

because our unaided eyes cannot discern them. The microscope reveals

as many additional species of living things, and as many structural

components of larger bodies, as were known to man before the inven-
tion of this marvelous instrument. So far as disease goes in ani-

mals and plants, the whole trend of scientific demonstration shows
the increasing appreciation or apprehension of the importance and

power of these minute organisms, and he who is disposed to cavil at

the ''germ theory
''

of disease, simply indicates by this that he is

behind the times. Let him make himself acquainted with accessible

literature, or much better let him,with rigid accuracy and scrupulous
care, repeat the experiments that have been made, and of which the

results are recorded, and no dullness of apprehension, nor prejudice
of preconceived opinion can possibly prevent the belief that bacteria

and their allies are real and positive disease producers. Not all the
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diseases and injuries of plants and animals are parasitic in their

nature; but it becomes more and more certain that all communicable
ones are due to living, growing and multiplying things.

I wish, however, to be well understood in regard to })ear blight.
Bacteria (•<(!< sc the disease, if we s])eak of the immediate and active

agent in the change which takes place in the aifected tissues; that

is, the death of the parts is directly due to the work of a single and
certain species of these microscopic organisms. But if we speak of

the peculiarities
of the tree, which i)ermits or favors the operation

of tliese minute enemies, as the cause, then we all agree that the

latter has not been well worked out. No one, I venture to assert,

can tell why a Bartlett or a ria])])'s Favorite blights, while in the

same soil and under the same conditions a Duchesse d" Angouleme, a

Tyson or Seckel does not. We speculate about vitality, maturity of

growth, predisposition, resistance, etc.; but speculation is not demon-
stration. We talk, and perhaps learnedly, about the effects of tem-

perature, high or low, electricity, thunder and lightning, drainage,
soil, potash, lime, rusty iron, salt, cultivation, grass, etc., etc.; but
when it is all done we must acknowledge that the basis of proof, if

there is any so far furnished, is the merest em])iricism. and at any
time liable to overwhelming contradiction. For one, however, I have
faith in science, and confidently look for answers to some of these

deeper-lying questions from the physiologists and chemists, guided and
aided by the critical observations of practical cultivators. It is by
no means impossible that we shall yet know what the real essence of

vitality and hardiness is, whether material or immaterial.

I repeat- the direct or immediate cause of the disease we call

blight in the pear and apple-trees is a specific, named and described,

living organism belonging among the bacteria, and which can be in-

variably found in the blighting tissues as surely as bees can be found
in hives containing honeycoml) in })rocess of construction. Beyond
this confideiit assertion of the fact I do not now care to go, save

some account of prevention to be given further on.

I turn now to the disease called yellows of the peach-tree. After
the researches upon the peach-tree blight had been publiidy reported,

specimens were sent me from Detroit and South Haven, Mich., from
what pur])orted to be peach-trees suffering with yellows. The dis-

ease was and is notoriously prevalent in the latter district. Three
distinct lots of specimens were received, and after a careful examina-
tion of them it seemed to me that the conclusion was warranialde
that the cause of the well-known contagious malady was an organism
found in the affected tissues, not very unlike that of blight, in the

pear. This conclusion a])peared in pul)lic ]irint, ])erhaps prematurely.
The three lots of sjjecimens were the only ones examined. No ex})eri-
ments of inoculation, etc., were tried; no living and growing trees

were seen suffering with the disease. Now, nothing su])j)()rting the
"
bacteria theory

"
of the yellows has come to my kncnvledge; no
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one has again found and identified the organism or reported similar

effects. My observations are, therefore, only good for the three lots

of specimens examined, and in the face of different conclusions
reached by othier investigators these seem to be of comparatively
little value. What I now vv^ant to say, is that it is impossible for me
to have an opinion as to whether bacteria have, or do not have, any-
thing to do with this disease called yellows, but that it does seem

probable that there is really more than one disease to which this

name is commonly applied. If the difficulty was one known to

fruit growers in my section of the country attempts would have
been made before this time to solve the problem; but notwithstand-

ing the eminent opinions recently published and widely quoted, that

the disease is really due to some poverty of the soil in the region
where it exists, I seriously hesitate to introduce it for the purposes
of study even in our eminently fertile, prairie region

—the garden of

the world in this respect. While systematic inoculations have not
been acceptably tried, there is far too much evidence of the distribu-

tion of the disease through contagion to pass unheeded the warning
contained therein. It ought to be an offense in the eye of the law,
backed by suitable penalties, for any one, in any way, ignorantly or

wilfully, to keep or disseminate such a disease among his or other's

trees. In the meantime, I heartily agree with the eminent secretary
of the Michigan State Horticultural Society, who, in his last Report,
quotes thirteen opinions covering five pages of the book, and then
adds:

"Were it not for the fact our Michigan peach growers that have
had most to do with this fell disease are in no mood to laugh, they
certainly would audibly smile at the above array of notions concern-

ing the yellows. It is a great pity that men that know most about
the disease do not say more, and those who have tried one or two

experiments would wait before making their conclusions public

property. What we M^ant is some scientific man to go into a country
like Berrien County in our State, where the disease, in spite of the

employment of the best knowledge concerning its prevention, has
cleared out the peach interest; then let him dig until he feels he
has something accurate and valuable to communicate, and until that

time to hold his peace. Until some one in whom the public have
confidence will do this, we shall have no satisfactory solution of the

problem."
I return to the matter of pear blight simply to say that especi-

ally during the past three years careful removal of diseased parts of

trees, as soon as discovered affected, has been in my hands perfectly
successful as a preventive. The trees so treated have been where

they can be often examined, and the plan pursued is to let no fort-

night pass during the summer months without closely scrutinizing
each tree, looking especially for the appearance in the bark, before

indications are shown by the leaves. The best time to see such
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affected bark is after a shower while tlie surface is wet. The varie-

ties are: Bartlett, Dnehesse d' Aiifj;oulenie. Chip})'s Favorite, Louise

Bonne de Jersey, and FI<'niisli lieaiity. All have been more or less

bli^^hted except the Ducliesse (ilwarf ) which seeins to be almost en-

tirely exempt. (A similar statement can be made of Tyson, o^rown

by .several parties in the nei<;-h])()rhood ). All are to-day apparently

perfectly healthy, and have made excellent ojrowth and have borne

very satisfactory crops very lar^'e in 1S.S2. Some of the trees have

stood in «i:rass since planted about twelve years ago, others were well

cultivated until three years ago. /. c during nine years, since which

time they too have 1)een in grass. All have received moderate fer-

tilization with stable manure. No washes or other methods of doc-

toring have l)een used. With three exceptions, to be mentioned

presently, blight has been removed with very little cutting because

taken at or near the beginning, and exi)erience shows that this can

usually be attained by very close looking once in two weeks. We
must certainly get over the old idea that blight affects a large extent

of a tree in a day or night. Its development is always comparatively
slow.

Among these trees, nine years planted in 1880, two Bartlett's

were inoculated in six or eight of the limbs with blight bacteria, and

one Louise Bonne de Jersey, niitiirally blighted in the to]), was pur-

posely left with the two inoculated Bartletfs without pruning. All

three became badly diseased during the summer of 1880. In June,

1881, an attempt was made to save one Bartlett and the Louise

Bonne l)y cutting away the affected ])arts. As a result. T submit a

photograph made three weeks ago of the Bartlett. Nearly the whole

top was cut away the last of June, 3881, and two or three times

afterward small prunings were required. Of course, in all the prun-

ings precautions have lieon taken against infection, both l)y the

work itself and through open wounds. The latter have been painted
at once. The tree photogra])hed has not borne anything during the

three last years, but bids fair to ])roduce a crop next year. It has

now plentv of fruit buds. The other Hartlett. every way similar to

the one i)h(jtogra])hed at the beginning of the experiment, in July.

1880, was left to its fate and gradually became diseased throughout
until May. 1888, when, beirig dead, it was dug out. The roots were

found still alive from a little below the surface. The Louise l^cnine

de Jersey refused to recu})erate, and it, too, was dug out last spring.

Having been left* too long the bark of the trunk became infected,

and it seemed impossible to entirely remove the disease-producing

agents. Quite ])ossibly more vigorous cutting when first begun
would have succeeded.

I am able to confirm the observation of Mr. Pieffer, of Wiscon-

sin, that blight may be introduced through the flowers, and prol)ably
without wouiul of anv kind. '
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Although it was getting hite and the audience much fatigued
with long sitting, the reading was listened to with close attention

and appropriately applauded.

Upon motion of Mr. Minkler, Prof. W. H. Ragan, of Purdue

University, Lafayette, Indiana, and Prof. J. L. Budd, of the Iowa

State Agricultural College, were made honorary members.

Motion was then made to adjourn, when President Galusha said,

before adjournment the matter of appointing committees on Fruit

on Exhibition and on Final Resolutions should be attended to. In

what manner shall it be done? The President was requested to

niake out these committees and report tlie names to-morrow morn-

ing. The Society then adjourned to meet in the Free Congregational
Church.

SECOND DAY— Morning.

Session opened at 9:30 o'clock in the Free Congregational
Church. Prayer was offered by Mr. S. G. Minkler.

President Galusha 1)1 the chair, said: The first thing on the pro-

gramme this morning was the election of officers, but before pro-

ceeding with that he would announce the following committees:

On Fruits on Exhibition.— Arthur Bryant, Jr., of Princeton;

Dr. A. G. Humphrey, of Galesburg; and H. M. Dunlap, of Savoy.

On Final Besolutions.— Hon. John M. Pearson, of Godfrey;
W. T. Nelson, of Wilmington; and L. C. Francis, of Springfield.

Dr. Sanborn— I move that we proceed to the election of officers

without any extended remarks on the qualifications of candidates.

Col. W. H. Fulkerson seconded the motion.

Parker Earle— I understand this to l)e a debatable question, and

if the Society chooses to discuss it they should have the privilege.

I hope the motion will not prevail.

Dr. Small— As I understand it, the motion does not restrict

legitimate discussion, and it certainly is not in good taste, to put it

mildly^ for this Society to allow, under the guise of making a nom-

ination, the motives and acts of the members to be assailed.
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Col. W. H. Kiilkerson— I tlon't see any need of niakinyr a

Fourth of July speech, and am in favor of the motion.

Several other members, whose names the Secretary did not get,

expressed themselves opposed to the motion. Upon taking the vote

the President stated that he believed the motion was lost. A divi-

sion being called for, resulted in a count of twenty-tive for and

twenty-six against tlic motion.

Dr. Schmeder— I ])ro])ose that we go on with the discussion of

Prof. Bui-rilTs paper, read last night.

Dr. Small— It is now past ten o'clock, and 1 move that we pro-
ceed to the election of officers, as you have, Mr. President, already
announced that to be first on the programme this morning.

Parker Earle— I think we should wait until the members are

all ill. There are persons in the city from different parts of the

State who have not renewed their membership, and many more here

wlio want to become members to vote.

E. A. Riehl— I think it l)est not to hurry this ((uestion, but

wait until all are enrolled.

Dr. Small— I have no wish to interfere with that work going
on there [pointing to the Treasurer who was taking in money lively

for membership fees] but merely wished to object to Dr. Schroeder's

proposition. I withdraw the motion.

President Galusha— The belief has just been expressed to me
that the death of Father Smiley She})ard, one of the founders of this

Society, has occurred since our last meeting. Can anyone tell cer-

tainly whether this is so or not? He was very old and feeble, and

we have seen so little of him of late years that the exact time of his

death is not known to inc. or at least not remembered. It is emi-

nently titting that some action be taken.

Upon motion of B. G. Roots, Samuel Edwards Avas added to the

Obituary Committee, with instructions to draft appropriate resolu-

tions on the death of Father Shepard.

Hon. John ^I. Pearson called for the reading of the list of m(Mn-

bers. that we might, as he said, the better know who were entitled to

vote.
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The Treasurer, after reading the list, counted them over care-

fully, and said there were ninety-eight persons entitled to vote.

The names of ladies had been listed with and were read along with

the names of gentlemen members. President Galusha alluding to

this, remarked that ladies would be entitled to the privilege of voting
unless the Society saw fit to reverse the action taken at Kankakee a.

year ago.

Parker Earle asked, would not nominations for president now be

in order, and being answered in the affirmative, proceeded, in a few

words complimentary to the candidate, to nominate the Hon. John
M. Pearson, of Godfrey, for president for the year 1884.

The nomination, of Mr. Pearson was seconded by H. S. Bloom.

President Galusha— Are there any other nominations for presi-

dent ?

No other nominations being made, Samuel Edwards moved that

the secretary be instructed to cast the ballot of the Society for Mr.

Pearson for president. A rising vote was taken, and Mr. Pearson

declared unanimously elected.

Mr. Dennis nominated Dr. Schroeder for vice-president.

Dr. Schroeder declared he did not want an ofiice, and would

respectfully decline the honor offered him. and nominated H. K.

Vickroy, of Normal.

Mr. Vickroy 's nomination was seconded by Prof. Burrill.

Parker Earle— As Dr. Schrceder declines^ and there appears to

be no other nomination, I move that the secretary be directed to cast

the vote of the Society for Mr. Vickroy.

The vote was so cast and Mr. Vickroy declared elected vice-presi-

dent for 1884.

0. W. Barnard suggested that before proceeding further with

the election tellers should be appointed.

The chair then appointed Samuel Edwards, Dr. Humphrey and

Parker Earle, tellers.

0. W. Barnard nouiinated Leu. Small, of Kankakee, for secre-

tary, whose nomination was seconded by Dr. Schroeder.
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Mr. Robisoii— 1 present the luiiue ol: one who has U)n^ been a

member of this Society, iiiid is known througliout the Northwest as

an intelligent and enterprising hortieulturalist. I nominate A. C.

Hammond.

Mr. Hammond's nomination was seconded by S. G. Minkler.

Parker Earle moved that the roll be called and each member
come forward and deposit his vote.

l>r. Humphrey— As a considerable number of the votes have

been collected I suggest that we go on. and call this ballot an

informal one.

Mr. Earle concurring in this suggestion, withdrew his motion,
and Dr. Humjdirey. having put his suggestion in form of a motion,
it was carried.

Upon canvassing the vote the tellers announced that 104 votes

were cast, of which Mr. Hammond had received 84, and Len.

Small 20.

Len. Small- I move that the informal ballot be made fornud,

and that Mr. Hammond be declared unanimously elected secretary.

Motion carried with applause.

Dr. Schroeder— Gentlemen, I must say something for Mr.
Small. It is well known that I was the mover^ at Kankakee, in pro-

posing Mr. Small for secretary. We old men must soon die, so let

us encourage the young men.
*

Mr. Small has done so well T move
that the Society pass a vote of thanks to him.

Parker Earle— T second the motion, and congratulate the young
man on the good judgment shown, and the good nature exhibited

in offering the motion just passed.

J. M. Pearson — The committee on Final Resolutions will attend

to the thanking Imsiness. We don't want all our thunder stolen.

The motion was, by a ri.sing vote, declared by the chair unani-

mously carried.

Henry M. Dunlap, of Savoy, was nominated for Assistant Sec-

retary by Prof. Burrill, and upon motion of Mr. Dennis, the Secre-

tary was instructed to cast the ballot of the Society for Mr. Dunlap,
and it was so cast.
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S. G. Minkler, of Oswego, the present incumbent, was re-nomi-

nated for Treasurer by Dr. Humphrey, and by him moved that the

vote of the Society be cast for Mr. Minkler, and it was so cast.

The names of the officers elected to serve the Society for the

eiiouing year were then read by the Secretary, as follows:

President— Hon. John M. Pearson, Godfrey.
Vlre-Presklent— H. K. Vickroy, Normal.

Secretari/
— A. C. Hammond, Warsaw.

^
Assisfant Secretary

— Henry M. Duulap, Savoy.
Treasurer— S. G. Minkler, Oswego.

The selecting of a place for the next annual meeting was an-

nounced by the chair to be in order, and invitations asked for.

Prof. Burrill— I extend an invitation to the Society to hold its

next annual meeting at Champaign, and shall be glad to meet you at

the University. I have not consulted with our citizens, but am sure

they will give you a cordial welcome.

President Galusha— It is eminently proper that we hold our

next meeting at the University. It will doubtless be the means of

advancing our interests, and possibly of forming a nucleus of an

experimental station.

It was decided by the unanimous vote of the Society that the

next annual meeting be held at Champaign.

Milo Barnard— As I have heard quite a number here express
themselves in favor of holding the meeting earlier in the year, in

order to bring this question before the Society for consideration, I

will move that the next meeting be held the latter part of September.

Dr. Schroeder— I second that motion, gentlemen. The ther-

mometer, in December, will go down and down in spite of all. and

old men like me don't like to go from home in such cold weather;

and then, too, so early as September we could have a splendid exhi-

bition of fruits.

B. G. Roots— September is, with some of us, the busiest month
of the year, and I am afraid, in consequence, the attendance would

be comparatively small. I move that we make it a month later.
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Mr. Barnard accepted the amendment naming October instead

of Septem]>er.

J. ^i. Kobison— This question of changing the time of meet-

is a serious one. Orchardists and nurserymen cannot possibly leave

their business in Septeml)er or October.

Hon. Joliu M. Pearson — Heretofore this matter has been left

to the Executive Board. Many things should be taken into consid-

eration in fixing the time for the annual meeting. I believe we had

better leave it to the board.

Mr. Barnard again changed his motion to accord with Mr. Pear-

son's suggestion, and it was left with the Executive Board to fix the

time for the next annual meetinyr.'O'

Parker Earle— I wish to invite the members of this Society,

and all the horticulturists of the West, to meet with the Mississippi

Valley Horticultural Society, at Kansas City, in January. I think it

will be one of the most important horticultural meetings ever held

in tlio country.

Prof. Forbes—I rise to extend the invitation of Prof. Hewitt to

this Society to visit the University at any time it nuiy suit your

convenience, and while there I will be glad to meet you in the mu-

seum.

S. M. Slade—While invitations are in order I wish to invite

members of this Society, as well as all others interested in horticul-

tnre^ to the annual meeting of the Northern Illinois Horticultural

Society, at Elgin, on the twenty-second, twenty-third, and twenty-
fourth of January.

Prof. Burrill—I will also cordially invite you to the
" Farmer's

Institute." which is held annually at the Industrial University the

last week in January. ''Plant, Field^ and Orchard Crops/' is au-

nounced as the subject for consideration at the coming meeting.

Prof. Budd--Manv of vou have in the past attended our meet-

ings in Iowa, and we have always been glad to see you. We meet

this winter at Des Moines, on the fifteenth of January, and it will

give me great pleasure to welcome all or any of you to that meeting.
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President Galusha—I am very sure that many of the members

of the Society wish to visit the Normal University; what action will

you take?

Dr. Small—I move we accept President Hewitt's invitation and

visit the University in a body. Motion carried.

B. Gr. Roots—The exercises to-morrow evening will be very in-

teresting. The annual contest between the two societies will take

place.

'&

Report of Ad-Interim Committee for Central Illinois, C. N.

Dennis, Hamilton, and H. K. Vickroy, Normal, was called for, and

read:

AD-INTERIM REPOET.

In making this report I take up what I have seen during a very

busy season which at the time I considered worthy of note. In

June, hearijig that E. P. Humphrey, six miles southeast of Quincy,
had netted six hundred dollars from two acres of strawberries, I vis-

ited his patch, and found it on a ridge from which oak and hickory
had been cleared, with timber on west, south and east, open on the

north. The strawberries were of two years' growth, Crescent and

Downing inter-rowed, two Crescent^ one Downing, but had run

together, entirely covering the ground. The first blossoms were
killed by frost, so much so that two thousand boxes left over from

previous year were considered suflicient for the crop, but a neighbor

passing the grounds before ripening, said, "you are going to have a

good crop." Sent Mr. Humphrey to examine, and he found an im-

mense number of small berries, which, owing to favorable weather,

developed in to between three and four hundred dollars per acre

at from $1.50 to $2.00 per IG-quart crate. No extra labor or care

given in the premises. The same party has an additional acre

alongside the other to which he is giving good cultivation and con-

fining to rows.

In October I visited Denmark, Iowa, and saw that veteran hor-

ticulturist, G. B. Brockett. I found apple trees very badly killed.

And here I want to ask a few questions. Did not, perhaps, the im-

mense crop of two years ago, followed by a very wet summer, caus-

ing a spongy growth, and a very imperfect leaf growth, which pre-

maturely dropped, and in some cases a second growth of leaf, which

necessarily was unripe, and this, with_ a late, warm fall, which was
followed by a very severe winter, was it not what might have been

expected, even with only a reasonably cold winter, that we
should find many dead and dying trees during the past summer?
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And ii<?ain. is not this caliiniity possibly a blessing in disf^uise, if we

study the eircu instances thon)u<2;hly and learn how to remedy similar

disasters in future?

My attention was also called to a seedling api)le ( ])robably a

seedling of the Ben Davis, which it closely resembles) which itself,

and several hundred others grafted from it. have ])assed through the

late trving circumstances with no apparent injury. This tree origi-

nated near Athens. Missouri. Seed ])lanted l)y one Mr. lliley, and

some of the trees given to and ])lanted Ijy a Mr. Shocklefard. and
one of these produced the ajtjiie locally known as Shocklefards Hest,

or Shocklefard. This tree certainly possesses merit—a good growth,

hardy, a good bearer, good size, good looking, and said to be a good
keeper. I think another very important feature is its leaf, which is

thick aiul vtdvetv. giving promise of health and vigor. I would like

to have this and other promising seedlings referred to a special com-
mittee. Respectfully submitted,

C. N. DENNIS.

}fr. f'rrsidruf and Gentlemen:

I am a little ashamed 'to acknowledge I have done very little on
this committee. It is im])ossild(> for nu^ to get away from home at

the ])ro])<'r time. Mr. President, men should be appointed on these

Ad-lnterim Committees who have plenty of leisure; for instance,

retired horticulturists who have made their fortunes in the business.

On August :^j()th. I attended the Champaign County Fair, and

found a good disphiy of ai)idcs. j)ears, and graj)es on exhibition; also

a good show of greenhouse plants and cut flowers from the green-
houses of Mr. Thos. Franks, of Champaign, and the Industrial Uni-

versity. I here met Dr. Lyman Hall, of Savoy, who had (juite a

collection of a])ples ujxui the tables. He gave me the following list

of apples that have succeeded best in his neighborhood:
W'nifer Vdriefics- 1st. Minkler: 2(1. Ivawle's Janet: Hd. Willow'

Twig: 4th. Little Honuinitc: '")th, Knglish Kussett: ()th. Ben Davis:

7th, Michael Henry Pi})pin: 8th, Jonathan: 'Jth, Gravenstein; lOth.

Home Beauty.
F(tll Varieties— 1st. Snow; 2(1. Stanard: 8d, Maidens Blush:

4th, Colvert: r)th, leakers Sweet: <>th. Pounds Sweet: 7th, Fall

Pearnniin.

The Snow Twig Idights badly. The Maiden's Blush is nC)t a

hardy tree with him. He says the orchards in his vicinity ou the

low or level lands are UKU'e healthy than those on the rolling lands.

Dr. Lyman reports the Howell and Bartlett pears doing well with
him. The Martha grape also succeeds well.

I also met IVIr. S. S. Love, of I^hilo. Cham])aign Co.. at the fair,

and he says the Jialdwin is doing remakably well with him this sea-

son, but has not done very much in previous years.
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Prof, Burrill and I visited the Dunlap orchard south of Cham-
paign. Mr. Dun hip was attending the Fair, and we did not have a

chance to ask him any questions aljout this orchard. We found the
trees lieavily hiden with fruit, and the trees in a good, healthy con-
dition. The hmd, as many of you well know, on which this orchard
is planted, is very low aud flat. It has good surface drainage. The
land was thrown up in ridges and the trees planted thereon. The
trees are planted about twenty-five feet apart, and they now shade

nearly all the ground. On the lawn at Mr. Dunlap's there are sev-

eral varieties of pears growing in a blue-grass sod, among them the

Tyson, which is doing well. The White Doyenne was badly cracked.

We also saw some very healthy and vigorous pear trees growing,
singly, in a blue-grass sod in his pasture, but did not know the vari-

eties. These orchards are well sheltered by belts of trees, mostly
soft maples. I was informed that nearly all the orchards in Cham-
paign County, planted on low or level land, were doing very much
better than those on the high and rolling ground. The trees are in

a more healthy and vigorous condition, and bearing more abundantly.
On the high rolling ground they were in an unhealthy condition and

bearing but few apples. Will some gentleman here, tell us why this

is so? We have been taught that the high and rolling lands, for

orchards, were better than the low lands. Is it possible our teachers

have been leading us astray ? Let us wake up and look around, and,
if possible, find out the cause. Are we not too apt to follow the

advice of some one in whom we have great confidence, rather than
solve these problems ourselves?

I think one great drawback to successful fruit culture is sys-
tematic and thorough tile draining and preparation of the land^ and
a careful selection of good, healthy varieties. Is there a gentleman
present who can cite us to a single orchard in the State of Illinois

that has received this thorough preparation and selection of trees

and plants? If so, will he please tell us where.
I will cite three authorities on fruit growing in regard to tile

draining orchards, and you will see how their testimony conflicts:

On page 210 of our Transactions for 1869, Dr. Hull says: ''Tile

draining orchards is not worth a fig. In the State of Michigan I

have been in one hundred and fifty orchards in which it was resorted

to, and in all of them the ditches became filled up."
On page 215 of the same volume, Mr. Pierson, of Onargo, asks

Mr. Thos. Meehan the following question: "Mr. Meehan, what is

your opinion of tile draining?" Mr. Meehan's answer was this: "I
would not 2Jut an orchard where it required tile draining. I never
found any profit from tile draining in fruit orchards."'

On pages 130 and 131 of the same volume Mr. P. Barry says:
" The soil which experience has shown to be best adapted to the pear
on the whole (what applies to the pear orchard will apply to the

apple), is a deep sandy or gravelly loam with a soft clay subsoil.
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Very tine trees are found ;4r()wiii<4- w liere the snbsoil is sandy and

gravelly, but the chiy bottom is preferable when it can be had. The
trees on it will. ])erhai)s. not bear s()sot)n. but they will be less liable

to exhaustion from overcro})i)ing-, and will endure lon;;er. Whatever

may be the quality of the soil, it must be dry; that is. free from

stagnant moisture.' Many soils are apparently dry. and are suffi-

ciently so to ])roduce good farm cro])s. l)ut not suitable for fruit

trees. In Western New York, where I reside, I think that there is

not live per cent, of the land fit for fruit trees without under-drain-

ing, and the land that needs draining is far the best. Very few soils.

indeed, anywhere, are suitable for fruit culture without this prepara-
tion. 1 recommend, therefore. fJioromjh iJniinaiic for all soils for

pear orchards, except when the surface is rolling and the subsoil ab-

solutely jiorous of sand or gravel. One of the best pear gardens I

have seen was in a reda'inied DiarsJi."

I might cite yOu many other authorities, but these are sufficient.

Prof. Burrill and I went through the Experimental Orchard at

the University and examiiuHl the trees, and I am sorry to report that

its days are aljout numliered. Had the land on which this orchard

is planted been thoroughly tile-drained, and good, healthy and vig-

orous trees of one or two year's growth been selected, the result

would have l)een different, and I am sure more satisfactory.

The following trees in this orchard seem to be doing well: Shia-

wasse Beauty
— a goood fall apple: Red Astrachan, is very satisfac-

tory: Johnson, of Pennsylvania, has borne for a number of years.

It is a bright red apjile: tree of dwarfish habit. Dana Greening has

borne well. Tree vigorous; a winter fruit. Downing's Favorite

has done well in previous years, but no apples this season : fall apple.

Higby's Sweet is a fine vigorous tree, and has borne well, and fruit

of fine quality. Downing says: godd to best — season December to

January. English Golden Kussett has generally borne every year
until tins: good healthy tree. Winesap has done nothing in this

orchard.

I believe if our lands, both liigh and low. unless uuderhiid with

sand or
s^ravel.

were thorouglily tile-drained, and a careful selection

of our most hardy and best varieties of trees, that our orchards will

be more fruitful and long-lived. I would prefer the lower land if it

were not for tlie s])riiig frosts, and I am not sure but even then they
would l)e more profitable. We are often deceived about the higher
land being the drier. I think it is more retentive of moisture, and

in the early part of the season it l)econies perfectly saturated, and in

time of drouth it l)ecomes baked almost as hard as a brick: and when
the rains come during the hot summer months, it runs off to the

low lands and is absorbed, the ground being more porous, and has not

so good a chance to esca])e.

Uespectfully submitted,
H. K. \'l(KKOY.
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Prof. Budd— Allow nie to refer to the subject of last evening,

entomology. Last winter our State Society offered a premium of $50
for the best and most practical essay on that subject. This premium
was awarded to Hon. J. N. Dixon, of Oskaloosa, Iowa. Mr. Dixon

is not an entomologist, but a plain, common-sense man. He has no

codling moths, canker worms, caterpillers, tortrix, or leaf skeleton-

izers in his orchard, and it is a large orchard, yielding eight thousand

bushels of apples this year, and this is emphatically the ''off year''

for the apple crop in Iowa. Forty thousand bushels were taken

taken from it the year previous. There is no mystery about it. He

sprinkles his trees with arsenic water just after the blossoms open.

Barrels are filled with this solution, made by dissolving one pound
of arsenic in two hundred gallons of water, placed upon a wagon,
driven along the rows, and the solution thrown upon the trees with

a force pump. This effectually destroys the insects which enter

the apple by means of the blossom, and many others. The few that

escape the poison he tramps out by pasturing the orchard with sheep.

Prof. Burrill— Mr. Whitney, of Franklin Grove, has used Lon-

don Piirple in much the same way, with good results.

Prof. Budd— Mr. Woodworth, of New York, and Mr. Cook, of

Michigan, used Paris Green and London Purple, but found that both

of these substances clogged the sprinkler and caused the operator

much trouble. Arsenic is better and cheaper, and more easily dis-

solved.

Parker Earle— Mr. Moody, of New York, follows very success-

fully the same plan of showering with arsenic water.

Mr. Gibbs— Mr. Whitney says, pasturing with sheep is* the best

remedy for codling moth. They destroy many worms by picking up
the fallen fruity as well as by tramping around the trees. In one of

his orchards, divided by a hedge, one portion, pastured with sheep,

was almost free from moths, while the other, to which the sheep did

not have access, was badly infested.

0. W. Barnard— Is there not danger of poisoning stock if allowed

in the orchard after using; the arsenic water?o

Answer— Yes, by several voices.
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Prof. Bndd— Lust Sprin^i: tlu' strawberry worm was becoming?

troublesome <»u the college farm, and [ sent a man to s])rinkle the

strawberry beds with arsenic solution, not thinking about the berries

being so nearly ripe. The application was very effectual in destroy-

ing the worms. Three days after I found some children gathering

and eating strawl)erries from one of the ])atches which had been

sprinkled, which frightened me not a little, but no harm came of it.

Mr. Gribbs—How often should ap])le trees be sprinkled to secure

the best results V

Prof. Budd—One or two applications of the arsenic solution is

generally sufficient. Mr. Dixon did not sjjrinkle his trees last s])ring:

the poison had done its work so thoroughly the previous year that he

did not think it necessary. I had a barrel of Jonathans from his orchard

and did not tind a single worm in them. As to the .sheep
—the cod-

ling moth often leaves the apple before it falls to the ground, and of

course, in that case escapes injury from the sheep. Mr. Dixon recom-

mends pasturing with shee]> not so much for ^-rotection against the

codling moth as to get rid of another insect, which purpose is prin-

cipally effected by the tramping of the ground by the sheep.

G. B. Roots—When I pasture my orchard with hogs I have very

few worms: when I do not, they increase ra])idly.

Prof. Burrill—About codling moths; they will certainly travel

a mile or more, and orchards near towns will be more or

less infested by moths coming from fruit kept in town. T cannot see

how the pasturing with sheep, as in the case mentioned here, can

prevent the moths crassing the hedge.

Mr. Fred. Hayden submitted tlic following

REPORT OF AD-INTERlM COMMITTEE FOR SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS.

Gentlemen of fJ/f Tn/)iols Horticuliin-dl Socicfy:

Having been al)sent from the State, or so entirely occupied with

other business as to nuike it im])0ssible for me to do the duty wiiich

devolved upon me as one of the Ad-Interim (^ommittee for Southern

Illinois. 1 have called to my aid Mr. Tt. W. Endicott and ^\y. Harry
Wallace, of Villa I^iflge. who have kindly collected such infonuatioji

as was possible in a short time, and 1 give it to you in the following
notes, beginning with ap})les:
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Mr. Harry Wallace notes the fact that at Anna the increase in

plantin<^' apple orchards is ten thousand trees, plainly showing that

it has heen a profitable season for apples at that point. Varieties

preferred
—Red Astrachan, Benoni, Saps of Wine. Ben Davis, Wine-

sap. Buckingham. Rome Beauty, May of Myers, Jonathan and
American Summer Pearmain.

At Cobden there is but little increase of apple orchards. Red
Astrachan, Benoni. Winesap, Saps of Wine. Ben Davis and Jona-
than most in favor.

Makanda is increasing her apple orchards this season twenty-five

per cent. Varieties in favor are Saps of Wine, Red Astrachan,
Rome Beauty, Ben Davis and Winesap. Makanda is also increasing
the acreage of peach trees—Rareripe, Old Mixon. Troth, Smock, and

Stump being the leading varieties.

Cobden is increasing its peach orchards annually, with the Mis-

souri Mammoth, Ead's August, and Smock most in favor.

But Anna leads in peach-tree planting as well as in apples, the

leading varieties being Old Mixon. Ward's Late, Heath Cling,
Mountain Rose, and Smock; two-thirds of the new planting being
of medium or late varieties.

The favorite strawberries at Anna are the Sucker State and
Crescent planted together. Twelve and one-half per cent, increase

of acreage this season. The Sucker State is a favorite at Cobden
also. Cobden growers say the Phelps needs farther trial, while Ma-
kanda growers say the Phelps is the best berry they have. Makan-
da plants largely of Wilson and Downings, as well as Phelps. Tw^en-

ty-five per cent, increase of acreage this season.

Red ras])berries are being more extensively planted, and are con-

sidered jirofitable. Brandywine. Cuthbert and Turner head the list.

At the centre of fruit-growing, Makanda, Cobden, Anna, and
Villa Ridge, there is an increase of perhaps ten per cent, this season

of fruit-growers, recruited from the ranks of the grain farmers

mostly.
More people are turning their attention to gardening, especially

at Anna. Sweet potatoes, melons, asparagus, and radishes are said

to pay well. The Japan aud Little Gem melons are the favorites.

Pear, grapes, cherries, plums, blackberries, and black raspberries
are all considered poor paying crops at Makanda, Cobden, and Anna,
while grapes pay fairly well at Villa Ridge.

In the above notes you have the condition (l)oiled down ) of the

fruit interest in the great centre of fruit-growing in Southern
Illinois. Villa Ridge is dealt with in G. W. Endicott's paper, so that

I need not speak of that point in these notes.

At Alton the present season has been a fairly successful one for

the majority of fruit-growers. Apples were generally good on young
orchards, and on old orchards in some favored localities, and the

prices obtained very fair.
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A very small crop of pears, more Seckels than any other

variety.

Grapes, aljout one-fourth of a crop. The cold winter, a hail

storm in June, and rot in July nearly ruined the crop.

Strawljerries were fine and l^rou^ht a fair price. Capt. Jacks

;iii(l Crescents head the list.

Ked raspl)erries are fairly ])rotitable here, with Brandywiue and

Turner in the lead.

Respectfully suhmitted.

F. HAYDEN.
[From G. W. Endicott.]

Mr. Fred Haydex, Alton, HI.:

Dear Sir— Accordin<2; to your request I herewith report such

facts and information as I have been able to collect in rej^ard to gen-
eral horticulture in Southern Illinois. Not having the time or al)il-

ity to make out an elaborate report, the l:»are facts gathered from

observation and enquiry among the best fruit-growers of this ])art of

the State must sutiice for this time: and to make a report of this kind

better uiulerstood, each county will be reported on se])arately. begin-

ning with Pulaski, and including Union and Jackson to some extent,

or the grand chain district as laid down in the horticultural classili-

cation of the State.

Piddski Count
I/.

— In a horticultural point of view, the past
vear has been a remarkable one. not on account of the abundance of

fruit, but from the wide-spread devastations by insects and the pecu-
liar eccentricities of the weiither.

Our a])])le crop was entirely destroyed by the forest-tree cater-

pillar. l)oth fruit and foilage Ijeing completely devoured, and the trees

left in a very bad shjqie for next year's fruiting; in fact, nniny of

them died outright, and what looks more discouraging is the millions

of eggs now deposited for another crop the coming Spring. Very
few young trees ]danting.

Pears seem to be on the down grade. There were no crops to

speak of. and what specimens there were were more or less scabby and

imperfect. The blight has almost ruined the pear orchards of this

county, and no one seems to have the coiirage to plant any more
trees. Duchess and Howell succeed better than any others here.

Peaches were only a partial crop in this county, owing to various

reascms. The winter of 18S2-H was extremely changeal)le. with

sudden cold snaps that killed a part of the buds, folh)\ved by a heavy
sleet that crushed the buds to a ])ulp on some varieties: but with all

these mishaps there would have been a fair croj). but for the cold wet
weatlier in ^lay; that caused many varieties to dro]) their fruit ])re-

maturely, and the warm wet weather iit the time of ri|)ening caused

many to rot and speck, so they were unfit for market. Tlie ])ast

Summer and Fall have been very favorable for a good growth of new
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wood, and the outlook is fine for a good crop the comin<^ year. The
early varieties. Alexander, and Hale's, and all that class of peaches,
will be left out in future plantings. They are so poor in quality and
rot so badly, that they are not profitable. Acreage increasing
rapidly, and more care given to pruning and cultivation.

(Trapes were a partial failure on account of rot, but there was a
fair crop marketed from the county this year, and fair prices through
the season, better late than early. Crop all went to Chicago. Acre-

age increasing about fifteen per cent annually. The Ives is grown
more than all others, but there are many other varieties grown here
with fair to good success, and graj)e-growing seems to have come to

stay.
Strawberries about one-half crop, and many of them of poor

quality. The Fall of 1882 showed the finest stand of plants ever
seen in this county, and many growers thought the crop of 1883
would be double that of any former year, but the severe and sudden

freezing and thawing broke many of the roots, and a large part of the

plants were "' heaved
""

partially out of the ground, and were in a bad

shape to withstand the severe drouth of early spring; and to cap the
climax the ''tarnish plant bug'' appeared by millions and sucked the

young fruit dry on the stems. The bug seemed to have an appetite
for the larger and sweeter varieties, and by their actions showed that

they would have the last berry "if it took all summer."" At this date
the prospect is good for an immense crop in 1884. Acreage increas--

ing about twenty-five per cent, annually, with more Crescent Seed-

lings being planted than any other variety, with Wilson & Downing's
next. Some of the newer kinds are coming to the front, the Sucker
State in particular. All varieties have rusted more or less for the
last two years, except the Crescent.

Blackberries are not cultivated in this county for market^ and
the same can be said of the Black Cap Raspberry. But the Red

Raspberry is grown to some extent for market, and has always been
a profitalde crop. The Turner has been more extensively planted
than all others. Acreage gradually increasing.

Cherries and Plums are not grown much here as a market crop.
The Chickasaw class of plums are the only kind grown, and the Early
Richmond Cherry has been more successful than any of the other
fifteen or twenty varieties jilanted here. Not many young trees

being planted.
As to vegetables, the Sweet Potato leads all others, and is looming

up as a market crop. Acreage increasing each year.
Next to the sweet potato. Wax Beans are the leading vegetable,

and this county can beat the State on them.
Zhiion County.

—
Apples a fair to good crop, especially in the

Northern part of the couuty, where the "caterpillar' did not reach.

The early apples, with a medium crop, sold for outside prices^ and

gave the shippers good satisfaction; and Fall and Winter fruit sold

for good round prices all through their season.
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The most ])<)))nliir ai)]»les in this county are: For Early
— Rononi,

Red Astraehan and Early Harvest; fur Fall — Saps of Wine and

BiKkin<,'hani: for Winter— Ben Davis, and Winesap. More young
tfses planted this Fall than for many years.

Respectfully vours,'

G. W. ENDICOTT.

Frederick Hayden, Esq., Altou, III.:

Dear Sir.— The gi'eat range of hills which cross our State at

Cobden continues southwest into Missouri, and forms a sort of semi-

circular shield against northwest winds, like the coast range of

mountains do to San Diego, Santa Barbara, and Los Angelos coun-

ties. California.

There, it is true, the extremes are greater, from the border of

the warm Southern Ocean to the greater elevation of the mountain

ranges, but the conditions and consequences are similar. There the

low ]dains and valleys produce the orange and olive, while tlie high
hills and mountain })lains prcxluce the a})ple and pear in all theii- va-

riety and excellence.

Here the valleys and low hills bordering on the Ohio and Mis-

sissippi i)roduce the early fruits and vegetables for the great
'" North-

west." while the higher hills, which attain their maximum elevation

at Makanda and Cobden, succeed fairly well with winter fruits.

It is very true that winter apples and ])ears are successfully

<,n-own (in exceptional ) coid seasons throughout this "Andalusia of

Illinois, still their profitable production in large quantities on the

warm, rich lands bordering the river, would be a reversal of the order

of nature. While these liorder lands are admirably situated for the

production and sale of all the earlier fruits and vegetables, they
hasten the ripening of late ones to such an extent that they mature

and perish before the restraining effect of cold weather arrives to

preserve them.
There always has been, and always will ])e, greater sacrifices

made to produce the apple (in regions exceptionally warm) than will

be made for any other fruit, so manifestly is it the Prince of Fruits, and

much has been accomplished throughout the entire Southern States

to secure hardy varieties. Hut the future will
probably

be more fer-

tile in devices"^ for screening the soil and fruit from the sun, and in

providing cold caves and store-houses for apples gathered in Sejjtem-
ber. All earlv apples do well, but Red June. Astraehan and Be-

noni lead the way, with an Ohio Seedling known as
''

Early Sugar
Loaf

"
coming in as quite equal to the latter in quality and much

finer in apj)earance, and an annual bearer, and perfectly hardy in

every respect.

Thus,^ though we are now shut out from the })rofits and pleas-
ures of large crops of Bellfiowers. Pippens, Spitzenbergs, and Gold-

en Russets, we can have our Fall Wine. Winesa}). Fink, and "
Celes-

5
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tial Sparks," as Dr. Warder called our Spark's Late, with Grime's

Golden, Smith's Cider, and Pryor's Red to enliven our winter, while

the Virginia May comes in early to enable us to cheer our northern

neighbors and to reap that golden reward which we are denied in the

autumnal months.
It will, perhaps, strike the majority of your readers that great

expense cannot be incurred to secure the success of fruits which can
be produced more readily in other places, where freights are not very

'

great. Still it is to be noted that in twenty-eight years we have had
no failure in consequence of frost, which can be said of few other

places, and which is an important factor in the ultimate result.

We now we sack our grapes, train them under canopies of leaves,

shelter them on walls or projecting eaves, may we not mulch our

apple tree roots, train them low, and canopy their vine-like branches ?

The weather department will not reach its maximum of useful-

ness till it ceases to predict, and labors to direct atmospheric condi-

tions. May they not aid us?

Respectfully,
JAS. H. GRAIN.

Villa Ridge, Dec. 8th, 1883.

Friend Hayden, Manitou^ Col.:

Dear Friend— Mr. Wallace submitted a few questions on grapes
from you, with the request that I send them on to you at once. Of
course you understand anything I may say has reference to our own
section. Villa Ridge. I have not time to look over my writing as I

am writing at the store, and am continually interrupted, but hope
you may guess at my conclusions at least, and cull such information
as you may need on this subject from this locality.

LIST OF GRAPES PROFITABLE FOR MARKET.

1st. Ives is the standard, and without extra care have been

averaging a net profit of one hundred and fifty dollars per acre, for

the last ten years.
2d. Next in point of profit I would put Champion. Ripens

one week before Ives, is smaller in bunch and berry, produces one-

half to two-thirds as much per acre in fruit, rots no more than Ives,

and is about equally profitable.
3d. Perkins. Will not rot any more than Ives, is a little later,

sweeter in flavor, and will suit the taste of ordinary buyers better;

have not fully tested it as to productiveness. Think about two-thirds

as prolific as Ives; will, I think, be quite profitable.
4th. Cottage. This I have had in bearing but one year. Dur-

ing the last season, which was one of the worst we ever had in this

locality for rot and mildew, it was the only one in my trial vineyard
of over sixty varieties perfectly healthy in leaf and berrij. Is a very
rank grower, and ripens immediately after Ives. The only fault (if
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it proves a fault ) that T have to find with it is this, its first yejn* in

bearin*,^ is. that it did not set as much fruit in proportion to its wood
as I woukl like to have seen.

This is all the varieties I can recommend for market in this

loealitv. exceptin<i:. perha])s. Go>the Ro<xers No. 1. -which is a profita-

ble late «ijrape here, if the fruit is enclosed in pa})er sacks. If not

sacked will rot badly. All the newer varieties are proving too tender

to stand our climate.

ASPECT OF VINEYARD.

Best is Eastern exposure, Northeast, Southeast, South,West, and,

last of all. Southwest: these of value in the order in which they are

named. The sooner the dew is off the vineyard in the niornin<jj. and

the les.s our vineyards are exposed to the excessive heat of our South-

west sun the better.

tiUALITY OF SOIL.

Our soil is a clay, sandy loam. I have had no experience in any
other, but as far as my observation goes, I believe it to be the very
best strictly standard.

TRAINING AND PRUNING.

I have practiced in my experimental vineyard nearly every kind

of training, and after trying all methods would give the preference
to the mode introduced by Dr. Hull, of Alton, spiral training around

a single stake 5^ or 6 feet above the ground, and spur ])runing.
There are other modes of training which have their advantages, and

foremost among these is that of our enthusiastic friend, Geo. W.
Endicott, of one wire on top of stakes six feet from the ground.
After the vines have attained maturity they are fruited only on the

wire. This admits of horse culture both ways during the early jjart

of the summer, and brings the bearing part of the vine where it is

fully exposed to sun and air. Friend Endicott (as you know) had

the finest show of grajjcs ever seen in this section trained in this

way. From my own experience I think he will find this system not

so good the second year bearing. Still it has many advantages, and

may prove the best after further trial. As to pruning, spur pruning
is the only one ])racticed here, and I think the only feasible one.

Yours very truly,

Villa Ridge, III., Dec. 12, 1883. E. J. AYRES.
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SECOND DAY— Afternoon.

Called to order at 1:50 p. m. by Vice-President, Milo Barnard,

Secretary
— Mr. President: The Society has passed a resolution

to visit Normal University in a body, and as there is a general desire

by the members to inspect that institution, and a large number who
are going home in the morning are particularly anxious to do so this

afternoon, I move that we adjourn for that purpose.

Samuel Edwards, Dr. Sanborn, and several others, expressed

themselves unfavorable to adjourning the Society, on account of the

great anjount of business before it, and the motion was withdrawn.

Samuel Edwards— I think we can spend a short time very prof-

itably in further discussing the subject before us yesterday
— the

kind of land on which to plant an orchard. From the evidence of

many members given here, it would appear that orchards planted on

low lands were doing much better than on high lands. Our horti-

cultural fathers taught us that high, rolling land was the best loca-

tion for an orchard, but the facts brought out here do not sustain

that theory. I planted my first orchard on flat land, the second on

higher and dryer land. The first has been the most productive. I

am of the opinion that on these dry locations trees suffer from our

severe drouths, which unfit them for enduring the severity of our

winters.
^

Prof. Budd— As I said yesterday, I consider this more a matter

of condition of soil than one of elevation. We have tracts of land

called Loes formation, that are very favorable for tree growth. On
this kind of soil, varieties of the grade of hardiness of Baldwin,

Jonathan, and Wagener escaped injury last winter, while on river

bottoms they were killed.

J. M. Robison— The condition of soil goes very largely with

the elevation. In the southern part of the State it is unprofitable to

plant on the narrow bottoms, but on the prairie the difference in ele-

vation is slight, and we find the most favorable conditions of soil on

the flat lands.

Parker Earle— Mr. Robison, would you prefer the high land or

the low, provided the conditions of soil are the same?
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J. M. Robison— The high hmd.

Parker Earle— This is not a condition of elevation at all, but of

something else. I don't like to hear this talk; we really don't mean

to say lands are better for an orchard because they are lower. The

low lands are always colder than the high lands or ridges. I have

seen a location in Micliigaii w here jieacli buds were all killed, and

near by, on a location twenty feet higher, they were uninjured. Let

me call attenti(ni to another feature. Action of fungi are so much

worse on low than on high ground; and then we must not forget

that all this preference for low lands has come up since the great

drouth of 1881, followed by a cold winter— circumstances that may
never occur again.

Dr. Schroeder— A farmer may not have the best location for an

orchard on his farm; he must then choose such varieties as are best

adapted to his soil and location.

Prof. Budd—When visiting the
''

King's Pomological Institute,"

at I'roskau, in North Silesia, I found it in charge of the veteran

horticulturalist, Dr. Stole, 80 years old. If I had asked him for a

list of popular varieties, he would have replied:
" On such a soil we

plant such a variety, on such a stock." These gardens are situ-

ated north of the fiftieth parallel of latitude, on the edge of the

great steppes; and one will see at a glance, as he wanders over the

ground, that the varieties of fruits of all kinds which succeed here

are not those of England. France, and Belgium, where our fruits

mainly come from. Take the Duchesse as a representative of one

race, and the Kambo of the other, and we find the leaf of the for-

mer has four rows of palisade cells and the latter but two, proving

how much better prepared the Duchesse class is to endure the vari-

able summer and winter climates of this great plain of Europe, as

well as that of our own section.

P. P. Miller— I think the selection of varieties has much to do

with the fruitfulness of our orchards. In my orchard Snow, Ben

Davis, BellHower and Domine have been fairly productive. My man

lately told me that my soil was too rich to raise apples; but I have

one tree, the roots of which run under a numure pile, and it is

abundantly fruitful; contradicting emphatically his theory.
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0. C. Gibbs— Will not tile draining lit almost any land for an

orcliard ?

J. M. Robison— No. We occasionally find a tenacious clay soil

that cannot be drained unless the drains are very close together.

Benj. Buckman— I have thoroughly drained with tile a barn-

yard, and planted to orchard, which is doing well. I would like to

ask of some one who has had longer experience, if the roots of the

trees will not enter and choke the tile?

J. M. Robison — I drained an orchard with tile twenty years

ago. I found the roots would run all around the tile and cover the

joints, but never enter them and live. The roots die that enter the

tile, so the tile never becomes choked.

T. McWhorter— I am convinced that our orchards suffer more

for want of water than from too much of it.

J. B. Spaulding
— 1 have taken a great deal of interest in this

discussion; have also had considerable experience in orchard planting
and management. Fifteen years ago I tile drained eighty acres in

one orchard, putting in the tile twenty feet apart, and I have been

well satisfied with the results. On my grounds the depressions

always give the poorest trees. They are small and stunted and pro-

duce the poorest fruit.

L. R. Bancroft— I wish to inquire if sprinkling the trees with

arsenic water will kill the Plum Curculio?

Prof. Budd— Mr. Dixon thinks he can control the Curculio by
this process in connection with pasturing with hogs.

A. C. Hammond— Will Prof. Budd give the process of dissolv-

ing the arsenic.

Prof. Budd— It is very simple. He boils the white arsenic in a

sorghum pan, one pound in twenty-five or fifty gallons of water, one

or two hours, until it is thoroughly dissolved; then dilutes until two

hundred gallons of water represents one pound of arsenic.
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REPORT OF AUDITING COMMITTEE.

Mr. President:

The Committee who were appointed to settle with the Treasurer

of this Society, beg leave to make the following,' rejjort, viz: Have

examined the hooks and vouchers and find them correct, also find a

balance in Treasurer's hands of SN^O.IV*. We also recommend that

there be an order drawn in favor of the Treasurer for ^38.5(j for his

commission on §1.849.7(3, and $1.80 ])aid for postage on drafts.

All of wliich is respectfully submitted.

W. T. Nelson,
S. M. Slade,
H. K. ViCKROY,

Co)ni)iittre.

On motion the report was accepted and approved.

Milo Barnard— Mr. Bryant is now present and T suggest that

we have his Ad-Interim report.

Mr. A. Bryant, Jr., of Princeton, then proceeded to read his

report as follows:

REPORT OF AD-INTERIM COMMITTEE FOR NORTHERN
ILLINOIS.

On account of the unfavorable seasons for the past two years,

and the serious damage from the last winter that the orchards and

most of the small fruits received in this district, and also through
the whole northwest, your committee were for sometime undecided

what to do in regard to nuiking a report. We finally concluded that

we would spend a little time in the examination of orchards in

different localities, and see if any facts could be gathered.

Early in Sejjtember your committee visited several places in

Bureau and Henry Counties, and at other times were in Kankakee
and LaSalle. Mr. 0. W. Barnard will report in detail on the several

])oints that we visited together. What little I have to say in this

rejtort will be of a general character, only remarking that my time

has been so fully occupied with other matters that I have not given
it the attention that its merits required.

As is well known, nearly all of the orchards through the north-

west are in a serious decline. In some places the trees are nearly all

gone, and in others some vai'ieties seem quite healthy, and other trees

partially or Avholly dead. In our visits, the orchards that we found

located on high dry land, somewhat sheltered, and well drained

naturally, were lo(d<ing much the best. The trees generally looked

more vigorous, had more fruit (ni them tlian those on rich level

prairie land. From this we concluded that the cold an<l wet affected
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the growth of the trees more early in the season on the level land
than it did on the dry clay soil; and that the rains and w^arm
weather of late autumn Avould cause a greater activity in the trees

on the level rich land, that had made but a slight growth in the first

part of the season, than it would on those that made a better growth
early in the season, and had, to a certain extent, matured their wood.

My own experience woidd indicate that a warm, Avell-drained soil is

favorable to a vigorous growth early in the season — that a cold

damp soil is not so. That with a vigorous growth eafhj in the sea-

son there is not the liability of the trees and plants making so late

a growth in the latter part of the season, even when circumstances

are favorable for such growth, as when the growth has been poor
and checked by wet soil and unfavorable surroundings.

Sliould these conclusions be correct, a partial remedy might be

found in more thorough drainage
— in inducing an early, free

growth, and, perhaps, by more thorough cultivation, protecting the

trees from the extreme changes of heat and drouth to which they
are often subjected.

As far as we visited the orchards, the average crop of apples
was light. In some cases Ben Davis was doing very well. Probably
one-half of the winter apples in this portion of the district this

year were of this variety.

Nearly all of the trees of Snow Apple that we saw were unusually

vigorous and healthy, many of them with good crops of fruit on
them. This we do not understand, as in the nursery we have usually
found the Snow to show the effects of cold as soon as almost any
variety. In two or three instances we heard of orchards that were
well laden witli fruit, which were represented to be in warm shel-

tered locations, and were not affected by the cold north and east

winds of Spring. Probal)ly. on account of their location, the blcoin

was too far advanced to be affected by the cold storms that are sup-

posed to have blasted the most of our apple crop.
This year has been a very favorable one for the development of

insect life in many forms. The aphis on the apple, particularly, has

been more abundant than for several years. Some fifteen or twentj
years ago we recollect that they were very troublesome on our nur-

sery trees, seriously checking the growth. With us they have been

very plenty this year, in some cases covering entire rows for twenty
rods in length. Other plants have suffered very much from the

same pest; in one case, one-third of an acre of turnips were all liter-

ally covered with them, root and tops. The canker worm and bark

louse, which were so destructive a few years ago, seem to have
almost entirely disappeared. The codlin moth was not as abundant
in proportion to the quantity of fruit grown, giving us a larger por-
tion of perfect fruit than for several years past. Caterpillars of

different varieties were very abundant, also the leaf roller, which in

many orchards has been a serious check to the growth of trees. We
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have found no very effectual method of destroying these insects ex-

cept by liand-])i(kin<j^, which is too slow. Sliould they be as preva-
lent another year as this season, shall try to contrive some way to

diminish their numbers.
The small-fruit crop was a lio^ht one as far as we visited. Where

not hurt by the frosts in May, aiul the viiu^s were in healthy eoudi-

dition. there was a tine crop of well-matured Concord <i;rai)es. This

season the wood of Concord in this vicinity is stronger and better

rii)ened than for the last three years. We found some vines of Kl-

vira that had a good t-ro]) of well-matured fruit ou them. We think,

however, that this will be exceptional with this variety, as it will re-

quire a longer season to ripen than we usually have in this district.

We visited several ])lantations of Snyder blackl)erry. All had
a light cro]) of fruit, not nearly as large as was expected when they
bloomed in the Sjh-ing. Tlip diU'erent localities and soils seemed to

be affected about alike. Usually there was a light growth of cane,
with not very well matured wood. The reverse seems to be true this

season, so that we hope for a better report another year.
Strawberries were nearly a failure, owing to the frosts in A])ril

and May. Some varieties bore fair crops in special localities. a])])ai--

eutly uuire owing to the special condition of ])lants and bloom avIkmi

the frosts occurred than to any other cause. One }>arty thought he
had saved his crop by leaving the covering on his plants late in the

Spring: another thought a similar treatment had been a disadvant-

age, as he uncovered his just before a freeze.

The latter })art of November I visited the grounds (jf Messrs.

Douglas & Sons, of Waukegan. They have their usual heavy stock

of small evergreens and forest trees, though the supply of trans-

planted trees is not as large as it Inis been heretofore. Among other

hue things on their groumls was a Norway s])ruce hedge; that was
the tinest I have seen anywhere. Also fine specimens of the Doug-
las and Menzies s])ruce. They have originated some choice varieties

of evergreens, that will make their mnrk in the near future if we
are n(^t mistaken. Among them are a dwarf Ai'borvitie ( Little (tciu)
a pyramidal and golden Arborvitae, and a trailing golden Juniper;
all promising to be especially valuable in cemetery planting.

The Messrs. Douglas are ])re])aring to plant a section of laiul

to forest trees of different varieties in Dakota, on the N(n"thern J Pa-

cific Railroad. These gentlemen have done much to prove that tim-

ber planting on a large scale can be a success and benuule ])rotital)le,

and we wisli them the best of success in their new venture in the

northwest. The planting of forest trees in Northern llliiu)is seems
at present to be almost at a standstill, being conhned to snnill shelter

l)elts and screens. We think that there will be ;i change in the nciir

future; that more of our j)rairie farmers will see the necessity and
convenience of shelter and useful timber on their farms close at

home. Respectfully submitted,
A. JiRYANT, Jr.
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Hon. S. H. West— In the paper just read Mr. Bryant speaks of

protection by shelter belts. I would like to ask him on which side

were the orchards protected ?

A. Bryant
— On different sides. One of those referred to is

protected on the north and east, and one on the north and west.

Hon. S. H. West— I was induced by the teachings of this So-

ciety to plant shelter belts, and my own experience has taught me
that on the south and west is where they should be planted ;

and that

orchards open to the north and east are more productive than if pro-
tected on those sides.

S. M. Slade— This experience corroborates the case I referred

to yesterday. This orchard, forty or fifty years planted, is the only
one which can be called successful in my neighborhood, and is pro-
tected on the south and west.

Prof. Budd— In connection with this subject of planting ever-

greens for protection belts I will call your attention to a very valu-

able conifer— the Riga Pine (Pinus Sylvestris; var. Bigmisis). In

most countries of Europe there is, I think, a law imposing heavy

penalties for planting the common Scotch pine, or as it is there

called, the Alsace pine, because of the great superiority of this va-

riety of the same species. It should be known that Mr. Douglas,
of Waukegan, is growing this valuable pine extensively.

S. G. Minkler— Evergreens for belts and hedges are frequently

planted too near together. I planted a spruce hedge three and a half

feet apart, and find that it is too close, and that it must be kept cut

back.

T. McWhorter— I can corroborate that statement, that it will

not do to crowd the plants too much. Four feet is about the proper
distance. If planted too close the life of the plant is endangered.

Properly clipped they make a beautiful hedge.

Samuel Edwards— After consulting Dr. Warder and following
his advice, I planted eighty rods of hedge, putting the trees four feet

apart.

Hon. S. H. West— Can these evergreen hedges be made to turn

cattle, or are they only for ornament and wind-brakes. \
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Samuel Edwards— Mine was planted for a fence, but it is also

very beautiful and ornamental.

Dr. Schrceder— When lately in Germany we found planted

along the lines of the railroads evergreen hedges, which were found

to be the best known wind and snow brakes. We ought to indutp

our railroads to try it. The Riga pine is named from the Riga

mountains.

A telegram was here handed to President (lahisha. who pro-

ceeded to read a message from the Wisconsin State Horticultural

Society, now in session at Green Bay, Wisconsin, expressing the

fraternal greetings and comi)liments of that Society, and giving in-

formation of a large attendance, an interesting meeting, and a fine

display of fruits.

• It was moved and carried that this Society return the greeting,

which was promptly done in a hearty message.

Report of Committee on Grapes and Grape Culture being called

for, E. A. Riehl, of Alton, proceeded to read.

GRAPES.

HV A. E. REIHL, ALTON.

With US the crop was very light, ranging from nothing to about

a third of a crop. Various c:iuses conspired to bring about such a

result. The Spring was cold and l^ackward. so that the grape buds

pushed slowly, and gave the steel-blue beetle a fine chance to put in

his work, which it improved to the full extent of its ability. Hail

also did much damage in some vineyards, but the greatest damage
was done by rot, vdiich commenced early and continued until the

grapes were ripe
-^ that is, what was left of them.

As to varieties. I cannot say a great deal, because all the

newer ones of which T expected to have a good show on vines

grafted in 1S.S2 did not fruit as expected. From what little fruit

that did set, and the appearance and growth of the vines my judg-
ment would be a])Out as follows:

Concord— Rotted badly, and 1 will i)lant no more of it — aiul if

it continues to behave in the future as it has for the last fcAv years,
I will graft it over with something more relial)le.

Khint— A nice gra])t'. where it does well, but with me it never

has done well. It sets plenty of fruit, but the l)ranches were so

compact that many of the berries crack from crowding, and the ber-

ries nave invariably commenced rotting on the surface at about the

time it ripens.
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Noah— Gave me more fruit than any other white grape, and I

woukl not hesitate to recommend it for our section as a good reli-

able white grape.
Warden— As in the past, was ripe earlier, is larger and much

better in quality than the Concord, which it resembles in growth and

fruit, and I can recommend it with confidence to all who can succeed
with the Concord. It is so very much better than the Concord in

size and quality that it should take the place of Concord entirely.
Missouri Riesling

— It is a pity this grape was so named, for I

believe it has come to stay. The name is too long, and it is not a

seedling of the European Riesling as supposed by its originator, but
the Taylor. However, as it has been pretty widely disseminated un-
der that name it is impossible to change it, only we can shorten it

by dropping a part of the too long name, and call it simply Ries-

ling.
It is a strong, healthy grower, abundant bearer, bunch and berry

about size of Clinton, white, good for the table or wine.

Vergennes
—A strong, healthy grower, set some nice fruit on last

year grafts, bunch and berry large, Catawba color, skin tough, and
will make a good shipping grape, quality excellent, entirely free from
foxiness.

Ey. Victor— The hardiest and healthiest vine I have on the

place, keeping its foliage green until killed by hard freezing weather,
and ripening its wood up to the very tips, a strong grower and abun-
dant bearer, bunches small and compact, much resembling Clinton
in appearance, but there the resemblance ends. It ripens with the

earliest, and is superior to all others ripening as early as it does, and

notwithstanding it ripens so early it will hang on bunch and vine in

good condition after all the others are gone. This is without doubt
one of the best black grapes we have, and I unhesitatingly recom-
mend it for general planting.

Pocklington
— Set a little fruit on last year's grafts, but did not

come up to recommendations as to earliness or size, and I strongly

suspect that those fine bunches that were exhibited by its dissemina-
tors were girdled to attain the earliness and size claimed for it. In

quality I found it very good. In growth and healthfulness of leaf

and wood it is exactly like Concord. By another season I can give
a better opinion of it and many other new varieties that I expect to

fruit.

Mr. Rommel, of Morrison, Mo., kindly sent me the following
report:

" Our grape crop was quite satisfactory with most of the varieties.

Elvira was all that could be wished. Nortons did well. Concord
and Ives below an average. Martha, a light crop. Goethe, a very
light crop

— winter-killed. Herbemont was winter-killed. Amber,
a fair crop. Pearl, a very fine crop. Beauty, a fine crop, but was
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affected by rot. Transparent was very fine, but not very productive
nor tit for market, the hunehes bein<^ small, but making a wine of

hi;^h (juality. W'ildinjj; ^^ave a fair crop, but it, too, is no market

grape, bunches are loose and skin very tender; only «?ood for wine.

Slontetiore gave a good crop of fine grapes, bunches about the size of

Ives, but of much better f|uality, very promising for the ])roduction

of fine dark wine. Etta did not set as good a croj) as in former

years and ripened unevenly. It greatly resembles Elvira, only larger

in berry and much better in (juality. It is late and not to be recom-

mended farther )U)rth. Faith did well. It requires age and long

pruning to make it productive. Hunches fair, berry small, excellent

in quality, exceedingly early, and on that account miuli injured by
liirds and gra])e-eating animals. Missouri Riesling is a late grape
that 1 like. It is ])roductive, healthy, and of very good quality.

Brighton was fine, but geiuu-ally it fails; not relialjle with us. Noah
was good, but is not so generally. Neosho had a heavy crop; only a

wine grape. White and Black Hermann were both fine this season,

and matured their crojis, which they do not always do. Bacchus, so

much like Clinton that it can hardly be distinguished from it. Lady
Washington and Highland were winter-killed, and had but little

fruit. It may ])e said that all of Ricket's hybrids are worthless with

us. Cottage did finely. It is a fine black grape, snudl, com])act
bunch, })roductive and reliable, better in quality than Concord; fine

fornnirket. Moore's Early; I can see nothing in this to recommend
it in our section. Some seedlings that I have I believe will become

valuable, but they will need a more extended trial."

Mr. Adoli)h Engleman, of Shiloh, St. Clair County, 111., reported
as follows:

" With me the past season has also been a very unfavoral^le (Uie

for most varieties of grapes. Great damage was done in December,
1882. On the 0th of that month the weather was damj). and at 5

p. M., when a snow storm set in from the Northwest, thi^ thermome-
ter stood at 'iV2,° F.; at sunrise the next day it stood at 8°. Such
a sudden change from mild damp weather will always do damage. In

this instance it killed two-thirds of the l)uds of all hybrid grapes,
also Herbemout. Cimninghani. aud others that were not W(dl j)ro-

tected. When Spring oi)eiied there was still a fair [)rospect tor most

varieties of hardy gra])es, and such as had been well protected daring
the winter, and they set a sufficiency of well sized forms. On the

morning of the 22d of May there was a heavy frost, and again on

the 2;5d. It was disastrous; most of the fruit trees were in bloom,
and the Taylor and Clinton had just commenced to bloom.

"The frosts of May 22d and 23d were very erratic. My
brother's vineyard, which is a half mile soiith and fifty feet lower

than ]uine, was not perceptibly injured.. There was also but little

damage in the lower portions of the vineyard southeast of my sister's

L
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house, but on the more elevated vineyard the damage was very great

throughout, even to its highest point, although the greatest damage
was done in the lower portions, where Elvira, Concord, and others

had all their fruit killed. I have some Taylor that have been kept
in grass as an experiment; these suffered most, as all their forms and
most of the young foilage was frosted. In the other portions of the

vineyard the damage amounted to about one-fifth of the promised
crop of the more hardy varieties, whilst such of the tender varieties

as had winter protection had about half of their forms killed.
"
May was quite dry, but on the 4th of June rainy weather set

in, which continued Avith but short interruption to the latter part of

August. Mildew soon made its appearance on the leaves of those

varieties most liable to it. Catawba, Iowa. Meade, Marytawny and

Creveling suffered most, and did not ripen their fruit, and made but
a poor growth of wood. I can hardly make up my mind to again
give winter protection to the hybrids and such tender varieties as

Herbemont, Cunningham and Rulander, when, in spite of the labor

bestowed, they will bring so little return as they did the two past
seasons.

'' The Elvira and Noah suffered less from mildrew; Concord and

Lady showed the effect of mildew somewhat, but not to such an ex-

tent as to prevent their ripening their fruit well.
'^

Norton, Cynthiana, Cottage, Ives and Mason were free from
mildew. In June, the usual concomitant of wet weather and mil-

dew, the grape rot made its appearance and destroyed about one-half

of the Concord, one-third of the Cottage, and one-fourth of the

Taylor and Herbermont, most of the Massasoit, and a few of the
Noah. Cynthiana, Norton, Elvira. Mason and Ives suffered least.

About one-tenth of m}^ Elvira did not ripen, owing to loss of foilage

by mildew, and partly on account of overbearing. The other nine-

tenths had a heavy crop of fine healthy fruit.

"The Mason, with its large berries and medium sized bunches,

proved quite healthy in foilage and fruit. They ripened within a

week of the Lady, August 18th, and again proved of good quality.

They are quite sweet when still of a green color. The vine given
me by Mr. Mason has now fruited with me for three years, but never
set more fruit than my Lady. Next year I will have a dozen Mason
vines in full bearing and will be better able to sjjeak knowingly of

them.
"
Although the Noah lost some berries by rot, it ripened a large

crop of very handsome bunches, and made abundance of wood for a

future crop. The only fault I find with it is that its ripe berries

drop too readily from the stems."

Mr. J. Balsizer, of Highland, 111., made the following report:

" With me the grape crop was a failure this season, owing to

the frost we had on May 2d, which killed the young shoots as far
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back as they had forms on. I cut off the frozen part of them, hut

it would have been better if T had ])r()ken off the whole shoot, for

then tlie secondary buds would have s})routed, and would have pro-
duced at least a small crop. This was the case with some of the

Elvira and Noah, which were the only grapes we got. My young
vineyard (only a snudl one, the old one having been grubl^ed up two

years ago ) is ])rotected on the north side by timber. This, })revent-

ing a free circulation of air, probably was the cause of so much

damage by the frost, for T know of other vineyards at a distance

from the timber, where the winds could play freely, which remained

uninjured, or where the damage was small, but notwithstamling
that, they did not fare much better, for being planted mostly with

Concord the rot destroyed nearly the whole crop. In some vineyards
the loss was not quite so severe; the most favored ones had about

half a crop. The varieties which proved best, generally, were the

Elvira. Perkins, Ives, Norton, and Cynthiana. I also have the Noah,
and have great hopes for it."

I have no doubt Mr. Balsizer is quite correct in ascribing the

damage by frost to his vineyard to the timber, which prevented a

free circulation of air.- In Mr. Englemann's case the damage can

be traced to the same and no other cause. The vineyard that he

says suffered so badly is on quite elevated ground and has timl)er on

three sides of it. The other, though on lower ground, is more ex-

posed to a free current of air. I have for years been perfectly satis-

fied, from my own observation, that timber belts are no protection
to fruit, but the reverse.

'

These reports are certainly not very encouraging for grape

growing, and the question may be asked, will grape growing pay?
I think it will. There is no crop grown, whether fruit, grain, grass,

or vegetables, but what is suljject to seasons of failure. We have
had some wet, unfavorable seasons for grape growing, but I look for

a change, and dryer seasons will give us paying crops again. In

seasons that are not too wet the grape is as sure a crop as the ajiple,

and none are more profitable.
I have no doubt we will have too look to new varieties to meet

with the best success possible. The Concord, which has been the

graj)e for the million, can no longer l>e relied u]ion. In our section

it has, from some cause, beccjuie subject too much to mildew and rot,

and we must look to some new and more vigorous blood; not that I

expect to find a grape that will resist disease forever, but for at least

a series of years, as has the Concord. By the time the newer ones

fail there will be other seedlings grown to take their places.

E, C. Hathaway, of Ottawa, member of the same committee,

being absent, the Secretary, who had received his report, inquired if

it was the wish of the Society to have it read. It was moved by

k
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Parker Earle, and carried, that the report of absent members be not

read on account of scarcity of time, but that they appear in proper

place in the published transactions.

GRAPES AND GEAPE CULTURE.

BY E. C. HATHAAVAY.

Mr. President (OkJ Members of tlie Illinois State Hortiridtural

Soeietij :

Having been requested to report on Grapes and Grape Culture
in my district, I shall do so, but briefly:

The excessive cold of last winter vras very destructive to vine-

yards in the northern part of the State, so much so that vines of the
more tender sorts were generally killed to the ground, even where

they were quite well protected. Concords suffered severely, many of

the vines of which were killed, and in some instances were so badly
used up they never started again from the roots, which they usually
do when the top is injured. This condition of things, of course,
clouded the hopes of vineyardists who were looking expectantly to

the coming season for a profitable crop to partially repay the almost

complete loss, by rot, of the crop of the previous year. Among the
Concords that had received no protection, a portion of the buds
swelled under the influence of the warm days of the coming Spring,
but as the promise was about to develope into the first steps toward
fruition

" there comes a frost, a biting frost, which nips its shoot
and then it falls," and with it goes down the hopes of the growers
of a large part of the Northwest for a good crop.

May and June, in 1883, will long be remembered as the hlach

months by the fruit growers of the northern part of this State, as

well as many other states in the same latitude. These unusual frosts

were not only intensely severe upon grapes, but nearly all other
fruits suffered as well. In protected situations some vines escaped
the frost, and such produced fine fruit, which brought large prices in

market.
No rot appeared the past season, neither were insects as plen-

tiful as usual; this last condition of things I attribute to the pre-

vailing low temperature of the season as well as the unusual amount
of moisture, either falling as rain or held suspended in the atmos-

phere.
As yet I have no disposition to exchange the comparatively old-

er varieties, which have proved successful in the past, for those of

more recent introduction. Many of the newer ones have qualities
to strongly recommend them, but, it must be rememl^ered, the grape
is quite as capricious as other fruits, therefore it is wise to "go slow"
and feel our way by testing carefully a few of each, and adopting
those which prove themselves, in all respects, a little better than any
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we have ^ot. That a variety is doin^ finely in a h^cality contipjnous
to our own, and the soil of which is apjiarently similar, is not

I)ositive evidence that it will do equally well with us. As an evi-

dence of this fact, I have no variety of grapes that uniformly is as

healthy, productive or profitable as the Hartford Prolific. With
me it Hcrer drops its fruit, and it iierer rots, while a half mile away,
on nearly the same soil, the berries drop from the cluster ere it fully

ripens.

Many of the newer varieties have too thin leaves: these leaves

have not sufficient pupescence on their under side, that is, they are

glabrous, which makes them too susceptible to the attacks of the

''leaf-hopper,'' (Eri/fhroiieura r/7/s^, which, in this locality, is one

of the worst ])ests the grape-grower has to deal with: only by per-
sistent effort can it be kept in check, and such effort as it is not

likely that but few growers will put forth.

Prentiss and Pocklington have not. thus far, fulfilled the ex-

pectations of the majority of those who have fruited them in this

locality: perhaps they have not yet "struck
""

the soil, e.tc, which is con-

genial to them. It was quite a long time before we knew what soil

to choose for the
"
Lady." T condemned it upon the rich, friable,

river-bottom soils, but on the clay bluffs or heavy prairie soil it ''does

itself proud,"" and is a grand variety. Roger's Hybrid No. 4,

(Wilder), comes the nearest to the foreign varieties (vinifera) that

can be successfully grown out of doors in this latitude.

It is extremely productive and quite as hardy as Catawba and

many other of our full-blooded Labruscas; but like all other varie-

ties of its class, a different method must be practiced in its annual

pruning from that of our native Labruscas.

All of the hybrids, descended from the viuiferas, should be

pruned to sliorf spurs on Jony arms of older ivood ; while the Lubrus-

cas, in profitable culture, should be pruned with the young canes as

long as from three to five feet, cutting out the old wood and getting
the cane from as near the base or collar of the vine as possible. The
Fuller system of training canes of young wood upright from a sec-

tion of spurs on a horizontal arm of old wood, does very well for

the amateur with a half dozen vines, and also looks pretty
— either

where well done in the vineyard or on paper; but the grower who
follows out any such plan, and sells his grapes at from two to four

cents per pound, will, in my opinion, from a financial point of view,
''

(jet left.'' An exception to his, however, might be made in the

hybrids of the vinifera class; yet they will do better if pruned as

before mentioned with short spurs on older wood.
I desire to add my testimony against Summer pruning; with me

"it don't pay."' and I am inclined to think that it is an injui-y to the

fruit, and, })erhaps, detrimental to the vine. Carry the young growth
on wires above tne fruit, making a canopy to shed the rain and dew.
It will prevent rot.

6
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Animated discussion followed the reading of Mr. Riehl's report.

Dr. Scliroeder— Did you find Phyloxera in any of these vine-

yards ?

E. A. Riehl— I did not examine them critically, but have no

doubt they were there.

Prof. Budd— What do you mean by rot? I know what it is in

Michigan, and have received many inquiries about it in Iowa, but I

do not think we have it in our State. We often find a hard patch
on our grapes, but it is caused by fungus, or the sting of a thrips.

E. A. Riehl—We have the rot, and no mistake. First a white

spot appears, which spreads rapidly, and if the weather is warm it

soon does its work of destruction. If we plant seed of any kind in

warm wet weather, it will germinate rapidly. So with the grape rot,

climatic conditions have much to do with it. Vineyards should be

located where the sun will strike the vines in the morning. A
northern exposure will not do.

D. B. Wier— I think Mr. Riehl is on the right track. I have

spent two seasons in Arkansas, and find that on the low land the

humid atmosphere causes all the grapes and peaches to rot. On the

high lands they are but little affected.

Dr. Schroeder— Many years ago I planted a Catawba vineyard,

and the fourth year the grapes began to rot. I tried sulphur but it

did no good. I tried mulching, thorough cultivation and everything
else I would hear or think of, but still the grapes rotted. Is it

caused by bactarie, or is it a disease of the wood or roots? I hope
Prof. Burrill will dig to the bottom of this subject.

Prof. Burrill— The grape is subject to two rots— the brown

and the black. What Dr. Engleman calls brown rot is what I de-

scribed last night. The black rot is not so common but is very

destructive.

Question— Is not this rot a forerunner of Phyloxera?

Prof. Burrill— I do not think there is any relation between

them. They are dreading this disease in Europe, and there is but

little doubt of its reaching them soon.

A voice— Describe the rot.
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Prof. Burrill — When the berry is abgut half grown a brown

spot appears, and spreads rapidly. Soon the berry shrivels and sticks

to the vine. The spores remain on the shriveled fruit all winter, and

in the spring will take effect on the young fruit. I have seen vine-

yards that have never been affected, the rot producing influence not

having reached them.

E. A. Riehl— The rot T referred to is what the Professor calls

the brown rot. If these spores have moisture enough they germin-

ate, otherwise they die. Hence the prevalence of rot in wet weather.

Where the shape of the ground will permit I prefer to have my
vineyard rows run north and south. The idea that Norton and Cyn-
thiana do not rot is a mistaken one. I have had thirty years expe-
rience with grape-growing and know whereof I speak.

President Galusha— Are grapes less liable to rot on sandy than

on clay soils?

S. M. Slade— I have a vineyard on sandy soil that has suffered

little from winter-killing or rot. I know of a vineyard trained on a

single wire that has produced very fine grapes. This plan gives a

free circulation of air, permits the sun to dry the leaves early in the

morning, and gives the fruit the necessary shade.

Prof. Burrill— Has any one present tried the experiment of

drawing paper bags over the bunches ? I think it can be made profi-

table.

Parker P]arle-— I wish to emphasize the remarks of Prof. Bur-

rill in relation to bagging. It protects from rot, birds, and insects.

It costs about half a cent a pound, but increases the market value of

the fruit many times that amount. The bag must be put on while

the grapes are very young— as soon as there is anything to tie to.

.T. B. Miller— I came hereto learn. One tells us to train low,

another to put the vines up several feet; which is right. I have two

vines that are trained long, and run twenty feet, that are doing bet-

ter than any others that I have.

Prof. Budd— The mite that works on the pear works on the

leaf and fruit of the Labrusca grape. What is known as rot on our

Iowa grapes is supposed to be the work of an insect, possibly the

apple curculio.
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The Committee on ^President's Address announced that they
were now ready to re^Dort:

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

Your committee^ to whom was referred the President's Address,
will report, that among the many valuable suggestions in that able

paper, the one recommending the establishment of an experimental
station especially deserves the serious consideration of this Society.
Your committee believe a horticultural and agricultural experiment
station should be established and maintained in efficient working
condition by the State. We further believe that this station can be
established at less cost, and that it would be far more serviceable, if

located in connection with our State University. We therefore

submit the following:
EesoJved, That in the judgment of the Illinois Horticultural

Society an agricultural and horticultural experiment station should
be established in connection with the State Industrial University by
our next State Legislature.

Parker Earle,
J. M. Pearson,
T. McWhorter.

Hon. S. H. West— I wish to inquire the probable cost of an

experimental station of this description.

Parker Earle— In New York the annual cost is about $20,000.

Here we have the farm, buildings, and professors. The expense,

therefore, would be exceptionally small.

Hon. S. H. West—When in the legislature it was my pleasure
to favor all the appropriations that I thought would be of public
benefit. I am in favor of this movement, but know too well how
difficult it will be to get an appropriation for the purpose.

Parker Earle— Mr. Corbet tells me that the cost of running
such a station in New York does not exceed |7,000.

Prof. Burrill— I am deeply interested in this question. A num-
ber of these stations have been established in Europe, and several of

the Eastern States are engaging in the work, and if we expect to

keep abreast of the times we must not longer neglect it.

Prof. Ragan— Those of you who were at the New Orleans

meeting of the Mississippi Valley Horticultural Society remember

my position on this question. That the original appropriation, or
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land grant, made years ago to the several states for this very purpose,

to teach something practical, is ample, if it has not been diverted

into some other channel, to establish a station of this kind. I sug-

gest that you investigate this, and see if you have not ample means

at hand for this purpose.

Prof. Budd— Many of you know Prof. McAfee of our State.

As we had no means to meet the incidental expenses of his depart-

ment I took charge of the work, and asked the legislature for an

api)r()priation. They gave us $750. This, with the sum the college

is able to contribute, has enabled us to do a valuable work. We
have the largest collection of iron-clad fruit trees in the world. If

you cannot get such an appropriation as you need, accept a small

one and do the best you can.

Prof. Burrill offered the following resolution:

Besolved, That a committee of three be appointed by this Society
to inquire into the needs of a State Experimental Agricultural and

Horticultural Station; to collect the facts already ascertained by
established stations: the amount of money required for the purpose,
and to prepare a memorial on the subject to be presented to the

legislature of the State at its next session.

Resolution adopted with the motion that this committee be ap-

pointed by the chair.

J. M. Robison— This resolution implies money. The expenses

of this committee must be met. Are we prepared for this? Is

there not danger of asking too much and getting nothing. I think

there are about 25,000 acres of land yet unsold, which will bring a

sum that will do much toward this work.

Parker Earle— I regret to have anything said to discourage this

work. The scheme of endowing this institution originated in this

Society. Our Industrial University is eminently })ractical, and I re-

gret that more of our intelligent farmers do not give their sons the

benefit of its training. The trustees cannot compel farmers' boys

to attend it, or prescribe what they shall study, but I wish to say it

is doing a good work, and subserving the interests of the agricultu-

rists of the State. The object of the resolution is to advance this

work, and I think we can safely spend a snuill sum for the purpose.

Hon. S. H. West— I wish to inquire of Prof. Burrill if the

appropriations already made do not cover this point.
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Prof. Burrill— I cannot answer the question. Some of the

appropriations inchide experimental work, but I think that most of

the appropriations of last winter were for special purposes.

SECOND DAY— Evening Session.

After calling to order, President Galusha said that he had just

been informed of the death of J. S. Johnson, of Hancock County,
which had occurred since our last meeting, and in a few well-chosen

words paid a fitting tribute to his memory.

It was moved and carried that A. C. Hammond be added to the

Obituary Committee, and directed to prepare a paper on the death of

Mr. Johnson.

Prof. W. H. Ragan, of Perdue University, Lafayette, Indiana,

was introduced, and delivered the following lecture on

THE KELATIOX OF THE COMMERCIAL FRUIT GROWER TO
THE COMMISSION MAN AND TRANSPOR-

TATION COMPANIES.

Those of you who have learned from the programme of this

meeting that Prof. W. H. Ragan would deliver a lecture at this time
on the above topic, are destined to disappointment in two particulars,

first, when I assure you that I am in no sense a professor, and second,
that this, instead of a lecture^ is but a simple paper upon a subject of

vital importance, truly, yet written in a plain and unpretentious

style.
Commercial Fruit Growing, in the sense in which I use the

term, is comparatively a modern occupation; more properly, perhaps,
an occupation of recent origin. This is most especially true in rela-

tion to all small fruits and fruits of a perishable character. This is

not the result of favorable climatic changes, or even of improved
conditions of soils and varieties, but more largely due to recent facil-

ities for reaching the great centres of population and thus supplying,
to a class heretofore regarding a fruit diet as a Sunday luxury, what
is fast growing to be regarded as a necessary of life.

You will thus see at once that the writer is disposed to look

upon the relations of the classes that stand at the head of this

paper, as mutual; that, so far as the commercial fruit grower is con-

cerned, whatever will aid him in placing his fruits before the consu-

mer in the best possible condition and in the shortest space of time,
is a boon to be desired. This the transportation companies and
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commission men .ire (loinf?. It is true, they have not reached per-
fection in their work; neither have we in the discharge of our duty.
It is with a view of calling attention, in a friendly way, to existing

abuses, that I have selected the topic I have for this paper.
I am fully aware of a deep-seated prejudice that exists in the

minds of many fruit growers towards middle men; that they regard
them as (using the mildest possible term) a necessary evil. That

they are necessary w'e will not doubt; that they are evil, may, or may
not, be the result of a variety of circumstances. These circum-

stances depend, not wholly, Ijut largely, upon our part of the work
as fruit growers.

More men succeed fairly in growing fruit than do in disposing
of it to good advantage afterwards. This is largely due to bad

picking and packing. Your trees and })lants nuiy have done their

full duty, the fruit abundant and quality fine, but you pick it in a

careless and slovenly manner, and pack it after the same style, if you
do not do even w^orse by trying to slip in all the inferior and defective

specimens in such a way as not to be seen by the purchaser, thus

clearly exhibiting a willingness to deceive. Of course you will con-

sult economy and use second-hand packages, unsightly, uninviting,
and often rickety. In this condition you present your fruit to the

transportation companies. There is nothing in the general appear-
ance of such packages that entitles them even to the respect of an

ordinary railroad man, and of course it w^ould not be reasonable to

expect him to respect that which the owner has shown so little re-

gard for, and he don't^ either. Your fruit reaches its destination,
after an eventful voyage, in the condition it left you, if not much
worse, a condition wholly unfit for a first place in any respectable
market. Add to this a consignment to some second-chiss commis-
sion man in some back alley or obscure street, because, perchance, he

proffers to sell your fruit at a low rate of commission. Result: un-

satisfactory; railroad companies and commission men thieves and

rascals. Listen to the siren song of a new and enterprising candi-

date for favors, who has concluded to go into the commission busi-

ness "for luck." Send next consignment to him. Part of the

packages fall to pieces in transit, and the remainder fall among
thieves at the end of the line. Disgusted fruit grower advertises

fruit farm for sale
"
at a sacrifice," perhaps preferring to invest the

proceeds in Chicago options. This picture is not overdrawn, but is

painted from real life.

Another, whom Providence has rewarded for diligent toil with

a bountiful harvest, handles fruit carefully in every particular. All

defective specimens are rejected. No fruit is included in a package
that w^ould not grace his own table on any important occasion. Infe-

rior specimens are disposed of in some other manner. Only new
and clean j)ackages are used, and they made secure and safe from

breakage. The proprietor's name and address, with the variety con-
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tained, is plainly stamped on each package. The I'ailroad men know
this man: he is a regular customer; he is come to stay. They res-

pect him and his goods and they are "passed through" in good
order to some tirst-class commission man who readily finds first-class

customers at paying prices. His returns are satisfactory. The de-

mand increases for this particular brand of fruit. The fruit grower,
if he does not grow wealthy in the ordinary acceptation of the term,
he does in a clear conscience and a spotless and unsullied character,
and he is alike an honor to himself and to his calling.

Now who can doubt, when this subject is viewed in this light,
and I am sure it is the correct view of the subject, that the interests

of these classes are mutual. That what will secure the best and
most satisfactory accommodations from transportation companies, is

to grow more fruit along their lines and to give it to them in a more
secure and inviting shape, and they, in turn, will lay it down at the

doors of commission men in a condition to guarantee its rapid dis-

tribution to consumers at fair prices. Thus all will be benefited,
even the denizens of crowded cities who are now too often strangers
to the luxury of good, wholesome fruit.

I have now presented my subject in brief, trusting that this in-

telligent body of practical fruit growers may take it up, and, if pos-
sible, assist in devising plans of mutual co-operation between these

several interests that have too long been regarded as antagonistic,
and thus better the conditions of all concerned,

— the firuit grower,
the transportation companies, the commission men and the consumer.

Parker Earle being called upon for his opinion on some of the

points presented, said he did not feel the speech-making impulse

stirring within him, but would answer any questions that might be

asked.

Question —Do you employ commission men to sell your goods?

Answer— Yes; I.sell all my berries through commission men.

Question— Do you change often?

Answer— No, never.

Question—Do you ever lose anything?

Answer— No; never lost a cent in my life in that way.

Question— What per cent, do you pay for selling your fruit?

Answer— I always pay ten per cent. If a man offers to sell for

less I am afraid of him.

Question— Do you use full quarts?
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Answer— Yes, always; no fruit grower should ever use anything

else.

Question— Do you always use new packages ?

Answer— Yes; I never use second-hand packages. I think it

will never pay to use such packages.

Question— Do they not use return })aekuges at tlie east?

Answer— Yes, almost exclusively: but I do not approve of it.

The fruit men do not approve of it, and there is not a word to be

said in its favor.

Question — Dp you ship by express?

Answer— No, by freight. Charter the car, and load and unload

ourselves.

Question— Do you ship other fruit than strawberries ?

Answer— Yes, raspberries. They should be shipped in pint

"boxes. I cool all fruit before it is shipped, and ship^in refrigerator

cars. T am speaking, of course, of berries. Our own cooling house

is a very simi)le one, with double walls, cooled by suspending ice.

No system of ventilation is necessary. 'The best cooling houses have

no change of air.

Question— How do you ship cherries?

Answer— I do not grow cherries, but they are mostly shipped in

quart boxes, same as strawberries.

Question— Do you ship black raspberries same as red^ in pint

boxes?

Answer— Yes.

Question— How often do you ])ick the different kinds of berries?

Answer— Every day; and you laiow, gentleuien, there are seven

days in the week, and if you are not prepared to pick every day dur-

ing the berry season you had better not go into the business of berry

growing. Some strawberries, for instance, Longfellow and Sharp-

less, will sometimes be better picked but once in two days.

Question— Who do you find to be the best berry pickers?

Answer— Women and grown girls are Ijy far the best and most

rapid pickers.
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Question— What do you pay ?

Answer— Two cents per quart for strawberries, and two cents

per pint for raspberries.

Question—How often do you pay ?

Answer— Twice a week.

Question— What will a quart of strawberries weigh?

Answer— From ten to twenty ounces. It depends upon quality

and variety.

J, M. Pearson— I like Prof. Ragan's remarks about marketing
fruits. We must exercise judgment in this as. in other matters.

The Lord makes little apples, and when he sends them to me I am

going to sell them the best I can,

J. L. Budd, Professor of Horticulture and Forestry, Iowa Agri-
cultural College, delivered his lecture on

THE FEUIT QUESTION IN THE PRAIEIE STATES.

Mr. President and Members:^

Climatically Europe may be divided into two great portions.
These are known to writers on the geographical distribution of

plants as the "north plain" and the ''east plain."
The north plain includes the north of France, Belgium, Hol-

land, North Germany, Denmark, Prussia, and most of Poland. As
with England this plain is modified in climate, and made a land of

verdure, by the influence of the gulf stream on the west, even more

completely than the west coast of our continent. Over all this sec-

tion the 5ophora, Pawlonia, and the trees and plants generally that

thrive with Mr. Parsons, at Flushing, Long Island, are things of

health and beauty.
From this equable and relatively humid clime, or from the south

of France and England we have mainly received the varieties, or the

parents of the varieties, of the fruits we cultivate in the Middle and
Western States. Yet some of these fruits have proven hardier and

longer lived than others.

A careful study of the great collections in the nurseries of the

milder portions of Europe will soon show how Ave happened to get
the Duchess, Fameuse, Grros Pomier, Drap de Or, etc. The great
nurseries, like those at Metz, Angers, Berlin, etc., have a trade with

portions of Austria, Silesia, Bohemia, Hungary and Switzerland,
where the ameliorating influence of the ocean breeze is cut off by
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moimtain ranges. Hence Ave find l)l(>cks of Possart's Nalivia. Ban-
man's Heinette, Batvillen, Boiken, Winter Citron, Duchess, Pome de

Neige, Drap de Or, and many of the fine summer and autumn

apples of Southern Russia.

Systematic selection would give us very many apples nearly or

quite as hardy as the Duchess from the old Chiswick gardens near

London, as we saw on these grounds many varieties of the apples of

the Volga loaded with fruit, said to have been grown from the origi-

nal scions received hy Andrew Knight from Simbirsk on the Volga.

Accidently, from this importation, the Duchess came to Canada, and

has become the king iron clad of the great Northwest. Unfortu-

nately our importations have been selected by parties in the mildest

portions of the Eastern States. So far as T know no horticultural

expert of the prairie States has studied the great collections of even

the north plain with a view to selecting varieties of any of our

fruits suited to regions with dry hot sujnmers and very cold winters.

Our varieties have come to us as a thing of chance rather than sys-

tematic selection.

As we enter upon the east plain of Europe the horticulturist

will not fail to notice a sudden change in soil, trees, shrubs and

plants, becoming more decided and marked with each degree as we

go northward and eastward. With a good map of Europe before us

we can get something of an idea of the extent of this plain, and of

the reasons for its inter-continental climate.

The Carpathian and Caucasus ranges on the south cutoff mainly
the soft winds from the Mediterannean and the Gulf Stream. North
of these mountains we notice no elevation marked on the great tract

constituting fully three-fourths of all Europe, exce])ting the Valdai

hills northwest of Moscow, and this liluffy section no more deserves

the name of hills than some of the bluffs of our Iowa rivers. The

great plain includes Northern Austria and all of Russia in Europe.

Except on the Tundras of the far north, and the lialf sandy tract

extending inland from one to three hundred miles east of the Baltic,

we find no timber on this the greatest of prairies, except along the

streams, and the many great planted forests dotting the steppes in

which the Russian government takes just pride.
The soil is a varied and modified drift and lacustrive deposit,

resting on limestone corresponding to that of the west, not except-

ing the,shingling of the several deposits toward the northeast. Ihe

change of climate, as to rainfall and aridity of air on the east plain,
is noted as we pass eastward toward the Altai range of mountains
in Asia, while with us the dry region is reached in passing westward
toward the Rocky Mountains. As we enter u})on this ])lain from the

southwest— say at Proskau, in North Silesia, where, at the King's

Pomological Institute, is found one of the largest collections of

fruits, trees and shrubs of inter-continental Eur(4)e. we notice a

sudden dropping out of everything we call tender at the west.
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Of the varieties of fruits we know we find the Duchess, Red
Astrachan, Fameuse. Ribston Pippin, Drap de Or^ Belle de Boskoop,
and Russet apples; the Flemish Beauty and Bessi de la Mott pears;
and the English Morello^ Late Kentish and Early Kentish cherries.

Yet in the preferred list of winter apples we find Bauman's Reinette,
Possart's Nalivia, Batullen, Boiken, and many other sorts of the

apple, pear, and cherry not known to our lists, and only described fully
in the very complete works of Lauche^ entitled

" Deutche Pomolo-

gie." This recently published work, in three volumes, by one of the
most competent pomologists of North Europe, should be added to

the libraries of our horticultural societies and agricultural colleges,
as it is the best statement of facts relative to the origin and races of

our cultivated fruits suitable for northern inland culture yet pub-
lished.

This region, extending, say, to Warsaw, in Poland, and Kiev, in

Russia, is an interesting one to the horticultural student, as it may
be called the "border land," where the fruits of the east and west
have met and become, in the course of time, iiifei'ovssed, giving, in a

large measure, trees with the hardiness needed in this portion of the
east plain, yet bearing fruit equalling

— and in some cases superior
to. on account of the drier air— the best found on the north plain.
The. pears and cherries of this region are peculiarly interesting. Of

pears, the Sapiegauka, Red Bergamot; Confessel's Birne, Funtovka,
Grumkower, Siegel's Winter, Salzburg, etc., are there far hardier
than the Flemish Beauty (known as Belle de Flanders), and some of

them, we think, will be less liable to blight than those we have tried,
on account of their adaptation in leaf to stand a dry air and hot sun.

The cherries include very many varieties of the low-growing
Griottes, which line the public highways over the plains to an extent
not observed in any other country. All of these are considered hard-
ier in tree, better in fruit, and more regular in crops than our Early
Richmond, or any one of the Flemish or Montmorency race.

A class of sweet or half-sweet cherries is also largely grown in

this part of the plain which, in leaf and bud, resembles the Dukes,

yet the trees are low and round, topped like what they call the Am-
orels. So far as I know, the cherries of this region are not known
on this continent, except a few trial specimens on the college

grounds at Ames.

Passing eastward from Kiev to Koursk, Orel, and Veronesh, we
find the apple, pear, cherry, and plum grown for home consumption
and exportation, yet we find very few of the varieties last referred

to. This is forcibly impressed by notes taken down from the dicta-

tion of Dr. Fischer, of Voronesh, who has had a long pomological
experience in this region. Said he, no Silesian or Polish fruits will

grow here profitably except a few of our native fruits which have

strayed into their orchards, and which they may now claim as their

own, like our Autonovka and Longfield apple, and Bessemianka pear.
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His select list of winter apples for profit reads as follows: Antonovka,
Ara1)ka, Bal)usfhin(>, Keinette Ruch ile Veroiiesh. Koslulesveiiskoe,

Red Serinka, Zeloiika. Of pears, Besseiiiianka, and the varieties de-

rived from the indigenous Berganiots take the lead. Of cherries,

only the varieties of what is known as the Vladimir race are grown
for profit. Of plums, only the red. blue, and black of the indigenous
race. All the varieties and species of the conifers of the north

plain disa])pear, and the few seen are Cembra pine, from the Amur,
Finns Rnfensis, and two or three spruces and firs from West Siberia.

Tn this regicui, it is well to say, that different provinces, and even
different parts of the same province, grow varieties of apple and pear
which have long been local. For instance, we found on the old Bog-
danoff estates four hundred trees of a very fine winter apple, looking
very much like our Domine. but larger and handsomer. We were
told that it had been grown by the family for over four hundred

years, yet we saw it in no other part of Russia. So, also, at this

place we found an excellent hardy pear of the Grucha race (pears
are here divided into two classes: (1 ) Grucha, or pear-shaped, and

(2) Bergamotte, or rouiul-shaped), which had long been grown by
the Brogdanoffs, which we failed to hear of except at Tula, where it

had been carried by a nobleman of the province. The lack of inter-

change, and the universal habit of seed planting among the peas-
ants, has multiplied varieties in peasant sections to an extent difficult

for us to comprehend, yet in these peasant collections the preserva-
tion of races is very remarkable: one section, for instance, has fixed

a race of green apples with l)luslied cheek; another section a race of

high-colored striped apples, like our Duchess, etc.

The soil here is a rich, deep, black drift, much like that of Cen-
tral Illinois. The summers are long enough, and with sufficient

heat for the ripening of dent corn, the tomato, and the melon, and
the winters often register 40° below zero without snow. An advan-

tage in apple and pear growing here, as in all parts of Russia, is the
universal use of the wild apple and pear stocks, by budding or graft-

ing above the ground.
As to quality of fruits at this interior point, we saw no large

apples coarser or poorer than Ben Davis and Duchess, and no small

a])ples as low in quality as (Jil])iu and Lunsingl>urg. The best a])])les

rank in quality, size, and nppearaiice with the Fameuse, Baldwin,
Dominie, and Willow, but we found no winter sorts to equal our
Jonathan and Grimes' Golden.

The best eating ))ear grown in t|uaiitity was Bessemianka. which
is smaller but perhaps nearly equal in quality to Flemish Heauty.

The cherries of the Vladimir race are better than our Morellos
for dessert use, some of them equalling the Ostheim. The ])lums are,
in texture, flavor, and firmness of flesh, much like our Damson. The
Moldavka, here largely grown, is larger and coarser in texture than
the Lombard.
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Passing still eastward three hundred miles to the provinces of
Saratov and Simbirsk, on the Avest bank of the Volga, we reach a
climate with less annual rainfall, less snow, and still hotter and drier

summer air on account of the prevalent southeast winds passing
over the deserts of Arabia, Persia, and of Southeastern Russia.

While the temperature of winter is not much if any lower than
at Voronesh, numy varieties grown in the latter province are dropped
from the profitable lists on account of their foliage proving defec-

tive when exposed to the desert winds. Here the many varieties of
the Anis and Borovinca are king. In the largest commercial orch-
ards— we visited one near Saratov containing over 12,000 bearing
trees,

— the Red and Blue Anis are grown in surpassing quantity for

export to Moscow and to the far northeast, on the confines of Sibe-
ria. They are in size, shape, color and quality, much like our

Winesap, though when grown in the dry air and soil of this region,

they have far more color and bloom than we ever see on the Wine-
sap. Simbirsk seems the natal home of the Borovinca race of which
our Duchess is a fair representative. We saw very many varieties of

the race which in bud, leaf, color of twig, habit of growth, and even
the color, stripes and bloom of the fruit closely resembled our
Duchess. Yet some of the varieties are sweet, some sub-acid, and
some are summer, autumn and winter sorts. It is known that the
Duchess came from the Volga region, and I have no doubt that its

parents at least were from Simbirsk. Less extensively some varieties

of the Arabka and Steklianka are grown, and the Antonovka is

being introduced in young orchards from the west. As to the pear,
the common and apparently indigenous Bergamots and Gruchas are

grown to a greater extent than the consumption demands for this

low grade of cooking pears. Standing on the tower of the cathe-
dral in Simbirsk one can see many square miles of the bluffs and the

plain back of it covered with apple and pear trees. While the apple is

mainly grafted, and the best sorts only grown in quantity, the pear
seems mainly grown from seed. While very fair pears for eating,
and the best for culinary use, are found in proprietor orchards, the

peasant planting covering the country is mainly of low grade seed-

lings. An intelligent lawyer of this ancient city, much interested

in horticulture, is trying to secure suitable machinery for grinding
and pressing the immense surplus of common pears in this region,
and utilizing the juice for perry making. If he succeeds in this we
may be able to procure pear seeds for stocks, and with a view to

introducing a race of pears able to endure a low temperature and our
hot dry summer air, without showing blight.

We have a few seedlings of this Volga Bergamot from seeds

taken out by hand when on the ground, which we shall watch with
some interest. It must be remembered that Simbirsk is on the 54th

parallel of north latitude, and fully 1,200 miles inland from the

Baltic, on the very verge of the desert region, where no crop can be
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growu except by irrigation. Yet at Saratov we saw a tree of this

primitive race of Bero^umot over three feet in diameter.

Going still north of Sinihirsk Ave reach, on the oOth ])arallel, the

ancient Tartar city of Kazan. We were invited to inspect the

orchards of this coldest climate of the world where orcharding is

really a paying business, by the conservator of cultivated and natu-
ral forests of the province, whom we met at the forestry convention
at Petrovsk, near Moscow. We expressed doubts as to making" the

growing of fruits profitable on the 56th parallel of north latitude,
and fully six hundred miles east of Moscow. " Come and see,'' was
his laconic re])ly. He met us by appointment in the City of Kazan,
and led us on a three-day trip among the orchards of the province,

grown mainly by peasant proprietors as a source of revenue and

profit. We travelled rapidly from orchard to orchard discussing
modes, methods, and varieties. Not Avhile memory lasts will we for-

get the tens of thousands of low, bushy trees, or rather large shrul)s,

we saw loaded with beautiful and really good apples, in this land
where the extreme winter temperature has reached 58° below zero,
Fahrenheit. As an instance, the large orchard of Count Pauluci. on
the edge of the open prairie back of the Volga bluffs, and a few
miles southwest of Kazan, was planted about thirty years ago, and
contains about forty varieties or the apple. The little trees of all

these sorts are low-headed, l)ushy, and the trunks, near the ground,
will not average more than seven inches in diameter, and the top-
most apple could be reached by standing on a low box made for the

purpose. Almost without exception the trees seemed healthy,

exempt from our usual signs of winter injury, and were literally
loaded with even-sized, high-colored fruit. The names of the apples
in this orchard are now before me as taken under the trees, but

except the omnijjresent varieties of the Anis, peculiar to all the

Volga region, it would be useless to repeat them in this connection.
The indigenous Bergamot and Grucha pears are yet found on

every estate, growing much larger in tree than any of the apples,
and as defiant to wind and weather as the native Caragana or

Poplars.
The cherries are equally common, and always of the Vladimir

race. Plums are abundant and cheap, grown on bushes often not
more than four feet in height. They are red. blue, and black, and in

size and quality much like tlujse at Saratov and Orel.

Going westward from Kazan until we reach a point about one
hundred and fifty miles east of Moscow, we strike the great commer-
cial cherry-growing region of Russia in the Province of Vladimir. It

is evident that the position is a thing of chance, as the soil and cli-

mate is no better for cherry growing than is found in provinces
where only wheat is grown. Here we find tens of thousands of

acres covered with cherry bushes, usually with five or six stems,
which are thinned out from time to time, very much as is practiced
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with lis in the renewal system Avith the p^rape. In the cherry season

whole trains are loaded with cherries for Moscow, Tula, St. Peters-

hurg and other principal cities of the plain. All the varieties are

called '^Vladimir,"' yet they differ widely in size, color, and excellence

of flavor. The best are nearly sweet and very much better than any
cherry we can grow on our prairies.

This raml:)ling talk is a seeming departure from the topic named
in the heading of this paper,

" The Fruit Question in the Prairie

States," but Ave must not forget that our orchard fruits are not na«-

tive to our continent, and I wished to draw attention to the fact that

we have reason to believe that some part of the great east plain of

Europe has the apples, pears, cherries, and perhaps plums, suited to

every part of the Great West and Northwest, even to the base of the

Rocky Mountains and to Lake Winnipeg on the north.

So far in our history our experimental horticulture has been a

thing of chance. We have followed the lead of the States east of

the great lakes. Should we not commence to row our own horticul-

tural boat, procuring our trial fruits from a like rather than from
such an unlike country as Europe south of the Carpathians and the

Caucasus ?

While hopeful and even certain in regard to our prospective

gain in the introduction of the fruits I have named, with the proba-
ble addition of the apricot, we will not be likely to receive from any
part of Europe varieties of the peach, grape, raspberry, or strawberry
superior to those we now have. Eastern Asia has peaches hardier

than the Persian form common to Europe and America, specimens of

which we have in our college collection. And Persia has grapes,
tons of which we saw on the Volga, promising for trial where the

common peach will grow, and farther north with winter covering.
The fruit is fifty per cent, better than any of our native forms, and
the foliage will bear a dry air and a hot sun as well as our Labrusca.

Dr. Sanborn— I wish to call attention to the statement of the

Professor that he traveled for several days through orchards loaded

with fruit, in a latitude where the mercury sinks to 58° below zero.

Their trees are low headed bushes rather than trees. Let us try this

plan and perhaps we may obtain better results.

Prof. Budd— Mr. Charles Gibbs, of Canada, took great interest

in these dwarf-appearing trees, loaded with high-colored and really

good fruit, found in the Province of Kazan. The idea I want to get

at is that there is a fruit for every section. We are disseminating

varieties gratuitously; commenced four years ago. Cions of over

three hundred varieties have been sent us, which we have mainly

propagated by top-working on hardy trees like Grros Pomier and
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Oldenburg. As soon as our stock of any variety will warrant trees

in small lots are sent out to all parts of the prairie States for trial.

Dr. Sehru;?der— Did you see any birds in Russia?

Prof. Budd— This brings up the forestry question. Over forty

per cent, of the great plains of Northern Europe are covered with

forest. The usual plan is to establish great tracts of timber of

twenty or thirty thousand acres in extent. In these groves, as well

as in the orchards, birds are very abundant and astonishingly like

ours.

Question— What are the bird laws there?

Prof. Budd — T did not learn of any laws protecting birds.

They have very few insects that prey upon fruits. Great interest is

manifested in foresting in that country. The arid plains are first

covered with willows, salix acidifoJia, and others, to fix the drifting

sand. When the sand is sufficiently shaded by the willows the Riga

pine and other valualjle timl)er trees are successfully started. Tn the

Province of Tula some old forests have been cleared, and trees of

new growth, large enough for saw-logs, may be found. Their form

of larch, larix siben'ra, will doubtless prove valuable in this country.
It Avill thrive in a climate too hot and dry for the common European
larch. It is a decidedly upright aiid rapid grower, and its timber is

fully as valuable as the common species. At Voronesh and Orel we
first found the mulberry, whith has been so much lauded with us

under the name of Russian. The question addressed to the foresters,

was the mulberry grown as a timber tree? caused considerable mer-

riment. It is used in Russia as it will be here, as a small si/ed

ornamental tree, of some value as a fruit-producer, often killing

to the ground but coming again from the roots, and readily grown
from cuttings. The Mennonites in Nebraska brought a mulberry
with them from Russia, but it is quite different from the one I have

described, and did not prove hardy on the college grounds. We have

introduced the best fruiting form found at Orel, Russia, and think it

worthy of trial. If planted in considerable quantities it will help to

protect our fruits from birds, as they seem to prefer its berries to our

more choice fruits. It is also valuable to the silk-grower.

J. M. Pearson— Did you find in Russia an apple you can recom-

mend for Central and Southern Illinois? We have got the hottest
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and coldest, the dryest and wettest and meanest climate in the world.

We are looking for a good long-keeping apple.

Prof. Budd— Transylvania has a climate somewhat resembling

yours. It is bounded partially on the north, and wholly on the east

and south, by a high range of mountains— a continuation of the

Carpathian
— and its summers are exceedingly hot and dry. Intro-

duce the products of that country, try them, and good will certainly

come of it. I would recommend especially the Red Batullen apple

for trial in your section.

Dr. Sanborn—We would like to hear something from the Pro-

fessor about the small fruits he saw in Europe.

Prof. Budd— Strawberries are very much like ours in this

country. They grow just as fine berries, but lighter in color.

Blackberries are much like the Missouri Mammoth that Mr. Wier

used to manipulate. Currants of that country are very fine. When
rambling about the grounds of the Agricultural College at Moscow
we came across some bushes about five feet high bearing a fruit we

did not know. The fruit was sweet and very pleasant, and the

bushes seemed to be good bearers. Were told that it was a currant.

It is altogether unlike any variety we are accjuainted with. Their

gooseberries are not very good.

Parker Earle— I consider the lecture of Prof. Budd, to which

we have listened to-night, one of the most interesting, suggestive,

and valuable papers that has ever been read to an American horti-

cultural society, and I move that we express our appreciation by a

vote of thanks.

The thanks were so expressed by a rising vote, unanimously.

Dr. Sanborn— We have received much valuable instruction

from Prof. Ragan's lecture, and I move that we extend a vote of

heartiest thanks to him for his excellent paper.

Thanks were in like manner expressed by a rising vote, unani-

mously.

Adjourned to meet to-morrow morning at 9:30 o'clock, in the

Free Congregational Church.
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THIKD DAY— Morning.

Called to order proiiiptly on time by President Galii.sha.

After prayer by Mr. Samuel Edwards, Dr. Humphrey asked per-
mission to read his paper, saying that it was necessary for him to go
home this afternoon. Permission being given. Dr. A. G. Humphrey,
of Galesburg, of the Committee on Climatic Conditions, Soils and

Fertilizers, proceeded to read

SOILS, FERTILIZERS AND CLIMATIC CONDITIONS.

In the most profitable i)r()iliietious of vegetable forms three
conditions are essential, viz: perfectly matured seed, bud or cion, a
soil rich in the elements necessary to the production of the form re-

quired, and desirable cliuiatic conditions. K' any one of these essen-

tials is wanting a failure of crops is sure to follow. Most agricul-
tural products are grown from seed, while many of the horticultural

products are groAvn from root, bud, or cion. Perfect development
and early uiaturity is especially necessary to profitable production.
In our own state hundreds uf acres of corn were lost last season by
being planted from southwestern seed, which required a long season
to mature. Such a mistake is not likely to occur again. It is true
that last season was es])ecially adverse to the productiou of corn; the

spring and early snuimer was cold and wet; the last of summer was

very dry, being followed by early killing frosts.

SUMMARY OF ESSENTIAL CONDITIONS.

AVith the best conditions of soil and climate, early aud perfectly
matured seeds will produce a crop correspondiugly early. The suc-
cess of the agriculturist dejjcnds largely upon his carei^ul and judi-
cious election of seed, aud the same is true of the horticulturist in

his selection of the stock from which to propagate his plants. The
range of adaptation to widely different conditions in the production
of animal foruis is large and varied, while in the production of veg-
etable forms the range of a(l;i|)tation to directly adverse conditions
is exceedingly circuniscril)ed and luirrow. Hence the necessity of

learning and obeying the nature of things.

SOILS.

Plants take a large ])art of their nourishuient from the earth,
and their productiveness depends largely on the soil in which they
are grown. Soils are principally composed of vegetable matter in a

state of decay with clay, sand, and carbonate of lime. The vegetable
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matter is the wood, roots, leaves, and twigs from forest, grass, straw,
or some green crop ploAved into the soil, or compost of barn manure.
The clay and lime are the product of the gradual crumbling and

decomposition of the rocky crust of the earth. We must learn what
mineral substances plants take from the soil b}^ an analysis of their

ashes. The bases are found to be potassia, lime, and magnesia, and
the oxides of manganese and iron. These are combined in the
ashes with silicic, sulphuric, and phosphoric acid, along with a small

portion of common salt. The phosphates predominate in grains;
lime exists in large proportions in grapes; potash in edible roots, and
silica is found in straw. The clay of soil is necessary to retain the

ammonia, however supplied, and store it up for the future use of the

plants. It serves also to retain moisture in the soil, and gives a

tenacity that enables the roots to secure a firm hold in the ground.
Sand should also exist, or should be supplied in due proportions, in

order to give the proper degree of porosity to the soil, and thus
insure the entrance of the air and fertilizing liquids, and the drain-

ing away of all excess of water. Lime is directly the building
material for all forms of vegetation, and unlocks other treasures in

the soil, which then becomes ready food for plants. Chalk, marl, or

limestone have the desirable effect of sweetening peaty and marshy
soils, which soils are rendered sour by having too large a proportion
of vegetable matter. This sweetening process has the effect of ren-

dering such soils highly productive. Different portions of the

earth's surface are adapted to the production of different vegetable

products on account of natural differences of soil. Hence the great

variety in forest growth, almost endless variety of grasses, shrubs,
and weeds distributed over the earth. When these conditions of

soil are radically changed the natural products are correspondingly
changed. It has been observed that when a forest growth of hard
wood has been removed, a growth of soft wood takes its place, and
vice versa. In nature we find many soils so very rich in plant fer-

tilizers that they are adapted to a wide range of different plant

products, while others are so poor as to produce nothing superior to

the detested sand-burr.
,

FERTILIZERS.

Soils can be changed, inodified and improved by fertilizers.

Hence the necessity of the producer's knowing just what fertilizers

to use in order to produce the largest and best yield of the product.
In supplying fertilizers to the soil for the food of plants the nature
and habit of the plant must be carefully studied. Some plants are

gross feeders, as the currant, and will thrive on almost any coarse

litter at hand, while the finer fruits require highly pulverized and
well rotted fertilizers; and the delicate flowers require a fine compost
adapted to their wants. It is true that 2)lants take a large portion of
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their food from the utmosphere, existing in the form of a rich dust

cloud of unequal thickness, probably several feet above the earth's

surface. The elements of this dust cloud may reach the ])lants directly

throu<i;h its leaves l)y the action of moisture and sunli<i:ht, or it may
be droi)ped upon the soil by the great law of molecular yttraction, or

it may be washed down by the rain or dew, and so be sujjplied to the

plant through the si)ongi(des of the roots. Those ])laiits called air

plants throw their roots out into the air, and feed through both roots

and leaves from this rich atmospheric soil. It is by means of the

culture of the soil in all its details of composting, pulverizing, com-

mingling, turning, moving, or giving needed rest, that man is ena-

bled to secure the best results in plant production, both from the

ponderable and imponderable forces of nature.

CLIMATIC CONDITIONS.

Plants are circumscribed to set boundaries by conditions of cli-

mate. ^ In the cold icy regions of the North, and on high mountain

ranges, nature can produce little but lichens and mosses, while in the

temperate and tropical regions vegetable products of almost infinite

variety s])ring into being in profuse abundance. Under climatic con-

ditions may l»e considered atmos})heric motion or winds, storms of all

kinds, electrical conditions, heat, moisture, etc. However, in the

practical operations of agriculture and horticulture thermal condi-

tions and moisture especially concern our study. And yet, to secure

these con(liti(jns, every means possible should be used to break the

force of winds, check the destructive tendency of storms, and favor-

ably modify electrical action.

The judicious distril)ution of forest growth through all agricul-
tural and horticultural districts will help to secure these ends, and so

change and modify climatic conditions as to bring rich reward in

better and more bountiful cro])s of the product grown, to say nothing
of the great value of forest jjroducts, and of timber itself.

The late Prof. Tice observed a difference of two degrees of tem-

perature on opposite sides of a belt of timber during a winter storm.

Everv individual has the meaus of im])roving the temperature of his

plantation by the judicious arrangement of groves of timber, timber

belts, fences, buildiugs, etc. It is probable, at this stage of our

knowledge of climatic conditions, we cannot decide how great changes
m;iv be wrought Ijy mau all over the globe, in a more equable tem-

})erature, )jy a judicious distribution of forest growth. When asso-

ciate effort in the distribution and growing of forests shall be legally
conducted by county, state, national, and inter-national authorities,

we may reasonably expect that the golden age of vegetable produc-
tion is near at hand.
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DRAINAGE.

Another important factor in securing favorable climatic condi-

tions for plant ])ro(lnction is drainage. Every area of land holding
excess of moisture maintains also a lower temperature, rendering
such area unproductive if not untillable. Thousands of acres, both

in this country and in Europe, have been redeemed from a barren

state to the most productive by proper drainage. Our own State is

thoroughly aroused to the importance of tile drainage. The manu-
facture of tile has become an important and leading industry in all

parts of the State. The most thorough drainage not only raises the

temperature, and carries away all excess of water, but also facilitates

the access of air and the incorporation of fertilizers into the soil.

When man, by the study of science and the nature of things,
has found out all the essential conditions for the successful propaga-
tion of all plants of equanimic nature, he will have received into his

hand the key to the highest civilization and human improvement.
A. G. HUMPHREY.

The Secretary announced that he was prepared to make out re-

turn certificates for those entitled to them, and requested all such to

apply at their earliest convenience for their certificates, which would

enable them to obtain return tickets at the reduced fare.

Prof. W. H. Ragan, of Indiana— Before departing for my
home I desire to express my pleasure in being permitted, after a lapse

of a dozen years or more, to again attend a meeting of this truly

valuable association. Although I have had the pleasure of again

meeting many old acquaintances, I am reminded that they are no

longer young: that the finger of Time has painted the locks of those

whom I before knew as in the prime of life and vigor of manhood.

That he has also been present with you I am more fully and more

painfully convinced by the void that exists in your ranks. I no

longer meet the fafJiers here. I miss Bryant, and Huggins, and Dun-

lap, and Hull, and Flagg and that good old Father Shepherd. These,

and more, have gone since I met with you before. But now I see in

their places other grey heads that are jmshing forward the noble

work. Meantime I am painfully impressed with the absence of those

who should soon be ready to take your places, for ere long they will

be to fill, or the work must stop. You are really now an association

of veterans. This fact appeared to me as I entered your hall last

evening. Where are the young men that you are educating to take

your places? I fear that they are not sufficiently encouraged. There

are, at least, a few noble exceptions here, for I have already had
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the pleasure of making the acquaintance of some young men, and

even a youth or two. It has given me great pleasure to speak words

of encouragement to such. I luive not forgotten when the lamented

and noble-hearted Warder stooped, as I then thought, from his

position of fame to notice a mere green country boy of sixteen, as

I was. I have often thought that this event had more to do in shap-

ing my destiny than any one event of my life. Let us not, then,

forget the duty we owe ourselves, as well as the young, and whenever

and wherever we can, let us cheer and encourage them in our chosen

calling. Again I thank you for many evidences of respect and honor

shown me, and with a blessing on you and your work, I bid you, one

and all. good-bye.

President Galusha— Shall we go on with the programme

arranged for to-day, or call for reports that have been passed?

J. M. Pearson— I am in favor of taking up such reports as the

writers of are here to read for themselves, and should like to hear

frojn Mr. Earle on strawberries.

Parker Earle, on strawberries, was loudly called for.

Parker Earle— Gentlemen: 1 shall make you all happy by not

reading a report, as I have none to read. In fact I had forgot that

I was to report on strawberries, but I will willingly answer any

questions.

E. A. Riehl— I would like to hear from Mr. Earle on fertilizers

for the strawberry.

Parker Earle— I have used castor, bean pomace with good re-

sults— use it with ashes, about one bushel of pomace to nine of

ashes, and spread it Avitli a Kemp's manure spreader.

Question—How much can we afford to pay for ashes for this

purpose ?

Answer— I have paid six cents per bushel for theiu and consid-

ered it a good investment.

Question— Do you regard the castor bean pomace valuable as

a manure?

Answer— I do; valual>le for any crop. We use half a ton to

the acre A less amount will produce valuable results. We often

fertilize the hills, using aljout a teaspoonful to a plant.
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Question— Have you used salt as a manure ?

Answer— To a limited extent, but with no appreciable results?

Question— How do you plant?

Answer— A man opens a place for the plant with a spade and

a boy sets the plant. A man and a boy will set 4000 to 6000 per day.

I formerly planted with a dibble, but that is a slow way. We are

always successful.

Question— How far apart do you plant?

Answer—We make the rows three and a half feet apart; Wil-

son should be planted about a foot apart in the rows. We prefer to

plant some varieties three and a half feet apart each way, and culti-

vate both ways.

Question— Have you used bone dust and phosphates ?

Answer— Yes; but am not able to report satisfactory results

from the use of bone dust. Phosphates have done better for us, but

we prefer the castor bean pomace.

Question— What is the cost of the pomace?

Answer— $20 per ton.

Question— Have you used coal ashes ?

Answer— No, and have no faith in them.

Question— When do you apply fertilizers?

Answer— In the spring -before plowing the ground.

Question— Which is the earliest strawberry?

Answer— Crystal City is earliest. I do not grow it. The dif-

ference between the ripening of this and Crescent is not more than

four or five days.

Question— How often do you renew your plantations?

Answer— We never take but two crops from the same planting,

and I have almost come to the conclusion that only one is better.

The tarnished plant bug is now the greatest enemy we have. That,

with other insect enemies, multiply rapidly with us, making fre-

quent renewals imperative.
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Prof. Budd— Mr. Dixon siiys arsenic water will effectually

destroy this insect.

Parker Earle— I should fear to use arsenic, but think pyreth-
rum will answer the same purpose without the danger of poisoning
the consumer of the berries.

Question— Describe the taynisltcd plant hiKj':'

Answer— It is a small bug. At first the size of a flea, when it

does most harm. They continue all the season, becoming perhaps a

little larger than a chintz bug. It has long been known as a vicious

fellow, but never supposed to injure strawberries until quite lately.

It was first discovered in our fields by my son, and described by
Prof. Forbes.

Dr. Schroider— What variety do you consider the most profit-

able?

Parker Earle ^ I do not like to commit myself on this question,

so many conditions of soils and markets are to be taken into consid-

eration. The Wilson, all things considered, is perhaps the most

popular variety. I cannot grow the Wilson, 1 am sorry to say. The

Great American is the biggest and finest appearing berry. Our most

profitable variety is the Crescent.

Question—^What varieties do you use as a fertilizer?

Answer—We have used them all, and are not prepared to say
that it has any influence on the fruit.

Prof. Budd— I am very sure it does have an influence. I think

I know that it does. Perhaps I ought not to be so positive. Several

years ago the question came up at the College, and since that time I

have been experimenting and observing closely the influence of ])ollen

from hermaphrodite or perfect blossoms upon the fruit of pistillate

varieties. And these observations and experiments have fully con-

vinced me that this influence is so marked and positive as to render

an entirely pistillate variety like the Crescent so totally difTerent

when fertilized by two sorts of widely different characteristics, that

it would not be recognized as the same strawberry. I will instance

one of our experiments. We planted the old Colfax variety in a

field at a distance from other varieties of strawlj?rries, and used va-

rieties of marked peculiarity to fertilize with, and in every instance
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the fruit partook strongly of the character of the fertilizing plant

or herry. In another case. Red Jacket, or, as the students called it,

the Pieplant "strawberry, was used to fertilize a bed of Crescent, and

the berries from that bed certainly partook strongly of the flavor of

the fertilizing berry. Downer's Prolific is now used on our own

grounds to fertilize the Crescent.

Prof. Burrill— The question of fertilization is one of great im-

portance. We all know that in many cases it has a marked effect on

the fruit. See how corn is changed. You have all eaten bananas,

and know they have no seeds; that is because the blossoms are not

fertilized. Now for the evidence we have had here just now. I should

just like to try that experiment again and again. Let us experiment
and repeat and observe until this question is settled beyond a doubt.

J. M. Robison— All vegetable productions are more or less in-

fluenced by this principle. Corn shows it in a marked degree. The

color and shape of the grains, the color of the husk, and sometimes

of the cob, are affected by it.

Prof. Budd— We do not need any further proof of that. We
see a marked instance in the melon family. Our cultivated straw-

berry is peculiar in this; it is a hybrid, and the crossing of species

has resulted in the imperfect development of the organs of fertiliza-

tion of many of our best varieties. Most of the Rogers' hybrid

grapes are imperfect in much the same way, and must be fertilized

with other varieties. Prof. Bessey, who you know is a very close ob-

server, has often called our attention to the difference between Cres-

cents fertilized with different varieties. While I am on this subject

I will say it needs to be investigated by extensive experiments with

and upon the other fruits as well as the strawberry. It has been ob-

served that the Chickasaw plum bears better when planted where it

can be fertilized b}' the native variety. We frequently have evidence

that apples ai-e affected by cross fertilization.

J. M. Pearson— This subject certainly needs more thorough in-

vestigati(m. I could bring more conclusive evidence, supported by

experiments and thousands of witnesses, to prove that wheat turns

to chess, than the Professor has given us to prove his position.

D. B. Wier— I have fertilized the Crescent with seven or eight

different varieties, and have not noticed the effect Prof. Budd speaks
of.
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Parker Earle— I fear that some of the members, and perhaps
the reporters, do not fully comprehend this question of fertilization

— that is, they are liable to get it mixed up. As to the most popular

varieties, I do not wish to Ix' understood as advisino- anybody to grow
soft berries unless they can ship in cold cars. The Wilson is yet,

and is likely to remain, the most })opular variety for distant mar-

kets. Tt may be bad taste, but it is a fact, that the Chicago people
want it more than any other variety.

S. M. Slade— This fertilization of the blossom is a matter of

great importance, but it is in good hands. If Profess(n-s Budd, Bur-

rill and others take the matter earnestly in hand we will soon know

something positive about it. About ashes as a manure for strawber-

ries cind fruit trees. One season I used about eight hundred bushels,

half leached and half unleached, and derived no benefit from the ap-

plication. In the east they are very valuable, but on our rich soil do

little if any good.

Prof. Burrill— I have used ashes on my grounds with no appa-
rent benefit.

W. W. Jones, of Camargo, of the Committee on Strawberries,

reported as follows:

THE STRAAVHKRRY REPORT OF EASTERN AND CENTRAL
ILLINOIS, COMMENCING AT CAMARGO.

The fall of 1882 was quite favorable for a good growth of

the plants, the winter being one of very few thaws and freezes.

Where the ))buits were sutHciently mulched they came through the

winter in splendid condition, and bid fail- to make a good crop; but
we say right here that we have had no sinumcr. have had spring and

fall, but summer failed to put in its appearance. The nights of

May 21st and 22d we had cpiite a freeze, and I had some strawl)erries

at that time hall' an incli in dinmctt'i- and some still in Idoom. T

went into my fields early in the morning l)ef()rt' sunrise, ami fouml
all the berries inore or less frozen, some almost half grown frozen

hard, so I did not have the tenth of a croj). This being the case, it

has been impossible to give any accurate report from this part of the
State of any of the new Viirieties. T have made incjuiries as to the

croj) at Mattoon. Illini)is, and lind it a little better again than Deca-

tur, Illinois. I find the freeze also made havoc in their crop.
Dr. Price is the main strawberry grower at the latter ])lace, and

I saw his strawlx'rrv iield in tlie latter p;irt of A))ril and thought he
would have a splendid crop, lie is cultivating them in matted rows
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and had quite a number of varieties on his grounds. He has the
Okl Wilson planted alternate with Crescent Seedling, Captain Jack,

Sharpless. Monarch of the West, and many others of the new and
old varieties. I visited his farm again this full, and asked his fore-

man as to the different varieties, and which kind he would probably
set out next spring. His answer was,

" Will not set but two varie-

ties, and those the Old Wilson and the Crescent. As I am near

Decatur, and it is a good strawberry market, I will set one row of

Wilsons and two rows of Crescent.'" Again I asked him what berry
he thought most profitable. His answer was,

""
for home consump-

tion and near market, the Crescent; but if I was growing berries to

ship I would grow nothing but the Wilson."

During July and August we had it very dry, and gave us a good
opportunity for thorough cultivation. The fall gave us splendid
rains, and the plants are in splendid condition for a fine crop next
season. Owing to the light crop the prices have been satisfactory
(I mean to those farther south), for we, all through this part of the

State, did not get enough to pay expenses. We had no insects to

injure our plants this season.

I have been in the strawberry business since 1863, and my ex-

perience has taught me, for cheapness of cultivation, and for fine

large berries, that always bring a good price, set a new plantation
every spring, and take one crop from the plants, then turn all under.

By so doing I am not bothered with insects, and I prefer matted
rows.

Jacksonville, III., Dec. 13, 1883.

Dear Sir: In reply to your postal of the 11th, would say that

the strawberry crop in Morgan County was as near a total failure as

it could be. "We had four hundred quarts off from eight acres.

Yours truly, F. M. Doan.

Champaign, III., Dec. 14, 1883.

Mr. B. W. Hamlin, a successful small fruit grower here, thinks

of the new strawberries Captain Jack and the Manchester are the

best. Plants in very good condition as to growth, owing to fall

rains and warm weather. Mr. H. says James Vick makes the most

vigorous growth of any, but he has not fruited it.

Yours, B. F. J.

Respectfully submitted,

Camaego, III., May 21, 1883. W. W. JONES.
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Report of Committee on Pear Culture:

PEAR CULTURE.

Gentlemen of the lUinois State Horticultural Society:

When the State Board selected me to furnish an essay on " Pears

and Pear Culture
"
they surely did not know how sick I was of the

subject. If I wanted to ruin a fruit <j;rower I would advise him to

grow pears exclusively, and all the different varieties. But as I

would like to see them prosper T will advise them to <j;row only a

few varieties, say Bartlett, Seckel, Duchesse, and Howell, and let all

the balance alone. Buy one-year-old trees, set them in fairly good
soil, cultivate w^ell three or four years, then seed down to grass and

keep it mowed close. Do not cut the trees, except to remove suckers,
if you can avoid it. Do not plant on a hot southern hillside; a level

or a southernly slope is best. I believe it an excellent plan to plant

evergreen trees all through your pear orchards. It is not original
with me. but T notice my i)ear trees grown in that way are compar-
atively free from Ijlight.

The oldest and best pear orchard of any size within my knowl-

edge is that of Alexander Brown, of Villa Ridge, Illinois, a son of

your old president. Judge Brown. The orchard is on good soil and

nearly a level surface, with a grove of timber on its southwest
border. Mr. Brown says the orchard is twenty-two years old. He
says he would ])lant on good soil with north aspect; would plant
Bloodgood, Howell, and Bartlett, for profit. Ha* one Bloodgood
tree that never blighted, and which bears alternate crops, light and

heavy; sells very well. Mr. Wm. Minnich's experience is much the

same as is Mr. Brown's; his orchard is eighteen years old. and as

good as any except Mr. Brown's. Messrs. Bailey and Hand ford, of

Makanda, claim that pears can be grown there free from l)light; I

wish they would give us their method, for that is just what we all

want to learn. One of their modes is to raise wheat in the pear
orchard, but others have lost all their trees by just that })lan. I

recollect a man from Missouri, some ten or fifteen years ago, talked

to me a half day to explain his method of preventing blight; his

theory was splendid. l)ut I think his practice and experience will be

like that of all the rest of us.

I have a young orchard of one thousand trees at Villa Ridge,
four years old, that looks now very nice, but I have no hope of its

remaining good many years; it is contrary to the history of pear
growing in the West. Yet let all (jf us fruit growers plant some

pear trees, as we cannot aiford to lose so fine a fruit, only don't

depend on that for a living, but take your pears thankfully when
you can get them, and have some apj)les, grapes, and strawberries to

keep the Ijreath of life in your bodies, as })ears will be a very poor
reliance. Respectfully yours,

Alton, Dec. 7, 1883. F. HAYDEN.
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Dr. Schra'der, of tlie same committee, was tlieu called on for

his report. He said he had intended to prepare a paper on Pear Cul-

ture but had neglected to do so, and would give a short talk instead.

Ladies and Gentlemen: I am a victim of pear culture. I am sorry I

did not know as much about it twenty years ago as I do to-day. It

would have saved me much money: $2,000 I have spent in experi-

ments with nothing to show for it. We Germans like pears because

they are grown in Germany at one-fourth the cost of apples. I once

got five hundred selected trees of E. Moody, of New York, and

planted them on different slopes. Many of them died with blight
—

some two hundred or more. Some of these sent up two or three

shoots from the ground, which have done well, and are now bearing

nice crops. The Flemish Beauty is a favorite of mine, and does well

now. The Tyson has done well with me, but is overladened with

fruit on the western slope. Madeline does well on the lower slope

near a stream of water, as also does the Rostiezer. Professor Budd

found pears growing in the north of Europe where the mercury sinks

to fifty degrees below zero; it is not, therefore, the cold that kills our

trees. We should continue to plant pear trees, but be careful to se-

lect varieties adapted to our soil and location.

Question— Would you advise to plant pears all over the State?

Answer— Yes.

Question— As a nurseryman?
Answer— No, sir.

Brof . Budd— I think, with a proper selection of varieties, pears

may be grown profitably over most of the State. Mr. Avery, of

Burlington, Iowa, is a very successful pear grower.

Report of Committee on Currants and Gooseberries was next

called for, and Samuel Edwards, of Mendota, responded by reading:

CUKRANTS AND GOOSEBERRIES.

Currants and Gooseberries constituted, in the days of my boy-
hood, the list of small fruits in more than nine-tenths of farmer's

gardens in Central New York. For raspberries we went to fence

corners of the fields and new clearings. Strawberries were not culti-

vated. It was never my fortune to find wild ones enough for a good
taste, and the first bountiful mess of them was enjoyed at

" The

Evergreens."
No fruits are more easily grown than currants and gooseberries.

After planting they are very generally left to themselves, and in con-

sequence come far short of their capability in quantity or quality of

the fruit produced.
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Plants are grown from cuttings six to eight inches h)ng of one-

ear-old wood, taken at any time after growth is made for the season

efore swelling of the buds in spring. As early as convenient in the

fall is (leemed the hest time, as the end becomes calloused jjrejiaratory

to sending out roots on opening of the ground in spring. Fine plants
for planting out permanently are thus grown in one year.

Before winter weather the surface of the ground is covered with

a heavy dressing of well-rotted manure, and this, with leaves, prairie

hay, or straw, as protection from severe freezing, is to be removed

early in the spring. Should any of the cuttings be raised by frost

a trusty hand presses them firmly l)ack.

Instead of digging trenches with a spade for planting, we open
a furrow with a mold-board plow, turning it slightly to the landside;

cuttings are pressed in, furrow half filled with dirt, which is tramped

firmly, then fill in balance of furrow, leaving but here and there the

tip of a cutting to be seen.

Good results have been attained by wintering cuttings in cellar,

standing them upright in sand a little moist, and planted early in

spring. Some thirty years since a lot of twenty thousand were set

in .January, no protection given, with good results.

Hows" of currants six feet apart, four feet in the row, are good
distances for bearing plants. Vegetables may be grown betAveen

them for a couple of years. Gooseberries need less space: say five

feet between rows. 13oth require clean cultivation. Mulch heavily
before hot weather. Partial shade, or shade part of the day is bene-

ficial. A northern slope in this latitude desirable. Soil suitable for

corn, with a liberal a])]dication of well-rotted manure annually.
While young little ])ruuing is required, after which a renewal of

young wood must be kei)t up by removing, in the fall or early spring,

part of the old wood. Some of the young growth nuiy be used for

cuttings.
Of over twenty-five varieties of currants proved the following

are retained: Red aiid White Dutch, White Grape, Victoria, Cherry,

Long Bunch Holland, and Black Na]des. On trial, with hopes they

nuiy prove desiral)le: La \'ersailles. Fay's Prolific, Fertile i) Angers,
and Stewart. Our favorites are Black Naples for jam, and Victoria

and White Grape.
Houghton and American Seedling gooseberries are enormously

productive, but not more so than the Downing, which is twice their

size, at least their equal in quality, and the bush more upright in

growth. Mountain Seedling, after ten years' trial, rejected for un-

fruitfulness and poor quality. English varieties generally ]niMew so

badly as to render them of no value. Occasionally a green variety
has been grown in various parts of our State, of large size, good

quality, and generally free of or affected but little with mildew.

Insects seldom damage these fruits or ])lants here. The currant

worm, it is said, may be destroyed by dusting the })lants with pow-
dered white hellebore. Have never had to fight him.
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In this era of small fruits increasing care and attention are be-

ing given currants and gooseberries. One planter, in the north part
of the State, is to set next spring 14,000 plants for raising fruits.

SAMUEL EDWARDS.
Mendota, III., December, 1883.

B. F. Long, of Alton, of the same committee, sent in the fol-

lowing report:

To the President and Members of the lUinois Horticidtural Society:

I have been interested to learn what could be done to save our
orchard of the currant from drouth and insect depredation, and to

obtain an annual crop of that excellent and invigorating fruit, but
with little success. Still, I hope to succeed. For the past three

years the fruit has been almost a total failure. In 1881 the -drouth

was so severe as to destroy most of the currant orchards in this

vicinity. Norway Spruces, forty feet in height, root and branch,
White Pines and Hemlocks. The currant bushes were left in a very
enfeebled condition. The orchard was well mulched, but seemingly
with little benefit. In the spring of 1883 prospects of fruit were

very small, and few bushes escaped the drouth of 1882. Early in

the spring I commenced deep plowing between the rows of bushes.

I followed the plow with the hoe, cutting off torn roots. As the

season advanced I discovered that the plants were invigorated and
the leaves were rapidly developed by this process. This cultivation

was continued with good success, obviating the effects of the drouth.

At the present time there is a prospect of a small crop of currants

another year, and a fine supply of new sprouts for setting.
The varieties that I esteem most highly are the large Red Dutch

for the principal crop. The best for table use is the White Grape.
Largest and most showy the Cherry currant. I consider the currant
the most healthful fruit in use, and the various methods of prolong-
ing its time should make it universally desired.

Goosehernj.
—This fruit is not as much raised as twenty years

ago in this vicinity, and though it holds its place well as a culinary
article, for the sourest of tarts, the purchaser meets you with,

" Too
sour for me;" "takes too much sugar." The Houghton Seedling is

the variety of this vicinity. If well cultivated, mulched and thinned

out, will satisfy the desire in amount of crop, but the sale of the

fruit seldom fails to give dissatisfaction.

Respectfully submitted.
North Alton, III. BENJ. F. LONG.

C. N. Dennis— Mr. Edwards, do the leaves of your currants

drop prematurely?

Samuel Edwards— Yes; all our currants drop their leaves early.
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Question— Does the borer tronljle your Ijushes?

Answer— Yes; it often destroys theui.

S. M. Slacle— Is the Long Bunch Holland more exempt than

other varieties?

Samuel Edwards— I have found it exceedingly healthy, and

that may be the reason.

Question— Where do you market your currants?

Answer— I generally ship to Chicago, l)ut have not always
found it profitable. Once I shipped forty-five bushels and got only
§14.00 in return. Was cheated, I suppose. Think local markets

the best usually.

Dr. Schrceder— Years ago I put out a large plantation, but did

not make anything from them. This season they have sold for

twelve and a half cents per quart, Avliich will pay well. Every man
should grow them for the use of his family.

Dr. Small was called upon for his report on

PLUMS.

For a few years past, in my nursery business, having made the

growing of plum trees a specialty, and being thus led by pecuniary
interest to seek, from all accessible sources, information on the sub-

ject of plum culture, I am probably better qualified to report on
this than on the other fruit referred to this committee: Mr. Clayson
and myself.

I shall therefore confine ni}^ remarks to plums, and say nothing
about cherries.

The condition of ])lum culture in our State at the present time
is not encouraging. As every novice in fruit culture knows, the

almost universal destruction of the fruit by the curculio has had a

decidedly discouraging effect upon the ]danting of ])lum orchards.

Although I have traveled over much of Illinois, and made many
inquiries, I have found, or heard of, but one region of country in

the State where the cultivation of the plum is thought to be profit-

able, and that is the extreme south end. There I found ])arties

growing the fruit for market quite extensively, and with very satis-

factory results.

Plum trees live and grow luxuriantly all over the State, and but
for tlie ravages of insect enemies, would be, next to the a])])le and

peach, our most valuable fruit-bearing trees; and for the northern

section, more valuable than the peach, because more hardy.

8
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Relyiiiu; iijioii the enor<i^y mid push of our people, we can confi-

dently predict that the day is not fur distant Avhen the plan will be
evolved for the complete circumvention of the little Turk. Then,
probably, the plum will be appreciated in this country as it is, and
has been for ages, in Europe. To show how highly it is esteemed in

some parts, at least, of the Old World, I will quote from a letter,
written more than thirty years ago, by Andre Leroy, a noted horti-

culturist of France:

"There are in the world some favored countries that nature takes

pleasure in loadintj with her gifts. Among these countries we should cer-

tainly place the rich valley that the river Loire bathes in the part included
between Tours and Angers, a distance of about one hundred miles. There
all the trees have a luxuriance of vegetation that we scarcely meet with
elsewhere. The tree which offers the most profit to the cultivator, and
with the least trouble, is the Saint Catharine jilum tree. Indeed the cul-
tivation of this tree has been carried to such an extent that it is not easy
to give a perfect idea of it. In this rich and fertile valley, where the hab-
itations are so near each ether that we might call the road between
Angers and Tours a long street or faubourg extending from one of these
cities to the other, the gardens are planted with this variety of plum
trees.

" If we cross this country in the months of March and April, when
the plum trees are covered with blossoms, we are not astonished that
'Tours is called the garden of France, and Angers its nursery.'

" The plum tree has spread from the valley to the hills, where it is

as common now as in the valley. The cultivation has extended into soils

which differ essentially from that of the Loire. This fact proves that the
tree is not capricious as to the nature of the earth upon which it grows.

"The quantity of plums we gather on a country of about one hund-
red miles in length and fifty in breadth, is so considerable that it is not

possible to est;iblish its precise amount; but it makes a commerce, which
every year produces several million dollars."

The variety mentioned by Leroy
— the Saint Catharine— has

not succeeded in our locality, nor has it been popular in any section

of this country.
In fact, out of the vast numl)er of varieties brought to us from

the Old World, and the numerous valuable varieties grown in this

country from the seed of foreign sorts, only one, the Loml)ard, can
be called popular in this State.

The Lombard is the most planted, and more generally esteemed
than any or all other varieties of the Prunifs DoiHcsfica. But it is

to the improved native American sorts that we must look for the

coming plum of Illinois; and where is there a fruit that gives

greater promise of reward in the direction of new varieties than
these native plum trees?

There are two distinct families of plums indigenous to this

State: the Canadian and the Chickasaw; one or the other growing in

great abundance in all our native woods.
There are, also, growing in many places, wild plum trees, which

seem to me to differ decidedly, in some important and marked char-

acteristics, from both of these families. All these native species and
varieties are much improved by cultivation.
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They all show a marked teiuleiiey to sport, that is, vary greatly
when <ijrown from seed, so that the chances of growing new and val-

uable varieties by hybridizing, and the selection of seeds from the

best varieties now in cultivation, are certainly very promising.
I have here scions of several native varieties to show you the

difference in the wood or twigs. These scions have been preserved
for grafting; they are correctly labeled and are for distribution. Any
person present is welcome to some of each variety. The fruits of

these varieties differ as much as do the scions, but the most notice-

able and marked differences are those of the foliage. Some varieties

have leaves very much like European sorts; others, leaves closely re-

sembling the peach. In fact the Blackman, in wood, foliage and

general ap})earance of tree in the nursery, so closely resembles the

peach that persons have, within my hearing, flatly contradicted men
at work in the nursery, declaring that they knew it to be a peach
tree. There is a family resemblance in the foliage of most of the

Chickasaw varieties; but in the other families of natives there is

much greater variation in the foliage, hardly any two having leaves

exactly alike; and some varieties have leaves so distinct and unlike

anvthingelse in cultivation as to attract the notice of very superficial

observers.

Let me call attention to the Weaver as a variety, having remark-

ably large and handsome leaves, with a smooth shining surface, and

it is unquestionably a pure Pnoiiis Americana. Will also call atten-

tion to the Bassett as a variety, having distinctly marked foliage.

This is a variety sent out a few years ago from New Jersey, and

represented to be a cross between the European and the native Beach

plums.
A week ago Dr. Sanborn, horticultural editor of The Farmer

and Fruit Groirer. Anna. Illinois, pointed out to me some quite large
trees of this variety; at least the doctor called them Bassett's Ameri-

can plum, and I could discover no difference between the wood of

these trees and that of the true Bassett, and you will see, by looking
at these scions, that the wood has marked characteristics.

In a recent issue of his ])aper the doctor says: "The trees bear

full crops every year of l)eautiful red plums, of which it takes only
one to curl a man up so he will not ask for plums again for twelve

months. He sold 815 worth of these plums from one tree this sum-
mer. The Chicago folks ate them. The plums make excellent jelly.

The curculios know too much to waste their time in stinging them."'

Mr. Kroh, on whose grounds these trees are growing, gave me
their history. Many years ago he obtained them Ijy digging s]n-outs

upon a farm some miles away, and he believes them to ])e native to

that part of the State. He has, lie informed me, three distinct varie-

ties growing; one is yellow, and two are red, but the red ones differ

greatly, one of them bearing a fruit as large as a Wild Goose ])lum,

and of much better (piality than the one growing by the roadside

which doubled up the doctor.
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I liave devoted more time uiid space to the consideration of this

variety or species than its merit woukl seem to warrant. But its

hardiness to withstand cokl, its vigorous and healthy growth, its early
fruitfulness and prodigious hearing qualHies, lead me to hope that it

will be the parent of varieties of greater value.

Before closing this paper I will allude briefly to a family of

plums very recently brought to notice. They come to us from the
north of Europe. I have not cultivated thera long enough or seen

enough of them to form a decided opinion of their value, or to trace

their botanical relations. The tree is dwarf in habit, bearing abund-

antly when a mere bush. Like our American sorts, differing widely
in appearance and flavor of fruit and season of ripening, but un-
like them in having no astringency of skin. Possibly we may
obtain varieties of value from these.

A. L. SMALL, Kankakee, 111.,

Of the Committee on Phims and Cherries.

A paper was presented and read by D. B. Wier, of Lacon, on

SOME NEW NATIVE PLUMS.

Some twelve or fifteen years ago I first heard of the Wild Goose

plum, and at once wrote to its most prominent introducer, the

lamented J. S. Downer, of Fairview, Todd County, Kentucky, for

scions of the genuine thing, which were received from him by the

first mail, with that true generosity so well known to all who had

dealings with this most noble gentleman and horticulturist. These
scions were grafted into the topmost branches of bearing Minor

plum trees, and the second season gave me a fine crop of this beau-
tiful fruit, the seeds of which, and the Wayland— another pure
Chickasaw— were saved and carefully planted. They grew finely,
and some two hundred of these seedlings have been in bearing now
from three to eight years, and I have looked them over very care-

fully each year, except in the year 1882, when I was away from
home. At least two-thirds of the plum seeds planted at that time
were Minor seed. Near by where they were planted I had trees in

fruit of the Wild Goose, Wayland, Newman. (another pure Chicka-

asaw). Union, nnd many varieties selected from the native wild

plums of my neighborhood, and also many varieties received from
seed selected personally in Northwestern Iowa, Dakota and Nebraska.
Therefore I had every facility for comparison and experiment.

The soil upon which these trees are growing is better ada})ted to

the two principal insect enemies of the plum fruit, namely, the plum
curculio and the plum gouger, than it is to the plum tree, it being a

rich, light, dry, sandy loam, our native plums usually requiring a

rich, moist, heavy soil. In fact. T do not think a better location
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could bo selected than these trees had to test the value of a plum
for this climate, and its ability to withstand its insect enemies.

Now for the result. Nearly all these seedlings of the true

Chickasaw tyi)e have i)n)duced full and ])erfect crops of fruit to

maturity for the past four to eight years, with no failure from any
cause. (I will here note, in the way of pia-enthesis, that so far as

my exi)erience goes with them, the Chickasaw family of plums
are not lial)le to have their blossoms or young fruit destroyed by late

spring frosts like many other of our orchard plants.) From this lot

of seedlings 1 have selected six varieties of the pure Chickasaw type,

ripening in succession, that I think well worthy of preservation and

extended pro]iagntion and dissemination. Of the named varieties of

the Chickasaw }ilanted here, and I have had them in fruiting, all

that I have heard of the Wild Goose has proven it to be the earliest

and the Newman the latest, except one of my seedlings, which is a

little later, to ripen their fruits. The fruit of the Wild Goose is the

is the largest, and that of the Newman among the smallest. These
six best seedlings of mine iill in the gap completely in regular suc-

cession between these two varieties; the Wild Goose ripening with

me from July first to the twentieth, the Newman from August
fifteenth to iSeptember tenth.

Ill ({uality, both for table and cooking, my new varieties are all

supericjr to the older named varieties, some of them notably so. In

size of fruit they are none of them quite so small as the Newman nor

so large as the Wild Goose. They are in color from a light scarlet

to a dark crimson. All except one are handsome ornamental trees.

These are the facts about these new plums as I have observed them.

Now, curiousl}', the Chickasaw type of plums seeins to be entirely and

completely hardy with me. Yet the center of its native habitat is

about Memphis, Tennessee, and it extends from here, near its pro-
liable northern range, to the Gulf of Mexico, and probably farther

south. A ))lum that will withstand the winters of the past ten

years, as these have, and that perfectly, there is seemingly little

danger of their ever being destroyed by cold.

Curiously the plums from the northwest in this lot, especially
those from Minnesota and Dakota, seem to be less injured by the

curculio than the Chickasaw, but the young fruit seems to suffer a

little nnjre from the jilum gouger than do the Chickasaw. But I did

not. in this short and hastily written paper, purpose going into the

sul)ject fully of our native [)lums and their enemies, but to simply
call attention to these new plums.

But I must say, that if we are going to make more than one

species out of our native plums, that we will have to add other and
well defined species, certainly as well defined as any division or

species heretofore made, and surely form a species for the northwest-

ern type, which is as clearly distinct from our native Illinois ty])e as

the Chickasaw is. My observations have proven conclusively to me,
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or at least so far as my observations have gone, that we have but one

species, true species, of native plums in the United States, but that

we have many distinct geographical races which completely shade
into each other, and which hybridize, or rather cross freely, when
grown near each other. Even the European plum seems to make
fertile crosses with our wild types, as we observe in the variety known
as La Oaradeuc. But I did not intend to give fully the biology of

our native plums, but only call attention to these new varieties.

I was greatly interested in the fruiting of a fine round, large
dark crimson plum the past season, kindly sent me by Mr. (). M.
Lord, of Minnesota City, Minnesota. The quality of this plum is

very fine as grown here, and it shows great productiveness. It is

surely, as I see it from a very limited experience of course, a very
valuable acquisition here. It is very productive yearly. In quality,
as grown here, it is very superior, flesh firm, a little coarse, but of

very fine flavor for a native, resembling the European plums. This

plum has been carefully examined, I am told, by Prof. J. L. Budd,
of the Iowa Agricultural College, and found to differ materially in

some points from the Illinois type of wild plums.
I will only add that seedlings of the Minor show it to be nearer

the Illinois type of wild plums than it is to the Chickasaw type, and
that but one tree among my seedlings that seems exactly similar to

our Illinois type of wild plums has perfected any plums, owing to

the insect enemies of the species, and this one has given a full and

perfect crop of very fine fruit each and every year for the past eight

years. Yet it may be from Dakota, as there were a few seeds among
the lot planted that I gathered in that State; but this tree has not

the smoother, rounder, stiffer leaf of the Dakota plums, but its leaves

are exactly similar, elongated, rough, and plaited, to our own natives.

Lacon, III. D. B. WIER.

Prof. Budd— The Bassett plum has merits I would like to call

attention to. It is exceedingly hardy, a good grower, and prodigi-

ously productive. A splendid cooking pluin and remarkably easy to

propagate. There is no corner on it; scions are easily obtained, and

any school-boy can make them grow. Attention has frequently

been called, by Dr. Gray, to the near identity of the trees and shrubs

of our northwest coast to those of Northeast Asia. The plums
that are indigenous to this section of the country are a very differ-

ent race from those found in the regions named. But the Blue

plum of Minneosta is much like them, and this and the DeSoto, and

perhaps the Weaver and other varieties, were first found near old

Indian encampments. May we not suppose that our aborigines in

their wanderings carried these from their native home and planted
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them where we found them. I merely call attention to this point
on the botanical part of the question, as it may account for the

superiority of these varieties. The Blue plum of Minnesota is

hardy, easily propagated and valuable for many purposes.

D. B. Wier— In Arkansas the Chickasaw ])lum grows every-
where luxuriantly, and bears abundantly. The fruit is utilized in

various ways; hogs live on them during the season of fruiting.

Prof. Burrill— Mr. Wallace has asked me to present a tree pro-

tector, which he claims will ])revent all injury from rabbits and

mice. I would say more about it if it was not patented. You can

examine it at your leisure.

Reports of Special Committees being called for, the following on

Obituaries was offered and unanimously accepted:

TO THE MEMORY OF DR. JOHN A. WARDER.

BY TYLER MCWHORTER.

Mr. President and Horticultural Friends:

At this, our annual meeting, we are brought under the shadows
of sadness in having occasion to chronicle the death of some of our
most esteemed friends and prominent co-laborers in the mission of

horticulture. Since our last annual meeting Father Bryant, of

Princeton, our old friend Smiley Shephard, and Dr. -Tohn A. Warder,
of North liend, Ohio, have passed away.

It is a consoling reflection that these, our departed friends, were
not taken away in the prime of life. They were permitted to con-
tinue their lives of usefulness down into the declining years of age.
It is assigned to me, on the present occasion, to present a notice of

the death of our horticultural friend. Dr. Warder.
In presenting a few brief statistics relating to the life and labors

of our departed friend it is proper that I should acknowledge my in-

debtedness to his worthy son. Prof. Robert B. Warder, through
whose courtesy I have obtained a memorial pa])er published by the
American Journal of Forestnj. It is from this paper I have col-

lected some of the facts here ])resented, relating to the life and
labors of him for whose memory we may ever cherish the deepest
feelings of respect.

Dr. .T(din A. Warder died at his residence, North Bend, Ohio,
on the 14th of July of the present year, in the seventy-second year
of his age. Dr. Warder was born near Philadeli)hia, Pa., Jan. 19th,
1812. He was the eldest son of Jeremiah and Ann Astor Warder.
His early years were spent in a suburban home called

'' Woodsidf."
In his early years he evinced a love for the study of nature, which
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was the leading characteristic of his mind through life. In 1830
his parents moved into a romantic sylvan situation near Springfield,
Ohio. He graduated in the Jefferson Medical College of Phihidel-

pliia in 1836. He settled in Cincinnati in 1837, where he was iden-

tified with various subjects of public interest that tended to the pro-
fusion of knowledge or the advancement of science. He was for

five years president of the Society of Natural History. He was for

many years president of the Ohio Horticultural Society, and vice-

president of the American Pomological Society. He directed public
attention to the importance of beautifying public and private parks
and cemeteries, and exercised an influence to elicit an interest in the

subject of landscape gardening.
In 1850 he commenced the publication of the Western Horti-

adturaJ Berieir, which was continued for four years. He spared
neither time or money in attending the meetings of various scien-

tific and horticultural societies, to which he ever added much interest

and contributed many valuable papers. He was connected with the

Western Academy of Natural Science, with the American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science, and also with the American

Forestry Association. He made one of the most valuable contrib-

utions to pomological literature which this country has produced.
His large and exhaustive work on Apples, which was intended as a

first volume of a series on American Pomology has perhaps, no equal
for the completeness of its treatment of all the conditions of suc-

cessful apple culture, and the systematic classification and description
of varieties.

He was induced by his love of the scenery of nature to pur-
chase a portion of the lands once owned by President Harrison, at

North Bend, Ohio. In 1855 he gave up his practice of medicine and
moved to his new home, where he spent the remainder of his life.

He was earnestly devoted to the study of our native forests.

Probably no other person ever attained to a more thorough knowl-

edge of the great diversity of trees of North America than the

departed Dr. Warder. As a persevering student of horticulture he
had few, if any, superiors. Probably we can have little conception
to what extent our Western States are indebted to Dr. Warder for

the general interest that has been diffused among the people in

planting orchards, and the general cultivation of fruits.

One of the distinguished traits for which our departed friend

was characterized was a cordiality of heart. It was doubtless in a

great measure from this impulse of his nature, with the feelings of

friendship he entertained for the members of this Society, that he
was induced to come from his home in Ohio to meet with us at our

annual meetings. When we consider the many long journeys he
has made to attend our annual meetings, and how much we have
been indebted to him for practical suggestions and the general
interest of our meetings, we may feel deeply conscious of the tribute

of respect that is due from this Society to the memory of De. Waedek.
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ARTHUR BRYANT.

BY J. B. TURNER.

Said the Hebrew of old,
"
I would not live always." In a later

age the Greek responded,
''
Call no man happy till he is dead.'' and the

number of persons, sound in mind. l)ut
•'
tired of life,"' I have ))er-

sonally seen and read of within a few years has surprised me. But

many 'men regard death as an unfeeling, if not needless Divine

a])p(untment. Suppose, then, that Death,
'' the king of terrors and

of all our evils." as we call it. were abolished, what then? What
would inevitably follow?

It can be, and has been, mathematically demonstrated, that if a

single pair of human beings had been put upon the earth at the

time of our reputed Adam and Eve, with* no attending death,

doiibling in every ordinary generation till this time, and allowing to

each the space for a medium man, we should now have upon the

earth a compact cylinder of })opulation. covering half the globe, as

thick as they could stand; and standing on each others heads^ in a

full line, reaching beyond the sun; while many of the insects and

fish, and some of the birds and animals (none of ir/ioin cirr sinned)
would form a like cylinder reaching beyond the fixed stars. This,

incredil)le as it may seem, is only the old game of shoeing the horse

for a penny a nail, doubled at every nail, which every tolerable school

boy can verify for himself; and the farther back we remove dates the

more astounding the case must liecome.

Such results would make population quite too dense for our com-

fort, and lead us all to say,
''
I would not live always," and to thank

our Father ix the Heavens that He (and not we and our teachers)
is at the head of the universe of being; and that He has vouchsafed

to give us LABOR and toil, as our Ijest earthly discipline here, and in

his own wise and good time, through death, the crowning gift of all,

to release and relieve us of evils sure to come, and pass us onward
and n]nvard to higher realms of light and life.

In every phil(js()})liical
as well as christian view of the case, we

may all times well exclaim, "oh death, whei'e is thy sting; oh grave,
where is thy victory," and thank God for the inestimable blessings
of Idhor and deafji. and our final victory over each of them.

Our friend Bryant, here yesterday, gone to-day; a full-grown
flower plucked from our garden

—
only its perfume left; a chrysalis

winged for the skies, instead of i)iled into an infinite hea]) of strug-

gling death, miscalled life, covering all the earth and darkeJiing all

the sun. It was his privilege and is his glory, that he lived and

thought and labored and toiled ;ind suffered among us— and died;

our loss indeed, but his unspeakable gain.
— the highest privilege, the

best use, destiny and end that the allwise and infinite Father of all

can ever accord to any of his children on the earth; and I have rea-

son to believe that our departed friend so regarded it.
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You will allow me to read a sketch of his earthly life from a

friend who knew him better, and could give it much better than I

can. It was published soon after his death. It is not only about

the man but like the man. As it is being read you will seem to hear
the old familiar voice still speaking to ,you:

He was born in November, 1803, at the Bryant homestead, in

Cummingtou, Mass. He was originally of feeble constitution, being
greatly troubled in early life with asthma. His father, an eminent
and skillful phj^sician, had little expectation of his living. But as

he grew older the disease seemed to lose its hold upon^Fliim, and

through his youth and manhood he suffered little from ill-health.

During the years 1822 and 1823 he was fitted for college at Great

Barrington, Mass., under the tutorship of his brother, William Cul-
len. In the winter of 1824 he received a cadet's warrant from John
C. Calhou2i, then Secretary of War under James Monroe, and entered
the military academy at West Point in June of that year. But a

prolonged and severe attack of inflammatory rheumatism compelled
his resignation in the following December.

In September, 1833, Mr. Bryant came to Princeton and settled

upon the farm whereon he has ever since lived. Here he betook
himself to the labor necessary to the subduing of the wild prairie,
and the building up of a comfortable and attractive home. Most of

the work in which he was engaged w^as substantially the same as that

performed by his neighbors. But it soon became evident that he
looked at nature with more discerning eyes than most of"them. He
was not satisfied with the annual crops, and the annual product of

cattle and swine. Not that he neglected these by any'means; but he

thought also of higher things. He planted trees, not alone for wind-

break, but also for ornament, in order to diversify and adorn the
monotonous prairie. And there they stand to-day, the double row
of splendid hard maples that line the street on either side, a

conspicuous landmark— a place from which distances are reckoned
and directions indicated. Besides these are the evergreens, the

charming varieties of indigenous and exotic trees of many kinds,
some very rare, which beautify the grounds. They are living monu-
ments, more expensive than any cut in marble and granite, of the

essential refinement of the man.
About the year 1845 Mr. Bryant engaged in tree-culture as a

business. His nursery soon became well and favorably known. His
own name became identified with the movements organized for the

propagation of fruit and forest trees. The Northwestern Pomolog-
ical Society was set on foot about the year 1850 in the town of

Priuceton. During its continuance he was one of its most promi-
nent members. A few years thereafter it was merged in the Illinois

State Horticultural Society. This association still exists, and is ac-

tively promoting its beneficent purposes. One of its specialities at

the present time is the extension of forest culture. This object Mr.
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Bryant had much at lieart. hi the meetings of the Society he seems
to have been always quietly but efficiently active. His reports from
committees have about them an air of thoughtful honesty. At the

urgent request of members of the Horticultural Society, he pub-
lished in 1S71 a book with the title.

"
Forest Trees, for Shelter. Orna-

ment and Profit. A Practical Manual for their Culture and Propa-
gation.' It is a smallish volume of 24S pages, containing as much
downright ])ractical sense, and as little of the o])posite, on the desig-
nated sul)ject. as one not often finds in the same space. A careful

reading of this book l)y the farmers of the Northwest would un-

doubtedly result in great blessing to the country, noAv and hereafter.

The subject is one whose importance cannot be overstated. How to

extend the forest area of these prairie states is a most vital

question. On the way in which it shall be practically answered will

depend the comfort and even the civilization of the future dwellers

upon these plains. And here, in this book, we have the practical
instructions of an educated, sensible practical man.

Honored in death and life by the State Society, and by kindred

associations. Mr. Bryant's death has been a])])ropriately and. we may
say, affectionately noticed. His memory has been honored by fitting
resolutions. Affectionate letters have been addressed to his bereaved

family by the eolaborers of years gone by. The Hon. G. W. Minier

says:
'" Our loss seems irreparable, especially at this crisis. We are

organizing an effort to conserve our forests and to ])lant new ones.

Our
eyes

turned to this veteran forester for counsel. We feel like

Clan Alpine's men, and are ready to cry out,

' One blast upon that bugle horn
Were worth a thousand men.'

His place cannot be filled. Others may come, as wise, as earnest, as

devoted, but the sincerity, the tenderness, the patience were all his

own."
Mr. Bryant was a thorough man. He was thorough in his

scholarship, notal)ly so in his knowledge of the Greek language. He
was thorough in his botany. ^To his mind the trees which he handled
had other significance than that which appeared upon his ledger. He
felt inii)elled to look into their structure and laws of growth. He was

thorough in his moral convictions and qualities. In his dealings with
men he was upright beyond the shade of a suspicion. He was always
true, always correct, always clean.

His death was caused by gangrene, which had })roved fatal to

some of his ancestors. The disease first appeared in one of his feet.

and after about three months of gradual jjrogress it attacked the

vital organs, and the scene soon cl()S(>d. His death was such as l)e-

came him, calm and trustful. He died as he had lived, a firm believer

in the christian faith.
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Such AA'as onr friend and colaborer. We shall not soon see his

like again. While we still wait and watch for the morning of all

highest human hope, to which we pass only through the draped gate-

way of death, let his virtues be our virtues, his life and light our life

and light; and though earth may fade from our view the sunshine of

our immortal life shall never set.

SMILEY SHEPARD.

BY SAMUEL EDWAEDS.

He was horn March 3, 1803, and was the eldest of ten children.

In August, 1828, he left his father's home on horseback for a

visit to the new State of Illinois. During the visit he selected the
site of the home he so long occupied, its scenery and extensive views

outweighing, in his estimation, the considerations which induced
others to pass it by. While looking at the locality he spent his first

night in the neighborhood, on what is now the northwest corner of

Mrs. Wm. Allen's apple orchard, sleeping alone on the prairie grass,
with his saddle for a pillow, and his horse fettered near by. During
the night a wolf managed to steal from his stock of provisions a tin

cup of butter, but, like some other thieves, he did not know what to

do with it when he had it, and instead of licking out the butter
closed the mouth of the cup with his teeth and left it.

Leaving Putnam, Mr. Shepard gratified his strong love for ro-

mantic scenery by visiting Starved Kock, Sulphur Springs, Buffalo

Rock, and the present site of Ottawa. From this point he crossed

the country to Rock River and the Mississippi below the mouth of

Rock River. On his way back he and his companions made the trip
from the Mississippi to Fort Clark (now Peoria) in one day. From
this he made his way back home by way of Vandalia, Vincennes and
Cincinnati.

April 9th, 1829, he married Elizabeth Paul, who was born in

Rockbridge County, Virginia, but came with her family at an early

day to Adams County, Ohio. During the early summer he returned
to Illinois with his wife, Avho was supposed to be the first white
woman to land from the river in Putnam County. Circumstances
not being favorable to the immediate occupation of his chosen site

for a home, he made a claim at Point Pleasant, and remained there

until the fall of 1830. From a letter dated Point Pleasant, Septem-
ber 27, 1829, directed to Shepherd Moore, Bond County, the follow-

ing extracts will throw some light on the situation:
"
Bring me a side of sole leather when you come. I have sent

to Springfield and Chicago both, and could obtain none. Call at

Lewis Laughlin's, on the Sangamon, and bring me a washing tub.

I sent him timl)er and pay for making it, by S. D. Laughlin."
The timber was red cedar, taken from the bluffs of All Forks.
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Dnriiiij tho winter of 1881-2. assisted 1)V liis l)rothor Nelson, he
built ti lo<2," house on his tirst chosen site, iind moved into it in Feb-

ruary before the chimney was built or a shutter made for the door.

Here he lived until his death— a period of over fifty years.
But times of jieace. plenty, and independence followed the years

of ])rivation we have only faintly ])ictured. Men Ijecame more free

to follow chosen pursuits, and to build homes and fortunes in ways
as seemed to them best. Horticulture became the pastime of the
best years of his life. To ])lant and tend choice fruits of every kind
that would flourish in his soil and clime, gather the fruit and <:^ive

samples to his friends who would appreciate such favors, seemed to

be the most agreeable occu])ation he could engage in.

He was among the first to grow the grape successfully Ijy vine-

yard culture in Northern Hlinois. His vineyard of Catawbas and
Isabellas was planted in 1849, and bore a fine crop in 1851, which
solil for fifteen cents a pound. He successfully fruited nearly all the
fine varieties of pear, ])lnm, jieach, cherry, and strawberry of his day.

Naturally enough he loved those of similar tastes and occupations
with himself. From these years until the infirmities of old age pre-
vented his attendance on its meetings, he was an enthusiastic laborer
in the cause and objects of the State Horticultural Society; served

the society one year as its president, and considered many of its mem-
bers among his dearest friends.

His earthly career was closed by Avhat his physicians considered

softening of the brain, and, in the end, complicated with other
troubles. The effects of the malady were peculiarly afflicting to his

friends, as it gradually destroyed his powers of memory and speech.
On this account no satisfactory intercourse could be had with him by
his friends for over a year before his death.

The funeral services were conducted by Rev. H. McYay, Avho

preached an earnest discourse at the house on the words: ''Let me
die the death of the righteous, and let my last end l)e like His."

Agreeable to an oft expressed wish in life, no allusion was nnide to

him in the services.

The presence of a large number of friends at the funeral testi-

fied of the kindly regard in which he was held. He was buried at

Union Grove, l)y the side of his wife, who died in 1878.

Prominent mention should be made of the active part taken by
Mr. Shcpard in the agitation Avhich resulted in the establishment of

ourState Industrial University, and I will close this ])rief and im-

perfect notice by asking that his valuable services in this behalf be
not soon forgotten.
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J. S. JOHNSON.
BY A. C. HAMMOND.

J. S. Johnson died at his home in Hancock County, in April
last, after a long and painful illness.

Mr. Johnson was a man of more than ordinary ability, and took
a deep interest, and bent all his energies, in advancing those objects
that had for their end the elevation and advancement of the indus-
trial classes. He was a member of the first board of trustees of the
Industrial University, and did valuable work in that connection. He
has for many years been an active member of this Society, served one

year on its Ad-Interim Committee, and has contributed several valu-

able papers to its transactions. He was also a valued member of the
Warsaw Horticultural Society, and leaves a vacant place there that

few men can fill.

He was an honorable, true man, a warm-hearted friend, and
will be greatly missed from our meetings and the circle in which he
moved.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON FRUITS ON EXHIBITION.

There were quite a number of specimens on exhibition by the

following persons:
S. G. M/nkJer showed samples of Cayuga Red Streak that were

unusually fine, which variety Mr. Minkler finds very profitable. The

speciuiens of Minkler apple were the most brilliant on the table.

The samples of Willow, Jonathan and Northern Spy were very fine.

L. A. Wright showed fine specimens of Willow, Jonathan and
Grimes' Golden.

Mr. C. N. Dennis showed very fine specimens of Willow, Jona-

than, Peck's Pleasant, Winesap, and Northern Spy. Also specimens
of the Newport, a new variety from Iowa, that is attracting much
attention.

Shackleford is a fine appearing fruit, said to be a good keeper,
of fair quality, and has good points.

A seedling from the same lot of seed as the Shackleford of bet-

ter quality and very promising.
A seedling grown near Morris is quite showy in appearance, is

past season, said to be quite hardy, and may be an acquisition.
A. BeyANT, Jr.,

A. G. Humphrey,
H. M. DUNLAP,

Committee.

Reports of members of the Executive Board of short lists of

fruits adapted to the several sections of the State, was next upon the

programme, and President Galusha and A. C. Hammond submitted

the following lists:
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LIST OF FRUITS ADAPTED TO THE SOUTHERN PORTION
OF NORTHERN ILLINOIS.

BY O. B. GALUSHA.

Apples.— Summer: Sops of Wine, Duchess of Oldenburg, Sweet

June, Benoiii.

Autumn: ISfaidon's Blush. Fall Orange, Fall Swaar, KamsdeH's

Sweet, Snow, Fulton^ Cayuga Red Streak.

Winter: Roman Stem, Wythe, Golden Russet, Salome, Willow

Twig.
Pi.UMS.— De Soto. Loml)ard.

Chkkries.— Early liichiuond, Late Richmond, English Morello,

Black Morello (for canning).
Grapes.— Moore's Early, Martha, Concord.

Blackberries.— Snyder, Taylor^ Barnard, Stone's Hardy.
Red Raspberries.— Turner, Cuthbert, Thwack.
Black Raspberries.— Soughegan, Tyler, Gregg.
Hybrid Raspberries.— Shaffer's Colossal, Ganarqua.
Currants.—^Red Dutch, White Grape, Victoria, Long Bunch

Holland.
Gooseberries.—Houghton's Seedling. American Seedling.

Strawberries.— Crescent, Charles Downing, Minor. Cumber-

land, Longfellow, Windsor Chief, Capt. Jack, Kentucky, Piper, and

Sucker State.

FRUIT LIST.

BY A. C. HAMMOND.

At the last annual meeting of the Executive Board each mem-
])er was re(iuested to furnish at this meeting lists of fruits adapted
to cultivation for market, also for family use, in their respective hor-

ticultural districts.

Horticulturists are always unwilling to undertake this work, as

it is unsatisfactory to themselves as well as to those who ad()])t the

lists: but planters are anxiously inquiring for something to guide
them in the selectioii of varieties, and if we cannot nuike lists that

are perfect, they will at least be very helpful to the inexperienced

})lanter.
If I was planting apples for market the following would be my

selection :

Summer.— Red Astrachan, S()})s of Wine.
Fr///.— Maiden's Blush, Fall Orange.
TUm^^T.— Ben Davis, and where it is known to succeed, Willow

Twig, and a very few Winesa]) and .Tonathan.

This is a very short list, but if any gentlenuin present from

Western Central Illinois can suggest a variety that can be safely

added, I shall be glad to know it.
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We find so few locations in this })art of the State where pears,

peaches, plums, and cherries can he profitahly grown for commercial

purposes, that they are scarcely worthy of mention in this connection.

Coming to the family orchard we find very different conditions

prevailing, as the man who has a proper regard for the comfort of

his family wants those varieties of apples, of the Best quality, that

will give a succession ten or eleven months in the year, without
much regard to productiveness. The following list will about meet
this want:

Siniuiier.— Early Harvest, Red Astrachan, Sops of Wine, Early
Joe, Benoni, Golden Sweet.

J'f^//.—Maiden's Blush, Fall Orange, Mother Porter, Fulton

Strawberry, Bailey Sweet.

Winter.—Ben Davis, Winesap, Jonathan, Red Canada, Grimes'

Golden, Janet. Minkler, Northern Spy, Yellow Bellflower, Baldwin,
Broadwell, Paradise, AVinter Sweet.

Although pears, peaches, and cherries may not l)e grown for

profit, yet every man who owns an acre of land should plant them
for home use, and in great abundance. Bartlett, Seckel, Flemish

Beauty, Shelden, Duchesse, and Lawrence, will give as good satisfac-

tion as any six pears that can be planted.
Peaches are so much governed by soil, location, and climatic in-

fluences, that the safest plan is for the planter to inquire of his

neighbors or local nurseryman what varieties are the most successful,
and be governed l)y their experience. Many of our nurserymen cul-

tivate choice seedlings that are known to do well in their section,

and my experience leads to the opinion that they will give us more
and just as good fruit as the well known named varieties.

After twenty years' experience with cherries I know of no vari-

ety that I Avould plant with any expectation of fruit but Early May
and English Morello.

Reports of Committee on New Fruits, Trees, and Plants, A. C.

Hammond, of Warsaw, and H. K. Vickroy, of Normal, were sub-

mitted and read:

NEW FRUITS.

Very little in the line of new fruits, that will be of general

interest, has come under my observation the past season. Peaches

were an entire failure, and grapes suffered so severely from mildew
and rot that there was no opportunity for observation so far as

these fruits were concerned, and those who make a specialty of small

fruits will doubtless give us all possible information in relation to

the new raspberries and strawberries.

Coming to apples I can speak more intelligently, as I have, dur-

ing the last year, fruited several of the new varieties, and will give

my impression of their probable value.
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The Salome fruited this season for the first time on my grounds.
Being in an orchard that was badly infested with curculio nearly
every specimen was stung by this little pest, but a portion of them
outgrew the injury, and made handsome fruit. The grafts have
been set but three years, which seems to indicate that it will prove
to be an early bearer. The tree passed safely through the terrible

ordeal of last winter, which is a strong point in favor of its hardi-
ness. It is very unwise to form an opinion of any new fruit on a
short acquaintance, but what I have seen of this apple leads me to

believe that it will, in time, become one of our popular varieties.

I have, also for the first time, fruited Worthen's Winter Sweet,
and think it may be safely classed among our best amateur fruits.

It has the rich golden color of Grimes" Golden, and also resembles
that apple in size, shape, and general appearance."

Calkins
"
has not yet fruited on my grounds, but Mr. Calkins

tells me that the original tree bore a good crop of fine large speci-
mens this season. It is one of our most promising new varieties.

In the spring of 1878 I planted two hundred Wythe, at the
same time planting a Ben Davis orchard. The Ben Davis have made
the most rapid growth, but have as yet produced but little fruit,
while many of the Wythe trees this season bore from a peck to a
half bushel of large, smooth fruit. But on the other side of the

question, I am comi)elled to say that trees of this variety twelve or
fourteen years old, also pr(xluced very heavily, but the fruit was
rough and unmarketable. Just how much of this difficulty was
caused by the work of the plum curculio I am unable to say, but am
not quite ready to recommend it for general cultivation.

The Celestine .has been cultivated in Ohio for fifteen years, but
is comparatively unknown in the west. I have fruited it for eight
years with but one failure, and consider it valuable for amateur col-

lections. It is of too light a color and delicate texture for market

purposes.
At the October meeting of the Warsaw Horticultural Society

President Dennis presented an apple that he had received from
Frank Harlan, Esq., of Canton, Mo., having a marked resemblance
to Ben Davis in size, color, quality, and general ai)pearance. It orig-
inated near Athens, Mo., and has been generally disseminated, and
is highly i)riztMl in that locality. Mr. Harlan says the tree is more
hardy, and the fruit a better keeper, than the Ben Davis. If five or
ten years' trial bears out the good o})inion so far formed it will be a

valuable acquisition to our a])ple list.

Several years ago I becaiue acquainted with the orchard of .lules

Charpentier, an intelligent Frenchman residing in Hancock Co. In
this orchard are a number of varieties which Mr. C. brought from
his native land, that have been in bearing ten or twelve years. The
past three years, as is well known, a large portion of our orchards
nave been nearly barren, but during that time these French varieties

9
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have been iniifornily productive, the trees uninjured by meteorolo-

gical influences, and the fruit smooth and finely colored. Twenty-
five kinds from this orchard were exhibited by the Warsaw Horti-
cultural Society at the late State Fair, and attracted much attention

by their general appearance and beauty.

My experience with, and observation of, apples froin Northern
and Southern Europe, has caused me to incline to the opinion that
we shall find the fruits of Central and Southern Europe better

adapted to our soil and climate, than those from the extreme north.
In the last volume of the Iowa State Horticultural Society

Transactions, Prof. Budd gives an interesting account of his visit to

Russia, and his conclusions as to the adaptability of the varieties of

fruit found there to the changeable climate of Iowa. In the course
of that report he tells us that the inspection of the fruit of that

region would do more to convince people that they must quit fool-

ing with the fruits of Southern Europe than forty years' talk. My
observation does not bear out this theory, as I have found Russian

apples generally poorer in quality, and more subject to blight, than
our native, or Southern European, varieties.

The professor has given this subject careful attention, and his

conclusions are worthy of consideration, but I would not advise any
one to plant largely of these North of Europe apples without a more
definite knowledge of their adaptability to our rich soil and chang-
able climate. But I would advise orchardists to plant, for experi-
mental purposes, every promising variety that can be procured from
Northern and Southern Europe, as well as every native seedling of

promise that comes under their notice, and we shall soon find some-

thing greatly superior to our present popular varieties.

A. C. HAMMOND.

NEW FRUITS.

STEAWBERRIES.

I am ever on the lookout for better varieties of fruits, and espe-
cially of the small fruits. I have found none the past season that I

would like to substitute for Crescent, Downing, Capt. Jack, and a
few of the older varieties, although there are several new ones I

think will prove equal if not superior to them.
James Vicl- is so near like its jiarent, Capt. Jack, I question if it

is any improvement. Mr. Samuel Miller, of Missouri, the originator,
in answer to an inquiry of mine in regard to this variety, says:" With me it never has had a fair chance, but it will stand the
drouth with any other, and will outlive and outbear Capt. Jack, and
is a little later. In size and quality it is not superior to Capt. Jack
in my opinion.

Manchester, I think, has come to stay. It is one of the promis-
ing new varieties before the public, I hear good reports of it from
all quarters.
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Piper's Seedlini/.
—What I have said of the Manchester will ap-

ply pretty well to this variety. It is more inclined to runners than
the Manchester.

Jcrsi'i/ Qiit-ni ir< doing iiiirly. I don't think it will prove, for

general cultivation, all the originator claims for it. He says: "I
consider any other jilant as of no account in comparison with it."

Old Iron ('hi</ { lMiel])'s Seedling).
—Plants very vigorous and

healthy, and from all I can hear of this variety I think it will prove
one of the best.

Pttrk Beautij resembles the Crescent very much in plant. I have
not seen the fruit. Said to l)e very large and of excellent quality.

yfrs. Gitrfield is a seedling of the Crescent, and resembles it in

health, vigor, productiveness, and early ripening, and said to surpass
it in size and high flavor. T have seen some notices of this variety
not very flattering.

Af/'inf/c.—Has not been tried far from the neighborhood of its

origin. Said to be a better shipper than Wilson, with large foliage
like the Sharpless.

Prince of Berries.—The originator claims perfection for this new
candidate. He claims too much; it will disappoint some one sadly.

Daniel Boone.—I have not seen this variety, but hear good re-

ports from every one who has. In this variety, I think, we will find

one of the reliables.

Lacon is a good plant for hill culture, it makes but few runners.

It is said to be very productive.
Bi<i Boh.—According to the disseminator's description it is one

of the wonders of the nineteenth century. Well. I will wait awhile

with patience until I can see the fruit before making my report.
Jumbo is being disseminated by the same party. It is said to be

a whopper!

EASPBERRIES.

Ttjler seems to be nearly identical with Soughegan. Ripens
about the same time, and I think has all the good qualities, both in

plant and fruit.

OJiio Black Cap is a very strong and vigorous plant, and a large
fine berry. Season between Soughegan and Gregg. I think this

variety can be relied on. T have seen nothing but favorable reports
of it.'

SJi((ffer's Colossal is a verij strong and vigorous grower. It has

a poor color for a market berry. It is a very abundant bearer, and
said to be excellent for canning and drying.

llansell I have not fruited, but from nearly all reports I think

it will prove very valuable on account of its earliness.

Crimson Beaufij is indeed a beauty in the hand— on paper. If

it proves so evervwhere it will be an acquisition to our small-fruit

list.
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Si(p('rh, a moderately vigorous, healthy, and so far as tried, very

productive.
Marlho)'o.—The parties who have all the plants of this variety

claim big things for it, which I hope will prove true. From all I

can learn it has many good qualities, vigorous, healthy foliage, early
and productive. Berries large, bright, red and firm. It will not be

offered to the public until the fall of 1884.

BLACKBERKIES.

Stone's Hardy fruited this season with me. The plant is not as

vigorous as Snyder, but I think c[uite as hardy. Fruit smaller than

Snyder.
EarJij Cluster is a New Jersey seedling Avhich is being highly

praised by the disseminator and his friends. Said to be very hardy,

prolific, and of good quality.

Wilson, Jr., is a seedling of Wilson's Early, and is said to be

very promising.

Taylor's Prolific is working its way to the front. It is spoken
of highly by good authorities.

Barnard is also proving meritorious.

McCracken was found in Fulton County growing wild in the

woods. Mr. McCracken moved to Kansas in the Fall of 1872, taking
with him some of the plants, and he reports they have done well

every year since. He says they are decidedly superior to the Snyder
in hardiness and productiveness.

Staijman's Early.
—The disseminator of this variety says: "It is

the earliest blackberry grown, combined with hardiness, productive-

ness, and delicious flavor. This variety is propagated from tips.

Early Harvest is gaining friends, and possibly it may prove very
valuable on account of its earliness. The fruit is too small to be-

come very popular.

The Fay's Prolific Currant I think a very desirable acquisition
to our list of currants. I have seen none but favorable reports of it.

and some of them from very high authority.

I think the most popular of our newer varieties of grapes are:

Worden, Martlia, Prentiss, and Moore's Early.

The Kelff'er pear is having a hard road to travel, but I am in-

clined to believe it will become popular for some purposes. Parties

who condemned it last season speak more favorably of it this. I

certainly think it worthy of further trial. It is good for canning.

Respectfully submitted^
H. K. VICEROY.
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The report of G. W. Tindall, of Upper Alton, of Committee on

Vegetable Gardening, was read by the Secretary:

VEGETABLE GARDENIJ^IG.

^fr. President and Members of the Illinois State Horticultural

Society :

The year's work is nearly completed, the crops are harvested,

and both the soil which yields so bountifully, and the farmer

or gardener who has so long l)een keeping up a constant warfare to

produce and secure his crops, may now have a season of rest. While

enjoving this peaceful repose, the calculation and preparation for

next year's warfare should be going on. Now is the time to decide

what should be grown next summer and where you are to grow it.

The garden is the most important appendage to many of the sub-

stantial comforts and some of the most refined luxuries of human
sustenance. Its cultivation furnishes a source of health, pleasure,
and economy, whicli may be enjoyed by every industrious owner of

a few rods of ground, who can devote a little time between his hours

of l)usiness or labor to this delightful employment. If this occu-

pation and the extent of his enclosure will not allow him to indulge
his taste for fruit and flowers, he may take much pleasure and derive

great profit from the management of the vegetable garden alone.

Of all occupations the growing of small fruit, flowers and vegetables
is the one which best combines repose and activity. It is not idle-

ness, it is not stagnation, and yet it is perfect quietude. Like all

other branches of business, in the growing of small fruits and vege-
tables there are many disappointments and drawbacks. Hut oven

in the most unfavurable seasons there is far more to reward and en-

courage than to dishearten or discourage. There are but few. if

any, days in the year without something to afford tranquil pleasure
to them who diligently cultivate the soil.

To gardeners or farmers living convenient to any city, or near

any of the great lines of thoroughfares leading into large cities,

where high prices may be obtained for all early vegetables, the

potato crop commends itself as one which may be profitably grown.
When the ground is suitaljle, or proper manures are ap))lied to make
it so, with thorough cultivation good crops may be calculated upon
with a great deal of certainty, and if grown so as to come into

market early, they furnish pocket money when it is agreealde to

have. The past season I planted several new varieties of potatoes to

determine the yield and earliness of them compared with the well-

knowu variety, Pearly Oliio; all making a strouger growtli of vines

than the Ohio, but no imi)rovement on this variety as regards earli-

ness. The varieties ])laiited were Early Ohio, Early Gem, Early
Eclectic, Early Harvest. Early Sunrise, and Lee's Early Favorite.
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Few crops pay better in this eonntry than early cabbages when
riglitly nianao-ed. A Large portion of the hind in Illinois and adjoin-

ing States will produce a good crop of cabbage if highly manured
and properly cultivated. Twelve thousand good heads of the early
varieties may be grown on one acre, which, if sold at five ce]its each,
make a return of six hundred dollars. If you only do half this,

three hundred dollars will repay you for all the labor and manure

you are likely to expend, and leave a handsome profit. But it is

useless to attempt the growing of early cabbage on poor or medium
land. Early Wakefield, if true to name, and Winningstadt are my
choice for early; Henderson's Early Summer and Brunswick for

second early.

Cucumbers, if grown under glass so as to get them in market

early, have always paid, but few, excepting professional gardeners,
care to undertake the somewhat delicate operation. The growing of

cucumbers, like children, require great care until they can run alone.

When the season is favorable they may be profitably grown in

open ground providing they are started under glass the last week in

March or as soon thereafter as the weather will permit. My method
for growing them in this locality is to take quart berry boxes, fill

them with rich mellow soil, plant six or eight seeds near the surface

in each box. Then place the boxes close together in mild liot-beds

under glass in a somewhat protected location, filling all vacancies

between boxes with soil or sand. Then cover the whole with fine

sand half an inch deep so the bed will have a smooth level surface

when finished. Water sufficient to keep damp. As soon as plants
are up give plenty of air on mild days; if you neglect this they will

run up spindling. When they get the first rough leaf thin out to

four plaiits. When they get the second rough leaf they will soon

begin to make a shoot in the middle; pinch that out and take sash

ofE all clear, mild days, replacing not later than five in the evening.
Let them stand in this bed until cucumbers sown in open ground
come up, which will be about the first of May. Then having your
hill previously prepared in rich land suitable to their growth, trans-

fer a box and contents to each hill, opening it at the corners, which
will be easily done as they will be getting tender. This gives the

root a chance to spread more rapidly. They should now be hilled

up to first leaf with mellow soil. As soon as they start to grow
after being transferred to new quarters, thin each hill to three plants
and keep the ground well stirred. Cucumbers, bush squash, and
melons may be had a month sooner if grown by this method than
those sown in open ground. Early White Spine are best suited for

early growing.
I think I have said enough upon this subject, although much

more might be said, and I regret that I cannot be with you at your
annual meeting, as home affairs demand my constant attention.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Uppee Alton, Dec. 3, 1883. G. W. TINDALL.
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H. M. Dunlap, of Committee on Farmers' Horticulture, was not

present on the first day when the report was called for, but afterwards

made the report liere presented:

FARMER'S HORTICULTURE.

BY HEXRY M. DUKLAP, SAVOY, ILL.

There would seem to l)e no subject more interesting to the aver-

age farmer than that of a fruit garden and a family orchard. While
it is true that nearly all farmers adiuit the value of fruit to the

family, there is no one thing more strikingly neglected about most
farms than the setting out and cultivation of fruits, both in the gar-
den and the orchard.

Some go so far as .the planting out process, and then, on account

of the accumulation of other work, the plants are neglected, and that

is the end of the chajjter. Weeds spring up and choke, stock break

in and trample down, and in the case of orchard trees the singletree
of the careless driver finishes the work. Still it cannot be said that

such men do not appreciate the fruit itself, for no one can accept
from their more painstaking neighbors more quickly the invitation

to ''send the children over after a mess of berries," or who takes

more delight in visiting those whose vineyard, garden and orchard

supplies them with fruit the season through.
The fact of this wholesale neglect of fruit culture on the part

of farmers is not due to the lack of necessary knowledge nor the

uncertainty of fruit culture, but to a lack of capacity and a want
of thoroughness on the part of the farmers themselves. So many
farmers think it takes so long to get a crop of fruit that thev have
not the patience to wait even one year. Many men work In' the day,
week or month, because they have not the ability of planning ahead,
nor the capacity to see the returns Avhich would come in in the course

of time and doubly reward them for tlieir iiatience. For this reason

they continue to work for others because they can then tell when
night comes just what they have earned during the day. To be s-uc-

cessful in fruit-raising as well as in business, a luan must have souie

faith in the future, and not expect to plant trees in the spring and
harvest his fruit the next autumn as he does his corn. Farmers, let

us exercise care in selecting our varieties, in the setting out and cul-

tivation of what we do select, and our reward shall be in proportion
to our labors.

It is not necessary in order to raise strawberries for family use

that a farmer should have the knowledge and experience of a Parker

Earle, or in order to grow successfully an a]i])]e orchard to ])rovide
fruit for his family that lie sliouhl l)e a Haumunid or a Whitney.
No; if nature has endowed him with a fair sprinkling of common
sense he can, with a little inquiry, ascertain the peculiar methods of
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plantiiif^ and cultivation necessary for tlie different kinds of small
fruits and trees. The same care and judgment that he would exer-

cise in the cultivation of his corn crop, and the addition of the
hoe when needed, will insure him prompt returns for his lahor^ and
he will be surprised at the ease with which the task was accom-

plished.
At the same time I do not wish to be understood as saying that

to cultivate small fruits for market does not require experience, for
it does. But many farmers can successfully raise the fruits

without going through a special course of training, and those things
which it is very helpful to know will be acquired as he gains experi-
ence. It often transpires that men who engage in fruit-growing for

the family table become enthusiasts on the subject, and become

growers for market.
In planting an apple orchard the varieties should be selected of

the best quality and also those most prolific in bearing. Both
items should be taken into consideration, for some varieties are so

shy of bearing that they are worthless, be the quality of fruit ever
so good. Do not set more summer and fall apples than is necessary
for the family supply of eating and cooking apples, but winter apples

may be planted in larger quantities than is absolutely necessary.
When the orchard bears lightly there will be enough, and when a

large crop is harvested the surplus, if good varieties and carefully

picked, will always bring a fair price. Apples, at the same price as

potatoes per bushel, are more remunerative to the farmer, for they
require less expense in handling, although most farmers will allow

apples to rot before they will sell them at twenty-five cents per bushel.

These same farmers often sell their potato crop for that money.
It is not my province to tell how to grow all the kinds of small

fruits and orchard trees, for that subject will be covered by the

special committees appointed for that purpose. I will offer a few sug-

gestions, and append a list of varieties of fruits that have proven
satisfactory for Central (Eastern) Illinois.

In the first place do not seek after some new variety of fruit

that no one else has, and which is offered at high prices under

equally high sounding names. It is not only the new beginners who
are

" taken in
"
by these sharpers, but the "

old birds
*"

occasionally

get bit. An instance of this kind I will relate. An acquaintance
of mine bought several hundred apple trees at forty cents each of a

man who recommended tliem to be very choice, and that they were
new— no one else could supply him. This very same variety was in

a number of orchards in the vicinity and was bearing, but this man,
who was a fruit-grower of fifteen years experience, must have some-

thing hf'tfer than his neighbors, and hence insisted on being swindled.

Go to your neighbors, find out what does well with them— not
one man's experience but many— and then after completing your list,

go to some nursery in your vicinity and get what you want at rea-

sonable prices.
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Set your orchard trees as far apart as you intend them to stand
when fnlly pjrnwn. Don't make the mistake of settin^^f close to^jether
with the iiitentiuu of cutting out when tliey get too ck)se, for before

you are aware your trees have grown together, and you let them stand

"just this year" until your orchard is ruined. If planted far enough
apart the grass will grow and the ])asture can be utilized for hogs,
calves or sheep. Small fruits can be set in the orchard if thought
desirable, but I prefer to have them in a place b}' themselves.

Strawberries should be set in rows, three to four feet apart, and
from one to t^vo feet in the row.

Raspberries and currants in rows eight feet apart, and four feet

in the row.

Blackberries and gooseberries the same as raspberries.

Apple trees should be planted not less than two rods each way.
Pear and peach trees might be set between the apple trees, as

thev usually die before the apple trees attain a size sutKcent to in-

terfere.

I would recommend the following list of fruits for this section

of the country:

Strairberries— Crescent, Wilson and Charles Downing.
Baspherries

— For red. Turner; Blackcap, Gregg and Mammoth
Cluster.

Blackberries— Lawton and Snyder; the latter most hardy and
free from rust.

Currants— Large Cherry.
Clierrij

—
Early Richmond on Morello stocks.

Pears— Tyson, Flemish Beauty. Seckle and Sheldon. The Tyson
pear has not been known to blight in our locality where it has been

planted for twenty years. It ripens about the last of August and is

in quality next to the Seckle or Sugar pear. It also is a good bearer.

AvPL^s.—Sionmcr— Red Astrachan, Codlin and Benoni.
Fall— Maiden's Blush, Stanard and Snow.

Early Winter— Grimes' Golden. Jonathan.
Winter— ^omc Beauty. Rawles' Janet, Minkler and Ben Davis.
It is well to have the Ben Davis in a list for family orchard, for

some years they will bear when other varieties fail, and they will do
to eat when thore is nothing else. When there is a crop of the other
varieties the \^q\\ Davis will sell to best advantage.

In place of B(dlflower T have substituted Grimes' Golden on ac-

count of its better bearing qualities.
The above list is for family use.

Upon motion of Parker Earle it was

Besolrerl, That this Society recognize its many obligations to

the agricultural press of the State for its long-continued services to
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all the interests of horticulture, anrl that we extend the most cordial

welcome to the representatives of the Prairie FariHf)\ the Farmer's

Revieit\ and The Farmer and Fruit Grower^ now present with us.

It was moved and carried that we adjourn until two o'clock.

THIRD DAY—Afternoon.

The Society was called to order at two o'clock by President Ga-

lusha.

Prof. Burrill— If it is in order I would like to call up the mat-

ter in relation to the Committee on Experimental Stations.

President Galusha— It is in order.

Prof. Burrill—As this Society will hold another annual meeting
before the Legislature again assembles, would it not be better to

limit the work of that committee to gathering all accessible inform-

ation on the subject, to report at our next meeting?

President Galusha— I will suggest that that committee, when

appointed_, has already been instructed, or their duties defined.

Parker Earle— That was Prof. Burrill's resolution. A motion

to reconsider would be in order.

A motion was made, and carried, to reconsider.

Prof. Burrill — I move to amend the resolution by striking out

the words "
to prepare a memorial to be presented to the legislature."

The amendment prevailed, and the resolution as amended was

readopted.

A motion was made and carried that the Chair be authorized

and requested to appoint this committee.

The Chair named Prof. Burrill, Prof. Forbes, and Samuel Ed-

wards, as such committee.

Prof. Budd— Allow me to claim your attention, gentlemen, for

a few moments. Within the last half hour I have heard of the

sudden death of the Hon. J. N. Dixon, of Iowa, to whom I have so

often referred during this meeting. On Monday I was with him on
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the cars, and left him in his usual health. One hour later he was

dead. He was a prominent, enthusiastic, and successful horticultu-

rist, and I cannot tell you how I am shocked by this sad intelligence.

C. N. Dennis— I have often met Mr. Dixon, and know him to

be a man of great practical knowledge, and one who did much in the

line of experimental horticulture. Those who knew him will feel a

deep sense of personal loss in his death.

President Galusha— Many of you knew Cyrus Overman, one of

the pioneers of horticulture in this State. An engraving of him was

made years ago, and a few copies are left. Any one desiring it can

have a copy by giving their address and paying postage.

Prof. Burrill— Several years ago some of us wanted an engrav-

ing made of the lamented Flagg, but nothing came of it. I now
understand that an engraving has been made for some publication,

and suggest that it appear in the next volume of our transactions.

On motion this subject was referred to the Secretary. {See ac-

tion of Executive Board.)

Report of Committee on Gathering and Marketing Fruits and

Vegetables, F. M. Doan, Jacksonville, and C. C. Wright, Cobden:

GATHERING AND MARKETING FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.

This subject has been ably and exhaustively treated by many of

your essayists in the years gone by, and I fear that T can add but
little to your literature that will prove either novel or instructive.

Taking our fruit growers and gardeners as a class, and I fancy
the assertion will hardly meet with a denial, that with the successful

raising of the products of the orchard or garden their intelligent
labor seemed to end, when indeed, as should be the case, all our en-

ergies and personal care should l)e enlisted to insure success. Only
eternal diligence will bring to us the just reward of our planting
and seeding, and of no less importance is it to understand how to

gather, ship, and market their produce.
I shall have to confine myself to fruits entirely, as my experi-

ence and interests lie in this direction. The first recpiirement to

acquire success in raising fruit for uiarket is to select the varieties

and kinds that are best suited to the locality and to the demands of

the most available markets. The second is to plant no more than
can properly be taken care of; and the third, is to carefully gather,
assort and })ut in neat packages for shipment or local market. It is
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with this last and third requirement that our paper will deal: "Gath-

ering and Marketing of Fruits."'

The old adage says "in peace prepare for war," so we begin in

April to make up our boxes for the small fruit, using the Halleck

box, made in St. Joseph, Michigan
— five Swedish two ounce tacks

being sutiicient for each box. The crates (sixteen quarts), are made
at the same time, the boxes being placed in them each day as made,
and stored away in lofts. Each cjuart box and crate are stamped as

made. Our boxes are made by our hands, and also by those employed
at so much per thousand. For strawberries and blackberries we

greatly prefer the trays, as the fruit is far more showy and conse-

quently saleable in them, and then again, the cost is not so great.
We paint our trays on the outside a cherry red, and inside a lead

color, making them very attractive, and as they are always returned
we consider them a good investment.

Our fruit is gathered as early as the dew in the morning will

allow, so that, being within one and one-half miles of town, we can

get a load to market by eight o'clock in the morning, repeating the

operation until the fruit is all gathered, delivered to our local com-
mission merchants, and shipped to our different consignees in the

numerous towns adjacent to us. A vigilant oversight is kept over

the pickers to see that they pick cleanly and do not pick unripe fruit.

Upsetting the boxes is a good way to make them careful, and if un-

ripe fruit is on the bottoin of the box,
" dock them." In this way

the pickers exercise care and judgment, and purchasers soon find

that they can rely on the quality of fruit sold under your brand.

A stand is made to receive the fruit as the pickers gather and

bring it in, each picker receiving a card designating the number of

quarts brought in, and at the close of the day's work, the tickets are

taken up, and a receipt given for amount due for day's work; pay-day
being Monday afternoons for the preceding week's work.

We keep but little fruit over night, only that we are obliged to

ship by the early morning trains. Over-ripe soft berries we never

ship, great care being exercised not to send out or market anything
that would injure our reputation as reliable growers. The coming
season we expect to handle all, or nearly all, our strawberries in

trays. The pickers gather them in quart boxes, and when they are

brought to the stand they are emptied into trays, and all unripe
and defective berries taken out.

One great cause for complaint is the rough usage our express

companies' employees give in handing the fruit. They are hammered
and jammed around until the juice is fairly made to stain the car

and express wagon. No doubt some blame lies at the door of the

shipper, for often the address of the consignee is anything but

plain. Let us see to it that our crates are plainly marked at end and

top, and then insist on careful handling by the common carriers.

Respectfully submitted,
FRANK M. DOAN.
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Prrsit/cnf of Sf((fe norticnltund Society:

The topic assijj^ned nie for yonr meeting at Blooiiiington was so

fully discussed at a former meeting of your Society that hut little

more can be said without repeating the main points relating to

"Gathering and Marketing Fruits and Vegetables."' It is with a

great deal ut hesitatiou I attempt to add any words of mine. But as

I was ••

called," will briefly respond.
In the first place we are supposed to have crops to gather and

market, and as profit is the main point of our effort we should so

organize and systematize our plans as to produce the largest returns.

I leave the details as to the mode of gathering, style of package, or

stage of ri])ening, to the judgment of each grower, as much depends
on distance from market, mode of transit, and the weather. Would
always insist on keeping well up Avith the gathering of perishable
fruits, and also on the careful and thorough and clean picking, and
honest and uniform packing, of whatever we send to market. We
find it is good i)olicy to make two or more grades, indicating, by full

name of shipper, with "choice," or
'^
selected," or some word by

which our commission man will know the quality of the goods and
can safely warrant them to his customers as No. 1. The second

grade should also be distinctly designated by an understood sign of

some sort, and if a third grade is shipped let it be only marked with
name of consignee and number of stencil. By doing this the best

brand Avill always find the best customers and best prices, while the
others must take their chances with the average stock and be sold on
their merits.

The vegetable interest may be more local than general, but as it

is on the programme I will l)riefly allude to some of the leading
varieties.

Lettuce, grown under glass, is one of the first in this line, which,
with spinach, is shipped in large quantities in strawberry crates.

Asparagus is one of the green things that find ready sale. This re-

quires constant attention, and should be cut at surface of ground
when six to ten inches in height, washed, sorted, and bunched so
that two dozen bunches will fill a third-l)ushel box. The bunches
should l)e even at l)()th eiuls. tied twice, and closely ]iacked.

Khubarl> is birgely grown in Southern Illinois for distant north-
ern rnarkets, and shi})ped by car loads. It is sliipi)ed in barrels or

boxes.

Tomatoes come in the line of perishable goods, and are gathered
as soon as they indicate the first a|)))roach to rijteniiig, carried to the

packing house, assorted, and carefully ])acked in third-bushel boxes— the riper oiu-s by themselves for near markets, the greener ones
for a longer travel, and the greenest for the most distant markets—
Buffalo, and even Boston.

Gathering sweet potatoes requires much care in handling to in-

sure long keeping. It should Ije done here during the first half of
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Octobei", on sunny days, trimmed and assorted as fast as dry, and
when dry put into bushel boxes and hauled to the potato house,
where they should he ranked or corded up in bins to the depth of five

or six feet. Fifty thousand bushels, more or less, are put up in this

county (Union) for winter and spring sale. Houses properly con-
structed for keeping out the cold, with heating stoves to control the

temperature, which may range from fifty up to sixty degrees, will

insure safe keeping. Shipping is done in barrels, lined with heavy
paper in the coldest weather, in refrigerator cars.

Now we have our fruits and vegetables
"
gathered

"
and care-

fully prepared for market, and trustingly resign them to the "
tender

mercies of the wicked" (railroad and express men), to be delivered

in their own good time to our agents, the commission men, in the

various markets of the north, east, and west.

Here is opened a wide field for consideration and cooperation of

shippers in arranging a better system of distribution of our products.
The new and increasing facilities for reaching the growing cities of

the northwest, and the growing demand and ability to pay for health-

ful luxuries, would seem to warrant a new departure in the mode of

distribution, by which the producer shall receive a fair compensation
for his labor. This has been done to a large extent the last season^

demonstrating the practicability of loading refrigerator cars with
strawberries in their season, and tomatoes aho, for Detroit, Cleve-

land, and Buffalo, with good results. In conclusion, I would sug-

gest the selection of wideawake responsible commission men, and
when we find them it is always safe to stick to them, and never di-

vide with more than two or tliree house i in the same market.

Respectfully submitted,
C. C. WRIGHT.

Report of Committee on Florticulture^ Mrs. Mary J. Barnard,

Manteno, Mrs. Ellen H. G. Smith, Peoria, and F. A. Bailer, Bloom-

ington:

FLOWERS.

One day last summer, when calling on a lady friend, I found
her among her flower-beds. "Always working among your flowers,"
was my greeting. In reply she said: "I spend all my leisure mo-
merits among them; I never think any bad thoughts when I am
working among my flowers." She gave me a new idea— there was
a text for a whole sermon in her answer. I never realized before

the importance of beautifying our homes; it came to me again in

the fall in the exclamation of a lady I had given bulbs and plants to

in the spring. It was: "How little it takes to make people happy!
We have all enjoyed the flowers you gave us so much, and the chil-

dren have been delighted with them." Try it, tired mothers; raise
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a few flowers. The children will become interested, and will take

more than one burden oil your hands. They will
" think no bad

thoughts,"' watching the tiny buds and leaves unfold. Even the

youngest will take an interest, and would never think of molesting
mamma's flowers. Some of the pleasantest recollections of my child-

hood are of birds and flowers. How well I remember thinking that

by lying down beside a bed of balsams ('•touch-me-nots'* we called

them then ) I could catch one of the beautiful little humming-birds
that daily gathered sweets from the flowers.

Beecher says,
" Flowers are the sweetest things God ever made

and forgot to put a soul into." Flowers! They are among the most

beautiful things on earth. This world would indeed be a barren

waste if there were no flowers. How drear and lonely everything
looks out of doors in winter, when the flowers are all dead. But
there are many kinds that we can grow in the house. What is

lovelier than a window full of nice plants. 'Tis true they require a

great deal of care: still, T think they repay us for all our care in

their beauty and fragrance. How lovely the first spring flowers are!

The first to break through the frost are the crocus and snow drops.
Then hyacinths and lilies of the valley, filling the air with their per-
fume, and tulips with their gorgeous colors— no flower makes a

more showy bed. Then come the annuals; by care and a little

trouble we can have a succession of flowers all summer. Flowers!

who does not love them?

"The opening bud that lightly swung
V]Hm tlie dewy air,

Moved ill its very sportiveness
Beneath angelic care;

For i)early lingers gently ope'd
E;icli curved <ind painted leaf—

Eiicli tiny leal' liecaine a scroll

Inscribed with lioly truth —
A lesson, tliat around the heart

ISiiould keep the dews of youth.
Bright missals from angelic throngs

Jn every by-way left.

How were the eartli of glory shorn
Were it of llowers bereft.

Tliey treniltle on the Aljnne height,
Tiie fissured rocks they press —

The desert wild with heat and sand
Shares too their l)lessedness;

And wl!eres(t(3'er the weary heart
Turns in its dim desj)air.

The meek-eyed blossom upward looks

Inviting it to i)rayer.
God might liave made the earth bring forth

Enough for great and small.
The oak tree and the cedar tree,

Without a rtower at all.
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Then wherefore had they birth?
* * ^ * * Hi

To comfort man, to whisper hope
Whene'er his faitli was dim,

For wiioso careth for the liowers
Will much more care for him."

Flowers I They are scattered everywhere. When on a visit to

the Indian Territory I picked seventeen different varieties of wild

flowers in going one-half mile, and when we moved to Illinois

twenty-eight years ago, the prairies were one vast flower garden,

many of them worthy a place in any garden, hnt they are fast dis-

appearing. Are any of ns trying to preserve those that are worthy
for future generations, or do we relegate that to some florist, that by
sending to him we can have them returned to us under some big
name.

A few years ago Vick advertised quite extensively his
" Montana

Verbena,"
''

very hardy," price only twenty-five cents for about a

dozen seeds. I sent and got a paper; it proved to be just what I

already had in my garden that my sister had sent from Kansas, and
when I visited her I saw it growing wild all over the prairie.

I see one of our members recommend starting gladiolus bulbs

in the hot-beds. My plan has been to plant as early in the spring as

the ground would permit^ then at intervals of two or three weeks,
thus securing a succession of bloom. I think we had them in blos-

som about three months last summer. Dahlias, asters, verbenas,

phloxes drummondi, pansies, in fact, all flowers did well as far as I

have observed, when properly cared for, except roses; they were

badly winter-killed, and the rose slug tried to take what was left,

but by perseverance in applying remedies and picking them off, we
succeeded in saving our bushes, and this fall had some splended
roses.

And now, in these cold, dreary winter days, the true horticultu-

rist can find many things to employ his leisure moments. There are

many preparations for the coming summer that can be attended to

at this time, also aiding the good wife in the care of the house

plants. Did you ever notice the difference on entering two homes—
one where everything is bright and cheerful, and windows filled with

lovely plants; the other where everything is dark and gloomy and
not a living thing to be seen except the inmates? Need I further
draw the picture! Then let us each and every one, fathers as well

as mothers, do everything we can to make home what home ought
to be,

'' and our children will rise up and called us blessed."

MRS. M. J. BARNARD.
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FLOWER-GROWING.

HY MRS. ELLEN G. SMITH. OF PEORIA. "•

Eve raised flowers. Slie also raised Cain. Her descendants

have followed her exani])le in both particulars. Cain we can raise

without helj). To raise flowers we need all the assistance we can get;
hence horticultural societies; hence floriculture committees.

Plants do not ask much of us. Thev only want three things.
Give any respectable plant of a well meaning variety dirt, sun and
water, and it will give you blossoms.

If you can't or won't supply these three things, go get thee to

a dollar store. hi(i/ flowers of Avax. set them on the parlor center

table, under a bell-glass, pull down the blinds and turn away "se-

renely satisfied
"

in the thought that your floral treasures are laid up
where moth and rust will not corrupt, nor thieves steal if they do
break through.

Floriculture in this latitude naturally divides itself into two

parts: flower-growing out-doors and in.

The first question to be settled in starting to groAv flowers out-

doors is wh?re to put the flower beds. If you are fortunate enough
to have a front yard sufficiently large to give you a prett}^ l)it of

green sward in contrast to the gay flower beds, well and good, put
them there; but if your husband or wife objects to having a part of

the small smooth lawn used for flower beds, don't insist on it. Peace
is better than posies. You can put them in the back yard with just
as good results, for flowers are true democrats and will bloom as gen-
erously on the alley as on the avenue. Where the beds are is of

small matter; how they are is most important. The soil in them
must be mellow and nutritious. To secure this, spade deep and mix
with our virgin l)lack ))rairie soil or leaf-mold enough sand and com-

])ost to make tlie dirt mellow and ])()roiis. so that when you squeeze
a little of it up tightly in your hand it will fall to pieces again as

soon as you drop it.

If you arc unfortunate enough to live in the neighljorhood of a

brewery, and many of us are. the rotben refuse ho])s from it. sj)aded
into the flower beds, will be found to make the soil very mellow.

They also contain a good deal of food for the plants.
Next comes the question of what to plant, and this depends

largely u])on individual taste.

Large flower beds are made much prettier by having a border
around them. Among ])lants suitable for bordering are some varie-

ties of low growing colli, Knglish daisies, golden feverfew, sweet

alyssum, so-called, and candy tuft. A few of the coleus plants
"
kept over," will furnish enough small plants to border a large bed,

as the cuttings from them strike root very readily in water or sand

kept wet.

10
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Nothing is gained by being in haste to get house-plants into the

ground; it is better to leave them in Avinter quarters till our cold

spring winds are over, say till the middle of May in this locality.
Plants are set out in masses of one variety, or two or three kinds

are arranged in ribbon style, much oftener than they used to be. In

large yards this can be done with fine effect. A half dozen scarlet

geraniums planted together will catch the eye and admiration of the

passer-by, when, scattered, they would be unnoticed.

Geraniums will give more bloom in proportion to the size of the

plant if you can put in the ground young thrifty plants that have
been started during the winter or very early spring.

Verbenas I have to buy each season from some florist, as Jack
Frost usually nips my seedling verbenas in the bud.

Old Fi(cJisias will give you the most blossoms, and they can
share some partially shaded corner with the pansies.

If there is,a spot where the soil is particularly rich, and the sun

bright, heliotropes will accept it gratefully.
These house-plants that I have mentioned: geraniums, verbenas,

heliotropes, and fuchsias, are those one must have for blossoms, it

seems to me, even if only one bed can. be had.

The list can be increased indefinitely by adding carnations, tea

roses, bouvardias, abutilons, lantanas, hibiscuses, and others.

There is a wonderful variety of bulbs, and tubers, too, that pro-
duce lovely foliage or flowers, but as I have had but slight experience
with them, I pass them to some one " who knows."'

The name of beautiful foliage plants is legion. Very charming
^ects are possible with these latter to the veriest amateur. For ex-

ample, alternate rows of mountain-of-snow geranium and some dark
coleus gives a very pleasing effect. Some varieties of centaureas,

commonly called
"
dusty millers," in alternation with a dwarf red

coxcomb, will be a handsome bed till heavy frosts come, but the cox-

comb seeds must be started in the house or hot-bed early in the

spring.
The beauty of a foliage bed depends very largely upon the skill

with which it is arranged, and gives ample scope for the amateur's

ingenuity.
Annuals of endless variety there are that can easily be grown,

provided one can obtain good seed. No one kind perhaps yields bet-

ter results than phlox drummondi, as its colors are many and bril-

liant, and it flowers so freely. A bed composed entirely of these

plants is a "thing of beauty and joy
"

until there is a killing frost.

The last of July, or first of August, the geranium cuttings that

are intended for winter blooming should be rooted. Take these cut-

tings just below a joint, and from the end of a top shoot if possible.
A stocky cutting will make a pretty plant, while a long-jointed slim

one Avill be an awkward, gangling thing always. After taking off

all but two or three top leaves put the cuttings in a shallow box or
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dish of sand, which must not be allowed to get dry. In two weeks,
or a little more, they should ])e rooted. Put them now into small

pots from two to three inches across, and filled with good rich dirt.

The })lants should be partially shaded, and thoroughly watered after

this transplanting.
Verbenas, coai, fuschias, lantanas, hibiscus, and heliotropes, can

be started at this tini? ])r()fitably in the same way.
An easier method, perhaps, to start geraniums, is to cut or break

them partially from the stalk, and let them hang there till the break

has healed or ''cicatrized;"' they may then be taken oft" and put di-

rectly into dirt in the small pots: thus saving one handling.
The large-leafed begonias, like begonia rex, can be rooted by

pressing a single leaf down on the moist sand. If the leaf is cut

down to the mid-rib in two or three places, yon will often have as

many plants as divisions.

The large plants that are to come into the house during the

winter should be taken np a month before it is intended to put them
indoors. Nearly everything but coleus plants should be well cut

back, put into as small pots as Avill hold them conveniently, water
roots and leaves thoroughly^ and set the plants in the shade of a tree

or building; leave them there a week or two till the roots are
"
set-

tled," when thev mav have less water and more sun. If tea roses

are put in the ground they may stay there until the middle of Sep-
tember or October, and when })otted be left under the shade of a

tree, watering as needed for a month, or till the ground begins to

freeze at night. Thpn bring them in, and by the middle of Decem-
ber they will begin to bloom.

So much for plants in the yard. I know by sad experience,
however, that in town lots it often lia})])ens that you cannot put a

flower bed in the fnmt yard, for the children must have a place to

play, and you cannot put it in the back yard, for the washings must
be dried. There's always "room at the top.*' you know, and if we
can't have "

ground floor,
"

we'll just put our flower bed into a box
and move it up to a window ledge or l)alc()ny. One of the prettiest

things I saw last summer was a flower-trained balcony in Minneapo-
lis. There seemed to be a box about a foot in width and the same
in dej)th, around three sides of the balcony, which fronted east. In

this box were ])lanted just three kinds of drooping flowers, viz: nas-

turtiums, or tropa^olums, if you will, lobelia, and sweet alyssum, or

candy tuft, I could not tell which from the street.

We were admiring this l)rilliant cornice of yellow-red, blue, and

white, fi'om the o])posite veranda of my friend, when one of our

party, a gentleman, said:
"
Yes, it is handsome, but the plants bloom

so well I'll warrant there is a professional gardener to take care of

them." '• No there is n't!" said my friend. "The lady of the house
and her daughter take care of them, and do all their own work be-

side." I mentally tallied one for amateurs.
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If you can, let a few iiiornin<? glories run over your back porch
or fence, and near by have a bed of the old-fashioned flowers, such as

garden pinks, golden coreopsis, sweet peas, ragged ladies, bachelor's

buttons, bouncing Bettys, and four-o'clocks.

They hold more inemories for us than the more showy annuals
that have crowded them out. They take us back to the days when
the fra (/)•((

ace of the roses of life was with us, but we knew of the

thorns only by hearsay.
When the plants are brought into the house give them as good

a light as you can afford. If tliere is Ijut one sunny window in the

house, however, don't fill it with plants. The family is of more

importance than the flowers.
" Eternal vigilance

"
is more truly the price of blossoms indoors

than out, especially in the dwelling house. The green fly is the most
common enemy. To get rid of it, steep tobacco stems in water until

the liquid is the color of strong tea, then dip the plants in it if they
are small; apply it thoroughly with a florist's syringe if they are

large. Tobacco tea will also kill worms in the pots, if the plants are

watered with it. Tobacco stems can be obtained for a trifle from any
cigar maker.

Water your plants, except callas, when the earth in the pots be-

gins to look and feel dry. We amateurs are apt to water too often.

Our plants no more need to drink all the time than we do. In win-

ter, too, like ourselves, they are partial to warm drinks.

It is a good thing for all house plants, especially callas, to cover

the tops of the pots with packing moss. If you can mix with it a

little bone-dust— one part by weight of dust to thirty of moss, Hen-
derson says

— so much the better. Plants so treated need not be
watered so often, nor so soon shifted to larger pots.

If the bone-dust is not easily obtainable, liquid manures made
from ordinary compost may be substituted. Make a leach with an
old pail or barrel, according to your needs. To water your plants
with this is not a dainty operation; but never mind, in the wonder-
ful lal:)oratories of root and branch that cunning chemist, the sap,
will transform the malodorous liquid, and give it back to you in the

shape of brilliant blossom, or in the delicate perfume of rose or he-

liotrope.
I know of but two varieties of plants that can be propagated

better in winter than at any other time. These are carnations and
tea roses. When your tea roses bloom in winter cut off a half-open
rose with suitable stem, say three inches long, then take off a cutting

just below where the rose was cut.

To get a carnation slip, take hold at the end of a shoot with one

hand, and three inches further back take hold with the other, and

pull till the shoot unjoints. Snip off the ends of the leaves of the dis-

joined piece and treat like any other cutting.
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In short, if you do n't like flowers don't try to cultivate thera

because other people do, but if the care of them is a pleasure to you,
do <i^row them, and such varieties as your own taste dictates, even if

some prim neighbor is astonished at
"
your taste."

FLORICULTURE.

Mr. President and Members:

Being called upon for an article on Floriculture, I would say
that the field is a pretty large one and I find it constantly changing.
A few years ago the demand was mostly, if not entirely, for plants.
and most fiorists carried a general assortment of them, and pub-
lished catalogues that were circulated all over the country with good
results. Latterly the demand has fallen off and but few retail cata-

logues are now sent out, and I find the same state of affairs exists

East as well as West. One reason of this, I think, is the general

knowledge in regard to propagating the commoner class of plants,

geraniums, fuchias, etc., and the general use of base-burning stoves

and heaters will insure a steady genial atmosphere through the cold-

est weather.

Now the demand is for cut flowers mostly, and we have to

adapt our greenhouses to the growth and blooming of monthly roses,

mostly teas, also carnations, bouvardias, heliotropes, violets, camel-

lias, primulas, lilies, etc., with a growing demand. Prices at times

rule low and there is some waste, but generally a market can be
found for them in Chicago and other large cities. The outlook is

fairly prosperous, as the wealthy and refined people all patronize the

florist, and I think you will agree with me in saying that for

funerals, weddings, or as a present to a sick friend, there is nothing
more ap])ro])riate, or a truer indication of refinement and culture,

than the use of fragrant, beautiful flowers. All honor to our Amer-
ican people in this direction, as I know of no country where the

practice is more universal or more generally followed.

In regard to ])laiits. T think great im])rovement can l)e made in

growing them Ijy the use of tile sash, and L look forward to the time
when the building of the better class of houses will include at least

a bay window on the south or east side. This would enable ladies,

and even cliildren. to cnltivate and enjoy growing, and even l)lo()m-

ing, plants all winter. This would prove a very pleasant and enjoy-
able feature in every home, and tend not a little to the love of home
and horticultural pursuits in our rigorous winter climate.

Another change T would notice is in the propagation of roses.

Many people now prefer Ijudded roses, as it is almost impossible to

have strong, vigorous plants of the finer class in any other way, as

the bud l)looms are almost always slender growers, and have not con-
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stitntion enonp,'h to stand our cold winters and hot summers, and by
planting a little below the bud there is not much danger of suckers

choking out the bud, and again they can be readily discovered and
rubbed off. should they make their appearance. The manettia is the

stock mostly used, though seven sisters and Wm. Banksia answers

finely for choice tender teas. F. A. BALLER.

Report of Committee on Utilizing Fruits, G. W. Hilliard,

Brighton, and J. S. Rodgers. Marengo:

UTILIZING OF FEUIT.

In this age of hurry and progress of what use is it to spend so

much time in learning how best to grow large c^uantities of fruit, if

we do not also learn how to best utilize the crop that it may net us

the most dollars and cents?

Even our comparatively slow-going ancestors, dating as far

back as Father Adam and Mother Eve, took care to make use of as

much as possible of the products of Eden. We may be thankful
that the mistakes of our forefathers have been made a part of his-

tory, to warn us to be cautious.

Though it may not be possible for us to fall into such serious

error, involving so great loss as did our first parents in the disposition
of our fruit, yet it will pay us to consider well the subject and let the

experience of our parents, their successes and failures, influence us

in our management of future crops.

Among the successful methods of utilizing fruit now in prac-
tice may be mentioned, first, marketing the best, then evaporating,

making jelly, canning, making cider and vinegar, and feeding to

stock.

In a county like ours, which is capable of producing such enor-

mous crops of fruit, it would be simply a suicidal policy to rush our

product on the market as fast as matured. Such a system has so

often been attempted that you are well aware of the consequences:
markets overstocked, commission men write to you to "hold back

shipments,''
"
fruit a drug,"

"
selling to peddlers for enough to pay

charges or less." Such experiences naturally lead us to seek other

methods of utilizing our fruit.

Making jelly, evaporating and canning are comparatively new,
but have already grown to large proportions, and are rapidly utilizing
a large share of our surplus fi'uits, and yielding a fair profit for

capital and labor invested, but not having had any experience with

them I will confine myself to ways with which I am more familiar,

and give you in a few words my plan of disposing of fruit.

As I have quit growing fruit for market, except apples, I shall

speak only of that variety. The early kinds I deem unfit subjects
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for cider or vineti;ar, consequently I <>;ither all the l)est specimens iind

send to market, the remainder are fed to stock. As the fall or more
solid varieties mature. I start my cider-mill and make them into vine-

gar, for which I always find cjuick sale at sixteen to ei<'hteen cents

per <4allon. harrel included. 1 cannot say there is much profit in

strictly pure cider vinegar at that figure, nnide in my way, for I have
no short process, but simply put the juice into good tight barrels,

filling them aliout three-fourths full and ))iling them two or three
tiers high in a shed or outhouse. Avhere they are allowed to remain

through the winter and next summer wath the bung out, and a small
cloth tacked over the hole to keep out insects and dust. The barrels

not being full gives room for expansion by freezing, which does the

vinegar no harm.

During the following autumn it is racked off and ])ut into cellar,

where it will be ready to fill orders with during the winter. I have
tried putting into tanks, holding from fifty to one hundred barrels,

but with unsatisfactory results, for such large bodies of juice require
to be agitated frequently during the summer months, so as to expose
it as much as possil)le to light and air, causing it to sour more

rapidly, but it usually happens that at the time this should be done
there are so nuiny other things on the farm that demand ])rompt at-

tention that the vinegar is neglected. And w^hile other vinegar can
be numufactured in twenty-four hours and sold for seven to ten cents

per gallon. I must confess I see very little eiicouragement for the

producer of strictly pure cider vinegar.
There is a movement now on foot, with fair prospect of success,

among the cider and cider vinegar makers of the United States, to

have the AV'hisky Vinegar LaAV of 1879 repealed by Congress at its

next session. Should that be done we may expect better prices for
our cider vinegar.

I now come to the method oi utilizing fruit by making into

cider. This I have been familiar with for more than thirty years.
I w^ell remember the time when my father bought a little hand
cider-mill which had a capacity of from one to two barrels per day,
Avith two m»Mi to handle it. and "when twelve to fifteen barrels of

cider made in one year was looked u])on as a large stock. But that
time has long passed away, and rapid progress made in the produc-
tion of cider-making machinery has brought us to the present, when
we turn out daily from twenty-five to forty barrels, and store away
in cellars for winter and spring trade froiu \\\(' huiidreil to one
thousand barrels, which finds ready sale at fifteen to eighteen cents

per gallon, jiackages extra. T now make my whole crop of late

apples into cider, not sending a barrel to market, also buying all the

good cider ap])les T can get at forty to fifty cents per barrel didivered

at my mill. The a|)ples are kept in bins as long as the weather will

])eniiit. thus allowing them to ri])en and nuike a richer quality of

cider. They are then run through a grater and ])ressed out immedi-
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ately. the juice l:»eing put into fresh Avhiskj', or still better, highwine
barrels. It is then put into the cellar and allowed to ferment a few

days, then bunged up tight and kept from the air as much as possi-
ble. After two or three weeks it will have become still and settled,
and may be racked by a syphon hose into a clean barrel, at the same
time adding a small quantity of antiseptic to prevent further fer-

mentation and springing of casks when in transit. It is now allowed
to remain still until April ( if not sold before ), when it is again racked
oif and barrels cleaned. Then it is allowed to remain until wanted
to ship, when it is always racked before moving,

It being a standard rule with all productions that the best ma-
terial makes the best goods, so it is with cider. If 3'ou Avish to pro-
duce a choice article you must have good material to make it from.

Now, in conclusion, I wish to say that of all the various ways
I have tried to utilize the fruit of the apj^le-tree, my experience has

been that the most satisfactory results have come from the making
of a choice article of cider.

Respectfully submitted,

G. W. BILLIARD.

Prof. Budd— What are the antiseptics you use?

G. W. Hilliard— I use Shaw's antiseptic and salicylic acid.

Brof. Budd— The question has frequently been asked me. What
is salicylic acid? Its name, from Salix, the generic name of the

willow, indicates its origin. It is obtained from the bark of many
species of willow, and some species of poplar also, and is a powerful

antiseptic and entirely harmless. When in London I saw tissue

paper which had been soaked in a saturated solution of salicylic acid

used to wrap up apples and tomatoes for shipment.

J. M. Pearson— Is not fifty cents per bushel more than you can

afford to pay for cider apples ?

G. W. Hilliard— I have usually paid forty cents per barrel, but

this season paid fifty."

H. Augustine
— What is the law of '79 to which you refer?

G. W. Hilliard— It relates to the manufacture of alcoholic

vinegar, and opens the door to frauds.

Question— Do you make any use of the pomace?

Answer— I spread it upon my corn-land with a Kemp's manure

spreader.
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Question— Do yoii save the seed?

Answer— Ko. Have no convenience of water for washing.

J. M. Pearson— Is not the che.ap vinegar made by the crooked

distillers less hurtful than the cheap mineral acid vinegar? And

has not this pernicious acid vinegar hurt your cider vinegar business

more than the other kind?

Answer— Yes; the great amount of this acid vinegar made, and

its cheapness, is driving cidfi- vinegar out of the market.
•

Hon. S, H. West—^Cannot this Society take some action that

would help to drive out of tlic market these adulterated and poison-

ous articles of diet? I look upon this adulteration of food as a very

serious matter, and hope some measures will soon be taken by the

proper authorities to prevent it.

G. W. Hilliard— There are hundreds of thousands of dollars

worth of fruit lost every year that would be manufactured into vine-

gar if the market was not flooded with these com])Ounds.

Prof. Budd— We have been at work upon this question in Iowa

for several years, but found it an u})hill bu.siness. No other country
in the world permits such adulteration of food. It is a standing

saying in Europe that adultered articles that cannot find consumers

at home are sent to America.

J. M. Pearson— Should hogs be alhnved to run in the orchard?

S. (j. Minkler— There is no danger of hogs injuring a large

orchard.

Mr. Robison— If the field is large enough, and the hogs small

enough, and few enough, pasturing with hogs may do no harm.

Trees are often injured by l)eing rul)l)ed by hogs. As insect destroy-

ers hogs have ])een over-rated, I think. They will not stay up at

night to catch insects.

.1. M. Pearson— We have recommended that hogs ))e allowed to

run in the orchard. It does the hogs good, but does it injure the

trees? I think not. My plan has been to grow corn first, while the

trees are small, then clover, and then turn in the hogs
— one or two

hogs to the acre. I do not put the ring in the nose, but say, root,

hog. And they have not hurt ray trees a particle. I think. Trees

shed the bark annually, and the rubbing does not seem to harm
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them. Another point made is, that they sometimes dig under the

roots, but I have found this true only in isohited cases. Mr. Gorman
tells me that our orchards are less troubled with insects than those

in Southern Illinois or in the Warsaw district
; may not our pastur-

ing with hogs account for it.

G. W. Hilliard— I feel like using Prof. Budd's language, and

saying I know the hogs do injure the orchard. In hot weather they
will root under and lie around the trees and seriously hurt them.

A. Bryant
— Mr. • Pearson keeps only one or two hogs to the

acre, and others who complain of injury, probably a great many
more. Too many hogs in an orchard will bark and kill the trees.

H. J. Ludlow— I have pastured young orchards with sheep, and

had very few codlin moths.

Dr. Sanborn— I am no friend of the hog. Do not believe his

flesh fit for human food; but he may be turned to good account

sometimes. A gentleman in my vicinity has a plum orchard of three

hundred trees, which were unproductive until he put in hogs in suf-

ficient numbers to keep the ground trodden hard. Since pasturing
with the hogs he always has excellent plums and large crops.

Col. Fulkerson— I can corroborate the Doctor on that point.

It is a success to put hogs in the plum orchard. I have not failed

to get large crops of plums since pasturing the orchard with hogs.

J. M. Pearson— I would like to ask members what has been

their experience with dryers. We had one in our vicinity, but did

not make any money out of it. The supply of fruit was not constant.

G. W. Hilliard— Has any one had experience in manufacturing

apple jelly?

S. M. Slade— I move that Mr. H. J. Ludlow, of Minnesota, who
is present, be made an honorary member of this Society. Motion

carried.

H. J. Ludlow— I am glad to have the pleasure of meeting with

this Society, and thank you for your words of welcome. I have for

several years been engaged in fruit growing in the southwestern part

of Minnesota. I find some varieties of apples profitable, particu-

larly Wealthy, Tetofsky, Duchess, and a seedling that is very prom-

ising. This seedling and Wealthy have never lost a bud by frost.

Grapes, blackberries, and strawberries all grow and produce well.
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The transactions of the Executive Board, July meeting, held at

Blooinington, were called for by Mr. Pearson, and read by the Sec-

retary. (Scr index.)

J. M. Pearson — Will some one present give us further informa-

tion. I Avould like to know how it ])anned out.

A. C. Hammond— The Board ])laced SloO at the disposal of the

State Board of Agriculture (the Board added 850), to be offered as

three special preuiiunis for largest and best display of fruit. These

premiums brought out the finest exhibition of fruit ever made at the

State Fair: but whether it was of sufficient benefit to this Society to

warrant the outlay is the question we must decide.

J. M. Pearson— I would like to hear members of the Society

express their views about holding an exhibition of fruit at the next

annual meeting.

Samuel Edwards— It was my pleasure to act as one of the

awarding committee on the special fruit exhibits at the last State

Fair, and T must say that the display was a fine one, and the money
invested by this Society was well spent. I think the Board should

be liberal in this direction, and I most heartily favor the measure

proposed by our president-elect.

Milo Barnard— In addition to regular premiums I should like

to see liberal ones offered for new fruits. It might be the means of

bringing out something valuable.

A. Bryant
— I think it will be a good plan to have an exhibition

of fruit at our next winter meeting. I do not think any one will

object.

Mr. Robison— We have had some profitable exhibitions of

fruit, and I shall be glad to see a display next winter— especially of

everything new.

H. Mortimer— I think a display of fruit Avill be of special ad-

vantage. There is a great variety of fruit grown in the different sec-

tions of the State, and it will be very interesting to orchardists to

have it exhibited together.

S. G. Minkler— I favor a display of this kiiul. aud think it will

make more people come to our meeting.
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D. B. Wier— I hoj)e the Society will pay liberal premiums and

stimulate competition. I should be glad to have the Society exhibit

at the State Fair; such exhibitions please as well as educate the

people.

It was moved and carried that when we adjourn it be sine die.

Samuel Edwards— I propose that we devote a few of the mo-
ments still at our disposal to the discussion of vegetables. I would

like to call attention especially to some of the newer varieties I have

tested. Will first name the Perfect Gem squash, which possesses

excellent qualities. It is thin skinned, fine grained, sweet and of

rich flavor, a free grower and very productive. With me it has been

rather deficient in seeds. I should like to know what has been the

experience of others who have raised it. The Surprise muskmelon
is another rather new thing which I can recommend highly. It is

earl}^ prolific, and one of the finest flavored melons I ever ate.

E. A. Riehl— I can corroborate all that has been said by Mr.

Edwards in praise of the Surprise muskmelon and Perfect Gem

squash, and in answer to a C[uestion just asked me, will say the Ice

Cream is the best watermelon, not to ship, but for home use or near

market.

Samuel Edwards— I consider it every man's christian duty to

supply his family with plenty of fruits and vegetables. We read in

the Book,
" Man doth not live by bread only." Like the doctor here,

I never eat the flesh of the pig
— my diet is mostly vegetables and

fruits.

0. W. Barnard— I heartily indorse all that has been said on

this subject. We do not, many of us, appreciate the value and im-

portance of vegetables to the farmer and to everybody.

Dr. Sanborn— When looking over the reports of this Society I

have often wondered why they did not contain more reports and dis-

cussions on vegetables. By giving more encouragement to this

branch of horticulture great good might be done.

H. Mortimer— Can anyone give a remedy for the cabbage
worm ?

Samuel Edwards— Water from a coal-oil barrel sprinkled upon
the plants, it is said, has proved effectual.
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Dr. Sanborn — - 1 tried an experiment which was successful.

Took a teaspoonful of Paris ^reen and tritnlated with a bucketful

of road dust, and applied to the plants when the dew was on.

H. Mortimer— I think great caution should be used in recom-

mending such a deadly poison. Several of my neighbors have used

a solution of alum with tolerable success.

.1. M. Pearson— I have tried Paris green which Avas at first

successful, but afterward a failure, or a partial failure. I never ex-

perienced any bad effects from its use. The cabbage is a plant that

developes from the inside, and I do not think there is any danger if

the cabbage is properly prepared for the table.

FINAL RESOLUTIONS.

Committee on Final Resolutions res])ectfully report that the
thanks of the State Horticultural Society are due and are hereby
tendered to the citizens of Bloomington and vicinity for many
attentions and courtesies received from them during our session; to

the hotels of the city for reduced rates: to officers and meml)ers: to

the officers of the Chicago and Alton; Illinois Central; Indianapolis.
Bloomington and Western; Chicago, Jiurlington and Quincy; Wa-
bash and Pacific; and Cincinnati and St. Louis Railroad Companies,
for reduc(Ml rates to members; to the retiring officers and members
of the Executive Board for their labors to make the meeting so

interesting and successful. John M. Pearson,
W. T. Nelson,
L. C. Francis.

Cu)nmiftee.

Parker Earle — The World's Fair, which opens at New Orleans

the first of next December, is nniking an unusual effort to have a

very large and interesting fruit exhibition. Premiums of a liberal

nature will be offered, and I hope that this Society will compete for

them. This exhibiticjn is chartered by Congress, and the managers
are making preparations for the largest horticultural exhibition ever

made. We should therefore encourage them by making the l)est

possible display. I think you will there see fruit from almost every

country on the globe, and such a disjday cannot fail to be of the

greatest interest to fruit-growers. The premiums will range from

$5.00 to ^800.00. The entire management of this de]jartment will be

under the control of the Mississippi Valley Horticultural Society.
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C. H. Dennis— I move that this question be referred to the

Executive Board, and that we now adjourn.

Motion carried.

MISCELLANEOUS OR DEFERRED PAPERS.

LIFE AND DEATH OF HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES.

BY VICE-PEESIDENT MILO BARNARD.

Now that horticultural organizations have become the medium
or highway through which the knowledge gained by amateurs and

professionals reaches the general pul)lic, the words I have chosen for

my text are fraught with untokl meaning and importance; for

when we ascertain the secret of success in the organization and man-

agement of horticultural societies^ and expose the cause of rotten-

ness and decay so often witnessed in associations of this kind, we
will have made one grand movement toward universal knowledge on
this all-important subject of horticulture; for it is a fact apparent
to all observing minds, that where a live, progressive society exists,

there horticultural knowledge and horticultural products abound,
and the standard of morals, intelligence, refinement, and taste is

much higher than in localities where individual effort only is exerted

in this direction, which is conclusive proof of the useful and dissem-

inating power of organizations.
I have been led to reflect upon this matter by various remarks

made by members of the State Society touching its longevity and

vitality. It seems to be a foregone conclusion, with some at least,

that the days of this Society are numbered, that its end draweth

nigh, its life-blood is slowly but surely receding from the extremi-

ties, that its feet and hands are growing cold, and that death will

soon claim the old pioneer, that the grim messenger is even now
knocking at the door seeking admission to our councils. And at

f'ormer meetings the excuse for absence on the part of some mem-
bers was that they could not bear to be in at the death,

— could not

witness the death throes of the good old Society. Now, with due

regard and reverence for the feelings of those fathers in horticul-

ture, I must beg leave to differ with them. I will not say that the

days of this Society, as now organized, may not l)e numbered. Tliis

may all be true, for change is a universal law of nature. But I will

say that a deep interest in horticultural matters, and organizations
of some kind for the furtherance of the cause, will not soon fade
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from the earth, but ^vill endure while time lasts, unless the human
race should again sink into benighted barbarism.

Now 1 suspect this dark and gloomy picture of the future of our

Society is caused nuiinly by the color of the glusses through which
we are looking. Is it not ourselves who are growing old, nearing
the valley and the shadow? Does not the consciousness that we are

fast ripening for the sickle cause us to see, or think we see, a finished

appearance to all things that we have helped to organize or been

intimately connected with? This, to a certain extent at least, seems
to be the tendency of the human mind, and it is not strange that

those old men, now fast drojoping out of line, who assisted in the

organization of the State Society, think when its control passes from
their hands its career of usefulness will end in death: and a dis-

couraged tired feeling seems at times to pervade our deliberat'ons,
and a what-is-the-use feeling seems to possess many members and
finds expression in talk and essays.

'

Now because we have not achieved the grand success our san-

guine youth pictured to our ambitious minds, or because we have
feasted on fruit and flowers until we are satiated, or by reason of old

age and poor digestion have lost a portion of the interest we once
felt in these matters, is no reason we should discourage others by
our complainings and sombre forboding of the evil days that are in

store for us. Why should we so soon forget the early days of our
horticultural life — days when we watched with such a keen and

absorbing interest the expanding leaf, the unfolding flower, and the

develo])uient of the fruit? With what anxious care and solicitude

we marked the unrolling of the canna leaf, or measured the gigantic
caladium, and waited day by day with feverish impatience to behold
the bloom on the novelties in the flower garden. Now because we
do not enjoy this care, labor, and communion with nature as we
once did. shall we say irhat is flie use? it does not pay. Is there

nothing that l)ays excei)t what we can wring dollars out of? I tell

you there are many things in horticulture that pay big from which
no golden dollars can ever be extracted.

It is undoubtedly true that horticultural societies, like every-
thing else, have their u]is and downs, their childhood, youth, middle

age. and the "sear and yellow leaf." Some die in infancy, others in

middle age, while others live and flourish for ages. Why this differ-

ence? Some are organized, and for want of a leader, or one to take
the burden u])on his shoulders and bear it onward, the society soon
becomes a thing of the past. Others more fortunate, have one or

two who take a deep interest in the matter, working in season and
out, with energy and ])luck, and manage to keep vitality in the

organization for many years, lint to have a good, lively, wide-
awake society there should be at least a score of working members,
with plenty of reserve force for great occasions and to furnish the
needful for running expenses. And this is the kind that attain

great age and usefulness.
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I know it is luucli easier to point out the failures and shortcom-

ings of societies than to suggest a better way. But I am convinced
that one cause of faihire and death of many, and the low vitality in

others, is because they are run mostly by men, and a large majority
of the members are past the meridian of life, as though the quiet

peaceful pursuit of gardening fruit and forest grooving has attrac-

tions to soothe and tranquilize the spirit of man after the mad
scramble for wealth and power that has absorbed the better part of

his life and manhood. With this I find no fault, and am glad the

business-tossed wayfarer has a haven to repair to where he can

spend the evening of liis days amid the sylvan shades of rural life.

But this exclusiveness in the horticultural society business is what I

am making war upon. Women are justly entitled to take part,
and an equal part, in all the business transactions of our societies.

She certainly bears her share of the burdens of the practical part of

our calling, especially in the finer and more ornamental departments,
and in fruits and vegetables consumed in the family, who so inti-

mately acquainted with their good or bad cj[ualities as our mothers,
wives and daughters? And what society, with the exception of

some of the sewet organizations, has ever, or can ever succeed with-

out the help of woman?
And many of our societies are ignoring a present and future ele-

ment of success, power and usefulness, in not giving more encourage-
ment to the rising generation to come among us, and help us in our

society work as well as in the practical work of horticulture. Is it

not fitting that young men and maidens should join us in discussing
matters pertaining to gardening and fruit growing, for nobody de-

vours the juicy luscious fruits and toothsome garden products with
the keen relish as does Young America. I have known this hunger-
ing and longing for these things so strong and overpowering in boys
that they would travel many miles, even in the dark hours of night,
to visit an orchard or melon patch to satisfy this natural craving.
Now let us invite them to come to our meetings and encourage them
to participate in our proceedings, and we will teach them to grow
their own fruit and melons, so the hours of rest may be devoted to

sleep instead of foraging. Let us teach them that horticultural

knowledge is not inherited, but must be acquired, and although the

oldest vocation of man, is ever new; for the Goddess Pomona, in her

annual journey around the earth, aw\akens into renewed life and ac-

tivity the dormant forces of horticulture by the power of her magic
wand.

Try to make them understand that no one is or ever will become

perfect in the science and art of horticulture; that the more we
learn of Nature's truths in the prosecution of our beautiful and loved

calling, the more we see there is to learn, reaching onward and up-
ward; and that we form societies, not because we know so much of

horticulture, but because we know so little, and that we wish to
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avail ourselves of the ex})('rieiu » of others to iiierease our kiio\vle(l'i;e

faster than we can 1)V individual eitort and experiment. By this

means we will make our meetin<i,-s more interestinji^, extend their tield

of usefulness, infuse more life and vitality into societies, and by the

transfusion of new blood into the veins of our old or<;ani/ations, ^^ive

them a new lease of life.

Let us remember that the boys and «j;irls of to-day will be the

men and women of to-morrow, and the whole wei^j^ht and res])onsi-

l)ility of sustaininj^' and i-unnin,<;" our institutions, from the vast j4'(jv-

ernment maehinery down to the smallest horticultural society or

farmer's club, will rest upon their shoulders. Let us. then, show
them bv our actions and our teachin<i's that we realize the situation,

and will do our j)art toward tittinj^- and preparing them for their new
and responsible duties. Say to them that our institutions are not

going to die when we i)ass from this stage of action, neither will we
take them with us. but will tr.msmit them to you unimpaired and in

good running order. Take them as a sacred trust from our feeble

and shaking hands, ever striving to bear aloft the standard that we
have labored to u])lift. And remember, that so long as trees bud,
flowers bloom, and the vine yields her fruitage, there will be need of

association among those who are engaged in coaxing from Mother
Earth her choicest blessings. Then when we feel the stealthy tread

of age stealing \ipon us we can, without doing violence to our self-

respect, dignity, or pride, gracefully surrender the leading parts into

hands that we have trained, and retire to the peaceful quiet of home
life; and as we serenely repose beneath the shade of the Eden of our

own planting, with calmness Ixdiolding our life's sun as it nears the

horizon, shedding a tlood of light far over the landscape, may we be

able to discern in the front ranks of the world's army of laborers

those Avho have taken our places, striking sturdy blows at the impedi-
ments which im]icdt'd our ])rogress. and if they succeed in surmount-

ing obstacles that ballled us. let us not be envious, but rejoice at their

grand success, and in the language of the poet,

"Draw the drai)ery of our coucli about us,
And lie down to pleasant dreams."

In compliance with the request of the Secretary, Rev. G. W.
Minier kindly contributed the following interesting paper on

PLANTING AND CONSERVATION OF FORESTS.

Mr. Frcsir/nif diiil Members <>/' tlie Illinois Ihniiiiilfnnd Society:

The })lanting of forest trees in Illinois, and indeed, in the United

States, must be a voluntary effort on the part of the owners and

proprietors of our farms. Hapjtily we have no coercive force in our

country which can reach the personal and j)ecuniary interests of the

11
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people. Our only resort, therefore, is to welfare of country. Of the

utility of forests we are slow to learn, rfnd the once fertile but now
barren countries of the Old World speak to us in vain. Our own
Eastern States are bearinj"; testimony in favor of forest planting
which ma}' awaken more attention.

In the first settlement of these states thinking men were con-

triving how to get rid of the surplus timber. The axe and the fire

were in requisition at that time. Thinking men are now more

anxiously inquiring how we may arrest this destruction and devasta-

tion.

Tn the Prairie States tree planting has been fostered from the

beginning of settlements. As we cannot hope for aid from the state

or national treasury we propose that farmers be induced to help
themselves.

A country so beautiful by nature, so prolific in all the essentials

of human necessities, as is our own beautiful State of Illinois, is. per-

haps, not found in the wide range of the great republic.
Mr. President, can we do our State any greater service, in a ma-

terial way. than to commend and foster the, planting of fruit, orna-

mental and forest trees? Let tree planting become a part of our
farm literature: let it become a subject of conversation in our fam-

ily and social circles— a subject of debate in literary societies; let it

permeate all ranks and conditions of men till it becomes a blessed

contagion.

Every one will, in all probability, have his favorite variety for

planting; whatever it may be let it be indigenous. Treat all foreign-
ers (exotics) with due respect and courtesy, but stick to your known
friends.

I would like to call attention to a few names without the con-

sent of the owners. There is one J. W. Fell, whom some of you
may remember, one Samuel Edwards, and one Robert Douglas, more

worthy of being remembered than he of the Grampian Hills, and

many others. These men have erected their own monuments in the

shape of spiral firs and beauteous groves. Let us emulate their

worthy example.
It may not be generally known that we have a statute in Illi-

nois ( thanks to that grand old farmer, Willard C. Flagg ) granting
every land owner the ])rivilege of using six feet of land on our road

sides for ornamental tree planting. If every farmer will avail him-
self of this privilege our rural districts would soon vie with our cities,

towns, and villages in ornamentation. These may and should be of

some useful varieties, so that when decay, misfortune, or age shall

come upon them they may be made to minister to the wants of man.
Our national legislature may aid us a little, and now, as the

speaker of the House of Representatives is not bound hand and foot

with that vicious web, the tariff, may we not reasonably hope that

the tax on lumber from Canada will be removed?
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I will say uothiiijj: on the necessity of forests for w iii(ll)reaks. for

moisture, for the niodifyinj^' of our climate, for useful and necessary
timber sn|)i)ly. Siuh tliou»>hts as these are not needed in this con-

vention, and those who are absorbed in the mere makiiij;' of money,
that they deform the natural beauty which the Divine An hitect lias

so bountifully ^iven, are incorri<iil)le. and like the brethren of the

rich man in the Scriptures, would not believe though one should rise

from the (lead.

The forest ureets nu' wlieu we meet.
Waving iu the place I set tliem;

"Time, you tliief, you love to ^et
"

Good things in your list. Put that in.

G. W. MTNTER.

MIGRATORY BIRDS.

, BY A. L. CUMMINGS.

Comparatively few viirieties of birds are commonly seen in the

same places throu,<j,'hout the year. They come ami 12:0 with the sea-

sons with great regularity, and if seen later or earlier than usual it

occasions surprise. The crows, the bluejay, some species of owls and
our common game birds are exceptions. I believe the titmice and

nuthatches are considered non-migratory by most authors: yet as

they are rarely seen in summer in this latitude (42J° north ), T am
inclined to think they travel northward in summer as a rule, and re-

turn with the autumn frosts. I have been told in exi)lanation of

their summer absence that they leave the towns and o))en country
during the nesting season for the seclusion of the forests: that their

shyness and the ease with which they hide themselves in the foliage
is the reason why they are seldom seen during summer. T)o they
also reverse nature's law l)y ])reserving silence during the

j
eriod of

love-making, ami singing only at seasons when other birds are mostly
silent? I am not satisfied by such reasoning, and prefer to think that

verv few of them remain here during the summer. They could find

food in the forests in winter as well as in the orchards ami shelter

belts of our farmsteads, or the shade trees and shrul)bery attached to

city and village houses, and would not be likely to change their

habits and localities without just cause.

Their j)resence in large numbers in winter, togc'ther with their

merry music, is the most cheerfiil feature of the season. They come
with the snow birds, or but a little before them, and are social

enough with them to Itelong to the same family. They come about

the time our r(jbins and blue-birds tly southward for the winter.

They are not governed by the calendar nor yet by the thermometer
in their flight. It is simply wonderful by what hidden t(degraphy
thev are summoned hither and thither. Sometimes their flight is
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dela)'ed until after the first autumn snows; sometimes weeks of

pleasant sunny weather follow their flight. Then follow from the
northward other familiar visitors. Whole flocks of purple finches,

pino gross beaks, Bohemian waxwings, with other northern l)irds,

seeking the scarlet mountain-ash berries and weed seeds froui our

prairies and marshes. If the forage be plentiful and the weather

pr()]utious these remain through the winter; if otherwise, they pass
ou farther southward in their turn, where the conditions of life are

more favorable. Thus the winter passes and we look once more for

their return in the reverse order of their going. The last are first

and the first last. Those that left in November will return early in

March, while those that left in x4.ugust or early in Sei)tember, will

linger under tropical skies until late May or early June before re-

turning to us. They use this northern clime for a suminer resort, as

one goes to the seashore during the hot months. Yet they manage
to crowd into three or four months not only all their love-making
and honey-mooning, but also all the serious work and business of the

year, the constructing of the home, the rearing of the family, and
all the duties they owe to their kind, and then off again for the

tropics for eight or nine months of frolicsome delight or luxurious

ease. It does seem strange that all the business of the year should

be crowded into so small a space of time, but the fact remains un-

questioned.

Notwithstanding the unusual severity of Ust winter our birds

returned a little earlier than usual. Bluebirds were here on the first

of March, and I noticed on the third of March a female bluel)ird

trying to squeeze herself into a hollow walnut knot in search of a

safe and cosy resting place, while the male was flying from tree to

tree with merry twitterings, followed by a small flock of snow-birds— a very unusual combination.

By the way. what rarely social fellows these snow-birds are.

They keep company with sparrows, finches, nuthatches or titmice,
and seldom refuse any company that offers. They are often seen in

flocks of fifty to a hundred birds, mainly of their own kind, but in-

cluding several others, especiall_y lively and wide-awake in the face of

au approaching snow storm, the most depressing circumstances

seeming to make them, like Mark Tapley, "uncommon jolly."
Robins came this year on the second day of March and bore the

severe weather that followed like heroes. Their '^ cheer up, cheer

up,'' relieved many a clear frosty morning of its chilliness, for who
can doubt its being spring when we hear the robins singing. Later
in the season our particular robin built his nest on a low Norway
spruce limb, al)out fifteen feet from our front door, and raised two
successive broods in the same nest, Mrs. Robin not even asking to

have the walls rej)apered. Then the same brave pair 1)uilt a new nest

in a neighboriug tree, where their third brood of the season was suc-

cessfully reared. It was better than any circus to see the patriarch
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struttiiif^ at the head of his three Ijroods before starting for his

Southern Tanaan.
The severe winter did not seem to have diuiiiiisluMl the ]iuniher

of l)irds. and in fact they were more ])lentiful than for many pre-
vious seasons. About the second of April came a noisy cohjny of
blackbirds and comiueneed their annual tight for the ])ossessi()n of a

tall larch tree on the premises. They have been ignominiously
driven off each successive year for five years; yet each season they
renew their chiim as persistently as if each defeat had been a victory.

April 2()th came the swallows and swifts, flying- high through the
air for insects, and twittering noisily. On the 2Uth the brown
thrushes put in an appearance and hlled the evening air with their

clear loud notes. Surely this l)ird is not fairly aj)])reciated as a

songster. Wrens also are on hand as full of noise and fight as ever.

Say what we ])lease of the sweetness and amiability of birds, there
is more clear grit and general cussedness to the square inch in a male
wren than in anything that wears feathers or hair.

May 7th brought the cat birds and orioles, also a pair of red-

starts, the male in black, red. orange and white, the female in modest

quaker garb: the first pair I have noticed in the city. It is likely,
however, that the lack of foliage enal)l('d us to observe them, while
in other years the trees being in full leaf screened their presence
from view. Indigo birds came on the 15th; also on the same day I

got sight of a pair of rose-breasted grossbeaks, whi( h had been here
some days, the nude having l)een often heard— he is a tine singer.
Saw also to-day a })air of redstarts of which the nuile was most sin-

gularly marked. It could not have been the marking of an immature
bird, for the colors had all their brightness. It is probably a sport or

freak of nature. Instead of white wingl)ars he had great blotches
of white on the wing; the outer tail feathers were also white and a

large white s})ot on the side of the head. In size, colors (except the
distril)ution of white spoken of), actions, habits of feeding and notes,
it was a genuine redstart, and a very beautiful as well as a singular
bird. I could not ascertain that the redstarts built in town, and pre-
sume they did not, though they were here until the foliage became
thick, and with their secretive habits may afterwards have easily
eludecl oliscrvation. The vireos l)nilt in the city, as I heard their song
almost daily during the summer. The iiuligo bird also builds )u*ai'

us every season. Tsually those l)irds which come latest and leave

earliest are more heard than seen, though to this rule the wren is a

notable excei)tion.
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REPORT ON ORCHARD CULTURE.

BY JAMES T. JOHNSON, WARSAW.

Secretary of the Illinois Horticidfiirdl Society:

Dear Sir— Your Committee on Pro<i,Tamme for 1883 assign me
the subject of ''Orchard Culture." Duty impels me to furnish a

brief report. Having reported upon this subject a number of times

heretofore. I shall not attempt to say something new for the sake of

originality or for the mere gratification of the inorbidly credulous,
hence this paper is likely to contain some ideas not original.

Nothing could afford me a greater pleasure than to be able to

say something to the advantage of those who are bending every
energy which they can command to the selecting, planting, and the
cultivation of the many kinds of rich and luscious fruits of which
our climate and soil are capable. Upon this subject much valuable
information has been heretofore obtained and disseminated through
the combined wisdom of the members of the Illinois Horticul-

tural Society, but yet we have much to learn, and what is of

all perhaps the most difficult,
"
to unlearn what we have learned

amiss,^'' and learn the art of separating the chaff' from the solid

grain, getting all the real wisdom possible, but not forgetting
the important adjunct, to

"
get a correct understanding."

Learn to rightly appreciate local influences; to recognize the
now well-known fact that, in a very large degree, all of our well-

known varieties of fruits have their local characteristics, both as to

climate and soil. That the Russets, the Baldwins, the Newtown
Pippins, Greenings, etc., etc., find a congenial home elsewhere, and
not in our " Great West."' That some varieties of fruits delight in

a sandy soil, while many others flourish equally well, if not better, on
our deep rich (and even damp) prairie soils, and still a greater num-
ber which find a congenial home in our rolling timber soils ( loess

formation ) and nearest to our lakes and rivers.

After learning what is best adapted to your own locality and
soil you are prepared to locate your orchard. In this, if possible,
consult your own convenience. We should like to have it as near
the dwelling as possible, and to the north or west of the house, leav-

ing alirays a generous space for a good lawn and for home ornamen-
tation. In this latitude we should prefer the highest land on the

farm, and if to be had, a slight northern exposure. This is not only
])est for a healthful growth of the trees in summer, but the fruit

buds are much less liable to injury by the extremes of our variable

climate during winter and spring. In warm exposures fruit buds
start prematurely, and are destroyed afterwards, while trees situated

on more bleak ex])osures are ke])t liack and thus escape injury.
With a favorable location and skillful cultivation an orchard

may be grown with a good degree of success o!n almost any character
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of soil, iiicludiu^ oiif lnw lidi prairie soils, wliiili scciii to iiced only
suffii'ieiit drain !!<;;(' to tree the surface of water, l)iit not enou<^li to

mar the beauty of the surface, or to make it inconvenient to work in

the orchard.

Buy all your trees and plants of your nearest reliable nursery-
man, and ^ive personal attention to the selectinji;, removin<i:. and

transplanting.
A good average distance for apple trees is thirty feet, taking in-

to consideration the size and character of the tree you are to plant.
Tf your laud is high or rolling. ])lant a little doo])er than they grew
in the nursery, if low or tiat. i)lant the same depth the tree stood in

the nursery, and afterwards raise the surface about the trees gently

by plowing, making sufficient room for all the roots, and pack the

earth al)out them with care. For the first five years cultivate the

^'oung orchard in hoed crops, leaving small grain and grass for other

fields. Mulch will help to retain needed moisture during the tirst

year, afterward use manure if found to he neccssdri/. When your
orchard comes into bearing you can seed to red clover with some

advantage.
Shall we say prune? Yes. With special care and in modera-

tion it is indisjiensible in order to the proper training and balancing
of the tree ( "as the twig is bent, so the tree is inclined

"
). l)ut do

not be compelled to remove large branches. Never allow a tree to

fork. Train to a pyramidal shape with the main stem or leader run-

ning up through the centre, and your tree will be in ])roper shape to

receive either sunshine or storm, and escape both scalds and s])lits.

For a commercial orchard cultivate the varieties which you are

sure are adapted to your own soil and climate, and such as you are

sure vou can sell in your own accessible markets.
For a family orchard endeavor to suit your own indiviihuil taste

or fancy, proviiling they are found to be adapted to your own soil

and climate, and bearing in mind that you will need a succession of

fruit the year round. T venture to name the following varieties of

arjples as a good succession, to-wit: Red Astrachan. (Joldeii Sweet,

Benoni, Maiden's Blush, Bailey Sweet, Rambo, Fulton, (Irimes' Gol-

den, Jonathan, lied Canada, and the inevitable Ben Davis. Such an

orchard, if pro])erly cared for after it is planted, will ho a source of

both proht an<l pleasure to its owner.



Meetings of the Executive Board

OF THE

Illinois State Horticultural Society,

JULY MEETING.

The Executive Board met in compliance with the call of the

President, in Dr. Schroeder's parlors, at Bloomington. Illinois. July
10th, at 3:30 p, m.

There were present President 0. B. Galusha, Messrs. Arthur

Bryant. Jr., A. G. Humphrey, A. C. Hammond, and Len. Small.

The committee appointed to confer with the Agricultural Board

reported that they had donated of the Society's funds one hundred

and fifty dollars, which, with fifty dollars appropriated by the Agri-
cultural Board, they divided into three sums to be offered as

premiums at the State Fair, at Chicago, September, 1883, as follows:

Best and largest display of fruits by society or individual, $100;

second, $60; third, $40.

It was moved and carried that the next annual meeting be held

on the 18th, 19th, and 20th of December, 1883.

Len. Small offered the following resolutions, which were unani-

mously adopted:

Resolved, That we, the Executive Board of the Illinois State

, Horticultural Society, tender our thanks to the last General A-sembly
and to the Governor of Illinois, for the manifestation of their appre-
ciation of the work which our Society is ]ierforuii]ig, and for the
assistance they have rendered us in appropriating $4,000 for the

the purpose of defraying the expense of publishing our proceedings.
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JResoJred, That our thanks are especially due to the Hon. J. M.
Pearson, of (Todt'rev. Madison (^ounty. and to the Hon. W'ni. S.

Hawker, of Kankakee County, for their zeal ami untirin<i; efforts in

iirginjj^ this appropriation hill throu«;h the House of Representatives.

On motion, Dr. H. Sehroeder was added to the i>i-o;4iaiiinie lor a

paper on "'Silk Culture," at the next annual meeting.

Moved by A. C. Hammond that 0. li. Galusha be allowed SITjO

on account, for editing and distributing Volume XVI. Carried.

The Secretary stated that llufus Porter, having moved from the

State, had declined to serve as one of the Committee on Raspberries
and Blackberries.

On motion D. H. Gray, of Elmwood, was appointed to fill the

vacancy.

On motion bills were allowed, and the President instructed to

draw orders for the following amounts:

Dr. A. G. Humphrey $8.50

Arthur Bryant, Jr 8.00

A. C. llamaioml 13.30

O. li. Galusiui 168.86

Len. Small 30.28

On motion the Board adjourned.

LEN. SMALL. Secretary.

DECEMBER MEETING.

The P]xecutive Board met at the Ashley House. Bloomington.
S) v. M.. Wednesday, December 10. 1888.

The following members were present at roll call: President 0. B.

Galusha. Messrs. S. M. Slade, Arthur Bryant, Jr., W. H. Fulkerson, E.

A. Riehl. A. C. Hammond. A. G. Humphrey, and Len. Small a full

board.

Minutes of the last meeting were read and a])])roved.

The President then read the followMiig statement of warrants

drawn :
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To the Executive Board of the Illinois

State Horticidtural Society :

STATEMENT OF WARRANTS DRAWN FROM JAN. 8 TO DEC. 17, 1883.

No. 103.. J an. 9. .E. Hollister, exp. meeting Ex. Board $5.90

104...J an. 0..E. A. Riehl, exp. meeting Ex. Board 5.90

105. .Jan. 10. .0. B. Galusha, exp. meeting Ex. Board, also ex-

penses paid us Secretary 32 . 24

106. .Jan. 10. . W. H. Fulkerson, exp. meeting Ex Board 9.40

107. .Jan. 10. .Ed. Kodgers, exp. meeting Ex. Board 9.40

108.. Jan. 10.. A. C. Hammond, exp. meeting Ex. Jioard 14.10

109. .Jan. 10. .A. G. Humphrey, exp. meeting Ex. Board 15.00

110. .Jan. 10. A. Bryant, Jr., exp. meeting Ex. Board 15.40

111. .Jan. 10. .Len. Small, exp. meeting Ex. Board 15.35

112. .Jan. 10.. T. J. Bnrrill, Ass't Sec. at Annual Meeting 12.00

113. .Jan. 10. . H. K. Vickroy, Ass't Sec. at Annual Meeting 20.00

114. .Mar.l2. .Hayes & Fletcher, printing books, letter heads,

envelopes, etc 1004 . 62

115. .Jul} 10. . A. C. Hammond, exp. July meet. Ex. Board 13.30

116. . JulylO. . H. G. Humphrey, exp. July meet. Ex. Board 8.50

117. .JulylO. .A. Bryant, Jr., exp. July meet. Ex. Board S.OO

118. .JulylO. .Len. Small, exp. July meeting Ex. Board, and ex-

penses as Secretary to date 30.28

119.. JulylO.. O. B. Galusha, $150 editing book; also two bills

fr't. and exp., and exp. Board Meeting 168.86

120. .Oct. 3. .J. W. Bunn, premiums offered at State Fair 150.00

$1538.25

0. B. GALUSHA, Presidoif.

Peoria. Dec. 17th, 1883.

Mr. Riehl moved, That the Secretary be instructed to prepare

the minutes of the meeting of 1883 for publication, secure sealed

bids for its publication, and when the work is approved by the Pres-

ident and Assistant Secretary the bargain be closed with the pub-

lishers, and one thousand copies be printed. The motion was adopted.

The following bills were allowed:

W. H. Ragan. expenses attending meeting $8.50

J. L. Budd, expenses attending meeting 25.35

C. N. Dennis, Ad-Interim exi)enses 5.10

O. W. Barnard, Ad-Interim expenses 15.23

Arthur Bryant. Jr., Ad-Interim expenses 3.25

Kankakee Times, printing programmes and jobs 22.00

A. C. Hammond, expenses as Ass't Secretary 8.93

O. B. Galusha, expenses for Society 11.35
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hen. tSmall. oiie-lialf year's salary and expenses as Sec'y . . . 222.98

\V. H. Fulkerson, exp. meelinf? Kx. Board, Dec. '8.] 12.75

E. A. llield, exp. meeting Ex. IJoard. Dec. '83 11 60

A. G. lliunpbrey, exp. meeting Ex. lioard, Dec. '83 7.50

O. H. Galnsha, exp. meeting Ex. iJoard, Dec. '83 9.23

A. C. ILiminoad, exp. meeting Ex. Board, Dec. '83 14.55

Arthur Bryant, Jr., exp. meeting Ex. Board, Dec. 'H:i 10.95

S. M. Slade, exp. meeting Ex. Board, Dec. '83 15.26

J^en. Small, ex\>. meeting Ex. Board, Dec. '83 10.85

On motion the Board adjourned.

LEN. SMALL, Smrfari/.

ANNUAL MEETING— Nkw Ro.vkd.

The Executive Board convened in the Af^ricultural Rooms,

Sprinji^field. on Wednesday, .lanuary 9th. Present: John M. Pear-

son. President: A. C. Haninioiid. Secretary; S. M. Shide, Arthur

Bryant. Dr. A. (t. Humphrey. H. M. Duiilap. and E. A. Reihl.

Mr. Dunhij) moved that the oificers of the Society be ex-officio

oificers of the board. Motion adopted.

The Secretary presented the bond tif the Treasurer for approval,

which, after some discussion, was referred to the President and Sec-

retary.

Mr. Len. Small, from the Publishing Committee, made the fol-

lowing report:

Mr. President:

Your committee met last evening and opened the proposals for

pul)lishing \'()1. XVII of our transactions. We found nine in num-
ber and accei)ted conditionally that of J. W. l'^-anl<s vK: Sons. Peoria.

Illinois. * * * We also examined and approved the Secretaries'

first day's nninuscrii)t.

Report accepted Ity the Society.

Pk()HI.\. Iij>.. danuary 7. 18S4.

7'o flie Execiifire Board ()f IH'niois State Ilorficidfiii-iil Socicfi/. at

Sprinr/Jie/d. III.. .Jdiiiinnj !K 1884:

T have the liojior to make the following statement of the tiiian-

cial condition of the Illinois State Horticultural Society of whose
funds you are the legal custodians:
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Amount of available lands January 8, 1888, (see statement on
pa<je 220, volume 10, (reports) . . / $2,373.93

Drawn from State Treasury same date 2,0U0.00

Total $4,.373.93

PER coNxrwV:

AVarrants Nos. 103 to 183, inclusive, paid by our Treasurer $3,998. lU

Balance in hands of or.r Treasurer $375.74

To this may be added the amount received hy the Treasurer at

last meeting for memberships, about ^95; exact amount not reported
to me by Treasure!', or at least $465 now in our Treasurer's hands.
The appropriation of $2,000 for 1883 is intact in the State Treas-
urer's office. Imt must be drawn before July 1st, 1884. or it will

revert to the State.

Respectfully submitted,
0. B. GALUSHA,

Preftidentfor 1888.

Dr. Humphrey moved that the forthcoming volume of transac-

actions be distributed as follows: Two volumes to each paying
member of the Society present at the annual meeting; three hun-

dred to the Legislature and State officers; twenty-five to each of the

three district societies; fifteen to each local society; ten each to the

President and Secretary, ex-President and ex-Secretary; five to each

member of the Board, and one hundred and fifty donated to public

libraries and exchanared with other state societies.»^

Motion adopted.

It was moved that when the Publishing Committee certify to

the President and Secretary that the book is completed according to

specifications, they be authorized to draw an order on the Treasurer

for the payment of the bill. The motion unanimously prevailed.

Mr. Len. Small presented the request of Prof. Forbes that the

proof of his paper be sent to him for correction, and also that one

hundred copies be printed and bound in paper for his use.

By vote of the Board the request was granted.

Mr. Dunlap offered the following resolution:

Re^olved^ That the ex-Secretary, Len. Small, is instructed to com-

plete the editorial work of the present volume of transactions, and
in connection with (). B. Tlalusha and A. C. Hammond, be continued
as Puldishing Committee, and be authorized to let the contract for

the publishing of the volume, and accept or reject the work when
completed.
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h'esolutioii a(l(tj)tt'(l.

Mr. Hielil oilV're<l the toUuwiiiii-:

R(')i()lci-il, That the acl-iiitenni work ot this Society be phieed in

the hands of the Presidents and Vice-Presidents of the Northern.

Central and Southern Societies, and that they l)e authoVized to ai)})oint.

from time to time during tlie season, persons havin<^' tlie time and

ability to properly do the work, and that the various reports thus

ohtained. from each section, be by them combined in oiu' report to

this Society at its annual meetinjj^. givin*^,' to each pci-son contril)ut-

intr ])rop('r creilit for matter furnished.

Tliis resolution brou<>'ht out considerable discussion as to the

best mode of seoirin*;" satisfactory results from these committees, but

was unanimously adopted.

On motion it was ordered that the stantling committees on fruits

shall consist of three members, one from each horticultural district,

and that they shall include in their several reports two short lists of

varieties best adajitcd to their respective districts: one list to in-

clude varieties foi- connnercial pui-poses only, the other to incdude

varieties for home use.

Mr. Slade moved that the President and Secretary l)e instructed

to correspoml with Prof. Burrill in relation to the time of the next

meetinu^. and tix it at such a date as will be most convenient for the

faculty and students of the University.

Motion adopted.

Mr. Reihl and Mr. Dnnlap moved that we oifer premiums, not

to exceed S^^OU, for an exhibition of horticultural pnxhuts at our

next winter nieetin*^'. and that a committee be appointed to arrange
a premium list ami nuike such rules and regulations as may be neces-

sary. The motion ])revailed. and A. C. Hammond. John ^I. Pearson

and Arthur Bryant were ai)i)ointed such committee.

Dr. Humphrey moved that President Pearson and Arthur

Bryant ])e recpiested to investigate the feasibility of ])rocuring en-

gravings of Ex-Presidents Flagg and Bryant for publication in a

future volume of our Report. The motion prevailed unanimoTisly.
On motion it was ordered that when the work of the l']x-Secre-

tary is coni])leted the President and Secretary l»e authorized to draw

a warrant loi- the payment of the balance of his salary.

Mr. liryant moved that the Society nnike an e.xliiliii ion of fi-uit

at the next State Fair. Motion carried, ami -I.T. dohnson appointed
to take charge of the display.
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Mr. Diuiliip oii'ered the following resolution:

Rcsolred, That the sum of hfty dollars be a})pro|)riated to eaeli

of the three district societies of this State, to be used in advanciu<i^
the interest of horticulture in their respective districts. The several

amounts to be subject to the order of the societies named and ex-

pended under their direction. In order to secure this amount it

shall be necessary for each society to hold an annual raeetin"' during-
the year, at which essays, papers, and reports shall be read and dis-

cussed. On compliance with the above conditions, the President
and Secretar}- of this Board are instructed, on demand, to draw an
order payable to the proper officer of the societies mentioned.

After an extended discussion the resolution was unanimously

adopted.

On motion it was ordered that when Mr. Endicot presents his

bill for expenses incurred while doing ad-interim work, the President

and Secretary draw a warrant for the amount.

Mr. Reihl offered the following:

Resolreil, That a sum not to exceed $100 be appropriated to pay
the expenses of ad-interim work in each fruit district.

Resolution adopted.

Mr. Dunlap presented the following resolution:

Resolved, That this Board offer a premium of ten dollars for the

best, and five dollars for the second best, original essay, to l)e read at

the annual meeting, on some subject relating to horticulture. Com-
petition to be limited to the students of the Illinois Industrial

University.

Resolution prevailed.

On motion the Secretary was instructed to have fifteen hundred

letter heads and envelopes printed for the use of the oificers of the

Society.

The following bills were allowed and ordered paid:

H. M. Dunlap, expenses attending Board meeting $11.74
A. Bryant, exjjenses attending Board meeting lo.OS
S. M. Slade, exi)ensHS attending Board meeting 16.15
J. M. Pearson, expenses attending Board meeting 5.00
A. G. Humphrey, expenses attending Bo ird meeting 10.25
E. A. Reilil, expenses attending Hoard meeting 8.90
A. C. Hammond, exi)enses attending Board meeting 14. .35

O. B. Galusha, ex])enses incurred lor Society 11 .88

Len. Small, expenses incurred for Society 17.85
H. S. Bloom, reporting 20.00
A. C. Hammond, reporting and services as Asst. Secretary. . 50.00

On motion the Board adjourned to meet at the call of the

President.

J. M. PEARSON, President.

A. C. HAMMOND, Secretary.
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LIST OF MEMBERS -L8.S4.

C. W. PrescotL Marengo ]V urseiy.
D. J. Pi per Foreston Nursery.
t?. M. Slade Elgin Fruits.
Samuel Edwards Mendota Small Fruits.
H. C. Graves Sandwich Nursery.
E. W. Graves Sandwich Nursery.
A. Ji. Small Kankakee Nursery.
Lewis Ellswortli Naperville Nursery.
Dr. J. W. Cochran Blue Island Fruits.
F. C. Johnson Kishwaukee. Winnebago Co.
T. Hallett Galena Small Fruits.

George Thompson Geneva Apiary.
John V. Cotta Lanark Nursery.
Hugh Todd Elgin
S. G. Minkler Oswego Orchard and Nursery.
A. Bryant Princeton Nursery.
D. W." Scott Galena
E. H. Bicker Elgin Nursery.
Henry Hansen Franklin Grove

, n- i \r- ^ j -i7<

A. R. \Vhitney Franklin Grove ^'^'1^ ^f'''%''' ''}}'^
^o^"

N. A. Whitney Franklin Grove <
^^^ Tiee Seedhngs.

W. A. Hunt Wright s Grove Greenhouse.
D. Hill Dundee Evergreen Seedlings.
H. W. Williams & Son Batavia Greenhouse.
D. C. Scofield Elgin
L. M. Rose Elain
B. O. Neil EUin Greenhouse.
F. J. Foster Elgin
P. Vanostrand Elgin
Joseph Tefft Elgin
W. A. Pratt Elgin
James Crow Crystal Lake
G. H. Clayson Nunda
L. Woodard Marengo
J. S. Rogers Marengo , „ri v •

7 et ^
J. R. Whitney & Co Carroll, Iowa Whiteside Farmer and

Dr. L. S. Pennington Sterluiff
' ^ ''^" (grower.

AV. F. Crummer Galena Gr. of Small Fruits.

HONORARY MEMBERS.

"J. G. Kellogg Janesville, AV^is Nursery and Vinevard.
Mrs. A. R. McGlincy Elgin
Mrs. D ivid Gorman Carpenterville
Mrs. L. K. K. Becker Elgin
Mrs. Ira R. Curtiss Marengo
Mrs. A. R. Whitney Franklin Grove
Miss Grace Graves Sandwich
Miss Emma Norton Marengo



rONSTITrTlON.

Art. 1. This Association shall lie known <ts the Horticultural
Society of Northern Illinois, and shall embrace the Counties of

Burean. IJoone, Cook. Carroll. I)uPaj?e, DeKall), Henry, Grundy, Jo Daviess,
Kane. Kendall, Kankakee, Lake, Lee, LaSalle, McHenry, Oi^le, Putnam,
Rock Island, Stephenson, Whiteside. Winnebago, and Will.

Art. l*. Its object shall be the advancement ot the Science of Pomol-

ogy and the Art of Horticulture.
Art. 3. Its members shall consist of annual members payme an

annual fee of two dollars; of life members, paying a fee of twenty dollars

at one time: and of honorary members, who shall only be j)ersons of dis-

tinguished merits in horticulture or kindred sciences, who may, by vote,

be invited to i)articipate in the jn-ivileges of the Society. The wives of

members shall be members without fee.

Art. 4. The officers shall consist of a President, three Vice-Presi-

dents, t)ne Corresponding Secretary, two Recording Secretaries, a Treasu-

rer, and an Executive Committee, which shall consist of the President,
Ex-President, and Corres])on(ling Secretary, all of whom shall he elected

at the annual meeting, and shall serve for one year from the first of Feb-
ruary and until their successors are elected.

Art. 5. The Vice-President first elected shall be a member of the
Executive Board of the Static Horticultural Society.

Art. 6. The Association shall hold annual meetings at such time and

place as may be determined by the Executive Committee.
Art. 7." This Constitution may be amended at any regular meeting

by a two-thirds vote of the members present.

BY-LAWS.

1. The President shall ])reside at all meetings of the Society, call

meetings of the Executive Committee, and, under its direction, have a

general superintendence of the affairs of tiie Society and direction of the

exjjenditures of its money; he shall deliver an annual address upon some

subject connected with horticulture, and shall appoint all committees, un-

less otherwise ordered.
2. The Vice-Presidents, in the order of their appointment, shall act

in case of the absence or disaltility of the President, and siiall, by corres-

pondence and ])ersonal intercourse with the horticulturists of their sev-

eral localities, endeavor to organize local societies, oljtain accurate infor-

mation of the condition and i»rotrress of horticulture therein, and report
annuallv, in writing, to the Society.

:i. The C(nrespondiiig Secretary shall attend to all the correspondence
of the Societv.

4. The Recording Secretaries shall record the proceedings of the

Society, file and preserve all papers belonging to it, and prepare its reports
for publication.

.5. 'ihe Treasurer shall receive and keep an accurate account of all

moneys belonging to the Society, and disburse the same ui'on the written

orders of the President, which he shall retain and lile as vouchers; they
shall make an annual report to the Society of the receipts and disburse-

ments, wiiich, with the vouchers, shall be referred to the Executive Com-
mittee for settlement,

12
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6. The Executive Committee shall, subject to the direction of the

Society, manage all its affairs.

7.

'

There shall be chosen annually by the Executive Committee,
standing committees of three on each of the following subjects: Meteor-
ology in its relation to Horticulture; Geology and Mineralogy in their
relation to Horticulture; Ornithology in its relation to Horticulture;
Entomology in its relation to Horticulture; Botany in its relation to Hor-
ticulture; Fruit Lists, Orchards and Vineyards; Ornamental and Useful
Tree Planting.

8. These By-Laws may be altered of any meeting by a majority vote
of the members present.

OFFICERS FOR 1884.

President— S. M. Slade, Elgin.

First Vice-Presicle7it— Arthur Bryant, Jr., Princeton.

Second Vice-President— J. V. CottA, Lanark.

Third Vice-President— T>. Hill, Dundee.

Corresponding Secretary
— D. W. Scott, Galena.

Recording Secretary— E. W. Graves, Sandwich.

Assistant Recording Secretary— J, S. Rogers, Marengo.

Treasurer— Jj. Woodard, Marengo.

STANDING committees.

Farmers'' Horticulture— C. W. Prescott, Marengo.
Forest Tree Culttire— Samuel Edwards. Mendota.

Orchard Culture— A. Bryant, Jr., Princeton; J. Y. Cotta, Lanark.

Plums and Cherries— D. AV. Scott, Galena.

Berry Cidture— E. C. Hathaway, Ottawa.

Vegetable Gardening— Geo. S. Haskell, Rockford.

Grapes and Grape Culture— D. J. Piper, Foreston.

Utilizing Friiits—G. H. Clayson, Nunda.
General Horticidture— James Crow, Crystal Lake; G. W. Garrett, Rocoe.

Ornithology— A. L. Cummings, Galena.

Shade and Ornamental Trees— J. H. Garrison, Greenwood.

Progress of HortuMlture— S. G. Minkler, Oswego.
Floriculture — B. O'Neal, Elgin.

Prophecies in Horticidture— Dr. H. Schroeder, Bloomington.
Vegetable Physiology — Mrs. Dr. S. C. Harris, Galena.

Home Adornment— Mrs. W. G. Hubbard, Elgin.



PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

Horticultural Society of Northern Illinois.

The Horticultural Society of Northern Illinois held it seven-

teenth annual meetino^ in the Universalist Church in El^i^in, Kane

County, conimencin<^ at 11 o'clock. Tuesday, January 22, 1884-.

The President, S. M. Slade, called the meetinj^ to order. Very
few members being present the regular order of business was not

taken up, and the President announced as a committee to prepare

and present a programme. Messrs. H. C. Graves and D. W. Scott.

On motion the Society adjourned until 1:30 o'clock, p. m.

FIRST DAY—Afternoon.

The Society convened as per adjournment at 1 :30 o'clock, with

an increase of numbers.

President Slade called the meeting to order and introduced Col.

John S. Wilcox, who made a happy and appropriate speech welcom-

ing the Society to the city.

Dr. A. L. Small, at the request of the President, responded in

behalf of the Society.

The Committee on Programme of Business reported for this

afternoon: 1st, President's Address; 2d, Farmer's Horticulture; 3d,

Treasurer's Report,
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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

Ladies and Gentlemen of tJie

HorticHltural Societij of Northern Illinois:

We have again come together for the purpose of holding the
seventeenth annual meeting of this Society. During the past year,
while some of our fruits have proved a failure, or partial failure, ac-

cording to locality, yet on the whole I think the season has blessed

us with the usual plenty of the good things of life. But let us re-

member, while we are so thankful for the achievements of our suc-

cessful efforts, which always bring us present pleasures, that our
failures are often the most profitable if they impel us to fathom the

why and the wherefore of the difficulty, and thereby point out the

way to more successful efforts for ourselves and others in the future.

And let us also not forget that while we are here as pupils and stu-

dents, seeking and trying to comprehend as far as possible the occult

forces of nature by which Mother Earth so generously supplies all

our wants, we are yet more than that— we are teachers. And while
there are many mysteries yet unexplained, and many problems yet to

be solved, I feel proud to say, what most of you know, that we have
in the sixteen years of this Society's existence mastered many import-
ant truths in horticulture, and solved many knotty problems which
have been sent out to the world through our published proceedings
and the press, which has disseminated largely our doings, ever treat-

ing us very generously indeed. From what we have already accom-

plished by our past labors let us hope there is yet much in store for

us. Wherever we look grand achievements have been accomplished
in every department of life, and with the indomitable energy and

perseverance of the Anglo Saxon blood, ever ready to say
"
I will

try," let us not doubt that our future labors shall accomplish even
more than the past.

During the years of the existence of our Society many of our
members have dropped out by the way, but we have kept steadily on.

During the past year two brothers, very near and very dear to us,

have passed on to the beyond. Appropriate committees have already
been appointed, and in due time an expression of this Society will be

given. Without trenching upon their duties, I feel it not inappro-
priate that I. as your presiding officer, should also say something on
this occasion; and it affords me no ordinary pleasure that I can say
to you it will be principally congratulatory. These friends, while

yet with us, had made many mile-posts beyond the allotted time of

three score years and ten. I feel that we can all say of them they
had fought a good fight, had nol)ly fulfilled their mission, and have
left us full of years and full of honors— landmarks long to be re-

membered with pleasure and profit by us all. As to Father Bryant,
many of you knew him long and intimately, while to me it was but
a limited acquaintance; and yet at our first meeting I saw him as
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one of those notable characters who at once impresses you as possess-

ing a niaiilv (li<jjnity and a iiohlf inaiiliood. To tlioso fjrand natural

characteristics he had, by lon^- study and thought, added large men-
tal attainments. And yet, with all these, how emphatically can we

say of him he was modest and simple in his habits, kind and gener-

ous in his actions, with a warm and loving heart for his kind, and

ever ready with head and heart, and with voice and pen, to do what-

ever he could for the benefit of humanity. Such were my first im-

pressions of Father Bryant. Subsequent meetings more than con-

firmed my first impressions.
Of Dr. Warder, with his kind and genial temperament, filled

with a noble enthusiasm for our work, and with a magnetism that

.was always contagious, he ever came among us only to leave us the

better for his coming. Wedded as he was to the noble cause which

we are united together to advance, and comprehending, as few of us

do, the vast field for human advancement which is open to us, I do

not wonder that Ave all feel that he is a lu'other indeed. With a

life's labor which seemed to never tire in the cause, and a re})utation,

not only in this country but in foreign lands, which time will only
enhance, yet he possessed a modesty that nothing save the enthusi-

asm and love he had for the work could overcome. But I perhaps
cannot give you a better idea of the man than to quote a very short

letter from liini. and read to this Society at Freeport just eleven years

ago this very day:

President Ellsworth: My dear Friend— \ cannot tell you how
highly I feel tiattered hv vour kind and pressing invitation to be with you
at the coming festival (if "good feelings which I am sure you will have at

Freeport. And oh! how I should have enjoyed meeting so many of my
good friends who will be tiiere. I beg of you to present me lovnigly to

them, and assure them that though past tlie grand climacteric of liuman

life, and alreadv feeling the weiglit of years, I know that a few days m
their midst would have rejuvenated me very much. Alas, it cannot be,

and my disaiiiiniulnient is great. \ send herewitli some notes of the past

year, on new and little known \arieties of apples, which will hardly do to

read, but may, if referred to a committee, be considered worthy of a place
on the record, if onlv for reference. Several are inentiuned only to be

avoided. Please assure mv good friends, many of whom 1 trust have been

seeking a better country, that it is my earnest desire, should we never be

favored to meet again in tliis world, we may have the joy of mingling our

praises in the realms of eternal bliss in a future state of existence.

And so, farewell! Your friend. Warder.

Friends must meet, and friends must part.
But the wealtli we prize is a loving heart.

At our last annual meeting a series of preambles and resolutions

pertaining to Forestry, drawn u]) by our long-tried veteran in the

work. D. 0. Scofield, was a(lo])ted l)y this Society. As the ol>jects of

the resolutions were not carried out at that time, and are still before

this Society as unfinished business, I recommend, at the pro])er time,

when this subject of forestry shall come bi^fore you. that you con-
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sumniate what was there begun by the appointment of a j^roper com-
mittee as there suggested. This subject of forestry is one of those

topics that cannot be ignored. It woukl not be right if we could.

The efforts we have put forth in this direction have not been in vain.

Work of great value has already been accomplished. Some of our
States have done much. Our general government has made a move.
Their face is now in the right direction, and they are looking. It is

for just such societies as this here convened to give the necessary aid

that shall help them to see. And I do not think we can carry out
this work in any other way so efficiently as to consummate the spirit
of those resolutions we then adopted. While the iron is hot is the
time to lay on the blows vigorously. A work of such gigantic pro-

portions as this ret[uires strong, energetic, persistent, and continuous

labor; and even then we may expect to hand down much of it to our
children and children's children. Russia^ for more than two hun-
dred years, has been giving us a noble example. Other countries

have given us lessons of perhaps equal value. A good soldier arms
himself with every weapon that can accomplish his purpose. With
these facts and data already at hand, collated and prepared as sug-

gested by the resolutions, we have done what we could to urge at

least another step forward. Our states and government must even-

tually furnish the sinews of war for the accomplishment of this

work; and I think principally our government, made up, as we know,
of men, many of them much more the politician than the legislator.
This we may deplore but cannot remedy. They will not take the

time to inform themselves of the great national importance of this

subject. Their thoughts are in other directions. Is it not the part
of wisdom that those who have at heart these great national inter-

ests, and see and feel their significance, shall think for them ? And
not only think, but press those thoughts wherever and whenever

good may be accomplished. And let us not falter that we do not

accomplish everything in a day. It is enough for us that we have
done well our duty. Our fathers, by seven years of struggle and toil

(trusting in Providence and keeping their powder dry), gave to uh

the noble heritage we now possess and enjoy. Cannot we do some-

thing towards clothing this land (which God's Providence has given

us) in a mantle of living green, that shall cause our children to rise

up and call us blessed?

The very topography of our State, extending as it does through
so many degrees of latitude, with its varied climatic conditions and
its large variety of products, must always render it of unusual inter-

est to all lovers of horticulture. This very fact should make our

reports far more interesting than they could otherwise be, and calls

for an unusual amount of labor to accomplish the same.

And I desire here to call your attention to some of the doings of

the State Board of Horticulture at its annual session just passed.
For the first time in its history it has made an appropriation of one
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hundred and fifty dollars to the throe .^u^^ iotics of the State— fifty
dollars each to the Northern, tlie Central, and the Southern. The ex-

penditure of these amounts was left to the discretion of the respective
societies. I trust this apjiropriatiou. small thoiigh it he. may receiA^e

your earnest consideration, ami that you take such* action in re»i:ard

to it as your wisdom shall dictate, so tliat it may he exiieuded in such

manner as to subserve the best interests of horticulture. The Board
took the usual course. ])erha])s. in the a|)])oiiitment of the ad-iuterim

committees. It was felt that these committees were of ]jaramount
importance, and a liberal appropriation was made to meet the neces-

sary expenses of the work. It is known to all the older members
that the work of these committees, whicli has^ sometimes at least,

been very great, has l)een wholly a labor of love. But I bring this

matter before you at this time, not so much to impress upon you the
fact that the Board desires a more vigorous prosecution of this

work, as I do to impress u]ion you another fact, and that is that your
incoming presick'ut and vice-president, by virtue of their oliice, are

members of the State Board, and will for the first time become what
T may call a committee of the Board for the Ncu'thern Division, with
the duty of seeing that this work is thoroughly and efficiently done.
And if from any cause the appointees fail to perform their duties, it

is made the duty of your president and vice-president to appoint
others in their ])lace, or do the work themselves. That we have indi-

viduals for this work with the al)ility to treat of the specific charac-
ter of soils, as well as their cultivation and general treatment, is to

be greatly desired.

The Board also made an apjiropriation and fixed the premiums
for a show of fruit, etc., to be made at the next state meeting at

Chami)aign. which I respectfully refer to you for such consid(n-ation

as your wisdom shall suggest for cooperating in accomplishing the

object sought to be attained.

Looking, as we always should, to the Ijest interests of our Soci-

ty, and the accomplishment of the greatest good by our gatherings
and puljlications, I would suggest whether greater usefulness may
not be subserved by making the two su1)jects. Farmers' Horticulture
and Vegetable (gardening, more prominent in our discussions. Their

paramount importance, su})plying as they do the every-day wants of

the family, and esjjecially in consideration of their immediate re-

turns, gives to them a pectiliar if not a ])ecuniary interest not attain-

able by other subjects of ecjual or even greater im})ortance.
In closing this paper I desire to say that I have hastily given

you some of the thoughts that have come to me in the few liours T

nave devoted to it. If, as a Society, we have accomplished much
good in the past, shall we not do all in our power to make our future

equally beneficial?

Many of those who commenced at the first hour are completing
their labors, and more energy and vigor. Avith younger blood, must
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be brought in or the work will eventually languish. It is greatly
to your credit that your labors have ever been conducted, not for

personal ends, but for the general good.
I trust we may continue to move on in the old well-beaten path,

cultivate and beautify the earth, adorn and embellish our homes, for

by so doing we not only educate, beautify, and ennoble our own
characters but the characters of all around us. And remember that
it is not the torrent rushing over the rocks so much as the continued

dropping that makes the impression. And so may we be ever ready,
as opportunities may offer, to do all in our power for the advance-
ment of our noble art.

On motion of Dr. A. L. Small, a committee consisting of S, G.

Minkler, G. J. Kellogg and L. Woodard, was appointed to consider

and report upon the topics presented in the President's address.

G. J. Kellogg, delegate from Horticultural Society of Wiscon-

sin, being present, was called for and responded in a few words.

saying: "I am glad to meet again with your Society, and shall be

glad to do anything I can to make your meeting one of interest."

On motion of Mr. Minkler the Corresponding Secretary was in-

structed to telegraph the greetings of this Society to the Mississippi

Valley Horticultural Society in session at Kansas City, Missouri.

KEPORT UPON FARMERS' HORTICULTURE.

BY C. W. PRESCOTT, MAEENGO, ILL.

Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Society:

I suppose what few words I may say should be addressed to the

farmers of this Society, so you professional members will be excused
if you do not pay very good attention. To the farmers, then, I will

say, first get your fences up. Don't let any tree peddler, tree agent,
or

"
old reliable nurseryman

"
talk you into buying a bill of stock

until your ground is fenced and in order. Of course it would not be

as bad for the
'"
old reliable nurseryman

''

to sell you a bill before you
was ready (if he only sold it himself ) as for the tree peddler, or tree

agent, but don't let even him do it, for it is only a waste of time, and

money and time in this case is of more value than the first cost of

what you put out.

In selecting your ground for fruit trees be careful. If the land

where the orchard should be put (that is, near the house) is cold

and low, where the water is but little below the surface, go to the

other side of your farm rather than use it. Of course you all under-

stand that such ijround will not answer for fruit trees. Select land
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with good drainage, rolling, witli north slope if possihle. If nature
has not fitted a piece for you anywhere on the farm, then do the next
'best thing, take the piece that l)y artiticial means you can make
suitable, but if you can find no such land on the farm, why, then,
sell out.

In regard to varieties choose for yourself. Kvery farmer now-a-

days is well enough posted on fruit (or at least should be) to make
out his own list. But, be sure you don't make your orchard a com-
mercial one, by setting out only a few varieties and then selling off

all the best of your fruit. ( 1 am speaking of the a])])le orchard. )

The farmers" orchards should be for their own use: put the very best

of everything in your oivn cellar. After you are sure you have saved

more tlian you can possibly use it may do to sell a little. Don't
cheat yourself by ])utting out only eight or ten kinds- make it

twenty-five or thirty. If you have a clay soil put out a few pear
trees. Set one or two peach trees every year

—
they may surprise

you some time— they cost but little You have plenty of room and
should ])rovide yourself with all these luxuries.

When you come to small fruits put them neai- the house, or

garden, any %vay. It (h)es not make so much difference what the

ground is for them: they will thrive on almost any soil. And right
here the most of farmers fail — they neglect the berries -

they seen)

to be l)eneath their notice, too small. Let me tell you there is noth-

ing in the fruit line that will give you returns so quick, or so great,
for the same outlay. But 1 think it will be better for you to say to

your wife
"

1 will leave this department for you." and I will guarantee
it will not be long before you will have plenty of berries on your
table, of all kinds, in their season. Lay out your grounds so that

<ultivation will be by horse-])OAver. Let the berry rows l)ecome

hedges rows, but give plenty of room the other way.
When you get to the ornamental grounds, setting out front

yards, lawns, etc., I don't think you want anyone to write a long ar-

ticle setting forth how you must set out and lay out ijoiir grounds:
but go to work yourself, and with the helj) of your wife and chil-

dren, in the end you will be much better suited than you would had

you followed the directions of the best landscape gardener. One
thing r wish to s])eak of : In setting grou]is of evergreens put each

variety in a group \)\ its(df : do not mix up two or three or four kinds:

yon will never be satisfied with them if you do.

Remember the
**
shelter belt"' for your stock, to l)e set near the

barn and yards. Make this of evergreens every time. If you have
a ])rairie farm and no timber lot, set apart five or ten acres, and set

it out next s])ring (or a ])ortioii of it) witli some fast growing tree,

or several kinds, su(di as are doiu^' the best in your locality, ^^)u

have no excuse for being hmg without timber.

But where are you going to Ijuy all these things? Some of

these old nurservmen that are on the retired list will tell vou to avoid
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the tree agent and the tree peddler, and go directly to the nursery,
or, as they say, buy only of some "

old reliable nurseryman." I would
like to ask these gentlemen how many trees would there be set if it*

was not for this tree agent? I tell you. farmers, they are among your
best friends, for they will

"
stick closer than a brother."' Patronize

them, and see to.it that they deliver the trees according to contract.

Buy of your home nursery or send your orders into headquar-
ters yourself. No doubt this Avould be the best way, if you would

only do it. There is no trouble but what you can get the trees, and

good ones too, if you will only decide to have them. But for fear

our president will never give me a chance again, I will close.

DISCUSSION ON FARMERS' HORTICULTURE.

Mr. Minkler— I don t like the idea of planting so many varie-

ties as the paper suggests. Twenty-five kinds are too many—ten are

enough for me. Shelter belts for orchards are a thing of great im-

portance, and I would like to impress the people in some way of the

great need of such protection.

Mr. Thomas— I do not agree with the writer in the setting out

part. If you cannot raise fruits, better plant what will do well, and

grow potatoes and buy apples.

Mr. Kellogg
— The greatest objection I see to the paper is too

many varieties of apples. I do not think there are three kinds that

we can tie to. I think it is better for a man to sell out if he has not

got a good place for growing fruit, or else grow crops and buy

apples, etc.

Mr. Scott— A man in the northwestern part of our county

grew fifty bushels of peaches this last season. I picked some very

tine peaches last summer from some trees that were planted fifteen

or twenty years ago. The trees had sprouted up every year, thus

keeping alive and bearing occasionally. I think the suggestion in

the paper to plant peaches a good one. judging from my own obser-

vation.

Mr. Minkler— Two years ago I had till the peaches my family

could use gathered from trees planted some thirty years ago. The

trees keep sprouting up so that T get peaches about every other year,

and a crop one year in five.

President Slade— I think the surprising part of Mr. Scott's ex-

perience is the fact of his getting peaches after such a severe winter
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as we had last year. I tliiiik it a good suggestion to plant peach trees,

for you -will get fruit occasiouiilly that will Ite very good, much liet-

ter than you usually l)uy in the market.

Mr. Minkler— It is iu)t the severe cold that kills peaches; it is

the condition trees are in when the frost comes. They will stand

lots of frost if in the proper condition.

Question— What condition nmst they be in?

Answer The wood should be moist and not dry, and well ma-

tured.

Mr. Cotta— On the a[)j)le question I think we have at least

three varieties that we can plant with some surety, and we should

keep on experimenting with new varieties. I think that top-graft-

ing is a good thing. Something can be obtained by grafting tender

sorts on to hardy stocks. Last winter my Ben Davis,Willow Twig, and

others on common stocks, were killed, and I had to throw them on

the brush
]til('.

while tlir same varieties I had grafted on crab stocks

were not hurt a particle, and I am consideral)ly encourage<l with top-

grafting. T appeal to all of my brother horticulturalists and every

one to keep on experimenting with new varieties.

Mr. Kellogg
— I think it would be better to top-graft on Duchess

in place of crab stocks.

President Slade -
I put out an orchard of one thousand trees

some years ago, and we top-grafted some of them. l)ut did not see as

it made much difference. I took great pains in setting the orchard

and it was a tine one, but is of no use now. There were not apples

enough on the one thousand trees this year to make one pie. We
want more than three varieties, and ought to keep on ex])erinuMiting

and try to increase the number.

Mr. Bryant
— I do not think that twenty-live varieties to plant

in an orchard was very far out of the way. I should not wiuit to

plant less tliau that many kinds for myself. Would cfi-taiuly want

more than five or ten kinds.

Mr. Cotta— The nursery is the place to do top-grafting, and it

is practical. Any nurseryman can graft several thousand every year

and it will jiay them to do it. I have no troul)lH in getting tifty
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cents a tree for such stock. My customers are perfectly willing to

pay that amount when they are shown the advantages of top-

grafting.

Mr. Woodard— I have raised an orchard, planted and grown it

from its infancy, and I regret very much to hear the gentleman cut

the number of varieties down to five. It is necessary to keep plant-

ing and top-grafting and re-top-grafting, to keep the orchard up, and

as much care should be taken to keep up the good varieties, and I

think twenty-five varieties are none too many to plant in an orchard.

I believe that the insects do more harm to our orchards than the se-

vere winters do. I think Paris green is a good thing to keep off the

insects that eat this foliage, and we get finer and fairer apples when

we use it. I find that we should fight the insects as much as we do

the severe winters. We want to get trees that ripen up well.

Famuese does well in Canada where the thermometer goes down 40°

below zero, because the wood ripens up well. I put half a pound of

Paris green in a barrel of water and keep it well stirred up while

using. It will kill all insects that feed on the foliage.

Mr. Minkler— I think if you use the Paris green when the trees

are in bloom, that it lodges in the up-turned blossoms, and when the

curculio goes to deposit his eggs he does not like the Paris green^ and

that was the secret of success. Arsenic is better than Paris green,

is more soluble and more effectual.

President Slade— We had a very interesting paper fron Profes-

sor Forbes at the State Meeting, and I hope every one will read the

article on this subject of injurious insects.

Mr. Kellogg
— The poisoning is one I would like to hear more

of. The trouble with professors'' reports is, they do not set forth

anything that is practical; what we want is something that we can

make practical. I have seventy-five varieties in my orchard. My
experience is the same as Mr. Slade's; did not get apples enough for

a pie. I syringed my trees with no effect. Tried it on Hoos, where

there was a profuse bloom, but got no apples.

Mr. Cotta— Walbridge acted queer with me after last winter's

severe weather. The leaves had a fungus growth on them and the

trees looked sickly and did not do well.
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Mr. Kellogg
—

I am sorry that the Wisconsin people recom-

mended the Walhridge so highly, as it has not proved to he all that

was claimed for it. Pewaukee is one of our pets. We had a tint-

show of fruit at our State Meeting.

Mr. Slade — I am not sorry that the Wisconsin peo))le recom-

mended the Walbridge: 1 think it is a gooil api)l('. and we oiiglit to

recommend new fruits of ))r()iuise.

Mr. Kellogg- I think we recommend thing< before we ought.

New varieties should
,
he well tested before they are represented to

the people as being of great value, ami their planting advised.

Mr. Hallett — T have been engaged in the api)le business for a

good many years and aui s(UTy I ever ])lanted an a])})le tree: it does

not pav. It is all foolishness to plant apples for protit. aud I have

grul)bed up urarly all my orchard.

Mr. Scott"-! have \v;it(duMl Mr. Halletfs fruit gruwing for

thirtv years and think he has been very successful. He expects too

luurh. His orchard did wtdl. He had good crops of pluuis: clcanMl

^^2()^> from thirteen trees iu a little garden patch in ouc year: I think

that is a? good as any uian could expect. He made six or seven

hundred dollars one season froiu a little patch of blackberries. T

think Mr. Hallett expects too much: is too grasping.

Mr. Hallett— I got S20(>a year for two years off of tlic thirteen

plum trees Mr. Scott refers to, and being elated over my success T

then i)lanted an orchard of thirteen hundred trees and tended them

with care for twelve years aud never got a crop. Becoming dis-

gusted with the scheme, T grubl)ed the whole orchard up and put the

trees in my wood-house.

Mr. Minkler— I dislike very miudi to have it go o]i the records

that an old citizen could n(tt rectnnmend the planting of an orchard.

I don't think it would look well and people would not think w(dl

of it.

Mr. Slade I kuow of an apple tree near the city of Elgin

that hail l)orne very profusely and very regular for a good many

years. 1 attribute its success to some peculiar make u|) of the

soil in the immediate vicinity of the tree. I have two Nortlieru

Spy apple trees that have been bearing ever since very young.

Mr. Kellogg
— The adaptation of locality is a most important

thing iu setting fruit of any kind.
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Mr. Chroeker— I have given great attention in my orchard to

locality, but I do not think that it is so much the locality as the

fungus growths that have ap])eared of late that did the mischief.

This fuiigoid growth attacks the leaves and nearly destroys them in

some cases, which makes the tree sickly and in no condition to bear

fruit.

Mr. Cotta— There has been more fungoid groAvth among my
trees the past season than I ever saw before; I attribute it to the

excessive wet weather. I got some good fair Duchess apples, and

the Willow Twig and Red Astrachan were free from fungus growth.
It does not attack all varieties alike.

President Slade asked if many of the old apple trees were

killed this last winter throughout the Northwest so far as any one

knew.

Mr. Cotta— Many of the trees suffered in our county.

Mr. Hallett— My cherry trees suffered and some were badly

damaged.

Mr. Richer— I have seen quite a number of apple trees killed

in this vicinity, especially some of the more tender sorts.

The Treasurer of the Society presented the following

TREASURER'S REPORT.

L. Woodard. Treasurer, in account with the Horticultural Society
of Northern Illinois, Jan. 22, 1884:

Jan. 18, 1883. .To cash balance on hand $53.68
For membership fees 35.00

Jan 18, 1883. .By cash paid O. B. Galusha, as per
bill for services as Secretary $25.00

Jan. 18, 1883. .By cash psud D. W. Scott as per bill. 6.75

Jan. 18, 1883. .By casli paid Bartliolomew & Co., for

use of h:tll and fuel 7.00

May 30, 1883. .By cash paid O. B. Galusha for post-

age on books 3 . 92

Aug.29, 1883. .By cash paid D. W. Scott & Co., for

printing as per bill 20.50

By cash for postage year 1883 1 .00

By balance 24.51

$88.68 $88.68

To balance in Treasurer's hands, Jan. 22, 1884 $24.51

Respectfully submitted,

L. WOODARD, Treasurer.
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On motion of Mr. Minkler the report \yas accepted.

On motion of S. G. Minkler .1. (t. Kelloy:g was made an hon-

orary member of the Society for 1.S84.

^oo

DISCUSSION CONTINUED.

Mr. Scott— I am al'raid from wliat Mr. Hallett has said in re-

gard to fruit-growing in our county, that members will think we

can't grow fruit at all. Am unwilling that you should get such an

erroneous idea. I think we can make a success of it, especially of

some things, and every man ought to plant fruit enough at least for

his own family.

Mr. Thompson asked Mr. Hallett how old his j)lum trees were

before he cut them down?

Answer— They were about twelve years ohl. 1 may have cut

them down too soon possibly.

The Committee on Programme announced as the order of busi-

ness for this evening:

1st. Report on Ornithology, by A. L. Cummings, of Oalena.

Discussion.

2d. The Yeast Plant, by Dr. S. C. Harris, of Galena.

Discussion.

8d. He])ort on Orchard Culture, by Hon. 0. B. Galusha.

Discussion.

4th. (juery Box.

'")th. Miscellaneous Business.

A motion to adjourn until 7 o'clock in the evening prevailed.

FIRST DAY— p]vENiNG.

The Society met at 7 o'clock in the evening as per adjournment.
President Slade called the meeting to order, and paper was called

for on
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FOREST TREE CULTURE.

BY SAMUEL EDWARDS, MENDOTA.

S. M. Sla(/r. Fr<'si(l('nt. and FeJIoic-Meinbers

()f the Horficiilfin-al Socidy of Xortlwni Jl/inois:

"Oil. for a lod^'e in some vast wilderness" is the piteous cry.

brought on the switt wings of the relentless north wind, as it goes

howling past from the broad prairies of the northwest. How strange
that so little heed is given to it — that residents do not make it their

first business to prepare the soil, plant and cultivate rapid growing
trees to shelter these homes for millions of human beings, and scores

of millions of animals, whose piteous cries and shivering forms ap-

peal so loudly for the comfort which should and could be easily,

cheaply and quickly provided for them.
" The merciful man is merciful to his beast."

" The tender

mercies of the wicked are cruel." Oh, for an apostle of mercy, with

the zeal and eloquence of Paul, to proclaim over the length and

breadth of these wind-swept plains the gospel of comfort to man
and beast.

Powerful as are the arguments advanced by those advocating
timber cultui'e for its use when matured, in my opinion the benefits

to be derived in amelioration of climate, would be far greater and
sooner realized. Careful investigation of the subject from either

standi)oint, will satisfy any one tliat it is a necessary work of huge
proportions, the earnest beginning of which has been too long de-

layed.
Did not Congress make a sad mistake in passing the

"' Timber
Culture Act,"' that they did not scatter broadcast and give to each

applicant for land full directions as to preparation of soil, varieties

adapted to dift'erent localities, modes of planting and cultivation?

The importance of immediate, intelligent prosecution of the work,
seems to warrant amendments to the act, one of which should be the

appointment of a competent man in each land district to give per-
sonal instruction and supervision.

At present, in most cases, the object had in view by framers of

the act is not accomplished, and it is respectfully suggested that

this Society take steps to bring the matter before Congress at once,

urging that provision be made for proper instruction and honest

work in the future, by those who avail themselves of the benefit of

the act.

The nations of Europe have the planting, care and cutting of

forests, specially and minutely, under control of government. Is it

not high time that we exercise like prudence?
Prairie can be l:)roken in summer^ stirred in the fall, again in

spring, putting it in good condition to receive seeds, cuttings or trees.

Nut-bearing trees make more rapid growth if the nuts are planted
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where thev arc to iviiuiiii. Tlicre is no dittiiiilty in renioviiit; flicm

at one year old. shorten the tap root. and. if intenilinj;- to trans])lant

afterwards, root-prune onee in two or three years.
Nuts for jihintiny: should he mixed with layers of soil in the fall,

soon after ^•atherin^;". covered enou^^h to ])revent their h»H'oniin<; diy.
and not deep enough to hiiuler their freezing.

It is well to mix seeds of deciduous trees generally with moist

loam, and winter in a cool cellar. Elm and soft maple seed should

Ix'
]tlaiitt'd when vi])('

in ^Nfay or .[nne. Green ash seed may he kei)t

dry (jver winter.

Evergreen and deciduous trees for forest planting are gathered
in their natural seed-beds, or purchased as cheaply as novices can

raise them from those growing them in immense quantities, in some
instances by tens of millions. Evergreens of small size, under one

foot in height, set on the prairies, should always be shaded the first

year.

Any one wishing to engage in the business of growing seedling
trees will do well to work ii year at one of the nurseries making a

specialty of them. If a moderate amount of them only are to be

gi'own.
'•

Bryant's Forest Trees" will ])rove a valuable aid.

In first attemi)ts in forest planting on the prairies trees were

generally set at too great distances apart. Four feet each way is am-

ple space, and trees two to five feet better than taller ones. They
should be assorted, and those nearly of a height set contiguously.

No special art or mystery about the work, main points being to

have good roots, kept from drying while out of the ground, set as

deep or a little deeper than they stood in nursery; fine dirt (not sods)

carefully filled in among the roots, and when well covered, tramp

rertj firmly, fill in loosely on the surface.

Willows, cottonwoods and other poplars, are readily grown from

cuttings eight to twelve inches long, set nearly full length below

the surface early in s])ring: dirt made rcru firm at lower end.

Cultivation should be frequent until late in July each year, until

trees shade the ground sufficiently to prevent growth of weeds.

As to varieties:— For the purpose of shelter around the house,

barn and stockyards, evergreens should largely ])redominate, of varie-

ties known to thrive in similar localities, for they are to be found in

variety now in all parts of the prairie region, though not so many as

one where there should be thousands. If you cannot ]ilant them for

this ))urpose be sure to prepare the ground and ])lant at the fdrlii'st

j)r<icfici(l)l(' Dioinctif, in abundance, some rajjid growing trees. White
willow. ma])le or cottonwood are good.

The ash family are safe to plant largely. Black walnut will

never be out of fashion. Furopean larch, red and white elm are

very valuable for certain purposes. Burr and white oak will always
be in demand. Catalpa speciosa and butternut are iiulisi)ensable, but

13
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not recommended for planting much further north. American black

cherrv was in perfection on North Manitou Island, Lake Michigan,
in 1846.

From Nebraska, Russian mulberry, and a native willow said to be
durable as fence posts_, are recommended.

EVEKGEEENS.

BY ROBERT DOUGLAS, OF WAUKEGAN.

S. M. Slade, Esq., President

Northern Illinois Horticultural Society :

Ml/ Dear Sir— I thank you for your kind letter of January 5th

inviting me to contribute a paper in regard to anything new in the

evergreen line.

I regret very much that a prior engagement compels me again
to deny myself the pleasure of meeting with you.

My experience in regard to what is new in the evergreen line

has been very much like navigatijig a rocky channel without a chart,
and as I have not yet reached destination the most I can do now is

to point out the rocks and shoals so far as I have gone, so that other

navigators may avoid them. Twenty to thirty years ago I tested all

the new evergreens that were being imported about that time, and

not, in a single instance did I find one of them that would endure
this climate for ten years. My next ex^ierience was in the way of

evergreens from the Pacific coast. That ])romised better. They
succeeded well in the East, and were believed to be hardy. Mr.
Meehan. editor of The Gardener's Mouthli), had so much faith in

them that he said in the Monthly that any man who would grow the

Lawson's Cypress and Nootka Sound Cypress in large quantities, so

that they could be used for ornament and for hedges, would be a

public benefactor. Well, I went into the public benefactor business

vei\y strongly. I found that most of the Lawson Cypress seeds had
been shipped to Europe. I sent an order to the party in Europe for

all he could spare. Fortunately for me I could only get three and a

half pounds, for when T paid the bill, together with a duty in gold
of thirty per cent., and a heavy premium oji gold, I found that the

seeds had cost me $(32.50 per pound. I tested all the silver firs, pines
and spruces of California and the Northwest for inany years, at a

cost of from three to eight hundred dollars a year for seeds alone.

As a result of all this trial of patience and pocket, I can, perhaps,

give you the clearest idea by giving you an account of a trip with
our dear old friend, Dr. Warder, about four years ago.

After inspecting the conifers in Cincinnati. Cleveland, Roches-

ter, Boston, Central Park, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and

Washington, we had not seen a good specimen of a conifer from the
Pacific slope, with the exception of one Douglas fir on the grounds
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of David Landreth. Bristol, Pennsylvania^ and from the appearance
of all the rest of his ('alifornia conifers one would infer that there

must have been some mistake in this instance.

Many conifers will fudure the climate of Boston, New York,

and Philadeljihia. that will never reach the hight of three feet in the

West: tus an instance. .1/^/V.s Nordmanniana in Rochester, and Finns
excehd near Boston.

Japan evergreens seem to stand better than those from the Pa-

cific. 'Especially is this the case with the Retijwsperax in the vicinity
of Boston, but I understand that they suffered seriously last winter.

During the summer of ISOS or U my attention was called to the hardi-

ness and beauty of Abies Menziesii (Ficea punf/e)is of Engelmann),
and Abies Doufjlasii (Fsendo tsuga of Engelmann), on the grounds
of A. R. Whitney. They had stood the winter without injury, while

the Norway spruce and even the Balsam Fir and White Pine were
browned. On learning that these trees had been brought from the

Rocky Mountains, I took into consideration that they had grown in

a dry climate, and would be more likely to endure our climate than

trees indigenous to the moist climates of Europe and the Pacitic

coast. I found trees of these two species growing at several places
in Iowa, Kansas, and Nebraska, and all doing finely, some over

twenty feet high, that showed by their annual growths that they had
started every year from the terminal bud since the time they were

brought from Pike's Peak during the gold excitement. I then went
to Colorado and examined the trees in the mountains, and was more

pleased with them than ever. I hired a man to collect the seeds.

When he had collected a great many cones, and had hired storage
for them at the base of the mountains, on close examination he
found that the seeds had shrunken, and sent us a sam])le. My son

started immediately for the mountains, and when there, after a most

thorough examination, he found that every seed was imperfect: and

since that time, 1871, we can only count three years that one or the

other of the firm has not been in the mountains, yet we have not

succeeded in getting seeds but three times.

I went up into the mountains last summer, but found the trees

were not seeding. However, our collector found the trees seeding in

another locality several hundred miles distant, and collected a large

quantity of seeds with the help oi several men. He fortunately suc-

ceeded in forwarding us about a fourth part of the seeds when a

heavy fall of snow filled the canon, so that the remainder of the

seeds must lie there till spring. I am far from being discouraged,
for I have at least paved the way for others, and I am confident that

the time will come when these valuable trees will beautify our noble

prairies.
Aside from the two sppcies named we have tested many other

conifers from the Rocky Mountains, among which are Finns Aris-

tata, or Balfouriana, Finns confortu^ ponderosa, Jiaxilis, and Finns
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p'nwu. or Nut Pine, also Picea Emielmanni, or Engelratinii's Spruce,
Abies Suhalpitia. and Ahte.s Concolor. Abies CoiicoJor is a beautiful

silver lir. and so far proves perfectly hardy and satisfactory in every

way, after testing it six years. All the rest named are unsatisfactory.
PiiiHs ponderosii is perfectly hardy, a beautiful tree and a rapid

grower, but is so infested with the fungus that is sometimes seen on
the Austrian pine that it should not be propagated.

The Nut pine has its northern limit at Pike's Peak, and is not

hardy here. Finns Arisfafa, ponderosa and fla.rilis, also Engel-
mann"s spruce and Subalpina, are all fine trees in the highest alti-

tudes, up at the timber line, but are never found at lower elevations,

and we have found, after thorough trial with thousands and thou-
sands of seedlings grown in our nurseries here, that they fail after

the second or third year. The Engelmann's spruce is partially an

exception to this, as it will grow, but very slowly, and it is little or

no improveinent on the white spruce, which it closely resembles.

T had such an anxiety to introduce the Engelmann's spruce into

cultivation, that after finding from experience that seeds from the

timber line were not satisfactory, having seen that Prof. Aughey,
state botanist of Nebraska, reported it as growing in Northwestern
Nebraska. I went there to see. I thought it possible, though not

probable, that it might have crept down to that altitude, but that

whatever it might be it would be an acquisition. I went, and in

company with my son explored the region thoroughly, and up into

the Black Hills, where Prof. Jenny told us we would find Em/el-
manni, but only on the highest altitude/ of Harney's Peak. We
wended our weary way thither only to find that it was our own white

spruce, growing even to within fifty feet of the very summit of the

peak. This tree (Alba) has never been thoroughly appreciated in

the West, as it has been confounded with the glacous-leaved black

spruce, which sheds its lower limbs, and is only fit to grow in swamps,
where it is generally found.

The white spruce holds the foliage on its lower limbs better than
the Norway spruce, is a better color for most people's tastes, and is

certainly hardier, for the Norway spruce often browns in the winter
while young, in the West, and the white spruce never does. The
white spruce has a wider range than any other evergreen, unless we

may have to except the red cedar. It is found in the mountains of

Virginia, and all the way from Maine to out through Wisconsin,
Minnesota. Dakota, Montana, and northward and westward through
the British possessions till it reaches the Pacific coast in the far

north.

Mr. Minkler— Four of our co-workers have been called away,
all of them very dear to our hearts. I move you, sir, that we appoint
a committee to write up resolutions in honor of the memory of

Arthur Bryant, Sr., Dr. Warder, Prof. Tice, and Mr. Baldwin.
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The President said he would appoint the committees later in the

day.

DISCUSSION ON THE TWO PAPERS.

jMr. KelloiJjf^ 1 consider the last papers very valuable, as'they

were experiments of benetit to all, and I move that a vote of thanks

be tendered Mr. Douglas for his paper. The evergreen shelters

about our houses are very imi)ortant things. Let the farm be sur-

rounded with shelter belts. I think that a single row of trees around

a forty-acre iield enhances the value of it very materially.

Mr. Minkler— We begin planting with small trees and set them

thick for effect, and when they grow up they get too thick, and

should be thinned out. but we are tender-hearted and do not like to

cut down a nice tree, so many of our homes have too many trees

about them. What is handsomer than a Norway hedge? It is

always green and beautiful. It holds its base well and stands the

shears better than most any other evergreen. Mind and keep your

base in starting a hedge, and don't plant too thick. Some plant one

foot apart and some eighteen inches, but I doubt if you ever get a

fence in that way. I would never plant any fence nearer than four

feet. After one or two years it is grown together, and the roots

have a soil to work in and grow strong and do not crowd one another,

so that in a few years you have a perfect and beautiful fence. For

wind-break Norway spruce is the very best, and nothing you can

build makes as good a hen-house. You can plant white pine around

your farm for fence posts and stretch wire on them, which makes

you a good fence.

Mr. Whitney— I have white pine. Norway spruce, balsam fir.

and others, with Avire on them for fence.

Mr. Woodard -
Twenty-five years ago I planted on my place

Norway spruce and arborvita? hedges, and they are as fresh and

handsome to-day as they ever were. I have a good many large

evergreens on my place that were planted at the same time. I would

not take twenty-five dollars a tree for them. My home would be

ruined if the hedges and evergreens were cut away. Hemlock makes

ji good hedge also. These home-features grow dearer to ray wife and

I every year as we grow older. If we would plant more trees around

our farms thev would look more cheerful and home-like.
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Question — What varieties of trees are best to plant for hoop-

poles ?

Mr. Whitney— We are using a good many hooppoles made of

green ash.

Question— Is it necessary to have the old heartwood of the

catalpa to have it last?

Mr. Whitney— No. It will last well if cut at the right time,

if it is not all heart-wood. All soft wood does best cut in the month
of August. I have had Norway spruce cut in August last eight

years, and come out sound. Had the same experience w4th sweet

chestnut and yellow poplar, that were cut in August and left to sea-

son. I have seen white willow that was cut in August last well.

European larch cut in the spring will not last good. T cut American

larch long enough for three posts and put in my cider-house, which

lasted twenty-three years (August cutting), and other posts that I

cut in the spring, of the same larch, only lasted little over a year.

Mr. Kellogg
— That is the best speech I ever heard Whitney

make. I believe our native tamarack are most always cut in the

winter; if that is the case it is a very valuable thing to know that

the proper time for cutting is in August.

Mr. Minkler— I consider Mr. Whitney's information a very val-

uable thing, and if our farmers would bear it in mind it would be a

great acquisition to them.

Mr. Whitney— The reason for cutting in August is that the

tree has the least sap in it at that time of any time in the year.

Hon. M. C. Hunt, Chicago, 111., President of the American Asso-

ciation of Nurserymen, Seedsmen and Florists, was introduced and

made a few happy and appropriate remarks, extending a very cordial

and pressing invitation to the members of the Society to attend the

meeting of nurserymen, seedsmen and florists to be held in Chicago
next June.
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THE YEAST PLANT.
[Saccharomyces Cirevisx.

BY MRS. DR. HARRIS, OF GALENA.

To the Horticultanil Soc'u'tij of Northern Illinois:

We have no intention, in the present writing, of wading very
far into the deep waters of bacteria and Pasteur's germ-theory of

disease; nor do we purpose to take sides with either genu-theorists
or anti-germ-theorists of the medical fraternity; neither do we desire

to press upon your attention a nuitter that is far-fetched or of little

practical utility.

The Yeast Plant, it is well known, is at present understood to

be the natural and legitimate pareiit of rinout; fi'rniinitatio)i
— that

chemical process which represents the first stage of "spoiling" of

fruits that are canned, or otherwise preserved
or conserved, with or

without cooking. This "little giant
"

is the groat factor upon which

the brewer, the distiller, and the wine-maker depend for tiieir stuck

in trade. Without its agency beer would not be fermented, alcohol

would not be alcohol, nor would wine be produced from the juice of

the "rape. (Suppose we turn it over as an offender to the W. (\

T. U."s.)

To the horticulturist, at least to him who depends upon canning
his garden products for market, this tiny organism is of very great

importance, not as a friend, but as a foe. Since fruit and vegetable

canning is rapidly growing into an immense industry, one by means
of which we Americans are aiming to supply the world with the

perishable products of our soil, products which, but for said canning

process, would be left largely to waste upon our hands, those micro-

cosms which inHuence said process and affects the quality of the

goods in question, compel us to treat them with respect. Under
these consideniti(ms we have thought that a brief, though rude,

sketch of the present status of the yeast plant in science and prac-
tice might not be deemed uninteresting.

Ever so many years ago chemists were greatly puzzled to uiuler-

stand xi)ont<(n('<)iix ffrincnfafion. viz: to know why the carbon and

hydrogen and oxygen of sugar (particularly grape sugar) should, of

their own free will, when moisture and a suitable temperature were

present, get up a commotion evolving gas and heat, and presently

rearrange themselves into a difl"en>nt combination, forming an en-

tirely new snbstance. (i/cnliol, which latter suljstancc. upon analysis,
was found to contain the same chemical elements in the same quan-

tity and proportion (or very nearly so) as did the original sugar. In

honielv ))hrase. they were s\iffering to know what set the luachine

in motion.
In 1680 a German ''with a terrible name which noliody could

spell."" etc.. introduced the microscope into the discussion of this
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question. He examined 3'east and the mnst of beer and other ferment
substances, and found the "thick, pasty fluid to consist of grayish
gh)bules from s^VTy to tows of an inch in diameter. As soon as fer-

mentation begins these corpuscles move about in all directions, en-

large and l)ecome covered Avith ])rojections, which finally drop oft'

and become independent corpuscles, and repeat the same operation
so as to increase the quantity of yeast to an extent limited only by
the quantity of malt infusion employed." Here we have a perfect

picture of vegetation of the lowest order of organic life, viz: a

simple protiferation of cells, the reproduction being by budding—
not by fruiting.

At this point the subject rested mainly, and was almost forgotten
until about the year 1838, when Schwann and others revived the

c[uestion, and to microscopic examinations added many interesting
and satisfactory experiments, all of which went to prove that the

microcosm already described was a true and distinct vegetable organ-
ism, that it flourishes best at a temperature ranging from 68° to 75°

Fahrenheit, that the vitality of its germs is destroyed by a boiling
heat, and that said germs may be, and often are, supplied by the

atmosphere in Avhich they float, like the germs of other fungi.
It seems that it is not the simple presence of the yeast plant in

the proper media which causes fermentation; it is in the vegetative

process in active progress that the fermenting principle is evolved, in

like manner as the germination of barley yields diastase, by the in-

fluence of which starch is converted into sugar in the process of

malting. In fact,
"
in hread-making some of the starch is converted

into dextrine and this into sugar by the ferment.*' Thus is our

analogy between the malting of barley and the ferment of the yeast

plant supported.
This much for theory. As a practical fact, every housekeeper

knows tlyat ferment, in the form of dried yeast, may be kept dor-

mant for an indefinite period, but when placed in the presence of

moisture (she soaks her yeast cakes) and a moderate degree of

warmth (she sets it near the fire) it becomes an aefire ferment, capa-
ble of transmitting its quality ("the leaven leavens the whole

lump") without limit. She knows that if her bread or yeast is set

in too hot a place it is scalded and its rising quality killed (the germ
of the yeast plant is killed). She knows that if her cans and jars
of fruit are not sealed ^Mjoiling hot," the most careful previous

cooking will not prevent their being spoiled by fermentation. (The
cool air re-entering before the can is sealed brings fresh live germs
of fungi with it. ) She knows that if light as well as air is not ex-

cluded, mould, an n'rial-growhifi fungus, will very likely make its

appearance upon the surface of the fruit. ( The yeast plant only
flourishes when merged or submerged- in fluid or semi-fluid substances. )

This brings us to another and very different fungus which the

fruiterer has to contend with. As moderate boiling does not pre-
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vent this orrowth of mould, it is just to infer that its orerm requires
a hi<xhor t»'iii])»M"ature for its destniction than docs tliat of the yeast

fungus. 1)1 eonsidcrinf.^ this second funjjfus light becomes an im})or-
tant factor, and the question whether we shall seal in glass or in tin

is a question in order. Certain it is that thirty years ago, when we

houglit our fruit in glass l)<)ttles sealed with caps and tin foil, wc
had a very inferior article to that we now have in tin cans.

The subject of microscopic fungi is a deep and obscure one at

best. No doubt there are many and yet moreinfinitisimal organisms

yet to be discovered, very likely ])arasites of those we now discuss

with so much care and pains.

" Great iieas have little rteas

Upon their backs to bite 'em,
And little Meas have lesser fleas.

And so ad uijinitumy

The President appointed as a committee on resolutions in honor

of the memory of Arthur Bryant, Sr. and Mr. Johnson, Messrs.

Minkler and Scott, and on Dr. Warder and Prof. Tice. Messrs. Sco-

tield and (iraves.

t'onimittee on programme for to-morrow morning reported busi-

ness as follows:

1st. Orchard Culture, by Arthur Bryant. Jr.. of Princeton.

Discussion.

2d. I Mums and Cherries, by D. W. Scott, (jalena.

Discu.ssion.

8d. Berrv Culture, by K. C. Hathaway. Ottawa.

Discussion.

4th. Vegetable Gardening, by Geo. S. Haskell, Kockford.

Discussion.

.")th. (irapes and Gra])e Culture, by D. -1. Piper. Foreston.

Discussion.

nth. Query Box.

On motion the Society adjourne*! until Wednesday morning at

nine o ( lock.
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SECOND DAY — Morning.

The meeting was called to order at nine o'clock on the morning
of Jan. 23d by the President, and at his request Mr. Kellogg opened
the meeting with prayer.

ORNITHOLOGY.

BY A. L. CUMMINGS. GALENA.

'•
I pray thee know me when we meet again."

This request for identification in the case of birds is far more

easily made than observed. So much practical difficulty is experi-
enced l)y those studying the habits of living birds, in the identifica-

tion of different species of the same genera ( not to speak of varieties

of the same species), that the announcement, some years since, of a

forthcoming treatise by means of which plain farmer boys would be

able to recognize and classify all our familiar birds, excited great
interest. No doul>t a treatise might l)e written affording great aid

in this direction, and it is much needed.

The difficulty, of course, does not lie in the direction of those

familiar birds whose characteristics are so plainly marked that the

comparison is less one of resemblances than of contrasts. Many
'of these need but appear to l)e immediately recognized. The
robins, bluejays, blackbirds, bluebirds, catbirds, and many others

Avhose names will at once occur to us, are not liable to be mistaken

by any one wherever seen: while the sparrows, quite as familiar as

those, range through gradations of size and color from the little

chippy that gathers crumbs in our dooryards. to the swamp sparrow,
one of the largest and most distinctly marked of this large family.

Many of those properly classed as finches and buntings also bear

such marked resemblance to some of the sparrows as to further in-

crease the difficulty of recognition.
We hope it will be borne in mind that we are speaking of living

birds, of which we get but passing glimpses, or at best, a somewhat
distant view of them while at rest. Could we handle them, and care-

fully note the technical distinctions, as we do the cabinet specimens,
most of our difficulties would disappear; yet even in the collections

there are instances '' where doctors disagree
''

as to the place to which
individual specimens should be assigned. Many slight differences

have been made the foundation of new varieties, or even new s})ecies,

which other ornithologists, equally learned, insist are but individual

peculiarities, rejecting the new name and classification altogether.
Other ornithological differences are still undecided, of which we will
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oiilv instance the one of Colaptes Iii/hridiis. so named from the sup-

position of its bein^ a cross between ijo\a\Aef> aurafus and Mcricanus.

treated at hiri^e by Dr. Corns in his Handbook of Northwestern Or-

nithob)<;y, ])a^es 2V)8-2U4. Tlie <jjoklen-wini)jed woodpecker (auratiis)
has its l>ri^]it veHow repbued by oraii«i:e-red in Mr.ilcdnns. and the

snp])<)sed lujhridns seems a connecting link, partaking of the charac-

teristics of each. Dr. Corns saysi ''Dr. Haydens numerous exam-

ples are principally those that enal)led I'rof. Baird to elucidate one

of the most remarkable cases in Americ;in ornithology the ])orfeet

intergradation of two such distinct sj)ecies as (nn-(it/()< and Mr.rica-

nus. This author adopted, without qualification, the hypothesis of

hybridization, remarking, in proposing the name hi/hrifhis.
'

By the

above name I intend to cover a remarkable series of woodpeckers
from the Upper Missouri ami Yellowstone. coml)ining the character-

istics of Colapfes anratus and Mexican us, in })roportions varying
with almost each individual, and leading irresistibly to the conclusion

that thev are the descendants of originals of the s])ecies mentioned

above, mixed up l)y interbreeding of successive generations, to a de-

gree unp.iralleled in the annals of ornithology." Dr. Conis adds:
''
If there ever were a case of hylu'idization to an unlimited extent,

resulting in fertile offspring that again and again interbred, this

would ai)pear to be one: and it has been so acce|)ted by orithologists
without hesitation." \^\\i he proceeds to question the soundness of

the theory, and mentions a statement of Mr. Allen, that Floridan

exani])les of (\ auratiix sometimes show red touches in the black

maxillary i)atches: and of Mr. J. H. Batty, who tells of a New Jer-

sey s]jecimen got a few years since, with mixed red and black cheek

))atches. from which he concludes that these variations cannot be due

to hybridization, as the C Mr.riauiiis is never found in the neighbor-
hood of New Jersey or Florida.

This discussion is interesting and important as showing how the

dilferent s])ecies may a])])ro;ich each other in characteristics by natu-

ral pi-ocess of evolution, and yet the changes and variatit)ns fail of

forming a fixed type. It also tends to show some of the difficulties

in the way of identification of individuals that vary from the recog-
nized characteristifs of their species. Some years ago the tendency
was towards making the most of these variations in the way of new
varieties and even new species. Later discoveries, coupled with more
careful examinations, have reduced several of these supjiosed new
varieties and species to individual variations from the usual tyjie of

well known species, while in two or three instances two supposed
distinct species proved to be but nnile ami female of the same s])ecies.

The design of classification is. of course, to aid in identifying

s))ecies of individuals. If confined within ])ro])er limits it is not only
an aid, but a necessary one. ibit when it is reduced to the shading
of pin feathers, in order thereby to subdivide and multiply species.

we submit that it tends onlv to confusion worse confounded. To
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illustrate our meaning we will take the Vireos. of whom Dr. Coms
reckons thirty species, many of which vary so little from each other
that the most minute scientific examination of specimens is necessary
to determine to which species they actually belong. Of course their

identification as living birds is quite impossible when such critical

examination of specimens becomes necessary. These species can be

distinguished from others most unlike them, but few of them can be

certainly so distinguished from those nearest them in points of des-

c-ription.
t)n this point we quote from Dr. Coms" Key to North American

Birds, page 118.
" Genus Vireo.—The numerous species of this

genus have been divided into several groups, but no violence will be

done by considering them all as vireos— in fact, it is difficult to do
otherwise. For even the seemingly substantial divisions into two

genera, according as there is an evident spurious first primary, or ap-

parently none, separate species, like gUrns n.\\A philach^Jplucus^ hardly
otherwise specifically distinguishable: while another division into

two genera according to shape of the wings and length of the spuri-
ous first primary, or its absence, is subject to some uncertainty of

determination, and unites species like oliraceiis undffarlfroKS, most
dissimilar in other respects. The fact is, that almost every species of

Vireo has its own peculiar form, in shape of bill, proportions of pri-

maries, etc., and these details cannot be considered as of more than

specific value."

Tn the above extract Dr. Coms (one of the best authorities)

evidently disapproves of making such slight variations into generic
differences, and more than intimates a doubt whether such slight
differences should separate c/ilnis and 2)hila(hlpln'cui^ into distinct

species. Science should be exact in its premises and its deductions,

leaving no room for doctors to disagree ;
and in so far as it falls

short of that exactness it is not science.

What does the spurious primary above referred to indicate but
a degree in evolutions between the primary and its absence. If so,

it seems hardly worth while to dignify each degree of change in the

progress from one fixed type to another, (if that can be properly
called fixed which is changing from type to type), by naming it a

new genera, or, on .slight differences, a new species. The answer to

this query will depend on the ascertained practical aid or hinderance
to identification to be derived from the minuteness of these subdi-

visions used in classification. There are stages in every science dur-

ing which each new discovery is hailed as an onward step, entitling
the discoverer to a higher plane than any hitherto occupied. This

condition of things has its advantages as leading to much that is new
and valua])le in science. On the other hand it has its disadvantages
as leading to the introduction of errors, which must be eliminated.

If the identification of birds depended wholly upon the distinc-

tive differences noted by the eye, we should be more often puzzled
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than we now are to place them ])roi)erly. Hut the ear often aids the

eve. t'sjM'ciallv tlnrin"; the season of son^". Their notes are far more
variant and distinctive than either size. form, or plunni^e. Individ-

ual peculiarities are less observable in their notes than in their aji-

pearances: and yet they differ much in son*;. It is not often that an

individual can Ije identitied by such peculiarities, yet instances of in-

dividual iilentitication sometimes occur. A pair of rol>ins s]M'nt their

third year with us last season, of whose identity the writer has in)t

the slightest doubt. They are a jieculiar pair, tlie fennile bein«>'

larf4"er and of lit^hter color than '.isual. besides having a protuberance
on the left breast, produced by some serious injury. v<'ry likely caused

by a niissle from the hand of some thoui^^htless boy. The male is

rather under size, but of elegant form and jaunty air. with a very
red breast. He has also a ])eculiar third note, coming in occasionally.
at almost re^ifular intervals, before his "cheer up." in -quite a no-

ticeable way. He is fond of singing, but quite averse to domestic

duties, esjjecially dislikinjj; takinji; his turn at hovering- the ej^'gs dur-

ing the })rocess of incubation: for which disinclinatiim he often gets

s(mndly cuffed l)y the wings of Madam Robin before he will obey
instructions. Even when driven to the nest, the writer has often

spon him "'sit standing"* as soon as madam has gone for her break-

fast, chirruping lightly and softly until caught at it Ijy his better

half, who then returns and administers another cuffing before full

obedience is secured. Can T doubt the identity of the pair when all

these })eculiarities appear each season y There are })ro])ably no di-

vorce courts among the feathered trilies. or surely this poor hen-

pecked husband would long ere this have been set free from his

domineering wife.

I could narrate some other instances, though less striking, of

established identity. It is only the dullness of our sight, or the want
of careful observatioiL which requires such strong and peculiar proof
to establish their identity. They doul)tless. with their keener sight.
note each other's peculiarities of fcjrm and feature, and readily dis-

tinguish each other at a glance.
The infinite variety of size, color, form, and feature, by which

thev distinguish each other, is the greatest difficulty in the recogni-
tion of individuals as belonging to their proper species. There is no

duplication in Nature's processes
— no two of her creations, either

animate or inanimate, are exactly alike. That we are often nimble

to note the exact differem-es argues only the limitation of our facul-

ties. n(^t the lack of oj)portunities for their exercise. W e may not

always be able to note the exact differences that exist in tin- huiuan

face, yet we are conscious of their existence whether or not we are

able to define them.
The last season was unusually favorable for studying the Inibits

of birds, owing to the lateness of the season and the bareness of the

trees for weeks when they are usually covered with foliage. It was
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quite generally remarked how abundant were the Inrds, both in num-
bers and variety; yet when the trees were tally clothed with foliage

the}'^ seemed onl}' about as usual. At hrst they lived out of doors—
the leaves afterwards were their tents, in which they dwelt secure

from observation. Birds are always abundant whether we note them
or not. We should soon note their absence by the increase of loath-

some insects of which their presence happily rids us.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Thomas— The paper may be very interesting, but think it

has failed to give us any practical information. I should like to hear

some discussion on the subject.

Mr. Minkler— I think the gentleman will find the desired in-

formation in Prof. Forbes' paper in the State Society Report. I am

sorry that our reports are not more appreciated by the masses of the

people. We come together twice a year at our own expense for the

disseminating of knowledge for the whole, that we may make our

homes better and enlighten the people. Every librar}'^ in the coun-

try ought to have our volumes in it, and I should like to hit upon
some plan whereby they could be disseminated among the masses of

people, schools, etc. The volume only costs one dollar, and there are

many valuable and interesting papers in them that are worth much
more than the price of the book.

Mr. Cotta— I am much pleased with the remarks made by Mr.

Minkler on the distribution of our volume. It should be in the

house of every farmer, and it seems to me that there is a lack of

knowledge among our farmers as to what we are doing. Is there no

way we can get the more intelligent farmers of our country to be-

come members of our societies? Would it not be a good idea to

send circulars to some of our best farmers giving an account of our

volume, and the good contained in it, terms, etc. ?

A motion to that effect was offered l)ut deferred to time of un-

finished business.

Question— Is there any good in the English sparrow, or has

any one seen him iu the country?

Mr. Minkler— I have noticed that they are getting rural habits:

have seen quite a number at my place in the country.
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Question Does it do any lianu?

Ariswered hy Mr. Whitney — Yes. it dops harm \)\ drivini?

other hirds away.

Mr. Hallett asked if we had the 'jjenuiiie Hn^lish sparrow y

Mr. Kelhjg<i: thought nut that it was tlu' wroug- kind.

Mr. Hill — So far as \ have observed they are the <ifenuine

Enfi;lish sparrow, aiid our l)r()ther FiUglisluueu would l)e fjlad to send

them all over to us.

ORCHARD CULTURE.
HY (X H. GALUSHA.

•'There is nothiuii; new under the sun."" saith the proverb.

Every occurrence nuiy he hut the repetition of a fornun* one whicdi

had an existence in some cycle of recurring phenomena in the more
or less remote part ; yet we know that coml)inations of natural ele-

ments and natural causes are yearly occurring which are lunv to us.

and which (hMuand investigation if we would be benefited by thenu

Hence, in our favoi-itc art of horticulture we have aiu])le scope for

observation, aiul hiul enough tliat is new to give sutficient variety to

our modes of treatnu'iit of soil. tree, plant, and insect aiul other

enemies to redeem our labor from monotony, and our niiiuls from
dullness incident upon working continually in the same treadmill,

and thinking in the same intellectual ruts.

It is true that the fundamental principles underlying orchard

culture, as well as all culture, are immutable; yet constant study is

required to adjust our methods to the ever-varying conditions sur-

rounding primal law. and through which only we can work in accord

with it.

It cannot be said, then, that if we w rite ujion orchard culture

we can but ''repeat the old. old story."' At least it must be the '"old

song" with variations and new accom])aninients.
The year LS8H will huig he rememlM'red. Ijy those who live to re-

member, as a year re])lete with unusual meteorological phenomena.
The intense severity of the cold during the winter of "82-'8H

damaged the orchards to an extent sur|)assing that of any winter

since bsr),")-",")!). Many varieties of a))])le trees formerly considered

hardv were either entirely destroyed or so l)adly damaged as to he

of no value hereafter. Ben Davis. Domine. Minkler. Hawle's .lanet.

Wagoner. VVinesap ami some others, are either dead or in a precarious
condition: and the eipial severity of the winter of LSSH-"S4. through
which we are now passing, will possildy nearly coui])lete the ijestnu-

tiou of these, and still farthei- inijioverish the coiiditicui of many
other sorts hitherto considered hardy, wiiich weie also somewhat

damaged.
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Hence the first question which confronts the orchardist in

Northern Illinois is. Shall I replant to till the vacancies, and if so.

what varieties can I trust? I would reply, yes, replant. Dig out
the roots of dead and badly damaged trees, put a half-wagon load of

good soil (not manure ) into the excavati6n, plant such varieties iis

have best resisted thus far all adverse climatic conditions, and cultivate

the orchard thoroughly with plow, harrow and corn cultivator, be-

ginning as soon as the trees begin t<j })ush out their leaves, and con-

tinuing till the middle of July. Of course the plowings should be

shallow so as not to break many of the feeding roots, and the use of

the harrow and double-cultivator often repeated during the time. If

the ground has been croi)ped for several previous years without ma-
nure, this should be applied befoi'e cultivation is commenced, cover-

ing the entire surface alike. Barnyard or stable manure is best.

The varieties to be planted either in a new orchard or in filling
vacancies in an old one. should be few in number and confined, as

already stated, to such as have hitherto endured hardships well, and
also such as are adapted to the needs of the planter's family. The

planting of large orchards for commercial purposes in Northern Illi-

nois i^, to say the least, a branch of horticulture promising small

returns. Yet every land-ow'ner may and should grow apples as well

as small fruit sufficient for his own family.
I will name a few of the sorts which may. I think, be planted

with a reasonable prospect of paying results:

SiniiDier— Sops of Wine, Tetofskey, Duchess, Benoni, Red
Astrachan.

Autmnn— Fall Winesap, Fall Swaar, Snow, Cayuga Red Streak,

Wealthy.
W'niter— Roman Stern, Grimes' Golden, Golden Russett, Wil-

low^ Twig, Salome, Talman's Sweet, Wythe, and probabl}^ Yellow

Transparent and some others of Eastern or Russian origin.
In planting new orchards young low-top trees should be selected.

Do not •' trim up
"

so as to allow a team to pass under the trees.

Plant wide enough apart to admit of cultivation for many years be-

tween the rows each way— not less than thirty feet; lean the trees

toward the two o'clock sun in planting: prune I'enj sparingly, if at

all, and only to prevent forks or crotches at time of planting, and to

prevent chafing of branches afterward.

Cultivate the ground for at least five years, then seed to clover— never to grass
— and allow^ the clover to fall and remain upon the

land. Damage from mice may be avoided by throwing a few spades-
ful of earth around the base of each trunk in fall to be scattered in

early spring.
Hunt for and destroy with knife the borers, going over the

orchard in July and early September. Their whereabouts can always
be detected by their saw-dust like excrement. Spray the trees with
arsenic water when in full 1)1 oom^ by use of a garden engine or force
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jiiuiip elevated on top of
lii,i!;li \vii<>;ou-box. and driven alonj^' each side

the rows. A ])ound of arsenic to forty i^aHons of water thus applied
will keep off the codling' moths and destroy leaf-eating insects. This

has paid a lar«;er }>rotit on cost of material and api)lication than any
other horticultural o|)eration. Three car-loads of apples from an

orchard thus treated for several successive years, were examined last

fall, and hut one irornii/ ((jjpJe found !

In many portions of Northern Illinois and Southern Wisconsin
the soil is thin and the siih-soil *i;ravelly and very jjorous; and in all

such lands thorough surface cultivation for a few 3'ears, and mulch-

ing afterwards, seems the only way to secure reasonable health, pro-
ductiveness and longevity to apple orchards, and the practice of

allowing clover to fall and remain ujion the ground is the easiest and

}irobably the most effectual way to afford both food and clothing,
and at the same time inducing the growth of roots near the surface.

Trees so treated will be in better condition to withstand excesses or

drouth in summer and cold in winter than those in orchards which
are closely pastured or starved by continual cropping with cereals.

Small orchards com])rised of one-half Early Richmond cherries

and one-half De Soto jjlums, will be found generally [)rotital)le under
similar treatment. It is advantageous, however, to plant these where
domestic fowls will range through them.

ORCHAKD CULTURE.

BY A. BRYANT, JR.. PRINCETON.

I sometimes think that many of our subjects are rather stale

and nearly worn out, making it difficult to write anything that will

be of interest to those who listen to us, but when I remember that

each volume of our transactions has many new readers that are

anxious to gain the very elementary knowledge in horticulture that

we have studied and learned years Ijefore, the necessity of repeating
the directions and methods of proceedure is very apparent.

The topic assigned me is one that has been written about and

discussed a great deal, and still one that interests every person that

owns a few acres of land. The where, hoAv, and what to plant, are

always very essential questions to be decided before beginning work.

Recently various writers in agricultural and other papers have

been advocating planting the apple on low lands, citing various in-

stances of orchards on such locations that are in much better condi-

tion than others in the immediate vicinity on higher ground. The
term high and low lands, as ap))lie(l to the land on our streams and

rich prairies, mean very different conditions of soil and surroundings
of an orchanl planted on them. While the orchard planted on the

bluffs would b«' likely to suff'er in a dry season from lack of moisture.

we think that cnie ])lanted on high prairie, unless underlaid by a

14
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gravelly sub-soil, avouIcI be all right. The level bottom lands of our
streams, with free surface drainage and soils which seldom hold a

surplus of water, should not be compared with the low flat lands of

our rich prairies, which naturally have a clay sub-soil that is slow to

part with its excess of moisture, and whose surface drainage is tardy
and incomplete. I certainly should not recommend any one to plant
on the last-named situation without very thorough drainage, and at

present I am not fully convinced that such locations ara desirable

even Avith thorough drainage. No soil that is liable to be saturated

with water for any length of time is suitable to plant trees or any
kind of fruit on.

Formerly most western writers recommended twenty-five feet as

the proper distance to plant the apple, some even advising closer

planting. Lately we see many writers advocating thirty to forty feet,

attributing much of the decline and unfruitfulness of our orchards
to the close planting and lack of nutriment for the trees in the soil.

Evidently the idea is gaining ground that we cannot look for pay-
ing results from our apple orchards for more than twenty to thirty

years after planting. That most orchards at that age are more or

less in a decline. The fruit is usually not as fine as on younger
trees, and the cost of gathering is much greater; To sum up the

matter, it is more profitable to plant a new orchard every twenty or

twenty-five years than to renew and care for the old one. If this is

the course to be pursued, twenty-five feet is ample distance for the

upright-growing varieties, such as Ben Davis, Jonathan, Maiden's

Blush, Astrachan, etc. Willow Twig. Minkler, and other spreading
growers on strong soils will need more room.

The selection of varieties to plant is one of the most important,
as well as difficult tasks, the planter has to perform. If there are

any successful orchardists in his vicinity, consult them. Get 3^our
trees of the nearest reliable nurseryman and get his advice.

I will give a list that are good in my own locality but may not
be the best for all:

SunniiP)'— Red Astrachan, Duchess, Sweet June, Dyer.
Aiituiiin — Maiden's Blush, Ramsdeirs Sweet, Bailey Sweet,

Wealthy, Snow.

Walter — Jonathan, Ben Davis. Willow, Domine, Pulton.

Wagener, Broadwell.

There are many other varieties that are fully ecpial to these;

many, in some respects, better, but it is usually not best to plant too

many varieties, especially of winter apples. It is difficult to keep
them separate, and mixed lots neither keep or sell as well as all of

one variety. I will not name a list for market, though if I were to

name any, they are all included in the above list. Any one intend-

ing to plant a commercial orchard should learn what his market is

likely to call for and plant accordingly.
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The orrouud for an orchard should be ver}' thoroughly j)rei)are<l:

if for sprinji; plautiufj;. would be Ijest done the fall before. Most
western planters seem to prefer the sprini;. though I know of sev-

eral successful orchard ists who plant in autumn. If spring is your
choice, plant early and do your work well; if autumn, do it when
the ground is moist and in nice order— if <h-ij,

naif. When setting

your trees see that the soil is tilled in close around the roots, leaving
no cavities under the tree; press the earth very firmly around the

roots, the harder the better if the ground is dry. When nearly
finished tilling around tiie tree throw in a pailful of water, allowing
it to settle away, then finish tilling the hole, mounding the earth a

little around the tree. When finished the tree should lean a little

to the southwest to counteract the effects of the prevailing winds in

summer. The orchard should be cultivated for several years, grow-

ing some crop that will not interfere with the trees and which needs

rittention through the summer. After the trees get well grown the

ground may be seeded to clover and used to pasture a limited number
of sheep or hogs. ]\[y own opinion is that the grass grown in an

'

orchard should be allowed to lie on the ground; that no orchard will

be likely to give good results, especially in dry seasons, that is mown
or pastured closely so that the soil is bare, or nearly so, through the

hot weather of July and August. Much of the injury ami decay of

our apple orchards can be traced to extreme drouths followed by
severe cold. It would seem that this might, to a certain extent, be

remedied ])y allowing the grass or other vegetation that has grown
on the soil to stay there, thus protecting the roots from these ex-

treme changes.
There might be much more said on this subject especially in re-

gard to cultivation and treatment of the young orchard, pruning,
and the methods to ])revent the ravages of insects, care and handling
of fruits, l)ut I think that I have consumed enough of your time,

and will close, merely saying that I think that we should not be too

much rliseonraged in trying to grow fruit, especially for our own use.

We surely have had a number of unpropitious seasons, but I think

that there is a better time coming, and that anyone who plants now
will receive better rewards than we have for the last five years.

Mr. Hallett wished the Secretary to note that he was not ojj-

posed to planting: he advised every one to plant for their own

family use, and he should keep on planting, for he would not be

without an orchard, but would not plant for commercial purposes.

Mr. Minkler— I think the whole subject of (n'chard culture is

summed uj) in the two jjapers which hav6 just been read, and I see

no need for any discussion on the topic. Solution for sprinkling

apple trees is one pound of arsenic to two hundred gallons of water.
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Question — What are the best five varieties of apples for family

use ?

Answer— Ask your neighbor.

Question— What are the best twenty-five varieties?

Answer by Mr. Kellogg
— I think you will find the best tAventy-

five varieties in the two papers by Messrs. Bryant and Galusha. I

have no list for five varieties. Adaptation of soil is the key-note to

success in all fruit growing.

Dr. Small— Of the poisons mentioned arsenic is to be preferred

to Paris green because more soluble and cheaper. In the proportion

advised, one pound of arsenic to two hundred gallons of water, it is

perfectly soluble, whereas Paris green is insoluble, merely mixing
with the water and is liable to clog the rose of the syringe or force-

pump used.

Dr. Teft't— So far as my experience has gone, arsenic is very

hard to dissolve in water, and I use Paris green because it dissolves

better. I lost my orchard by the canker-worm before I knew what

to do. I finally succeeded in destroying them by the use of Paris

green.

Dr. Williams thought that Paris green was more soluble than

arsenic.

The President announced a recess of fifteen minutes, after

which the meeting was called to order, and Dr. Small read resolu-

tions from the Kankakee Horticultural Society extending a cordial

invitation to this association to meet at Kankakee at its next annual

meeting.

EEPORT OF COMMITTEE ON TREASURER'S REPORT.

Mr. Graves, chairman of that committee, reported:

Your committee have examined the Treasurer's Report, with

the vouchers and other papers accompaning, and find the same
correct. H. C. Gkaves,

George Thompson,
Committee.
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DISCUSSION.

Mr. Scott— I very reluctantly tried some of the DeSoto plum.

They have borne me three successive crops, and I have had some of

them grafted and planted for my own use. I have the DeSoto and

Miner planted in the same vicinity; the former has a thicker and

more glossy leaf than the Miner and belongs to the Americana

family. The Miner belongs to the Chickasaw family.

Dr. Williams— I had a few very fine plum trees set that

bloomed very profusely, but I got no crop. The next year I fumi-

gated the trees with sulphur and got a full cro]). T think that it is

destructive to the curculio.

Mr. Kellogg
— I have seen the DeSoto plum and it seems to

bear younger than the Miner, and continually. T think Mr. Scott is

correct on it.

Mr. Scott— I did not wish to advise general planting of the

DeSoto. It has done well with us in our locality and 1 think it

worthy of at least a trial; farther than that I do not wish to recom-

mend it.

E. H. Kicker— I would like to call the attention of the Society

to a new cherry we have here. The tree has given us a good crop

every year that the Richmond has, and proves hardy. It has not

been disseminated much as yet. It sells on the market at double the

price the Early Richmond does. It is much sweeter and more meaty.

Is called Webster's Early Sweet.

BERRY CULTURE.

BY E. C. HATHAWAY, OF OTTAWA.

Mr. President and Members of the Horticultural Societij, of Northern

Illinois:

It is not with any spirit of satisfaction, in view of last year'.s

results, that I attempt at this time to relate to you anything new or

surprising in relation to berry culture.

By no new methods employed have we been able to combat suc-

cessfully the attacks of the hoary-headed enemy who invaded our

plantations last May and June. No new varieties, in ni}'. experience,
that have been hardy enough to make a crop when assaulted by a

temperature of from six to eight degrees below the freezing point.
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and that dnriiii; the period of hloomiri«^. As such was the existing
condition of things here last season, therefore the cause of my utter-

ing these expressions.
Tliere was no complaint to be made of the prices which small

fruits Ijrought in the markets in my locality last year. Oh, no!
But with all the big })rices the amount of the receipts didn't over-

burden any grower of ray acquaintance. Had I a full crop, at the

prices obtained however. I might, quite likely, have now become a

"bloated bondholder'' or
^'
sich ;" but from such a misfortune kind

nature fortunately ( ? ) rescued me. If it was a question as to how
to grow vines regardless of fruit, then I might spread myself in the

endeavor to enlighten this Society. But what do we want vines for

without fruit? and as I can grow the vines, but have— yes, for

two years
— failed to grow profitable crops of fruit. I guess I'll

sound this Society for a little information.

I desire to find some good
— or if it is not very good it does

not matter.much— strong-growing, hardy variety of strawberry:
one that is as prolific in the jiroduction of good sound pollen as the

Wilson for instance; that can stand grief enough that when one set

of blossoms are killed by the frost it will throw up another set. and
Avill still continue so doing as long and as often as tliey may be cut

down or destroyed by the late spring frosts. I want such a variety
to plant alternately with the Crescent to fertilize or fecundate its

imperfect flowers: and if I can only find such an one, then I will

settle down on those two varieties for riiotieif, and leave the others,
old and new, for somebody else to experiment with.

The blossoms of the Crescent, with the young fruit, were frozen

down three times last season, and each time she threw up flower

trusses and bloomed again, and had the frosts continued she might
have kept on blooming all summer. I have always had faith in the

Crescent since I first saw her, and I am not going to give her up yet.
If I only had a f/enfJeinari c/aJhinf as hardy and persistent in bloom-

ing as she to stay with her, I know I would get fruit even if it took
all summer. Now, is there any variety that is perfect flowering that

will fill the bill? With me. Captain Jack comes the nearest to per-
fection as a late l)loomer of any I have thus far seen or tried, but
he can't stand much frost while in bloom.

Currants were the most profitable of any of the small fruits

which I raised last year. The quantity was about the average, and

they sold in Chicago at an average price of one dollar and a half

per crate of sixteen quarts. Currants seem now to be the neglected

crop, and each year the prices in the large markets go higher. No
cro]), in my estimation, is easier to raise: no crop is surer or more

profitable if properly cultivated. A little shade is quite beneficial,

and high manuring, even with green manures, will not hurt it.

Mulching is beneficial, and thorough pruning absolutely necessary in

order to reach the best results. Red and White Dutch are the most
reliable varieties to plant.
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Anion^ the black-cap ras^pberries the Gregg has gone to the

head, and, for the present, promises to stay there as a late sort. Sou-

hegau bids fair to take the place of the earliest kinds, as it is hardy,

productive and of good quality. No variety of red raspberry can

compare with Turner for hardiness here. All other reds were killed

to the ground l)y the cold of last winter, and the Turner was hurt

somewhat, but enough buds were left to give a half crop of fruit.

Snvder was the only variety of blackberry that made any pre-
tense ol producing fruit last year, and that was considerably injured

by the cold of the ])revious winter.

This locality suffered ))ut little from either insects, blight,

grape-rot. rust, or other scourges of like nature, and we only hope
that we may be as free from them the coming season.

At this writing (Jan. 21st) nearly all small fruits are in appa-

rently good condition. The strawberries have been well covered

with snow since the cold weather set in^ and the canes and vines of

other fruit do not seem to have been injured by the late cold weather.

The buds, having remained thoroughly dormant since the fall of the

leaves and with little moisture to swell them, I believe to be safe if

nothing further V)ofalls them ])etween this time and spring. Cherr}'

buds, notwithstanding the extreme cold of late- 30° — are as yet
unharmed.

Hoping you may have a profitable and interesting meeting. I

sybmit the foregoing.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. Williams— I have been cultivating the Brandywine. Find

it not quite as good a berry as others, but it does nicely and bears

well.

Mr. Hallett— I read the reports over very carefully and planted
the Seneca on recommendaticni of Mr. Galusha, but it is entirely

worthless. The Doolittle 1 planted for an early berry, but is later

than the Mammoth Cluster, which is the earliest berry I have.

Mr. Kellogg— I think Mr. Hallett must have made some mistake

in the varieties of his raspberries, for the Doolittle is certainly an

earlier berry than the Mammoth Cluster. I think the Turner is the

best for family use. Brandywine is the most firm and best for ship-

ping. The Cuthbcrt is the latest, handsomest and best for general

use.

Mr. Cotta— The Cuthbert is the best berry T have tried so far.

It is very large and beautiful, but a bad sucker.
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Mr. Bryant— If one will nse a hoe in the forepart of the sea-

son it will obviate all trouble Avith suckers.

Mr. Thomas asked if the Snyder was hardy ;
said it was not

hardy with him where well protected.

Mr. Hallett— It is not protected with me and I find it hardy.

Dr. Williams— The Snyder is the hardiest blackberry we have.

Mr. Cotta— My Snyders are used up when the thermometer

goes 30° below zero.

Query Box— Question— Can blackberries be injured by prun-

ing as late as August?

Answer— Dr. Williams— Too severe pruning might be inju-

rious.

Question— Will it injure blackberries and raspberries for next

season's fruiting to prune in January?

Answer— It cuts away your fruit.

Question— Is the blackberry and raspberry rust the same, and

how may its presence be detected, and how may it be destroyed or

prevented ?

Answer— Mr. Kellogg
—I think they are the same. Watch its

first appearance and cut and burn.

A remedy for rust. Dust with sulphur. Good remedy if applied

before rust puts in an appearance.

Question — How many applications oi hellebore or other insect

poisons are necessary to kill currant and gooseberry worms?

Answer— As often as you find live worms.

Question— Having set apart an acre of ground for gooseberries.

how far apart should they be planted, and what proportion of each ?

Mr. Thompson— Think Downing gooseberry a good one. It is

an abundant bearer, hardy and don't mildew.

Question— How far apart should currants be set?

Answer— Mr. Kellogg
— Three to four feet; Mr. Ricker—

four to six feet.
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Question— Will cultivation prevent gooseberries from mildew-

ing?

Answer — It will to some extent.

Mr. Rieker— I think pruning a better remedy.

Question— Can hellebore be applied to the currant worm with

any effect on the w^orm and safety to the fruit?

Answer— Yes.

Committee on Programme reported for order of business this

afternoon as follows:

1st. Utilizing fruits, G. H. Clayson, of Nunda. 111.

Discussion.

2d. General Horticulture.

Discussion.

8d. Election of uthcers.

4th. Miscellaneous business.

5th. Query box.

Society adjourned, on motion, till 2 o'clock p. m.

SECOND DAY— Afteknuon.

Afternoon session opened with President Sladc in the chair.

Prayer by Dr. Humphery.

ARBORICULTURE.*

HY DR. HUMPHREY. GALESBURQ.

Arboriculture truly means the culture of trees and shrubs for

ornamental pur])()ses. l)ut it has a liigluM- and more important signifi-

cation. It means tree culture, timber growing, the ])lantiiig of great
forest areas, the production of wood for chemical, mechanical and

economic ])ur])Oses. It is one of the most iuiportant industries of

the present time, and the (|nestion. how shall this industry be best

l)romoted ? is flic quest ion for us to answer.

<" Parts of this paper are extracts from a paper that I wrote for the Amcricnn Forestry Con-

gress, which met at Montreal, Canada, in 1882.
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Upon the juuicious cultivation of our art depends successful

agriculture and horticulture. It is true that a deep rich soil is one
of the first essential conditions for the successful production of all

kinds of vegetable forms, l)ut there are other conditions quite as im-

portant; a sufficient and timely rain-fall, general distribution and
retention of moisture in the soil, the best protection from devastating
storms, and from injur}^ by early and late frosts.

These conditions cannot be well and thoroughly secured without
a considerable proportion of forest growth distributed through cul-

tivated districts.

Large forests on mountainous districts, or along streams of

water, may favorably affect the plain below, even hundreds of miles

distant, by gradually letting off its moisture during summer from
the accumulated snow of winter, yet small groves at a few miles
distant of each other would add to the productiveness and to the

wealth of even such a favored district. It is not simply the extent
of the forest area of a nation that would render it rich in wood pro-
ducts, or secure its best agricultural resources, but a thorough and

general distribution of forest growth in all parts of the country.
Some parts of the United States have had too extensive tracts of

timber, and required to be partially cut away, as well for agricultural
resources as for the uses of the wood, while other parts are vast naked

plains, and urgently need forest clothing to secure its best agricul-
tural and horticultural interests, and the production of wood.

When our fathers first settled the eastern portion of the Uni-
ted States they found vast areas of timber, some of which had to

to be cleared away ere any considerable agricultural or horticultural

interests could be secured. The woodman's axe was the first sound of

the civilization we have so rapidly attained.

At first the timber could not be used, as the colonies were
weak and their necessities few. The demand of our times for forest

products for mechanical and chemical uses did not exist, so they must
be destroyed. Neither the beauty nor the antiquity of those grand
forests could prevent their destruction to make the opening for the

pioneer's home. But as soon as a sufficient home-interest was
secured to sustain an active and industrious people, the forests began
to be utilized in the construction of large cities, thriving towns and

villages, scattered all along the Atlantic coast, and reaching out iuto

the Middle and even to the Western States. We well remember the

clearing processes practised by the early settlers. Trees were thickl}^
felled together in rows, allowed to dry one season and were then
burned. Log rolling and huge log bonfires followed, to finish clearing
the ground. The deadening process was also resorted to, the dense
shade being removed, the deadening soon became valuable pasture
lands, and being constantly drawn upon for fuel, rails, post, shingles
and lumber, in a few years it was ready for the plow.
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Onr fathers little rlreanied that the time would ever come when
those (listriots. once the i)ri(le of American forests, would become
barren districts unproductive of wood or of value for farming pur-

poses. The destructive process has been carried on so long and so

extensively that such is the case in many of the Eastern and some
of the Middle and iSoutheastern States, and soon will be along our
northern border. Had there been a timely cheek on the destruction

of our forests by individuals holding it as woodland, or if possible

by National and State Government ])urchase. so as to have prf""-

served large areas of our best early forests, the remainder being
devoted to farming interests, districts now deserted and liarren would
be thickly settled, and the inhabitants enjoying all necessary re-

sources of wealth.

From the nature of our government we cannot expect very great
aid from Congress nor from State Legislatures; so the great work
must be mainly accom])lished by the agriculturalist. If this subject
could be thoroughly discussed among the people, and ]n-esejited to

the consideration of every farmer in the nation, their general intel-

ligence is such that they would readily see its pressing importance,
and immediately liegin to devote a ])ortion of their land to forest

culture. The individual of to-day might not reap immediate good
results, but he would know that he was laying a broad and sure

foundation for the happiness, })rosperity and wealth of his children.

There is another question which demands the farmer's atten-

tion, the importance of which he cannot fail to see, and that is the

present urgent demand for forest products. If tifty thousand acres

of the best Wisconsin timber are cut annually to supply the Kansas
and Nel)raska market alone, and if a hundred and fifty thousand
acres are cut in the United States annually to supply the demand for

railway sleepers alone, and thousands of acres more to supply other

wood indu.sti'ies, we shall soon suffer a wood famine, unless millions

of acres are soon planted to forests, if indeed we do not at the same
time suffer the calamity of an agricultural famine.

This subject, so closely allied to all the material interests of the

country, should demand the imme<liate attention of both the State

and National Governments. Many of the eastern nations have,

through legislative enactments, given especial attention to forest

culture, and there are also important internatiojial efforts to secure

the necessar}' forest clothing of the earth.

The ('ongress of the United States should imniediatt'ly establish

a forest commission to co-oijerate with a similai- commission from

every State in the Union. The work of such commission should be

to inquir«' i)ito all subjects connected with forestry; as the relation

of agriculture to forestry, the effect of fin'est on climate in the
])r()-

duction of annual rainfall, and the general distribution of moisture:

the national demand for forest products to supply the wood indus-

tries of the country, and how best secure general ti'ee planting all

through the country.
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If our government would begin this work at once, and every
agriculturalist and horticulturalist who is already alive to its import-
ance does his duty, ere another centennial America will again be
noted for her grand and magnificent forests. And with our present
resources we shall be in possession of all the elements necessary to

national wealth and prosperity, and all the conditions for rendering
our teeming millions an industrious and happy people.

THE EFFECTS OF FROST ON THE TRUNKS OF APPLE TREES.

BY T. J. BURRILL. OF CHAMPAIGN.

Throughout the Northwest much damage has recently, espe-

cially daring the last three years, been done to the apple orchards by
injuries to the trees near the ground, but sometimes higher np the

trunk and branches. Rabbits, mice, and insects, each and all have
been the agents in a part of this destruction, yet sometimes they ap-

pear to be blamed more than their deserts, for though the work of

each can be easily identified, observers have not always been careful,
and have classed all kinds of injury together. We propose in this

paper to speak only of the effects of imfavorable climatic causes, save

a few words upon a still differently produced disease or injury, popu-
larly known as

" sun scald." This last most often, but not always,
occurs on the south side of the tree, and is usually, but not always,
confined to well circumscribed areas. The bark dies, but adheres

firmly to the wood. Sometimes new bark forms beneath the old and
the repair is thus accomplished. The name sun scald is a misnomer.
The heat of the sun never really scalds any tree, and esj^ecially in

winter no such action should be attributed to the enfeebled rays.
The fact is, the chief part of this peculiar injury is accomplished

during the summer, and is due to blight bacteria, the same kind that

destroys the pear tree. The south side is more often affected because

the outer, corky layer of bark is there more deeply cracked, and the

living tissue exposed to the inroads of these fermenting agents. The
same thing has been artificially produced on the north side, and can

readily be started in any part of the bark of the trunk by inocula-

tion. I have elsewhere discussed this matter, and refer to the pub-
lished transactions of the Illinois and Indiana State Horticultural

Societies. There is abundant evidence of the correctness of this

statement of the cause of the trouble now described. Possibly the

bark in a given area may sometimes die and adhere from other causes,
]>ut in very numerous observations by myself, not one such spot has

been seen which could not be confidently pronounced due to bacteria.

The special injuries which are here attributed to frost are of two
kinds. In one the bark and the wood, or, the former alone, is split
so as to gape open until thawing occurs, when the crack may be

closed by the elasticity of the tissues, though healing does not take

place except perhaps by the overspreading of new groWth. This re-
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suit is ill every way analogous to the bnrstiii<j^ of an iron pipe filled

with water and the latter permitted to freeze. The iron contracts or

shrinks with the inereasinj;' cold, while the water in passinj;" from
the liquid to the solid crvstalline condition, ex])aiids. and does so with
enormous force. Unless the enclosinj^' material is elastic enou<;li to

^xe way to this ])ressure without ru))ture, the latter is sure to occur
no matter what the stren*>th may l)e. In the apple tree the same
shrinkin*ij of the plant tissues takes ])lace as the heat decreases, and
if the inner ])arts are full of water the same kind of expansion of the

latter in crvstallizin*; occurs, and the crack is inevitahle. The con-

ditions are: 1st. Sutticiency of water: and 2d. Low enough temi)era-
ture. In rej^ard to the first, it is not sufficient that the wood is sim-

)dy 'saj)py.'" or moist. It needs l)e coni])letely tilled with water, its

cell cavities and other openin*i,s *jjorged. so that as coiif^ealation takes

place the s])Hce is entirely occupied, with no room for ex])ansioii
within. It is, however, possible that the shrinking of the tissue ma-
terial may often he the cause of the rupture, just as we see a green
stick split when shrinking by drying. This contraction by cold

conies about in two ways: 1st. According to the natural law of all

bodies, and familiarly illustrated by the mercury in our thermome-
ters. 2d. By the withdrawal of water in the process of freezing.
We all know that plant tissues shrink and swell with the varying
amount of water, and all pr()l)al)ly know that a wet rag may

"
freeze

dry." In these two ways the shrinking of the outer {larts of a tree

may be sufficient to cause a crack without the internal j)ressure of

freezing water: but it is much more probable that Ijoth work toge-
ther when serious mischief of this kind occurs.

In regard to the degree of temj)erature, or the intensity of cold

refjuired. nothing definite can be stated, save that for all our native

trees, and all others hardy enough to usually withstand our winters,
the thermometer must sink far below 32°. the freezing point for pure
water. The reason for this is not hard to find. The fact is. in all

such living trees the water normally in their tissues does not freeze

at zero of Fahrenheit's scale. Of this repeated examinaticuis this

winter have given abundant testimony. When the thermometer
stood at —6°, I found, after careful looking, no ice in the mature
wood or bark of many trees examiiu'd. No crystals were to be seen

with the microscope, and though the fibers were more brittle than in

warm weather, they were still fiexible. At twelve below the pith in

several kiiuls. including l^artlett prar. peaches, and in the softer

shoots of ap])le, was completely hardened like a stem of ice. while
the wood and bark, in all except some apple tree

" water shoots.'*

still remained fiexible. At twenty-eight below the wood of many
kinds of trees was rigid and full of miuute crystals, though in no
case was this found true with well-matured bark. This exemption
of the water in plant tissues from freezing with cold below 32° Fahr.

is of easy explanation, though at first sight a curious phenomenon.
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For insttiiice. it would to many seem improbalile, if not impossible,
that a piece of green wood, Ijrouglit indoors from a temperature of

zero or below, should have in its tissues over forty per cent, of its

weight in water, and this not frozen, while at the same time a drop
of water ])ut upon its surface congeals instantly; l)ut this is true,

and can easily be verified by any one. What we call freezing is the

regular arrangement of the ultra-microscopical solid particles (mole-
cules) of which liquid water is composed. To become thus arranged
in definite order from the preceding condition of no order of associ-

tion, requires freedom of movement, and anything that impedes or

hinders such moveinent of these solid molecules hinders freezing.
When salt or sugar is put into water we say it is dissolved; that is,

the invisible solid molecules of the salt or sugar are disassociated

from each other and mixed through and through with the solid mole-
cules of the water, just as we might mix peas in sand. Now such a

mixture will not freeze at 32° Fahr. A saturated brine may be

cooled down to 4° Fahr. before ice forms, and then it is pure water
that becomes crystallized, not salt and water, though some of the

former may become mechanically entangled among the crystals.

Now, if a plant cell contains within its cavity pure liciuid water, this

will solidify at 32°, but if, instead of pure water, other substances

are dissolved in it, a lower temperature only will cause crystallization;
and the lower the stronger the solution. But healthy plants, in

proper winter condition, have no water in the liquid state in them.

The cells, not filled with other materials, have only air in their cavi-

ties. This is true even when forty per cent, by weight can be arti-

ficially evaporated from green wood. The water is mostly in the

texture of the cell ladls, in a state of molecular mixture with the

molecules of the plant substance, and the whole is a true solid.

Freezing cannot take place until the crystallizing power is strong

enough to force these water molecules out from among the others,
and the force required depends upon the attractive power between
such molecular particles. Grains of wheat holding in this way about
one-tenth part of their weight in water (not as a liquid), have re-

sisted —70° Fahr. without injury, and without the contained water

freezing.
But by far greater destruction has come to our orchard trees

through another form of injury by frost. A longitudinal crack,
aside from the exposed wound, does no particular harm to the tree.

If afterwards protected from the effects of weather and enemies, even

the cells along split surfaces may retain full vitality, and the whole
tree grow as well afterwards as before. Not so, very often, in

that to be now described. Many thousands of promising apple
trees have been killed outright, or so injured as to be worthless,
in our part of the country during the last few winters, by the bark

separating from the wood a part or the whole of the way around the

•trunk, usually near the ground. Because the trees do not, perhaps,
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show liv their foliage signs of injury in the s})rin<i;. but do so phiinly

(luring sonu'tinic in the stiniiiifr. some have attrihuteil the cause to

something else than frost. Hut whatever other factors may enter

the problem, we may rest assnred that the actual force which sent

off this bark is the expansion of water in freezing, together with the

concurrent shrinking of the plant tissues ])y the cold. The latter

alone cannot jjroduce the result, however it may be in the case of

longitudinal cracks, because such shrinking tends to tighten, not to

loosen, the bark. The internal parts never shrink away froiu the

external.

What has heretofore been said about the crystallization of water

in })lant tissues must be recalled in the ]iresent ex])lanation. and one

other fact added. No ice is formed in the substance of the cell

walls, though nearly half their weight be water. The nudecules of

water at the surface first become arranged to form the beginning of

a crystal: next, other molecules are withdrawn from those of the

cellulose and ])laced under the first ami crowd them out. This con-

tinues until the crystal stands outward to some length
— the success-

ive additions being ;dways at the base and under those preceding
—

ami until the crystallizing force no longer is suthcient to extract the

molecules of water from the attractions of those of the other mate-

rial of the cell wall (cellulose). Such crystals are very slender, but

usually stand thick together, presenting to the naked eye something
of the appearance of a close coating of hoar frost with a velvety re-

flection. Under a magnifier the distinct and wtdl-formed crystals of

solid ice are plainly discerjied. It is this crystalline growth, com-
bined with the shrinking of the tissues in the two ways already

pointed out. whic h rujjtures the cambium cells and se])arates the

bark. The cambium is ])y no means the first ]iart of the stem to

freeze: but the cells of this layer have mucdi thinner walls, while

their cavities are more nearly full of |)rotoplasmic and other mate-

rial, all ca])able of yielding water for crystallization. Sometimes the

annual layers several years old are separated in the same way. and

from similar causes.

It now remains to notice the conditions under which these dis-

astrous results are ])roduced besides the abs(dute cold of the winter.

Probably we shall never find either form of injury without the ther-

mometer showing at least zero temi)erature. bu.t the mercury nniy
sink much below this while the trees are in certain favorable condi-

tions without injurious effects, to —20° or —80° or lower.

We all know that growing shoots have by far a greatei- propor-
tion of water in them than ri))e twigs, and that rotting wood will

soak up much more water than sound wood. In well-ri])ened wood-
bark and seeds there is. as has been said, no water in a licpiid state.

neither will they readily absorl) such water at a low temi)erature
when immersed in it, though in molecular combination with the or-

ganic substances, there is. in the dryest seeds possessing the power
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of germination, about ten per cent, by weight of water, and in the

trunks of trees in good winter condition forty per cent, of water.

The intimate intermixture of the particles of water with the others

spoken of comes al)out through the life processes of the plant, and
cannot be so blended by mechanical means. A dead and dry piece of

wood will quickly absorb water, Init the latter does not so completely
lose its liquid character, and crystallizes at or near 32° when exposed
to cold.

If now we inquire what conditions of the tree render it liable

to crack open by frost, w^e should say, 1st, The engorgement of water

by the action of the roots in a comparatively warm soil. By this

means the ducts, cell cavities and intercellular spaces, are all filled

with liquid water, as we know is the case with maple trees in spring
time. In such condition severe freezing can hardly help but result

in the splitting of the trunk. 2d, Unsound heartwood which absorbs

an undue amount of water from the wet soil; and 3d. Soft unripe
outer layers, which by shrinking as described above from two causes,
burst. In the case of the separation of the bark, we must look for

the most part to the condition of the last 3'ear's growth, not very
much to the interior tissues. When the summer has been favorable,
the cultivation wisely done, the tree in good vigor and the young
growth well ripened, very severe cold will be withstood without in-

jury; but with the opposite set of conditions when freezing occurs,

rupture results. Something depends upon the peculiarities of the

variety, in the case of apple trees; something on the management of

cultivators in several ways; but, after considerable observation, it

seems to me that a summer drouth followed by a warm and moist

autumn, and then by severe freezing, is the combination of causes

most damaging. If the growth and other physiological processes are

checked in midsummer, the tree may be poorly prepared for the vicis-

situdes of winter, without further enfeeblement; but when, through
the starting of new growth in autumn the last formed cells are left

without the possibility of maturing, injury is much more liable to

follow. When plants have normally completed their season's growth,
such autumn stimulation does not affect them with anything of the

likelihood in the former case. The more severe the summer's

check, the more readily the growth in autumn starts, and the less

ready the tree for winter. The only apparent reason for the injury
under consideration occurring near the ground rather than else-

where, is the fact that in autumn the ground is warmer than the air

and thus more and later growth may take place at the base of the

trunk.

My attention was specially called by Mr. B. F. Johnson, of

Champaign, during the last summer and autumn to the healthfulness

of orchards on flat lands, while those upon the higher ridges
— the

sites usually supposed best— were badly diseased. Several trips were

made by us together to study the facts and if possible their explana-
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tioii: wliat I have written in the last para^i'apli is the result. Not
on every ritl^e or knoll will trees sutler more by drouth than upon
adjoininjj: Hat lanil: l)ut this is <;,.iierally the case in Fllinois. If so.

has not our teaching as to orchard sites l)een erroiRH)Us? No one
would, in his senses, advocate puttin*^ apple trees into undrained

.sloughs; but it does appear that land needing and having good tile

drains is better ada])ted for an a])ple orchard in our State than the

dry hills and slo}tes.

If the foregoing is true, ever}' means within the cultivator's art

should be used to gain a good summer's grow^th witliout a July or

August pinch
— such as frequent pulverizing of the surface soil,

mulching, the use of clover as a cover to the earth, etc. Trees that are

permitted to overbear are more lial)le to injury for similar reasons to

tho.se stated above. Prevention can in part be secured ]>y heaping the
earth late in autumn against the trunk, and ))rolial)ly any shelter

from the winter's sun will do some good. The more changes from
Wt\rm to cold and the reverse the greater the amount of water in the
tissues. A ma[)le tree yields more sap from a tap on the south side

than a similar one on the north; but the })er cent, of sugar is

greater in that from the north; two equally significant facts for our

purpose. The tree is more liable to burst on the south side, because
there is in the tissues of that side really more litpiid water. When
shelter from the sun is offered, bursting may occur on any side, but
is less likely to take place.

DISCUS8I0X.

Dr. Humi»hrey
--

1 think Professor liurrill makes too strong a

statement in the first part of his pa})er. I think there is a weaken-

ing of the tree before the bacteria attack it: think his statement too

broad on this point. I think the plant is damaged or diseased before

the bacteria commence to woi-k on it— the ailment of the plant

making its condition favorable to the attack and growth of the bac-

teria.

President Slade— I feel that I)i-. ITumphreys ))a})er was a very

good and interesting one, and he has come a long way to be with us.

1 am very glad that we have him with us. He is. as yon have doubt-

less observed, a great worker, and 1 want to thank him lor his good
and valuable ])aper.

15
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REPORT ON PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

Mr. Minkler. chairman of Committee on President's Address,

reported :

We would call your prayerful attention to the subject of forest-

ry therein contained, that subject which not only interests us but our

posterity. What can we do that will be effectual i]i this matter?

Tt is a subject of great moment. There were some resolutions passed
at our last meeting, which need that some action be taken at this

meeting (we refer to the resolution of Volume XVI, page 285), and

we recommend that we appropriate the fifty dollars that is awarded

to this Society to that purpose, or as much as is needed for the same.

S. G. Minkler,
Geo. J. Kellogg,

Committee.

DISCUSSION CONTINUED.

Mr. Scofield— When I heard Dr. Humphrey read his essay it

occurred to me that it needed not a word to convince all here of the

necessity of timber culture, so little now practised or brought to ac-

tion in the cultivation of our farms and State. The founders of our

horticultural societies devoted a part of their discussions to forestry,

and it continued to increase until the meeting of the Society at

Elgin, and that meeting seemed to teem with forestry. From that

meeting it went out through the papers to the whole country. Dr.

Humphrey's paper has put the cap on this whole work^ and every

occupant of our schools, and every farmer of this country, ought to

be familiar with this subject of forest-tree culture. One hundred

men a year have assembled in these conventions for nearly thirty

years, and have put into practice forest-tree culture. Should we to-

day, in face of all these facts, leave this subject? Shall we not, as

lovers of our country, as horticulturists, place this literature in the

hands of every boy, and every girl, and farmer in the land? I ask

the question which will be answered by men on this floor. It lies

with you, gentlemen, whether we put this matter before the people,

or let our volumes lie on musty shelves. I suggest that it be put in

the form of a school-book, as being the most effectual way to place

it before the people. It will require time, money, and labor to ac-

complish this end.
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Dr. Huiiiphrev referred the Society to the latter part of his pa-

aer in last year's rejHJrt. and n^ad the part bearin<j: on this subject.

Mr. Mryaiit— T think that the better plan would l)e to get out a

circular on the subject which could be sent around for a one or two

cent stamp. It seems to nu^ that we can get the matter before the

]i('()])l(>
in this WMV. better than to print some long essay that no one

would read.

Mr. Ktdlogg I think the more l)rief they can be made the bet-

ter, and the farther what money you have will go. There should be

a description of how and what to plant, in a concise and plain form,

so as tf) be readily understood l)y every one.

Mr. Scott— I think it should he very brief to make it do much

good, as we have but a limited supply of money to do with, and we

can make it go farther.

A motion to accept the report on the President's Address pre-

vailed by a unanimous vote.

HORTICULTURE NEXT TO A DIVINE INSTITUTION.

BY MRS. m'GLINCY.

Mr. Presidrnf, Ladies and Gentlemen :

What to do for the boys, how suitably to raise the girls, and hair

win and hold the heart of the men in the home, has become a ques-
tion of such prominence as now to tax the mind of the wisest and

burden the heart of the purest and best men and women of our day.
And so we learn fr(»m what we call the hool: of all bo(dcs, that "the

Lord (iod, immediattdy after creating man planted a garden, and in

it, from the ground, made to grow every tree that is pleasing to the

sight and good for food, as well as the Tree of Life in the midst, and

after sup])lving it with a river of Avater, took the man and ])ut him

into the (iarden of Hden to dress it and to keep it." And then, say-

ing,
"

it is not good that the man shall be alone, I will make him a

helpmate for him." And after forming every beast of the held, and

everv fowl of the air. and then taking them to Adam to be named,

he made a woman and took her to the man. and Adam recognized
her as his wife. And though there has been much sjieculation as to

the size and h)cati()n of this garden, your essayist believes it embraced

much of the known land of that day.
So. from all this, we infer it to be among the tirst purposes of

the Divine mind that there shall be a family home, with the living,

breathing creatures of (iod all about it.
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Ami as ill this <iar(leii j^Tew every tree that was pheasant to the

si^-ht and <i;ot)(l for food, and the man ])iit there to dress and to keejj

it. and woman gi^'en as a companion so they niight enjoy it. we can
])ut infer that horticulture was to be the occupation and delight of

that tirst of (xod's families. And from all we see of the beautiful

creatures of the larger Kden that God has made for us, it must be

tliat. if order is the first law of Heaven, beautj^ is well-pleasing there.

And as love for the beautiful seems implanted in all human hearts,

tho* taking fantastic forms in some, we see the need of cultivation,

as illustrated by the ditfereiice between the trinket which satisfies the

imbecile, the gew^-gaws of the heathen, the feathers and war-paint
of the savage, and the artistic outgrowths of the classic renaissance,
down to the beautiful creations of the present belles-lettres and
esthetics.

And if it be true that he is a public benefactor who makes two
blades of grass to grow where otherwise but one would spring, what
does he who makes a thing of beaut}^ to be a joy forever and part of

the Avill of God himself ?

So through all the ages, from the Lord's garden in Eden down
to our day. where, notwithstanding we have the sunflower, we have
so much more of the a3sthetic tendencies to the delightful fascina-

tions of garden culture and home decorations. From all this and

more, see how the Divine plan has been fostered by the hanging gar-
dens of Queen Semiramis of Babylon, the gardens of Solomon with

aviaries, wells and streams of water, wdth the extensive gardens of

Cyrus and other Persian monarchs, laid out in romantic situations,

distinguished for diversity of uses and products, and in the Vale of

Tenipe and other public gardens, extremely elegant, ornamented with

temples, tombs, altars, statues, monuments and towers.

•'I know tlie Hr trees in their sombre green,

My eiaut friends that murmuring along
The ceaseless by-ways of the deep ravine,
Once lulled me with their song."

Grand is the forest in its charm,
And i)roiul too is my heart.

The Greeks co])ied from the Persians, the Romans from the

Greeks, and about the time of Cicero and Varro they took up the

cultivation of odoriferous trees and plants, and made their arrange-
ments according to assimilation of odor as much a study as we do of

the harmonious blending of colors.

"The perfumes of Uowers that are hovering nigh,
What are they, on what kind of wings do they Hy?"

The early French and Dutch styles were evidently adopted from
the description of Pliny's garden. On this subject Loudon remarks.
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''The terraces adjoining the house, the hiwiis (It'sceiidiug from tlience,

the little flower-garden with the f'ouiiiain in the center, the walk.-

bordered with box. and the trees sheared into whimsical artiticial

form, together with the fountains, alcoves, and surrounding summer
iiouses. form a resemblance too striking to bear dispute."

The use of glass in the construction of conservatories was early
known to the Greeks and Romans, and the gardens of Adonis were

proljably of this kind. It is said that in them were to be seen rare

trees from India and China— the myrtle and crocus in dower, inid

the cinnamon and frankincense trees covered with leaves, and cucuui-
bers grew there all the year round. And during all the doubtful
destinies of the dubious ages of darkness horticulture lived.

But what else could she do, with all earth and the orbs of

heaven consjtiring to hel]) her? So. chaining the laws of n:iture iiud

the supernatural to her wheels, she pressed forward, foreshadowing
the destiny in her precions embryos.

And as the world became physically more perfect and beautiful,

in the same ratio it l)ecame morally better. .Vnd to increase tli<'i)r(i-

portion is the work of the horticulturist.

Science has its army of workers, whose brain-power is a mighty
element in the worlds progress, and agriculture drives the wheels of

commerce and navigation: but what shall we say of the whole ])ower
of horticulture in its full bearing u})on civilization ?

Washington said "Agriculture is the most healthful, most useful

and noble employment of num." and to this we would luld, horticul-

ture is the most delightful, elevating and ins])iring em])]oynient of

man.
And (rarfield, said ''As the government lights our coasts for the

protection of mariners and the benefit of commerce, so it should

give to the tiller of the soil the lights of })ractical science and ex-

perience."' And to this we would add the government should give to

the mother in the home protection froui the most gigantic crimk
of all crimes— the liquor traffic."

"Great, wide, beautilul, wonderful world,
With the wonderful waters round you curled.
And the wonderful grass upon your l)reast.

World, you are licjiutifully dressed.

You, friendly Eailli, luiw far do you so
With the wiieat fields that nod, and the rivers th;it How,
With cities and gardens and cliffs and isles,
And peo])le upon you for thousands of miles."

Ill Italy, after the dark ages, and with the Reformation, as the
art of gardening revived, it was patronized by the family of the

Medici, and their gardens, which were of the geometric and architec-

tural styles, long served as models for the most of Hurope. and it

continued to be imitated in France, Germany and Britain until the

introduction of the English or natural style.
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During the reigu of Louis XIV of France, Le Notre laid out

the famous gardens of Versailles, and M. Fagon erected the first hot-

houses of France in the Jardine des Plantes. And from al)out 17()0

landscape gardening, and the adoption of the English style, rapidly

spread into France, Germany and Russia, where it still prevails.
As we have shown, horticulture is of very ancient date, and with

the exception of certain modern improvements, such as glass houses,

etc., was in a high state of perfection two thousand 3^ears ago. And
as most of the elements of a modern architectural garden are alluded

to in connection with those of Babylon, see how we have followed

the early indications.

The terraces no doubt were decorated with vases, parapets, etc.,

and they are described as being furnished with groves, containing
fountains, seats, parterres and banqueting rooms, and as combining
the minute beauties of flowers and foliage with masses of light and
shade and extensive prospect. And the groves of Orontes must be

regarded as a park or large garden in the picturesque style. And as

with them the chief requisites were shade, coolness, fresh breezes,

fragrance and repose, for us we would use ( as we have more of vege-
table and fruit gardening) culture and inspiration, and then ask how
we differ?

Ah, that's the question, and here lies the meat of the nut. Just

as in the spiritual plan of God we had Him in the beginning
— then

the creation — the Mosaic dispensation, and now the Christian dis-

pensation with Christ, which is quickening, helpful, elevating, in^

spiring, with God in all, through all. above and over all.

So from our horticulture, with all its helping, stirring, ennobling,

filling, thrilling and esthetic tendencies, we must save our boys, train

our girls and win and hold the men in these sweet homes that have
come to us a precious afterthought under its sweet benedictions.

And as to the way to do this, we would say first of all, charm, and by
this charm hold the men and boys in the home, and commit to the

girls the keeping of all the bric-a-brac, the nick-nacks and the train-

ing of the tender vines and plants
—

give them and all the family

knowledge of all the household treasures— give all a share in them,
and then with care for them and conversation upon and about them,
look for evidences of growing love for, and such interest in, them as

can l)e trained into a real home conservative.

Next to the love for those in the home comes the home itself, if

there be anything lovely there.

One can scarcely imagine a man so degraded as not to take

hearty pride in a pure home, made fascinating and elevating by the

decorations and evidences of art and culture in wife and daughters.
In such a home expect like father, like son, and you will most likely
find a very chip of the old block.
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" And art thou come willi tlie heart of thy childliood liack,

The free, the pure, tlie kiiidy
So murmured tlie trees in my liomeward track.

As they phiyed to the mountain wind.

"
I liave turned from my first pure love aside,

O, bright rejoicing streamsl

Light after light in my soul liath died.

Tlie early glorious dreams I

" But I bear from my childhood a gift of tears
To soften and atone;

.Vnd O, ye scenes of those blessed years!
They shall make me again your own!"

And under the varied and almost innumerable temptations of

the day for evervbody, we would urgje all heart-keepers to hear in

mind the Darwinian teach inu" of "the survival of the fittest." that

however this may be in the pliysical world it is true in the moral;
and that in order to win and hold the dear ones in the home, they
must get line upon line of that which is morally elevating; and the

precept ujion jirecept must convince them of something better than

they have, and urj^e them to live for it.
r-i^

"Far does tlie man all other men excel,
Who, from his wisdom, thinks in all things well.

Wisely considering, to himself a friend.
All for tlie present best and for the end.
Nor is the man without his share of praise
Who well the dictates of the wise obeys;
But he that is not wise himself, nor can
Heiirken to wisdom is a useless man!"

Mr. Minkler- 1 want to move a vote of thanks to the lady for

the excellent paper.

A recess of ten minutes for social intercourse was taken.

After recess the President announced that we would proceed to

the election of officers, which was conducted with entire harmony.
Each was elected by a unanimous vote by a single ballot cast for the

Society by the Secretary. The following are the names of the offi-

cers elected for the ensuing year:

President— S. M. Slade, Elgin.

First Vice-President— Arthur Bryant, Jr., Princeton.

Second Vice-President— J. V. Cotta, Lanark.

Third Vice-President— D. Mill, Dundee.

Correspondim/ Secretary
— D. W. Scott, Galena.

Record
i)if/ Secretary

— E. W. Graves, Sandwich.

Assistant Recordimj Secretary-
— J. S. Rogers, Marengo.

Treasurer— L. Woodard, Marengo.
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Dr. Siuall extended h cordial invitation to the Society to meet

in Kankakee.

D. Hill invited the Society to Dnndee.

An invitation was extended to meet in the city of Elgin.

The three places were voted for and the result was a large ma-

jority in favor of Elgin, whereupon the President announced that

the Society had made a choice of Elgin as the place of holding the

next annual meeting.

The time of holding the next meeting was referred. })y vote, to

the Executive Committee.

Committee on Programme reported for the evening's business as

follows :

1st. Two Fields, by Mrs. L. K. K. Becker, of Elgin.

2d. The World a (rarden and Humanity a Gardener, by Mrs. J.

R. Curtis, of Marengo.

3d. Miscellaneous Business.

4th. <^)uery Box.

Society adjourned until 7 o'clock in the euening.

SECOND DAY— Evening.

Meeting convened as per adjournment, and the President an-

nounced a paper by Mr. O'Neal, of Elgin:

FLORICULTURE.

BY B. o'nEAL, ELGIN.

Mr. President and Genflenten of the Horticiiltarfd Society of Northern

Illinois :

The history of floriculture in all its purity, simplicity and

grandeur, is so vast and extensive that it could never be written.

Under "Flora's mantle'" are many undiscovered treasures. It con-

tains not only a balm to please our finer sentiments, but a therapeu-
tic power to restore the diseased functions of a ])hysical organiza-
tion to its normal condition, and in our public schools I hope some
of the fancy branches now taught will give way some day to the

study of medical botany.
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To develo]) and assist the natural forces in raisin<; plants, tlowers

and fruits to the hij^'hest ])()ssil)le condition, is the true mission of

horticulture and floriculture. I am sorry to say Americans do not

take a front rank in this field. We produce a f>reat nniny new vari-

eties in the various divisions, but the varieties that we j)roduce are

mostly sports. A sport is a natural phenomena, a kind of "Siamese

twins," so to speak, unahle to reproduce its kind, and if it can, it is

as varying and inconstant in its habits as the untutored red man of

the frontier, so that a dealer who throws a sport upon the nuirket

with a great flourish of trumi)ets is a horticultural was]). The only
true way of obtainino; new varieties is by fecundation and hybrid-
izing.

I am glad, so far as my observation extends, that the Hourishing
days of the itinerant tree-peddler is on the wane. The people do n't

take so kindly to his flaring chromos, pickled fruits and magic lan-

tern dis])lays as formerly. Florists', nurserymens" and horticultural

journals have l)een multiplying quite fast in the last few years; all

three seem to be doing an extensive business in premiums. Now it

is about time this ''free Innch
''

business should sto])
— beer is beer

and SOU]) is sou]). We ought to remember that this country is Avide

and big and broad enough so that all can make an honest, honorable

living.
All our fri(Mids interested in massive bedding would be Avell re-

paid by visiting the Chicago ))arks in the summer time. The con-

ceptive taste and originality dis])layed l>y Mr. Kenst in the South
Park bedding outrivals the famous Battersea Park, London.

I will try and give you a ])art of an every-day conversation be-

tween myself and my customers — of course my customers are prin-

cipally ladies, and. bless the dear ladies, I always try to please them.
The ladies come mostly in pairs: some are shy, some are sharp, and
think my time is not worth a cent a day, some will ])ick flowers if T

dont kee]) my eye on them. T ^vould sooner they would steal a

quarter's worth of soap from my wife than steal a carnation from
me: but the majority of my customers are honest, noble-minded
souls. They generally say: "Oh, dear! if we could only grow i)lants
as they do in greenhouses." 1 tell those ladies this would not be

reasonable, because a florist is generally a man that understands the
wants and cares of plants, ancl builds his houses not to live in, but
to grow ])lants.

1 have given the growing of plants for house decoration some

study, and T find that failure arises from two causes: some ladies

fuss too much, others totally neglect them. Tt is sur])rising what
an amount of ignorance and indifference intelligent ])eo])le dis))lay
in cari)ig for ])lants and trees. Some ladies say:

•'

My calla never
had a bloom only the one it had when I bought it at the green-
house, and after asking several (juestions and receiviug answers
thereto. T am not at all sur])rised at such a result. A good comj)Ost
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for a calla, or any kind of plant in fact, is one-half well-rotted fine

manure, the remainder leaf mould and friable loam, with enough
sand added to make the whole porous, ('alias, after a season's

growth, should l)e allowed to rest in summer. The practice of allow-

ing the bulb to dry up like a dahlia is not good.
When the bulb shows signs of new growth toward fall, repot

in a pot about two sizes smaller, and during the growing season it

should have two shifts more into a size larger pot each time, so at

the end of each season you will always finish with the same size pot.

Don't water with hot water, neither -allow water to remain always
in the saucer— it makes the foliage soft and the leaves will snap.
Water occasionally with soap-suds

— this adds to the growth and

keeps earth worms from the soil. In watering, look over your plants

every day, some will want water, some will not. A tea made of

tobacco stems will kill green flies by syringing^ etc. The leaves of

plants are porous, and like frequent baths as much as you do. The
latter is the best preventive for red spider.

Do n't grow too many kinds, and never have a crowded plant-
stand. Don't take every lady's advice about plants: if you are tol-

erably successful be satisfied with that. A light sprinkling with

white hellebore when the leaves are just formed, and another sprink-

ing about two weeks later— if you do this you won't be troubled

with rose slugs.
A good compost for cactus is half leaf-mould, half sand and

broken brick and old mortar from the size of a pea to a hazel nut:

this will do also for wax plants, and treated similar to cactus, except
in the growing period they must have plenty water.

Last winter I spoke of my Exeter Steam Heater: this year 1

wish to endorse every word of what I said, and to add that I can

adjust my heater to run nine hours instead of six when the ther-

mometer' is 8° below zero. Steam heat is the heat of the future.

For house heating it is superior to furnace heating
— no gas, and the

liability to fires is less. For heating greenhouses T think it superior
to hot water, because you can put heat on and take it off in one-sixth

quicker time than byhot water. In the early spring months, when
the sun shines bright and the air is keen and cold, the hot-water

heat and the sun heat makes the house too hot, and on account of

the very cold air ventilating is out of the question. The steam heat

can be shut off in five minutes: the hot-water heat cannot be

lessened inside of two hours.

I think T must have exhausted your patience, for. according to

the nature of things you cannot be a very enthusiastic audience, and

I confess that I myself feel somewhiit like poor Peggotty in
'' David

Copperfield." ''a lone, lorn creetir."
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DISCUSSION.

Mr. Kellogg
— The paper just read by Mr. O'Neal is a very prac-

tical one. and I think will do a world of good among the house plants

and the ladies. The best way to bring out sutdi f'ai-ts is l)y asking

(|uestions.

Moved that a vote of thanks be tendered Mr. O'Neal for his in-

teresting paper. Carried by a unanimous vote.

S. G. Minkler— We are glad to have such papers in our Trans-

actions; it will be of interest to the ladies. When I see flowers in a

house it shows to me that there is peace and happiness in that home.

They make home cheerful and attractive, and we can keep our boys
at home. I should be glad to have all these picket fences removed,

and in their stead evergreen fences and flowers to beautify your
homes. It will make your streets look wider, and beautify your city.

We shall be glad to continue to meet and work here in your place if

we can prevail upon you to do this: and above all. 1 should like to

see the picket fences removed from the cemeteries and evergreen

fences take their place.

NATURE AND ART.

BY MRS. L. K. K. BECKER, ELGIN.

" Nature tlie Mother and Mistress of her Field."

How many-sided Nature is! How great
— how simple. She

smiles, she laughs, as on a warm spring morning, with sunny skies

and l)a])bling brooks, and bursting seeds and swelling buds, her pres-
ence is felt everywhere. She weejjs in the long dismal northeast rain

storms that beat with cold and ])itiless severity on her young things

just out of their covers: and she knows how to look s(denin for days
together, as when, with sonil)re leaden skies, she will give but cool

and austere greeting to any comer, and very likely turn him home

again in a blunt way she sometimes exhilnts Avhen adverse winds are

blowing.
lint what a mother she is. with all tJie traditional traits of the

ideal mother— symi)athy. tenderness, fortitude— and at the same
time she embodies the peculiar characteristics of the thrifty. Her
work is (lone at home under her supervision, and with the most un-

tiring industry. While her kitchen fires are burning every moment
is utilized; her workrooms are full of busy workers; her laboratory

overflowing with expert workmen filling her countless orders.
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Would yon know her secrets? Yon will not learn them by con-

ning the open hook of nature, of which we have been told so much,
and which it is to be hoped some of us have by heart. She knows
how to keep her own counsel, and will not tell her methods to the

world. In all ages men have admired nature --she has inspired their

noblest thoughts, and poets and painters have proclaimed her gran-
deur and her beauty, from King David down to the present. Man
has also persistently sought her strong box, and she has revealed

places where she sometimes leaves it, but it is pretty well decided that

she has, like every good capitalist, various places of deposit, not pat-

ronizing one bank alone. In this search a few secrets have been

unearthed, and some persons have profited by them. A few others

have tried experiments, a great many have guessed at methods, while

a very small number have deliberately set about observing nature's

modes of operation minutely, comparing notes,* and following, as

near as may be. her implied instructions. These are the hope of the

Avorld.

Nature's field of labor is extensive In it may be found every

variety of soil, poor and rich, and although mistress of it, she holds

it in trust for the children of men. and makes it yield as well as she

can. The field is rich in materials, but the demands of her children

render it difficult at times to satisfy them. And again, there are

often unfavorable conditions that make success doubtful, and oft

impossible, but she is an indulgent mother and does the very best

she can. Some of those for whom she labors are a worthless lot, but
a few of them, now arriving at years of discretion, seek to help her
a little. From very early times nature has had a handmaid:— rude,

unlettered, ignorant at first, she has in all these long years lea.rned

much, and now promises to prove herself invaluable, not only to

nature, but to man. He has at last awakened to the necessity of

cooperative, intelligent action in this field, where nature, the mother
and ruler, has been supreme. He begins to appreciate how often

man has been of ruinous iujnry by his ignorant demands, and what
needless sacrifices he has caused :

— for example, by denuding a por-
tion of the land of its majestic forests he has dried up the native

streams: by wholesale destruction of the birds he has destroyed the

fruit. For long ages he has cried to nature,
"
give, give," making no

adequate return to the field, content, if possible, to reap without

sowing, with no fear of retribution. Xotr he is learning that

" Earth gets Earth's price
For what Earth yives us

;

'Tis only heaven is given away."

and that '•
as he sows so also fehall he reap."" Indeed, it is time that

the warning messages, delivered in diminished harvests and increased

wants, should be heeded. Otherwise Ijankruptcy lies not far l)ehind.
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Now it is thrit man hej^iiis to dwi'll upon iiatuivs methods, to

remember dropped hints of rotation in crop, and of savin<j; the can-

dle ends, recalls the fact that she acce])ts old clotlies to make over,

takinj^' cast-oil* hoots and shoes and reducing' them to al>sorl»ents,

hoardin*^ and savin^? every scrap and crumb aj^ainst some future

time of need, when it may be necessary to scatter like a spendthrift.
He even reflects that liis own body will not be refused when he has

done with it. but covered from obtrtisive <;aze with one of nature's

mantles of f^rey. ermine, or <;reen. the low tent where he has been
laid decked with starry blossoms, in due time she will incorpoi-ate
that body into new and beautiful forms. Nothing' l>ut is of value.

He lias seen her use the silken t^ossamer web of the spider, not to

catch flies, but to string her diamond beads upon for a sunrise recej)-
tion. and upon his window-])ane lie has often found her frost-lace

curtain stretched for show, and repeatedly has he had occasion to

notice that she has tried, with entire satisfaction, the efficacy of her

bleaching agencies upon liis o-arments and upon his carpets. These
are but trifles, but they have left their imi)ression to the effect that

nothing is without ])ractical value, and that economy is wealth.

Thus it is. that in nature's field, as under the poet's observation.
"
Knowledge comes, but wisdom lingers." as is significantly further

shown when the Avell and fountain bec(mie dry. the water of the river

fails to a mere thread, great cracks and fissures open in the ground,
the corn is parched up. the grain shrivelled, the fruit blasted.

"Wisdom lingers" then. But Art is in the field, and she suggests
--ex])eriment. Man tries it and fails:

" Wisdom still lingers." but
Art is not disci )uraged. 81ie shows vitality, suggests more and bet-

ter trials, and little by little achieves a small advance. This suggests
the poet's observation again: ''Art is long, and Time is fleeting."

Great truths and ))rinci])les are sometimes obtained after long-
search and experiment and oljservation— at other times revealed by
a flash like lightning. Whether our im]>roved fruits and garden
vegetables were brought about by the last or first methods T do not
know, but we are indebted to art for the luscious ])each instead of

nature's bitter almond, and also to the crowning excellence of north-
ern fruit— the apple, as we now know it. instead of nature's sour
crab.

It is art. too, tliat has hintetl that natures st(jck of silicate in

certain localities is low, and she ought not to be expected to j)roduce

anything without it: that a present of ])liosphate would please her:
that ammonia would l)e extremely useful in some ])ai'ts of the Held,

and that in another part of the same there is actual trouble for the
want of pro])er drainage.

Where these hints and suggestions have been acted upon, a

markecl imjirovement has been noticed at harvest time, when nature

l)ays all her debts, and gives liberally as she has been blessed. Thus
art is ever busy in her field, which lies within that of nature, though
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less extended. Nature might get on without art: hut art without
nature— never. Nature can make a bhide of grass: art can only
help it to grow larger, longer, better, and once more we may refer to

the wisdom of the poet, and as we look over the two fields, accord
with him, that "All art is nature better understood."

Man is dependent for sustenance and comfort upon both fields.

All life and development is founded upon nature: improved condi-

tions upon art. These fields are open to whomsoever will, go in and

occupy them: but to be successful in them man must be master of

his art. To leave the figurative and turn to the real: it is the prov-
ince of horticulture to seek and accomplish greater excellence in nat-

tural productions, increase values, insure some greater degree of

beauty, encourage a growing interest in their subjects, by inquiry,

study, and experiment. This, and more. The horticulturist ought
to be, and generally is, I believe, a true lover of nature. His heart

responds to her voices; there is a refinement in him that is capable
of the best cultivation. Perhaps I have been exceptionally fortunate,
but I honestly think that those with whom I have had dealings have

always given me too generous measure for my money. It has led me
to think the profession makes people generous. I do not see how it

could be otherwise, for what are flowers, or fine lawns, or noble trees,

or delightful homes, without neighbors and friends to enjoy them—
and not only our immediate kindred, but the people of our town.

What pride and pleasure we take in the well-kept grounds of

one of our own citizens; how lingeringly we gaze upon his bordered
walks and well-kept garden. We feel we have a share in it, and we

point it out to the stranger with us, although we have nothing of

our own to show him. The Creator remembered the poor lover of

beauty when he endowed him with appreciation, that sense by which
all that is fairest becomes his when he looks upon it. If your gar-
den wall be not too high your roses will be mine when I pass, for I

shall behold their beauties and inhale their fragrance. Scripture
tells us " No man liveth to himself alone,'' and this is certainly true

of him who labors in the field of miture or of art.

It is told of the Benedictine monks of the sixth century that

they proved themselves a blessing to mankind, for they converted

the heaths and forests about them into flourishing farms, and were
the best husbandmen in Europe. When we look back through the

history of the ages we find that our Saxon ancestors, up to the six-

teenth century were little but herdsmen, keepers of cattle and sheep,

gluttonous flesh eaters. His black bread was his dessert. The fruits

that we enjoy were unknown. The healthful pleasures derived from
our extended bill of fare must greatly change the natures of a people.

It is for the horticulturist to bring from the fields of nature and
art such fare and such ideas as will conduce to the highest develop-
ment of man and his children after him, to the end that they may
dwell in security, and reach a higher plane than the world has ever

seen.
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The field of nature is the workl. and the fiehl of art will ever lie

within it. In nature's Held there is nothing that is not wonderful.

The age of miracles is not past, for every year is one iniraele from

seedtime to harvest.

Mr. Minkler- The paper just read is certainly a good and in-

structive one. One good idea is advanced, that everything good

must come from Mother Earth, and the illusion there is very a])pro-

priate. Am glad that this pa])er can go on our records.

Dr. Huni])hrey- I am glad of this pajier. It has very much of

interest in the philosophic thought and research, and I regard it as

excellent.

The President then introduced Mrs. Ira R. Curtis, of Marengo,

who gave a very eloquent address of nearly an hour's duration on

the interesting suhject of ''The World a Garden, and Humanity the

Gardener."

REMARKS.

Mr. Kellogg
— There are thoughts that come to us when we

need more eloquence than we ]jossess to express them. Such papers

and the address as we have listened to this evening are the poetry of

our Society, and it is a grand thing to have them go in our volumes.

and we certainly are very much indebted to these ladies for their

excellent papers and talk, and I move a vote of thanks to them, and

a request that Mrs. Curtis prepare her address for publication.

The motion was carried by a unanimous vote.

Mrs. (,'urtis said that her speech had been entirely extemi)or;i-

neous and it would be impossible for her to reproduce it for publica-

tion, and she would be ol)liged to decline.

The Society adjourned until to-morrow morning at V) o'clock.

THIRD DAY— Morning.

At half past nine. Thursday morning, the meeting was called to

order by the President, and upon his request Mr. Minkler opened
the meeting with prayer.
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The President aiuiounced as Committee on Final Resolutions.

Messrs. Bryant and Scott: Committee on Forestry, Bryant, Scotield

and Edwards.

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE AS APPLIED TO CEMETERIES.

BY J. P. BRYANT, OF PRINCETON.

As cemeteries are objects of interest to all classes of people, and
in small towns especially, they need the practical interest of some

persons competent to manage them properly. I have thought it not

improper to say a few words in regard to them under the head of

Landscape Architecture. As they need the skill of some one who
has studied tree planting to lay them out properly, what class of

men should be more interested, or what class is it more fit to address

on the subject, than horticulturists'? I am sure that many of them
will find an opportunity to take a lead in the work of providing
burial places

— burial places that will attract and charm by their

beauty, and not repel by their ugliness and deformity. With this

much by way of introduction. I will proceed to give a few hints

that I am sure will prove of value, if they do no more than call

attention to this important subject, and induce some one to take a

practical, working interest in the matter.

Rural cemeteries as a rule, have been neglected patches of

ground devoted to the burial of the dead, and, seemingly, also to the

growth of brambles and weeds. Driven by the cares of a busy life

we soon forget our friends whose remains are laid away in the

ground forever, and after, at the most, a few years, their graves are

neglected spots that are eyesores to every visitor. Once in a while
an effort is made and a little improvement is seen for a short time,

but except among some, foreigners by birth, little individual care is

taken of burial-places. For this reason family burying-grounds, or

small cemeteries carried on by associations, are not usually a success,
but are apt, as the writer has known in several instances, to become

entirely neglected and deserted. To have a cemetery properly man-

aged it is necessary to employ some one to improve the grounds and

keep them in repair. Where cemeteries are small the expense is

often what the lot owners are not willing to meet, hence it is best to

have as few cemeteries as possible
— one large one taking the place of

several that are smaller. Skill in laying out and economy in man-

agement will then be more likely to be secured.

As said before, cemetery associations on a small scale are not

likely to be a success. No funds for improvement can be had and
no person will feel enough interested to take the responsibility and
time necessary to carry on the work as it should be done, though
near a large city private corporations can make money enough out
of the business to induce them to invest the money and skill
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required. The better way in villages is to make the cemetery a

public affair, owned ;iiid controlled by the town authorities. The

necessary funds for buying and iinju'oving the land can easily be

raised, and as all will be likely to buy lots there, one good cemetery
will take the place of several poor ones. Those who buy lots will

have the assurance that the grounds will be a permanent burial

place, and ))robal»ly well cared for. and consequently will Ix' willing
to pay better prices than they otherwise would. Experience has

shown that a burial ))lace can in this way be made to pay for itself

and leave money for improvements and permanent care. Of course,
crood l)iisiness manaLTcnient and some skill is necessary to accom-

plish the double pur[)ose of an attractive, well-cared for burial place,
and a ])aying investment. Of the former it will be my province
more particularly to speak as pertaining to tree planting and land-

scape architecture.

A visitor to any of the older cemeteries of our country will see,

in some parts of the grounds, confused masses of slabs, monuments,
stone copings, railings, hedges and trees in various st.iges of neglect
and decay. As a rule he will find that a great })art of the money
sj)ent for improvements has l)een wasted as far as ])roducing any real

beauty is concerned, and that the effect is rather in keeping with the

skull and cross-bones and other hideous devices used by our ances-

tors to make such ))laces dismal and dreary.
Within a few years, however, the intluence of sucii cemeteries

as that of S])ring Grove. Cincinnati, has made a great change even
in our smaller burial ])laces: new ideas in regard to their manage-
ment have been successfully carried out, andpe()]de are beginning to

realize what taste and skill can do to make them beautiful. Fortun-

ately the new nethods derive their chief merit, not from what is

only attainable by the ri( h. but from what is easily ol)tained by the

poor, and nature herself provides everywhere
—

grass, trees and
tlowers. Advantages of soil and location often favor country cem-
eteries in this respect, trees and flowers being grown at a small cost

as com])are(l with those near large cities.

In the laying out of such grounds of course the euqjloynient of

some one skilled in the business will always pay well for the money
spent, but a general knowledge of what needs to be done should be

possessed by the managers. A good selection f)f dry. rolling ground,
with some large trees, if possible, is of prime iui])ortauc(\ The sur-

face should be graded, at least enough to till all holes and give good
surface drainage, just as would l)e done in laying out a lawn or park.
The drives and walks should be arranged so as to leave the highest
and best ground for the lots. This arrangenuMit will usually be a

good one for appearance as well as practical use.

After laying out the lots in any convenient shape with no more
drives and walks than are needful, the main object is to keep the

ground smooth and as free as possible from (obstructions in the shape
16
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of mounds and stone-work. (Jne good monument with a small head-

stone to each grave is sufficient for any lot, and presents a much
better appearance than a greater number of pieces of stone-work.

Hedges, railings and stone coping should not be allowed, as they are

not oiily a useless expense, but detract very much from the beauty of

the grounds. Even when they look well at first they soon suffer

from neglect and decay, and render the work of keeping the grounds
in order very expensive.

Trees should be planted on spaces reserved for them, few if any

large ones being set on the lots themselves, where they are apt to in-

terfere with graves and monuments. Small trees, shrubs and flowers

may be planted on the lots, and can be removed if it becomes neces-

sary.
The spaces reserved for ornamental purposes should be as large

as possible consistent with a profitable management of the cemetery.
This will give some chance for artistic effect in the grouping of the

trees; which should of course be planted by the authorities.

Grravel walks are to be avoided as they do not usually add to the

beauty of the place and are difficult to keep free from weeds. Grass

is the chief ornament of a lawn or park, and much of the beauty of

the cemetery will depend on the care taken to keep it mown. This

work can be cheaply and well done where the grounds are laid out as

above described, but it is impossible to do it well when they are full

of obstructions.

Flower-planting should be encouraged, and may be done by the

lot-owners. As it needs to be done every year it tends to keep up an

interest in the place; while if neglected at any time there is little

left to become an eyesore. Other improvements should usually be

made under the direction of the superintendent, as lot-owners often

do not use much taste or judgment in such matters.

While it is well to interfere as little as possible with individual

tastes and preferences, it will be necessary to place some restrictions

on the character of the improvements made by them, and the good
of the cemetery will require rules and regulations that will generally
be cheerfully complied with when well understood.

Every endeavor must be made to keep the grounds in perfect
order. The value of the improvements depends greatly on this one

thing, and nothing will make up for neglect in this particular.

Therefore all work done should be of a ])ermament character; any-

thing that soon falls into decay being a useless expense.
In conclusion, I earnestly request all to interest themselves in

this matter, for it is usually one of great importance and one that

demands thought and practical work on the part of some one in every
town and village in our country.
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ADAPTATION.

-BY GEORUK .1. KELLOGG. JANESVILLE. WIS.

Mr. Fresident. Ladies and Gentlemen :

Without iidaptiitioii what are we good for? With the ther-

mometer at 85° beh)w zero, liow would yf>u like to exchanj^je your
comiortul)k' rolje.s for Adam and Eve's light morning dress of fig

leaves? Time, place, and surroundings make all the ditferenee. If

we had all lived in the garden of Eden what a good time we should

have had. But with fruit hanging on every tree, the orchard all

])lanted for us. the garden hringing forth lettuce, radishes, beets,

onions, asparagus, cauliflower, celery, acres and acres of cabbage, all

kinds of potatoes excei)t Early Rose, all kinds of strawberries except
Crescent. Vick. and Pii)er, all kinds of raspberries except (Juthbert.

Shaffer's, and Gregg, all kinds of grapes but Prentiss and Pockling-
ton; in fact, what indui-emeuts would there have been to work.

There was no Eourth of .Tuly: no need of any s])endiiig money: no

taxes, no coal bills; no groceries where you could get trusted, and no
need of any dry goods, new bonnets, lioots or shoes. Well, if we
had all staid in the first garden till now. what a big garden it would
have been' 1)V this time: but here we are amid the rigors of the nor-

thern winter, compelled to hop around lively or freeze to death.

Compare the indolence of the South with the enterprise of the

North, and what the difference except adaptation to surroundings?

Adaptation is the key note to all success. Some minds can learn

any trade, Init seldom excel. Usually the mind that becomes profi-

cient knows nothing else excei)t in his chosen profession. A musi-

cian is seldom good for anything else. I have known instances

where ])ersons have tried all kinds of business, was too lazy to suc-

ceed, and finally went to preaching. A smart blacksmith might
make a good lawyer, but there are multitudes of lawyers too lazy to

make good blacksiuiths. T have known men too lazy for anything
but teaching, aiul thougiit they were overworked then with six

hours a day and five days per week. This reminds me of the old lady
who thought the ways of this world very iinef/naL She sat watching
those lazy fellows in the meadow, who just made the scythes go
"swing, swang," and there she "sat rdrkin;/ Iter bones hnittinr/."'

1 have often thought T have mistaken my calling. VVHiat it

could have been I cannot tell. The (piestion im])ortant for most of

us is. what are our children best (tdiipfed for? in what business will

they be most successful? How many years of patient toil, watching
and preparation before some trait will develope to form their destiny.

In the horticultural necessities surrounding us adai)tation is

evervthing. How many jtrecious years have we fooled away to learn

this one thing, and how little do we now know. After the experi-
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ence of lust winter and this winter, what varieties of apples shall we
have left, and what can we recommend?

T see by your last Report very few varieties of apples mentioned
as successful— the leading one. Ben Davis, good for nothing but to

sell. Last winter cleaned it out of Wisconsin except in rerij favor-
((hJp locations.

The line dividing your interests from ours is so line I never
could see it. Have often stejjped over it, but never could see it. The
State line is very small. Your interests are ours; your adapted lists

ought to be safe for our southern counties to follow. We more than
ever feel the need of districting the State, and making lists of all

kinds of fruits that are particularly adapted to certain soils, eleva-

tions, and locations, and that may be safe for new beginners and old

fools to follow.

Our most favorable locations are on the highest grounds we
have:— the mountains of Baraboo, the bluffs of Richland and La
Crosse counties (five hundred feet above the water courses), the lake

shore from Kenosha to Green Bay, and the timber ridges with clay
and limestone subsoil. In most other locations it is useless to plant

anything but the crabs. Duchess of Oldenburg, and Wealthy.
Most farmers want their orchards right by the house, and no

matter what the trees want, there they are set usually to die.

I know of no success, permanent, of any orchard that has not a

mixture of clay in the subsoil, and the more rock and the poorer the

soil for anything else, the more lasting the orchard. The worst

places for healthy orchards are our gravel bluffs and bottom lands.

In one case it is aU underdrained, and in the other it needs both un-

der-draining and surface -draining, and then it is not fit for trees.

I hope the suggestions of your former secretary, as made in your
last volume, page 292. may have been carried out during the past

year, and that such committees are prejKired to report the conditions

of failure and success, soils, subsoils, and the appropriate list of fruits

that will best succeed on each.

Small fruits, we all know, are not so very nice about where they
put their feet, still they have a choice, and that choice disregarded,

they prove a failure. Some varieties of strawberries succeed on all

soils, and while the Wilson can hardly be overfed, the Crescent on
the same diet would be ruined. Jucunda is worthless on light soil,

but a grand success on the right kind of clay, with the right kind of

treatment. Sour kinds do best in matted rows, while hills alone for

others.

In reading the twenty-five pages of your last report devoted to

strawberries, T think only one writer mentions adaptation of soil to

varieties, and he mentions only o)U' kind of strawherrij adapted to-

four kinds of soil. I see most of your growers and writers have dis-

carded Wilson, yet three-cj[uarters of all the berries shipped into the

Chicago market are the much-despised Wilson. I have many cus-
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tnmors who will have nothinuj elsf for canning'. Our most succoss-

t'lil Wisconsin throwers raise mostly \\ ilson.

There is little danger of over-feeding the raspberry plantation
on any soil, but l)laekberries must not be overfed.

We are apt to starve our currants and over-feed our grapes. The
location of the vineyard should be on the best orchard sites, l)ut en-

tirely free from shade. No varieties will succeed with us in jjoor

locations except the Toncord tyj)e. Best of these is Worden: npxt

Moore's Early and (Joncord. On clay limestone soils some of the hy-
brids succeed: on light soils all are lailures.

AVe should classify varieties for certains soils, and so plainly
describe those soils that a wayfaring man need not err therein.

\N isconsin has tois of f/i ok.sanda of acres of her best adapted
fruit lands yet covered by her native forests. The past season has

generally been a failure f(n- apples, but we had five hundred to six

hundred plates of as fine fruit at the December meeting at Green

Bay this winter as is often shown at winter exhiljitions.

Thousands of acres of choice pear sites, just like the mie des-

cribed in your last report on page 257, on our lake shore, as far north

as Green Bay. remain just as the woodman stri])])od them of their

timber, aiul thousands of ft)olish men like myself have thought we
could grow all kinds of fruit where we had a mind to. and have tried

it for thirty years and failed. Mr. President, we ought all this time

t(j have been raising strawberries. Irish lemons. ;ind wdiite beans.

Insert />.sY.s.—Allow me to call attention to the most alarming
of these— the apple gouger

— worse than all others combined, the

season in which he does his work, extending from bloom till July,
makes it almost impossilde to poison him. If any of your number
have been successful, either by poison or stock feeding, let us hear

from them. We meet for mutual benefit, this is our mutual foe,

from east to west, from north to south.

Thankful for the kind consideration and generous hospitality

your Society has ever shown the members of our Wisconsin State

Society, and ho])ing that we may ever work together in our no])le

calling, combating the ills of the ]tresent. correcting the errors of

the past, and winning laurels of jierfection in the future, is the wish

of your delegate.

THE (JRAPE.

BY T). ({. PIPEK. FORRESTON, ILL.

It has l)een a (|uestion about the cultivation of the grape for

ages ])ast. and there seems to i>e a mystery in the minds of the many
its to the simplest mode of its cultivation at this enlightened day and

age. Simi)licity is the rule. First i)repare your soil in the best possible

manner, as though you was going to plant corn on it. then put stakes

at each end of the rows that you wish to set the vines in; take a
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team of horses and a plow, run through often enough throwing the
soil out until you have a trench as deep as you wish it; if two feet

deep the better; then stretch a line the length of the trench made
with the plow. Now we are about ready to set our vines. Always
commence at the same end to plant, and set your first vine with a

stake for a guide, but make your trenches twelve feet apart for trel-

lis, and set vines six feet apart in the trench. For the first two years

plow both ways with a one-horse doul)le-shovel plow. And for

stakes alone I would set vines eight feet apart each way, and always
cultivate each way with a horse and plow; it saves hand-hoeing and

hand-rolling. By the last mode of cultivation named Ave can grow
grapes of the best quality and for a less price. The masses of the

people want grapes, and want them as cheaply as they can get them.
T would not let more than two young canes stand to each stake; by
this method you can astonish the natives with large clusters of

grapes. The length of canes may vary from one to four feet in

length. This mode needs but little summer pruning. All we have
to do in summer pruning is to pull off the surplus vines that come
out below the fruit. The advantage of this mode over trellis is, the

foliage forms on an umbrella shaped top and protects the fruit from

heavy dews and rain.

PRUNING.

Certain individuals claim to prune the vine so as to cause it to

fruit, as they say. Vines will not fruit for soine people after being
pruned. There is only one thing about it— prune enough and use

judgment about your work, but do not prune as I have seen a neigh-
bor do. He cut ofE all the last year's growth and then said that his

grapes were a failure. This mode of pruning reminds me of a man
going out into his field and cutting off the heads of wheat as they
came out, to make it branch and produce a good crop in a poor sea-

son. And again the all-wise pruner will tell you unless you prune
your vine at a certain time it will Ideed to death. This idea appears
to be handed down from generation to generation by tradition. If

any one will show me a man that has seen a vine bleed to death, I

will shoAV you ten thousand that have not seen any such thing.
Prune hardy vines from October 20th to .lune 20th, the following-

season, but the hardiest vines are better pruned in the fall, before

freezing weather, and laid on the ground and a couple of inches of

dirt strewn over them, while tender varieties must be protected if you
want any fruit from them. If you want well-grown clusters on the

tender varieties pinch off the laterals to one joint at first, letting but

one leaf remain, but do not pinch off the end of the leading vine as

you would be likely to start the buds that were intended for the next

year's fruiting. I have had in one season as much as one hundred

pounds of Concords from a vine, and all saleable; and I have had
Delaware vines produce as much as fifty pounds to the vine, but it is

too much in one season— it hurts the vine to let it overbear.
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The varieties I have cultivated most are roncord for protit and

main crop for market. Hartford for early; good for early market—
needs winter i)rotecti()n. Delaware for good qualities and earliness;

a great bearer and the standard of excellence in this section, ( winter

protection ). [ have tried many others. White Martha is best, equal
to Concord for hardiness and }»roductivene8s. Diana is good on

rather thin ground: needs winter protection. Rogers" 15 is a good
red one; lU is better. Salem is best of the three. Rogers' 8. 4. 1>

ami 48 are good, but all need winter protection. Harrison is good
and an enormous bearer, lirighton is equal to Catawba for flavor, and

is one of the earliest to ripen, and T think it as hardy as Concord. I

will say right here that my seedling Sophia bore the flnest fruit that

I had the past season. No winter jn-ot^ction was given to any of my
vines last winter; while Rogers' hybrids were frozen to the ground the

S()])hia was unhurt and bore a good crop. For winter ])r()tection.

brush thrown over the vines, and leaves thrown among them sulfici-

ent to cover the vines, is the best protection we can get for winter.

Dirt need not be used when brush and leaves are used.

Apples were a total failure with us in this county last season.

There were very few English (lolden Russets, so few that we may
call it a total failure. There w-ere very few Duchess. There were a

great many apple trees killed bv the hard freezing of the winter of

1882-83.
'

Out of seventy-iive'Walbridge. set in orchard, T lost tif-

teen trees by freezing; LaAvl)er. out of thirty-four, all came out good.
Golden Russet, in seventeen, one lost; Grimes' Golden, in seventeen,

one lost; Bailey's Sweet, in seventeen, one lost. .Teffries and Rawle's

Janet all right; Domine. fourteen, all hurt; Willow Twig, half

hurt. Mann, out of eighty trees ten dead, about tw'enty half frozen,

balance grew pretty well, but the wood was more or less colored.

Seventeen Perry Russet all right; Sweet Pear all right; Snow all

rifrht; Schiawassa Beantv all right; Wythe, not ii bud hurt on root

or top-grafted trees; Salome, not a twig or teriuinal luid was hurt,

came out with wood as white apparently in spring as it went into

winter with. It appears to be equally as hardy as Duchess of Olden-

burg or Whitney's No. 20, which appears to be a model of hardiness.

Tetofskey all right; Red Astrachan wood-colored some, but grew
well last season. Early Harvest, about all killed: Fall Geniton all

right; Sweet June, wood-colored a little, but grew well last season.

IM^ soil is very dry rolling prairie and does not hold surplus water.

Cherries — Early Richmond: There were some few trees that

bore fair crops in Forreston, but my trees were all frozen to death.

Pears— A few Seckle only.

Rasjtherries
— The Gregg was well loaded wherever I saw it:

(hithbert bore s])aringly: Turner was loaded, as it always is with me:

Reliance was so loaded the |)lants bent to the ground with their loads

of large berries.
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SfrnirJiern'rs Avere as near a failure as they could l)(\ for what we
(lid get were only knots and buttons.

Most of my berries were in full bloom when the frost of the 7th
and 8th of May came, and it froze them to death, and hurt many
that wei-e in the bud; and after the frost, what few were left, got
washed so much by the excessive heavy rains and cold wnnds that

followed, destroyed the fertilizing power, and the fruit did not set.

Blackberries— Snyder bore but little through this section of

countrv on account of the excessive wet.

PROGRESS IN HORTICULTURE.

BY S. G. MINKLER. OF OSWEGO.

Mr. President. Ladies and Gentlemen of the Hortieiiltiiral Societij or

Nortliern Illinois :

All there is of horticulture within the bounds of this Society is

progress. In 1833 (the year I came to Illinois) the ground that

your beautiful city stands on belonged to the red man. But soon
the pale-faces, so-called by the Indians, found that this land was too

valuable for the red men, and they were pushed farther west to give

place to agricultural and horticultural pursuits.

Many, in that day, supposed that trees would not grow on the

prairie soils because they had not. But it was soon found out that

whatever seeds were put in the soil it w^ould bring forth fruit— trees

not excepted. Probably, in 1833^ there were not live hundred fruit

trees within the southern bounds of this Society. I then saw forty
or fifty trees set out seven miles north of Ottawa, and they w^ere

seedlings brought from Ohio. In '35 or '36 some trees were brought
from Ohio and planted by Henry Misner near Newark, then LaSalle

County. Two years later some trees were brought in what is now
Randall County, by Ebenezer Morgan. They came by th.e w^ay of

the Ohio River. They were well dried up; he buried them in a

springy side-hill for three weeks, and by this means he saved a few.

My first attempt at horticulture was. I think, in 1836. A French-
man by the name of Sperha, who settled at the grove before the

Sioux war, brought some apple seeds which he planted. They pretty
much took care of themselves. However some grew, but being neg-
lected soon stood in grass.

I being anxious to set out some trees, but like the most of the

pioneers of that day. without money, I swung the grain cradle for

four of these seedlings per day. Surely was not that progress in

horticulture. These I top-grafted when scions could be procured.
Some time after trees were brought from Edgar County and dissem-

inated through this country. What apples there were were brought
from the south in prairie schooners with an apple stuck on a stick

for a sign.
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In 1888. Arthur iiryant. that veteran in horticulture ( 1 speak
with reverence) to whom we owe so much for tlie progress in horti-

culture. John A. Kenecott. 8. Edwards, Lewis p]llswortli. T. McNas-
ter. Galusha. Dunhip. Whitney. J)()u^his. and one in your city whose
hibors show forth his handiwork in and around your city, and others

whose energies have been s})ent in the progress in horticulture.

Then horticulture took a new impetus. Societies Mere formed for

the furtherance of the cause. The Northwestern Fruit (JroAvers

Association sprang into being. I think the hrst time 1 met with

this Society was at Dixon in 1852. It took three days to reach

there. There the various subjects of horticulture were discussed for

the good of the peo])le: '"What varieties of a])i)les should we ])lant.'"
••

liest mode of cultivation,"" etc. Studying the art that doth mend
nature, these men, with their co-laborers south, united their energies
and formed the Illinois Horticultural Society, of which you are a

part, which I think took ))lace in 1S()4--I may be mistaken as to the

date. The men that composed this Society were men of energy,

working for the public and tinding themselves, spending their ener-

gies in the advancement of horticulture. Now what is the result.

Look around you. See the orchards, vineyards, gardens. ])lantations
of small fruits, ornamental hedges, tlower gardens, lawns and groves,
and your cities and towns beautifully adorned by the handiwork of

this Society: your cellars filled with the luscious fruits of the orchard

and garden to gladden the hearts of the little prattlers around the

hearthstone as well as the dame and the sire. Surely horticulture

does progress.
Now. instead of fruit l)eing ))rought to you by ])rairie schooners

as in days of yore, look at the thousands of barrels of fruits con-

sumed in our towns and cities, and the thousands that go to watse

some years for the want of means to utilize the same. Now take a

walk with me along Water Street, (/hicago. and see the imnu'use

amount of fruit otl'ered there every day; then go with me to the

several depots, count the number of cars freighted with strawberries

and other fruits in their season. To be sure it does not all come
from within the bounds of this Society, nevertheless it is the out-

come of jirogressive horticulture.

UTILIZING OF FRUITS.

HV (4. H. CLAYSON. NUNDA.

Mr. I'ri'<iifh))f and (icntlruioi of fJic Sorirfi/:

The subject of utilizing fruits is an important one to the fruit

grower. When we take into consideration tiie millions of money
invested, and the vast amount of labor expended in fruit growing,

certainly the question is well asked:
'' Hoav can we best utilize our

productions.""
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There is one kind of our choicest fruits, namely, the strawberry,
that must be used or sold while fresh. It is not good canned, and is

worthless evaporated. Therefore we say dispose of it as soon after

ripening as possible. Every other fruit grown in this latitude is

emphatically best evaporated. What is better than the toothsome,
delicious, and ever grateful apple as it is now prepared by evapora-
tion y Also the peach, the raspberry, and the cherry. What more
delicious pie than that made from the dried or evaporated rasp-

berry? No way can the flavor of any fruit be preserved as well as

as by evaporation. Never does such fruit go begging for a remu-
nerative market. In no Avay does fruit give the general satisfaction

to the consuming public that it does put up in this way. I am more
and more convinced after another year's trial, that every man that

grows fruit to any extent should be master of the situation, I mean,
he should control the market (his market in a sense), and this only
can be done by drying and evaporation.

Not so with canning. Experience has proven that the canning
of fruits requires much skill and a large outlay of capital, which is

not always expedient for the moderate producer. But every man
that grows fruit for the market can and should prepare all surplus
fruit as indicated.

I have during the last month made a trip through Colorado.
New Mexico and Arizona, and I assure you my wonder ceased as to

what became of the vast amount of canned and dried fruits. Mil-

lions of cans and pounds go into these Territories, saying nothing of

the others. In Tucson I treated myself to a can of raspberries at

sixty cents, and in this I found at least four parts water to two parts
berries and the can thrown in.

When you buy evaporated fruit of any kind you know what

you are buying, and this you never know when you buy canned

goods. The demand more than keeps pace with the production.

Europe and other countries are reaching out to us their hands and

money, and will, for years to come, take every pound of our surplus

evaporated fruits. I would say then, to all growers, dispose of what

you can while fresh at paying prices, and the rest or surplus evapo-
rate, and you are then practically masters of the situation.

THE FUTURE OF HORTICULTURE.

BY DE. H. SCHR(EDER. BLOOMINGTON.

Mr. President and Members of this Sociefi/:

I was really flattered when invited by your noble Society for my
thoughts on the future of horticulture. It seems to me you want a

prophet, and since we lost our dear friend. Professor Tice, you have

elected me, poor old fellow, for Tice's successor. T know well that

a prophet should be an old man, with gray hair and a long white

beard, and if I want to keep up decorum I must stop shaving now.
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I also helieve that man. in a tliousand years from now. will be as

bald-headed as a Hat J)utch cabba^'e head. I pity only the poor In-

dians. No more 8cal})s for them from a man, and they must be sat-

isfied with the Scotch poodle-dog scalps of most of our young, fasci-

nating women. Xo more he scalps then. This is my first prophecy
to you; and some one of you younger members will please report to

me when you come to Paradise. No exclusion, Mr. President. I

know that ererji horticulturist will go to Paradise, as they are needed
to beautify and work for the great sun and holiday ])arties. Let me
know. I say. if my prophecy was correct. You will find me in the

Lord's, and not in my Bloomington vineyards, in the departments of

new white grapes on trial, and the grapes of the Holy Lord.

Now to my second propliecy.
The use of fruits goes along with civilization, refinement, and

wealth of oui; people. I will prove this by historical facts of later

dates, r include in horticulture, gardening, or the raising of vege-
tables and flowers and plants.

To begin with cauliflower. Thirty years ago I brought the first

of this aristocratic vegetable into our market. It was then a curios-

ity to our ])eo])le. Some took these l>aldheaded vegetables for

doughnuts or sponges
— a thousand questions had to be answered as

to the use and cooking of the thing. My good lady wife invited

many and often her friends to a dish of cauliflower cooked as it

ought to be and finely seasoned, and you ought to see how they
slickered their tongues; it looked like api)etite all over their faces.

Now all the gardeners cannot raise enough of this most delicious

vegetable.
The asparagus, another aiul one of the most delicate and whole-

some vegetables, I brought to our market. Some men took them for

green cigars, others for wooden pegs, and I had to play the professor
and a Delmonico, in giving information, history, and instruction.

It was tried, and well slickered, ))ut many good housewives did not

understand the })reparing and cooking of it. (). meine Heiland I what
a delicate dish you can make of this vegetable; and to you, my kind

lady friends. I appeal in the name of your sweethearts and loving
husbands, if want to "zickel am up Schneider,*' as our good judge.
Zack Lawrence, says^ give them a dish of fresh tender asparagus.
Peel the stalks, put them in boiling water, boil them for ten minutes,
fish tht'iu out and put them in a flat dish: make a sauce of one tea-

spoonful of flour, a little cream, a j»inch of salt, a little melted but-

ter, and pour it over the as})aragus, with a little nutmeg, and then
await the result :

—embracement after em])racement will follow. My
old grain! luotluM- saifi: '"That is the meal of the angels in the Para-

dise;'" and she knew it well, and this x-aoiic of my reasons to nuike my
further residence at the Paradise. But besides the good dish, aspara-

gus is one of the best remedies for kidney disease in America— the

result of the use of too inuch glucose and voung l)eer. You will
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soon smell the result of this delicate powerful remedy. Now we can

hardly furnish all the asparagus plants demanded. Acres' of it is

grown near our city, and lots of the fruit sent to Chicago. The're-

sult of a foreign emigration brought the asparagus into use, and it

will increase every year. In my childhood asparagus was only known
on the tables of the rich people and in the gardens of the preachers.
Nine years ago I saw three thousand acres of it near the two cities

of Brunswick and Wolfenbittel. in Germany, with an export of a

radius of three hundred miles, and a dozen gigantic canning facto-

ries. The protit is from three to five hundred dollars per acre. So
it will be in America. Was it not the same with the tomato here?

Now we come to the real fruits. As long as our people had to

fight the wolf from the door, and before we had railroads and horti-

cultural societies, fruit culture was not much known. The apple and
the peach were the best known fruits, with only a few varieties.

Now we have not only the most and finest varieties in the world,

but send thousands of barrels to foreign nations over the ocean—the

peach in canned and evaporated states. Thirty and twenty years

ago we imported thousands of tons of dried fruits from Europe, now
we have become exporters, and believe me, the cargoes of plums and

prunes we import now will soon cease when our horticulturists have

found the remedy to do away with the curculio.

Now let us take the strawberry and see what success it has made.
~

Thirty years ago it was a novelty in our gardens, and only a child's

fruit. And where are we now? and as Billy Emerson once wisely
said: "Where will we be a thousand years ago?'" Hundreds of

thousands of acres of strawberries are grown and marketed in every

part of the United States, and instead of only the Early Scarlet, we
have hundreds of the finest varieties, and there will be no end to it.

Take the once only-in-the-fence-corner-growing blackberry, and

see the thousands of acres of the best, sweetest, and largest varieties

grown all over our country. The progress is really wonderful.

Take the raspberry in so many forms and varieties, and you will

have the same picture.
The currant and the gooseberry culture is only in its first in-

fancy, but they will take the same road their sister berries before

mentioned have.

Now we come to two great future fruits, the loveliest of all, the

pear and the cherry
— both only babies. The cherry is a very easy

and most safe fruit to grow in any of our climates and soils, but we
need the varieties yet. The Early Richmond is at present leading,
but its seedlings or children will soon bring us a still better and safer

variety. Then we will have the Bugarow, a hard, sweet, crisp large

cherry, like in Germany and Russia, and new and lietter sorts will

be their offspring. It will become the favored fruit of our children,

and millions of bushels will be dried and preserved.
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The j)ear is mostly :i northern fruit, and is valiiahlr and iis<'fiil

as a delicate food. Much experinientin*^ has been niach' with the

|K^ar. l»ut in tlit" -wrou^' way. as tlu' i(h'a to raise only larj^v fruit was

prevailing. Then the importation of French seeds most exclusively.
and the hyhridizinjti^ with soft French varieties was a great failure.

Our pear seed should come from North Germany and Russia, with

their hardy varieties. The Bergamot. Meckel. Funfer, (rrau and

Goose i)ears should ])e the parents, then we will succeed. I doul)t

that the now famous Kiefer. LeCount, and Sand pears will be suc-

cesses as either table or drying pears. They will l)e novelties of no
duration. Rut do not 1)e discouraged, my friends; — the ever-awake

and never-resting American nurseryman and horticulturist will pro-
duce us pears of value and duration. My eye is particularly fixed on

that noble, thinking, working, philosophic horticulturist. I^rofessor

Budd. A few more such patriots and we soon will have the right

])ear, cherry, plum, and apple, to sweep the country of all worthless

trash. Good pears will be as
'' thick as blackberries.'*

Now we come to the fruit of the gods and Paradise, the most

noble grape.
Go back with me thirty-live and forty years, and nothing l)ut

the sour Isabella adorned here and there our gardens. Nicholas

Longworth made the first step with the hard-shelled ratawl)a: then

came our uever-to-be-forgotten friend. Ball, of Concord, Mass.. and

brought us the first good grape "for the people''
— the Concord.

The Delaware, lona, Diana, Hartford, and the hundreds of seedlings
and hvbrids followed, till our list got so big that we have to com-
mence sifting. But w'e are not to the end of perfection, we are only
•'
at it," and every year will bring" us new and better varieties. But

I will save this long question for another time if your Society wishes

to hear me. and T will only say here, that grape culture has only
connuenced in the West and our State. It is the safest, most profi-

table, intelligent and easiest occupation of fruit culture there is.

There will be more demand for gra])es than for potatoes in the fu-

ture, and if our tem])erance friends have closed the door of every
saloon, brewery and distillery, then grape culture will have its prime

days, and be a blessing to our free country. But on this subject T

have another lecture in the future.

Wishing you a jirofitable and hapjiy meeting. 1 am.
Your friend. Dr. H. ScHROiDER.

Committee appointed to draw up resolutions on the late Dr.

Warder presented the following, which were ado])ted by a rising

vote:
»

Whereas, In the providence of God it has pleased His divine

will to remove from this field of labor our beloved co-worker and

friend. Dr. John A. Warder; therefore,
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Resolved, That we deeply regret the loss of our behaved brother,
and that whilst we bow in submission to Him who doeth all things
well, we have consolation in the belief that his spirit has passed to

the land no mortal eye c-an see or mortal foot hath trod: where trees

and flowers ever bloom, never feeling the touch of decay, and where,
like the first garden, all is perfection.

Fesolred. That we deeply sympathize with the near relatives and
friends of the departed, and that we feel that we too have met with
a great loss; and that our Secretary be requested to furnish a copy of

these resolutions to the family of the deceased.

D. C. SCOFIELL).

H. C. Graves,
Cominitfee.

Remarks of Dr. Humphrey in memory of the late Dr. Warder,

of Ohio, which, on motion of Mr. Scofield. were to follow the reso-

lutions:

Mr. President:

I cheerfully accept the invitation of Father Scofield to say a

word in memory of our late brother and co-worker in the field of

horticulture. I have personally known Dr. Warder for nearly two
decades. I knew him to be an honest man^ and a man of superior

literary and scientific attainments. He was also a man of great en-

ergy and perseverance. He spent a long and useful life in our special
field. As an author and live-worker in the horticultural field of

Ohio, he was the leading spirit and guiding genius for many years.
He was especially interested in the horticultural improvement of the
(jrreat West, and to this end he often visited many of the Western
States. He was so specially interested in our own State that he
often claimed it as his home. For a number of years he was nearly

always with us at our annual meetings, and freely gave us his ripe

experience of many years of study and observation. His words of

wisdom are faithfully preserved in the records of our societies. In
his literary labors he rose above most men of his time as a great
mountain rises in its majesty and overlooks the plain below. He was
one of the first to advocate the planting of millions of trees to cover

parts of the great treeless areas of the west to forests. He was for

many years president of a national forestry association, and visited

Europe to study her forestry systems, and wrote out for us his obser-

vations, which are published in book form. At a good old age, ripe
in experience and rich in wisdom, he finally sinks gently and peace-

fully in the sleep of death.

President Slade and Mr. Scofield added a few words as friends of

the deceased, with much feeling, heartily supporting the remarks of

Dr. Humphrey.
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As some of the members wished to leave on the 11:80 train, it

was moved that we adjourn at 1 1 o'clock. Carried.

Mr. Bryant moved that the papers be referred t<> the Publishinj^

(committee for publication. Carried.

Mr. Minkler. chairman on committee to draw up resolutions on

Arthur Brvant. Sr.. presented the following, which were adopted bv

a rising vote:

It seems to nic that tifty years ago I heard a voice saying, in the

wilderness, (not in the wilderness of Judea, but the wilderness of

Illinois), ''Prepare ye the way of horticulture, of arborculture. of

floriculture, as well as agriculture: for honesty, good morals, for

education, religion and enterprise.'" And this w^as the voice of our

estimable friend Arthur Bryant, Sr.. of Princeton. 111., our beloved

brother in (^hrist and horticulture.

L'esolred. That in his death horticulture has lost one of its most

zealous advocates and friend, and we, as a society, one to whom we
have long looked up to for counsel and guidance.

Resolrnl. That while we nu)urn his dejiarture we realize that our

loss is his eternal gain.
Rexolved. That the Northern Illinois Horticultural Society tender

to his bereaved wife and family our sincere sympathy, and commend
them to the grace of Him who doeth all things well.

Rrsol >('(/, That these resolutions pass by a standing vote and un-

covered heads.

Final resolutions reported by Arthur Bryant. .Jr.. unanimously

adopted :

First.— That we as members of the Northern Illinois Horticul-

tural Society, tender our hearty thanks to the people of Elgin for

kind attentions and courtesies showai us: to the Universalist Church

Society for the use of their rooms for our sessions.

Second.— To the hotels for reductions in rates to our members.
Third.— To the Northwestern and Chicago and Milwaukee

Railways for concessions in rates over their lines.

Fourth.— To the press of Elgin and Chicago for their kind at-

tention in giving so full an account of our proceedings in their dail}'

papers, thereby ])lacing our labors directly before the public in away
that will be likely to accom])lish the most good.

Fifth.— We wish to express our especial thanks to our president
for the efficient manner in which he has managed the affairs of the

Societv. and succeeded in making our present meeting so successful.

May his shadow never grow less.

The Society then adjourned to meet again next year in Elgin, at

such time as the Executive Committee shall appoint.

E. W. GRAVES,
Recording Secretary.
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TOP-GRAFTING THE APPLE.

BY J. V. COTTA. LANARK.

Mr. President (in<l Members of the Horticidtural Society of Norf/icni

lUinois:

Perhaps there is no topic of horticulture upf)n which the earnest,

practical orchardist, as well as the farmers of the northwest, feels a

greater solicitude at the present time, than in the fntnre prospect of

the apple as a relia]>le market and family fruit. Our trees are at

best but short-lived, and though other agencies are continuously at

Avork to hasten their destruction, the primary cause of the mischief

can only be attributed to their want of hardiness under the trying
vicissitudes of our climate. Well nigh half a century has passed

away since the first attempts at orcharding were made by the early

pioneers of this great prairie region, and to-day we find ourselves

face to face with the stern fact that our successes have been few and
our failures have been many.

Much good advice has been given for years, and much very bad
advice too, in the agricultural press, in essays and other papers pub-
lished in the transactions of horticultural societies and elsewhere, by
men, well-meaning and honest, no doubt, in their opinions, and by
men. too. of considerable experience, as to how the many injuries
our trees are subject to may be prevented: but as a rule too much is

expected by the advocates of the different ideas they represent. So
we have, for example, the advocates of low heads and of high heads,
or of close planting for protection: others expect by a leaning of

the trees toward the one- or two-o'clock sun they will obviate the

difficulty: still others advise chalking the trees when taking them

up so as to mark the point of compass, that they may be set out

again the same way: others again would not prune; others not cul-

tivate to induce slow growth: some lay great stress upon early culti-

vation only, and the letting the weeds grow the later part of the

season for protection: the setting up boards to prevent the sun

shining on the bodies is advised by some, or the setting up cornstalks

against the stems; a long scion and a short root is claimed by some
as a preventive of root-killing; again others attempt to fix the whole

question by mulching: while .there are those who attribute the

whole trouble to the presence of bacteria in the atmosphere, believ-

ing that the dead blotches of bark and dead wood on the stems are

caused by those infinitesimal organisms, when they should know that

after the injury is done by climatic agencies, the deceased parts are

attacked by those little creatures only to hasten the decomposition
of the affected part. But enough of these theories.

The fact is, the above are all non-essentials in this question, and
while some of them are of sufficient importance to merit adequate
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recognition, others again are mere fallacies; the intelligent orchard-

ist will know how to discriminate between them.

The unsatisfactory condition of the apple tree in its variations,

as we have it in the northwest, will not be surprising when we com-

pare the climatic conditions of this country with the climate of the

countries of Western Europe whence the present stock of our

assortments originated, viz: England, France and Germany. We
should not wonder that our trees can stand so little, but rather that

they can endure so much. For mark: they are not only required to

stand the sun-heat of Italy, but likewise, and at the same time, the

intense cold and dry air of Russia as found between the 50th and
ooth i)arallels of north latitude. The latitude of Chicago (42°

north) traced across the Atlantic, through Spain and the Meditera-

nean, runs across Italy between Rome and Naples. At the same
altitude above sea level as our prairies are located, we find in that

country an almost perpetual summer, with a climate very similar to

that of our own Florida: sub-tropical fruits, such as oranges, lemons,

pomegranates, dates, figs, olives, etc., being the regular products of

that country on its lower plains; only in the higher valleys and

plateaus of the Appenines do we find the apple. We notice, there-

fore, that neither the fruits of Russia nor of Southern Europe are

called upon to endure such extremes of heat and cold as our fruit

trees are required to endure. Is it a wonder then that so many
kinds succumb to these changes and are short-lived, unhealthy, and

unprofitable? We should refiect that the sun's rays during the day
heat up the lower part of the trunk considerably more than any
other part of the tree, and also that the coldest strata of air at night
sinks to the same level owing to its greater weight, so it naturally
follows that the bark must be ruptured and separated from the cam-

bium, and the sap cells must be destroyed, producing what is popu-
larly known as .•^loi-srald, and noticeable by the blotches of dead

bark found on the lower part of the stem after a winter of great

severity. The greatest damage always resulting in seasons of ex-

treme depression of temperature (30° or more below zero), while

scarcely a trace of this mischief is noticeable after comparatively
mild winters when the thermometer does not reach over 15° or 20°

below zero.

Trees frequently leaf out in the spring and even blossom and
then die. This phenomenon is caused by the sap contained in the

branches and twigs becoming liquid; it compels the develoj)ment of

the foliage and blossoms, but no sap being able to pass through the

ruptured and deadened stem, the tree dries up when the foliage has

evaporated the sap contained in the upper i)art of the tree. It was

practically dead before the advent of spring. Time and again have
our nice promising trees been destroyed, and the memorable winter

of 1882-83, with its three coldest nights of 35\31°, and 29' below

zero, caps the climax as one of the most severe and destructive expe-
17
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rienced by orcliardists and nurserymen of the Northwest. Well

nigh wearied out with the far-too-often-recurring reverses, some of us

seem almost ready to accept the list of one of our Wisconsin friends

for an orchard of one hundred trees, namely, ninety-nine Duchess
and one Duchess of Oldenburg. Not much of an assortment. But
hold on. Things are not near as bad as they might be. The trouble

has been and is, that we are not willing to suit our methods of prop-

agation to the climate, but expect the climate to come around to our

notions, and that perhaps we may not have such a severe winter for

many years, and all will go nicely for a while. Well let us see. On
the 5th of January, 1884, the thermometer registered from 35° to

38° below zero in different parts of Northern Illinois; pretty tough
for that mild winter we expected. No, friends, we must be prepared
for the Avorst if we ever expect to succeed.

The prospect would indeed be discouraging enough were it not
for the fact that numerous experiments, made in different localities

by earnest, searching, and determined men, and reaching through a

series of over thirty-five years, with double-working or top-grafting
have been eminently successful in all cases where hardy, reliable

stocks were used. These experiments establish beyond controversy
that many varieties, too tender to succeed as root-grafts, may be

profitably grown in the greater part of our Northwest to become

hardy, long-lived trees, bearing better crops of finer fruits then root-

grafts to the same sorts. To support this statement I shall intro-

duce a few facts as recorded in the very instructive volumes of trans-

actions of the Iowa and Wisconsin Horticultural Societies, together
with my own observations:

Under the head of
" Root- and Top-Grafting," Prof. James

Matthews, of Knoxville, Iowa, furnished the horticultural society of

that state a paper, which appears in the transactions of said society
for 1879, pages 403 to 405, of which I will give a brief synopsis.
He introduces the problem: Are certain varieties of fruits more

hardy and prolific and of superior size, beauty, and flavor, when top-
worked upon hardij stocks, than when root-grafted in the usual way?
Maintaining the affirmative upon this question, he submits a state-

ment of a few facts for the consideration of those whose opinions
are adverse to his, as well as for those who have formed no definite

conclusions upon this subject. He says: "In April, 1872, I visited

the orchard of Mr. Drury Overton, near Knoxville, Iowa. This or-

chard contained from fifteen hundred to two thousand trees, most of

which were planted twenty-three and twenty-four years previous,

consecjuently passed the terrible winters of 1855, ^56 and '57. In

planting this orchard it so happened that almost every variety set

out was divided between root- and top-grafts, hence affording a very
favorable opportunity of testing the advantages and disadvantages
of the two modes of grafting. Mr. Overton, an old nurseryman,
having commenced business about thirty years ago in Henry County,
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Iowa, has been engaged in nnrserv and fruit groAving ever since, is a

modest and rather reticent man, but one of the closest ol>servers in

the State. On the occasion stated Mr. Overton accompanied me,
and my subsequent remarks in quotations are substantially and as

near as possible, in his own words, and taken down in j)enci] by me
as we passed and were observing each variety:"

WJiife Winter Pearmain—''Does twice as well top-grafted as

on root-grafts, but fruit scabs badly even grown in this way."

Kiirlij Pciniocl-—''Far better, and perfectly hardy when top-

worked; only half hardy and poor bearer when root-grafted."'

Hnhhanhton Xonesuch—"
Splendid when top-worked, and per-

fectly hardy; tender and indifferent when root-grafted."

Difer
—"A good bearer when top-worked; poor bearer when

root-grafted."
American Golden Russett—"Killed in '55 to '56, even when top-

worked (thermometer 32" below zero), but has been hurt since; per-

fectly tender root-grafted."

Bo.rburij Bitsseff—''Does very well top-worked, but will not

succeed root-grafted."
Fulton—"Only bears well when top-worked."
Siraar—"First rate, and a good bearer when top-worked, but

only succeeds in this way."

Esopno Spitzenhimf
—"

First rate, perfectly hardy and bears

well when top-worked, but does not succeed root-grafted."
Porter ^" Fine, but only when top-worked.""
Little Bed Boiiianite (Gilpin)

—"Hardy, and a great bearer

when top-worked; not hardy when root-grafted."

Winesap
—" Far better and more ])rolific when top-worked."

MicJiael Henry Pippin
—"Good only when top-worked.""

Fall Pippin
—"Fine and hardy top-worked; only half hardy

root-grafted."
JoiiafJnni —"Far better tn])-worked standing side by side."

Pidjx'ltooken
—"Fine and quite hardy top-worked; only half

hardy and variable in quality when root-grafted."

Waqner—"First rate, and don"t Ijlight when top-^vorked."
"1)1 the hard winters above alluded to (1855-*0-"7 ). Mr. Over-

ton's trees of Kambo, root-grafted, about one hundred, were all

killed to the ground, while in Mr. John Gamble's orchard, about one-

quarter of a mile distant, there were two trees of this kind, top-

grafted, ])lanted out in 1851, which were uninjured, and are now

perfectly sound, bearing plentifully."
The Professor then mentions the William"s Favorite upon liis

grounds at Knoxville, some of which are root-grafted and some top-
worked four feet above the ground, stating that the latter had I)een

in bearing aljout ten years, and are by far the most profitable sum-
mer apples he has, while five of the root-grafted trees did not, in

proportion to age and size, produce as much .fruit as one of the top-

grafted trees.
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The followiuf^ list of varieties is recommended by the Iowa State

Horticultural Society for top-working, and published in the transac-

tions of the Society:
Ben Davis— Should be top-grafted at the north.

Cole's Quince
— At the north is better top-worked.

Dijer
— Much grown, mostly by top-working.

Cracking
—

Profitably grown on bluii' soils, top-worked on hardy
stocks.

Dominie— Short-lived in central district on the prairie, unless

top-worked.

EarJij Pennock— No variety on list will pay better for top-

working.
Earlif Joe— Tree seems hardy, but is a poor grower, hence

should be top-worked.
Fall Orange— Does well top-worked on hardy stock at the north.

Grimes' Golden— Grown profitably in central district top-

worked, and is doing well north on crab stock.

Huhhardston Nonesuch — Does well in central districts- top-
worked.

Jonathan— On account of its fine quality this favorite is on
northern list for top-working.

Jewetts' Bed— Top-worked it is quite hardy on northern prairies.
Loivell— Profitable only when top-worked.
Maiden's Blush— In central district on list for top-working.

One of most popular fall apples.
MotJier— Recommended top-worked in central district.

Micliael Henrij Pippin
— Does best top-worked even at the south.

Northern Spy— Tardy in coming into bearing. Worthy of trial

top-worked.
Newton Pippin

— Best on bluff soils and top-worked.
Pewaukee— Likely to become popular. To be top-worked at

the north.

Bamsdell's Sweet— Should be top-worked more in central dis-

trict.

Bamho—Will pay in central district top-worked.
Boyyie Beauty

— About like Rambo in hardiness.

Bomanite— Not hardy north unless top-worked.
Snwke-Honse— Does well top-worked in central district.

Willow Ttvig
— To be top-worked north.

Westfield Seek-no-further— Does well top-worked in central dis-

trict on the prairie.

Wagner— Short-lived in most parts of the State, unless top-
worked on hardy stocks.

Mr. E. Wilcox, of La Crosse, Wisconsin, in transactions of the

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society for 1880-*8l, p. 127, quotes
from the report of 1872: "Mr. Tuttle (Baraboo, Wis.) recommended
the Transcendant crab for a stock to top-work the standard apple on,
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and said :

"

I have full faith tliat this method of top-grafting on a

hardy stock will insure us a hardier class of trees than those grown
in the ordinary way. I believe it from the fact that wherever the

experiment has been tried it has worked well.*
*"

Mr. E. C. Wamsley, near Polo, 111., has top-grafted Rambo and
Maiden Blush trees on his grounds, over thirty years old, which have
been very jiroductive, and are still in vigorous condition. l>iddiiig fair

to last a good many years yet. Hoot-grafted trees of tiiese varieties

are tender, short-lived and uni)rotitable.
^

In 1872 I top-grafted Grimes' Golden and planted them the fol-

lowing s))ring in orchard; they commenced bearing in "78 and have
borne nicely every year since, except last season, when they made
however a good wood-growth, apparently uninjured. Root-grafted,
the Grimes Golden were severely damaged in 1872 and "73, and again
in "77 and "78: many of them being destroyed. I have not root-grafted
this kind since.

I have the following varieties top-worked about four feet above

the ground, in my nursery, mostly upon Whiting No. 20 stems: Red
Astrachen. Early Harvest. Early Colton, Early Excelsior, Lesters

Beauty. Sweet June, Chenango Strawlierry, Cole"s Quince, Baily
Sweet, Garfield, Porter, Lanark, Sweet Russet, Ben Davis, Cayuga
Redstreak. Clark"s Orange. Grimes' Golden. Ishani Sweet. Jonathan.

Mann, Pewaukee. Wythe and Willow Twig. All of these passed

through last winter a])parently uninjured, not a twig nor a bud hurt:

they all made a fine growth the past summer, ripened up the young
growth nicely, hence going into winter quarters in good condition.

Now let us compare my root-grafted trees with the above, stand-

ing in same block upon the same kind of soil, having received the

same cultivation and care:

Uninjured— Duchess of Oldonl^urg and Tetofskey.

SUghfhj Jiioi— Walbridge and Nelson"s Sweet.

Considerahlij injured
—

Wealthy, Hass, Shiawassee Beauty and
Fameuse.

Severe! If danuiffed
—

Early Harvest, Red Astrachan, Sweet .Tune,

Bailev Sweet. Coles Quince. Plumb's Cider, Porter, Baltimore, Mary-
land lledstreak, Pewaukee and Talman Sweet.

Parfli/ killed— Sweet Pear. Price's Sweet and Lyman's Large
Yellow.

Nearly all killed— Ben Davis and Mann.
All killed— Hill's Red, Colburn. K'oshkonong and Willow Twig.
Of a number of Russian and other North-of-Europe varieties

which come highly recommended for hardiness and otlier good qual-

ities, I have on trial. IjotJi root- and top-grafted, none of the latter

sustained any injury, while some of the root-grafted ones were
killed l)ack to the snow-line, others were more or less damaged, and

a very few of them came through all right. We may reasonably

conclude, therefore, that the greater number of those kinds intro-
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duced of late years from Northern Europe will be rejected, as but

very few of them offer any advancement over our own well-known
sorts. Still we are advancing. Many earnest, intelligent, and de-

termined cultivators are at work testing, hybridizing, experimenting,
and we may reasonably hope that in the not remote future we shall

have an assortment that shall, in hardiness, productiveness and gen-
eral value, exceed anything we are now acquainted with.

And now I would most earnestly appeal to the nurserymen of

not only Northron Illinois, but of the entire Northwest, to give this

matter their earnest attention. It is certainly high time that we
should get out of the old rut of propagating our trees by a method
that has been weighed in the balance so many years and found

wanting. Our people have a right to look to the nursery trade for

a supply of a class of trees adapted to the peculiarities of our cli-

mate, and they will cheerfully pay an extra price for trees worth the

money. The nurseryman, on the other hand, can well afford to

propagate them thus, if he can realize a price that will remunerate
him for the extra labor, expense, and time required for the purpose.
Shall it be done?
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Secretary.
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REGULAR PROCEEDINGS.

The Horticultural Society of Southern Illinois met December

5, 1883, at the office of Captain E. Hollister, in Alton.

The President and Vice-President being both absent, Hon. John

M. Pearson was called to the chair.

Capt. Hollister presented a draft of a constitution for this

Society, which, after slight alterations, was adopted.

The election of officers resulted as follows:

President— E. A. Riehl, Alton.

First Vice-President— G:. W. Endicott, Villa Ridge.

Second Vice-President— Wm. Jackson, Godfrey.

Secretary and Treasurer— E. Hollister, Alton.

It was then moved to make a short list of fruits to be recom-

mended for general planting in this district, which was done Avith

the following result:

APPLES FOR MARKET.

Summer— Red Astrachan, Keswick Codlin, Benoni, Sops of

Wine and Maiden's Blush.

Fall— It was unanimously agreed that fall apples were not

profitable for market purposes.

Winter— Ben Davis^ Rome Beauty, Jonathan, Winesap, Win-
ter May, Gilpin. Janet.

APPLES FOR FAMILY USE.

Summer— Early Harvest, Red Astrachan, C. R. June, Benoni,

Maiden's Blush, Bailey Sweet, Fameuse.

Fall— Fall Wine. Rambo, Grimes* Golden, Yellow Bellflower.

Winter— Jonathan, Rome Beauty, Winesap, Ben Davis, Janet,

Gilpin, Moore's Sweet, Sweet Vandever.

PEARS FOR MARKET.

Bartlett, Howett, Duchess.
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PEARS FOR FAMILY USE.

Bartlett, Seckel, Howell, White Doyenne, Anjou, Sheldon.

PEACHES— FAMILY AND MARKET.

Alexander, Mountain Rose, Large Early York, Old Mixon Free,

Crawford's Late, Stump, Piquet's Late, Smock, Salway, Heath Cling-

GRAPES— HOME USE AND MARKET.

Worden or Concord, Cynthiana, Norton's Virginia, Missouri

Riesling, Noah, Ives.

STRAWBERRIES— HOME USE AND MARKET.

Captain Jack, Downing, Wilson.

RASPBERRIES.

Black Caps
— Doolittle and Gregg.

Reds— Cuthbert, Brandywine, and Turner for home use only.

The attendance was smaller than usual, many who had intended

coming having been kept away by the extreme cold weather, the

thermometer indicating from twenty-four to thirty-two degrees

below zero at sunrise, being colder than anything ever before experi-

enced in this section by those present.

It was too early to make examinations to determine the damage
done to fruit, but it was the general opinion of members that the

peaches and some cherries must be killed, and other fruits seriously

damaged.
E. A. RIEHL,

Secretary.

"o^



PROCEEDINGS
OF TUE

KANKAKEE VALLEY

Horticultural Society,

FOR THE YEAR 1883.

Reported for publication by Len. Small, Secretary.

FEBRUARY MEETING.*

The Society held its monthly meeting Saturday afternoon, Feb-

ruary 10, in the Supervisor's room, Kankakee. President Milo Bar-

nard in the chair.

Minutes of last meeting read and approved.

H. S. Bloom reported for the committee to select subjects for

discussion during the year, as follovi^s:

February
— Pruning.

March— Best varieties of Fruit to Plant.

April
—

Variety of Vegetables; Forestry.

May— Floricultural.

June— Strawberries.

August—'How shall we prevent our boys from leaving the farm ?

September— Injurious Insects; Blights; Diseases of Plants.

October— Harvesting and storing Fruits and Vegetables.
November— Review of the Year's work.

December— Annual Meeting; Election of Officers.

Query Box always open. Questions from those living at a dis-

tance may be mailed to tbe secretary.
Written communications concerning horticultural improvement

solicited from each town and neighborhood.

Mr. Henry Mortimer, Committee on Orchards, read an excellent

report.

^ The proceedings of the Jannarj' Meeting, together with the names of oflScers and com-
mittees for 1883, are printed in Volume XVI, pages 362 369.
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L. E. Cunningham— Will the ice on the trees injure or benefit

the fruit crop the coming season?

In answer, several members expressed the opinion that it would

not be detrimental.

L. E. Cunningham was called on for an essay; and after a few

well-chosen remarks he proceeded to read a paper entitled
'" Educa-

tion Practical vs. Education Fashionable."

The subject for this meeting's consideration. "Pruning," was

then discussed.

A. L. Miner— I have had a little practical experience in this

line. Part of my orchard Kas never had a limb cut off. It is alive

and doing well. The rest of it was trimmed and is all dead. I would

advise trimming trees while young, but after they are set in the

orchard never cut off a limb.

Henry Mortimer— To trim intelligently we should be acquaint-

ed with the tree or variety. Perry Russett needs to be pruned. Do

not cut the branches back, but cut them off; while Belmont is an

excellent apple, if you trim the tree it will decay. When we have

had an orchard bearing for several years the lower limbs will be

dead. We should cut them off, for they draw the moisture from the

tree. In conclusion, Mr. Mortimer said: "Prune the trees when

young: cut off the dead limbs; paint the stubs."

A. H. Burt—Why does pruning an apple tree prevent it from

bearing? In the East, where I came from, orchards are trimmed

every year^ or at least bi-annually, and they bear well. It is gener-

ally conceded that the flow of sap, etc., will concentrate in the part

of the tree that is left, and make finer and better fruit. Is it to pre-

vent rapid evaporation that you leave the branches?

A. L. Miner— It is to prevent scalding?

A Voice— What is scalding?

H. S. Bloom— When trees lean to the northeast, and the sun's

rays are permitted to strike the trunk from the southwest, and the

heat kills that side of the tree, it is called sun-scald.

President Barnard— Two-thirds of the orchards south of me

in my neighborhood have been ruined by being trimmed by traveling
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men who styled themselves "
professional pruners." In rej)]}' to Mr.

Burt, I would say that orchards down east live one hundred and fifty

years, while here twenty-five years is a fair average. The climate

and soil are verv different.

T. C. Dickinson — Would not advise any one to trim if they wish

to save their trees; hut I think we can get better fruit by pruning.

MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS.

A. L. Miner broached the subject of replanting orchards, and

said:
"

I think, by properly enriching the ground, we can fill the va-

cancies in our old orchards with success.

Mr. Mortimer, having had much experience in this work, an-

swered to the effect that generally it is not advisable to replant old

orchards, but plant on new ground.

A. H. Burt moved that a committee be appointed to examine

into the feasibility of publishing a paper for this Society.

The motion was thoroughly discussed, and it was moved to

amend by inserting after the word ''paper,"' "or the proceedings of

the meetings in pamphlet form." And the motion was adopted as

amended. The committee, as appointed, consisted of Messrs. Burt,

Bloom, Mortimer, and Len. Small.

Prof. F. N. Tracy, A. L. Miner, and L. E. Cunningham paid

their membership fees.

Adjourned to meet the second Saturday of March.

MARCH MEETING.

The Society held its monthly meeting Saturday afternoon, March

10th, in the Supervisors' Room, Kankakee. The attendance was ex-

ceedingly good.

Meeting called to order at 1:30, President Barnard in the chair.

Minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

Next in order being the report of Special Committees, the fol-

lowing was read, and on motion of A. L. Miner, adopted:
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Mr. President:

The committee appointed to examine into the feasibility of pub-

lishing a horticultural paper or printing the proceedings of the So-

ciety in pamphlet form, submit the following report:

Considering it impracticable to publish a paper, we received

seabd bids from the printing offices of this city, to print, monthly,
the proceedings of the Society. We find the lowest bid is given by
the Times office.

Believing it to be low enough to warrant a trial we recommend
the Society to take action with a view to publishing its proceedings
for the remainder of the year of 1883.

A. H. BuET,
Henry Mortimer,
Henry S. Bloom,
Len. Small,

Committee.

Following this report several motions were made that failed to

pass, and an extended discussion ensued, participated in by Messrs.

Burt, Bloom, M. Barnard, A. L. Small, Mortimer, Miner, Cunning-

ham, 0. W. Barnard, Lane, Mrs. Decker and others.

It was moved and carried that we accept the Times'' bid, which,

in substance, is as follows:

"We agree to furnish five hundred copies of the proceedings of

the Kankakee Valley Horticultural Society, loose sheets, same as

sample exhibited, for ninety-five cents per page.
Livingston & Shaw."

orchards.

Mr. Mortimer, committee, reported verbally that the fruit buds

of cherry trees, as far as he has observed, are dead, and apples con-

siderably injured.

VEGETABLES.

Mr. Cunningham, committee:

Mr. President:

My report upon vegetables and small fruits must necessarily be

short at this time of the year. As far as I can learn a great many
potatoes have been frozen. Those not injured have kept remarkably
well. Turnips likewise. Many strawberries are fresh looking,

although they lay under a complete coating of ice under the cover-

ing. Raspberry, canes, in my judgment, have not been injured in

the least. The Lawton blackberry will, I think, give me some fruit.

The Concord grape, I think, will give two-thirds of a crop. Cherries

are reported killed again. I have faith in getting a pretty fair crop.
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ESSAYS.

Chair called upon Mr. A. H. Burt, one of the regular essayists,

who read the following

PAPER ON FLORICULTURE.

BY A. H. BURT.

The indifference with which some people regard the beauty of

nature indicates the lack of one of the mental functions from which

may be derived a pure and exquisitely^ agreealjle ])leasure.

The desire for what is ornament is legitimate, even the

heights and breadths of its development through cultivation.

The strict utilitarian who touches nothing but what will turn

into money, has his own species of enjoyment, but is not the kind

that smooths the wrinkles on the brow of age, and yields to its re-

tirement agreeable food for reflection.

He who uses in his business life the hours that mind and body
demand for recreation, contracts the possilnlities of his happiness.
Some men consider flowers trash. They can see beauty in trees, in

the fields of waving grain, in the carpet of green that covers meadow
and pasture, but 'tis beauty born from the conciousness that the

golden grain means dollars; the tree is shade, comfort and fruit; the

grass is fine steers, butter, milk— it means dollars. The dollars are

useful in the economy of exchange; they are convenient and a source

of pleasure.
But there are other considerations which sharpen enjoyment:

among them are the investigations in the great arcana of nature.

The real benefactors of the world are those men who never had
wealth for an object, who did not look for money in the unheaved
rocks and ledges

— formations of the ages; but they unfolded the

mysteries of the pre- historic eye, and this knowledge helps to satisfy
one of the wants of the race. He who devoted his life to the dangers
and privations of forest and flood, that he might know the animals

of earth, their habits and history, was not after money; but he gave
the world's scientists facts from which grew evolutions,—the relations

of growth. He was the ])ioneer of data that agitates the literary
moralists of the world.

Like the zoological hunter was the ornithologist; for months
alon^ with nature and the birds. The geographer devoted his life in

searching new lands, not for money;— succeeding generations reaped
the reward—he, too often, a posthumous honor.

And the botanist, was he searching among the flowers for gold?
Did he examine stem and petal, leaf, fibre, root and rootlet for money?
It was a higher reward that spurred him on. We have results of his

observation and labor.
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The botanist saw that the flora of earth was unlike, and yet alike

in form. Kinds varied, yet there were similarities, and from them

slowly evolved a .systematic classification.

Occasionally a man tells me: "
1 would not give you a cent for

every flower you have," and yet before he has made the circuit of the

greenhouse will request the man for half a dozen plants. He sees

something that demands his attention, arouses his curiosity, arouses,

perhaps, a sentiment that only sleeps because the object that could

awaken it had never been seen. He would have smiled with incre-

dulity had he been told he could see beauty in a flower, to raise a

sentiment of pleasure and involuntarily draw words of praise. I

have seen men, after the most heartless disregard for your feelings,

uttering words of deepest, wholesale contempt, pause before a flower,

here and there, and say: ''That is pretty," "That is a handsome

thing." One man has declared, more than once, he would trample

upon the choicest flower as soon as the vilest weed of the field.

Some men, in the struggle for competence that often never

comes, and as often delays its coming until the very evening of mid-

dle life, have dwarfed or extinguished the power to derive satisfaction

from anything outside of the narrow sphere by whose walls time

has slowly environed them. In such we do not look for that gener-
ous breadth of mind and discernment that can see the diamond

beyond the rough covering
— the finger of God in the ornamental

creation.

I have yet to see the first boy that does not look with honest

admiration upon a collection of flowers. The gay colors attract him

strangely; before them he stands the longest time. Every faculty
a boy possesses is ready for action as soon as its corresponding object

is seen. All development beyond this is the result of cultivation.

The passion is just awakened, afterward comes the growth.
In my younger days I was accustomed to see in my mother's

flower garden the annuals and shrubs, that now might be truly called

the "rare plants," but I was not conscious of their beauty. I have

no recollection of deriving satisfaction from their existence there.

The feeling that ivants, the passion that loves, was yet unborn.

My botanical studies at school were ended, the local flora dissected,

analyzed and classed; still I never looked on a flower and said, sin-

cerely,
"
It is beautiful." The birth, the awakening, was reserved

for maturer years.
A few years ago I was introduced to two ladies in a window

garden of flowers. There I fell in love —not with the ladies— with

the brightness and cheer of that bit of green. A full-grown
"
sea

onion
"
was wonderously magnificent to me, and the tangled smilax,

from which soon after was gathered a tribute of love for a sweet

little girl called to eternity, awakened a slumbering faculty; and I

saw a new use for flowers, and have gathered them around me ever

since.
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As every rii-h. lucious fruit sutisHes n cruviiifj^ of the ]»hysieal

nature, so every plant and flower, l)y its graceful form and inimitable

color, is to satisfy a mental craving.
The physical a))petite discovers its need first. Our mental ne-

cessities are so varied that we nuiy live three-score and ten years, and

never be conscious that we are losing the richness that is scattered

along our pathway.
We cannot ex})ect to go over the whole ground of the world's

flora, for then it becomes an exhaustive work.

Let the plants, flowers and trees, each day brought under our

observation, teach w^hat they will, receive it.

Discoveries come unbidden: you may see a truth that Linnaeus

passed unheeded by.
In our own local flora are found the same colors and forms, the

same laws of reproduction and growth, the same structure of cell

and function of parts, as are found in those of other climes.

With similarity there is endless variation. A primal stage of

growth exhibits conditions that are modified or entirely changed
in after growth. Location and climate create dissimilarities. The
lessons of our own flora are long aiid interesting.

Scattered over the ]irairies of the west are many species of

plants worthy of cultivation. If reports of the pioneers be true,

many of them, which once flourished in wild profusion, have disap-

peared entirely, or can only be found occasionally. If no one has

made an effort to preserve those species it is now time to begin.
A few of our prairie flowers are now cultivated in the east, and

the seed of fome species that almost rank as weeds here, are sold in

large quanties in Europe.
Cassia Clnnnarrisfa, that grows along our roadside in abund-

ance, its black-centered yellow blossom, almost unheeded by us, is

considered choice in Germany.
Right here is where some of our good foreign friends who come

over to l)ecome American citizens overreach themselves. A German
friend of mine, thinking nothing so good as that which had the fra-

grance of the Fatherland sticking to it, sent across the sea for his

flower seeds; being ignorant of our native flora, he included in his

list some of our native species, which might have been gathered at

his own door. Among others he sent for
"
Cassia, choice or mixed."

He gave u\*' some of the seed saying they were very choice. "I gets
them from rfhermauy." I jjlanted them and watered and v;atclied

them with that delightful uncertainty that always clings to the

"new and very choice." As they grew I recognized them as old ac-

(juaintances. They bloomed, and behold they were Cassia Chama'-

crisfa.

Dodecatheon, another Maine flower of merit, is cultivated in the

east. I see no reason why this flower cannot.be forced as well as

18
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Cyclamen. The}' grow in the toughest prairie sod, and if you wish
to dig any be sure and have a good spade.

Once, unthinkingly, I sent to to D. M. Ferry for Eiipatorium
Puiyiireuni. It is found in abundance, especially on low grounds of

unbroken pasture. Fortunately not a seed germinated, and I was
saved the anxiety of watching the seed develop into purple honeset.

A little ])otanical knowledge is sometimes very useful.

I wish those who notice any prairie flower growing scarce Avould

make an effort to save roots or seeds. It is my intention to preserve

every genus and variety possessing the least merit, and as this will be
a matter of time, cooperative effort will lighten the labor.

In the study of ornamental plants is a wide field of pleasure.
You have only to plant and to begin to attend to them to discover

that they are worth your attention, and will pay. They are not trash.

Grod never made any trash. What we called a vile weed once, now
gives us the strongest fibers. Ragweed itself may contain the

panacea to quiet your pain and restore health.

At its conclusion Mrs. Izetta Dole was called for, but as the day
was stormy, and she lived some distance, she had not arrived, but had

kindly sent her paper, which was read by the Secretary.

OUR BIRDS OF SONG.

BY MRS. IZETTA DOLE.

It is almost the season for the birds to again charm us with
their beautifiil songs. Already a few have ventured from their sun-

ny southern homes, reminding us that it is not always winter: al-

though even in winter, when everything outside is cold and dreary,
we can make it seem like summer by having flowers and birds in our
houses. The bluejay and the little snowbird stay with us all winter,
and though the plumage of the bluejay is beautiful, his notes are

harsh and disagreeable.
The first birds to come back in the spring are the blackbirds and

robins. The blackbirds congregate on the tops of the highest trees

and hold grand concerts, making the whole air ring with their me-
lodious notes. I know they are not generally considered as fine

singers, but underlying their louder harsh notes is a sweet melody,
that sounds like the waters of a little brook rippling over pebbles.

I have heard that some of the members begrudge the fruit that

the robins eat; but I would willingly give them the few berries they
want for the sake of their company, for when I am out picking fruit,

especially cherries, they often dispute my right to the property, and
are so cunning and saucy one cannot. help admiring their impudence.
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The sweetest sin<i;er in this part of the State is the l)r()\vii thrush.

Who has not been charnieil in the early sprinj^ mornings by its li-

quid tlutelike notes? It has but few notes, but they possess a sweet-

ness Ix'voiid description.
Tlie })]uniage of the restless little huiiiniiii^birds is the most

beautiful and brilliant, and it is a source of great pleasure to watch
them as they dart from flower to flower gathering their accustomed
food.

The swallow is another l)ird that every one is familiar with, that

comes quite early in the s})ring. Last year, just after they had com-
menced building their nests in the little house they have occupied for

years the blueltirds tried to drive them away. The swallows, how-
ever, never left their houses alone for an instant, one of them being
on guard all the time. It was amusing to watch the manoeuvres of

the blue birds. They Avould fly away as though they had given up
the contest, but Avould shortly return from a different direction. The
swallows never relaxed their vigilance though, and then what a chat-

tering and scolding there would be. Finally the bluebirds did give

up, and left the swallows to finish their nests in peace.
Even if the birds did nothing l)ut charm us with their songs,

and delight the eye with their brilliant ]iluniage and graceful move-

ments, most of us, at least, would not be willing to have them des-

troyed, or mourn over the fruit they eat: but besides that, they more
than pay for their food by destroying injurious insects.

I think it rather absurd to put me down for an essay, when
there are so many here that could do so much better than I can;
but if I have said anything to interest or amuse any one I shall feel

repaid for my efforts.

The subject,
'' Best varieties of Fruits to plant," was then dis-

cussed. Varieties of ajjples were first considered.

Mr. Mortimer was called. He said by planting hardy kinds we

are sure to have some fruit every year. Duchess of Oldenburg is

perhaps the best early variety. It is an ironclad. I think it will

stand a temjjerature thirty to forty degrees below zero. Wealthy is

another of our ironclads, and can be depended upon. Maiden's ]31ush

T prefer for fall. It is one of our very best fruits, and when it fails

we have nothing to fall back upon but the ironclads. Lowell is also

an excellent apple, but bears only on alternate years. Of raspberries

I believe the Turner will stand any cold we have here.

Dr. Small l)eing called upon, replied to the effect that the varie-

ties named by Mr. Mortimer, with the addition of Ben Davis, are

among the best.
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A. L. Miner— Smith's Cider is good. Northern Spy paid me
well last year. Rambo and Cayuga Red Streak bear well most every

year.

Mr. Mortimer— Of Ben Davis I have some that are very infe-

rior. In other places they are excellent. I think we are hardly in

the latitude for Ben Davis unless we have a southern slope to plant

upon.

A. L. Miner— My orchard is set on the north side of a sandhill.

T have had no experience with the Ben Davis myself, but one of my
neighbors has as fine and thrifty looking an orchard of this variety

us I ever saw. The speaker also mentioned other Ben Davis or-

chards that are doing well.

A. H. Burt—Does any one know anything about the Strawberry

apple ?

Answer— There are several different varieties of trees in this

section which are called the Strawberry apple; most of them are

short lived.

Mr. Mellon was called. My experience is rather limited, but I

have two varieties that have not be spoken of here that did the best

with me : they are the Romanite and Little Romanite. The Minkler

keeps well. If I was to say anything about the Northern Spy, I

would say plant as few of them as possible.

T. C. Dickinson— I have a Roman Stem that has been bearing

four successive years. Russets bear well, but the fruit is inferior.

Mr. Dickinson spoke about girdling trees, and in connection with

that subject, said: "If I had trees that did not bear I would cut the

bark at the ground and strip it up to the limbs, and I think they

would bear one good crop of fruit."

Mr. Cooper
— I have some fifty varieties of apples; none of them

have been doing me justice, or else I have not been doing them jus-

tice. I do not feel prepared to recommend any varieties. Of those

I have, Lowell is the best for fall, Duchess of Oldenburg for summer.

Ben Davis has borne a few crops of fine looking apples, but they are

so inferior in quality that it takes a person who is almost starved to

relish them; they have not been old enough to bear but about seven

years, and they begin to show signs of decay. Of small fruits: Rasp-

berries— Black Cap varieties; Strawberries— Monarch of the West,
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Green, Prolific, and Wilson; Gooseberries Hoiij^hton; Currants—
Red Dutch, have all done well.

A. L. Small— To what do you attribute the failure (jf your Ben

Davis trees? Do they winter-kill y

Mr. Cooper
— No. sir: they lilight and sun-scald. Some of the

tree? are all dead.

Mr. Bloom, in answer to Mr. Burt's inquiry about the Straw-

berry apple, said he had raised the late or Chenan<j^() Strawberry, a

very tine apple, trood size, j^ood bearer, tree not long lived. Was also

acquainted with the Early Strawberry apple: tree moderately vigor-

ous, good bearer of a beautiful small apple, that was always in great

request with the children. Little Red Romanites: tree quite' vigor-

ous, an immense bearer of rather a small a])plo of inferior quality.

but a great keeper, lasts till the following July. Maiden's Blush: in

my judgment one of the best autumn varieties, bearing every year a

moderately fair crop of beautiful smooth apples, of good size, excel-

lent for drying; tree hardy with me. Red Astrachan: tree a vig(n--

ous grower, moderately hardy with me. good bearer of good sized

apples, excellent for cooking: too sour for dessert; season, August.
American Summer Pearmain: tree a moderately fair grower, hardy
with me; fruit good size, oblong; quality, best. Early Red .lune:

tree hardy, a good bearer every alternate year; fruit of medium size,

dark red, and of good quality. Northern Spy: tree moderately

hardy, but late coming, into bearing; bears alternately if it has

plenty of room and sunlight; fruit of good size and quality. Rawles'

Janet: tree vigorous und hardy, and an immense bearer while young
of good fair fruit that keeps well; trees with me rather short-lived.

Soil on which the above trees were grown is a rich clay loam, grav-

elly subsoil, near timber.

President Barnard — One part of the subject that has not been

spoken of, is in regard to new varieties. If we are to have long lived

trees that succeed well in this climate we must find them among our

native seedlings. The President then read some extracts from the

transactions of the Indiana Horticultural Society for 1881, ])age 128,

and also a letter from Mr. B. 0. Curtis. Paris. TIL. in regard to the

Utter. Lanis Red Streak, Housonis Choice. Pear Flavor, and 11 anna

apples, of which the writer spoke very highly as being loim-livt'(|

trees.
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Mr. Cooper
— 1 am acquainted with Lanis Red Streak. My

recollection is that it never paid for setting.

MISCELLANEOUS

It was moved and carried tliat a committee be appointed to re-

vise the constitution and report before next November. The Chair

appointed as such committee, Len. Small, H. S. Bloom, A. H. Burt.

On motion of the Secretary T. C. Dickinson was appointed to

open the discussion on '^
Varieties of Vegetables," and the President

to open the discussion on ''

Forestry," at the next meeting.

The Secretary moved that each member who pays, or has paid,

the annual membership fee for 18S3, be entitled to a copy of our

printed transactions, and also to one line on the membership page
for their name, address, and business. Adopted.

L. E. Cunningham exhibited some box elder (ash-leaved maple)

syrup, that was tested by the members.

A. S. Cutler. A. Mellon, and A. H. Burt, paid their membership
fees.

Adjourned to meet the second Saturday of April, in Kankakee.

APRIL MEETING.

The April meeting was called to order at 2:15 by President Milo

Barnard.

Minutes read and approved.

i COMMUXICATIONS.

H. S. Bloom read a letter from Hon. W. H. Ragan, Secretary of

the Indiana State Horticultural Society, in which he stated that he

had sent our Society the transactions of their last meeting.

On motion a vote of thanks was extended to Mr. Ragan.

The following paper was then read:
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RENEWING THE FRUIT GARDEN.

BY DR. A. L. SMALL.

[f we koop our I'ruit j^ardcns productive iiiul reap froivi tliciii

such harvests of fruit as we are entitled to expect, we must re])laiit

much oftener than is usually' practised. The inij)()rtaiKe of tlie

frequent renewal of fruit ])lantations is well understood and acted

upon by the wide-awake and jjroj^ressive market j^'ardener, but does

not seem to be realized by the average possessor of the fruit garden.
The usual way is to allow the old plants to stand year after year,

bearing each year less fruit and of poorer equality.

This is the season for planting. Let us commence to reform liy

putting out a few young plants of strawberries, raspberries. Idack-

berries and grai)es. even if the number of plants of each kind is

very small. Prepare your ground well, cultivate and take care of

them, and you will be amazed at the amount and quality of the fruit

you will get. Next year plant a few more, and so on each year, and

you will thus keep u]) a constant annual supply of these fruits. You
do not need to go to the nurseryman or tree-peddler for your sup))ly
of young plants. Strawberries, raspberries, and blackberries all fiii--

nish you an abundance of young ])lants without any extra care on

your part, and young plants of grapes can be so easily grown from

layers, that the labor and care of growing them is hardly worth

mentioning.
Do not put off planting this spring because you think you have

not time to make what you consider a res])ectable ])lantati()n. if you
do. the i)robabilities are that you will be in the same situation next

spring, and so put it off from year to year and do without the fruit.

Almost every man has, at some time of his life, become con-

vinced of the value and importance of a fruit garden for his family— a good one was planted, and for one, two, or three years, and pos
sibly longer, if well cared for, an abundance of good fruit was sup-

plied the family, but after a very few years there was no more good
fruit grown, and the inferior fruit produced was hardly worth

gathering.
While the garden was producing an almndance the owner and

planter took great satisfaction in congratulating himself that his

duty as a fruit planter had been performed for a life-time. That
was the fatal error. Had he realized the importance of renewing
his plantation, ami practised the planting of a few new beds or rows
each vcar. the ])roductiveness of the garden might have been fnllv

maintained.
Of varieties 1 will say l)ut little. Plant anything that you or

your neighbors have found productive ami good.
Attend our meetings this summer and bring sainjiles of your

fruit, each in its season, and we will then be better able to decide

which are the best varieties for us to plant.
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discussio:n' on the essay.

President Barnard— In our neighborhood the owners of fruit

gardens are putting out young plants, as the essayist advises.

A. H. Burt— As Doctor Small is a nurseryman, modesty pre-

vents him from saying some things that I would add. In starting

your fruit garden it will prove most satisfactory to procure good

plants from some reliable nurseryman.

L. E. Cunningham— I last season sent off a long distance for

Gregg raspberries, and the plants are doing very poorly. I attribute

this to the difference in soil. Would advise getting plants from the

nearest reliable grower whose soil is similar to that in which you
wish to plant.

T. C. Dickinson— It is cheaper to get plants from neighbors

when good ones can be obtained.

H. S. Bloom— Renew currants often.

L. E. Cunningham— Renew raspberries every five years and

strawberries every three years. In regard to grapes. Is there any-

thing lost by keeping the old root or parent stock and cutting them

back, which would be a renewal of tops but not of roots? Some of

my best fruit comes from vines treated in this way.

Milo Barnard— I am trying this experiment in my vineyard
this year.

VARIETIES OF VEGETABLES.

T. C. Dickinson, having been previously appointed to open this

this discussion, stated that in his remarks he would confine himself

to the varieties that he had tried and succeeded with and considered

suitable for the farmer to plant. He then proceeded as follows: Of

potatoes, for the main crop, Early Ohio I consider the very best

early; Whipple's Seedlings for late; for trial. Beauty of Hebron,

Clark's No. 1, and Improved Peachblows are highly recommended.

Peas: D. M. Ferry & Co.'s Extra Early are good; McLean's Little

Gem is one of the best; for a late kind, the Champion of England;
for trial. Bless' American Wonder and Culverwell's Telegraph.

Beans: D. M. Ferry & Co.'s Golden Wax; Ivory Pod Wax is about

two weeks later; Royal Dwarf Kidney is the best late beau I have

raised; for pole beans Dreer's Improved Lima. Tomatoes do not
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come true to name. There are usually several varieties in one pack-

age, and the plants that I have ])()n^ht in town were mixed even

worse. Lettuce: Ferry's Early Prize Head.

The best way for farmers to do is to procure D. M. Ferry's or

Sibley's catalogue, whose complete description and information con-

cerning the hal)its of plants will aid them in selecting those which

are suitable for their purpose. All vegetables in the farmer's garden
should be grown in rows far enough apart to be cultivated with a

horse. They should plant the whole garden about the same time.

I plow my ground well, that is, I use a plow that will scour and turn

the top or surface earth under as little as possible. In planting

potatoes after plowing the garden well, I mark it out with the same

plow. })lowing the furrows about four inches deep and cover by

plowing a little deeper so as not to move the seed. As soon as the

potatoes begin to come np harrow the ground level.

Question — What time would you })lant potatoes?

Answer— About the 25th of April.

A. H. Burt— Ferry's Prize lettuce I have grown for years and

consider it the tenderest variety!

President Barnard— I would not approve of planting all kinds

of vegetables on the same day. Radishes and lettuce should be

planted early when the weather is cool.

T. C. Dickinson— If you plant radishes and lettuce in the same

rows, the lettuce will shade the radish so that they will be tender

for a long time.

H. S. Bloom— Lettuce can be phxnted early if on rich ground.
For snap beans,— early. Black: late, Giant Wax.

Mrs. Decker— Radishes sown in July for fall use are the best.

Question— When should winter radishes be sown?

Answer— June or July.

Question— How can radishes be kept nice and crisp?

Answer— Store them away in sand.

L. E. Cunningham— Of ])eas [Champion of England is the finest

in existence. Tomatoes: Trophy is unsurpassed. 1 do not think

shoving the earth one side is plowing: I want to turn the top under

if I can: right bottom side up.
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H. S. Bloom— A great many years ago. when I was a boy, we

used to plow with wooden moldhoards which, of course, did not turn

the top under, and we raised mammoth crops of corn.

A. H. Burt— In planting sweet potatoes if we throw two fur-

rows together by back furrowing and leave the ground on each side

hard, will it prevent the tubers from running out long and spread-

ing in the ground?

Answer, a voice— Yes.

DISCUSSION ON FORESTRY.

Opened by President Milo Barnard:

In a forty-minute discussion on Forestry one is at a loss where
to commence on account of the vastness of the subject. The width,

depth, and length of this question precludes the possibility of doing
it justice in so limited a space of time. Weeks of discussion, and
whole volumes filled with the subject matter, would fail to exhaust
this interesting as well as useful subject. The time is not far dis-

tant when the preservation, the renewal, and the planting of new
forests will be considered one of the most important questions that

can engage the attention of the individual tiller of the soil, of states

and nations. The question may properly be divided into the follow-

ing heads or propositions, each of which is susceptible of almost

innumerable subdivisions :

The necessity and utility of forest planting.
The mode or manner of doing the work.
What to plant.
And will it pay.
The last proposition is partially contained in the first, for any-

thing that is necessary and of utility, pays, although it may not

directly in dollars and cents, according to the modern acceptation of

the term. Now if I should add the preservation of forests I will

have laid out work enough to occupy our members for many meet-

ings, for embraced within the points here given, I find that there was

sixty-eight papers catalogued at the Forestry Congress held in Mon-
treal last August, composed of four hundred and forty -five partici-

pants, and although they divided the congress into three sections.

and continued their labors for three days, yet, for want of time,

perhaps half the papers presented could not be read except by title.

And for our little society to attempt the discussion of such a deep
and far-reaching problem seems almost futile. But as small rivulets

united form the river, every little helping, so the small streams of

knowledge converging to the same pointy must form the broad river

of practical knowledge on the subject of forestry that must sweep
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over the land if we would avert a disastrous timber famine in the

near future. I shall eontine my few remarks to the first jiroposition:
the necessity an<l utility of forest plantinj^. We find that nature
has made it inounibeni on us to keep at least a portion of the earth's

surface covered with timber, in order that we may attain to the

highest type of manhood, l)oth physically and mentally, for it has

been fully demonstrated that the inhabitants of entirely treeless

regions are inferior t(j those dwelling in forests or in their imme-
diate vicinity. It is not alone the eucalyptus, or blue-green tree,

that has the power of imparting health and salubrity to malarial

and fever-stricken localities, but all tree-growth has more or less in-

fluence in this direction, absorbing the noxious va))ors and gases
that would prove deleterious and poisonous to animal life. And it

has been further demonstrated that the greatest success in agricul-
ture is attained where at least one-fourth of the area is covered with

forests,— the three-fourths of farm land yielding as much, estimat-

ing for a series of years, as the whole would without timber, if situ-

ated in a treeless country, as crops are more uniform in localities

where forests abound. The horticulturist needs the protection of

timber, and needs it badly to enable him to achieve success in his

favorite calling. Should any one doul)t the beneticial influence of

forests in this regard, let them consult the early settlers in any tim-

bered country, and they will learn that when the country was new
and mostly covered with timber, they grew fruit with the same ease

and success they did corn, pumpkins, and potatoes. But now, where
timber is mostly cut away, the crop is nearly as uncertain as on the

open prairie. We want our stee)» hill-sides covered with timber, also

the margins of streams. es])ecially about their sources, to equalize
the amount of water in their channels, and to aid in preventing the

damaging floods that have become painfully numerous of late. We
want extensive general tree-planting throughout the vast stretch of

open c(juntry lying between us and the Kocky Mountains. This
seems an urgent necessity to temper the winter wind and check its

rate of speed: in this way alone can we hope to soften the fury of

the dreaded bli/./ard, the lion of the northwest. By this means also

may be checked and moistened the dry. hot winds that ])roduce such
havoc in the southwest: and the dreadful norther, the dread of the

Texas stockmen, could be measurably ])revented by the same means.
The devastating, life-destroying cyclones and tornadoes that have
their home in this region, would be shorn of a part of their awful

power at least, coul'd we cover one-fourth of the land with timber,

and when this is accom|)lished. this now sterile waste will become
the home of millions of })ros])erous. hai)py tillers of the soil.

As to the necessity and utility of timber on every ])rairie farm
there can be no question, for every intelligent, observing person
realizes the jjreat need of groves and belts of trees for ornament,
shade and shelter, and to furnish a ready suj)ply of timber for the
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thousand and one needs of the farmer. But perhaps no phase of

the forestry question will have so great an interest for the average
farmer, or more likely to arouse the general public, than the promul-
gation of the fact that our available supply of lumber material is

rapidly diminishing, and very soon the end will be reached. Michi-

gan had left standing last fall 29,000,000,000 feet of pine lumber,
which will last seven years at the present rate of cutting, as her
lumbermen are cutting over 4/ )00,000,000 feet annually

— over forty
hundred million. Wisconsin has 41,000,000,000 feet, which will

last twenty years at the present rate of cutting. Minnesota has

6,100,000,000 feet, which will last ten years. Now these are the
main sources of supply for all the western country and much of the

south; at the present rate of cutting this supply will be exhausted
in eleven years, and 3^et our late congress saw not the necessity of

removing the tariff on lumber. Pennsylvania has pine enough to

last five years, and hemlock to last fifteen years. Maine has spruce
and pine enough to last sixteen years. New Hampshire does not
return a single pine tree, but has black spruce enough to last ten

years at the present rate of consumption. It is true that some of

the southern states have pine enough to last them a long time at

the present rate of cutting, as they are cutting very slowly. Texas,
for instance, has enough to last three hundred years, but the Michi-

gan lumbermen, at their present rate, would clear Texas in five

years. It is not only pine, but all other lumber trees are getting
scarce. Fift}^ thousand acres, mostly hardwood, are stripped each

year for railroad ties alone. When I was a boy black-walnut lum-
ber sold from $10 to $15 per thousand feet, and now $75 to $100
is demanded, and other kinds of hardwood lumber are perhaps four

times as high as they were forty years ago.

L. E. Cunningham— I have ash-leaved maple twelve years old,

fifteen inches in diameter, and this year T made five gallons of syrup
from a few of these trees.

Mrs. Mary Barnard— I noticed in an article written by S. Chase

that he says that the forests of Maine that are now being cut, will,

in twenty-five years, have trees large enough to use for lumber.

BEST VAKIETIES OF SMALL FRUITS.

L. E. Cunningham— It is well understood that for this locality

there is no cherry equal to the Early Richmond. Raspberries
—

black, the Gregg; red. Turner is the best. Blackberries— Snyder and

Kittatinny. Strawberries— I consider the Crescent superior; plant

with Sharpless, Wilson or Bidwell for fertilizers.
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T. (J. Ditkiiison— The Turner should be planted where it can

be controlled.

President iiaraard -The Turner ha.s never bothered me. The

sprouts are as easy to kill as weeds, but where we confine them to

rows and keep the sprouts all cut off. we must renew the plants
often.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Len. Small moveil that the amounts offered iu prenimms tor

strawberries and flowers at the June meeting be limited to §15 and

$10 respectiveh'. Adopted.

It was moved and carried that fifty co})ies of the [)rinted trans-

actions be distributed among the members at each meeting, and that

the remaining four hundred and fifty be reserved until the end of

the year.

It was moved and carried that Messrs. Bloom, Cunningham and

Barnard act as a committee to prepare the premium list on straw-

berries.

Arrangement of the premiums on flowers was referred to the

Flower Committee.

The Secretary was instructed to announce that the next meet-

ing will be a basket picnic.

The following committees were elected for next meeting:

To provide Tables and Seats— D. E. Barnard and H. Peters.

Arranr/emenf of Tables— Miss Nellie Peters, Mrs. Izetta Dole,
and Mrs. B. G. Lee.

John S. Hixson joined the Society.

Adjourned.

MAY MEETING.

The Society held its May meeting at tiie jileasant residence and

grounds of Mr. Milo Peters, Manteno, May 12, 1883. The attend-

ance was good, notwithstanding many members living in distant

parts of the county were kept at home by the pressure of spring
work.
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Quite a number of the citizens of Manteno favored us witii their

presence.

The forenoon was agreeably passed by the company in friendly

converse: music and flowers contributing to the enjoyment.

At half-past one the guests, numbering about a hundred mem-
bers and friends of the Society, were invited to partake of an excel-

lent dinner, Avhich did great credit, as our picnic tables always have

done, to the culinary skill of our lady members. The tables were

tastefully decorated with cut-flowers, also furnished and arranged by
the ladies.

At three o'clock President Milo Barnard called the meeting to

order. Minutes of last meeting approved. The report of the Vege-
table Committee was then read by Committeeman L. E. Cunningham,
as follows:

VEGETABLES.

BY L. E. CUNNINGHAM.

Mr. President:

As you are aware, the spring had been very backward, so cold

that horticulture, so far as gardening is concerned, has been severely

chilled, and I am compelled to report that the chill is still unbroken.

However, there is nothing very discouraging in the prospect, for all

seeds planted are germinating fully up to the average season. Pota-

toes planted are coming up very evenly, and far above the average

acreage is now in the ground. A fortune is anticipated at twenty-
five cents per bushel, and but little trouble expected from the beetle.

I having seen but one living bug, and that one didn't live long after

discovery. I will say here that I have planted fifteen varieties of

potatoes, all upon rich soil, and all will get cultivation thorough and

equal, and next October, health permitting, I expect to give the

Society a full and detailed account of my experiment. The grapes
are badly injured as far as I can learn: strawberries never looked

better with me than this spring, much later than last year and prom-
ising a good yield of fruit. I believe I promised our horticultural

friends (at our last meeting) a good crop of cherries, and I renew
the promise, nothing occurring to prevent hereafter. Raspberries
are very promising. I am obliged to report against the prevailing

opinion on the hardiness of tbe Snyder blackberry, stating that the

Lawton stood the severity of the winter much better than the Sny-
der; this may seem strange, but nevertheless it is true with reference

to my own fruit gardens. For all kinds of fruit (except grapes) our

prospect is rarely ever better at this time of the year.
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DISCUSSION OX THE REPORT.

President Barriiird— What the committee have reported is true

in general in my neighborhood, except in regard to grapes and

Snyder bhtckberries. There is a ])rospect of a good cro]) of the

former, and the Snyder is hardier than the Lawton bhickberry.

J. B. Lee — I liave been informed that in Wisconsin the Snyder

passed through last winter all right.

Mr. Wright— My Kittatinny blackberries are all killed down

to the ground.

Mr. Cunningham— Ap])les are in better condition for fruiting

than I have seen them for several years.

Milo Barnard — I notice the English Golden Russet, which have

borne very little of late years, are blossoming this season.

The chair called upon 0. W. Barnard, essayist, w^io arose, and

after a few interesting remarks, read the following poem:

THE PEACE OF THE PRAIRIE.

BY O. W. BARNARD.

Out from the city's toil and strife.

Away from its struffglinji
masses tliere

He comes and brings his fair youns wife
To Ijreathe tlie i)eacefnl jtrairie air.

They quit tiie city's dust and din—
Its stilling air— its dens of sin !

Their home has been the city wide,

Tliey've ever dwelt l)eneath its glare,
But here no longer they'll al)iile —
Yet both are young, and she is fair.

They leave l)ehind its smoke and dust.
Its hollow heart— its dark distrust,

And seek a place to build a home,
AViiere laiigliinc breezes wander free;

Far from tiie city's haunts tliey roam.
Where tlow'rs are sniilnig o'er the lea.

Where Freedom's breath is on the air.

And landscapes green are fresh and fair.
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VVhere 'neath the broad expanse of heaven
Is spread a teeming, virgin soil.

The grandest gilt to liim ere given !

Who bears his arm to useful toil.

Where healthful breezes sport and play
And golden sunshine gilds the day.

Here from their toil a home up-springs,
Adorned with sweet and modest grace.

While in their hearts Contentment sings.
And Peace is smiling o'er t!ie place.

Where Taste adorns with tree and vine,
And Hope's bright pinions ever shine.

Where Summer's heat and W inter s cold
Are tempered to a just degree-

Where happiness their heart's enfold.
And children come with merry glee.

Where, in the Springtime's balmy days
Is heard the song-birds' tuneful lays.

Where all the air is pure and clear,
And every night brings sweet repose—

Where smiling morn awakes to cheer.
And every day with rapture glows.
While hands are busy— and the mind
Is free and blithesome as the wind.

They till their fields with pride and care,
While Ceres binds her ripened sheaves—

Pomona's gifts are treasured there.
When Autumn sheds her golden leaves.

While health and hope beam from their eyes
As gleams the light from morning skies.

This man and wife have learned full well
To prize the beauty of their home,

Where laughing children come to dwell,
Nor far away e'er care to roam —

Were born to dwell amid these joys
So fresh and pure to girls and boys.

This peaceful life they highly prize,
Wliere bolts and locks are seldom known—

A life that's free from prying eyes.
And all around they feel's their own,

W^iiere independent thought abounds
And Nature's voice so sweet resounds.

'Tis true that toil their days engage.
But sweetened by the conscious thought

That Lal)or all their wants assuase,
And Plenty by his hand is brought—

That Labor gives them hope and health—
Boons dearer than the city's wealth.
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No dusty street with ceaseless tre;uU
WluM-e Crime stalks rainiiant tlir()U,<i;li tlie day.

Where starving; beggars sue lor hread.

And Fasliion rules with ruthless sway.
Where idle Folly Haunts in silk

And bal)es drink liquid chalk for milk.

Where Tratlic's gaze with Jealous eye
Is tixed upon a subject world:

^Vho lioasts her tril)ute, none deny.
Willie o'er all seas her llai's unfurled —

Where every scheme, thougli I'oul or fair.

Is boldly grasped to swell lier share.

Where scents of gas and garbage rise.

And trees and i)lants begrimed with smoke
Offensive to the taste and eyes.
That all tlie liner feelings choke;

Where sewage taints the cooling draught
And every baleful bev'rage quaffed.

Where gold is sought at any <;ost.

And hearts beguiled by Pride's red Hame—
Where honest aims of life are lost.

And .lustice hides her head in shame.
Where wealth becomes mere gilded show,
And poverty a wail of woe.

Hut here amid home's sweetest charms.
Far from the city's seething tide,

They never know its wild alarms
Nor feel its l)reatli of ])omiions pride

—
Nor 'mid tliese scenes has ever yet
El)bed back the tide of vain regret.

Full two decades of life serene
Have winged their sunny Might away —

Success stood bv with smiling mien
While health and wealth have Ijorne fnll sway.

Their children grown to manhood's state

. Endowed with many a noble trait.

Sweet converse they with nature hold

Which gives their lives a calm content--

Thev do not feel they'r growing old.

Though lifty years of life are spent.
Xor do tl-.ey know old age, or pains,
For manhood's vigor still remains.

But soon old age comes stealing on,
Yet lightly lays his withered hand —

The buovant step at length is gone
But life's broad stream Hows smooth and crand,

And gliding down through i)eaceful vales

'Neath sunny skies unswept by gales.

10
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They rest in peaceful, calm content,
Full conscious of their happy choice

That lionest hearts, with pure intent,
yiust e'er with peace and hope rejoice,

And ever cluster 'round the spot
Dear memories that ne'er forgot.

Thus life's graind aim is here attained,
Where hope and peace give calm repose

Its highest purpose haply gained—
No shadows darken 'round its close.

Its eve grown radient in the glow
Of grand achievements here below.

Discussion on Floriculture was opened by the following paper:

THE NEED OF FLOWERS.
_ I

BY MRS. G. DECKEK:

Who needs flowers most, the old or young? It has long been a

question in niv mind. We all need them. Flowers are the symbols
of all that is ])ure and true in this life, and they teach us to hope for

a, life to come. Fancy yourself on a lone sea-girt island: even there

they will beam forth and speak of the wond'rous love of Him who
inhabits the farthermost island of the deep, and forgets not even
there to })lace these ])right inessengers of love, and remind us that

Grod is everywhere.
The aged need ti(jwers as they turn and gently walk on the down

hill road of life: to them they are the reminders of the happy past.
I often think how careful my mother was of her hollyhocks,

lilacs, honeysuckles, and roses. They are blessed reminders of many
a pleasing episode, therefore keep and cherish them, and when the

aged form has lain down for that sleej) which comes sooner or later

to all. crown the whitened locks with the flowers which she so loved

and tended.

The yoi(n.(j need flowers: they teach the road to purity and
honor. To us all they are sermons, which come not from the voice

of man. l)ut from the heart of the lovely blossom, as it silently whis-

pers.
'

r am the resurrection and the life."' Is it rest to care for

flowers? Try it. you who have not, and become convinced. We
forget sickness, pain. care, and trouble; we become so interested in

the beauties of nature which surround us as to forget self, and live

in what we for the moment behold.

The youth need flowers to make them better, to purify and ele-

vate their morals, to remind them of the beautiful beyond. We all

need flowers, the rich and poor, high and low, for they come to each
from the same bountiful hand. How the poor woman treasures her
flowers— next to her children they are housed and protected from
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the cold. Tilt' rich find iinother way to enjoy them: they f^ive em-

ployment to the poor and edncate the masses. Now let us liavc

flowers everywhere:
— there is notliin>i' that will cheer a sick room

like a bouquet. Put them in the saloons: let their perfume rise,

and it inuij be will lead the wanderer to think of home ami the spot
where his mother cultivated them. If we wear them in oui- hearts

they will root out all envy and jealousy, and love must rei^^'n.

I think sj)rin<4' Howei-s are more l)eautif'ul than later ones, for

they are more cheerin*;" after a cold and ii;loomy winter. There is

the beautifnl crocus. enil)leni of pnrity: and the knowinij; ptmsy.
with its upturned face, idways recognizin*>' some one: the sAveet hya-
cinth with its variety of colors: and the tulips, and all the other
beantiful flowers— Oh I my. I cannot do them justice.

I have not heard from many ;^ardens and seen only a few. bnt
as far as seen or heard from everything' is doing well except roses, of

which the t()])s were badly fro/en.

L. K. Cunningham 1 never saw my roses in such a hx before:

the tops were all fro/en.

In answer to the (piestion:
""Are rose bushes killed ?"' Mrs. Dr.

Merrick. Mrs. Mary Barnard. Mrs. X. H. Pratt, and several other

ladies replied that they are badly injnred.

Mrs. Mary Barnard- Is there any known remedy foi' the rose

slug?

Mrs. Pratt 1 have used carbolic preparations and w hale oil.

and when these failed })icked them off w itli my fingers.

Mrs. F". Mann -My roses are all killed. 1 am ((dlecting and

cultivating wild Howers and jtlants.

MISCELLANEOUS.

(). \\ . Barnard, cliairniaii of the Finance ('ommittee. reporte<l as

additions to the IS8^J membership list the following gentlemen and

their wives: P. P. Nelson. Milo If. Peters. |{. S. (iilkerson. P. M.

Wright. Rev. Win. ('am]d)(dl. F. Fllingwood. B. (i. Lee. H. .1. Bcedy.

J. K. Lockey, A. H. Dole, W. A. Perry. .1. P. Haughn. L. S. Smith.

N. B. Pratt'. John McElroy. Lowell Wood. E. W. Hume and Mrs. L.

B. Smith. Messrs. ('. F. Holmes. A. L. Morey, and ('. M. Wright.

The President tendered the thanks of the Society to Mr. and

Mrs. Peters for the generous provision they had made for the accom-

modation and comfort of the Society's meeting.
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Reference was made to tlie next meeting, and a pressing invita-

tion Avas extended to all to be present.

On motion they adjourned.

THE JUNE MEETING.

The annual Strawberry and Rose Fair of the Valley Horticul-

tural Society will be held on the grounds of R. H. Enos, Kankakee,
on Saturday. June 16. it being postponed from the second to the

third Saturday of the month. The premiums offered are:

rREMCUMS ON STRAWBERRIES.

Greatest and Best Display of Strawberries $3.00
Second best 2.00
Third best 1.00
Best named variety, one quart 2.00
Second best 1 . 50
Third best 1.00
Best quart of Sharpless 1 . 00
Best quart of Wilson 1.00
Best q uart of Crescent 1 . 00
Best quart of Cumberland Triumph 1 .00

No one variety will be awarded two premiums excepting in

display.
All berries competing for premiums to become the property of

the Society and will be sold to defray expenses.
H. S. BLOOM.

Chairman of Cotuniiffee.

PREMIUMS ON FLOWERS,

Largest collection of ever-blooming Eoses $2.00
Second largest 1 . 00
Third largest 50

Largest collection of June Roses 2.00
Second largest 1 . 00
Third largest 50
Best Bouquet 1.00
Second best .50

Best Rose Bouquet .50

Best collection of Pansies 1 . 00

The following committees have been selected:—To provide seats,

tables, etc.. Messrs. Burt, Bloom, and Cunningham; Arrangement of

tables, Mrs. Lucy Gray, Mrs. Elias Powell, Mrs. Chas. Moore, Mrs.

Lamb, Mrs. Chas. Eggleston, Mrs. Mary J. Barnard, Misses Susie

Small, Emma Bird, Helen N. Peck, Grace Morgan.
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It will be ail allHlay piiuii- lutM'tiiij^. and
u,iii|tlt' arraiif^eiiieiits

will be niiule for a lar^e <<atheriii;4'. Horticulturists will address the

company. All are cordially invited. Briiijj- yom- baskets.

.JUNE MKKTING.

The Society met pursuant to adjoiii'iimeiu ^ui the fine L;rounds

of \\. H. Hnos. at Kankakee. June KHli.

Although in tlie morning the cloudy sky seemed to })ortend

weather unfavorable to a picnic, the eompauv, numbering about two

hundred persons, assembled in good season.

Liberal preparation had l»eeii made for the accommodation and

entertainment of all.

The display of Strawberries and Flowers was better than had

been anticipated, and attracted much attention.

In the northeastern portion of the spacious lawn, in the shadow

of stately j)ines. the tables were placed, where, after an invocation

by Rev. Mr. Worrall. a most delicious repast was partaken of.

When this had been duly enjoyed the meeting was called to or-

der by President M. Barnard, and the exercises were opened with a

song by the glee club, consisting of Messrs. Samuel 11 wwil Frank

Mcftrew. Warren Christian. Arthur and VV^ilter Dale.

The President reminded the Society that no preparations had

been made for a Fourth of July meeting, and suggested that some

action be taken with regard to it. stating that it might be best to

dispense with that meeting.

On motion of the Secretary it was unanimously decided that

when we adjourn we do so to meet on the 1 Itli of August, at Saliiia

Grange Hall.

Reports of Standing Committees called for. Henry Mortimer

reported as follows:

ORCHAHDiS.
Mr. President:

Not having been through the county this spring I am only able

to report for my immediate neighborhood. Some orchards have a

fair crop of apples, while others have only a few. With me the

Fameuse is probably the most promising. Next in productiveness
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comes the Diu-hess. while siu-h Hiu' vai-ieties ;is I'ei-k's Pleasant and
and Seek-no-Further will g'ive us a small croj). The Maiden's Blush
also promises a good crop, as well as st)nie other kinds. The Earh^
Richmond cherry was badly damaged by the cold of last winter, and
1 think some further injury was done by the freeze of last month.
While some trees will ])roduce only a few scattering cherries, others,

l)eing more favorably located, will probably yield from one-fourth to

one-third of a crop. The few pear trees in my vicinity bloomed
well, bnt the young fruit dropped off. Taken altogether the crop of
tree fruits will not be a large one. and I l)elieve tliat the outlook for
such fruits for some years to come is not good. Most of our trees

are too old and too closely planted to promise much for the future.
We mnst plant trees every year in order to kee]i up onr supply of
fruit.

A. 'L. Miner, of Momence— Mr. Mortimer's report, in regard to

apples, will a])ply very well to the eastern part of the county. We
will have a good su})ply of Early Richmond cherries. The Morello

is doing ])Oorly this season.

Mr. Mellon stated that the condition of fruit in the southern

part of the connty is similar to that just re])orted by Mr. Mortimer
of Manteno.

R. A. Lane, of Bonheld. said that he did not have much to add

to Mr. Mortimer's re])ort. Of apples in his neighborhood there

would be from one-fourth to one-half a crop. P'or cherries the out-

look is rather l)etter than has been represented, and a fair crop is

expected.

VINEYARDS.

P. A. Bonvallet. committee, sent the following report:

Belle Paek, III.. June 4. 188H.

Vineyards are all right excepting those in (jood rich land, ten

per cent, of which is cut off by frost. This makes me more inclined
to trust j)0()y land fof (jrapes; furthermore we are expecting a higher
market. Vines are fully loaded with promising l)unches. We
expect to suffer no loss from our vines that were cut off by frost as

they had not been pruned, and are pruning them now, believing it

to be the liest time, as a large quantity of the buds are now swelling.

Mr. Bonvallet's report of last meeting was received too late for

publication. He is experimenting in three different methods of

pruning, and wiU inform us in regard to the result.
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\'i:gi;tai}i.es.

L. K. < 'iiniiiii^liJiiu, c'oiiunittee. niadt' ;i \>'r]i;il rfport.

COMMUXICATIONtS.

The Seeretiirv read a card from Hon. W. S. Hawker, our r('i)rf'-

seiitative. in which he stated that tiie State Horticultural Society

.\i»)>r()|)riati(tn Hill had pjissed hotli houses. Mr. Hawkers cfFdits in

Itehalf of this l)ill ;ire highly appreciated.

The (Tiee ('lul) here rendered a comic selectuui. winch was luucli

enjoyed.

Tlie President stated that H. N. McKinstry was al)sent on

account of ill-health, and then called ujjon Prof. 1'. X. Tracy, the

essayist of the day:

HORTICULTURAL.

HY K. N. TR.U'Y.

The position uow accorded to horticulture of liein^ at the acme
of agriculture has not heen attained hy any isohited achievement. oi-

in any brief ])eriod of time. Like all other enter]U'ises it has had its

seasons of success and its times of defeat in its advance towai'ds the

high position which it now occupies among the industries and civil-

izing agencies of the world. Francis Bacon says:
"

(-Jod Aliuighty
tirst planted a garden."

According to Pliny, among the Romans the art jittained an

advanced stage, especially in the de})artment kiu)wu as tloi-iculture.

The ladies cherished their gardens of violets, roses, and other fra-

grant tlowers with (piite as high regard as that in which they are

held at the present time. Some of the chcjicest plants and tlowers.

which we are wont to regard as rare ami new. were cultivated jind

called hy names in theii- own tongue hy the ancient (Jreeks. Not-

withstanding this art had made such great progress at so earlv a

day l)y the overthrow of Rome it received a l)low. after whic h long

years passed before it began to be revived.

In Fram-e. ('harlenuigne did not negh'ct to numbei- gardening
among the numy civilizing enterjirises to which he gave his atten-

tion. He regarded it of so much importance that he prescribed the

plants to be grown in the gardens which he established by royal
edict. Hy this example other countries were led to make much
advancement, and at the close (»f the sixteenth century the lauioiis

garden founded by Henry \\ . at Montpelier. France, contaim^d over

thirteen hundred choice jilants. Hut the j)eriod from which horti-

culture, as a science, may be said to lia\-e made steady progress, takes
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its be<^"imiiiii;- from the time when conservatories were first con-
structed. This occTirred early in the eighteenth century. Then
followed the progress attained l)y educating young persons for the

especial occupation of gardening. The next great and effective

agency in pronu:)ting horticulture has been the formation of the

various societies throughout this country and Great Britain. These
societies date their origin from the beginning of the present century,
and owe their beginning to the establishment of the London society

through the influence of Mr. Knight. Mr. Wedgewood, and Sir

Joseph Banks.
The outgrowth of this and other societies which soon sprang up

in Germany and other countries, has been the formation of experi-
mental conservatories, and the organizatioii of societies devoted to

especial departments of horticulture, such as the pomological, flori-

culture, forestry, etc. Not the least result in importance has been
the very large and vtduable literature that has been produced.

It is true that long centuries before the formation of these

societies some works had been Avritten. noticeable among which may
be mentioned Robert Evelyn's '^Sylva. or a Discourse on Forest

Trees," written at the request of the Royal Society, in 1664, because

tlie naval commissioner feared ship timber would become scarce.

Many English land owners were influenced by this work to plant

young oaks, which furnished the navy yards of the next century.
This example of tree planting should, perhaps, be imitated b}^

owners of the prairies, if not for the sake of the future navy yards,
for the sake of the lumber yards as well as for protection and orna-

mentation.
But since the formation of horticultural societies there has been

a large accumulation of works upon general subjects, including the

instructive, entertaining and humorous, and while England has large
works far superior, the United States is not surpassed in the excel-

lence of the smaller works upon the various departments of horti-

culture.

It is often claimed that the civilization of a country may be

determined by knowing the amount of iron used. May it not as

well be said that the stage of progress a people have attained can be

ascertained by consulting their advancement in horticulture.

Bacon, in speaking of a garden, says: "It is the greatest refresh-

ment to the spirits of man: without which buildings and palaces are

but gross handiworks, and a man shall ever see, that, when ages grow
to civility and elegancy, men come to build stately sooner than to

garden finely; as if gardening were the greater perfection." There
is an inspiration in simply reading a description of his ideal garden,
or rather gardens, for he would have one for each month in the year,
in which "

severally things of beauty may be then in season."

While Bacon in speaking of what he calls
"
princely gardens," con-

sisting of thirty acres, in which, in its season, he would have every-
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thin^; known to possess beiiuty <>r fragiinu-e. as well as all fruits that

are tlelicious. may seem to ])e treating of that whiih is far heyund
the attainments of mankind in general, is it not ])ossi])le for ns of

humbler station to have some of tb»* real enjoyment in kind, if not

in (|uantity. of which he speaks?
\\ hat is more elevating than tiic communion one has with na-

ture as he watches the progress of some phint from its germination
from a small seed till finally there is a budding, then the opening of

the flower and the exhalation of the most fragrant perfume? What
a source of education there is iii the planting and cultivating of fruit

trees, till one becomes familiar with all their waiit^ and character-

istics, as well as versed in the knowledge of the various varieties to

suidi extent as to be able to say ( the soil of any locality being known )

what kind must be planted to ensure u l)ountiful harvest.

As the advancement of the civilization of nations is seen to

keep pace with their progress in horticulture, so are those cities and

communities best and most refined where the taste for the l^^autiful

is cultivated to the greatest extent. I say this with all the more

pleasure because T believe there are few counties where there is a

more general cultivation in this regard than than there is in this.

Every home is made truly homelike by plants and flowers. Perhaps
I am partial, but it seems to me that this has exerted ;i very a])pre-

ciable influence upon the young [)eople of this city.

It has already been stated that very great ])rogress has been

made in the past century, and indeed the advancement in the past

forty years has been very satisfactory in the United States. The
Massachusetts and Pennsylvania societies have led the work, and at

present Illinois and other States are well to the front.

Hut as Dudley W arnei- was fully convinced at the close of his

summer spent in the garden, that everything in it had its enemy, un-

less it might be the ])usley, so too the horticulturalist finds that

everything he would bring to perfection has its besetting evil. Even
the strawl)ei-ry. of which it has been said.

"
(lod doubtless might have

made a better berry than the strawberry, but doubtless he never did."

That berry which we are met here to ])ractically discuss to-day. The

berry ( which our merchants bring to us in the spring from the south,

and follow as its season of ripening goes northward, till nu)nths later

we are receiving it from as far to the north of us as at first it was
obtained from the south ) has its enemies.

Kvery i)roducer of strawberries recognizes the fact, that as boun-

tiful and delicious as this crop is when successful, it is only made so

as the result of careful stiidy and watchfulness. The exce.ssive cold

of winter, the tendencies (tf the plant to jiroduce too soon, and to

niultij)ly itself by shooting forth the troublesome runners, the Lach-

nosterna, and many other enemies have to be guarded against. Then
the selection of varieties has to receive attention. Those which are

excellent this vear nmv be worthless in a vear or two. Then, the
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kind which is suitable for one locality may be useless for another,
and so on. any number of difficulties that must l)e met mio'ht be
mentioned.

Not only is this the case in rei^'ard to the strawberry, but any
one of the fruits or vegetables which the gardener produces, or of

the flowers which the floriculturist cultivates, is beset by a multitude
of evils.

He who can devise a method for overcoming any of thes^e obsta-

cles is doing good service, not only to the present generation but to

those which are to come. Especially is this true when one discovers

a fact concerning a long-existing difficulty.
Much is yet to be accomplished by horticultural societies. While

in a state blessed with such a fertile soil as this, and where showers
are so frequent that there is little need of irrigation, so many still

deny themselves the blessing of even a moderately cultivated garden,
that there is need for all their enthusiasm.

Warner thought of frames for his pea vines through which he
could send an electric current, and thus destroy the birds which made
such sad havoc with his peas.

It were well if the electricity of enlightenment might be infused

into the brains, and ambition into the frames of those who. from

year to year, deprive themselves of the necessities of the garden, say

nothing of the luxuries.

Mark Twain, in humorously introducing General Hawley to an

audience at Elmira, said that he was able to judge of his character

because they owned adjoining gardens.
Doubtless many a small boy would likewise be able to judge of

some of the characteristics of his neighbor from his acquaintance
with his fruit garden.

But there is a higher sense in which the work of the horticul-

turist is to be regarded. There are other compensations for his labor

than simply the pecuniary. A flower garden sends forth a refining
and elevating influence upon every passer-by, including alike the rich,

the weary laborer, rind even the desolate tramp. It is ;i great i)iil)lic

benefaction.

0. W. Barnard, chairman of Finance (Vmimittee. reported for

enrollment as members: John S. Blackstone. F. W. Mann. P. Dur-

ham, Charles Moore. Charles Eggleston. W. F. Grougar^ H. Mortimer.

L. W. Howes. P. Winslow. A. Snyder, W. H. Knox, E. Powell. Frank

McGrew. Geo. Gridley. B. F. Brady, G. G. Barber, Sam'l B. McGrew,
C. A. Swannell, Magruder & Dawson, L. E. Pacpin, Miss 0. H. Dick-

inson, Enyart, Son & Co., C. F. Keatly, John M. Stamm, H. B. Sher-

man, D. I. Babcock. .1. S. Whitam, W. S. Halsey, John B. Worrall.

W. R. Breckenridge. F. H. Warriner. A. K. Lasnier, W. L. Sherman^
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A. D. Hhrich. I. Nanderwuter. \. Staiuni. <i. lialtcl, A. Ames,

H Loriuu-. <'. K. Voss. .1. (leliiio. A. H. Pike. .loliii (i. Knedit. U. .1.

Haiiiia. Braytoii i\: Christian. .1. .1. Sdiiiltert.

Ladies whose husbands are members are also members.

The Awarding- Committee on Fh)wers. H. S. Hh>om. Mrs. W. S.

Kawker and Mrs. H. Mortimer, reported the foHowinu::

PHEMITMS ON FJ.OVVEHS.

Best and hirj^est collection of ever-blooming roses— ]st: A. H.

Hurt. Best and lartjest collection of June roses 1st ])remium:

Mrs. Marv .1. liarnard. Best bouquet
^ 1st preniiiim: Miss Susie

Small: second best bou(|uet Mrs. (t. Decker. Best collection of

l)ansies
— 1st premium: Mrs. .lane Barnard.

REPORT OF STRAWBERRY AAVARDIXG COMMITTEE.

Your committee to whom was jissi*>ned the duty of e.xaminiii<;'

fruit on exhibition and awardin<; jiremiums. rejjort that they found

on the table thirtv-six entries of strawberries of varieties correctly
named. consistin<; of Hve lots or collecti»ms. and make the follo\vin<i-

awards: First i)remium for <i;reatest and best display, ten varieties.

L. K. Cunnin^^fham. Second )iremium for greatest and l»est dis])lay.

seven varieties. Milo Barnard. The committee would here state that

President Barnard had in aildition to the seven varieties, a mixed lot

of five or six varieties which would have entitled him. had these

mixed berries been se})arated and ialieled. to the first premium. Third

premium for greatest and best dis])lay. six varieties. Hon. Harrison

Loiin^. liest named variety of one quart, to Flias Powell. Sharp-
le.ss. Second best named variety of one quart, to Klias Powell.

Wilsim. Third best named variety of one quart, to Milo Barnard,

('has. Downing, l^est single quart of Wilson. W. H. Knox. Best

single (piart of' (.'umberland Triumph. Harrison Loring. Best single

qmirt of Ci'escent, L. Iv Cimniughain. Some very tine berries of

Bidwell and I'lioto. eminently worthy of a ])remiuni. were in 11. bor-

ings collection, but as no premiums hail been offered for these varie-

ties, the committee could make no awanl.

Mrs. F. N. Tracy.
Mrs. Ellkn Mann.
A. L. Smali>,

('onnii/ffec.
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DISCUSSION ON STRAWBERRIES.

President Barnard said that he was becoming convinced that

Crystal City is a better variety than he had first considered it.

L. E. Cunningham— From my experience I would recommend

the Crescent as a most excellent berry. Of Bidwell, a new variety,

I have young plants, set last spring, that I think will produce nearly
a quart each. For a shipping berry the old Wilson is unsurpassed.
I would discard President Lincoln. Duchess. Forest Rose, and also

Chas. Downing, for it rusts badly.

The President— 1 agree with Cunningham in regard to Chas.

Downing and Cresceni

The Secretary stated that he believed that the Crescent was

getting more than its share of the praise from the speakers, and re-

minded them that the Sharpless had taken the first premium as the

))est lierry on exhibition to-day.

The exhibition berries being now the property of the Society,

steps were taken to dispose of them at auction, ('apt. Bliss Suther-

land was induced to mount the table and conduct the sale. The sale

opened by knocking down the premium quart of Sharpless at one

dollar to President Winslow, of the Agricultural Board, and propri-

etor of the Putney herd of short-horns of world-wide reputation.

The berries all sold at good prices, the receipts of the day footing up
about thirty dollars.

l^he President and Secretary drew orders for premiums and inci-

dental expenses for June meeting^ which will appear in Treasurer's

report, amounting to about thirty dollars.

The thanks of the Society were extended to the host and hos-

tess, Mr. and Mrs. Enos, to Prof. F. N. Tracy, to the Glee Club, to

President Barnard and Vice-President Powell for their liberal dona-

tion of strawberries for the dinner table, to Mr. J. K. Eagle and the

ofl&cers of the Agricultural Board for supplying lumber and seats,

to Mr. Hall for use of organ, and especially to the ladies of the

Society, who served the dinner in so pleasing and hospitable a

manner.
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AUGUST MHHTIN(i.

Through the courtesy of the Salina Grange, the Horticulturists

met for their August i)icnic and business meeting at Grange Hall.

Salina. August 11. 1883. Especial care had been taken to render the

grounds neat and pleasant, while the interior of the building was

tiistefully arranged with Howers and the fine fruit on exhibition.

Th»' attendance was exceedingly good, and the meeting unusu-

ally interesting.

Atone o'clock nearly all had assembled, and were ready to enjoy

the tem])ting viands invitingly dis])laye(l u])on tables of generous

dimensions.

At 2:80 F. M. the meeting was called to order, President Milo

Barnard in the chair. After distribution of the printed ])roceedings

of the previous meeting, the Standing and Special Committees were

called on and the following reports submitted:

FINANCE.

0. W. Barnard, chairnnin. rei)orted that Messrs. Wm. S. Hawker.

Peter Gray, K. H. Hawker. T. B. Dole. .1. M. Gridley, F. C. Eggleston.

Chas. K. Ross, R. McGregor. L. P. Henry. R. A. Lane, T. Henkle.

J. E. Shreffler. T. Stroud, Benj. Hammond and Peter Rathmau. bad

paid their meml^ership fees at this meeting, and their names were

accordingly enrolled as members.

FRUITS.

A. L. Small, chairman. re}>orted: Vour committee find upon the

table fine specimens of a dozen or more varieties of early apples.

R. A. Lane contri])uted specimens of Early Harvest. Sops of

Wine. Keswick Codlin, Cooper's Early VV hite. Red Astrachan and

Early Strawberry.

Vice-President Powell. IumI .June, huchess of ()ldeul)urg and

other varieties.

Mr. Alphonso Mellon, in addition to these other varieties luuned,

brought specimens of Summer Queen, etc.
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All of these three collections we find magnificent specimens.

We also find npon the table handsome specimens of Victor No.

tj and White Star potatoes, contribnted by T. Stroud.

VEGETABLES.

L. E. CUNNINGHAM, COMMITTEE.

.]//. Firsidr/if:

The success and uiaterial life of a hortiL-uitiiral association de-

pends entirely upon the regular attendance and active interest taken

by each and all of its members.
The rep(jrts of committees I regard as essential ainl ahvays

looked for. but, sorry to say, excuses are more plentiful than reports.
This should not be. and I hope that in the future, if we accept a

position upon a committee, we will feel that we are under obligations
to see that a paper is forthcoming at every meeting.

Early and medium early ]jotatoes will yield the largest and best

crop for many years. The late varieties with us will be very much

injured by the bugs, much worse than usual at this time of the year.
The early cabbage was a fine crop: late will be very good if some rain

comes in season. The tomtatoes w ith me will be a large yield. Beets

and parsnips will be good, and indeed I may say that the yield of all

vegetables are and will be above average years. The grajje crop
with me ]U'omises better than for several years past. Blackberries

were injured by the severity of the winter; many canes of the Sny-
der did not carry the fruit to maturity: the Black-cap raspberry did

not give us the fruit that we expected. One cause, and the promi-
nent one. too. robins. Thought I would experiment a little to see if

I could get a partial share of my own fruit— hired a cheap boy with

a shot-gun
— set hiui to work. Situation — boy at one end of the

patch, robins at the other end. Result at the end of the season—
robins got half, l:)oy got the other half, and I got what was left.

After this I went into the resolution business as a committee of the

whole, resolving that if there was lead and powder enough in Kan-
kakee there wouldn't be a robin breathing, living or having its being
on my premises next berry time. Good strawberry sets will be scarce

unless we get rain soon— but enough for this time.

Mrs. Mary .1. Baruard — T am really glad that the boy got the

other half. Any member of our Society that will set a boy with a

gun to shoot the birds, had ought to lose all of his fruit.

This led to a spirited discussion, Messrs. Lane, Cunningham',

Stroud and Knox expressed the opinion that although the birds may
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he verv nice in tlieiv place, tliev are a iiiiisaiiee to the fruit ^j^rower:

while Messrs. Miner. Mellon and others thouj^ht we can hetter

affctrd to raise enoujjfh fruit for Ijoth ourselves and the hirds than we

eaii do without them.

VINEYARDS.

I*. \. Honvallet. committee:

(xrapes are coloring"
—

Oporto. Ives, and Hartfords. We have
an e.xtra show in some corners, and if nothinj^ wrong ccmies. we call

this a good season. Am busy with a large corres])ondence all over

the Tiiited States about the Oporto grape, and beating some old

doctors. Have three extra-promising Concord seedlings. Will tell

yon this winter new notions, but too busy for the present.

Hy recpiest the President then read the following papei' which

he had pi-e]>ared for the Society:

WHY AUK APPLE TREES SO 8HORT-LI \'E1) IX THE WEST?

UV MILO 15AKNAHI).

This question came
\\\)

for discussion at a former meeting of our

Society, but owing to the immense breadth and de])th of the subject
no satisfactory conclusion was arrived at. This is not to be ^von-

dered at when we reflect that the most learned, scientific and practi-
cal minds of the age cannot settle the complex ))roblem.

One man attributes it to one cause, and another to somethin<r
else, l^jveii here the doctors cannot agree, and I should be foolish

iinleed were I to think 1 could solve or settle this, the most im[)ortant

question, j)erha])s, that the western horticulturist has to deal with,

which will recjuire years of scientiHc I'eseanh and ])atient experiment
to fully elucidate, and my only hope is that I may otfer theories or

make suggestions that will set others to thinking and searching into

the secrets of nature, to exj)ose the fallacy of my reasoning, ])er-

ha|>s. if they serve no other ])ur|)ose: for the first step toward true

knowledge is to unlearn what we have learned amiss.

The wording of this (piestion j>resuppo.ses the longevity of the

apple tree to be greater in other localities than it is at the west, and
in discussing the matter nuMubers generally held to the idea that

ilown east, and in many localities far north of us. the api)le tree

lived and produced profitably for from fifty to one hundred years.
But this knowledge ( with me at least ) being only hearsay knowledge,
and wishing contirmation of its truthfulness, I addressed notes of

inquiry to some of the leading horticulturists and fruit-growers of
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eastern states, askiag how many years tlieir apple orchards remained

healthy and in good bearing condition, and why our trees in the

west died so youiig.
In reply to my inquiry John A. Warder says: "You have, in-

deed asked a hard question, and one which involves several answers,
or a complicated one. There have been many answers offered, some
of which are unsatisfactory, root-grafting especially so.

" The eastern states have suffered in the same way. but to a less

extent, and the exceptional trees are the ones you have heard about.

Many of them, too, are accidental seedlings
—

seedlings that have
run back to the sturdy, hardy character of the native original cral)

type of the first wild apple. The Canadian apples were from French
seed, and like their sturdy race of horses, may have been improved
in hardiness by the killing oft' ( naturally ) of all the weaklings, and

by the '

survival of the fittest
*

to withstand the rigors of the

climate.

''We pomologists. Avith our refined taste and commercial ideas,

have selected only those "fittest" for our object of having choice

table fruit, regardless of sturdy trees, which do not always go to-

gether, or of having trees that bear al^undantly and are over-pro-
ductive and which are early l)earers. both of which qualities being
adverse to thrifty and often to hardy tree growth, at least liable to

be in opposition to such growth though not always so. Climate also

has much to do in the matter. The prairie country especially is

often very trying to perennial vegetation, in its drying winds and in

sudden changes. The wind-break is there essential as a means of

protection: The soil has been blamed, but though some soils are

better for trees than others, and we even select certain soils as best

for certain rariefies of apples, all our blessed land has in it the

necessary elements of growth. The old orchards seldom reach fifty

years hore, and are then decimated, and the trees diseased and unpro-
ductive, as a rule, though there are exceptions. I have trees set

twenty and twenty-five years, that have never yet borne me a fair

crop, but they will now produce abundantly for the next twenty
years, and some perhaps still longer. Close planting is your salva-

tion in the prairie country if you thin out as the space is needed,
but cover the ground."

From Thomas Meehan I received the following reply througli
the Gardener^ s Monthly: "There is little doubt that the average life

of an a])])le tree in Pennsylvania is about fifty years. The length of

life in any tree depends on its vital power. The English oak, in

England, has an average of five hundred years. In America its

average age, so far as the few instances known will allow us to

judge, is about one hundred. The apple, we believe, has about the

same comparative duration in the two countries. Anything that

affects the vital power of a plant, effects its longevity. A tree that

has to struggle with high winds and a low temperature, will not live
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near as loii^' ;is the same kiiitl of tree protected iioiii these trvin<i^

circumstances. In like manner one sii))jected to very dry or very
wet influences, or anytliiu^' tliat is not tlie most f'avoraI>le to vefjeta-

tion. will not live as lon;j," as one which has everything" favorable

al)out it. Thus we see that all the hy})otheses named by our corres-

l>ondent may have an influence so far as they bear on this question
of vital ])()wer. climate, soil and mana^^ement- all relate to the

question. We could make trees live as lon*^' in Illinois as anywhere
else, but it would j)robably be at the expense of something we prize.
What we call culture is opposed to abstract laws of health in plants.
We want something Avhich nature unaided will not give us, and she

insists that if we will have it, it shall be at the exj)eiise of something
else. It may be we have the best of it, even with a shortened lon-

gevity. This is practical as against the abstract question."

Ellwanger and Karry answer in this wise: '"The reason why
apple orchards on prairie soil at the west are short-lived is that they
grow fast and do not ri])en their wood well. 'Vlw consequence is in-

jury in winter, and this, followed u]) year after year, destroys vitality,
the center is all l)lack and dead with a living shell outside, which a

hard winter kills. In the eastern states where the a])ple tree is long-
lived, the soil and (dinuite are very different froni yours. All you
can do is to select hardy sorts and plant on dry laud. There are

orchards more than fifty years, yes eighty to one hundred years old.

in good condition in this country.'"
T think this settles the question, fairly at least, touching the

comjiai-ative longevity of a]»ple trees in th<^ different localities of our

country, and the lease of life seems to increase the further we go
east— much longer in Ohio than here, and in Pennsylvania still a

little longer, but only in York State do they reacli the good old age
of one hundred years.

Xow, in presenting a few thoughts on this subject, allow me to

say that the ai)ple we are now talking about is not indigenous to the

western hemisjihere, but is a native of Southern Europe and. ])erha])s.

Western Asia, and su(di is the botanical difference bi^tween this and
our native crab that they will not mix or hybridi/e, though they
will grow when grafted on each otlnr. So we see our apple is for-

eign-born, l)ut has become naturalized and seems well suited with

certain localities in its new home. Hut to expect it to floiii"ish.

wax old, and remain hale and hearty in all the trying situations in

our western country, is more than even apple nature can sulnnit to.

r think Meehan strikes the central truth in this matter wIkmi be

says:
" What we call culture is usually oi)posed to abstract laws of

health in })lants.'" The word culture, as he uses it, means (diange,
and when we imjtrovc flu- (piality of a fruit, we usually ini|iiiir its

vital |)ower in some way. cither make it tender, short-lived, or rc(bicc

its i)earing (jualities. for it seems <'a( h tree or jdant is endowed with

a certain amount of vital force or powder, and in certain kinds there

20
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is a teii(-leiK-_v to change wliicli man lias taken advantage of to produce
fruits of finest ({uality, and flowers of rich and most gorgeous
beauty. But as Meehan again sa3^s: "If we will have these quali-
ties, nature says it .^JkiU he at the expense of something else." So
we wall have to submit to this inexorable law of Mother Nature,
and renew our orchards every twenty years, or content ourselves

with poorer fruit. If we could improve our native crab-apple we

might succeed better, but unfortunately it belongs to that class of

plants that show little or no disposition to improve in any way.
And it is said by those best qualified to know, that there is no well

authenticated case of its pollen fertilizing our common or cultivated

apple, or rice versa. And still we are not sure that improvement of

the fruit of our native crab-apple (were it possible), would not

lower its vital forces, and cause it to succumb to our trying seasons,

for according to this well-established physiological law controlling-

plant life, to improve or strengthen it in one direction must neces-

sarily weaken it someAvhere else, and as hardiness seems to be

deficient in so many of our improved fruits, an improved native

cral)-tree would in all probability be open to the same objection.
But some may ask why varieties that are hardy further north and in

colder climates than this will do little or no good here. I will say
because we lack the protection and drainage, and will add, we have

commenced fruit-growing on the western prairies under the worst

combination of circumstances that Avill, or ever can exist, while they
at the east or in timbered regions commenced under the most favor-

able circumstances that will ever be vouchsafed to the planters.
Our prairies are getting better year by year for fruit growing as

we drain and plant timber, while the once timbered localities are

lessening their fruit-growing capacities year by year by the destruc-

tion of their forests. Viewing the matter in this light, is it any
wonder that a tree that has been cultivated and pampered until its

fruit has attained to such excellent quality, is unable to withstand

the trying ordeal of our undrained, treeless prairies? Why, go a

little further west on to the plains and our hardy forest trees cannot

be grown without the aid and protection of nurse-trees, as they are

called, and they use cottonwood and other native trees that are to

the manor l)orn for the purpose. Then let us learn wisdom by o))-

servation, that we may plant wisely and well, both for fruit, shelter,

and timber, in nowise' forgetting that to grow apple trees that will

meet our Avishes in the measure of longevity and hardiness, we must

grow them for ourselves, must go back to first principles and grow
from seed, and must content ourselves with fruit of lower grade, as

to quality, than that grown on the banks of the Hudson, or along
the eastern shore of Lake Michigan.

Discussion on this paper was deferred until next meeting.
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Discussion of tlu' (|uesti()n

now SHALL WE KKEP OUR BOYS OX THE FARM?

was opened bv H. A. Lane:

The question: "How shall we prevent our l)oys from leaving

the farm?" is rather indetinitely stated, and \ do not kiu)w whether

it refers alone to the l)i<;; l)oys cu' whether the little fellows should be

iniluded; if the latter, the question n]i<i:ht l)e safely left to the

mothers. If information is desire 1 in irnanl to
"
Young America,"

those who are neither children or yoiiiii^- men, large doses of patience
should l)e ])rescribed to be taken daily by the ])arents while they give
the boys allopathic doses of kindness, and. when necessary, whole-

some correction. If the inquiry be made concerning our sons who

l)y law are the owners of their own tinu\ and the arbiters of their

own destiny. 1 a])])rehend that as true ])arents we do not wish to

keep them at home unless we are contident we could do better for

them than they could do for themselves, jind while the departure of

our sons and daughters from the old farm and home, and the l)reaking

thereby of the ties which have bound the family, will cause many
an hour of sadness, many a tear to dim the eye, and perchance 1u-ing

to us a feeling of loneliness, and a sense of sorrow akin to those we

ex])erience when loved ones pay the great debt of nature, yet while

our hearts are ever lilled with atl'ection for our children, and while,

if possible, we would have them ever with us, yet as they go out

into the broad world to contend for their rights, to build u]) their

fortum^s. we should let them go
-

yes. snid fliciii forth with cheerful

words and choicest Ijlessings. Study and }>lan as w»^ may to keej) our

boys at home and to make farmers of them, we shall often fail, and

it is l)ut right that we should, as long as there are avocations and

callings in life nu)re congenial to their mitures and in more perfect

hai'iuouy with their ambitious aspirations. Hut fathers and mothers.

if you cannot keep your sons and daughters on the farm or at home

always, and if you would kee|) them there as long as ]»ossible. this is

my advice: make home homk - make it to your family the fairest,

hapjuest jdace oil earth. Make your children feel that for them and
their good there is no anxiety so great as yours, no aJfection no strong
and enduring, no lore, that in its breadth ami in its depth or its

j)uritv. can excel a parents aifection and love of his otTs))ring. and

when separation does couw. they will carry out with them the mem-
ories and rer(dlections of the old honu^ that will i)e ever pi'eseut

jovs. rising up to (dieer them even in the darkest. loU(diest hours; nor

will they be forgotten even though the full fruition of youn^- am-
l)ition"s highest ho])es be more than realized, for they will Id- aide to

adopt the langmige of the ])oet even then, and sing
'" home, sweet

home, there is no place like home."" And the ])leasant recollections

of a happy home will nut st(»p here, but like good [)recepts and good
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examples, will l)ear fruit fragTant with ha])piiiess and rich with

lilessings, hy laying tlie foundations of other Ironies, rivaling, if pos-

sible, the dear old home. Then I say, for these reasons, and as the

best answer that I can give to the question, make home a place of

happiness, a place of cheerfulness, a place of love and kindness, and

in the memories of your children, through all their lives, it will be

the sweetest place under heaven's dome— the brightest place beneath

the stars.

The discussion was continued for nearly an hour and was par-

ticipated in by Messrs. W. S. Hawker, R. H. Hawker, 0. W. Barnard,

Mellon, Miner, Stroud, Beedy, Mrs. Mann, and others, who expressed

varied opinions. Many of the speeches were very interesting and

highly deserving of publication, being entirely free from the mo-

notony which is apt to characterize the remarks at a horticultural

meeting, but not having been reduced to writing could not be

inserted.

MISCELLANEOUS.

R. A. Lane moved that Dr. A. L. Small be appointed a delegate

to the Nineteenth Session of the American Pomological Society to

be held in Philadelphia during September. Carried.

Some discussion was had in regard to the Society making a horti-

cultural display at the coming County Fair, and on motion of Dr. A.

L. Small, R. A. Lane was appointed agent for the Society to take

charge of and exhiliit horticultural products.

Richard H. Hawker, on behalf of the Bontiekl Driving Park

Association, invited the Seciety to hold a meeting in the Driving

Park Hall.

Len. Small moved that the invitation be accepted, and that the

thanks of the Society be extended to the Park Association. Carried.

Among those who contributed to the large and beautiful dis-

play of cut flowers, were Mrs. Powell, Mrs. Mary J. Barnard, Mrs.

Henry, Miss Edith Hawker, Miss (jertie DeLamartre, Mrs. Lane.

Mrs. Schreffler, Mrs. Ross, and Mrs. L Dole.

The Society is under obligation to Messrs. A. B. and L. P. Henry
for accommodating the teams of members.
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SEPTEMBER MEETING.

The Society met in Murphy Hall in Momence, Sept. 8th, 1883.

Tlio display of fruits, flowers and vegetables was large and of supe-

rior quality.

At twelve o'clock dinner was announced as ready, and after re-

lieving the tables of a portion of their delicious burden the nienil)ers

assembled in the nuiin hall, whore the meeting was called to order by

President IMilo Barnard.

The printed proceedings of the last meeting were distributed

among the members.

Considerable discussion was had in regard to the advisability of

our Society making a display of fruit at the coming State Fair.

On motion of S. A. Randall it was decided,
"
that it is the sense

of this meeting that it is advisable for our Society to make an exhi-

bition at the next State Fair." Tt was thought best to postpone

making definite arrangements until the f'oanty Fair, when a special

meeting will be held for that purpose in the horticultural hall on the

fair grounds.

On motion of the Secretary Milo Barmird was appointed a com-

mittee to report on the horticultural products exhibited at this

meeting.

Tlir following rcpoi'ts wci-c siiltmitted:

FINANCE.

Mrs. M. J. Barnard, treasurer, reported that T. ('. Dickinson, L.

T. Dickinscm, A. S. Vail, S. A. Bandall, and M.J. (-hii»man had i)aid

their uieiubershii) fees during this month.

HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS EXHIBITED.

Milo liarnard. ((unmittee, reported:

Vour committee tiud u|iou the tal»les handsome boU(|Uets of cut

flowers contributed l)y Mrs. M. .1. iiarnard. Miss Ida Moore, and Mrs.

A. L. Miner. Twenty varieties of ajijdes by A. S. Vail, iiu luding

specimens of Alexander. Keswick Codlin. Northern Spy. Baldwin

and Black l'ipi»in. Sixteen varieties by A. L. Miner, including Low-
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ell. Maiden's Blush, and Belmont. Milo Barnard exliibits specimens
of Coles Quince. Yellow Ingestre. and Raindel. Sixteen varieties of

apples by S. A. Randall, including Bailey Sweet, Savannah. Rhode
Island Greening, and Fall Pippin. Mr. Randall also exhil)its a spe-
cimen of South American Pampas grass, ten feet in height, also some

very fine White Elephant potatoes, one of which weighs twenty-
three ounces. Many of the apples in the collections are very tine. .

The President called for J. L. Clark, essayist, who, owing to a

business engagement, was unable to be present, but had sent his

essay, which was read by his daughter, Miss Mary Clark.

FAKMERS. THEIR POSITION SOCIALLY AND POLITICALLY.

BY J. L. CLAEK.

That a far greater share of our population is represented by
agriculture than by any other branch of industry is j^roven by the
census reports: that the general habits of the tillers of the soil are

better, more conducive to a higher standard of morality, than any
other class, is too well an accepted fact to need any argument to

sustain; that the physical health and developement is fully equal to

that of any other calling, also needs no argument to uphold. But
that by a great majority of the young people farming is not looked

upon as a desirable occupation, is too well attested by the overcrowd-

ing of the professions and the departments of clerkshi]), the eager-
ness with which girls choose husbands from the ranks of almost all

other pursuits, of the thousand and one little things that are every

day ilung athwart the pathway of all.

It would seem that if the intellectual development were equal to

that of the other classes, that farmers must, in a country where caste

is ignored, and where no lord nor prince nor potentate has the pre-

rogative to dole out at his will social honors or political preferments,
by virtue of equal physical force, equal intellectual strength, a bet-

ter morality, and a greater weight of numbers, rise to the top, both

socially and politically. And the argument has often been used with

seeming force to prove the intellectual inferiority of the average
farmer. Still I cannot accept the argument. For that sturdy prac-
tical common sense which builds empires and sustains them, all

countries have been obliged to draw upon the honest yeomanry, and

every draft has been honored when trials have {*ome that have made
the heads of wisest statesman and titled lord low in despair, oftimes

the plebian has stepped forward to the rescue.

On what, then, is this charge of inferiority based?
Let me try and answer. There are among us. as there are

among every other class, a lot of blatherskites, whose mouths are al-

ways open, whose pens are ever ready, whose sense was never dis-
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covered, who ])rocl;iiin themselves to he the i-epresentative men. and

farmers, unlike almost every other class, not only fail to denounce

them as frauds, hut l)y theiV silence give tacit consent, and the peo-

ple at large often misjudge them and their o]iinions in consequence.
Farnun-s. for the lack of that peculiar disci])liue which trade and

the professions enforce, have nu>re of the mercurial tem[)eraiuent
than almost any other class. In other callings reverses and successes

come and go and make no sign: a rigid reticence in all their matters,

guarded expression and carefulness of action, are all assiduously cul-

tivated. But this is not the case with the average farmer. His loss

or his gain can be read upon his face. He is at times all depressed,

all elated. The same temperament is carried into his political ami

his social life. He is apt to go to one extreme, then to the other,

then again (and that by far the greater part of the time) take the

safer wiser path, the middle road. Others read the record of such

men as they read the mercury in the thermometer. The few days

marking tlie extremes of heat and cold are carefully noted, and often

told; while the many days for business and pleasure are never men-
tioned.

In Longfellow's prayer. "Let us learn to labor and to wait." a

great truth is implied, which farmers, more than others, have failed

to learn. They are too impatient
— too unwilling to wait.

A student starts out to predict an eclipse of the sun. He first

studies the different motions, speeds and courses of the heavenly
l)odies. finding first one factin- then another, bearing (Ui that still

another contingent, upon that still another and another, and know-

ing that he cannot ignore or dodge one of them, begins arranging
factor aftt'r factor. ]>atiently traces his way through the long laby-
rinth of the abtruse analysis, waiting and willing to wait for the end.

and when he does reach the solution he knows he is right. The
farmer is more apt to say "we had an eclipse last year," and rather

than wait to trace altered comliticms of the ])rol)lem, conclude at once

that we will have an eclipse the same time this year, and nearly every

body else will know he is wrong. In nearly all of the political and

social (piestions of the day farmers have too often in this way jumjied
at conclusions, ami have suffered in reputation then'l)y.

.\gain. we farmers are too apt to fire our arguments through
smooth bore guns, which scatter altogether too much to biing down
mucli game. Other classes have been wiser in firing a coiiccutratt'd

shot at a single gri<'vance, and when that is despatched take another,

instead of trying to bring down a whole legion at one shot

Having thus kindly pointed out some of the causes of the i-e-

y>roach resting upon us, let nie turn to the jdeasanter task of point-

in<>" out remeilies. Let us try and make our homes jileasant: do in

the house what we are so eager to do on the farm, introduce all the

labor-saving machir.ery we can, relieving as far as we can. our wives

and dau"^hters from the drudgerv of the kit(dien: hire, when you can.
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married men. build houses for them to live in, and let them board at

home. then, instead of ostracising them, visit with them, and let them
know that we ourselves do not feel that their occupation is one whit
lower or more degrading than that of any other calling.

Let us give our children all the culture we can, and encourage
others to do the same; teach them that the genuine lady is not repre-
sented by the flamsy-pamsy-lifeless

"
belle of the period,'"

—I shook
hands with one the other day, and I waited breathlessly for a

minute or two for her to speak or breath to satisfy myself that
she was not a corpse

— but by her whose kindliness of heart dic-

tates her actions, whose purity of purpose is unquestioned, the touch
of whose hand betrays life, strength and self-reliance; that manhood
is not embodied in that despicable biped, a dude, but in him whose
restless energy and indomitable purpose is employed in lifting up
humanity and lessening its woes. Never fear but that the inherent
force of that true dignity of character which such manhood, such
womanhood implies, will place the possessor upon the highest round
of the social ladder. And, if in the past we have been negligent in

in this matter, let us remember that such an education cannot be
obtained in a day, and though never abating one effort, wait pa-

tiently, for wait we must, till the end is attained.

Before we complain of a political grievance let us know we
have a grievance, be able to clearly show it and plainly point out the

remedy, and I have no fears when this is done about its removal.
The statesman pays no heed to hair-brained crochets or chronic

growling, but when any question is clearly, ably presented, he always
wishes to enroll himself on the side of right; if a demagogue is

occupying the place of a statesman he would, under such circum-

stances, stand in a greater fear of the farmers than he ever did of

the "wrath of God," for farmers' votes are to the demagogue a little

more omnipotent than Omnipotence Himself.
Before we proclaim our opinions upon great political questions

let us be sure we have opinions and some grounds to safely base them

upon; let us treat every political question with that same care and

thoughtfulness which our traducers have in times past accredited to

us, when great emergencies have arisen, and we have settled them at

the ballot-box. Let us by much reading, close observation, by care-

ful thought, acquire convictions and then have the courage to main-
tain them, and, party or no party, vote for them, abiding with them,

through weal, through woe, through good report, through evil report.
To do so we must at times be unpopular: our motives will be im-

pugned, obloc[uy thrust in our face, reproach heaped upon us, and we
must patiently bear it. And though perhaps not in the very far

distant "bye and bye," when it shall have been demonstrated whether
or not we' were wrong, a just public may retract the slur upon the

motive which impelled us, yet, in case we err, the obloquy and re-

proach will remain, changed only to the old familiar word " foolish-
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ness." while if we are ri<i^lit. not one stain or imputation remains.
How important to be sure we are ri^lit.

Let us guard against too much legishition. It is the bane of the

country. Sometimes T think we act as if we want to legishite a man
to death, resurrect him ])y k'gishition. and legishite for the eternal

life l)eyond. Now I think we had l)etter. at least, leave the last alone
until we know definitely where the state lines in that unknown
country are, and to what state the man is going. But let us. when
a law is proven to be useless, urge its l)anishment from the statute

books; learn the simple needs of the body })olitic. and by so qualify-
ing ourselves that we can show a masterly ability to frame simple
laws to provide for those needs, T have no fears of our not reaching
the higher rounds of the political ladder.

DISCUSSION

of the question, "Why are apple trees so short-lived in the west?""

A, S. Vail— When Mr. Beedy and myself first came to this

country we planted orchards. In from ten to twenty years they be-

gan dying. In digging up the dead ti'ees to replant we found that

the bottom oi- tap roots were all rotten. We supposed that it was

caused by tiie roots running down into the water. To correct this

we put in ;i l)ig flat stone in tlic bottom of the hole before planting
in the young tree. Trees planted in this way twenty-five years ago
are still nice and thrifty. Our soil is deep and rich. Since we

planted those trees with stones underneath, my son planted an

orchard without ])ntting stones umh'r his trees, mid they are nearly
all dead.

Milo Barnard read short extracts from the priiiti'd (i|»iiii(>ns of

some eastern gentlemen on the subject.

A. S. Randall— Our land is too wet. This ])rairie soil of ours

needs tile draining for orchards.

A. L. Milln- I notice that orchards set on the highest knobs,

well drained, are doing well. I think root-grafting is one thing that

ails our ondiards. [ l)elieve that the whole root should be used

instead of a piece of a root, as is customary.

Mr. Miner also s])oke in favor r»f building seedlings.

A. Mellon- I do not agree with Mr. Miner in regard to root-

grafting; my toi)-grafted trees break flown badly. I have come to

the conclusion that root->'raftin<; is the best. I have one Wild (ioose
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plum tree that has l)orne well for several years. I would like to

have each nienilier of this society get one tree of the Wild Goose plum
and try it. I have one orchard that was planted on very dry ground
on the banks of the Troquis River thirty years ago, and the trees are

nearly all dead. Another orchard of mine growing on pretty wet

land is doing well. Mr. Mellon spoke disparagingly about protecting

orchards by wind-breaks, and added: If I had my choice of location

I would plant on the highest knoll of the prairie.

Mr. Beedy
— I think we should know more about geology: some

varieties do well in one locality that will not succeed in other places

owing to the difference in the soil. We need to study geology.

Mr. Smith was called on— he said: have an orchard planted on

ground formerly occupied by timber, and one on prairie soil, can see

no particular difference in their growth. My experience is that a

man who takes the best care of his orchards has the best trees.

President Barnard— I cannot agree with Brother Miner in re-

gard to root-grafting. A number of years ago I planted fifty root-

grafted trees; the next spring I procured and planted next to them

fifty seedlings which were afterwards budded. I find now that four-

teen of the latter and thirteen of the root-grafted are dead, this

together with other experience, leads me to believe that root-graft-

ing is preferable.

On motion adjourned.

SPECIAL MEETING.

At 11 o'clock A. M., Friday, September 14, a number of the hor-

ticulturists assembled in Horticultural Hall^ on the fair grounds, in

Kankakee.

In the absence of the President and Vice-President the meeting
was called to order by the Secretary. On motion of H. S. Bloom,
0. W. Barnard was elected President.

Mr. Bloom stated that the meeting was called for the purpose
of the further consideration of the project of the Society making an

exhibition of fruit at the State Fair.

G. G. Barber— I move that the matter be dro])ped.

R. A. Lane— I second the motion.

It was put to vote and carried unanimously. On motion the

meeting adjourned.
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OCTOBER MEETING.

Notwitlistancliii'^ the IHtli of October wus a cold, disajjreeuble

day, and a drizzling rain continued to fall at frequent intervals, quite

a number of prominent horticulturists assembled at the handsome

residence of Wm. Cooper, located two miles northwest of the village

of Bourbonnais. on one of the finest and best cultivated farms^ in

Kankakee county.

At a few minutes past twelve dinner was announced and heartily

])artaken of. it being excellently served by Mrs. Cooper and other

lady members of the Society!

After dinner the meeting was called to order by first Vice Pres-

ident Elias Powell. Len. Small, one of the committee appointed to

revise the constitution and by-laws, submitted a partial report.

After some discussion, on motion of W. Cooper the whole matter

was laid over until the Xoveniber meeting.

Finance Committee, 0. W. Barnard, chairman, reported that

Major <'. Williams and Slocuni AVilber had paid their membership
fees, aiul that our Society was awarded the i)remium of $27) at the

fair last month of the County Agricultural Board, for the l)est col-

lection of horticnltural ]»roducts exliilnted by any society.

\\ ni. <'o()per was called upon, and asked how the a])ple crop had

been. He responded that the a])ple crop with him had lieeii rathei-

light during the post season. He enumerated some variettes that are

doing well, while others that are considered standard are doing

nothing. Mr. Cooper said:
'"

[n coming home from the west we rode

through Missouri and Iowa in the daytime. 1 noticed that very few

of the orchards looked well; in .-ome ol' them two-thirds of the trees

were dead. The trees in Kansas are beginning to show their age."'

A. \j. Miner In traveling i'oi- a i'ew weeks [)ast a little north

of here, I observed that the orchards planted on high lands are thrif-

ty and looking finely.

^rajor<'. Williams told of trees set (Ui sandy soil that had done

W(dl. Milam a]tideshave lieeii short lived with him.
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A. H. Gaston, of Lacon, being present, was called upon, and

said: I am here more for the purpose of learning than for talking.

The crop of apples with us is not as great as it is here. Last winter

the thermometer fell to 34° below zero, which gave an opportunity of

testing the hardiness of varieties. Some of those that went through
all right were the Duchess of Oldenburgh, Snow, and Bellflower.

We make the Bellflower bear by girdling. Lacon has a gravel un-

derdrain. High bluffs are considered the best for orchards.

MISCELLANEOUS.

On motion of G. G. Barber the bill for printing the August and

September proceedings, and the bill of the County Agricultural

Board for the Society's membership were allowed, and orders drawn

for the amounts. After some further discussion on orchards and

grafting the meeting adjourned to give the visitors an opportunity

to look over the extensive farm and orchards of the host.

HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS EXHIBITED.

Handsome bouquets of flowers were exhibited by Mrs. Elias

Powell. Mrs. M. J. Barnard, and others. Some fine specimens of

apples by Mr. Cooper and Vice President Powell, the latter also ex-

hibited some fine mammoth Kansas corn and turnips, one of which

weighed four pounds. A. H. Gaston, of Lacon, exhibited some fine

seedlings of Catalpa Speciosa and Russian Mulberry, both of which

deserve to be placed near the head of the list of hardy and durable

timber trees.

NOVEMBER MEETING.

The Horticulturists met for their regular monthly meeting on

Saturday afternoon, November 10th, in the Supervisor's room, Kan-

kakee, President Milo Barnard in the chair.

Minutes of the last meeting read and approved.
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On motion ol Dr. A. L. Small tin' order of business was fliaii<^ed

so that the essay of Dr. A. S. Cutler would he first on the programme.

Owing to a business engagement the Doctor was unal)le to attend

the meeting, but Mrs. Cutler was present and kindly read his essay,

which was entitle(l :

SOMETHING ABOUT OUR PRAIRIES,

Mr. I'r>s/i/i'iif. Ldilics dix/ (I'ciif/rnicii :

While 1 am aware that the subject under roiisideratioii is in»l

strictly a horticultural one, T yet consider it near enough to launch

out u])on the theme, and as many years have past since T was a prac-
tical horticulturist. T trust you will l)ear with me in my present brief

departure from your established usage. I shall, in the j)resent essay,

have a little something to say of the origin ami ( haracterics of our

])rairies. By the term ])rairie. T mean that ])eculiar nu)dification of

liighland or lowland ])lain so immediately characteristic of our

western states, and of wliii h those of our own great state seems to

afford so perfect a type.
Plains, highland or lowland, are by no means confined to the

great central portion of our own country. They occupy at least

two-thirds of the laml surface of our glolx'. Ibit whether they are

the steppes of Siberia, the sandy })lains of Central Asia, the vast

Sahara of Northern Africa, the table laiuls of Sontlieru Africa, the

llamas anil |)ampas of South America, the frosty u})lands stretching

away from the northern border of our great lakes to the very margin
of the Arctic sea. or the vast, illimitable j)rairies of our own great

Alississippi ^^ll^'v. one leading feature of them all remains the same.

It is the comidete or comparative al)sence af all arboreal vegetation,
and their treeless character remains the same whether the plain be

level or rolling and covered with desert sand, or the ri(diest vegetable
mould.

The grciit })rairie region of our own conntry lies in the vast

(•(uicavity of our continent drained liy the Mississi]>pi and tributa-

ries, and lying between the great mountain ranges u))on the east and

west. The territory it occujiies covcm's a j)ortion of Western Ohio,

a still larger portion of Indiana, takes the lion's share of our own
state, ami the entire whole of Iowa, Nebraska and Kansas. The
most of this region is comparatively W(dl watered, and the soil is of

sur])rising fertility. It varies from a ri(di, black or chocolate colored

vegetable mould, east of the Mississippi, to a greyish silicious loam

west of the Missouri, until west of the KMlth meridian west longi-

tude it gradually becomes a seeming diy and |)ar( bed desert ))lain.

We use the word seeming advisedly, for what twenty-tive years ago
was considered a part of the great American desert, and so stated in
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the geographies of that time, is now one of the fairest portions of

the world's great garden and granery.
In the central part of onr own great state I have seen the rich

black soil from three to ten feet in depth
— a wealth of Mother

Earth calculated to sustain an enormous population for centuries to

come, with hut comparatively little need of recompense to be paid
back on account of exhausting its fertility, and years ago the settlers

of riraiid Prairie had a glorious view s})read out before them in the

undulating plain almost as level as the bosom of a peaceful sea, the
rank grass growing from five to even six or eight feet in height.

Much of the prairie lying west of us in our own State and the
State of Iowa is of a nature we denominate "rolling," the undula-
tions being commonly of a gentle nature and admirably adapted for

drainage.
The" streams watering these regions have their rise in slight de-

pressions of the land, flowing over Ijeds more clearly marked as they
proceed upon their way. The general land elevation of the central

Mississippi valley ranges from four hundred feet in the vicinity of

Cairo, to upwards of twelve hundred feet in the states of Missouri
and Iowa. The general elevation along the line of the Illinois Cen-
tral Railroad in this state being from six hundred and fifty to seven
hundred and fifty, and the elevation of Lake Michigan above tide

water five hundred and seventy-eight feet.

A marked peculitu-ity of our prairie soil is its exceeding finely
comminuted nature. To this circumstance many of our eminent

geologists attribute its treeless character, while others explain the
fact by the theory that, at no long time since in the earth's history,
this entire region was covered by a vast system of interior lakes, of

which those yet remaining upon our northern borders are a sort of

type, and when we consider that beyond a doubt the former level of

the great lakes must have been one hundred and fifty feet above
their present surface, we realize more fully the vast extent of terri-

tory they must have covered. These evidences of a former high
level of a wonderful inland sea are at once numerous and conclusive;
the chiefest of which are the terraces lying adjacent to the southern
shore of Lake Erie. They lie above the present level of the lake

from fifty to one hundred feet, and passing around the western shore

they are again found in the State of Michigan along the borders of

Lake Huron, and they are again discoverable upon the island of

Mackinac. They were doubtless formed by the waters remaining at

nearly constant level for ages in duration, until the immense flood

wore its way through some comparatively thin wall of partition when
they sank to a lower level. The last great change in this direction

was ages in the i)ast, when the pent uj) waters burst the bonds that
had hitherto restrained them, and the river and falls of Niagara were
the result. This change, according to prominent geologists, reduced
the former lake levels about forty feet, a distance, you will perceive.
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iiniply sufficient. cduM the w.itcis lie
;ijj,;iiii

raised to tliiit height, to

tlood this entire region and turn the current of the mighty stream

diagonally across our state, ami the evidences seem to exist that in

former ages s\ich was certainly the case, and from twenty to forty
miles from the ])resent shores of Lake Michigan u))on the south are

yet to he distinctly traced the ancient level of this mighty sea.

Now for some of the various hypotheses to explain the treeless

character of our prairies. One has already heen alluded to— the

finely pulverized condition of the soil, Avhich is sn])posed hy many to

be inimical to native forest growth. Another is, that all prairie

reji-ions being former sea bottoms, no tree growth can ever si)rin<>"

spontaneously from an ocean bed, as water itself is entirely destruct-

ive to the germs of tree life. Another ])0])ular view that gained an

almost universal credence, was the fact that our prairies were annu-

ally burned over by the Indians in search of game or to harrass their

enemies, and the illogical secjuence w'as at once jumped at that the

red man was the destroyer of all previous tree growth. Still another
view that obtained to some extent was, that the prairies had for-

merly l)een covered by timber thickly intermixed by rank-growing
cane, the latter taking both moisture and nutrition from the trees,

and literally cho4<ing out their existence, while in turn the cane

bi-akes. de]>rived of the shade of the timber. pei"islied by heat and
drouth. Still others refer the treelessness of our j)rairies to certain

(»ther conditions nnfavoraljle to their develoi)ment or growth, as dry-
ness, or saltiness, or alkalinity.

Prof. Lesrpiereaux. in s])eaking of prairie soil, says:
"

It is nei-

ther j»eat nor humus, but a soft black mould containg a large per-

centage of ulnric acid, produced by tho slow decomposititni of acpiatic

plants, mostly under water, and jtartaking as niiicli ol' the nature of

peat as humus." and he continues, "it is easy to understand why
trees cannot grow on this kijul of soil, The germination of seeds of

the arl)orescent plants need the free access of oxygen for their devel-

opnient, and esj)ecially young trees absorb by their roots a great
amount of air.

"

1 am inclined to tliink thai for the germination of tinibei-gi-ow-

ing seeds there should be a thorough breaking np of the tough, w iry

[irairie sod. to allow a free admixture of atmosjiheric air imme(liately
underneath, then prairie soil beconu's the titting home for future

forest growth, provided the still further artiticial met hods r»f jdant-
ing be res(n'ted to. Hut j»erhaps sonn- one asks:

" How do you a<-

couut for the groves that at various intervals stud the bosom of cmr

fertile j)lainsy Who ]danted or transplanted the forest growth we

already behold, much of whiidi has sprung up since the departure i){'

the Indian for his western hunting grounds, or whicdi befoi-e existed

in spite of his destructive tiresy
'"

I reply that we find all such tim-

ber growth ujjon a soil essentially diverse from our true |»rairie mould.
In many places in our own, and in several Nplaces in adjoining States,
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I have frequently traced the clear and sharp cut lines of woodland,
and observed the strong contrast it presented to the far-stretching

prairie, until the line of timber in the distance looked like a solid

wall. There is but little compromise between the two: the natural

prairie will not encroach upon the woodland, nor does the forest of

itself enlarge its borders at the expense of the plain. The acorns

and nuts that fall upon the prairie margin decay and rot where they
fall, unless the soil was specially prepared for their reception, while
had the same germs been planted by the hand of nature on a true

timber-bearing soil, they would of themselves have sprouted and
taken root. The characteristics and differences between true timber
and prairie land is as marked and distinct as that between mountain,

slope, and meadow location.

Nor has the age of prairie formation even yet, by any means
ceased to be; the sloughs and low marshy lands we find in almost

any direction about us, is a condition, the last of a long series that

have continued for long ages past, that transforms a sea bottom to

a fertile plain. The bay of Sandusky, north of Ohio, is at present

undergoing this same transformation. A portion becomes land-

locked by sand bars and islands, and thus protected from the agita-
tions of storms and deep waters, fresh water deposits are slowly but

surely accumulating ujjon the bottom. These and the washings of

the surrounding shores, and the debris of incoming streams, are an

influence that makes itself felt in the course of centuries. Minne-
sota may be termed a land of inland lakes, yet it will not be many
generations hence ere the majority of them will become cultivated

fields. Beaver and Eagle lakes, in the border of an adjoining state,

have, by a system of drainage, been largely reclaimed to cultivation

within the past twenty years, and where formerly the lake bottom
was found at a depth of twenty feet or more there is scarcely half

that, while, by a general cultivation of the entire country, an in-

creased evaporation is taking place, and swamps and marshes are

yearly becoming firmer and more cultivatable. Near my former home
is the old arm of a lake covering a thousand acres, that in a few

years longer will bear the finest of tame grasses; within the memory
of men still living it lay five feet under water. The inarshes along
the bed of the Kankakee River in the State of Indiana are slowly
but surely becoming dry prairie, and when, two hundred years ago,
LaSalle and his brave men followed the course of our river from
some point in Indiana to its union with the Illinois, the marsh was
both wider and deeper than at present.

It will be but a few generations hence when the monotone of

prairie grandeur and its wild loneliness will have forever passed from
our midst. The civilization of to-day is thickly dotting the fertile

acres with prosperous homes. The great present and the still greater
future granaries of the world lie within our l^orders. The cultiva-

tion of upland and the drainage of lowland plains s^nd the million
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lioincs ;m in<lustrions ])oople are huildin^' for tlicnisolves. roiulors m

locality even in the eourse of a score of years scarcely reco<4"ni/al)le.

Tinil)er will be i)lantecl in the future far more than in the past, not

so much the sort fibred cottonwoods and poplars, but trees of hardy
<i^rowth like the oak. the walnut and the ma])le. (rroves. with the

easy cultivation they recpiire, will become far more abundant in the

future, and the ^ifreat })rairies as they were known to the <i^eneration

of pioneers now fast passing away, will soon become a thing of the

past and its history.

At the conclusion of the essay the regular order of business was

taken up, and on motion of Len. Small the Society resolved itself

into a committee of the whole, with Wm. Cooper in the chair and

H. S. Bloom as secretary, for the consideration of the revision of the

constitution and by-laws. After one and a half hour's deliberations

the committee arose, and the house was again called to order by

President Barnard, and the committee's report, consisting of the re-

vised constitution and by-laws^ was read by Mr. Bloom, and on

motion the same was unanimousl}' ado])ted. with an additional

amendment, fixing the annual meeting on the first . Saturday in

December.

Report of committee on vegetables was called for and submitted.

VEGETABLES.

My report for the last two months may be summed "up very briefly.

Taking the county over the potato crop is no donlit the largest in

the last eight years, and conse(|ueutly very cheap. The late cabbage

cro]) ])roved very light in the cai)bage growing districts. The mid-

summer vegetables were fully up to the average. Strawberries,

ra.spberries, grapes and cherries are evidently g(»ing into winter quar-
ters in fine condition. L. K. (JUisNINUHAM,

Commitfee.

An essay was then read on

THE POWKR OF ORGANIZATIOX.

liV MISS HELEN N. I'ECK.

Jn union there is strength," is a inaxiin, llu' truth oi' which

has been demonstated in all ages. In every nation, so long as the

people or the ruling party are united, the government stands: and

just so soon as dissensions arise among themselves the nation (U"

government falls.

21
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The knowledge of this truth is what leads to the formation of
the various "rings," "combinations'' and "leagues" with which we
are all familiar. And it is the knowledge of the strength of their

union which makes them so daring in their schemes. The trades

unions all over our country, though largely founded on false princi-

ples, are yet often able to accomplish their aims by their perfect
organization. Even the thieves have their system, and surely, honest
men may, and do follow their example in this respect.

Having noticed the l)enefits derived from organization in the

way of executing plans, let us look at the benefits to be derived from
the same source.

You will find some who sneer at those who are active in such
an organization as this, calling them fanatics. But there has never
been a reform or a great discovery in the world of science but what
the pioneers in the movement were termed fanatics. For instance
take the man whose natal day the whole civilized world are celebrat-

ing. So the term is one of honor rather than of reproach. But

why is it more fanatical to meet and discuss the best methods for

raising strawberries than to do the same with regard to school teach-

ing?
" In union is strength,'' is as true of ideas as of anything else.

In an association like this the interchange of ideas is of great benefit.

Each one present can testify to the benefits received, though, perhaps
no two of them have been helped by just the same thing. In this is

shown the power for good of the Society as a Society. Perhaps the
one who wished to know about potatoes might meet no where else

the one who could give him the desired information, while thrown in

daily contact with the great raspberr}^ cultivator who could neither

help his neighbor nor be helped by him. But here the experience of

one can be made to do duty for all
;
and if each contributes his small

item the total information will be great. The main question is, does

each profit by the experience of others as much as he might? Let
each then give his best thoughts, his most valuable information and
his experience on the subject under discussion, knowing that others

may be informed and saved from mistakes thereby.
But if organization is so impoi'tant, will not a more thoroughly

systematized organization accomjjlish more work, with less labor by
the individual? Suppose each member of the association was to

agree to make a certain experiment, or a series of experiments on a

certain subject, then, when the results were compared, the informa-
tion gained by each member would be in exact proportion to the

number of members and the faithfulness with which each part was

performed.
" No man liveth for himself alone," but perha])s the farmer and

fruit-grower live for others more than any other portion of mankind ;

for what says the poet :
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"We may live without poetry, music aud art,
We uiay live without coiiseieuce aiul live without heart ;

We may live witiiout friends, we may live without books,
But civilized men cannot live without cooks.

He may live without books —what is knowIedj?e l)ut grieving?
He may live without liope

— what is hope l)ut (lecei\ iiisrV

He may live without love— what is jiassion but ])iningy
But where is the man that can live without dining?"

And who has more to do with the quantity and quality of the dinner
than those who produce it? Then let the Society Hourish, and with
a ;j^ood orj^fanization will come <i;ood dinners, and mankind will there-

fore be better tempered, and hence the community be better for it.

On motion the Society adjourned.

DECEMBER ANNUAL MEETING.

On December 1st. 1883. the Society held its annual meeting- in

the Circuit (^)urt room, in Kankakee, with about fifty members in

attendance. The meetin<i^ was called to order at half-past one. i).m..

President Milo Barnard in the chair.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS.

That })art of the constitution and Ijy-Uiws postponed at the last

meetino; was first considered.

A. L. Miner moved that the rej^ular meetings be held monthly.

Several amendments, purposing to lessen the number of meetings,
were offered to this motion, and considerable discussion followed.

The amendments were finally voted down, and the original motion

prevailed.

The Secretary's and Treasurer's reports were then read.

SECRETARY'S REPORT.

Mr. Presidfuf. <iii>l /''rl/oir-Mcnihprs of the

Kaiihtkcc V((JIri/ Hortindfitral Society :

It has become an established custom for secretaries of associa-

tions of this kind to make annual re])orts.

Realizing that the tinu' for our deliberations this afternoon is

ver}' limited, I shall ask for but few moments in which to review our

year's work and offer some suggestions. I congratulate you upon
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the increasing- interest in our Society's work. For some time past 1

have enjoyed special advantages for becoming acquainted with the in-

side working of horticultural societies, and it is with a feeling of

satisfaction that I realize that the Kankakee Valley Horticultural

Society stands second to none in the great state of Illinois. During
the past year there has been enrolled the names of over two hundred
members.

We have held eleven regular and one special meetings, at which
over twenty valuable and interesting essays and reports have been
read.

Although at least three of our meetings occurred during very
bad weather not one has failed to be a success. The fruits, flowers,
and other horticultural products exhibited have been of superior

quality and in greater numbers than for years past. The display of

strawberries and flowers at our June show were excellent, while the
fruit exhibited by the Society at the County Fair would have done
credit to the tahles in the horticultural ball at the State Fair.

I believe that much of the interest manifested in our work this

year is due to the publication of our reports in book form, and would

suggest that this work be continued next year. I wish to say but a

word in connection with our library. We now have a safe place to

jjut it. A few additions have been made, mostly by donations, and
other volumes have been promised. The expenditures for this pur-
pose thus far have been confined to express charges and postage.
The enterprise of securing a large central library under the care of

our Society, it seems to rae, is one worthy of our careful attention.

I think we should endeavor to gather a carefully selected list of

liooks and publications that can l)e used for reference by any member
of our society who may desire to thoroughly investigate any matter
connected with horticulture. If rightly managed by our librarian

and secretary, a very large proportion of these volumes can be se-

cured by the exchange of our transactions.

Our finances are in a very prosperous condition, which is largely
due to the perseverance and economy of our excellent treasurer and
finance committee. It is very gratifying to me to know that the

work we have accomplished has l:)een accomplished at our own exer-

tions and expense, without the aid of state approju'iations.
I would suggest as a means of raising additional funds, if neces-

sary, and also of making our Society a permanency, that we solicit

life-mem bershi])s.
While it is right and proper for us to glory in our present pros-

perity let us not forget the future.

Our meeting to-day is the most important one connected with
the success of this association held during the year.

The officers who have served you in the past have doubtless done
their best, and deserve credit for their labors. But this is an age of

change and progress; that which was considered superior one hun-
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dred or even twenty-live years a^o is to-day [)ut down as inferior.

The very foundation of our national government is based on the prin-

ciple of frequent changes and advancement.
I would urge the (hanging of your jiriucijial ottiiers for several

reasons. First, because I believe that by putting new men at the

head of the association new life and energy would be brought into

the management, and a marked improvement would be the result.

Second, if it is a l)urdeji to perform the duties of these positions, and

I believe that in one sense it is, then we should all help to bear them,
and if there is any honor in holding a position of that kind, and I

think there is, then it is but right that the honors should be passed
arouml.

Thanking you for your kind attention, and the very cordial

and earnest support that yon have given me while performing my
duties for the past year, I bid you an official farewell.

LEN. SMALL, Secretary.

TREASURER'S REPORT.

RECEIPTS.

Amount remainiuj,' in treasury December 1882 S 77.71

Received in membershij) lees during the year 56.50

Premium at agricultural fair 25.00

Received of President, money remaining in his hands after

paying for hall for State Horticultural Society 2. 15

Sale of .strawberries at June meeting 4.20

Total $165.56

DISBURSEMENTS.

Dec. 9, 1882. To cash paid TT. S. Bloom, as secretary $ 10.00

Feb. 10, 188?>. To cash i)aid Livingstun ct Shaw, printing
cards 5.00

April 14, 1SS;J. To cash paid Livingston & Shaw, printing
pamphlet 5.70

May 22, 1883. To cash jiaid Livingston l'c Shaw, i>rinting

l)aniplil('t 5.70

.Tune 16, 1883. To casli paid X. 1?. Pratt tor nails 25

June 16,1883. Tocasli paid H.J. llanna. groceries I.SO

June 16, 1883. To cash i)aid II. S. lihjom. work for Society. 3.00

June Ki, 1883. To cash paid I. II. Hall. cream 1.50

June 16, 18s;j. To cashjiaid L. E. Cuniiinghani. strawberries 2.72

June 16, 1883. To cash paid Mrs. (I. Decker, i)remium on
on l(()U(iuets .50

June 16, 1883. To cash paid II. Loring, premium on straw-
berries 2.00

June 16, 1883. To cash i»aid E. Powell, premium on straw-
l)erri('s 3.00

June 16, 1883. To cash paid L. E. Cuniungham, premiums
on strawherru'S 4.00

June 16, 1883. To cash paid A. II. Burt, premium on roses, 2.00

\
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June 16, 1883. To cash paid M. Barnard, premium on straw-
berries 3.00

June 16, 1883. To cash paid W.H. Knox, premium on straw-
berries 1 , 00

June 16, 1884. To cash paid M. J. Barnard, for premium on
roses 2 . 00

June 16, 1883. To cash paid Jane Barnard, for premium on
violets 1 . 00

June 16, 1883. To cash paid Susie Small, for premium on
bouquet 1 . 00

June 10, 1883. To cash paid J. K. Eagle, lumber .44

June 16, 1883. Drayage 50
June 10, 1883. To cash paid Livingston & Shaw, printing. . 9..50

Oct. 28,1883. To cash paid entrance fee to Agricul. Fair. . 1.50
Oct. 28, 1883. To cash paid Livingston & Shaw, printing . . 9.50

Total $76.61

Total Receipts $165.56
Total Expenditures 76 . 61

Dec. 1, 1883, remaining in Treasury $88.95

MARY J. BARNARD, Treasurer.

The regular essayist was then called:

ROOT POWER.

BY HENRY MORTIMER.

Mr. President.! Ladies and Gentlemen :

Again the time has arrived when, in accordance with previous

arrangements, I am expected to have an essay for our Society. As

nearly every horticultural subject has already been handled by abler

pens, with some hesitation I select the one at the head of this paper.
In presenting the subject of root power I do not expect to

announce much that is original. If I merely succeed in calling a

more general attention to the subject than is usually given to it my
object will be accomplished. Leaving out aquatic, parasitic and air

plants, with many others of the fungus family not necessary to con-

sider, it is assumed that every tree, bush, bramble, vine, and weed
owes its existence to its roots in the soil. It follows, therefore, that

increasing healthy root growth increases healthy growth above

ground and that root pruning checks such growth. If, by examina-

tion, we ascertain the extent and direction of the roots of a plant,
and by experiment the best conditions for their profitable growth,
we are in possession of knowledge that enables us to assist nature in

her various operations.
A fruit tree is something that we desire more from than mere

growth of wood and leaves. If it has only sufficient root power to

keep it alive and maintain a slow, sickly growth, it cannot produce
fruit. It is like a machine with just power enough to overcome the
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friction ; in this ease more power must be applied before we can get
work from the machine, and the same is true of the tree, more root

[tower must be put in action before we obtain fruit.

Roots do their best under special conditions of temi)erature,
moisture and soil. A low tem])erature checks vegetable growth, in-

jures and sometimes kills the jtlant. A high temi)erature causes a

greater evaporation of water through the leaves than the roots can

supjily by absorption. In this way our trees and plants are often

injured in one summer, the effects of which are manifest in the

diminished crops in subsequent seasons.

The quantity of moisture in the soil is another important factor

in the healthy growth of jilant roots. Fruit growing on wet soil

cannot be successful. Such soil is comi^acted. air cannot circulate

through it. and the plant food in it is not utilized.

On high land during the continuance of a drouth, especially if

such laud has a gravelly or sandy sub-soil, the want of moisture may
partially or wholly dry up the roots, thus injuring or killing the

trees. Again, trees or small fruit plants may be in a soil poor in the

necessary elements required for the growth of wood, or fruit, or both

combined.

Having imperfectly described what may occur under the diil'er-

ent conditions of temperature, moisture and soil, it may be well to

ask if there i.s a way to avoid, or at least lessen, the evils occurring
under the unfavorable conditions mentioned. If a healthy root

growth jtroduees healthy growth of tree, let us see if we can secure

the tirst in order to obtain the second. Taking the fruit condition

in sections of country where a very low temperature is of frequent
recurrence, we njust limit our selections of fruits to the kinds known
to be hardy. Fortunately there are many kinds of hardy trees and
small fruits, which those who have attended the meetings of our

Society or read its proceedings already know, so that a repetition of

names is not required here.

In regard to moisture, many of the low lands are too wer. vet

in most cases such lands can be adajtted to fruit culture, both large
and small. 1>y properly located tile drains.

For fruit growing on high lands, select such as have a clay sub

soil, then in case drouth occurs, keep the cultivator going. During
dry weather, for land that is ill fruit, I know of nothing better than

freijuent stirring (d' the surface soil. This jtrevents the surface from

hardening and cracking, which prevents the escajte of the moisture

which is constantly coming uj) from below, thus supjjlying food to

the roots so necessary at this time.

Nicholas Ohmer. the disseminator of the (iregg rasjilterry. and

one of the gui<liiig lights of the noted Montg(Uuery ('ouiity (Ohio)
Horticultural Society, succeeded, durijig a very dry season, in obtain-

a good crop of berries l)y kee[)ing his cultivators going through his

fruit grounds, while some others, on land ecpially as good, but with-

out such cultivation, gathered only a small crop (jf i)oor fruit.
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On land too poor to procliice fruit the remedy is apparent. En-
rich it by manuring, plowing clover or other green crops under, or

feeding stock on it for a season or two before putting it under cul-

tivation. Fortunately for Kankakee county poverty of soil is not
one of the stumbling blocks in the way of horticultural success. I

believe, however, that no one crop can be constantly grown on the
same land year after year without deterioration, unless manure or

some other fertilizer is applied to compensate for the product
removed.

A plant includes all there is of it. The parts that grow above
the ground, the stem, branches and leaves, together with the parts
that grow below the surface, the roots, rootlets, and all their feeders,
constitute the whole plant. In a perfectly grown plant all the parts
make a corresponding growth. All plant food is taken by the feeders

in a liquid form. The roots of plants are attracted by plant food
and grow towards it until they reach it, if placed near enough for

them to do so. This explains why spreading manure over the entire

surface is better than manuring corn in the hill. If the soil is com-

pacted by the tread of stock or hardened by sunshine after rain, the
air does not pass through the soil, and a large part of the plant food
remains insoluble, the tender feeders cannot accomplish their work,
and the whole plant is weakened. The cutting away of a part of

the roots of a tree weakens it and retards its growth in proportion
to the injury done. This is shown in the transplanting of large
trees which recover slowly from the check received. Root pruning
has been tried and recommended by some horticulturists in the care

of tardy bearing fruit trees to bring them into bearing. Any injury
which endangers the life of a tree may sometimes cause the growth
of fruit, on the principle that nature desires the production of seed

for the continuance of the species. Blue grass and some of our
troublesome weeds will, after repeated cuttings, produce seed very
close to the ground for the accomplishment of the same result.

Among vegetables we find a great difference in their recuperative

powers after root injury. The tomato will bear close pruning while

the members of the gourd or squash family are extremely sensitive

of any damage their roots receive, and are easily killed by breaking
them. The cabbage plant endures transplanting, but if set out

during warm weather the leaves droop, and it may be several days
before the usual growth is resumed. The small portion of the root

left on cannot support the leaves which remain drooping until a new
root growth has taken place. If all the large leaves were taken off,

leaving only the very small ones on the top, the plant recovers more

rapidly, in fact, it does not appear to be affected by the removal^ as I

have ascertained by experiment.
Although the roots of different vegetables act differently under

similar treatment, they appear to be subject to the same rule as fruit

plants; that is, increase of root power gives increase of crop. Weeds
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(liniinish tiie root i)ower of our cultivated plants by approj)riatiii^- to

their own ^i^rowth the plant food in the soil that otherwise would he

used in the production of fruit, vegetables, and grain. Deep cjilti-

vation of fruit and vegi^talde ])lants breaks and destroys many of

their roots, with consequent shortening of tiie cro}). The fine feel-

ing rootlets of most plants extend further and permeate the soil

more thoroughly than is generally supposed.
Klbert S. Canuiin. of the Rural Neir Yorker, has satisfactorily

denu)nstrated, l)y several experiments, that a much larger yield of

potatoes can be obtained by Hat culture than by the old and more
common method of hilling u]). Another fact, showing the advan-

tages of ])erfect roots, is that fruit trees produced from'j^seed and

remaining where they came up are longer lived and more productive
than trees grown by grafting scions in jneces of roots,*the nsual

way that nursery stock is ])ro])agated.
Some wonderful cases of the longevity of seedling trees of the

a})ple, pear, and peach, have been reported. AVhere a tree is grown
from seed, nature sends a tap root deep in the soil; on high land dur-

ing a very dry season this root with its ])ranches may reach down to

nu)isture. and be instrumental in saving the health and perhaps the

life of the tree.

I have spoken of the advantages of frequent cultivation for the

retention of moisture in the soil. Natures method is mulching.

Porosity and humidity of the soil of the forest is nniintained

by its annual covering of leaves, whicli^in
their decay also furnish

fertility.
Such fruits as Ave cannot cultivate without injuring their roots

can be mulched with great benetit. The blackberry for instance,

loves a moist soil, if cultivated deeply after reaching bearing age

numy roots will be broken, thus lessening the croj) and at the same
tinu' cause the growth of nuuicrous suckers. If well mulched the

ground underneath does not grow compact after rain, nor harden in

the sunshine, and the labor of cultivation is saved.

Useless or troublesome ])lants are weeds. In a Turner or Cuth-

l)ert raspberry ])lantation all plants not needed for fruiting should

be regarded as weeds and cut away. Closely grown ])lants cannot

yield large crops, the i-oot power is t(M( iiiikIi ditViisrd and expended
in the jiroduction of unnecessary wood and leaves. J-'iVery plant
must have sufficient room for vigorous and al)umlant root-growth in

order to produce its maximum croj) of fruit.

In a hirge majority of cases our orchard trees are too closely

l)lanted. Hoots of large trees often have the roots of other large

trees crossing and reci'ossing each other, and all feeding promiscu-

ously together. This should not be so, the roots of one tree are

enough for the ground which they occu)»y. Instead of twenty feet

a])art T should ])refer a distance of thirty-five feet for our large

growing trees. If a
"•
jiew departure

""

in fruit-growing were inau-
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gaarated by growing trees from seed of vigorous growing liardy long-
lived varieties, and Ijudding them when small with the kinds of fruit

desired Avithout removal of the trees, I believe the time would come
when forty feet apart each way would not be too great a distance

for them.
Increased growth of vine and fruit is the result of grafting the

delicate Delaware grape on the vigorous growing Concord. The

phyloxera feeds on the roots and the vine dies. The pear is dwarfed

by growing it on the quince, and the common apple by grafting on
the Paradise or Donan stock.

Thus we see that vigorous, diseased and weak roots^ produce cor-

responding results in the plants of which they form a part.
Our garden and field seeds have plant food stored in them for

the sustenance of the young plantlets until they are able to absorb
and assimilate food from the soil.

In the case of small seeds the plant food which they contain is

quickly expended. If the tiny rootlets are not in contact with the

soil they wither and die, and the seed is lost. Pressing the seed

firmly in the soil will often insure its growth. Peter Henderson, an
excellent authority, claims that thousands of dollars' worth of seed

'are annually lost for want of being firmed in the soil.

This shows us that all plant roots, from the smallest to the

largest, must have an opportunity to do their work before success

can be obtained.

In this paper I have accepted commonly received opinions where

they coincide with my own.
I have diiJered from high horticultural authority where my lim-

ited observation and experience seem to warrant my doing so.

And now my humble effort is before you. Fortunately the

usage of our Society regards all essays presented to it as proper sub-

jects for discussion and criticism. In tnis way errors are corrected

and truths approved. If horticultural truths are well rooted in the

minds of the young and old, their roots will flourish, and in due time

bring forth the fragrant blossom and the delicious fruit.

On motion of 0. W. Barnard this essay was made the subject

for discussion at the next meeting.

The President then announced the

ELECTION OF OFFICERS

for the year 1884, and appointed Messrs. Dickinson, Lane and Powell

as tellers. Nominations for President were then made, A. H. Burt

nominating Dr. A. L. Small, and A. S. Vail nominating Henry Mor-

timer. Mr. Mortimer declined and nominated Milo Barnard. The
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vote was taken uiid resulted as follows: Dr. A. L. Small, 22: Milo

Barnard, 8; 0. W. Barnard, 1; blank, 2. Dr. Small was declared

elected.

0. W. Barnard and Hon. Wni. S. Hawker were nominated for

Vice-Presidents and the Secretary instructed to cast the unanimous

vote of the Society for them.

Len. Small nominated H. S. Bloom for Secretary, and on motion

the ballot of the Society was cast for Mr. Bloom.

H. S. Bloom nominated Mary J. Barnard for Treasurer, who was

also elected unanimously.

Several nominations were made for Librarian, and a vote was

taken which resulted in the election of Mrs. G, Decker.

Messrs. A. H. Burt. K. A. Lane and Mrs. E. Powell were elected

members of the Executive Committee.

On motion of L. E. Cunningham the President and Secretary
were instructed to select places and essayists for the Society's meet-

ings during the coming year.

COTTON GROAVTH.

15Y MRS. A. K. SANASAK.

The greatest agricultural itursuit in the Southern States is the

culture of cotton. Any one who has traveled through the Southern
States has seen fields after fields, ami can attest that there is pre-
sented to the eye an aspect eipiah^d l)y very few other vegetations.
It grows from seed planted in May or dune. It is best adapted to

sandy soils, and is planted in hills, lik? potatoes, about one ami one-

half feet apart.
It refpiires two or three weeks after jilanting before it will

sprout; it is then cultivated, like corn or potatoes, aud every weed
exterminated.

It blossoms as it reaches a (•ou])le of feet from the ground, bear-

ing large flowers, similar to a pink rose. When the petals droj) olf

a small ball remains, which is the elementary stage of growth of the

cotton ball.

Cotton continues to blossom and ripen without cessation until

frost. On the same cotton stalks we find cotton balls in all stages— some blossoming, some green, some that have reached the re(piired

size, and finally some that are ripe enough to pick.
Cotton ))alls are of a greenish color, and when they have at-

tained the si/e of uu egg t^»ey spUt op^u at the top^ exposing the
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Avhite cotton lint inside. In this lint is found the cotton seed, and
to separate it from the cotton it is passed through a machine called

a "
gin."' The seed formerly was useless, but now it is worth more

than the lint itself, for it is utilized to make salad oil, cooking oils,

oleomagerine butter, etc.

The great picking time begins about October 1st and lasts until

December 1st.

After ginning the cotton it is pressed in bales of five hundred

pounds and is ready for market. The a])proximate worth of a bale
of cotton at the present time is fift}^ dollars. Of course it depends
greatly upon the quality.

A farmer counts for a good crop one bale per acre: it often sur-

passes that on some farms. According to statistics this year, the

cotton seems to yield only about two-thirds of a bale per acre.

Some have the query: Why can't cotton grow up north? Our
answer is,

'"
It will grow," but must be kept in a hot-bed, and be-

fore frost it must be brought in the house and treated like a house-

plant.

Owing to the shortness of the season up north is the reason it

is not cultivated like anything else.

Why can't you, botanist, florist, and horticulturist combined,
who are yearly so enterprising in bringing your displays to the fair,

start in and have a cotton plant all in bloom on exhibition; it would
attract much attention, and be something new for hundreds of people.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Your committee on Fruits and Flowers would report as follows:

Mr. R. A. Lane had on exhibition some splendid specimens of

Yellow Bellflower, Domine, Minkler, Westfield, Seek-no-Further and
Minister.

0. W. Barnard exhibited several specimens of N. Y. Vandevere
that were very fine.

Wm. Knox exhibited several varieties: Roxbury Russet, Ben
Davis, Jonathan and Grimes Golden, the two latter varieties being
exceptionally fine. H. S. BLOOM,

Comm iftee.

A. St. John exhibited six ears of pop-corn grown on one stalk
;

eleven stalks bore forty-six ears.

Mrs. Mary Jane Barnard placed three beautiful bouquets of

flowers on the table.

On motion the meeting adjourned.
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.) A N LA 1{ V MEP]TINa, 1884.

Reported hy II. S. Bloom, Secretary.

The Society held its first monthly meetin<? for 1884 on Satur-

day, .lanuary 12, in the Suitorvisor's room, Kankakee.

The meetinji^was called to order hy I 'resident A. L. Small. The

minutes of last meeting read hy the Secrefary and approved hy the

meeting. The President said that unfinished business was in order.

Milo Barnard— As our president-elect was not present at our

last meeting, I desire to say a few words under the head of unfin-

ished business.

Although the secretary's report contains all that need he said

touching the success of our Society for the past year, and also many
valuahle suggestions for the guidance of our organization in the fu-

ture, still a few words from me, as your retiring otficer. may not he

out of place.

For seven years the horticulturists of this and adjoining coun-

ties have worked together in an organized capacity for the advance-

ment of horticulture, for the mutual benefit of the members, and for

the pu1)lic at large, and during the entire existence of the Kankakee

County Horticultural Society you have done me the lionoi- to choose

me as your presiding officer, for which 1 now return my sincere and

hearty thanks foi- the confidence and tiMist you have reposed in me,

and the cheerful and efficient help you have always so heartily ren-

dered lue. without which my feeble efforts would have availed but

little, and I now ask you. as you love the cause that we have long
laboretl to up-build, to give the same hel])ful assistance to my suc-

cessor that you have always rendered me. Let our Society in the

future, JUS it has been in the past, be a school where we are all teach-

ers and pupils by turns; let us strive to learn something new each

season, and impart it to our fellow members in return for the many
valuable lessons we receive from tlieii- untiring energy and j)ersever-

ance. Thus eaidi one receives, and is justly entitled to. the benefits

arising from the knowledge and experience of the whole class. Time

has fully demonstrated that our Society acted wisely at the start in

making no distinction between the sexes, touching society work, and

the encouragement we have given to the young people to join us in

horticultural labor, both in organized capacity and the more practi-
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cal part in garden and orchard, has been productive of much good,

and will continue to bear fruit long after we have laid down the pen,
the spade, and tjie hoe, and are gathered to our fathers. Yet I think

there is need of more careful and systematic encouragement in this

direction. Let us remember the words of W. H. Ragan, of Indiana,

when he so feelingly rehearses the words of encouragement the late

Dr. Warder bestowed upon him at the first horticultural meeting he

ever attended. He says: "Those words will never be forgotten. To
think that the then celebrated Dr. Warder would interest himself in

a stripling of a boy as I was at that time, made such an impression
on my mind that it had a controlling influence in shaping the whole

after part of my life." It is not alone the knowledge of horticultu-

ral matters that we obtain by organization, but we enlarge and

broaden our views on many other subjects, adding depth and breadth

to our minds by coming in contact with others, for no one is so per-

fect in knowledge but they may learn something from most every
one they meet on some of the subjects useful to mankind, and cer-

tainl}^ not one of the least advantages of meeting together is the

social improvement and pleasure we enjoy, for our social natures are

as susceptible to improvement as any other part of the complex
mechanism we call man. A lifetime isolation, hard and constant toil,

may bring success in a monetary point of view, but prove a disas-

trous failure socially, intellectually, and in many cases, morally. Is

a success that proves such a ruinous failure to be desired? Rather

let us strive for success in everything that tends to build up true

worth and manly character, and to do this a sufficiency of what the

world calls the money is very convenient and necessary, but should

be considered a means, and not an end, for hoarding does no one any

good. The successful maintemance of organizations of the peo])le

for any legitimate purpose aids greatly in developing the better traits

of human character, as well as the material resources of our coun-

try. And amongst all the secular institutions of our land the horti-

cultural societies are foremost in beautifying this fair earth of ours;

ornamenting and rendering more lovely the works of nature, causing
the wilderness and waste places to bud and blossom as the rose,

where tree and vine make glad the thankful heart by their abundant

fruitage. And in no other organization of similar character is friend-

ship more true and lasting. Attachments formed at our meetings

usually remain strong and binding to the close of life, with a feeling
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trilmte of' kind ami loving words for those who have finished their

hibors and have passed to the unknown hind. I now clieerfully sur-

render all honors, emoluments, care and labor incident to the position

to my successor, and bid you an official farewell.

President Small thanked Mr. Haniard very kindly du behalf of

the Society for his kind wishes for the prosperity and well-bein<^ of

the Society, and hoped he would always take an active interest in its

])roceedings.

PRESIDEXT SMALL'S INAUGURAL ADDRESS

L<i(/ies and Gentlemen— Members of the Kankakee Valleij llorticnl-

tural Society:

I will follow the exam]ile of my worthy predecessor by giving
you my annual address' at this, our first meeting of the new year. T

have chosen for my suljject
" Transactions of Horticultural Socie-

ties." and will attempt to give a review, which must necessarily be

brief, of such meetings of horticultural and kindred societies as I

have attended the past year.
First was the meeting of the Northern Illinois Society, held

al)out a year ago. This was rather slimly attended. Hut little

interest was taken in the discussions; no enthusiam or even anima-
tion displayed, and T can recollect nothing woi'th recalling that was
done there. The transacticms were published with those of the State

Society, and you all have, doulitless, read them or can do so if you
wish.

Next was the met'ting of the Mississi])pi Valley Horticultural

Society, held in Feltruary in the city of New Orleans. This T

attended in company with tive other members of your Society, Mr.
and ^frs. Tim. Dickinson. Mr. and Mrs. P]lias Powell, and Mrs.
Siuall. Notwithstanding the fact that many who ex])ected to attend
were ke])t away by the unprecedented Hoods extending over the
northwest at that time, rendering travel by railroad dangerous, and.
in many ))laces, al)solutely impossi])le, there was a large gathering
and nmny noted iiorticulturists were ])resent. Papers of much
interest and value were read, and had more topics been introduced,
and the discussions taken a wider range and not contim^d as they
were almost ex(dusively to the strawberry, many persons in attend-
ance would have heeii better pleased.

June the 2()th, in company with your secretary. I attended the

eighth annual session of the American Association of Nurserymen,
held in St. Ijouis. The ^lississippi h'iver was again verv high, over-

tiowing great tracks of country, but this did not lessen the attend-

ance and the meeting was a large one. These nurserymen's meet-
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iugs iire more for social intercourse and pleasure than for business.

We were taken up and down the big river on an elegant excursion

boat, driven in carriages over the parks, fair grounds, and zoological

gardens, taken out of the carriages and shown all the animals, birds

and curiosities, and at night taken to the theater and given reserved

seats. The most enjoyable thing to most of us was the ramble

through Shaw's botanic gardens, which I would like to tell about
but will not now impose upon _your time.

The fift3-fourth annual exhibition of the Pennsylvania Horticul-

tural Society, which was held in Horticultural Hall, Philadelphia,
the day before the opening of the nineteenth session of the Ameri-
can Pomological Society, was to me the most interesting and instruc-

tive of all. This was pronounced to be, by persons who ought
to know, the finest display ever made in this country of rare and
beautiful-leaved plants and artistic designs of cut-flowers. My first

impression, as I passed into the hall, was that I was entering a vast

tropical garden. A mass of bright-hued foliage burst upon the
vision. In long lines and in groups were arranged palm tree ferns

and other lofty tropical plants in almost countless numl)ers with

waving plumes and pendulous boughs, while the tables and floor

were almost hidden with plants of lower growth whose leaves rivaled

the brightest flowers in displaying all the colors of the rainbow. In
one corner of the hall was a large tank, m which was displayed a

collection of aquatic plants alone worth traveling many miles to

inspect. The historic Papyrus Anf/qnonfm, or paper plant of An-
cient Egypt, with its tall green stems and grass-like plumes, with the

no-less historic Nelunihiuni SpeciosHm^ or sacred lotus, of the same

people, afforded an elegant background in front of which were

arranged water lilies from all parts of the world. I cannot refrain

from here noting a very interesting peculiarity of this plant, the

lotus. The leaves are covered with a fine microscopic down, which,

retaining a film of air over the upper surface, prevents it froui being
wetted when water is poured upon it, the water rolling off in drops;
this has a very pretty appearance, the drops of water looking like

drops of molten silver. The Hindoos have a proverb founded on
this peculiarity of the leaves, to the effect that the good and virtuous

man is not enslaved by passion nor polluted by vice; for though he

may be immersed in the waters of temptation, yet, like a lotus leaf,

he will rise uninjured by them.
In viewing this magnificent collectiou of water lilies one would

naturally first note the great contrast between the huge lilies of

Africa and the pigmy ones of China, with leaves only half an inch

in diameter. The' largest flower noted was a variety of the Nympha?,
of a pink color and about a foot in diameter, gracefully reclining

upon the water between green leaves, each two feet across. The big
leaves of this plant, however, Avere dwarfed in appearance by those

of the Victoria Regia floating near them. The enormous leaves of

this queen lily were four or five feet across, and it is asserted that
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the wei*>;ht of a twelve-year-old child will Ix' horiu^ up by one with-
out subuiertj^int^ it. The cut-flower (lesi<;^ns received much more
attention and praise from the crowd than the live ])lants. hut to me
were no where near so attractive. Thf vast nuuihcr and variety (»f

desi<<ns were bewildering; some of them simply wonderful on account
of the jtatient labor reijuired and ingenuity dis])layed in tluur con-

struction, but it does not seem to me desirable to encourage the de-

voting of so much time and talent to the construction of artistic

designs out of material so perishable.
On the lower floor of the hall were dis])layed the fruits of the

American Pomological Society. One exhibitor, Mr. E. Sotterthwait,
filled three tables, showing two hundred varieties of ])ears, besides

large collections of peaches, apples, grapes, and other fruits. Many
other notably large collections were shown, in fact, the entire floor

of this immense hall was crowded with tables all full of fruits. On
one table were thirty varieties of i)lums, and on another forty-five
varieties of grapes. Wilder medals were awarded to Mr. Sotter-

thwait for peafdies, to the IMinnesota State Horticultural Society for

apjdes, to Col. Wilder for pears, and to J. H. liickctts for seedling

grapes. On the last day of the session the American Pomological
Society visited the city buildings, the Academy of Fine Arts, Girard

College, and the Park in the afternoon, and in the evening attended
a reception given by the Pennsylvania Society at the rooms of the

Union League. This Society is to hold its next session in 1885 in

Michigan, and T ho))e we can all attend.

MaJiy of you attended the annual meeting of our State Society
recently held in Bloomington, and will soon have the printed trans-

actions containing a complete report of the three days* session. Our
Society is to have fifteen volumes of these transactions, wliicli will

give every one a chance to read tiiem. and of course it would be

superfluous for me to attempt any review of this meeting.
I have had for years a sort of undefined im])ression or belief

that btcal societies like this home Society of ours, were doing more
for the actual advancement of horticulture than the great societies

I have been talking al)out, but my life as a practical horticulturist

has been too busy
— the struggle for survival too hard— for me to

be able to speml much time or money in attending meetings away
from home, but the aid of ijoys at home, and the greater pros])erity
of our business for a few years past, have given me the long-wished-
for opportunity to attend the meetings, ami my vague im])ressions
have become strong convictions. It is true, our reports have not the

}U'estige of the noted and bonorecl names attached to theirs, <»ur arti-

cles have not the elaborate finisb and i-legant diction of experienced
and ready writei-s, but literature is not horticulture, and in these

local societies, where friends and neighltors meet together in a social

way and talk over the practical work and aid eaidi other by imparting
information of all the little things ac(piired, more good is, and can

• be, accomplished, than in the great talking societies.

20
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The President's address was well received.

The President said he wished to speak of a matter l)efore he

forgot it, and that was that the Northern Illinois Horticultural

Society hold their annual meeting at Elgin, commencing Jan. 23,

1884, and the memhers of this Society are cordially in^dted to attend.

The President further said that it would be well for this Society to

appoint two delegates to represent it at that meeting.

M. Barnard moved that Dr. Small be a])pointed a delegate, with

power to appoint a colleague, to represent this Society at that meet-

ing. Motion carried.

It was also moved and carried that our delegates be instructed

to invite the Northern Illinois Horticultural Society to hold its next

annual meeting in this city.

There was some discussion had at this point in regard to tlie

selection of essayists for the ensuing year.

Len. Small moved that the matter of essayists be left with the

President and Secretary.

Mr. Mortimer said that this was a matter of considerable im-

portance. We want persons who are willing to write and to give

some thought and time to the subject upon which they treat. He
was in favor of leaving it as proposed, as the President and Secre-

tary could solicit different persons to write essays, and would be more

likely to find the proper persons for such duties than the members of

this Society could do to-day.

M. Barnard spoke in a similar strain, and suggested that some

of the younger members of the Society be solicited to write essays:

they will soon fill our places, invite them to commence now. The
motion was adopted.

M. Barnard moved that a s3mopsis of the proceedings of Janu-

ary and February, 1883, be prejiared by ex-Secretary Small, and in-

serted in the proceedings of the year. Carried.

Mr. Barnard also moved that we publish the proceedings of our

Society for the ensuing year as in the past.

Mr. Cunningham strenuously opposed the publication in pam-

phlet form, giving as n reason the great cost of publishing it in that
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wjiy, ;iii(l that tlie iicwspajiors were willing' to publish our proceed-

ings in their columns us a matter of interest to their subscribers.

Biirnarcrs motion prevailed.

Moved b}^ Len. Suiall that the President and Secretary, with

Milo Barnard, be ap})ointed a publishinjii; committee. Carried.

The Secretary was instructed to have iive hundred programme
cards published at his earliest convenience.

REPORT OF FRUIT COMMITTEE.

Your Committee on Fruit Exhiliition re])ort specimens of the

following varrieties of ap])les contributed by Milo Barnard: Souhird

Crab,— a yeUow crab, large and fine— flawles' Janet, Jioman Stem,
Nelson's S\veet, .Jcuiathan, Tallman's Sweet, and WiUow Twig— all

in good condition; also specimens of the Fameuse, in good order.

The Roman Stem was exce])tionally fine.

Dr. Small exhibited specimens of the Willow Twig and Albe-

marle Fippin, a famous Virginia apple
—-fine specimens.

H. Mortimer,
T. C. Dickinson,
0. W. Barnard,

Commitfee.

On motion the Society adjourned.



PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

JO DAVIESS COUNTY

Horticultural Society,

FOR THE YEAR 1883.

Reported for publication by MRS. DR. S. C. HARRIS, Secretary.

JANUARY MEETING.

The January meeting was held at Mrs. J. G. Baker's.

Officers for the year were elected as follows:

President— Timothy Hallett.

Vice-President— W. T. Crummer.

Secretary
— Sarah C. Harris.

Provisional Secretary
— Mrs. Geo. S. Avery.

Chairmen of hureaus as follows: Of Arboriculture, Lawns and

Ornithology, T. Hallett; of Culinary Vegetables, Fred. Chetlain; of

Floriculture, Mrs. H. P. Corwith; of Fruits (orchards, small fruits

and vineyards), W. F. Crummer; of Botany, Vegetable Physiology
and Entomology, S. C. Harris; of Canning, Preserving, Pickling and

Storing Fruits, Mrs. W. F. Crummer.

Discussion on Arboriculture being in order, the chairman of the

bureau presented the following question, which had been submitted

to him for answer, viz :

"
It is a well-known fact that when the prairie

fires ceased to devastate annually the vegetation of our river hills

and bluffs, a fine growth of oak, hickory and poplar timber very soon

covered said bluffs. Whence came the seeds from which these trees

grew?
"'
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The writer confessed that he could not answer the query.

Acorns, walnuts and hickory nuts are not blown far by the winds,

yet fine groves of timber of these sorts may now be seen on the same

lilufEs where, in 1840, he hunted the cows and mowed hay, the

grounds being then as destitute of timber as his head was now of

hair; and no trees of those sorts growing near enough for the seeds

to be carried thence by the natural and ordinary vehicles.

FEBRUARY MEETING.

The February meeting was held at Mrs. Capt. Burns'.

The chairman of bureau of Culinary Vegetables presented the

following list of varieties, which he had found most satisfactory, in

being grown in his garden in West Galena, viz ; Asparagus, Ban's

Mammoth; Beans, Wax or Stringless; Beets, Eclipse; Cabbage
—

Early, Henderson's Early Summer; Late, Stone Mason; Carrots,

Danver's, new; Cauliflower— Early, Snowball; Late, Veitch's Au-
tumn Giant; Celery, Boston Market; Corn— Early Minnesota,

Crosby's Early, Stowell's Evergreen; Cucumber— Improved Long
Green, (Early Russian, sec); Egg Plant, New York Improved Large

Purple, Kohl Rabbi, Early White Vienna; Lettuce— Hanson, Dwarf

Green; Onion —Yellow Danver's, Large Red Wethersfield; Parsley
—

Double Curled; Parsnip
— Yellow Crown; Peas— McLean's Little

Gem, Champion of England; Pepper
— Sweet Mountain, Long Red

Cayenne; Potatoes— Snow Flake, Early Ohio, Burbanks' Seedling;

Turnips
—

Strap Leaf Red Top; Squash
—

Early Summer, Crook

Neck, Winter Marl>lehead, Fall or Winter Hubbard, Tur])an; Toma-
toes— Livingstone's Favorite, Hathaway's Excelsior; Radish— Early
French Breakfast, liuist's Yellow Summer Turnip; Rutabaga—
Sweet Russian; which list was, by a unanimous vote of the meeting,
recommended for use in cultivation.

MARCH MEETING.

The March meeting was held at the home of Mrs. D. S. Haines.

Mrs. 11. P. Corwith, chainnan bureau of Floriculture, submitted

an excellent written report on culture of flowers in windows, also on

nomenclature and color of flowers.
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Mrs. Parker called attention to the fact that the common sun-

flower, in growing, is thought to have sanitary powers and influence

similar to those of the far-famed Eucalyptus globolus, so that by a

liberal growth of sunflowers an unhealthy, miasmatic location may
become salubrious.

Mr. Crummer recommended that for starting plants grown from
fine delicate seeds, sown in pots, the pots be stood in saucers of

water in preference to having the surface of the soil sprinkled or

deluged, as is commonly done.

APRIL MEETING.

The April meeting was held at Mrs. J. Hellman's.

Mr. W. F. Crummer, on behalf of bureau of Fruit Culture, read

a full and exhaustive paper on the strawberry and its culture. He

spoke of the special susceptibility of this fruit to influences of soil

and location. For his vicinity, in West Galena, he recommended
Miner's Great Prolific, Sharpless, Chas. Downing, Mt. Vernon, Cres-

cent, Glendale, Cumberland, Triumph and Bidwell. Of Raspberries—
red, Cuthbert and Turner; Idack, Gregg and Mammoth Cluster—

make it mostly Gregg. Blackberries— Snyder (old Ironclad) better

to withstand severe cold than our native wild one; Ancient Briton,

Taylor's Prolific.

Mr. Hallett, in reply to a cjuestion referred to him, submitted

the following answer: Our plantation (of blackberries and raspber-

ries) was set in the spring of ISSO, and although we have reset it in

many places each spring since, we have by no means what we con-

sider a good stand of canes at present. The plants, though not

difficult 1o transplant, seem not very tenacious of life while young,
and are easily ruined by the high winds that frequently prevail dur-

ing some part of the summer. In 1882 we commenced picking

raspberries July '4th, and Ijlackberries July 21, harvesting about one

thousand quarts per acre of the former, and one thousand two hun-

dred quarts per acre of the latter. The quantity would have been

decidedly less had it not been for the timely rains which seemed to

come "nights and Sundays" during the picking season. The soil is

similar to that of our table-lands in this vicinity, with the clay pre-

dominating. It might be called good corn ground. It has a general
northern inclination and is naturally well drained.
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The following list of apples was adopted l\v the Society as com-

prising the varieties which experience had sanctioned, viz.: Early,

Ked Astrachan and Duchess of Oldenhurg; for gardens, Tetofskey;

Slimmer and fall. Fameuse and Alexander: winter^ Willow Twig.
The Wealthy apple (late fall and early winter) originated by Peter

M. Gideon, of Minnesota, and endorsed by the State Horticultural

Society of Iowa, was recommended for trial.

Mr. Summer said that the finest show of apples which he had

seen at the recent meeting of the Iowa Horticultural Society was a

lot of unnamed seedlings, grown by one man in the state. Let fruit-

meil of the northwest bestow upon growing in their own soil and

climate some of the labor and money now consumed in importing,

acclimating varieties from the Western States, and we. may have a

new era in fruit culture in this hyperborean region.

MAY MEETING.

The May meeting was held at Mrs. H. P. Corwith's.

On Entomology, Mr. W. F. Crumnier, by request, preseiited a

paper on the Snowy Tree Cricket, (^-Ecanflnis rirens,) an insect

which he found very pernicious by cutting into raspberry canes,

which it uses as a nidus for its eggs.

Mr. Hallett gave a sketch of the labors of the late Capt. Beebe

and Prof. LeBaron in introducing the (Jhalcis Fly into his (Mr. H.'s)

orchard, in order to colonize said insect iii one vicinity, for the pur-

pose of destroying the Oyster-shell Bark Louse, of which latter in-

sect the former is a parasite. In course of time the baik louse had

cea.sed to give him trouble. He could not say whether or not the

Chalcis Fly had done the good work.

Mrs. Harris read a pai)er on "Domestic Animals as Insect Para-

sites." She believed in swine, shee]), chickens, geese, and ducks, as

the best of all scavengers and insect destroyers.
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JUNE MEETING.

The June meeting was held at Mrs. Clauer's.

Mrs. Crummer read a full and well written paper upon Fruit-

Canning. She attached much importance to having the fruit ripe,

and perfect, and perfectly picked. Should be canned the same day
as harvested. Must not wait until the last end of the season for

canning if you desire a good article
;

it must all he done in the nicest

and daintiest manner. Use silver, not iron spoons.

Mr. Hallett spoke of the rapid increase in demand for and sup-

ply of fruit. He remembered the first barrel of apples he had ever

seen.

JULY MEETING.

The July meeting was held June 24th, at Mrs. Crummer's.

A paper on Ornithology, by Edgar Hallett, was read. He was a

friend of the birds; he thought we only paid an honest debt when
we let the robin feed upon our cherries, for the same bird, a few

weeks before, had been seen carrying to his nest the grubs that were

wont to destroy our crops. Yet he acknowledged the English spar-

row an outlaw.

The main business of the meeting was feasting upon Mrs. C.'s

magnificent strawberries with Jersey cream. All the members were

able to do good work in this department.

AUGUST MEETING.

The August meeting was held July 28th, at the Hallett Fruit

Farm.

Some fine specimens of early Vermont potatoes were exhibited,

the same having been grown after red clover, as follows: the garden
had become so old by continued cropping in vegetables, depending

upon stable manure as a fertilizer, that potatoes could scarcely be
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grown in it larger than robin's eggs. Two years ago, in order to

rejuvenate the soil, the exhibitor had a goodly portion of it sown

with red clover. This crop, as fast as grown, had been mown and

fed to the cow, two or three mowings to the season, so that almost

no clover tops had lain upon the ground and been spaded in previous

to planting the potatoes in the spring. The clover seemed to have

transmitted to the soil, through the laboratory of its roots, the food

drawn by its green parts from the atmosphere and rains.

For all the year round Mr. Crummer thought the Early Ohio po-

tato the best variety known,
"
coming in

"
before the early Vermont.

Next in order of merit for quality and yield he classed the White

Elephant and Burbank's Seedling
— these two latter being for fall

and winter use only.

The most enjoyable feature of the meeting was the stroll over

the well-cultivated grounds, with their growth of blackberry and

raspberry canes fairly loaded down with fruit.

SEPTEMBER MEETING.

The September meeting was held at Mrs. Fred. Chetlain's.

Interesting papers on the oleander and pansy were read respect-

ively by Mrs. Baker and Mrs. H. H. Chandler.

On behalf of the bureau of Floriculture a resolution was passed

warning people against tree and plant peddlers.

OCTOBER MEETING.

The October meeting was held at Mrs. J. G. Baker's.

The subject of orchards was discussed, and the following reso-

lutions passed, viz:

Whereas, Judging from the experience of many persons in this

county who have grown fruit for market for years, it a])])ears that

growing ajiples as a business will not pay; but believing that every
farmer should and can have sufficient a])ples for home consum])tion,
which will pay him and his family large returns; therefore
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Besolved^ That the JoDaviess County Horticultural Society do
recommend every farmer to plant an orchard of not less than fifty
of the best apple trees, and that another of the same numl)er ])e

planted upon new ground every ten years thereafter, believing that,
if properly cared for, such an orchard will be productive of not only
a source of profit, but " a thing of beauty and a joy

"
to be enjoyed

by the farmer and his family.

ResoJred, That for the busy farmer this Society recommend,
that after three years careful cultivation, red clover, with a small
mixture of timothy, be grown in the young orchard, and that as the
trees mature, swine, sheep, or calves be permitted to run at large
therein, for the purpose of fertilizing the soil and of destroying the
larvas of the codling moth by feeding upon the fallen fruit.

An excellent paper upon the culture of small fruits, from the

pen of Edgar A, Hallett, was read.

NOVEMBER MEETING.

The November meeting was held at Mrs. Dr. Godfrey's.

The clover-root borer (Hylesinus trifoUi), which had proved

quite destructive latterly in some parts of the county, was discussed

at length by Messrs. Bouton, Chetlain, and Crummer (the latter gen-
tleman read a highly interesting paper upon tbe subject), and others.

The clover worm (Asopia cosfal/s), destructive to clover hay, was

also described. To prevent the ravages of the former insect it was

proved best to mow the clover field late in the season, in order that

there be no mulch upon the ground to shelter him in winter. Of the

latter, always stack the hay in a new clean place, or if it is to be

housed, sweep the mow-bottom out thoroughly before putting in the

new crop.

DECEMBER MEETING.

The December meeting was held at Mrs. Harvey Mann's.

Fruit canning, preserving, and pickling, apple butter, the ger-

minating principle, its destruction by heat, and mould in sealed bot-

tles of fruit, were generally discussed.

SARAH C. HARRIS, Secretary.
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FEBIUAHV MEETING, 1884.

This, one of tlie oldest, if not the oldest Horticultural Society

of our state, held its annual election of officers at its regular

monthly meeting, on Saturday, February 2, 1884, as follows:

President— T. Hallett.

Vice-President— W. F. Crummer.

Secretary
— Mr. Dr. S. C, Harris.

Provisional Secretary
— Mrs. J. E. Baker.

E.recutire Board— Miss Jennie Mann, Mrs. Fred. Chetlain,

Mrs. H. IT. Chandler, Mrs. T. Hallett, Mrs. Dr. Godfrey.

Chairman bureau of Arboriculture, Lawns and Ornithology,

W. F. Crummer.

Chairman bureau Culinary Vegetables, Miss Jennie Mann.

Chairnum bureau of Floriculture, Fred. Chetlain.

Chairman bureau of Fruit Cul-ture, including orchards and small

fruits, T. Hallett.

Chairman bureau of Botany, Vegetable Physiology and Ento-

mology, Mrs. W. F. Crummer.

Chairnum bureau of Canning, Preserving, Pickling and Storing

Fruits, Mrs. H. H. Chandler.

During the last year regular monthly meetings have been held,

proceedings j)ublished, and we trust much good done.



PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

WARSAW HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

FOR THE YEAR 1883.

Reported for publication by J. T. JOHNSON, Secretary.

The January meeting of the Warsaw Horticultural Society was

held on the 24th, with a full attendance of memhers and officers.

The reports of standing committees for 1882 being called for,

J. T. Johnson, chairman of the orchard committee, reported as fol-

lows: The season was very unfavorable for both the health and

fruitfulness of orchards, the fruit being inainly cut off by spring
frosts and the trees seriously injured by long continued wet. He
had occasionally seen an orchard bearing a fair crop of fruit, while

others near by were bare. One of his neighbors had a healthy, well

cultivated peach orchard that produced nothing, while others appar-

ently not so likely to bear, were quite full. He would not undertake

to account for these freaks. He said fruit trees went into winter

quarters in good condition, but feared the effects of excessive cold.

He thought peach buds were killed.

A. C. Hammond said peach buds were killed early in December,
and he feared the excessive cold of the last week had killed the trees.

The mercury sank to 30° below zero in some places, and he thought
this would kill peach trees to the snow line. Cherry trees were

badly injured last season, and he thought the present winter would

finish them. The only apparent injury to apple trees has been the

splitting of the trunks by frost. He thinks the present indications

point to a bountiful apple crop.
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President Dennis said the strawl)erry crop of the past year was

Iv^ht. but prices excejjtionally good. Raspberries also light, although

Turner was the best for years. This is one of the varieties that

every farmer should i)lant for his own use. The canes have been

injured by the cold, and the next crop will be light. Among black-

berries, the Snyder, as usual, did the best, although the Kittatinny

was fair. Canes are l^adly injured, and we shall have nothing but

Snyders this season.

H. D. Brown read the following report upon nurseries: The
winter of 1881-*82 was mild, and the S])ring opened very favoral)ly

for nursery stock. The supply on hand was sold before the season

for planting was over, the amount being the shortest of the past ten

years. The season of 1882 was too wet for trees in the nursery to

nuike a good stalky growth. The consequence is a light su])])ly for

s[»ring sales. The Ben Davis is still the leading variety of apples in

denumd, but unfortunately the variety of trees produced does not

make much difference, since the nursery business has gone largely
into the dealer's trade, and if you can only snp])ly him with a good

growing tree, the average dealer will make you any variety you may
call for. The fact is the local nurseryman can hardly live or get rid

of his stock, unless he wholesales to a dealer, or hires an unscru])u-
lous agent. The result is that many small nurseries are either

growing stock for the dealer or going to the wall, and the reason is

because the average planter (not the experienced horticulturist) will

give his order rather than go in person to a known and reliable nur-

serv. Cherry, pear and ])each trees are scarce, and those standing in

the nursery, in this region, are injured by the winter, while apple
trees, evergreens and ornamental stock are in fair condition and

su]»iily. The mercury has been ranging 20° degrees below zero, yet
the protection given by a foot of snow may save many of our plants.

Mr. Hammond read a letter from D. H. Simmons, of this coun-

ty, saying that he prf)]iosed to jdant five hundred apple trees in the

s])ring, for market, family, and feeding purposes, and requesting a

list of varieties most suitable. He wanted two-thirds winter and

one-third early varieties, one-half of the latter to be sweet, from early

to late, for stock-feeding, and wished to limit Ben Davis to one hun-

dred. He (Hammond) submitted the following list as the best that

could be done under the circumstances, l)ut with the remark that it

was unsatisfactory, and that under similar circumstances he should

])lant at least 250 Ben Davis:— Sweet June 5, Sweet Bough 5. (Jol-

den Sweet 15, Bailey Sweet 15, Winter Sweet Paradise 15, Striped

Sweet Pippin 15. Tallman Sweet 15, Early Harvest 8. Red June
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3, Riimbo 4, Sops of Wine 5, Red Astrachan 10, Fall Orange 10,

Maiden's Blusli 50, Ben Davis 100, Jonathan 50, Red Canada 50,

Grimes' Golden 50, Geniton 80, Hubbardston's Nonesuch 20, Wythe
20, Baldwin 10, Yellow Bellflower 5.

This list was criticised by several members, who failed, however,
to make any suggestions in relation to its improvement further than

increasing the number of Ben Davis.

W. S. Grover thought we should be very cautious about recom-

mending lists, as they might some day return to plague us. This

view was generally concurred in, and while it is our duty to suggest,
we should recommend varieties with the greatest caution, remember-

ing that soil and location have much to do with success.

Adjourned to meet in Hamilton the second Wednesday in Feb-

ruary.

FEBRUARY MEETING.

The City Hall was the scene of an interesting meeting to-day.

President Dennis called the meeting to order at one p.m. A large
table was profusely covered with choice fruits and vegetables, the

products of the well-cultivated gardens and orchards of Messrs. Rock-

well, Dennis, Brown, and others of Hamilton. There were apples,

celery, beets, carrots, parsnips, salsify, potatoes, squashes, turnips,

onions, corn, etc., in great variety and of good quality
— a real hor-

ticultural exhibition.

On Entomology, a report from C. C. Hoppe, of Warsaw, says: I

discovered late in the fall numbers of the cabbage butterfly taking

refuge under the eaves of buildings, from which they may be ex-

pected to emerge this spring unless destroyed.

A. C. Hammond, J. C. Berry, and James T. Johnson reported on

the condition of orchards, as follows: It is possible that the injury

to orchards will be found greater than anticipated. Old orchards

are generally in a bad condition. All orchards under twenty years

of age are in fair condition. A fair crop of apples is yet possible.
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J. C Berry j^ave a word of caution to those intending to head

back tlieir iteaidi trees this spring. Much discretion is necessary in

this matter. Most ])each trees will need heading in, but not too

severely. Some of the last growth must be preserved.

C. X. Dennis said: It is probal)lc that early varieties of peaches

are more iiijured than late ones, as they ripen their Avood later.

C. F. Darnell said: Cold rain is the most fruitful source of leaf

blight, and also of scab.

Mr. Darnell has a theory for ]n'oducing good and constant cro|)s

of that excellent apple, the liellHower. He said that all that is

necessary is to take thrifty seedling trees and Intd them three or four

feet from the ground. He cited instances where they had produced
annual crops. He also claims to have good success by top-grafting

the Ben Davis with the Winesap or Kawles' Janet, and that even the

Ben Davis produced finer fruit than when on its own roots.

C. N. Dennis combated this idea, and said it is susceptil)le of

proof that the top of the tree exercises a controlling interest over

the root.

II. D. Brown thought small fruits were probably winter killed

to the snow line.

D. Me.ssick recommended the Turner raspberry for home use.

H. D. Brown said the Mammoth Cluster produced for him four

times the quantity of fruit.

FARM CROPS.

J. L. Piggott
— Young plantations of timothy are doing well;

old meadows are generally in bud condition from being foul with

other deleterious growths. Wheat is emerging from its bed of snow

looking well.

A ineml)er asked how he should get a blue-grass lawn.

Mr. Sympson said: Prepare your lawn for grass and sow or n(»t.

as you may choose, as time will give the blue-grass.

H.D.Brown said: IMant your lawn to strawberries; then go

fishing (neglect them ) and you will get the blue-grass.

The essay,
" Farmer's Gardens," by C. B. Rockwell, led to the

following discussion :
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J. C. Berry said a man can do more work in three hours with a

horse and cultivator than can be done by a woman in a whole week.

J. M. Berry is not prepared to give up the spade in all cases.

He can make his early lettuce and radish beds and the like without

the horse.

Mr. Hays had raised over two hundred bushels of the Red
Weathersfield onion from seed the past season on a half acre of land

planted the first of May. Land intended for early garden crops is

benefited by fall plowing.

J. M. Berry introduced the subject of pruning, and said the

apple orchard should be pruned sparingly this spring, as many trees

were in poor condition to receive a shock. The best time to prune
is when the tree is in its most healthy condition and growth (May
or June), but the best method is to care diligently for the young
tree, rubbing off the buds; then little pruning is needed in after

years.

C. F. Darnell said: You must study the character of the tree.

If you prune Willow Twig in May or June, or, in fact, almost any

time, you will get blight, and many varieties bleed too freely.

C. B. Rockwell said: He would never cut a branch that was

over two years old. He is certain that old orchards are often pruned
to death. In this matter intelligent discretion is much needed.

Judicious pruning, done at the proper time, gives thrift to the tree,

and color and quality to the fruit.

J. L. Piggott said: Winter pruning gives superfluous water

sprouts; a cut made in May or June heals readily.

AN ESSAY.

BY C. B. KOCKWELL, OF MONTEBELLO.

The old English poet, Keats, has said,
" A thing of beauty is a

joy forever." Allow me to transpose it for once into a more practi-
cal sentiment, and say, "A good garden is a solid comfort forever,"
and then I will try to tell you, to the best of my ability, how to

have a good garden.
The first thing to do is to make up your mind that you will have

a good garden; a garden in every sense of the word. Not simply a

few things that will give you a small amount once or twice a week,
but one that will furnish you all kinds of vegetables ten months in
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the year, and have them every day. One half acre. wvW enltivatnl.

Avill repay, in the e^atisfaetion it altords. all tlie lalior expended
njion it. The j^arden !<honhl be ahont twice as ]oug as it is wide, as

this enal)les yon to do a lar<>e anionnt of the work witli a horse and

less by hand; the former will prove a more acceptable method to the

average man than the hitter. Do not be afraid of getting your
ground too rich, for that is an iuijiossilnlity. Wliere any one has

the means, it will ])ay to ]'.nt
in tile drains on low situations. If you

cannot do this, it will assist you very much, and is lest, to plow the

land very deep in the fall in narrow beds, say twenty to thirty feet

l)road. leaving the last furroAvs open to carry off the surplus water.

This will facilitate early jilanting. As soon as the ground is in the

proper condition in the sprijig (which will be liefore other woik in

field can be done), plow, harrow, drag and mark this ground. If

you do your work faithfully it will be in fine condition to receive

the s:eeds. Commence on one side, making your rows three feet

apart lengthwise. Plant all your low-growing vegetables together.
I would only i)lant sufficient corn and potatoes for early use, the

principal crop l;eing elsewhere. The smaller vegetables will need

weeding once, if not twice, then, if not at any other time, the

farmer will bless his lucky stars that he has a wife. After the vege-
tables are up so that you can sim- the rows a horse and cultivator

can be used. A five-tooth cultivator, that can be ojiencd or closed,

is best. An implement can be made quite cheaj)ly at home by using
Inirrow teeth, making the sides quite heavy and three and one-half

feet long, the shape of a harrow, and two and one-half feet wide.

There are many half hours during the season that this implement
can be used to good advantage in keeping the ground free from
weeds and in a nice clean contlition.

Part of my seeds I am al)le to save every year, but there some
that require more careful treatment than T am able to give. These
1 purchase of ])rofessional seedsmen.

The following garden products succeed well in this region, and

give good satisfaction, tej-wit: Beets, Karly Bassano: Beans, Round
Pod Valentine. Large VVhite Lima and Lonrlon Horticultural: Celery,
Bostoji Market: Cabbage, Early W'inningstadt: Carrots, Early Horse
or Long Orange; Cucumber, Early Cluster; Corn, StowelPs Ever-

green or Crosby "s Early: Watermelon. Phinney's Early: Okra. Dwarf
Green: Onion. L'ed \\ ethersfi»'ld: Peas, Mcljcan's Little (Tern and

Champion of England: i'arsnips. Hollow Crown; I'arsley, Moss,

Curled; Peppers, Mammoth Bell; Potatoes, Early Vermont, Early
Ohio and Early Pose; Radish, White Tumi]); Squash, Boston IMar-

row, Turban; Salsify: Tonuito, Acme. Total cost of the seeds

about §1.77.

This list of twenty-five varieties will supply any family with all

that is necessary for a good kitchen garden. It will furnish them
with more than half their living during summer, and also with a

23
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good variet}' of healthy food for the winter months, thereby saving
many a doctor's bill. The roots intended for winter nse should be

packed in dirt, in boxes and barrels, in the cellar. Thus kept they
are found always in a satisfactory condition, and prove acceptable
for daily use.

It has been too much the custom for farmers to neglect their

gardens for field crops, depending almost exclusively upon their

wives to furnish them with the few vegetables which they (bur-
dened with many other cares and duties) may be able to procure.

Any man who expects his wife to do the work that he himself

shrinks from, should never have a wife or garden, and should never
know the satisfaction of sitting down to a table in midwinter well

supplied with nice crisp celery, carrots, cabbage, corn (canned or

dried), parsnips, turnips, squash, etc. These things can all be had
in abundance by any one who has the ground and determination to

secure these comforts for the use of his household.

There is not a farmer present who would not cultivate an extra

acre of corn or grain if he could see profit in it. Then why not

cultivate a good garden and enjoy all the luxury of vegetables and
fruit that God's earth affords us.

t>

MARCH MEETING.

The Society met in their hall in Warsaw on the 21st day of

March, 1883. A good attendance of interested members took part

in the discussions, the special subject being postponed until next

month.

Messrs. C. C. Hoppe and Secretary Johnson gave a brief account

of the habits and doings of that pest, the cabbage moth. These

gentlemen have been on the outlook, doing picket duty. The Sec-

retary had found a single moth on the move (in the house) on the

17th. Mr. Hoppe had destroyed many in their Avinter quarters under

and along the eaves of buildings.

Mr. A. C. Hammond said: Our old apple trees are giving more

evidence of injury as the season advances, and many trees will

probably die.

T. F. Leeper said: In my orchard of six hundred trees I have

only discovered one tree bark bursted, yet I think I shall have a short

crop of apples, as the fruit buds are in Inid condition.
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Secretary
— iMr. keeper's onliarJ was ovcr-croitptnl last year.

C. N. Dennis explained the dirtVrence between the two terms,
•• bark l)urstin<::

""

and ''tree splitting." A bnrst is usually crosswise,

seldom aft'ecting the wood; a split is lengthwise, and often involves

both bark and wood. Injuries o£ this character were reported by

several nienilx'rs.

T. F. Leeper said: I am not flattered with my prospect for

peaches, and I can discover no difference between the budded and

the seedling peach trees; all are very much injured.

C. W. Ames said: Peach trees are in better condition than is

generally supposed, in fact, a very moderate heading back will put

my trees in very fair condition, but I shall get no peaches this year.

A. C. Hammond said perhaps Mr. Ames had made a supcrliciul

examination.

Mr. Humphrey^ of Quincy, said: Cut l)ack your peach trees

moderately and you will produce a healthy growth of v^ood, ])ut cut

severely and you will injure your trees.

On the condition, value, and (jualities of the Turner raspberry,

remarks were made by Messrs. Brown, Ames, Hathaway, and Rock-

well, of Warsaw, and Mr. Humphrey, of Quincy.

The Turner (as usual) has stood the winter well, and is a berry

of excellent quality and of great value for the tal)le or for market.

Mr. Hum])hrey said the Turner is worth two or three cents })er quart

more than any other berry in the nuirket. The Red Antwerp and

the Gregg raspberries were spoken of favorably; they were not

badly Avinter killed.

Mr. Stafford said: If the raspberry is permitted to grow and tip

naturally no lateral branches will be formed, but if, in the growing

season, it be cut off at two or three feet high, lateral l)raiudies will

form, and when trimmed again in early spring a good stalky head is

nuide, and stakes or trellises are not necessary.

The Snyder and some of the wild blackberries are in fair condi-

tion and promise some fruit: protection by snowdrifts were reported

in manv instances.
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W. N. Grover, moved the adoption of the following:

Besolved, That this Society offer a premium of $5 in cash for
the greatest profit to be realized from one-fourth of an acre of land

during the year 1883, by a 1)oy under sixteen years of age. The boy
to be or to become a member of this Society, or be the son of a

member. A report of the kind of crop raised, the manner of culti-

vation, and the sales or value of the crop, to be presented to this

Society.

A. C. Hammond, chairman of Committee on Evaporating and

Utilizing Fruits, reported:

A cider- and vinegar-making, fruit- and vegetable-evaporating,
canning, and jelly-making establishment is evidently practicable and
a pressing necessity in Warsav^% and if well managed will surely pay.
Action should be had in this matter at once. Ten thousand dollars

and a suitable manager would inaugurate a l)ooming and profitable

enterprise in Warsaw, and as fully one hundred thousand bushels of

fruit annually goes to waste in our vicinity alone, shall we have it?

We shall see.

ON EXHIBITION.

Fine pure apple cider, by A. C. Hammond; large fine winter

pears, by Isadore Vancon; and Russets, Winesaps, Willow Twigs
and Ben Davis apples, by several members.

A FKUIT-EVAPORATING AND CIDER-MAKING ESTAB-
EISHMENT.

At the March meeting of the Warsaw Horticultural Society,

held in this city Wednesday, the committee appointed at a former

meeting to consider the practicability of establishing a fruit evapor-

ating and cider making establishment offered their report, which is

published below. Time and again we have urged the desirability of

such an institution, and it seems almost useless for us to say anything
further if what we have already said has not impressed our people

with the importance of the enterj)rise. But as the constant dripping

of water will wear away the most stubborn rock, so possibly an in-

cessant prodding will arouse our people to their interests. The season

is upon us for work, if we exjject to accomplish anything, and if we

should go to work immediately and push the p;roject earnestly from

this day on, we would only have time enough to get the institution

in working order to receive the first fruit products of the year.
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But here is the report, which gives a full statement of the case:

Your eoiuniittee. apjjointed to confer Avith a citizens' committee

in relation to estal)lishing an t'va|)oratin<^. cannin<i^, cider and jelly

making house, would respectfully report as follows:

The season is rapidly advancing, and unless the enterprise is very
soon i)ut in shape it will be impossible to make the canning depart-
ment a success, as to secure the l)est results will require contracts to

be made with our farmers and gardeners for large quantities of toma-

toes, beans, peas, sweet corn, etc.

There also seems to be some doubt in relation to obtaining a

practical jelly-maker. We would therefore suggest that for the

present elTorts be contined to the evaporating and cider making de-

partments, with the expectation of adding the canning, jelly and

vinegar making dejiartments when it may seem desirable. The cost

of establishing this ])<)rtion of the business will be about as follows:

Eiisine S SOO 00

Power Press, extra heavy 800 00

Two Evaporators 1,500 00

Pump, Shaitinp:, Belting, etc 300 00

Scales, Tanks, Apple Boxes, etc 300 00

Building, say 1,000 00

Total $4,700 00

Parties with this equipment, which can be managed without an

ex})ert. can certainly do a ]U'ofitable business, as they will be ]u-epared
to go to orchardists and buy the entire products of their orchards,

juitting the largest and best fruit on the market, which will always
bring good prices, using the next grade for evaporating, and the

small, inferior ])oi-tiou for cider.

The principal drawback we have met with iu making sales of

cider has been that many dealers and consumers have objected to the

taste imjiarting by lioiling. But we now feel assured that we have

gained that knowledge that will enable us to put cider upon the

market with safety, tive or six months in the year, without boiling
or using any deleterious drug, and that will be as harmless as soda

water or lemonade.
The sam])le on the table, to which your attention is called, has

been on tap nearly four months, and as will be observed gives very
little evidence of fermentation.

This manufacturing enterprise is of too much im|)()rtance to

both town and country to be longer neglected, and it is to be hojjed
that our caj)italists and fruit-growers will unite in putting it in im-

mediate operation. A. C. Hammoxd,
J. T. Jonxsox,
J. L. Pl(i(JOTT,

W. N. Grove,
Comniifffe.
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APRIL MEETING.

The April meeting of the Warsaw Horticultural Society con-

vened in the Hall, on the 25th, with a goodly number of members

and all the officers present.

The report of the committee on

VEGETABLES

being called for, Mr. Hoppe said: The ground is dry and in good
condition this spring, and the prospect never better for a fine crop of

garden vegetables. When the soil is cold and wet, corn and beans

will mould and rot, but if sprouted before planting they grow much
better.

SMALL FRUIT.

Mr. Brown, from the Small Fruit Committee, said: Hardy
blackberries and raspberries are all right. Black Caps badly killed.

Strawberries he is doubtful about. Peach and cherry trees are in a

bad condition.

C. N. Dennis thought we had better plow up our Black Caps and

replant.

GRASS AND GRAIN.

.1. L. Piggot, from Grass and' Grain Committee, thought young

meadows, particularly those sown last fall on well-prepared ground,
looked remarkably well. The great secret in sowing timothy is to

thoroughly pulverize and harrow down the soil. He thinks with a

favorable season we will have a good yield. Wheat on the prairie

looks well, but on the dry, rolling timber soil, it is badly winter-

killed.

A. C. Hammond being on the programme for an essay, responded

by reading the following paper, which he suggested was more of the

nature of a report than an essay:
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THE ITOHTICULTURAL OUTLOOK,

Althou<yh somewhat unsatisfactory, promises better than we ex-

])ecte(l some months ago. True, we sliall have no ])eaches, and very
few cherries; but we expect a fair crop of Snyder l)hickl)errie8 and
Turner raspberries, and a partial crop of Bhick Caps and Concord

grapes. Strawberries were not in good condition hist fall, and we
cannot therefore expect a good croji.

But the great fruit crop of this section of country is the ajjple,
and its failure means the loss of hundreds of thousands of dollars.

The great interest of the fruit-growers, therefore, centers here. A
careful examination of several orchards shows that fruit buds of. the

principal standard varieties, except Winesap, although not very nu-

merous, are healthy and })lump in appearance and rapidly swelling,
some of the early varieties being nearly open. The season is now so

far advanced that there is little danger of injury by frost. We may,
therefore, expect a fair crop of many varieties, unless the low vitality
of the trees causes the young fruit to drop. From some sections we
hear of great loss by killing and injury of apple trees by the terrible

cold of the past winter.

Seeing a notice of the gi-eat loss suffered by the Hon. .J. M.
Dixon, of Oskaloosa, Iowa, one of the largest orchardists in the north-

west, I addressed him a note incpiiring as to the extent of the injury
in Central Iowa, to which he replied as follows:

"
I regret to say that our orchards are badly injured, but it is

impossible at this time to determine just what per cent, of trees are

absolutely killed. On my first discovery of the injury, about three
weeks ago, iny conclusions were that nine-tenths of my orchard was

entirely killed, leaving about fifty trees, beside Willow Twigs, which
were slighily injured. The kinds not injured are Red Astrachan,
Duchess, Fameuse, Westfield. and Lowell. The varieties seriously

injured are Ben Davis, Janet, Jonathan, Winesap. Dominie, Roman
Stem, Pearmain, etc. A small per cent, of the Ben Davis show signs
of recuperating. It may be that nature will restore a part of these

dead-looking trees, luit T am unable at this time to see much ground
for lio})e. The main injury seems to be in the bodies of the trees.

In some cases the bark is burst, but generally the inner bark and the
outer wood are l)rowned to about the color of black walnut, and ap-
pears to be wholly dead. As a general rule the limbs and twigs are

but slightly injured. The cause of the injury was not. [ think, so

much from the intense cold of the winter as .the condition of the
trees when winter set in. , We had a very dry July, August and Sep-
tember, and by the last of September the leaves were nearly all off.

Octol)er set in dry and warm, and our fruit trees were as full of sap
when the cold weather set in as they usually are by the fifteenth of

April. The intense cold of course ruptured the sap pores, causing
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tlie iiijurv between the bark and wood. I had succeeded, as I be-

lieved, in completely mastering our orchard insects, and thought T

understood my l)usiness, but now feel as though the result of a life-

time of labor and effort to overcome the difficult question of orchard-

ing in the northwest had taken wings and flown away."
Mr. Dixon is doubtless correct in his conclusions as to the cause

of the injury, but there is one important point he m.gy have failed to

observe. The mean temperature of last summer was much lower

than the average, which prevented the proper ripening of the wood.

This fact, in connection with the warm wet weather, which started

the flow of sap as referred to by Mr. Dixon, made the trees in the

worst possible condition to endure the ordeal of the winter. A care-

ful examination of the orchards in this vicinity, over twelve or fif-

teen years old, particularly on low, wet ground, shows more or less

of this discoloration between the bark and wood. The trees Avill

never be what they were before, but if properly cultivated and cared

for we think most of them will so far recover as to produce several

crops of fruit. Every possible aid should be given to nature in her

effort to repair the injury. The most efficient help is good cultiva-

tion, and all injured orchards that are in sod should be broken \\\)

and carefully cultivated until the first of August, when, if the sea-

son be reasonably favorable, they will be found to be wonderfully

improved in health."'

President Dennis asked: Was the injury referred to by Mr.

Dixon caused by the wet of last summer, or the severe cold of last

winter?

Mr. Hammond said it was doubtless caused by the peculiar con-

dition of tlie weather last summer and fall, but thought they would

have recovered if the weather had been mild and open.

Mr. Spitz reported many of his orchard trees killed or crippled.

About one-tenth of his Ben Davis are injured by the bursting of the

bark.

J. T. Johnson reported Mr. Beedle as saying that one-half of his

Ben Davis are injured in the same way.

J. L. Piggot asked: Is it not one of our hardiest trees?

President Dennis said it is less able to endure our severe winters

than many other varieties.

Some anxiety was manifested in regard to the effect of the late

cold snap on fruit buds. All agreed that there was no apparent in-

jury, but tho\;ght it possible that freezing the buds might so weaken

their vitality as to cause the young fruit to drop.
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Mr. Johnson, in reply to questions, said he thought the amount

of bloom that most varieties jn-omised. amply sufficient for a ^^ood

yield. He knew of no reason why we should not have a good crop

of fruit.

JUNE MEETING.

The unanimous verdict of the multitude who atteudcil the ex-

hibition of rare and beautiful flowers. and plants, rich and luscious

fruits, which covered the tables at Hamilton on the 18th inst., was

that just enough had been done in each department to produce the

very best effect The decorations were tastefnl, the day was delight-

ful, and for five hours the large hall was crowded with admiring

visitors, and the fullest extent and highest order of sociul ]»leasures

enjoyed by all. and everybody was gratified. There was not an im-

perfect or uninteresting specimen seen in the hall, and no super-

fluity in the exhibition. Here and there all along the center of the

hall were groujjs of flower stands, frames and vases, and these were

all filled with handsome and perfect specimens of rare, rich, and

l)eautiful flowering and foliage plants, and neatly arranged bonquets
ami cut flowers.

Conspicuous along the west side of the hall were the well-filled

tables of C. Leslie, of Keokuk, as fine a collection of plants as can

be produced. And along the east side of the hall were the well-kept

and carefully arranged displays of Miss Ludington. of Hamilton, and

others. A prominent feature of the exhibition was the large number

of collections at the north end of the hall, arranged along the entire

front of the stage, and with such studied effect as to seldom .show two

of a variety. A handsome wreath of delicate sprigs of evergreen

in-wrought u])on a dark ground, in the center of which a])peared the

initials. .1. S. .T.. the handiwork of Dr. \V. H. (Trithens. of Hamilton

occupied a prominent })lace u})on the stage, and was a most touching
and beautiful tribute to the memory of our de])arted brother, John

S. .Johnson, of Wythe.

Invited guests occupied the large ])latform. and were introduced

to the audience by President Dennis, who gave notice tlnit all formal

exercisos would be short.

Ift'liorts were made as follows:
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On Floriculture, Miss Longwell said that we were evidently pro-

gressing.

J. T. Johnson— Our orchards depend much upon the weather
in the near future. It is not safe to make an extended report at

present. Some fine specimens of the new crop are on exhibition.

H. D. Brown said that for productiveness the Crescent straw-

berry leads the list of seventeen on the tables.

C. N. Dennis said the Longfellow was the finest strawberry he

had this year.

Grain crops, J. L. Piggott said, depend in a great degree upon
the weatner. No extended report.

The secretary was authorized to make the usual exhibition of

fruits abroad this year.

A rousing vote of thanks was given the ladies of Hamilton for

their untiring efforts in floriculture.

Col. Reed and Capt. Anderson, of Keokuk, Iowa, gave a hearty
invitation to attend the Old Settlers' meeting to be held in their city

on the fourth of July.

W. N. Grover, Dr. Chas. Hay, and A. C. Hammond, Committee

on Obituaries, reported the following resolutions:

IN MEMORIAM.

The late J. S. Johnson, the subject of this sketch, was born in

Jefferson county, N. Y., October 2, 1818, and died on his farm in

Wythe township, Hancock county. 111., April 28, 1883. His parents'

family^ consisted of five children— four sons and one daughter. In
1843 he emigrated to Rockford in this state, and was employed in

teaching school. The next year he went to Adams county, where he
was engaged in teaching for the greater part of three years, and while

there, on the 20th day of May, 1847, he was married to Miss Judith

Booth, who survives him. In the following August he moved witb
his young wife to a fann near Nauvoo, where he remained until

1851, when he purchased and settled on a farm in Wythe township,
where he resided (with the exception of two years spent in Canton,
Missouri, where he went to place his children in college) until his

death.

But little is known of his history before coming west, but what
is known of his subsequent career will justify the statement that his

opportunities for culture were above the average. He possessed an
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active, inquisitive, and enterprising mind, which, during the entire

period of his maiiliood. was making continued and valualdc accumu-
lations to his store of knowledge, aiul nuide himself well informed

upon many subjects of interest which are too much neglected by our

well-to-do farmers. He was a nnm of earnest nature and strong
convictions, and inde])endent in their avowal both in sj)oech and with

the pen. He took an active and earnest interest in all matters that

tended to elevate the condition of humanity morally, socially, and

intellectually, and was ever ready to assist in their advancement.
He was ojie of the members of the first board of trustees of the Illi-

nois Industrial Iniversity, and exerted an active interest in its affairs.

In his own county he was at one time a member of the county board,
and was actively connected with the direction of the public schools

of his township. He was a member of the Warsaw' Horticultural

Society alnu)st from its organization, and partici})ated largely in its

work, furnishing numy of the most instructive essays that have been

]Miblished in its proceedings. He was also one of the originators of

our Fair Association, and a director therein at the time of his death.

He w'as a successful farmer, a kind neighbor, an affectionate husband
and father, a true genial hearted man, who sought to, and did, make
this life honorable ami useful.

In view of these facts, and that the memory of them may he

preserved, it is hereby resolved:

1. That this memorial be spread upon the records of this Soci-

ety and published as a part of its jjroceedings.
2. That a copy thereof be furnished to the State Horticultural

Society for publication with its transactions.

8. That a copy be furnished to the family of the deceased.

Respectfully submitted,
VVm. N. Grover,
Chas. Hay,
A. C. Hammond,

Com III Iffee.

AUGUST MEETING.

The annual jiicnic of the Warsaw Horticultural Society was

held at Wild ("at Springs, Hamilton. Illinois. August, 1888.

In spite of the unfavorable weather a goodly number of horti-

culturists were present at this charming and i)leasaut re.sort, and all

were richly repaid for time and trouble. Much of the time was

given to social features, but at one o'clock p. .\i. President Dennis

called the meeting to order, and A. ('. Hammond read the following
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ORCHAKD REPORT.

From nearly all sections of the country, east and west, we hear

complaints that the apple crop is again a failure, as well as that trees

are flying, and countless hordes of insects are preying upon Ijoth tree

and fruit. In this section all these conditions prevail to a consider-

able extent, and Hancock County will have a light yield of apples.
Orchards are unusually variable in condition. Occasionally a Ben
Davis orchard may be found that promises nearly a full crop, while
a neighboring one will yield next to nothing.

Among early apples Red Astrachan, Sops of Wine and Golden
Sweet produced a partial crop, all others being a failure. Among
fall varieties Rombo is doing the best, Maiden's Blush and Porter

bearing half a crop. Many of the standard winter varieties have
failed entirely. Ben Davis takes the lead in productiveness, and may,
if the conditions continue favorable, yield from one-third to one-half

a crop of fine large fruit. Willow Twig, Jonathan and Roman Stem
will also give us some fruit; but taking the entire orchard area of

the county into consideration we do not think that we shall gather
more than one-fifth of a crop.

The condition of apple trees is more unsatisfactory than ever

before. The long cold winter of 1880-81 was very disastrous to

orchard trees, killing many outright, and so injuring others that they
were unable to endure the intense cold of last winter.

Nearly every orchard shows more or less dead trees, and the

careful observer will find many others that will never again bear
fruit. Geniton has suffered more than any other variety, and we
know of several orchards that will be cut down next wiuter. Wine-

sap has also suffered Ijadly, and we venture the opinion that the

sooner they are decreed to be
" cumberers of the ground

'"

and devo-

ted to the wood pile the better it will be for the owner.
It is each year becoming more evident that a ceaseless, persistent

warfare must be waged against our insect enemies, unless we expect
them to take the field. Borers— both the flat and round headed—
are increasing in our orchards; the Codling moth is, as usual, destroy-

ing a large portion of our fruit; canker worms and leaf-rollers are

defoliating our trees; but an insect, to which many apple-growers
pay but little attention, is, I suspect, doing more injury in my orchard
than all the others combined. I refer to the plum curculio. I have
a Ben Davis orchard, about ten years old, by the side of which has

stood a peach orchard, the fruit being last year badly infested with
curculio. There being no peaches this year they seem to have made
a coml}ined attack on the apple, and there is scarcely a specimen in

this orchard that does not carry the marks of the little Turk, which
makes them rough and deformed and unfit for market purposes. My
other orchards show some evidence of their presence, but not in such

numbers as this.
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One fact or one expoviinent flo(>s not establish a theory, but I

infer from the facts above stated that this insect breeds very ra}>idly

in the peach and phim. and when these fruits fail attack the apple,

feedin<i: njion it. as well as de})<)siting their eg|:;s in it. This is }iro-

bably one of tlie ])rinci])al causes of "scab," which some seasons

d«'stroys a large portion of our a]tples: and in my opinion the sooner

the ap]>le-<i:rower l)anishes every peach and plum tree from liis

orchard the better it will be for his pocket.

J. T. Johnson endorsed the re])ort.

C. N. Dennis and J)r. N. Lyon })laced on the table tine and per-

fect s})ecimens of apples and iG^rapes, and Dr. Lyon recommended the

introduction, as far as possible, of new varieties of fruit, free from

all hereditary taint. He said the incipient cause of disease is often

found in the original tree and is transmitted by grafting, and tli;it

our potatoes, berries, etc., are all sul)ject to the same trouble.

Mr. Berry said it is the business of our Society to discover the

causes of thesQ troubles and thus learn to npply proper remedies, and

wet and unfavorable weather, a want of drainage or iiuproper soil,

perhaps had their intiuences.

Geo. 0. Hilton said there was very little fruit in Southeastern

Iowa this year.

Vj. Stewart, said: My soil rests upon a stitf joint clay. From

planting I force the growth of my tree as much as possil)le until

time f(jr bearing, and when I want fruit I cease to cultivate. To

prevent sod from forming T mulch heavily, and let the weeds take

care of themselves. I have had ;i constant crop of aj)j>les for fifteen

consecutive years. The speaker insisted that some or(diardists

destroyed the fibrous roots by too close plowing, and that they were

the mouths or feeders of the tree.

J. C. Berry did not think our orchards were to become a failure.

Wheat grows well in Dakota because of the abundance of alkali in

the soil. On our new prairies a quarter of a century ago \vr had

large crops of wheat. J*erha})s it was owing to the accumuhition of

alkali from the ]irairie tires.

In answer to the question,
**

Is it a good time now to transphmt
tlu' strawberry?" Mr. II. D. Hrowu saiil.

"
^'es. it' moist weather

prevails.""
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J. L. Pifi^gott reported hay a large yield and in good condition.

Wheat a medium crop and in good condition. Oats average crop.

Some fields of corn are good, hnt very many looking badly.

Messrs. Berry, Wilson, Kiser and J. L. Piggott gave their

experience with seed corn. The seed grew well; in fact it will be

growing still when frost comes. It is three or four weeks behind

our home-grown seed. We may look in vain for ripe corn from such

seed.

ESSAYS.

"
Country Homes and Country Folks," by Mrs. A. W. Robinson,

of Wythe, and •' Natural Sciences and the Farmer," by Ed. P. John-

son, Esq., of Wilcox, were carefully prepared, well read and highly
recommended.

Dr. Lyon congratulated the essayists on so fully meeting the

expectations of the audience, and Mr. J. C. Berry said if the value

of these papers and the ability of their authors had been known a

vast crowd would have filled the grove.

On motion a vote of thanks was given to the essayists.

Adjourned.
JAMES T. JOHNSON, Secretary.

COUNTRY HOMES AND COUNTRY FOLKS.

BY MKS. A. W. ROBINSON.

It has always been noticeable that people who live in or near

cities or towns have a very unfavorable impression of farmer folks

or country peof)le. They know the father only as a hardworking,
])lodding man, whose interest is divided between crops and cattle;

the mother, a mere household drudge; the sons, shock-headed, ignor-

ant, and clownish; the daughters, narrow-minded, coarse, and awk-

ward; the home life nothing but an endless struggle to make ends

meet, devoid of comfort, grace and beauty. But the time has come
when these wise ones should open their eyes a little and note the

signs of the times.

Railroads and telegraph wires have brought town and country
so close together that the difference between the two classes has be-

come so small as to be scarcely perceptil)le. The latest issues of the

press, the monthly periodicals, all the literature of the day, are

found upon our tables, and in our retirement, are perhaps more in-
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tellectually studied and widely discussed than in the rush and wliirl

of city life; and for convenience, comfort and heauty, our homes

comjiare favorably with theirs.

But let us look for a moment into these country homes, iind at

these country people, and as the father is the head of the family and

one of the lords of creation, we shall first notice him and his rela-

tion to the home. Many of them have <j;aine(l what education they

possess hy their own etiorts: have battled with pinchin<2: jxjverty,

lack of educational means, prejudice of class, and many other lions

which stand in the way, and Avhile never for a moment despising the

lal)or by which they gain honest bread, are not disjiosod to consider

that working, eating aiul sleeping are all that are worth living for;

that so many bushels of grain, so many head of cattle, so many
pumpkins, carrots and jjotatoes, so many pigs to butcher before

("hristmas. so many tons of hay to be housed before the fourth of

July, all that the year holds in store for them. But each of these

carefully attended to. and their daily labor honestly and intelligently-

performed, they feel themselves to be free citizens in the empire of

thought in which men take rank according to what they essentially

are, quite independent of their condition. They do not neglect to

cultivate the little graces of life, to surround their homes with the

little elegances of refinement which, trifling as they may seem, con-

tribute so much to the enjoyment and the cultivation of the tastes

of wife and children. They do not leave the entire care and train-

ing of their children to the mother, minister, and sabbath-school

teacher, but feel that a responsibility rests upon themselves; that

they have an influence over them in certain directions which no one

else can have: a j)()wer to inspire them with a moral heroism which
will make them ])roof against all the seductive influences of vice

and iiumorality, unmoved under the dignified consciousness of recti-

tude. He adores neatness and the display of good taste in every

thing ])ertaining to his home, is fond of good dinners, an honor to

his ])rofession, is proud of his farm, obliging to his neighbors, and

in love with his wife.

Next the country woman, if the father be the head of tiic

family, the mother is surely the heart of it, and when head and

heart work well together we may look out for good results. The

country woman troubles herself very little about woman's rights.

She would never elaim a seat in the halls of legislation as the place
in which to display her talents, nor the scene of carnage as her field

of glory, but conscious that she moves in a sphere which requires

equal strength of intellect with the other sex, she never feels that

her position is one of inferiority. A few woman, very })eeuliarly

endowed, may find hajjpiness in other spheres, but generally it is

only in the diversified experience of a wcdl-ordered home that a cul-

tivated woman can find exercise for all her taleuts and afTection.

She realizes tliat our social wellbeing rests upon our homes, and that
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ill its biiikling' the virtue of woman must be its corner-stone, her
self-sacritice. ])iety. |L!,"entleness .and cheerfulness the four walls of its

superstructure, and. canopied over all, the mother love and wifely
devotion which time cannot lessen nor misfortune quench. No
nation can become fully enlightened whose mothers are not qualitied
to discharge the duties of home education. The country woman is

usuall}' busy and energetic: she rises early and goes forth to labor

with strong heart and willing hands, and as she plants seeds in her

garden or flowers in her borders, sows broadcast over the earth and
in the hearts of her family the seeds of truth and honesty, good
deeds and noble thoughts. She does not consider that household
cares are in any way degrading to the noblest woman. Cooking and

eating are earnest, urgent things that must have attention: still she

will study to hide, in part, the domestic machinery, and letting the

l)eautiful come in with the useful, puts a glass of fresh flowers on
the dinner table, even though they do droop gracefully over a plate
of boiled beef and potatoes.

Next the country boys
— the happiest, most independent mem-

bers of the human family. They usually have a good dash of

Young America in them, and we like it. Restless, eager, wide-awake:

feeling like they would burst right open if they couldn't run and

laugh and shout and whistle— boys who will make a stir in the

worhl if you will give them a chance. They are considered great

pests when little, and when older, a terror to their sisters, who are

always getting shocked at their rudeness and out of patience with

their carelessness, but who couldn't at all get along without them.

They are always willing, helpful, and hungry; their mother's firm

friend and ally because they seem to realize that their mother is their

best earthly friend. There are 'very few of them who do not have a

soft, tender, genial side to their nature, and mothers can always
search it out. A love for flowers, woods and pleasant scenes, and all

beautiful things which God has made, is a part of their natures, and
a daily ministration to their unfurnished, hungry minds as well as

stomachs— a touch to their unformed tastes, and wise reproof of

uncouth speech or manner, shall make them more comely than

costly garments, and be remembered and practiced in after life when

they must be crowded, jostled, and leveled by the great world. Their

faces may be tanned, freckled and homely; their bare, soiled feet

look large and clumsy, but notwithstanding all a bright, swift,

prompt intellect which at first must slake its thirst at the small

fountain of the district school, but later will prove to the world how
little the circumstances of early life are able to impede the progress
of those who are truly great.

And last, but not the least, the country girl
— the flower of the

family. Like the boy, independent and fun-loving, but unlike him
in gentleness and pride

— a gentleness without weakness and pride
without vanity. Loving everything connected with her country
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home, ever ready to ^iliare its labors and care for its necessities, and
wlu'ther her thon(;htf*ul love and careful hands jtrovidc some taste-

ful addition to mother's wardrobe, help her fathers stiltcncd tinkers

with his writing, mend brother's broken toys, she is careful that a

large portion of her mind be sjient in the improvement of her mind
with music, ])ooks and innocent amusements. She has an independ-
ence of thought and action, an intelligence concerning the general

toi)ics of the day, and a practical application of knowledge gained
from l)Ooks wdiich enables her to converse with intelligiMit and cul-

tured peo})le without emljarrassment, blushing, stammering and

twitchin*^
her fingers. In regard to her home duties and labors we

will let the poet speak:

She is up in tlie early morning,
Just at the peep of dav.

Straining the milk in the dairy,
Turning the cows away.

Sweeping tlie tloor in the kitchen,
Making the l)eds up-stairs,

"Wasliing the breakfast dishes.

Dusting the parlor chairs.

Brushing tlie crumbs from the pantry.
Hunting for eggs at the barn,

Cleaning the turnii)S for dinner.
Spinning the stocking yarn.

Spreading the whitening linen
Down on the bush below,

Ransacking every meadow
Where the red strawberries grow.

Singing her tra la la la la

While churning the snowy cream,
llinsing the pails and strainers,
Down in the running stream.

Feeding the geese and turkeys,
Making the i)Uini)kin pies.

Jogging the little one's cradle,

Driving away the Hies.

Grace in every motion,
Music in every tone,

Jjeautv of i'orm and feature.
Thousands might covet to own.

Cheeks that will rival spring roses.
Teeth the whitest of pearls,

One of these countiy maids is worth
A score of your city girls.

24
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THE NATURAL SCIENCES AND THE FARMER.

BY ED. P. JOHNSON.

In my brief essay I shall endeavor to show that the natural sci-

ences are not only an accomplishment, when a thorono-h knowledge
of them is possessed by a farmer, but a complete knojvledge of their

fundamental and unchangeable principles is essential to his ultimate

success in the noble avocation he has chosen.

Many men seem to be practical and successful farmers who have
but little '"book learning." We admit that such semis to be the

case, but a careful investigation of facts convinces us that what at

first sight seems to be a contradiction of my first statement, is really
one of the strongest proofs of its immutable truth. What these men
are now masters of by means of a lifetime experience could have been

acquired in five years
— two years given to learning the scientific

theories, as laid down by men of undisputable veracity, and three

years to their practical application, and I maintain they will be as

thoroughly well informed in the practical duties of a farmer's life as

any successful old fogy who has spent, not five, but fifty-five years
in acquiring a practical knowledge of the same thing. Our lives are

much too short to allow any waste of time in consummating any
given undertaking.

It would appear most foolish to those who are living in this

wonderful age of improvements to see a man forging nails on a l^lack-

smith's anvil, and yet this was not long since the common way.

Anything that is a waste of time,
" that solemn inheritance to which

every man, woman, and child is born heir," is not only foolish, but

most injurious to permanent progress. Let us learn all useful science

in the least possible time, that our leisure, thus acquired, may be

given to some other ennobling purpose.
How many uneducated farmers, do you suppose, are cognizant of

the fact that the order riimlnantia, including in its various families

the cattle and sheep which he sees every day. has four stomachs in-

stead of one, as is the case with himself, or with his domestic animals

of the order parlnjdennafa^ viz: his horses, mules, or hogs. He will

readily understand that they each, the pachiidermufa and the rnmi-

nantia, need a difEerent kind of food. Well, we suppose that his

father or his older brother had in times past fed them so and so in

his presence, and he, as a creature of imitation, and in that respect

nearly allied to the monkey tribe, feeds them, and perhaps success-

fully, too, as his father or brother did in days gone by. Would it

not be a source of pleasure to him to know that one has four stomachs,

adapted to slowly digesting and absorbing, and a system that will as-

similate and circulate the nutriment properties of hay and fodder.
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while the other has but one stomach, in which strong nourishment,
as our common «ijrains. are most readily (li<i;este(l : ami to judge from

their different formations of the i)roi)er proportions of mixed food to

give to each different class of animals in the barnyard. 'Tis true, he

knows that the hog will not do well on a diet of timothy hay. or

that his horses will not thrive on corn alone, and if you ask him Avhy
this is so. he will quite likely reply,

"•

Wall, it "s the natur of the

brute, you know." Yes, he has told us the truth, it is the " natur of

the brute;" but if he had learned the reason, as taught in the science

of natural history, would not the simple act of feeding his stock,

which he now does as he has seen others do. assume a new and pleas-*

ing importance, quite different from that which he had before known?
The scientist is constantly making grand discoveries, whi(di are

soon in daily use l)y the creature of imitation. Some one will say:
"
0, a few scientific men will do: we cannot afford the time and

money necessary to educate every one, nor do we think it advisable

to do so." Now T do not say that it would be an all-wise plan to

bring up a nation of philosophers. We shall always need men to

plow corn, hoe potatoes, raise stock, and to operate the various mills

and factories; yea, even to propagate and produce for us flowers and

strawl)erries. We must still have working people and artisans in

every industrial branch: but let each one thoroughly understand his

own business in order to produce the most desirable result. The
successful farmer of the future must fully understand and appreciate
the science of l)eautiful nature, which in its lavish abundance sur-

rounds him. Was it the creature of imitation, or the maji (jf natu-

ral science, who discovered that wonderful system of ensilage des-

tined to revolutionize the whole system of stock-raising in our north-

ern and western states? There are many other noted examjdcs that

rise uj) before us on "
memory's golden page." Kemember who it

was that discovered the science of electricity; who it was that ap-

plied it to the electric telegra])li; who it was that invented the steam

engine, and who ;ip])lied it alike to boat and car: who it was that

invented tlu; phonogra])li, electric light, and telephone; who they
were who have geologically examined our mountains, plains, rivers,

and lakes: who they were who have studied into and explained to us

the nature and requirements of our various trees. ])lants. and flowers,

who they are who are constantly making grand discoveries in the

realms of nature, and as a rule they were not, and are not, professors
of Harvard and Yale,— not men who undei-stand perfectly the dead

languages
- but men who really strove, and are still striving to un-

derstand the living language of that l)ounteous nature spread before

them. The fame of Franklin. Morse, Fulton, Edison, Agassi/, Hum-
boldt. Hugh Miller, and the chemist Liel)ig, will shine with uiidiiu-

med lustre when even the names (jf the professors of Hiirvani and
Yale have l)een forgotten. We intend no slight or slur to be thrown

upon these noble and hard working men.
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But coming nearer home, let us at least pay one grateful tribute

to the lifelong and earnest work of such men as Prof. A. H. Worth-

en, our state geologist; Dr. John A. AVarder, but lately deceased, the

noted horticulturist of Ohio; and to T. J. Burrill, of our state uni-

versity. We and our children shall ever hold their memory dear.

As the great mass of our population must grapple Avith nature
in their daily labor, let them fully understand this same wonderful
science. The machinist, carpenter, engineer, and mason must have
a practical knowledge of natural philosophy; the florist a full and

complete understanding of botany. The stockraiser must fully un-

derstand the wonders of natural history and philosophy, while the

successful farmer of the future must and can most easily understand

them all from the advantage of daily observation. In addition to

these he must understand the chemistry and the nature of soils.

The soil he tills needs to be fed, nourished and sustained as carefully
and systematically as the living animals around him. This is a long

subject, just now needing much careful attention, but a subject with-

in itself. There is much for the farmer to learn, but the task is not

one of painful magnitude. The sons and daughters of our poorest
farmers can, in a few terms well spent in our common country schools

learn the fundamental principles on which all natural science is

based, at the same time bearing in mind " that there is no excellence

without great labor." My young student of nature, you have all of

these grand discoveries as a foundation on which to build; go on

concjuering and to conquer; bend every energy in the pursuit of the

life which you have chosen, and the result will most amply repay

you.

My farmer friends, let us educate our children in this beautiful

science of nature, unrolled as a magnificent picture to our astonished

vision. It is so grand a thing and so easily accomiilished. Carefully

explain to a child of ten years the manner in which a fly walks on

the ceiling, how a mosquito is produced, or the manner in which any
of our common plants grow, and my word for it. they will retain it

longer than the works of fiction or the idle story. It is only a few

years since man first knew that' he had a stomach, except from the

simple act of putting food into it, or even understood the circulation

of his own blood. These assertions may seem somewhat strange and

startling to those unacquainted with the natural sciences, but they
are matters of alisolute and undisputed fact. Any school boy or girl

who has studied them will readily explain them to you, and the man-
ner in which the careful student of nature has searched them out

and made them plain to all.

In conclusion I would say what I have already implied: The

farmer, to be successful, happy, and content, must be accomplished
in the science of nature, so far as he can, from a careful study of the

few necessary books, and then practically apply this knowledge to

that bounteous nature which surrounds you, and untold pleasure and
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profit will most surely crown your efforts, and make your lives a

blessing to all around you.
The student of nature is never a villain. All nature teaches us

by intuition of
higher, better, and nobler things. So good a piece of

advice has been given to us. and so a])plical)le to the present subject,

by the Father of our (Jountry, that I c.mnot forego the pleasure of

repeating it on the present occasion: "Promote, then, as an object
of primary im])ortance. institutions for the general diffusion of

knowledge.
* * Tn proportion as the structure of a government

gives force to public opinion, it is essential that public opinion should

be enlightened.''

OCTOBER MEETING.

The October meeting was held in the Society Rooms, on the

17th, with all the othcers present.

The reports of Standing Committees being in order. Mr. Rock-

well, from tliiit on vegetables, said the season had been favorable for

the growth of garden vegetables. He had grown and exhibited at

the Warsaw Fair sixty-nine varieties.

In response to a call for a report on orchards, Mr. Hammond

presented the following:

ORCHARD REPORT.

The record of another season is nearly completed, and to the

great majority of fruit-growers it is extremely unsatisfactory. The

year IbSO was the great fruit year, and we expected that one season

would be recjuired to recuperate the trees after that enormous crop,
and were therefore not sur])rised to find our orchards bare in 1881.

But the failure of 1882 was unex])ected, as the trees were in good
condition and well supported with fruit buds, and can only be attrib-

uted to late spring frosts.

After two successive failures we looked forward with the confi-

dent expectation of a bountiful crop in 1888. But when in Janu-

uary the mercury sank to Hd'^ below zero. s[)litting our trees and

loosening the bark, we began to have forebodings of evil. I)ut failed

to realize the extent of flu- injury. Tn the sjjriug nearly all our

orchard trees leaved out. and bloome(l to a reasoual)le extent, but

soon after the fornuition of the fruit it began to fall, and by mid-

summer many of oui- orchards were perfectly bare. AV'hen the hot

weather set in many of the injured trees began to show the yellow
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leaf, and now in nearly all of our orchards— not only in Hancock

County but tlie entire Northwest— from ten to ninety per cent, are

dead.

There have been numerous theories advanced to account for this

wholesale destruction of orchard trees, the most common one being
that it is caused by wet feet, from which opinion we beg leave to

dissent.

We find some orchards on flat, wet land, that are killed out-

right, there being scarcely a healthy tree left, like those in the

northeast part of Wythe Township, belonging to Mr. Berry and Mr.

Shepherd, w^iile on the other hand we find orchards just as badly
killed on rolling timber soil like that of Capt. Hill, in Wilcox Town-
ship. The few fruitful orchards we have this season are also about

equally divided between wet, flat, and rolling sites. Those of W. J.

Ash and Wm. Gray are on very flat land, the soil being black prairie

loam, while those of Geo. P. Walker, Wm. Ayres and H. and S. J.

Hammond are on well drained and lighter colored soil. My own
orchards are planted on both thin, well drained, and rich flat land,
and on the latter site I find the most healthy and productive trees.

I have also for twenty-five years been cultivating pears, and have had
more fruit and less blight on flat, moist land, than on high, dry
ridges.

I do not wish to have it understood that I would recommend
such locations as being the best for orchards under all circumstances,
l)ut give the facts as they have have come under my ol)servation that

others may draw their own conclusions.

Another theory in relation to this destruction of trees— and

perhaps the most plausible one — is that they ripened up their wood
unusually early last fall, and that the warm, wet weather of October
and the early part of November started the flow of sap, which of

course was frozen by the intense cold of the latter part of the month.
The effect of this rreezing was to loosen the bark from the trees,

causing a lingering death. A serious objection to this theory is that

the Janet, which is the last variety to start in the spring, and
should have Ijeen more backward, and therefore less injured than

others, was nearly swept out of existence last winter.

The conditions that caused this disaster seem to have never ex-

isted before, and we may reasonably hope that they will not again, at

least for many years.
Trees that were in a vigorous, healthy condition, seem to have

suffered less than others; and, in my opinion, the most successful

mode of counteracting the effect of our long, cold winters, is to so

cultivate and enrich our orchards that the trees will remain thrifty
and vigorous. A half starved, sickly tree, can no more endure the

vigor of our winters than a half starved sickly horse or cow.

The best we can do with our orchards is to cut out the dead and

dying trees, and, if they are not more than ten or twelve years old,
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replant. But at any rate carefully cultivate what are left, and it

will be found that the smaller number well cared for will be more

protitable than the larger number left to themselves.

Mr. Rockwell a<^reed in the main with the report. He found a

great many dead trees in his orchard, but thought a portion had been

killed by borers, but the death of most of them must be attributed

to the cold winter. His Janets and Newtown Pi])j)ins were all

dead. He intends to seed his orchard to clover next spring, and per-

mit it to fall down and remain on the ground as a mulch. He thinks

an orchard managed in this way less liable to be injured by drouth

or frost than if cafefully cultivated.

Mr. S})it/ had trees on a low, wet piece of land, that received

the wash from the surrounding slopes, that were all dead. He also

had them on his highest ridge, and they were also dead. He there-

fore infers that we know but little of the conditions that caused the

death of so many trees. We find them on both wet and dry land,

and we must look beyond this for the cause.

Several members wanted to knoAV what the indications were for

next year's fruit crop.

Mr. Dennis replied that apple and peach trees were well supplied
with fruit buds, and we might reasonably expect a full blf)om.

Mr. Rockwell asked: Is there any reason why we cannot collect

and make the finest exhibition of fruit at our next fair ever seen in

the Western States.

Mr. Johnson said it meant time and hard work, but it could and

should be done, and he would render it all possible aid.

Mr. Hammond thought we had so often demonstrated our ability

in this direction that the only question is, will our horticulturists

give the undertaking the time and attention necessary to make it a

grand success? He favored the project, and would lend it a helping
hand.

Mr. Dennis heartily favored the plan, but thought it best to

postpone action on it for the present, but in the meanwhile kee]) it

in mind.

A fine collection of apples was on the table, exhi])ited by John

Spit/, .1. T. Johnson, A. C. Hammond and C. N. Dennis. In the col-

lection of Mr. Dennis was a seedling, resembling Ben Davis in size,
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color, quality ana general appearance, grown by T. Harlan, of Can-

ton. Missouri. It originated in the orchard of Mr. Shackleford,

near Athens, Missouri, and is highly prized where known. Mr. Har-

lan says the tree is more hardy and the fruit a better keeper than the

Ben Davis. H, on further trial, this proves to be correct, it will be

a valuable acquisition to our apple list.

Mr. Johnson presented an apple handed him by Mr. Hall, of

Stephenson County, for name. It was recognized as Ladies' Sweet.

Also one handed him by Mr. Cooper^ of Kankakee, supposed to be a

seedling.

Adjourned to the third Wednesday in November.

NOVEMBER MEETING.

It is a real pleasure to notice a meeting at once so large and in-

teresting as the one which convened in Horticultural Hall, Warsaw,
last Wednesday. Live horticulturists from various parts of this

county and elsewhere.

Our neighbors from Missouri and Iowa added some of their new

apples to the hue exhibitions made by Messrs. Ames, Rockwell, Den-

nis, Brown, Leeper, Walker, Hammond, Johnson, Spitz, and others.

Magnificent Spys, Ben Davis, and Bellflowers, luscious and tempting

Jonathans, Fultons, Goldens, etc., covered the tables. The large and

fine-looking New Shackleford apple, from Clark County, Missouri,

was conspicuous. It looks much like the Ben Davis, from which it

is said to be a seedling and from which it takes its chief characteris-

tics. It is worthy a trial. Other new seedlings were before the

Society for examination and discussion, and on which a future report

will be made. An interesting feature was the beautifully-colored

hybrid apple gathered by J. T. Johnson and T. J. Blake from a Ben

Davis tree, the branches of which were interwoven among the

branches of a tree of the Fameuse. This apple was clearly marked

upon one side as a Ben Davis, and just as clearly marked upon the

other as a Fameuse. It will be taken with the other fine specimens

of our local fruits to the winter meeting of the Illinois State Horti-

cultural Society at Bloomington, on the 18th of December.
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Among the live and enerojetic horticulturists who attend our

meetings no effort seems too great in furthering the interests or

profits of fruit culture.

A. C. Hammond reported on the work of the curculio in the

apple orchards. Much of the gnarly and rough appearance on the

apple is the result of the work of this fruit pest.

Mr. Hilton, of Lee County. Iowa, had carefully noted the work

of two species of curculio among the apples.

Mr. Spitz said it took an early riser to note the work of the

curculio.

T. F. Leeper said the season of 1883 was peculiar in many res-

pects. He had never noted the work of this pest in apple orchards

until this year. With one or two exceptions last winter was an

ordinary one, and yet, as soon as spring was fairly open, the bad

effects of the weather was made manifest both in tree and fruit.

Then during the present year we have been overrun by the common

field mouse, and many of the trees now supposed to be winter-killed

have been girdled below the surface of the ground by these mice.

J. T. Johnson said small mounds of earth about the trunks of

the tree.s often prevents the ravages of these mice.

Mr. Spitz said it was the unfriendly weather which had done

the damage in his orchard.
''

T can ward off the mice, but cannot

prevent the sudden changes of weather.''

C. W. Ames said,
"
My friend Bickford has destroyed mice in

his orchard by poisoning wheat with arsenic and putting around his

trees.
'

C. B. Rockwell said proper cultivation keeps off the mice and

much of the other vermin which infests the orchard.

W. W. Chittenden said the great foe to his orchard seemed to

be changes of temperature or a bad location, as he had derived hut

little benefit from it, and all of the doctors who have prescribed

have so far failed. His location or something else was against him.

G. P. Walker said: Cultiv;ite your orchard the first six or seven

years thoroughly ami i)ruiu' but little, if any; keep off the rablnts

in winter by putting a little blood on the trunks of your trees.

After your orchard is seven years old seed to clover and your orchard

will pay.
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J. L. Piggot said we had better be warned in time. Our corn

crop is a very poor one, not better than last year. Corn will not

keep in bulk; it will heat and sour. But a very small portion of the

crop is sufficiently matured for seed, and the germ in that is weak.

We had better look to the seed corn at once and not wait for spring.

Messrs. C. B. Rockwell and C. Fletcher brought up the subject

of green crops for fertilization, and recommended the sowing of rye

among the corn at the time of the last plowing. It will make a

good and cheap pasture for winter and spring. You can then plow

under the crop in season for corn. It is the cheapest kind of a

fertilizer. ^

President Dennis and G. Hilton, of Keokuk, asked for a report

to be made next month as to the numl)er of orchard trees growing

last year, and of what varieties, carefully noting the dead trees of

each variety.

On motion, Messrs. Spitz, Leeper and Rockwell were elected

delegates to attend the Illinois State Horticultural Society at Bloom-

ington, December 18th to 20th.

On motion the Society adjourned to meet in Warsaw the fourth

Wednesday in December.

DECEMBER MEETING.

The annual meeting of the Warsaw Horticultural Society was

held at Warsaw, December 26, 1883.

At one o'clock the room was comfortably filled with ladies and

gentlemen, and the tables showed some fine specimens of excellent

home manufactured sorghum.

President Dennis called for reports of committees, and the fol-

lowing were handed in:

On finance, by C. C. Hoppe, Treasurer, showed cash on hand of

$101.35 and no indebtedness.

C. B. Rockwell made the following report, for the year 1883, on
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VEGETABLE GARDENING.

All those v'lio liiul thoir lands well drained, fertilized and pre-

pared, had fair success, while in low and wet situations affected by
cold rains, the finer seeds were destroyed. We must not think that

good land alone will insure a good garden; a good garden recpiires

constant care and attention. To me it seems strange that there is

yet so large a proportion of farmers and others who have poor gar-

dens, or none at all : and especially when it is susceptible of ready

proof that one acre devoted to gardening and vegetable growing is

worth more to the average family than any five acres of corn. And
if your land is properly laid out for horse cultivation, one acre of

garden can be cultivated at about the same cost as two acres of corn.

There is no excuse for farmers to want for a winter su])ply of pota-

toes, carrots. ])arsnips. salsify, celery. ])arsley, cabbage, turnips, beets,

etc., as all who will can have them for the effort. When the

weather is cold and wet like the past spring, all plants that grow
from small seeds need special attention. You must plant with care,

and shallow, and then rake the ground over the rows to break the

crust and let the weak and tender plants through the surface. In

order to escape the depredations of the cabbage worm we planted
our cabbage at the earliest possil)le ()p])ortunity. The result was

good. Next year I hope to succeed with late caljbage. as our worthy

.secretary has this year, by sprinkling or spraying them with a solu-

tion of common alum water after each rainfall. Let us have cab-

bage. I would not forgot to sjjeak of the Lima bean. It is such a

welcome addition to the table sup})iy, and is one of the most easily

grown vegetables. And the squash; let us have plenty of squash.

They require a good rich bit of land, but not much of it, and no
extra amount of work, and if cared for in time you may have good

squash all winter in your cellars. Let us have better gardens.

J. C. Berry said Mr. Rockwell had evidently learned to till his

land in a labor-saving way, as most people give a much greater pro-

portion of labor per acre. Let us learn to save labor in the manage-
ment of the garden.

Messrs. Hammond and Dennis said that Prof. Forbes and others

had already discovered a parasite of the cabbage worm, and that

where introduced it had annihilated this ])est. We shall hail its

appearance.

John Berry said that the many vahuible papers read before this

Society led to discussion, investigation, and successful experiment.

S])eaking of squashes, the speaker had raised them weighing eighty
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pounds the present year, and to-day Warsaw and vicinity could make

an exhibition of fine vegetables which could not well be excelled.

H. D. Brown said: We must not forget the advantage of situ-

ation for an orchard or garden. The garden of Mr. Rockwell is on

rolling bluff land, and his soil is rich and mellow in leaf mould— an

excellent condition for garden soil.

On orchards T. F. Leeper said: Along the bluff region from

Warsaw to Quincy much the largest per cent, of apple tree loss

during the past year had been from girdling by mice— more the

result of neglect than the weather.

J. W. Ash, of Wythe, reported a small loss in his orchard from

the effects of winter and mice. His orchard is in favorable condition

and prospects good for 1884. Mice work where there is trash or

some such protection.

W. W. Chittenden reported a loss of fruit trees as follows:

Janet, 6 per cent; Ben Davis, 8 per cent; Winesap, 40 per cent:

Maiden's Blush, 40 per cent; and no difference in condition or culti-

vation. His orchard must be unfavorably situated as his success is

unsatisfactory.

C. B. Rockwell reported the following loss of trees: Winesap,

204 trees, loss 1| per cent; Janet, 116 trees, loss 16 per cent; (all old

trees); Ben Davis, 750 trees, loss about 5 per cent; Wythe, 15 trees,

loss 6 per cent; Red Canada, 60 trees, loss 4 per cent: Rome Beauty,

6 trees, no loss; White Bellflower, 8 trees, no loss; Yellow Bellflower,

6 trees, no loss; Benoni, 2 trees, no loss; Rambo, 6 trees, no loss;

Maiden Blush, 20 trees, loss 15 per cent; Jonathan, loss 6 per cent;

Peck's Pleasant, loss 25 per cent; Newtown Pippin, loss 100 percent:

Fall Wine, Early Harvest and Red Astrachan, no loss. My average

loss is about 5| per cent, for the whole orchard, and all trees under

seven years old were killed by either mice or borers. I am sorry to

make this admission, as it signifies neglect. As to the death of older

trees I am not quite sure that it is all the result of winter.

Messrs. Dennis, Brown^ Berry, Walker, and others discussed the

orchard report at length, showing that very much of the apple tree

loss of 1883 was owing to mice, borers, diseases, and weather changes

other than winter, and that the heaviest loss had fallen upon the

Rawle's Janet, ^
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Messrs. G. P. Wiilkor iind John Horrv ventilated the ([uestioii of

pustnrin*; the orchard with swine, and held that it was a bad practice

if much persisted in.

On herries and small fruits H. D. Brown said many new phmta-
tious will be made the coming spring. Those of the current year
also are doing well.

Mr. F. T. Leeper reported the following notes of the season for

1883: Junuar}^ cold above the average; February, remarkable for

rain and floods: March, cold and dry: April, warm and dry; May, cold

rains and frosts: June, first half very wet, last half fair; July, first

week hot, later favorable; August, days dry and warm, nights cool;

Se])teniber. first half dry and warm, last half favorable for seeding;

October, first week fine weather, second week warm, last half rain

and damp weather prevailed; November, warm for the season, rainy
and moderate weather, with one blizzard; December, first half mild,

last half an average winter month.

REMARKS.

April and May were unfavoralile for the apple orchard, produc-

ing blight in the bloom and scab in the fruit. Cool and moist

weather during April is always favorable to the proper development
of fruit buds, and the establishment and recuperation of the winter

wheat crop.

President C. N. Dennis read his annual address, after which the

annual election of officers took place, resulting as follows:

President— C. N. Dennis, of Hamilton.

Vice-President— H. D. Brown, of Hamilton.

Treasurer— C. C. Hoppe, of Warsaw,

Secretary—J. T. Johnson, of Warsaw.

On motion it was ordered that the newly elected oflBcers for

1884 be a committee to prepare a new programme for the year, and

report to the next meeting for approval or revision.

After testing the fine samples of fruit on exhibition, adjourned.
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ANNUAL ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT C. N. DE.VNIS.

In any new uudertaking or new departure we ask or think
" What will the harvest be?

" And at the close we might well con«

sider, What has the harvest been? Another year has rolled around
and brought our annual reunion, and the kindly touch of the hand
and friendly glance of the eye enables us to think less despondently
of our failures, and more gladly of our successes, during the past

very discouraging year. What is the reason of our existence as a

society? Is it not to learn and disseminate how to prevent, remedy
or ameliorate the results of just such years as this, or, if this is impos-
sible, to teach perseverance until we outgrow them. Again, our

work is to discover and disseminate better methods of planting, shel-

tering and Ijeautifying our grounds and homes; of growing, gather-

ing, storing, utilizing and presering fruits. Also the duty of promul-

gating these and educating our generation up to a realization of their

importance and value.

Are we doing this? An inquiry to the New York Sun last sum-
mer from a party in Missouri, as to what to plant, was referred to

the Warsaw Horticultural Society as the best authority known by
the editor. A. C. Hammond's paper on Orchards was greeted far and
wide as reliable, and numerous other examples might be cited. And
this brings the inquiry, are we doing our duty in informing ourselves

so that really intelligent answers can be given to the numerous inqui-
ries that do and will come to us from time to time? Or shall we be

"blind leading the blind?"
We are called to mourn the loss of one of our intelligent mem-

bers, J. S. Johnson. A close observer and careful experimenter, he

had become almost indispensable to the Society, and leaves a vacancy
in our ranks hard to fill. And how are we to fill our ranks as these

vacancies must and will occur? On whom are our mantles to fall?

Where is the young man to assume and fill the place of the lament-

ed Johnson? Methinks I can hear him from the other side urging
us to do more and better than when he was with us.

In our orchards the harvest has been mainly of trees destroyed

by the combination of circumstances of the two past years. These

must be replaced by as good or better varieties, and cared for as best

we can from the knowledge we now have, or can ol^tain, to the end
that we advance instead of retrograde.

Our calling is a noble one and worthy of our best efforts. We
are, as yet, hardly on the threshhold, and until we are masters of the

situation, have carried and can " held the fort
"

against insect and

blight, field mice and rabbits— in fact, against every depredator of

our orchards, fields, and gardens
^— will our work be completed and

we be allowed to lay ofl; the harness. It is by united effort that we
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can afc<)inj)lish the best, results: ])\ lal)<)riiig together, and giving to

each other the results of our exi)eriments.
The year has not been what we probably wished for, yet not

entirely discouraging for fruits. Buds are plentiful and in good
condition, and with the ])rospect of a mild winter, if we do our duty
in combating the insects, we may reasonably expect a fair crop of

fruit the coming year. Our list of desirable trees and plants is not
what they should ami may Ije, and in order to lengthen the list we
should experiment with seedlings, cross-fertili/ation. etc., retaining
the worthy and rejecting all others.

The apple is the most popular, the most diversified, the widest

spread, and most generally used of any fruit in America, if not in

the world; and facts have ])roven that we are favorably situated for

its production. But we often hear the cry: "no profit, apples won't

l)ring anything.'' etc. Is this so? And if so, why? Did you ever
think that not a year rolls around but what from five thousand to

fifty thousand barrels of apples are ship])ed from Michigan and other

points into Central Illinois— almost to our very doors? And why?
Because better, less worms, etc. We raise peaches and take what
the worms leave. Do you know of a man in our Society that regu-

larly jars off and destroys the peach curculio? Don't conn)laiji of

over-production until you can supply your own market with good
fruit. Good fruit will ;ilways sell; it is only the poor grades that go
begging.

In conclusion let me again urge th(n'ough and united systematic
labor combined with careful, intelligent observation and experiment,
and I will insure good results. Thanking you for your indulgence
and encouragement, I close ray annual.



PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

ALTON HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

FOR MARCH 1884 *

Reported for publication by WM. JACKSON, Secretary.

The Alton Horticultural Society met in the office of Captain E.

Hollister, March 1st, 1884. G. W. Tindall in the chair, and notwith-

standing the rough weather there was a very good meeting. Several

new members of promise were there, and they seemed to take a lively

interest in the proceedings.

The minutes of the February meeting were read and approved

except a part of a statement made by Mr. Riehl in regard to pruning

peach trees, in which he was made to say that
" he would cut back

half the new wood." To be changed to read as follows: "Cut back

to two or three buds of last year's growth, so as to form a good head."

ORCHARDS.

Mr. Hollister-— Reported no change from the report of last

meeting in this location. In Arkansas, however, peach buds are re-

ported damaged from a late freeze after the swelling of the buds.

Hon. John M. Pearson— Mr. President : At our last meet-

ing we discussed the method of caring for our frost-bitten peach

trees, and I have since taken pains to look over the proceedings

of the State Horticultural Society relative to the same subject.

On tbe first of May, 1864, the then Secretary of that Society,

Hon. W. C. Flagg, with his wonted care^ prepared a circular which

was sent to almost every county in the state, asking for inforination

as to the effect of the extreme cold of Jan. 1st and 2d, 1864. Mr.

* We are sorry to announce that this is all that has been received of the transactions of this

venerable society. The Hon. Marshal P. Wilder years ago bestowed upon ihis society a high

compliment, by declaring it to be a "model of its kind," and the minutes of the meeting here

given prove the old society to be in full possession of manly vigor and usefulness.—Spc.
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FIii^<^ states in his aiiiiual
!•(•]»(

)rt that answers were received from

twenty-seven localities. This information would he interesting- now
to us. hut owin«i; to the low state of the treasury of the Society at

at that time it is not reported in the little volume of })roceedino[s of

that year. F<dlowino^ the severe cold of Jannarv, 1878. [ find that

nniny ai)))h' trees are reported as '"doinf? ])oorly." and also that many
died outright. Peach trees that survived did well the following year.

Mr. C. S. Copps, of Logan County, writes for the report of LS74

as f(dlows: "Of peaches we had a very fair crop, but it is probably
the last crop that will be obtained from trees planted previous to

1871. The younger trees seem to be in good condition."

Dr. M. M. Hooton. of Centralia. reports: '"The effects of the se-

vere winter of 1872-78 were such as to convince many of us that a

very large percentage of the peach, cherry, apple, and pear trees of

the country would die. This has proved true only in ])art. Old

peach trees that bore heavy cro])s the year bef(n'e. died, but young
trees have rec(jvered in a rennirkable degree, and have borne good

cro]>s the past season. This. too. when the bark was entirely sei)a-

rated from the wood of the body of tlie trees from the ground u}) to

the linibs. Still more remarkal)le is the fact that the bark has never

formed any attachment to the wood of the body of the tree, but has

continued the tree-growth by new dej)osits of wood in the inside of

the bark, in many instances having a fissure of an eighth of an inch

between the new and old wood. Cherry and pear trees have only

partly recovered. Ai)plo trees have recovered. * * The only effect

of the injury of winter before last is apparent in the increased brit-

tleness of the limbs, and a discoloration of the wood.'

Mr. J(diii l{. I'all. of Hancock (^ounty, says: The effect (of

the cold in "78 ) was such that it killed a great many bearing trees.

In two of my orchards * * *
it killed and greatly

damaged at least half the trees, (apples).

Jno. M. Pearson — These statements contirm so decidedly the

o])inions exjjreseed at our last meeting that I have thought it worth

while to reproiluce them, and if it were not for taking up so mu( h

of our space would reprint the advice for last month.

Mr. Pearson suggested that the present, or as soon liereafter as

possible, is a good time to set out apple trees: would prefer home-

grown trees, and those especially from the nursery now. and would

also recommend planting pear trees every year.
25
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Mr. Rielil— Would advise planting peach trees every year where

practicable, and ajjple trees every five years; is going to propagate
the Kieffer pear extensively.

Mr. Jackson— Thinks it is a mistake to plant orchards on poor

ground, or on land that has been exhausted by previous crops of any
kind.

Mr. Pearson stated that Madison County was only credited in

the Assessor's report (as published by the State Agricultiiral Board)
with one hundred and twelve acres of peach orchards, whereas, there

is more than that amount in the Township of Godfrey alone.

(There are other discrepancies in the above report, l)ut they
relate to agricultural more than horticultural products.

—
Secretary.)

SMALL FRUITS.

Mr. President:

As the spring will soon lie here your committee begs leave to

offer a few hints on planting.
For strawberries the best piece of land on the place should be

selected. If it has not been previously done it should be well en-

riched^ for you must not expect to raise line berries on land that will

not grow Yankee beans. There is such a thing as getting ground
too rich for berries, but the majority are not apt to err in this direc-

tion.

In plowing the soil should be worked to the depth of twelve or

fourteen inches. To do this it will be necessary to use a sub-soil

plow.
For the nuitted row system I would have the rows from three

feet to three feet eight inches apart, depending on the variety

planted, the wider rows for the ranker growing sorts, and about six-

teen inches in the row. Use a line to plant by. 0])en the holes for

the plants with a s])ade by pushing it into the ground about six

inches and moving it backwards and forwards, leaving a slit about
one and one-half inches wide oii top and six inches deep. Spread
out the roots and carefully insert, pressing the soil very firmly against
them. Plant the varieties best suited to your soil and method of

cultivation, which can only be told by actual trial.

When planting blackberries and raspberries in the spring, if the

plants are to lie procured at a distance, the sooner they are in the

ground the better; but when they can be dug and planted soon after,

I have succeeded best by waiting until after the buds have started.

All old wood should be taken out now. I prefer to postpone prun-
ing bearing canes, until after growth has started, then one can tell

just what to cut, and what not.
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Have rows for hlackbcrrii's at least ei^^ht and better ten feet

ajjai't. plants two feet iipart in the row: six feet by eighteen inches

will give sutKcient room for ras])berries.

Respeetfnlly submitted, J. S. HKOWX.

The Secretary stated in reply to a (juestion by Mr. Iviehl. that he

had not pruned any rusp])erries yet, and would not do so for some

time, as he thought that the hiterals of the black raspberry, being

naturally frtvst in the ground at this time, had a tendency to steady

the main cane and hinder it from being broken off by the wind:

the canes being ai)j)arently more brittle during extreme cold weather.

He also left the dead canes in tlie rows of red ras])borries for a simi-

lar |»urpose.

Mr. Hiehl —Will not i)rune till buds begin to push out in spring.

ORNAMENTAL PLANTING.

At our hist meeting we said something about this matter, but as

it was not written (h>wn our Secretary did not ])ul)lish it, and he did

right. It was about like this: That in cities and villages where

soft coal is used for fuel and the streets undermined with leaky gas

mains, it is of no use to set evergreens. They look pretty for about

three or four years and then get ragged and die. Much money is

wasted and the ground occu])ied to no advantage. W lien the State

Horticultural Society met in Si)ringtield a ])arty of us walked

around the city, and T. being familiar with the locations, acted as

guide. We fou'nd many tine residences and evidences of taste in

horticultiii;il matters: a greater number of shade trees in tiiu'r con-

dition than in any city that I know of in the state— {\ doni count

Chicago)— but among theiu all not one respectable evergreen twenty
feet high. Those that managed to live looked like an American

Larch in winter— no rich color and no density.

In shade trees for city or country, who will name the second to

the Elm? Since (nir last meeting the Massachusetts Society ami the

editor of the Countnj Gentleman have both discussed this same ques-
tion and rejected trees that we rejected, and for the same reasons.

Their list, and it is good for us, is about this: Norway Maple, Euro-

pean Linden, Sugar Maple, White Oak, Sweet Gum and Cut Leaf

Birch, this last only for an open space on the lawn where its peculiar,

airy drooping form may be seen. Tn order to show this best, train
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the tree with a low head. In the country we still must ])liint ever-

greens. No new kinds are needed here for common use. Don't

forget the hemlock, and remember, if it grows unevenly, that it will

bear the shears, if used early in spring before the buds swell. There

are very fine specimens of this best of evergreens on the grounds of

James Gr. Brown, Esq., in Godfrey, covering an area of sixteen feet

in diameter. They, too, need the shears to-day. If you have not

plenty of shrubs, get them. Any of your neighbors who have them

ought to be able and willing to divide.

Will some one tell me if the American Ivy {Anqjelopsis Hede-

racea) will injure a brick Avail?

More next month. JNO. M. PEARSON.

Mr. Pearson suggested an exchange of ornamental shrubs aud

plants among the members of the Society.

The committee on places of meeting asked for further time.

Granted.

Messrs. Brown and Tindall each ]iaid one dollar membership
fee.

On motion the meeting then adjourned.

WM. JACKSON, Secrefari/.
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